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The patterns of Pueblo textile production, use, and exchange 

underwent dramatic change during the first two centuries of Spanish-colonial 

rule as precontact styles and technologies were modified, new ones embraced, 

and traditional systems of production and exchange were disrupted, usxirped, 

and transformed. This study traces and interprets the historic and 

socioeconomic processes underlying these changes. Three major research 

questions are explored: 1) how were Pueblo systems of textile production and 

exchange organized prior to European contact?; 2) how did contact with 

Spanish religious, political, and social institutions influence and transform 

these Pueblo systems; and 3) how did Pueblo societies compensate for these 

changes to ensure continuing supplies of native textiles for secular and ritual 

use? 

To evaluate these questions, the research constructs a general cross-

cultural model of colonial textile change and then tests this model using 

archaeological and documentary data from the Pueblo Southwest for the period 

A.D. 1300-1850. Archaeological data from four regions are investigated and 

compared: the Hopi region, the Zuni region, the Rio Grande valley, and the 

eastern periphery. The research presents detailed technical analyses of 

archaeologiccd textiles and production-related artifacts and featiires from the 

large, contact-period mission sites of Awatovi, HawiJcuh, and Pecos, along 

with data from smaller assemblages. 

Using translations of primary Spcuxish accounts, the research considers 

the ways in which Franrisoan missionaries, provincial governors, and other 

colonial entities appropriated Pueblo textiles and labor for Spanish-colonial 
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ABSTRACT - Continued 

purposes through systems of forced labor and tribute. The study assesses 

the impacts of this diversion on the organization of Pueblo textile production, 

including shifts in the gender of textile producers and in the contexts and 

scheduling of production activities. The adoption of new fibers and dyes and 

the growing use of Navajo, Hispanic, and imported fabrics by Pueblo 

constimeis are also explored. On a broader level, the research traces the 

decline of textile production in the Eastern Pueblo region, the concomitant 

intensification of textile production among the Western Pueblos, the expansion 

of textile exchange networks on a regional scale, and the emergence of Hopi 

as the principal supplier of Pueblo textile needs. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

— there is not a single surviving example of Pueblo textile work of any 
sort known to have been made between 1500 and 1879, though 
references in the literature of that period establish its continued 
existence as an indigenous art. 

Watson Smith 
(1952:272) 

Introduction to the Research Problem 

When Spaniards first entered the Pueblo villages of present-day New 

Mexico and Arizona, they were struck by the beauty and elegance of the 

clothing worn and made by the people there, leading one chronicler to exclaim 

that it was all "quite remarkable for barbarians" (Hammond and Key 1966: 

278). Three hundred years later, only those Pueblo villages located farthest 

from centers of Spanish settlement were still producing textiles in any 

quantity, cotton had been largely replaced by wool, and most Pueblo societies 

were acquiring their woven goods through networks of regional exchange. 

What social and economic changes had occurred during this time to account for 

these shifts in the consumption, production, and exchange of Pueblo textiles? 

The purpose of the present study is to explain some of the historical and 

cultural processes through which these chcinges came about. 

The period between ca. A.D. 1450 and 1850 has long been considered 

the great lacuna in Southwestern textile research (Kent 1957:463; 1979:37; 

Mera 1975 [1943]: 1,5; Smith 1952:272). The gap has been narrowed somewhat 

by Kate Peck Kent's (1979) recent unpublished analysis of the eighteenth-

century Walpi textiles. Kent (1979:37) still believed at the time, however, 

that with the exception of "a few disappointing scraps" from Awatovi, 

Hawikuh, and Unshagi, there was little to account for the remainder of this 
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interval. Mera (1975[1943] :1,5), too, lamented the scarcity of archaeological 

evidence from the early-historic period, declaring that he knew of "not a 

single authenticated example" of embroidery from this time, which made 

attempts to trace the development of the craft "weU-nigh impossible." 

Although the archaeological record contains abundant evidence of 

Southwestern textiles for the periods A.D. 1 to 750 and A.D. 1000 to 1400 

(Kent 1957; 1983a; Morris 1980; Teague 1991), and there are numerous well-

documented examples of post-A.D. 1850 Pueblo textiles in museum collections 

(e.g., Kent 1983b; Douglas 1931-1940; Hough 1919; Stevenson 1883a, 1883b, 

1884), very little has been known about the period in between. This was a 

pivotal time in the development of Pueblo weaving because it was during this 

period that so many fundaunental changes occurred in the use, appearance, 

and manufacture of these items as a result of Spanish contact and the adoption 

of European technologies. 

This period serves as the focus of the present study. Through a 

reexamination of a number of older archaeological textile collections, most of 

which were excavated prior to 1940 and never studied or published in detail, 

and a closer examination of the published archaeological and documentary 

records, an effort is made to bridge this gap to further understanding of some 

of the critical socioeconomic changes that ensued in Pueblo societies during 

the Spanish and Mexican periods cind to discern how these changes were 

expressed through Pueblo systems of textile production and exchange. 

The research is informed by three major research questions: 1) how 

were Pueblo systems of textile production and exchange organized prior to 

European contact?; 2) how did contact with Spanish reUgioxjis, political, and 

social institutions influence and transform these Pueblo systems?; and 3) how 

X 
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did Pueblo societies compensate for these changes to ensure continuing 

supplies of native textiles for secular and ritucd use? To investigate these 

questions, the research uses cross-cultural data to construct a general 

predictive model of colonial, textile change, and then tests this model with 

archaeological and documentary evidence from the Pueblo Southwest for the 

period ca. A.D. 1300-1850. 

Although the primary goal of the research is to explain the changes that 

occurred in Pueblo textile production between the late-prehistoric period and 

the mid-nineteenth century, this study has two broader purposes: to make 

previously unanalyzed and largely unpublished archaeological data available 

for future research, and to demonstrate the potential of these older and 

largely-neglected archaeological collections for addressing problems of 

current anthropological Interest, especially for research ordered on a regional 

scale (Webster 1995). 

Previous Research 

The period between A.D. 1300 and 1850 has long been of interest to 

scholars seeking to explain the continuities and divergences between 

prehistoric and modem Pueblo societies (e.g., Adams 1979,1981,1989; Eggan 

1950; Ellis 1974[1961]; Ferguson 1981; Ford, Schroeder, and Peckham 1972; 

Kidder 1932; Lange 1990[1959]; Mills 1995a,1995c; Smith 1952; Snow 1973, 

1981). Most early acculturation studies in the Southwest and elsewhere were 

aimed at identifying the social changes that had occurred in native societies 

as a result of European contact, and explaining the ciiltural dynamics through 

which these changes came about (Dozier 1961; Foster 1960; Hester 1962; 

Linton 1940; Redfield 1941; Reed 1944; Schroeder 1972; Spicer 1954,1961, 
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1962; Wendoif and Reed 1955). FoUowixig a hiatus of nearly 20 years when 

such research sUpped from the forefront of anthropological inquiry, culture-

contact studies have again assumed an important place in research. Much of 

the recent work in the Southwest has been carried out by archaeologists who, 

building upon the findings of ethnologists and ethnohistorians, have used 

late-prehistoric and historic data to elucidate long-term change in indigenous 

socioeconomic systems (e.g., Adams 1981,1989; Fergxison 1981; Kintighl990; 

Mills 1995a, 1995c; Snow 1973,1981; Spielmann 1989,1991; Wilcox 1981). These 

studies underscore an aspect of culture contact frequently overlooked by 

early investigators, which is that Europeans encountered not static traditions 

which were then destroyed, but dynamic systems shaped by centuries of 

intersodetal interaction that continued to evolve following contacts with 

Europeans (Schneider 1987:441). 

Prehistoric Pueblo textile systems, for instance, underwent extensive 

processes of change during the tliree centuries prior to Spanish contact, as 

populations north and south of the MogoUon Rim aggregated in large 

communities on the Colorado Plateau. Kent (1983a:227,269-70) has argued 

that many of the regional textile styles and techniques that existed prior to 

A.D. 1300 were homogenized or lost as populations of diverse ethnic 

backgrounds came together through intermarriage or coresidence. Many of 

the same processes of change that chcuracterized the late-prehistoric period -

the selective adoption of new styles and techniques, the acceptance of new 

methods for producing similar items, and the modification or loss of existing 

technologies - typified, changes in Pueblo textile systems during the early 

years of Spanish contact and weU into modem times. Jvist as all societies do 

when presented with something new, the Pueblos evaluated cxiltural 
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innovations in terms of their prior experience, acxrepting some and rejecting 

others (Bamett 1953; Herskovits 1955:445). 

Material ctiltnre studies have also moved to the forefront of 

anthropological research (Hedlund 1989). Contemporary scholars have gone 

beyond description to explore broader issues of socioeconomic change and 

ideological meaning by focusing on relations between objects, ideas, and social 

context in the archaeological record (e.g., Crown 1994; Hays 1992). Many of 

these same issues of context and meaning have been applied to interpretive 

studies of Southwestern ethnographic collections (e.g., Hardin 1985). A 

number of archaeologists have turned their attention to elucidating 

socioeconomic issues of craft production, specialization, consumption, and 

exchange. Though most of this work has focused on ceramics (e.g., Harry 

1997; Hays-GHpin 1996; Mills 1995a, 1995c, 1997; Mills and Crown 1995; see also 

Arnold 1985), analyses of shell (Howard 1985,1993) and textiles (Teague 1991; 

see also Mills 1997) have also benefited from this approach. 

Because of their communicative properties, textiles provide an 

exceptional media for investigating cross-cultural influences on indigenous 

socioeconomic systems. Textiles are focal items of ciilture because of the 

social roles they fulfill, iconographies they bear, and the technological skills 

and materials employed in their production. When societies interact, each of 

these dimensions may undergo change, and changes in each can be measured 

independently. Textiles thus provide anthropologists with a number of 

significant variables by which to measure culture change, an application aptly 

demonstrated by a number of textile scholars (e.g. Anawalt 1979,1981,1984; 

Cohn 1989; Etienne 1980; Kent 1989; Rowe 1981; Sayer 1985; Schevill 1986, 

1993; Teague 1991; Wheat 1979). 
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A considerable body of research ciirrently exists on t±ie txjpic of 

prehistoric and historic Pueblo weaving. Kent's (e.g., 1957,1962,1979, 

1983a,b,c; 1989) comprehensive studies of archaeological and ethnographic 

Pueblo textiles underlie much of tlie present research, serving to anchor it at 

both ends. A significant study of prehistoric Southwestern weaving has also 

been conducted by Teague (1991), who considers, among other issues, the 

social and economic contexts of production and distribution; Teague's work 

provides the first real synthesis of archaeological textile data from the Greater 

Southwest including northwest Mexico, and is particularly valuable for its 

presentation of data from recently-excavated sites from southern and central 

Arizona. Other published studies of late-prehistoric Southwestern textiles 

include the work of King (1974), Magers (1986), and O'Neale (1948). 

A rich literature also exists on historic Pueblo weaving, though as Kent 

(1983b:7) has observed, this has yet to receive thorough attention from 

scholars. Early writings include the work of Stevenson (1987[1911]) and 

Spier (1924) on Zuni weaving. Hough (1919) on Hopi textiles (see also Parsons 

1936), Douglas's (1931-1940) studies of weaving in the Rio Grande and 

Western Pueblo villages, Mera's (1975[1943]) study of Pueblo embroidery, and 

Roediger's (1991[1941]) work on ceremonial Pueblo costximing. More recent 

work includes Colton's (1965) study on Hopi dyes, and studies by Whiting 

(1977) and Sayere (1980,1989), among others, on Hopi textiles. Pueblo 

weaving has been addressed in a more general way by Amsden (1982[1934]), 

Kent (1983b,1989), Fox (1978), and Underbill (1991[1946]). Cross-cultural 

influences in Pueblo, Navajo, and Spanish textiles have been the fociis of 

studies by Kent (1983b) and Wheat (1977,1979,1988; see also Hedlund 1990). 

Summarizing the extent of cvirrent knowledge, Kent (1989) published 
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one article specifically concerned with Pueblo textile change during the early-

historic period. Unfortunately, this article appeared in a German journal (it 

was published in English) and hence is not widely available. Brenneman 

(1995) has conducted a documentary study of the economic role of cotton and 

cotton weaving in the protohistoric Southwest, which is particularly valuable 

for her critical evaluation of some of the early Spanish texts. The early-

historic period was also of considerable interest to Wheat (1977,1988), who 

examined the early documentary literature as part of his extensive research 

on the histoid of Navajo, Pueblo, and Spanish weaving; plans are currently 

underway to publish this impoirtant work (Ann Hedlund, personal 

communication). Some early-historic changes in Pueblo weaving have also 

been considered by Teague (1991). A summary of the present resecirch is 

presented in Webster (1995). 

Most research on Pueblo textiles has emphasized the technical aspects 

of the craft. Studies with a historical bent have been primarily concerned 

with describing the adoption and loss of materials and technologies rather than 

explaining the social causes and processes behind these changes. This topic 

has yet to be addressed at the level of inquiry required to elucidate 

postcontact change in general socioeconomic terms. The present study 

represents one effort to address these issues. 

Archaeological Approaches to Craft Production and Exchange 

Production and exchange are key aspects of socioeconomic systems, 

providing a measure for evaluating social complexity cind intersocietal 

interdependence (Earle and Ericson 1977; Ericson and Earle 1982; Spence 

1982). Regional exchange is fostered and maintained by the uneven 
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distribution of strategic resources cOid goods. In nonstate level societies, 

interregional networks are crucial for ensxaxlng group survival. Such 

networks not only provide access to goods and buffer shortages, but are the 

primary mechanisms through which intercommunity bonds are maintained 

(Ford 1972). The usual mode of exchange in nonhierarchiccd. societies is 

down-the-line, with exchange and production locally controlled and 

specialized within each community; in systems of market exchange, in 

contrast, specialization is usually elaborated and localized near the market 

centers (Earle 1982:8). 

One development typically associated with growing social complexity and 

increased economic interdependence is specialization, the production of goods 

for extrahousehold or extravillage use (Brumfiel and Earle 1987; Clark and 

Parry 1990; Costin 1991; Hagstrum 1995; Mills 1997; Mills and Crown 1995; 

Rice 1981). Some communities may specialize in the production and 

distribution of raw materials, whereas others may specialize in finished craft 

goods such eis ceramics, jewelry, or textiles. In small-scale societies, much 

of this specialization occurs at the level of the household (Hendon 1996). 

Craft specialization is frequently employed as an alternative subsistence 

strategy among groups marginalized from the land base (Arnold 1985; 

Hagstrum 1989). 

Costin's Model of Craft Specialization 

The present study makes use of a model devised by Costin (1991; see 

also Costin cuid Hagstrum 1995), which considers the various forms of 

specialization that Ccin arise in response to different social, economic, 

political, and environmental factors. Such factors include the demand for 
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particular types of crafts, existing relations between producers, and the 

nature of the support base for craft production (Costin and Hagstrum 1995: 

619). Costin has proposed eight idealized types of specialization, ranging 

firom individual specialization to production in retainer workshops. Types 

referred to in the present study include community sp**^'^^'^^Hr>n in which 

individuals or households located within a single community produce for 

iinrestrlcted regional consumption; nucleated workshops, in which production 

occurs in workshops within a single community for unrestricted regional 

consumption; dispersed corv6e, in which part-time laborers produce for elite 

or governmental entities within community or household settings; nucleated 

corv6e, in which part-time production for elite patrons or governmental 

institutions is carried out in elite-administrated facilities; and re^ner 

workshops, in which ftiU-time workers produce for elite or governmental 

entities in segregated, specialized, elite-administered facilities. 

Costin has defined foxar parameters underlying the organization of craft 

production, which she identifies as context, concentration, scale, and 

intensity. Although heurlstlcally described as dlchotomous varledDles, each 

represents a range of possibilities (Costin and Hagstrum 1995:620). The 

context of production refers to the affiliation of the producers and the nature 

of control over production and distribution. At one end of this continuum are 

the independent specialists, whose crafts circulate within the subsistence 

economy through frameworks of social reciprocity or market exchange. At the 

other extreme are attached specialists, whose work is sponsored or managed 

by eUte or governmental institutions. 

The concentration of production describes the spatial distribution of 

producers and production facilities. Producers may be dispersed and evenly 
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distributed among the population, or at the other extreme, nucleated into a 

single location. In the latter instance, products mtist often be transported 

over considerable distances through networks of regional or interregional 

exchcinge, which adds to their "price" or value. 

The scale of the production units describes the composition of the 

producing groups, including group size and relationships between producers. 

At one end of the continuum is household production, where labor is recruited 

on the basis of kin, and crafts are manufactured within domestic settings. At 

the other is production in workshop or factory settings by groups of 

nonrelated individuals. 

The fourth parameter, intensity of production, refers to the amount of 

time producers are engaged in their craft relative to other economic activities 

and the scheduling of production tasks. Part-time specialization, in which 

craft production augments basic subsistence production, is at one end of the 

continuum. At the other is production by full-time specialists who devote all 

of their economic energies to the production of a single craft, meeting their 

basic economic needs through the exchange of these goods for other 

commodities, services, or wages. 

Factors of efficiency, risk, and schedtiling determine whether craft 

production is carried out on a part-time or f\all-time basis. Scheduling is 

usually contingent on the sexual division of labor in the household and on the 

gender of the craft producers. In nonindustrial societies where craft 

production is adopted as an adjunct to agricultural production, it is usually 

scheduled to complement other activities and performed most intensively 

during the agriciiltiiral off-season, so not to conflict with agricxiltural 

demands (Hagstrum 1989; 1995:282,284). However, any number of political. 
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scx:ial, or economic factors may compel producers to extend craft production 

into the agricultural months. 

Gender and Craft Production 

Gender hcis emerged as a topic of increasing interest to archaeologists 

concerned with issues of craft production and specialization (e.g., Anawcilt 

1979; Brumfiel 1991; Costin 1993,1996; Crown and Wills 1995; Hays 1992; 

McCafferty and McCafferty 1996; Mills 1995b, 1997; Rice 1991; Skibo and 

Schiffer 1995; Wright 1991). Much of this work has focused on the 

organization of the sexual division of labor within the household (Burton, 

Brudner, and White 1977; Hendron 1996). Although the role of women in craft 

production has been emphasized, some researchers have also investigated the 

processes through which gender shifts occur. Relations between growing 

male involvement and increasing specialization, expanding ritual, and growing 

consumer markets have been explored (e.g., Anawalt 1979; Mills 1997; Skibo 

and Schiffer 1995; Teague 1991). As noted by Mills (1997:6; see also MUls 

1995b; Kramer 1985; Wright 1991), even when men take over the primary 

responsibilities of production and distribution, the labor of the household may 

remain "hidden" in the final product. 

Craft Production in the Late-Prehistoric Southwest 

The late-prehistoric period in the American Southwest witnessed major 

demographic shifts and the formation of large aggregated communities, 

triggering changes in social differentiation, land use, and commodity 

production and exchange (Adams 1991,1995; Cordell and Gumerman 1989; 

Graves and Reid 1984; Gumerman and Dean 1989; Howell 1994; Johnson 1989; 
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Kintigh 1990; Lightfoot 1984; Snow 1981; Upham and Plog 1986; Upham, 

Lightfoot, and Jewett 1989; Wilcx>x 1981). This increasing aggregation of 

popxilation units fostered the development of socioeconomic mechanisms 

promoting commvinity and regional interdependence. One such mechanism was 

the rise of a shared religious ideology in the form of the katsina cult (Adams 

1991), another, the amplification of community-based craft specialties and 

services to insure the regular flow of goods, services, and information 

between villages and iregions (Ford 1972; Snow 1981). 

Since the time that Dozier (1983[1970) :9) first expressed the view that 

"no specialization either in products of the land or in manufactured items" 

existed among the Pueblos, a chorus of scholars has produced evidence to the 

contTciry (Adams 1991; Howard 1993; Mills 1995c; Mills and Crown 1995; Snow 

1981; Teague 1991). Community specialization in specific commodities has 

been identified at various sites throughout the region. Such a system of 

community specialization and intercommunity exchange has been proposed for 

the fourteenth-centxiry sites of Homol'ovi auid Awatovi (Adams 1991:181; 

Bishop et al. 1988; Hays-Gilpin 1996); these interpretations conform with 

ethnographic descriptions of exchange in textiles and other commodities 

between Pueblo communities in historic times (e.g., Beaglehcde 1937; Ford 

1972; Parsons 1939:33-37; Snow 1973). 

One result of population aggregation in the northern Southwest during 

the Pueblo m-IV periods was an intensification of craft production, leading 

to increasing product specialization (Adams 1991,1996,1997a; Hagstrum 1995; 

MiUs 1997; Mills and Crown 1995; Snow 1981; see also Brumfiel cind Ecurle 

1987:5). Mills (1997:7-9) has suggested three different pathways toward 

craft specialization in the prehistoric Southwest: 1) a change from gendered 
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of gendered production at the household scale; and 3) an intensification of 

gendered production accompanied by a shift from household to extrahousehold 

contexts. According to Mills, the type of pathway employed was contingent 

upon the type of craft specialty, competitive labor demands, and the social 

and political context of use (see also Costin and Hagstrum 1995:519). 

In Mills' first trajectory, production intensified at the level of the 

household, aggregating the labor of the entire family In the production 

process. Mills cites Hohokam production of shell ornaments during the pre-

Classic period as one example of change along this pathway. In the second 

trajectory, male and female roles became more differentiated as production 

intensified. An example of this change was the intensification of female labor 

in late-prehistoric ceramic production in the Southwest. In Mills' third 

pathway, labor was also restructured along gendered lines, but this was 

accompanied by a shift in production settings from household to 

extrahousehold contexts. Mills identifies the intensification of Pueblo male 

labor in cotton textile production and the transfer of this activity to kiva 

contexts as an example of this trajectory. 

In addition to these three pathways. Mills (1997:9-10,49) has also 

discussed the production of specialized types of ritual items for restricted 

consumption. Noting that males are typically involved in the production of 

items that they alone will use, suid that most ritual paraphernalia produced by 

the Pueblos in historic times was utilized by men (Parsons 1939), Mills heis 

argued that males were probably the principal producers of such items in the 

late-prehistoric Southwest. As observed by Mills (1997:10), these types of 

goods conform with what Weiner (1994) has characterized as "unalienable 
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possessions," specialized items that are acquired, used, and discarded in a 

highly-prescribed ritual manner. Such items are produced only in limited 

quantities and intended only for consumption by members of the group, not 

for casual economic exchange. These goods are commonly passed on through 

lineages and religioxis societies, and if disposed of, discarded in a ritual 

fashion. Archaeologically, such items are often found in association with 

burials and caches, and many of these goods are textiles. 

In small-scale societies, dloth binds brides to grooms, ancestors to 

descendents, past to present and future (Schneider and Weiner 1989:16). 

Based on ethnographic analogues from Hopi and other Pueblo villages, two 

classes of textiles produced by Pueblo weavers at the time of contact, and in 

later times, appear to conform with Weiner's description of unalienable 

possessions. The first are cotton dance costumes, primarily kilts and 

breechcloths, worn by men themselves in pviblic rituals. Males were 

frequently interred in their dance costumes to evince the ritual positions they 

held in life (Parsons 1936:484,829). The second category of Pueblo textile 

that can be identified in this manner is the undecorated white cotton manta. 

which in historic times was made by a groom's meile relatives for the bride. At 

Hopi, two of these mantas were (and still are) presented to the bride at the 

time of the wedding. One became the property of the family and was 

subsequently embroidered for use as a dance costume, whereas the other 

remained undecorated and was reserved for use as the woman's burial shroud 

(Kent 1983b:55-56). Like other unalienable possessions, the wedding manta 

was exchanged through ritual contexts (the wedding) and disposed of in a 

ritual manner, either by being interred with the original owner or passed 

down through prescribed family Unes (Parsons 1936:1005; 1939:484). With the 
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historic decline of cotton production in the Rio Grande and the wider 

circulation of dance costumes and cotton mantas as trade items from Hopi, 

these items conformed less closely to Weiner's characterization of "unaleinable 

possessions." Once acquired through initiation or other means, however, 

these textiles tended to stay with the owner or circulate within the group in 

a highly-prescrihed manner. 

Exchange Systems in the Late-Prehistoric Southwest 

On the other side of the economic coin is exchange, the distribution of 

goods, services, and ideas within and between societies. Exchange provides 

the criticcd link between societies in regions characterized by uneven 

distributions of natural resources, climatic variation, varying population si2se, 

and differing sociopolitical complexity (Brumfiel and Earle 1987; Dalton 1977; 

Earle and Ericson 1977; Erlcson and Earle 1982; Ford 1972,1983; WHmsen 

1972). In the prehistoric Southwest, trade was crucial not only for providing 

access to needed goods and buffering shortages but for maintaining social ties 

and ideologies over wide areas (Adams 1991; Crown 1994; Dean et al. 1985; 

Gumerman and Dean 1989; Irwin-Williams 1977; Johnson 1989; Plog 1977,1983; 

Teague 1991). 

The Pueblos were engaged in extensive systems of regional and 

extraregional exchange at the time of European contact (Riley 1975; Snow 

1981; Spielmann 1989), with many of these same patterns continuing 

throughout the historic period in only slightly modified form (e.g., Beaglehole 

1937; Ford 1972,1983; Parsons 1939:33-37). Employing strategies of "barter, 

gift, or violence" (Bandelier 1890:39), the Pueblos engaged in trade relations 

with inhabitants of different territories and environmental zones to acqxiire 

JL 
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access to raw materials, food resources, or craft items not available locally; 

much of the trade between the Pueblos and nomadic groups entailed the 

exchange of Pueblo agricultural products (maize and cotton goods) for animal 

products (meat and hides). A similar pattern characterized trade between the 

Pueblo villages occupying the agriculturally-rich bottomlands and those 

situated on the peripheries (Spielmann 1989). 

Pueblo societies sharing similar technological and subsistence systems 

exaggerated their ecological and craft differences in order to facilitate 

intercommunity exchange and to develop greater interdependences (Ford 

1972:43; Hagstrum 1995:294). Exchange in craft specialties not only insxired 

access to particular commodities, ritual symbols, and ceremonial seirvices, but 

kept contacts open in times of crisis. As noted by Ford (1972:45): 

We must not interpret exchange for ritual goods as the only basis for 
exchange. For all parties, the constant demand for expendable sacred 
items maintained a valuable linkage between populations that, in the 
case of the pueblos, tended toward closed, self-sustaining systems.. .In 
times of fcimine when other regulatory mechanisms proved inadeqviate, 
contacts, perpetuated by ritioal needs, gave the pueblos access to the 
produce of other ecosystems. 

With the primary exception of cotton (Adams 1991,1996,1997a, 1997b), 

crop differentiation did not occur between Pueblo communities, and most goods 

selected for exchange were nonagricultural in nature. Inter-Pueblo trade 

networks found their basis in diverse craft specialties (pottery, textiles), 

differential access to raw materials (cotton, feathers, salt, turquoise, 

pigments), or goods acquired through established long-distance networks 

(shell). Barter and gift exchange were the xisual mechanisms of distribution, 

with some groups serving as intermediaries in down-the-Une transactions. 

One of the most striking features of exchange in non-state-level 

societies is its ceremonial context (Dalton 1977). Regional trade networks are 
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regulated and sustained by ritual cycles, which ensure access to "primitive 

valuables" for ceremonial use. As Ford (1972:44) has observed, "while 

adaptation determined the nature of exchange and social relations structured 

it, ritual required it." In the late-prehistoric Southwest, ritual was a 

principal factor in generating and sustaining exchange relations between 

widespread Pueblo societies. The consistently-high demand for esoteric goods 

helped to maintain contacts between the Western Pueblos and the Rio Grande 

communities, auad the Western Pueblos with each other (Adams 1991; Snow 

1981). 

Some sense of the nature of prehistoric exchange transactions, and 

obstacles to their interpretation by archaeologists, are suggested by Ford's 

(1972) study of the flow of goods and services between historic Rio Grande 

communities. Ford's analysis emphasizes the importance of nontangible 

services in this trade: songs, dances, cures, and other ephemeral acts. His 

discussion underscores the untenability of reconstructing entire exchange 

transactions in the prehistoric past, because so many aspects are 

unrecoverable in the archaeological record. Although ceramics were important 

commodities of exchange between Pueblo societies, they were but one type of 

product exchanged, and their significance in interpretive schemes of 

prehistoric exchcinge is likely exaggerated by their ubiguitoxxs presence. Like 

healing ceremonies cuid esoteric knowledge, some of the most highly-valued 

exchange commodities identified in the ethnographic literature eure 

archaeologically ephemeral, composed of materials that are unlikely to be 

preserved at open archaeological sites except under extraordinary conditions. 

Primary among these are feathers and woven textiles. 
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Colonization and the Appropriation cf Indigenous Goods and Labor 

The present study cx)nstructs a model of changes that are expected to 

occur in native textile systems as a result of colonization. Before model 

is introduced, some backgroxind information will be presented on the ways in 

which colonial entities were able to appropriate and mcuiage native goods and 

labor, including the forced production of textiles in weaving workshops or 

obraies. In addition, a brief overview of trends related to the production of 

textiles in other colonized societies will be discussed. It is these patterns that 

serve as the basis for the model. 

A common intent of all colonization enterprises was the diversion of 

native goods and labor to colonial pxorposes (Barber 1932; Diaz de Castillo 

1965; Foster 1960; Rowe 1957; Spicer 1962; Villa marin and Villamarin 1975; 

Wolf 1982). Forced labor and tribute not only suppUed the basic subsistence 

needs of colonies, but provided their only hope for profit. In the New World, 

this appropriation wets largely effected through the encomienda and 

repartimiento systems, the first of which funneled goods throughout the 

colonial system, the second channeling labor. 

Rooted in feudalism and the Roman and Moslem conquests of Spain, the 

system of encomienda arrived in the New World with the first Europeans on 

American shores. Under this system, indigenous peoples were considered 

vassals of the Crown and were allotted to Spanish conguerers and settlers in 

reward for services rendered. Not all colonists were permitted or qualified 

to hold encomiendas. Rather, the encomenderos comprised a privileged clctss, 

a kind of feudal nobility. In exchange for the privilege of collecting tribute, 

these encomenderos were charged with providing protection to the natives and 

instructing them in the tenets of the Holy Catholic faith. Though the system 
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bore reli0ovis and beneficent overtones, it was steered by economic motives. 

Most of the Indian labor in Spanish America fell under the control of the 

encomienda system, and this served as the basis of socioeconomic life in nearly 

all of the Spanish provinces diaring the colonial period. 

Labor, tribute, goods, and minerals defined the potential wealth of a 

region. As colonies were established in different areas, Tndian labor was 

hcimessed for a number of pursuits, including agricultural work, weaving, 

eund mining operations. Regions lacking mineral wealth were destined to 

remain relatively poor, with their commercial enterprises geared toward 

supplying the economic needs of the mining centers. The provincial economy 

of colonial New Mexico, for example, was largely directed toward supplying 

the mining centers of Zacatecas and Parral with sheep cind woven goods. As 

a result, few commodities of value were left to circulate within the local 

economy. 

Native labor formed the foundation for all colonial enterprises. The 

economic potential of a region was measured not just in land or resources, but 

by the amoimt of labor that could be harvested. The extent to which this 

labor could be controlled depended largely on the existing sociocviltural 

organization of native populations in the region. In the New World, the 

greatest potential for colonial appropriation was found in the highlands of 

Mexico and the Andes, where pre-Conquest bureaucratic mechamisms were 

already in place for collecting tribute and organizing labor. By interjecting 

themselves into the upper echelons of these existing bureaucracies, colonial 

administrators were able to control and exploit huge numbers of people. 

Sedentary agricultural societies lacking centralized political systems were 

more difficult to control, because goods eind services in these societies were 
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exchanged not through tribute or corv6e systems, but through kin groups or 

trading partnerships. In these situations, only limited numbers of people 

could be brought under control, especially in frontier regions whez^ escape 

remained a viable option. Lacking centralized networks, colonial 

administrators were forced to harness native goods and labor diirectly. It was 

in these stateless, sedentary societies that the encomienda and reparHmiAnfo 

systems proved most effective (Villamarin and Villamarin 1975:24-29). 

Although tribute was not supposed to be paid in personal service, the 

practice of exacting peirsonal service in lieu of tribute in New Spain was so 

widespread that forced labor became indelibly identified with the encomienda 

system there ( Barber 1932:17). Encomenderos had the right to collect tribute 

in kind and frequently took advantage of this opportunity by depriving 

Indians of their crops or forcing them to weave blankets (Barber 1932:73). 

Under the forced labor system known ets the repartimiento. weekly allotments 

of Indians were sent to work in the mines or on Spanish farms, with some 

communities supplying workers for 20 weeks out of the year. Natives were 

allotted to various tasks including domestic service, care of flocks and herds, 

work in the mines, building and road constscuction, hauling cargo, and the 

production of textiles. Although males were the preferred labor force, women 

and children fUled quotas during the planting and harvest seasons. Even 

after the encomienda and repartimiento systems were abolished in the 1700s, 

sixfficient loopholes remained to enable colonists to tax the Indians or force 

them to work for pay; tribute levies were sometimes deducted from these 

wages, which served to keep the Indians in their debt (Barber 1932:72; 

Villamarin and Villamarin 1975:16-17). Although the encomienda was never 

reinstated in New Mexico after the Pueblo Revolt of 1680, secular authorities 
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Continued to extract Icibor and goods - including woven textiles - from the 

Pueblos throughout the eighteenth century. A similar situation persisted in 

Guatemala and other colonized regions well into the nineteenth century 

(ScheviU 1993:43). 

The Production of Textiles under Spanish-Colonial Rule 

Textiles, raw fiber, and dyestuffs were important commodities in the 

colonial economy of New Spain. Cotton was grown as a tribute commodity in 

such regions as Jamaica, Puerto Rico, and later Mexico (Barber 1932:33,38). 

The cultivation, harvesting, and processing of indigo and cochineal dyestviffs 

from Guatemala, Mexico, and the West Indies relied almost entirely on Indian 

land and IcUbor (Davies 1974:141-143; Oss 1986:40; Villamarin and Villamarin 

1975:54). 

The durability, transportability, and widespread use of woven textiles 

made them ideal tribute payments; indeed, textiles had been an integral 

component of Aztec and Inca tribute in pre-Hispanic Mexico and Peru (Anawcdt 

1979:171; Brumfiel 1991,1996; Costin 1993; Murra 1962), as they were in most 

colonial settings (Cohn 1989). The unit of collection in New Spain was the 

manta, which served as a medium of exchange until replaced by the peso 

(Anawalt 1979:173). 

Many colonial economies relied on a mixed strategy of agrlcxilture and 

textile production, with these textiles destined for local consumption, export, 

or to supply the mines. Even in the far reaches of New Spain where other 

commodities were in short supply, textiles were firequently demanded. 

Residents of the economiCcQly-marginal and isolated Yucatan province, for 

instance, were required to supply mantas to their encomenderos (Villamarin 
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and Villamarin 1975:63}. Natives also supplied ornaments and fabrics to the 

chxjxches, as well as clothing for religious and civil officials. In some regions, 

it was the production of tribute textiles kept weaving traditions ctlive (Schevill 

1986:9), though this may have been the only cloth produced. 

Many of these tribute textiles were produced by women, the traditional 

textile producers in most New World societies. Some women were confined in 

their houses and forced to spin and weave cloth for tribute (Barber 1932:81-

82}. In many parts of New Spain, and in the Andean regions of Peru, Bolivia, 

and Ecuador, weaving workshops known as obraies were established to 

channel native labor, primarily the labor of males, into the production of 

textiles. These obraies. which were owned and operated by individuals, civil 

authorities, religious orders, or p-nmmpndpmg, were typically places where 

long lengths of woolen or cotton cloth were produced on Exiropean-style 

treadle looms. 

The introduction of the treadle loom instituted an entirely new system 

of textile production to New World societies (Anawalt 1979; Fisher 1979c; 

Phipps 1996:146-47). This type of loom, which was in wide use throughout 

Europe, had a stationary frame equipped with reeds and heddles, the latter 

controlled - that is, mechcuiized - through the use of foot pedals, or treadles. 

Unlike the traditional backstrap loom (and the upright Pueblo loom), the 

treadle loom was able to produce extremely long lengths of cloth on a single set 

of warp. This warping system, combined with the foot-operated treadle 

mechanism, accelerated the weaving process considerably, resulting in a far 

more efficient use of human labor. For colonial administrators seeking to 

amass huge quantities of tribute cloth, this was the loom of choice. Becaiise 

the treadle loom was truly "an industrial machine" (Fisher 1979c:193}, its 
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potential could only be realized when the textile-production process was 

partitioned into separate tasks of carding, spinning, dyeing, warping, 

weaving, and finishing. It was in this manner that textile labor was organized 

in the obraies. So efficient was this form of production that many Indian 

communities in Peru established obraies of their own in the late-sixteenth 

century just to make their tribute payments (Rowe 1957:177). 

In regions of Spanish America including Peru, Bolivia, and Mexico, the 

obraies were typically staffed with the labor of boys and adult males. The 

labor of boys aged 9 to 17 years was particularly desired because these 

workers could be paid less and their work £need the adult labor pool for other 

purposes. Under the South American mita de obraie. a percentage of the 

males in a coimnunity were detailed to 6-month work periods, then allowed 40 

days off to perform agricxiltxiral tasks at home. In return, the weaver 

received food and about 50 pesos per annum. The work was hard, and repoirts 

of excessive quotas and punishments were widespread (Rowe 1957:178). 

Abuses associated with the textile industry continued in some parts of the New 

World until late in the eighteenth century (Barber 1932:81-82). 

Changes in the Organization of Textile Production in Societies 

Drawing from some of the cross-cultural literature pertaining to the 

production and consumption of doth in colonial societies (primarily, but not 

exclusively, from the New World), some changes in the organization of textile 

production are explored. Aspects include changes in the organization of 

textile labor, differential impacts in "core" and "periphery" regions, the 

adoption of introduced materials and techniques, and changes in clothing 

styles. 
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Changes in textile lalx?r. Under the sexual division of latx}r in 

precontact Mesoamerican and Andean societies, the primary spinners and 

weavers were women. Using native handspindles and portable backstrap 

looms, these women were engaged in well-developed systems of production 

organized at the household scale (Anawalt 1979:171; Costin 1993; McCafferty 

and McCafferty 1996; Phipps 1996). Through this means of production, 

women supplied the needs of their households, with their surpluses 

distributed through systems of trade, market exchange, or tribute. Although 

cloth was exacted in tribute under the Inca and Aztec tribute systems, these 

textiles were produced within household contexts using the native technology 

(Anawalt 1979; Brumfiel 1996; Murra 1962; Villanueva 1985 ). The organization 

of textile production under these tribute systems remained relatively 

unchanged. 

The introduction of the treadle loom, on the other hand, dramatically 

transformed the orgcuiization of production in the native economy, resiilting 

in a new division of labor and the alteration of the pre-Conquest family 

structvire (Anawalt 1979:179). Under Spanish-controlled systems of forced 

labor, native males were sent to centralized workshop facilities to leam how 

to operate the new equipment and to receive training in new textile 

techniques. The selection of males for this purpose was based upon Spanish 

notions of the division of labor, as males at that time comprised the class of 

professional weavers in Spain (Williaims 1908). The emergence of men as 

textile specialists in societies where women were the traditional producers of 

cloth, and the centralization of male workers in obraies far from their homes 

for extended periods of time, transformed the traditional division of labor by 

disrupting family ties and the economic organization of native households; 
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this was to become one of the most transforming institutions of the entire 

Spanish colonial enterprise (Anawalt 1979:174-179). After the encomienda and 

repartimiento systems were outlawed, males continued their involvement with 

treadle-loom production on the large haciendas, where weaving provided a 

principal source of employment for disei^ranchised peoples (Sayer 1985:81; 

compare with Arnold 1985:168). 

The colonial system, and the emergence of men as weavers, led to 

changes in the relationship between women and cloth and in the productive 

roles of women (Etienne 1980; Nash 1980; Schevill 1993,1996). Spinning and 

weaving in pre-Conquest Mexico were symbolically tied to conception, birth, 

and female life cycles, with these roles actively defining a woman's identity. 

These gender-spedfic activities were practiced by all women iregardless of age 

or class, providing a common bond between disparate groups of women 

(McCafferty and McCafferty 1996:29). 

The Spanish-colonial system fundamentally altered most ideological 

systems in Mesoamerica, including gender relationships. With male labor 

diverted to outside colonial tasks, women were forced to assume many of the 

agricultural duties as well as those related to craft production and domestic 

labor (Nash 1980:144). Some women continued to produce textiles in 

household settings for both domestic use and tribute (Phipps 1996:145; 

ViUanueva 1985). In the early years of the colonies, indigenous women 

supplied mainy of the needs of the dominant colonial classes through their 

production of tribute textiles. Unlike the Aztec tribute systems, which had 

left weavers to their own means of production, Spanish consumers made 

numerous demands on the quality, quantity, and rate of women's output. 

Women were forced to weave longer hours, meet deadlines, spin and weave to 
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outsiders' specifications, and turn out heavier and wider pieces of cloth 

(Villanueva 1985:26,34). One way that women compensated for this increased 

demand on their labor was by lowering the quality of the tribute weavings; 

Zorita (1963[1565]:252-253), for instance, writing in 1565, noted that tribute 

cloth had to be delivered within set periods of time, and that "the women who 

make the tribute cloth spoil xnany pieces because of the great pressure 

under which they work." Although Brumfiel (1996) has suggested that the 

quality of tribute cloth might actually have improved under the Aztec tribute 

system, this was not the case in Spanish-colonial Mexico, when so many 

conflicting demands were made on the labor of indigenous women. 

Although textile production was the domain of women in Mesoamerica and 

the Andes, weaving was a male-dominated activity in the Pueblo region at the 

time of Europeaui contact (Kent 1989; Mills 1997; Teague 1991). Cross-cultural 

studies relate that most male participation in textile production occurs in 

extrahousehold settings or wor]<shops, where it is usually geared toward 

market exchange or, less often, to ritual production (e.g., Beaglehole 1937; 

Fisher 1984; Heame 1985; Sayer 1985:151-152; Schneider 1987:427; Zom 

1988:70). It was these conditions - the production of ritual goods and 

production for local and intercommuxiity exchange - that appear to have 

characterized textile production by E^ieblo males at the time of E\iropean 

contact (see Mills 1997). 

Because the production of native cloth involves a considerable 

investment of labor and materials, it was viewed by colonial powers as 

politically competitive with agricultural and military demands. In the 

sixteenth century, the Maya were ordered to cease production of their own 

brocaded textiles so that the Spaniards cx>uld mobilize this labor and materials 

i 
J 
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for their own obraies (Schneider 1987:419). Similarly, in the Pueblo 

Southwest, the textile latxsr of Pueblo males would have had to vie with other 

colonial demands on their labor. 

Textile production roles became somewhat less gendered following 

colonial contact. Although women in the Americas continued to be 

overwhelmingly associated with the backstrap loom, spinning, and domestic 

production, and males with the treadle loom and commercial production, some 

crossover has been reported in more recent times (Sayer 1985:152; Schevill 

1993:63-69; 1996:11; Stephen 1996). Much of this blurring is attributable to 

the production of textiles for an outside market econc»ny. 

Regional differences in cdom'nl impacts on textile production. Not all 

societies were equally impacted by colonial demands for tribute or labor. 

Groups occupying higher lands with poor agricultural potential, or that 

offered mediocre prospects for colonial settlement or the appropriation of 

tribute, were impacted to a lesser degree (Anawalt 1984:13). Altitude and 

terrain were key variables distinguishing core settlement areas ficom those on 

the peripheries. In Guatemala, lands over 5000feet (1524 meters) in elevation 

offering few exploitable resources were generally left alone by the Spaniards. 

Except for some mission activity and the collection of tribute from these 

regions, the Spaniards concentrated their efforts in the core lowland areas. 

As a result, the highland towns remained more economically intact, and it was 

here that native weaving practices were maintained to a greater degree (Rowe 

1981; Schevill 1993). In the more densely populated and acculturated lowland 

areas, in contrast, weaving virtually died out except for male production on 

treadle looms (Fisher 1984:7). A Southwestern parallel for this core-

periphery dichotomy is seen in the relationship of Hopi and Zuni to the Rio 
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Grande villages. 

As the production of native cloth declined in the more heavily-impacted 

areas, groups able to maintain their social boundaries tended to become the 

specialized suppliers of native cloth to others (Fisher 1984:7; Schneider 1987: 

430). With a decrease in the number of local production centers, and the 

resulting expansion of exchange networks, discrete village styles became 

blended or lost. Local styles were replaced by panregional "macrostyles" 

(Schevill 1986:86) that served to unite diverse societies into coherent groups 

(Bean 1989:19; Waterbury 1989:265). 

The adoption of new matpriaiR and techniques. Not all of the changes 

brought about through colonial contact were negative ones. Contact also led 

to the introduction of many valuable fibers, dyes, and techniques. In 

communities where textile production survived, weaving continued to undergo 

many of the same internal processes of change as before, with newly-

introduced materials and techniques reinterpreted and incorporated into local 

traditions. Introductions perceived as beneficial were readily adopted. In 

the Americas, for instance, sheep's wool, metal needles, and new dyes were 

swiftly incorporated into most native repertoires (e.g., Femenias 1988; Rowe 

1981). Woolen fiber was welcomed not only for its warmth and ease of 

processing, but for its superior affinity for dyes. As observed by Schneider 

(1987:427), the chromatic possibilities of certain colors could never be 

realized until the adoption of wool. With this shift in fiber, color came to 

replace texttire as the main source of decorative effect in native doth, leading 

to profound transformations in the appearance of postcontact fabrics (Sayer 

1985; Schevill 1986; Schneider 1987:427). 

Introduced materials were edso substituted for native ones in traditional 
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textile forms. Some garments formerly made &om native cloth were imitated 

with commercial fcdarics (Parish 1989:120; Schevill 1986:11). Some new 

techniques were substituted, such as woolen embroidery for woven-in designs 

or knitting for looping; other practices, such as the construction of tailored 

clothing, were added. Looms and their fabrics were foeguently dichotomized, 

with pre-Conquest weaving techniques continuing to be executed solely on 

native looms, and introduced looms used to produce introduced techniques 

(Sayer 1985:151-2; Zom 1988:70). 

Changes in clothing styles. Colonialism also furthered changes in 

styles of dress and symbolic systems of decoration. In many societies, native 

textiles Ccune to shoulder new identities as symbols of social identity and 

cultural resistence, whereas non-native cloth took on its own symbolic 

representations (Cohn 1989:311). Because colonialism tended to dissolve 

ethnic boundaries, many regional distinctions were lost or homogenized into 

"macrostyles" (SchevUl 1986:86) that served to unite native peoples from 

different local culture areas (Waterbury 1989). Some native styles were 

repressed by colonial authorities because of their symbolic content or" pagan" 

imagery (Schneider 1987:419). Changes in clothing styles tended to follow 

ideological shifts; Sayer (1985:93) has suggested that the adoption of Spanish 

dress by sixteenth-centiiry native Mexicans was closely tied to religious 

conversion. 

Male and female styles of dress commonly underwent different processes 

and rates of change (Anawalt 1984:17; Darish 1989:120; Rowe 1981:15-17; 

Sayer 1985:93). Male clothing systems tended to change rapidly and 

radically. Most native men in the Americas quickly adopted European styles 

of tailored dress; because these styles tended to blur ethnic differences, they 
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were firequently adopted by men engaged in wage work in order to minimize 

the effects of discriniination (Femenias 1988:5; Schneider and Weiner 1989:1). 

Female clothing, in contrast, chcuiged gradually and incrementally, typically 

retaining its pre-contact forms and many of its decorative elements. 

Another type of textile extremely resistant to change was that 

associated with ritual (Heame 1985:56; Medlin 1988:60; Rowe 1981:16). 

Native fabrics are focal elements of ceremonial observances because they bind 

people to ritual and provide a woven iconography for the community. The 

highest technical and aesthetic standards of the society tend to be 

perpetuated through these fabrics, with their production often demanding 

strict attention to ritual and taboo (Casagrande etal. 1984:29; Cort 1989:19; 

Schevill 1986:14; Schneider 1987:415; Schneider and Weiner 1989:16,20). It 

is through the production of these ritual fabrics that precontact designs, 

materials, and techniqn^es have survived into modem times. 

A Model for Interpreting Colonial Textile Change 

The research base provided by the colonial-contact literature suggests 

a number of patterns that permit the construction of a model. The premises 

of the model are that the effects of colonial contact on indigenous textile 

systems depend upon a number of independent variables: the distance 

between native societies and colonial poptilation centers, the suitability of the 

local land base for colonial exploitation, the nature of the interaction, and the 

types of innovations introduced. According to the model, the greatest 

disruptions in textile production, consumption, and exchange are predicted 

to occur in the most agriculturally-productive regions. These locations not 

only supported the highest concentrations of indigenous populations but were 

I 
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also the places where colonial settlement was most likely. The model further 

anticipates that colonial contact will transform and expand precontact 

networks of regional exchange, making indigenous communities located near 

the colonial centers dependent on those on the peripheries for their supplies 

of native goods, especially for ritual items. 

The model predicts the following processes of change in textile use, 

production, and exchange to occur: 

A. If indigenous societies are located near centers of colonial settlement, 

then: 

1. the traditional organization of textile production, including the 

composition of the labor force and the scheduling of production tasks, 

will undergo major disruptions; 

2. the local production of cloth wiU decrease; 

3. the use of nonlocal native cloth and commercial cloth will 

increase. 

B. If societies are situated far from colonial centers and offer little potential 

for colonial setUement or tribute extraction, then: 

1. the traditional organization of textile production will undergo fewer 

disruptions; 

2. weavers in these societies will become the specialized producers 

of native cloth to others, especially of ritual and women's garments; 

3. textile exchange networks will increase in scale; 

4. local design styles that were formerly unique to the community of 

specialized producers will become more standardized and accepted as 

pan-regional "macrostyles." 



C. If cnlonfaT policies result in decreased subsistenoe productivity or 

increased alienation from the traditional land base, then: 

1. textile craft production will intensify as an alternative subsistence 

strategy; 

2. male labor will be engaged in textile produc±lon on treadle looms in 

workshop settings; 

3. male labor will come to dominate the market production of doth. 

D. If new materials and technologies are introduced, then: 

1. textile producers will accept materials perceived as beneficial such 

as wool, dyes, and metal needles, and incorporate them into native 

repeartoires; 

2. textile producers will adopt labor-saving techniques such as 

knitting, and substitute them for native techniques; 

3- textile producers will execute precontact weaving techniques and 

styles of fabrics \ising indigenoios looms and tools; 

4. textile producers will use introduced looms and tools to produce 

introduced textile techniques, clothing styles, and yardage; 

5. if wool is adopted, color will replace texture as the prindpeil form of 

decoration. 

E. If indigenous people are introduced to rr>inniai clothing styles, then: 

1. men will adopt these styles more rapidly and to a greater extent than 

women; 

2. men who engage in outside wage work wiU adopt these styles more 

readily than others; 

3. individuals living near centers of colonial settlement will adopt more 

elements of introduced clothing styles thcui others. 
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4. native doth retaining prec»ntac± forms will be retained for ritual 

use. 

Implications of the Model: A Case Study from the Pueblo Southwest 

The model presents a number of expectations that will be evaluated 

through the use of archaeological, ethnohistoric, and ethnographic sources 

of data. The fundamental assumptions of this research are that the rate and 

degree of change are shaped by a number of competing variables, including 

the nature and dxiration of contact, nature and complexity of the interacting 

societies, means of transmission of elements, and perceived "fit" of the 

innovations (Linton 1940). Because Eastern and Western Pueblo societies were 

subjected to different types and degrees of colonial influences, it is argued 

that their textile industries underwent different processes of change. 

Specifically, the model predicts that: 

1. The greatest disruptions in Pueblo textile production, use, and 

exchange wiU have occurred in the Eastern Pueblo communities located in the 

Rio Grande valley near centers of Spanish settlement. It is suggested that in 

these communities, Pueblo people were most likely to be conscripted as colonial 

Iciborers, alienated from their traditional land base, severely impacted by 

tribute demands, and introduced to more European goods and domesticates. 

Individuals in these communities would be most likely to intermarry into 

Spanish society, become Christian converts, or work in the cash economy, and 

these people would be most likely to adopt Spanish styles of dress. As a 

result of colonial disruptions, people in the Rio Grande Pueblos would have 

had greater difficulties meeting their own textile needs, been less able to 

produce sxirpluses for exchange, and have had to import more of their cloth 
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from other Pueblo or non-Pueblo societies. 

2. Lesser but still significant disruptions in Pueblo textile production, 

use, and exchange will have occurred at the more isolated commxinities where 

Frcmciscan missions were established. Here, Pueblo labor was diverted to 

producing cloth for mission use, and people were introduced to European 

livestock and domesticates and a limited range of imported goods including 

ecclesiastical fabrics. Individuals would have been encouraged by the 

missionaries to adopt certain styles and elements of Spanish clothing. These 

missionized communities would have been less able to meet their own textile 

needs or to produce a surpltis for exchange, and would have had to import 

more of their cloth from other Pueblo or non-Pueblo societies. 

3. The fewest disruptions in textile production, lase, and exchange will 

have occurred in communities located farthest from Spanish-colonial population 

centers, especially those occupyingthe highest and most marginal agricultural 

lands. Theoretically, people in these commxinities were least likely to be 

conscripted as colonial laborers, tribute demands would have been less 

severe, and agricultural disruptions less pronounced. There would have been 

fewer opportunities for close interactions with Spanish colonists, and as a 

result, fewer people would have adopted Spanish styles of dress. The 

production of native textiles for local consumption would have continued, and 

the manufacture of ritual and women's garment types would have increcised in 

order to supply the textile needs of other communities. 

In this study, I will demonstrate the following chcknges in the production 

and exchange of Pueblo textiles during the first two centuries of Spanish 

colonization: 1) a decline in textile production among the Eastern Pueblo 

communities, 2) an intensification of textile production cunong the Western 
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Pueblo communities, 3) a compensatory increase in the scale and intensity of 

textile exchange networks to perpetuate access to traditional garments and, 

4) the eventual emergence of Hopi as the major textile producer for Pueblo 

ritual textile needs. At the end of the study, the findings of the Pueblo Ccise 

study will be interpreted within the broader context of the cross-cultural 

model to see how developments in the Pueblo region paralleled - or diverged 

from - patterns reported from other colonized regions of the New World. 
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CHAPTER 2 

RESEARCH STRATEGY AND METHODOLCX3Y 

Introduction 

Three basic questions underlie this research: 1) how were Pueblo 

systems of textile production and exchange organized prior to contact?; 2) 

how did contact with Spanish religious, political, and social institutions 

influence and alter these systems?; and 3) how did E^eblo societies 

compensate for these clianges to ensure a continuing supply of native textiles 

for secular and ritual use? To evaluate these questions, a mixed strategy of 

archival and collections-based research is used to integrate archaeological, 

ethnohistoric, and ethnographic sources of data. 

The time period between A.D. 1300-1850 serves as the focus of the 

study, This includes the late-prehistoric or Pueblo IV period (ca. A.D. 1300-

1600) up through the historic or postcolonial Pueblo V period (ca. A.D. 1600-

1850). The geographical setting encompasses those portions of northern 

Arizona and New Mexico presently occupied by the Hopi, Zuni, eastern eind 

western Keres, northern and southern Tiwa, western Towa, and Tewa, as weU 

as those regions formerly occupied by the prehistoric Western Pueblos and the 

Piro, Tompiro, eastern Tiwa, eastern Towa, and Tano (Figure 2.1). Regions 

of Spanish settlement considered by the research are the Rio Grande valley 

and adjacent uplands, including the present-day cities of Santa Fe, 

Albuquerque, and Socorro. Geographically, the study area embodies the 

southern portion of the Colorado Plateau euid adjoining regions to the east, 

including the Galisteo and Estancia Basins. Sites from regions south of the 

MogoUon Rim in Arizona are brought into the discussion for comparative 

purposes. 

] 
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As discussed in greater detail below, changes in Pueblo textile systems 

are measured by establishing the patterns of textile production, use, and 

exchange at a regional scale and at points along a temporal continuum. 

Archaeological patterns are established by identifying and comparing 

distributions of fabrics, fibers, weaving tods, and loom features within sites, 

between clusters of sites, and at a regional level, and by assessing variations 

in these distributions over time. Primary textile data are corroborated with 

evidence from other media, including textile depictions on ceramics and kiva 

murals, and Spanish and Anglo-Americcin documentary accounts. 

Weave structure, warp/weft ratios, fiber composition and yam 

structure have been recorded for all archaeological textile specimens 

examined. This emphasis on technical attributes is crucial becatase 

archaeologists currently lack a reliable means of sourcing textile raw 

materials. The only viable means of tracing textile production centers or 

exchange networks is to assess distributional changes in technical features of 

yams and fabrics over time (Kent 1983a; Teague 1991). This approach is 

grounded in the premise that technical patterns are the material expressions 

of culttarally-leamed, habitual motor habits and thus more resistant to change 

than stylistic features (Adovcisio 1977; Arnold 1985:233-236; Hantman and 

Plog 1982:238; Webster and Hays-GHpin 1994). 

Sources of Data 

Archaeological Collections 

A century of archaeological research in the Southwest has produced a 

considerable body of data relating to Pueblo textile systems. Archaeological 

collections made between 1915 and 1940 provide the bulk of the technical data 
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tised in the study. Literally hundreds of textile £ragments and weaving tools 

were recovered from the large contact-period sites of Awatovi (Hopi), 

Hawikuh and Kechipawan (Zuni), Pecos, and sites in the Rio Grande valley 

(Figure 2.1). These large and significant collections yield not only site-

specific data but provide the sample size and temporal depth required to 

evaluate change through time on a regional scale. 

With few exceptions, all Pueblo IV and V collections of archaeological 

textiles that could be identified and located were examined for the study. 

Items mentioned in the literature but not examined or located are indicated as 

such in the appendices. This opportunistic sampling method was deemed a 

manageable goal because the recovery of textiles from sites of this period is 

relatively rare due to conditions of poor preservation. Institutions housing 

the collections examined for the research ctre shown in Table 2.1. Analysis 

was performed at the Laboratory of Anthropology, Maxwell Museum, cind Pecos 

National HistoriCcil Park in 1992, and most of the other collections were 

examined in 1993. The collections at the Western Archeological and 

Conservation Center (WACC) were examined in 1997. 

The largest systematic collections of archaeological textiles and weaving 

tools discussed in the study came £com Awatovi, Hawikuh, Kechipawan, and 

Pecos. Previous analyses of textiles from these sites have not been 

published, though a few examples have been described in print. These 

collections are discussed more thoroughly in Chapters 6,7, and 8. Smaller 

collections of textiles and weaving tools were also examined from Ab6, Arroyo 

Hondo, Bandelier's Puaray (Santiago), Giusewa, Gran Quivera, Homol'ovi, 

Jemez Cave, Kokopnyama, Kawaika-a, Kuaua, Kwasteyukwa, Las Madres, 

Pottery Mound, Puye, San Gabriel del Yunque, Sikyatki, Te'ewi, Tsankawi, 



Table 2.1. Locations of ujor collectiois exaiised for the stndj. 

Research lastitstioa Archaeological Site Collections Ethiographic Collections 

iierican Snseni of ITatnial 
History 

Herbert Spinden 
Alfred Kroeber 

BrookljD Moseu Stevart Cnlin 

Caibiidge Dniveisity Hsseoi 
(England) 

Kechipavan 

Denver Art Hoseoi Frederic Donglas 

Field Hoseu Charles Oven 
Thoias Keai 
H.R. ?oth 

Laboratoij of Anthropologj, 
Hnseu of Nev Mexico 

Ginsewa, Jesez Cave, 
Las Madres, 
Pajarito Plateau, Te'eifi, 
Unshagi 

Maseu of Rev Mexico 
Archeological Site Files 

Haivell Koseu of 
Anthropology, IlniTersity of 
Nev Mexico 

BJ 74, San Gabriel del Tnnqne, 
Unshagi; 
Pottery Koond (repository) 

University of Michigan 
Hnseni of Anthropology 
Ethnobotanical Laboratory 

Avatovi brick retains 
Saiple collections froi Abo, 
Bandelier's Pnaray, Ginseva, 
Jeiez Cave, Knana, Unshagi 

Tolney Jones archives 

Haseu of Northern Arizona Alfred Whiting archives 

Rational Maseu of the 
Aierican Indian (Siithsonian) 

Havikah 

Rational Hoseu of Xatoral 
History (Siithsonian) 

Avatovi, Havikah, Hoiorovi, 
Kokopnyaia, Kavaika-a, 
Kvasteynkva, Sikyatki, 
Tsankavi 

Frank Cashing 
Jaies and Matilda Coxe 
Stevenson 

Feabody Koseu, Harvard 
University 

Avatovi 

Pecos Rational Historical Park Pecos 

School of Aierican Research Arroyo Hondo 

Vestein ircheological and 
Conservation Center 
(Rational Park Service) 

Bandelier Rational Monuent 
Pecos Rational Historical Park 
Gran Qoivera Rational Monuent 

Vheelvright Hnseu Kate Peck Kent archives 
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Unshagi, sites in Frljoles Canyon, and a few unnamed rock shelters. These 

collections are discussed in greater detail in Chapters 7 and 9. The Walpi 

textiles housed at the Museum of Northern Arizona, previously studied in the 

1970s by Kate Peck Kent, were not reexamined for this study, though Kent's 

findings have been integrated into the discussion for comparative purposes. 

In addition to those collections directly examined for the study, 

information about late-prehistoric and early-historic textiles, weaving tools, 

and loom-hole features has been extracted ficom published and unpublished 

archaeological site reports. A listing of sites considered by the research, and 

the types of weaving evidence provided by these sites, is p]:esented in 

Appendices A through H. Data from approximately 75 archaeological sites 

have been incorporated into the study. 

Ethnographic Collections and Research Archives 

Although ethnographic collections were not the focus of the study, a 

number of collections of Pueblo textiles, compiled between 1880 and 1920, were 

examined for comparative purposes during the data collection phase of the 

research. Archival records pertaining to these collections were also studied. 

The research archives of textile scholars Kate Peck Kent, Volney Jones, and 

Alfred Whiting were also consulted. Locations of these resources are shown 

in Table 2.1. 

Historical Documents 

Spanish Sources 

The study makes extensive use of primary documents. In the case of 

Spanish sources, existing English translations have been used almost 
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entirely. Considerable use has been made of translations by Hackett (1937), 

Hammond and Rey (1940,1953,1966), and Wlnship (1896). Other Spanish 

sources include translations and commentaries by Adams (1954), Adams and 

Chavez (1956), Ayer (1916), Bloom (1927,1933), Bolton (1963 [1908]), Coues 

(1900), Hodge, Hammond, and Rey (1945), Scholes (1937,1942), Scholesand 

Adams (1952), Schroeder and Matson (1965), Simmons (1965,1991), Thomas 

(1932), and Twitchell (1914). During the course of the research, a few 

translations were made from microfilm editions of documents contained in the 

Spanish Archives of New Mexico and the archives of the Provincias Intemas. 

It is recognized that these early Spanish accounts are heavily colored by the 

special interests and prejudices of their authors, and that these factors must 

be considered in their interpretation. 

Anglo-American Sources 

The earliest eyewitness accounts by Anglo-Americans used in the study 

are those of Pike in 1807 (Coues 1987[1895]), James (1978[1846]) in the early 

1820s, and Gregg (1954[1844]) in the 1830s. Early eyewitness accounts were 

also made by United States Government survey parties during the 1840s and 

1850s. These include the reports of Abert (1962) in 1846-47, Emory (1951) in 

1846, Ives in 1858 (Donaldson 1893), Simpson (1852) in 1849, and Whipple 

(1856) in 1853-54, among others. The accounts of Ten Broeck (1854) in 1851 

and Haskell in 1858-59 (Brooks 1944) are also employed. 

Selected observations postdating 1860 have been used to supplement 

these earlier accounts. These include accounts by Stevenson (1987 [ 1911 ]) in 

the 1870s, BandeLier (Langeauid Riley 1966,1970; Lange, Riley, and Lange 

1984) and Bourke (1935-1938) in the 1880s, and Stephen (Parsons 1936) in the 
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1890s. 

Analytical Methods 

Textile Data 

Over 250 cataloged archaeological textile specimens were examined 

during the study. All are fragmentary, in various states of preservation. 

Analysis entailed the recording of various technical features including weave 

structure, selvage finish, yam composition, fiher composition, and thread 

counts. Specific categories of technical and descriptive data collected for 

these textile specimens are shown in Table 2.2. Technical attributes of 

analyzed textiles are presented in Appendix I and in various in 

Chapters 6 through 9. 

Analysis was performed by inspecting each specimen visually or under 

a low degree of magrnification (8-20x). A dental pick was used to facilitate 

inspection of the weave structure, and a linen tester was used to measure 

thread counts. Descriptive and technical information for each cataloged 

specimen was recorded on a textile analysis form. Nearly all items were 

photographed with Ektachrome 100 color slide film using a close-up lens ctnd 

ring flash. Over 1200 images were produced. The slides and analysis forms 

generated by the research are currently in the possession of the author. 

Identifications of yam and fabric structures follow the system of 

classification developed by Emery (1966). If a cataloged specimen was found 

to contain more than one type of fabric structiire (such as plain weave and 

twin, or plain weave and cordage), or if particxilar fragments had to be 

distinguished in some way, these items were differentiated by the addition of 

a siiffix to the catalog number. For example, Peabody Museum specimen 
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Table 2.2. Types of data collected for aoaljxed textile speciiens. 

Descriptive Data Tedmical Data 

Catalog nubei Weave structure 
Date of analysis Selvage finish 
Field aod otber noiliers Technical couents 
Site aaie and site noiber Tarn function (warp, veft] 
ProTenience infonation Tarn fiber 
Object type Tarn color source 
CaltDre/period Tarn color 
Object date Tarn type (bandspnn, couercial) 
Basis for dating Tarn lake-np (direction of twist and ply] 
ColIectiOQ history Tarn coont/ci 
larrative description Tarn average diaieter/u 
Condition (carbonized, consolidated, nnbnrned) Tarn angle of twist 
Existing docnientation/attribntions Fiber identification (visaal, aicroscopic) 
Pbotographic record Diiensions/ci 

PM 37-111-10/11447 from Awatxjvi was found to contain fragments of plain 

weave, warp-float belting, amd knitting. The plain weave is identified in the 

study as PM 37-111-10/11447.1, the warp-float belting as PM 37-111-10/ 

11447.2, and the knitting as PM 37-111-10/11447.3. 

Cordage is recorded in terms of twist and ply (Emery 1966:9-11), using 

the letter conventions S and Z to describe the direction of twist. The fibers 

in an S-twist yam or cordage are twisted so that they slant from upper left 

to lower right, like the midsection of the letter S. Conversely, the fibers in 

Z-twist cordage slant firom upper right to lower left, like the vertical slant of 

the letter Z. Plying is the process of twisting multiple strands or plies 

together. The notation 2z-S describes two strands of Z-spun yam twisted 

together in an S-wise direction, whereas the notion 2(2z-S)Z describes two 

strands of 2z-S yam twisted together in a Z-wise direction. Virtually aU 

single-ply hcindspun cotton eutid woolen yams found in Pueblo (and Navajo) 
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textiles are Z-spxan, whereas nearly all yucxa yams have a final S-twist. This 

suggests that the same technique used to spin cotton was transferred to the 

Spanish-introduced fiber, sheep wool, after its introduction. 

Fiber Identification 

Three methods of fiber identification were employed: 1) visual 

identification, 2) light microscopy, and 3) scanning electron microscopy 

combined with energy dispersive X-ray analysis (SEM/EDX). Visual 

identification was used to identify fragments that were especially well-

preserved or when little doubt existed of their identification. This method 

also had to suffice for items that could not be sampled, either because they 

were mounted in glass mounts or mylar or because permission had not been 

obtained for sampling . 

Fiber samples from most specimens were examined using light 

microscopy. Over 225 archaeological fiber samples, consisting of strands or 

clumps of individual fibers in varying states of preservation, were collected 

and analyzed. Identifications were made by the author using a standard 400x 

monocular microscope. These specimens have been drymounted on glass slides 

and are in the author's possession. 

Fiber samples from approximately 45 cataloged specimens were examined 

by scanning electron microscopy and energy dispersive X-ray analysis 

(SEM/EDX) in 1995. Prior to cinalysis, samples of known modem fibers were 

collected and examined for comparative purposes. Analysis was performed by 

a technician and the author using the "Nature SEM" unit in the Department of 

Materials Science at the University of Arizona. Most of the samples selected 

for SEM/EDX analysis were in very poor condition and could not be identified 
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using standard micxoscopy methods. 

Although a few specimens from Hawikiih, Kechipawan, and Awatovi are 

relatively well-preserved, most are in very poor condition. As will be 

discussed, many of the fragments from these sites were consolidated or coated 

with paraffin or other substances after excavation, creating considerable 

problems for fiber identification. Some of the fiber identifications from 

Hawikuh, Kechipawan, and Awatovi are considered tentative. A questionable 

identification is indicated by a question mark in the appendix entry. The 

Pecos specimens, which were not consolidated, are in fairly good condition and 

have been identified at a high degree of confidence. 

Other SpecialiTied Analyses 

The only other specialized type of analysis performed was radiocarbon 

dating. Samples from two textile fragments, one from Unshagi and another 

firom Pecos, were submitted to the Accelerator Mass Spectroscopy (AMS) 

Facility at the University of Arizona in 1993. Dye analysis was not performed 

as part of this study. 

Other Archaeological Data 

In addition to textile remains, other artifacts and features have been 

interpreted here as archaeological correlates of textile production. These 

include 1) textile raw materials such as cotton fibers, seeds, bolls, or pollen; 

woolen fiber and faunal evidence of sheep; yucca fiber; imported fibers of 

linen and silk; 2) weaving, spinning, and sewing tools, including loom parts, 

loomblocks, battens, weaving combs, spindle components, ajid needles; 3) and 

architectural correlates of textile production such as loom-anchor holes in 
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floors and upper-loom supports in cavate features. Occurrences of these 

artifacts and features are discussed in Chapters 6 through 9 and shown in 

Appendices A through H. Information regarding textile raw materials is 

included in Appendix 1. 

No effort has been made to document the distribution of perforated 

sherds at Pueblo IV and V sites. Although these (and other perforated discs) 

cure frequently identified as spindle whorls in the literature, there remains, 

in my mind, considerable uncertainty as to their actual use (see also Kent 

1957:473; 1983a: 32). Here I take the conservative stance that their use for 

spinning cotton has yet to be adequately demonstrated; to my knowledge, 

none have been fovmd in association with spindle shafts, euid their fxinction 

seems to warrant further investigation. (For a more in-depth discussion of 

this issue, see Endnote 2 in Chapter 7.) Items identified as spindle whorls in 

the literatiire are noted as such in the discussion or appendix entry. 

Sampling Tiimitatiops and Interpretive Problems 

Because this research relies so heavily on technical textile attributes, 

it could not have been accomplished without the use of older museum 

collections. These collections fiimish the sample size and depth needed to 

evaluate change through time on a regional scale. Their use has also 

enhanced interpretation by providing a broad comparative perspective. 

Lacking access to these comparative data, many of the more poorly-preserved 

specimens, including some of the embroidery fragments, might have gone 

unidentified (see Webster 1995). Access to these collections has revealed the 

overall patterns of preservation and degradation for different types of fibers 

and artifacts. 
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Despite their tremendous research potential, the use of these older 

collections poses a niimher of analytical dilemmas. Four problems are briefly 

discussed below: 1) prior preservation treatments, 2) the uneven 

preservation of perishable materials, 3) the collecting and sampling biases of 

field excavators, and 4) inadequate documentation. 

Prior Preservation Treatments 

The use of preservatives and consolidants on textile specimens can pose 

considerable problems for analysis (Webster 1990). One coimnon means of 

preserving textile remains at the turn of the century was to coat them with 

paraffin dissolved in kerosene; this method was used on many of the 

fragments £rom Hawikuh and Kechipawctn. In a similar vein, textile specimens 

from Awatovi weie treated with a preservative tentatively identified as white 

glue (PVA). In some cases, these treatments have made it difficult or 

impossible to identify fibers auid weave structures. For some specimens, 

expensive scanning electron microscopy (SEM) has been required to visually 

penetrate the consolidants to view the heavily-coated fibers. 

The Uneven Preservation of Perishable ArchaeQlogical iteterials 

One of the greatest challenges in interpreting archaeological textiles is 

dealing with the uneven preservation of fibers in various contexts and under 

different conditions. Negative evidence can mean virtually nothing when it 

comes to interpreting these perishable collections. Based on his Walpi 

excavations, Adams (1976) estimated that only 11 percent of the archaeological 

record was preserved at the site. How can archaeologists assess what was 

once present at a site but is no longer there? Lacking a basic understanding 
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of the natural processes of preservation and decay for the range of mafariaTg 

under consideration, the likelihood of misinterpretation is extremely high. On 

the other hand, once armed with a basic knowledge of textile fiber chemistry, 

the behavioral and physical conditions of deposition, and the 

microenvironment of the burial context, the archaeologist can often predict 

with considerable accuracy the survival of various classes of perishable 

materials, including textiles, at any given site (Cooke 1990; Cronyn 1990; 

Jakes and Sibley 1983). 

The Southwest is unique in North America for the quantity and 

diversity of perishable remains preserved in the archaeological record. 

Thousands of textile specimens of cotton, yucca, and animal fiber, dating 

between ca. 1000 B.C. and A.D. 1350, have been recovered from sites in 

regions throughout the Southwest. In the vast majority of instances, 

however, these textiles have been recovered from rfiff dwellings or caves, 

where they were buffered from the detrimental effects of moisture, ultraviolet 

light, and microbiological agents. Relatively Kttle is known about the types 

of perishcLble artifacts used by peoples who opted not to utilize such settings. 

Lamentably for Pueblo textile scholars, ideal conditions for textile 

preservation were lost when Pueblo groups abandoned sheltered locations as 

residence and bvirial sites in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries in favor 

of mesa top and valley bottom settings. It is largeily for reasons of poor 

preservation that so little previous work has been done with these 

protohistoric Pueblo textile collections. Except for those fragments recovered 

from cavates or rock shelters in the Jemez and Pajarito Plateau areas, all of 

the archaeological textiles considered in the present study came from open 

sites where conditions for preservation are substantially quite different from 
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those offered beneath protected caves and overhangs. 

The patterns of textile preservation at these open sites appear to be 

relatively uniform. Proteinacous fibers such as hair, sheep wool, and 

imported silk fiber often preserve in an unbxjmed state, but tend to melt away 

when exposed to extremely high temperatures. However, wool (and silk?) will 

undergo charring if smoldered. Cotton, a cellulosic seed-hair fiber, rarely 

preserves in an unbumed state unless it is associated with metallic copper 

artifacts or coated with copper-based pigments, yet it preserves exceedingly 

well when carbonized. Yucca, a monocot leaf fiber, also preserves well when 

carbonized, and its relatively high structural strength promotes survival in 

an vinbumed state. 

Lacking an understanding of these preservation patterns, one could 

easily misinterpret the textile data at a site. Any interpretation of these 

textile data must deal with the distortion engendered by the differential 

preservation of cotton, wool, and other textile fibers, as weU as of wooden 

artifacts and other perishable materials. Only when questions of preservation 

are considered can meaningful interpretations of these assemblages occur. 

This issue of variable preservation will arise over euid over again in the 

interpretations of site assemblages discussed in Chapters 6 through 9, 

particularly in reference to the utilization of cotton fiber and wooden weaving 

and spinning tools. 

Collecting and Sampling Biases 

An excavator's field methods and collecting decisions should also be 

considered when interpreting these older collections, (Parezo 1987; Webster 

1990). What types of artifactual material were collected, and what was 
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intentionally left beliind? The lesson of Antelope House (Magers 1986}, where 

painstaking excavations more than doxibled the known total of cotton 

fragments from the Southwest, illustrates the pivotal role of field methods in 

the formation of these collections (Kent 1983a:H). Such "formation 

processes" (Schiffer 1987) are critical aspects of site interpretation. 

Although field records may reveal an excavator's biases, this 

information must often be inferred feom the siirviving artifact evidence. For 

instance, although textiles were reported in association with 138 of the burials 

described in the Hawikuh field records, cataloged specimens etre known from 

only 28 of these. Only a small proportion of the textiles encountered during 

excavation were collected (Smith et al. 1966:175,184-186). Likewise, most of 

the textile remains that were encovmtered and described during excavations 

at Unshagi were considered too deteriorated to save; with contemporary field 

methods and the expertise of a conservator, these probably coxild have been 

prese3rved. The point is not to denigrate the methods of earlier investigators 

but to emphasize that such aspects must be considered when interpreting 

these older site assemblages. 

Inadequate Documentation 

One of the most frustrating aspects of working with older collections is 

the lack of reliable documentation. The absence of such information places 

considerable constraints on the interpretive abilities of stibsequent 

generations of investigators. In the Hawikuh assemblage, for instance, 

proveniences of nearly one-third of the cataloged textile specimens are 

unknown and the contexts of many of the loom parts and weaving tools are 

unidentified. A similar lack of provenience information characterizes the weU-
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preserved Pajarito textile assemblage. In contrast, nearly aU of the Awatovi 

specimens are well provenienced, but information regarding the dating of 

these contexts is lacking. Obviously, Uttle cein be done to rectify these 

problems of prior preservation treatments, uneven preservation, collecting 

biases, or poor documentation for any one collection, though all must be taken 

into account for interpretive purposes. However, many of these problems can 

be ameliorated by maximizing sample size and using these collections to 

investigate broad questions on a diachronic or regional scale. One intent of 

the present study is to demonstrate that, despite the many problems 

associated with the use of these collections, a considerable amount of 

interpretation is possible at a broad level of analysis. 

Testing the ̂fodel 

In Chapter 1, a cross-cultural modri was presented for interpreting 

textile change under systems of colonial contact. This model has been derived 

from ethnohistoric and ethnographic data from indigenous societies located 

outside of the Southwest, primarily in Mesoamerica and the Andes, that were 

affected by meiny of the same colonicil influences that occurred in the Pueblo 

region. In the present study, archaeological, ethnohistoric, and 

ethnographic sources of Pueblo data are compared against this model to 

ascertain how changes that occurred in Pueblo textile systems resembled or 

diverged from those documented in other colonized regions of the New World. 

Comparing archaeological, ethnohistoric, and ethnographic classes of 

data poses certain interpretive and methodological challenges. As noted by 

Nicholson (1955:596), a major difficulty encountered by researchers 

attempting to integrate historical and archaeological data is a failure to 
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recognize that these sources tend to address very different aspects of 

culture. For instance, the three components of economic systems -

production, consumption, and exchange - are not equally addressed by 

archaeological and documentary sources. As Costin (1991:1) has observed, 

exchange events are iisually invisible in the archaeological record, whereas 

production and consumption activities tend to leave more tangible and readily-

interpreted forms of evidence behind. Because exchange is so difficult to 

detect archaeologlcally, researchers must infer the form, content, and context 

of exchange from the material correlates of production and use. These include 

the spatial patterning of artifacts, storage facilities, and production centers, 

or the sourcing of commodities through physical or stylistic meeins (Ericson 

and Earle 1977:9; Earle 1982:8-9). 

Ethnohistoric and ethnographic narratives, on the other hand, often 

contain a wealth of data regeirding production, use, and exchctnge, including 

information on craft specialization, gender, trade partnerships, or occasions 

for gifting or payment. The greatest interpretive potential exists in 

situations where archaeological and documentary forms of evidence overlap in 

time and space and can be used collaboratively (e.g., Montgomery et al. 

1949). 

The use of ethnographic Pueblo data as analogues for interpreting late-

prehistoric socioeconomic systems has been questioned by some (Upham 1987; 

Upham and Plog 1986). Upham (1987:265), for instance, has suggested that 

the magnitude of changes that have occurred since contact precludes the use 

of ethnographic Pueblo analogues in archaeological interpretation. Although 

it is true that Pueblo institutions were profoundly affected by colonial contact, 

it is also important to recognize that Pueblo societies have never been static 
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entities. Many of the same processes and patterns of change that 

characterized late-prehistoric societies - population movements, aggregation, 

the need for integrative mechanisms - continued to operate in historic times 

on a modified scale. As noted by Levy (1989:1; see also Adams 1989:328; 

Anderson 1969:206), hypotheses about past systems cannot be framed without 

recourse to analogy. Although cross-ciiltural data can offer valuable insights 

for interpiretation, culturally-speciEic analogues used in an appropriate and 

selective manner provide the best framework for reconstructing the patterns 

of a specific cultural past. 

Using Costin's (1991) model as a guide, I have identified seven 

parameters for interpreting changes in Pueblo textile production, use, and 

exchange. These parameters, which are shown in Table 2.3, structure the 

interpretation of textile change developed in the following chapters. Certain 

facets of these parameters are approached from an archaeological perspective, 

whereas others are addressed from a documentary one. Table 2.4 identifies 

the aspects of these parameters that are addressed with archaeological data, 

showing the categories of data that apply. In several instances, these 

sources are interpreted through the use of ethnohistorlc data and 

ethnographic analogues. The rationales for these analogues are discussed in 

later chapters in relation to their use. These and other aspects of 

production, use, and exchange are also investigated through the use of 

documentary sources. 



fable 2.3. Paiaieteis for evaliatiig change in Pueblo textile prodactioa, use, and exchange 
(adapted fm Costin 1991}. 

The natnre of the deiand (lUT KIISS OF TEZTILKS US BSQVIRSD?) 
Textiles lepired for Foeblo needs (lale, feiale, ritual, trade) 
Textiles required bj the Spanish civil aatborities 
Textiles teqaired the Spanish religions authorities 

The leiel of dewnd (lUT QVUTITIES UE IBEDED? filT F1CT08S AFFECT TISSE QVilTITISS?) 
Faeblo popalatioD decline (reduction, escape, lortalitj) 
Changes in Fneblo clothing styles 
Changes in the perforiance of cereionies 
Heeds let by 'coipeting prodncers* (larajo and Spanish textiles, iiported cloth, hides) 
Quantities required for Pueblo use (lale, feiale, ritual, trade) 
Quantities required for the Spanish civil authorities 
Quantities required for the Spanish religious authorities 

Context of production (101 US TEXTILES P80DICED? lUI KIISS OF TEXTILES iSE PMDDCEB? lUT iSE 
TIE PROOVCTIOl SETTII6S?) 
Affiliation of the producers (independent, attached) 
Raw laterials, loots, tools used (traditional, introduced) 
Textile techniques and veave structures used (traditional, introduced) 
Settings of production facilities (household, extrahousehold, vorkshop) 
Context of production for Pueblo use 
Context of production for the Spanish civil authorities 
Context of production for the Spanish religious authorities 

Scale of the production units (IHIT IS THE COIPOSITIOI OF THE P80BHCTI0I GROWS?) 
Gender coiposition of the production groups (gendered, nongendered) 
Relationships of workers to each other (faiily, kin, unrelated) 
Scale of production units for Pueblo use 
Scale of production units for the Spanish civil authorities 
Scale of production units for the Spanish religions authorities 

Intensity of prodnction (HOB IS PMBICTIOI TUB ORGMIXEB?) 
Degree of prodnction (part-tiie, full-tiie) 
Scheduling of prodnction tiie (seasonal, year-round) 
Intensity of production for Pueblo use 
Intensity of prodnction for the Spanish civil authorities 
Intensity of production for the Spanish religious authorities 

Concentration of producers (VIAT IS THE GEOGUPIICIL SISTSIBUTIOI OF PROOVCERS?) 
Distribution of producers for Pueblo use (dispersed, nucleated) 
Distribution of producers for the Spanish secular authorities (dispersed, nucleated) 
Distribution of producers for the Spanish religious authorities (dispersed, nucleated) 

Logistics of Distributioa («IU ISE TIE lOlSS OF EXdUO? lUT IS THE SCALE OF EldAIGE?) 
Context of distribution (gift exchange, ritual exchange, barter, dowu-the-line exchange, 

colonial appropriation, provincial export) 
Scale of distribution (intravillage, intervillage, regional, extraregional) 
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Talile 2.4. Aspects of textile change iwestigated with archaeological data. 

The natnre and leiel of the deiand 
Types of textiles ased 

Soarces of data: textile and fiber retains 

Context of prodnction 
Rav aaterials, loois, tools used 

Soarces of data: fibers, looi parts, looi holes, weaving tools 
Textile techniques and weave stractnres used 

Soarces of data: textile retains 
Settings of prodoction facilities 

Soarces of data: distribations of loot holes, loot parts, weaving tools, fibers 

Scale of the prodaction nnits 
Gender cotposition of the prodnction gronps and relationships of workers to each other 

Soarces of data: distribation of loot holes, loot parts, and weaving tools 
(interpreted through the ase of ethnohistoric data and ethnographic analogaes] 

iBteasity of prodnction 
Degree of prodnction and scheduling of production tiie 

Soarces of data: distribation of loot holes, loot parts, and weaving tools 
(interpreted through the ase of ethnohistoric data and ethnographic analogaes) 

Concentration of prodncers 
Distribution of producers 

Soarces of data: distributions of caw laterials, loot boles, loot parts, and weaving tools 
within and between sites and regions 

Logistics of distribntion 
Context and scale of distribation 

Sources of data: textile retains 
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CHAPTER 3 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE OF PUEBLO TEXTILE PRODUCTION, USE, AND 
EXCHANGE AT THE TIME OF EUROPEAN CONTACT 

Introduction 

In this chapter a baseline is presented for measvuring postcontact shifts 

in Pueblo textile production, consiimption, and exchange. The baseline has 

been constructed from Spanish eyewitness accotints dating from Coronado's 

entrada in 1540, up through 1604, five years after the establishment of the 

first Spanish colony at San Gabriel. This was a time when the northern 

Southwest was stiH being explored, and chroniclers were stOl intent on 

describing native peoples and Itfeways. This was also the period before 

significant changes had occiirred in the production of native clothing. Only 

documentary data are considered in this discussion. The archaeological 

evidence for this period is explored in Chapters 6 through 9. 

A nvimber of detailed eyewitness accoiants describe the dress of the 

Pueblos at the time of contact. The narratives of Coronado, Alvarado, 

Jaramillo, Castaileda, and the Relaci6n Postrera are based on eyewitness 

observations made diiring Coronado's expedition of 1540-1542. The 

testimonies of Bustamente, Gallegos, Lux to, and Espejo are eyewitness 

accounts of visits made between 1581 and 1583. The account of CastaAo, also 

based on eyewitness testimony, dates to 1591. The reader is referred to 

Brenneman (1995) for a more thorough discussion of these and other accounts, 

including an appraisal of their reliability. The present discussion also 

employs a few accounts not included in Brenneman's study. These include 

testimonies made during the Valverde Investigation of 1601 by former members 

of the abandoned Oiiate colony, and the account of Fray Escobar, who visited 
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Hopi and Zuni with Ofiate in 1604. 

The Nature cf the Demand for Pueblo Textiles 

Early chroniclers were greatly impressed with the clothing worn by the 

Pueblos, many providing detailed descriptions of Pueblo clothing styles. 

Ofiate sent a general description of Pueblo dress to the viceroy in 1599, 

explaining that their clothing consisted of "cotton and agave blankets, well 

decorated, white or black; it is very good clothing. Others dress in buffalo 

skins." The dress of the Pueblos, he noted, strongly resembled that worn by 

other Indians of New Spain (Hammond and Rey 1953:483-484). 

Clothing Worn by the Eastern Pueblos 

Villages in the Rio Grande Valley 

The descriptions of the clothing worn by the Piro, southern Tiwa, and 

Rio Grande Keres are particularly rich and detailed. Gallegos described the 

Piro necir present-day San Marcial wearing cotton mantes and shirts (Hammond 

and Rey 1966:134), and Bustcunente described the Piro in the Socorro region 

wearing the same types of garments (Bolton 1963:146). Lux^n noted that Piro 

women wore cotton blankets (Hammond and Rey 1966:172). An especially vivid 

account of Piro dress was provided by Espejo in the 1580s: 

In this province some of the natives are clad in cotton blankets, buffalo 
hides, or dressed chamois skins. They wear their blankets like the 
Mexicans, except that over their privy parts they have small pieces of 
colored cotton doth; and some of them wear shirts. The women have 
cotton skirts, often embroidered with cotton thread, and over the 
shoiilders a blanket like that worn by the Mexican Indians, fastened at 
the waist by a strip of embroidered material, with tassels, resembling 
a towel... They do not wear any head covering (Haimnond and Rey 1966: 
220). 

Gallegos also described the E*iro or southern Tiwa as wearing 



"Campeche-type" cotton blankets and cotton shirts (Hammond and Rey 

1966:83,135). He was clearly impressed with the clothing of the southern 

Tiwa, declaring that "for barbarians, it is the best that has been fotind." He 

provided a detailed description: 

Some [men] adorn themselves with pieces of colored cotton cloth three-
fourths of a vara in length and two~thirds in width, with which they 
cover their privy parts. Over this they wear, fastened at the 
shoulders, a blanket of the same material, decorated with many figxires 
and colors, which reaches to their knees, like the clothes of the 
Mexicans. Some (in fact, most), wear cotton shirts, hand-painted and 
embroidered, that are very pleasing. They use shoes. Below the waist 
the women wear cotton skirts, colored and embroidered; and above, a 
blanket of the same material, figured and adorned like those used by 
the men. They adjust it after the fashion of Jewish women, and gird it 
with embroidered cotton sashes adorned with tassels (Hammond and Rey 
1966:85). 

Alvarado reported that the Tiguex (southern Tiwa) "dress in cotton," 

and wore cattleskins and long feather robes (Hammond and Rey 1940:183). 

Castefleda described men wearing "little shirts of tanned deerskin" with ftir 

robes over them (Winship 1896:522). The Relacion Postrera reported that 

mantas of cotton were worn (Hammond and Rey 1940:309), though Coronado 

described quantities as small (Winship 1896:583). Jaramillo stated that the 

southern Tiwa wore long feather robes, skins, and cotton robes "of a sort of 

plain weaving," made from cotton they raised themselves (Winship 1896:587). 

Bxastamente, speaking of the southern Tiwa or the Rio Grande Keres, 

explained that "they dress in cotton, like the previous nations" (Bolton 

1963:147; Hammond cind Rey 1966:130). GaUegos described the eastern Keres 

wearing blankets and shirts of cotton, like those previously described 

(Hammond and Rey 1966:135). Lux^ reported that Zia women wore txirkey 

feather blankets and "a blanket over their shovilders tied with a sash at the 

waist," and that the men of Zia dressed in blcuikets, some worn like knotted 
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cloaks, others draped over the midsection like a towel (Hammond and Rey 

1966:180). 

Of the Ubates province (the Tewa or Tano near Santa Fe), Espejo said 

that "they dress in white and colored cotton mantas, and tanned deer and 

bxiffalo hides" (Bolton 1963:188). Castafio observed that the people at one 

unidentified (Tewa?) village dressed "in the same manner as Pecos." He made 

particular note of a beautiful bison skin worn by an inhabitant of one Tewa 

village (Hammond and Rey 1966:282,285). 

Members of the abandoned Oflate colony provided abundant descriptions 

of Pueblo dress dxiring the 1601 Valverde hearings. Captain Velasco explained 

that "practically all the Indians are naked. Some, however, wear some sort 

of Cibola [bison] skins, and the women wear small cotton blankets with which 

they cover their nakedness" (Hammond and Rey 1953:610). Other witnesses 

also provided descriptions. One testified that the people: 

dressed in cotton blankets or in taiuied skins of the Cibola cattle.. .In 
general the Indian men all wear these blankets or skins, just as the 
Mexicans wear their tilmas. and the women wear cotton blankets in the 
s£une way, which consists of tying them in a knot over the shoulder. 

The same witness stated that the children went about naked until the age of 

12 or 13 (Hammond and Rey 1953:626). Another explained that "the men wear 

blankets, dressed skins of buffaloes and coyotes. The women also wear cotton 

blankets reaching to their ankles" (Hammond and Rey 1953:634). Another 

witness described the winter dress of the Pueblos: 

Many of the men are stark naked, without any vestige of dress or 
indication of self-consciousness. In the winter, when they left their 
estufas, some wore b\iffalo skins, with the fur on the inside. Some of 
the women wore tight buckskin leggings firom the feet almost to the 
waist—The women wear some short cotton blankets reaching a little 
below the knee and tied around the waist by a sash, also of cotton. 
They wear another blanket as a sort of tilma. thrown loosely over the 
shoulder and tied at both ends. The blankets which they wear on the 
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outside often contain rough designs resembling grotesque masks, 
without actually having the shape of the face (Hammond and Rey 
1953:644). 

Another testified that: 

The Indian women are clothed with only a blanket thrown over the body 
and tied in a knot, with nothing else to cover the body, about which 
they showed no concern. These blankets are woven of cotton. Most of 
the men wear a tanned buffalo skin with the hair on the inside; others 
wear small pieces of doth, also of cotton, and some wear dressed 
chamois or the skins of deer, coyotes, and wolves (Hammond and Rey 
1953:659). 

Two soldieirs who had accompanied Oftate's expedition provided 

testimony for another investigation during the same period. One, describing 

male dress, stated that: 

The men wore small pieces of coarse cotton, painted in different colors, 
cuid buffalo skins, wearing them over the shovilder like Flemish capes. 
They use them in cold weather, but when it is warm they wear small 
pieces of cloth from the waist down, and at other times larger pieces 
which cover the entire body (Hammond and Rey 1953:850-851). 

A second witness reported that: 

the men wear a coarse cotton blanket or a tanned buffalo skin and some 
cotton aprons. The women vieax painted heavy cotton blankets; most 
of them two - one as a sort of petticoat or skirt and another wrapped 
around the body (Hammond and Rey 1953:862). 

Villaqes on the Eastern Periphery 

Espejo described the eastern Tiwa or Tompiro as clothing themselves 

with cotton mantas. Cibola (bison) hides, and deerskins (Bolton 1963:180). 

Castafio provided a detailed description of the winter clothing of Pecos: 

We noted that most of the men, if not all, wore cotton blankets and over 
these a buffalo skin, since this was the cold season; some covered their 
privy parts with small pieces of cloth, very elegant and elaborately 
decorated. The women wear a blanket tied over the shoiolder and left 
open on one side, with a sash the width of a span wrapped around the 
waist. Over this blanket they wear another, nicely decorated and very 
fancy, or a kind of robe made of turkey feathers, as weU as many other 
novel adornments, all of which is quite remarkable for barbacicuis 
(Hammond and Rey 1966:278). 
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According to the Relaci6n del Suceso, no cotton textiles, only deerskins 

and bison hides, were worn by the people of Taos (Winship 1896:575). 

Clothing Worn by the Western Pueblos 

Acoma 

The only eyewitness account of Acoma dress was made by Ltixdn during 

the Espejo expedition, in which he described Acoma women wearing "Mexican 

blankets, very elegant with colors, feathers, and other trappings" (Hammond 

and Rey 1966:182). He was probably referring to blankets worn in a Mexican 

manner rather than to blankets from Mexico, because he also described people 

in the middle Rio Grande wearing their blankets "like the Mexicans" (Hammond 

and Rey 1966:220). The Spaniards received mantas. deerskins, and hides at 

Acoma (Bolton 1963:183), indicating that these items were also in use there. 

Zuni 

A number of eyewitness accounts were made of Zuni dress by members 

of the Coronado expedition in the 1540s. Coronado reported that the people 

of Hawikuh had "henequen blankets" and "painted mantles," and wore skins 

for protection from the cold, noting that most [men] went relatively naked 

except for "the covering of their privy parts" (Hammond and Rey 1940:324; 

Winship 1896:558-559). Castafleda relayed that the people wore cotton 

blankets as well as long robes made of feathers and rabbitskins. In his 

description of Zuni women's dress, Castafleda explained that the "women wear 

blaiikets, which they tie or knot over the left shoulder, leaving the right arm 

out. These serve to cover the body. They wear a neat well-shaped outer 

garment of skin." Men covered "their privy parts euid aU the immodest parts 

with cloths made like a sort of table napkin, with fringed edges and a tassel 
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at each c»mer, which they tie over the hips" (Winship 1896:517). 

JaxamUlo described people at Ziini weariag cotton blankets, clothing of 

weU-tanned deeirsktos, and "tanned cowhides" that were worn like shawls; the 

cotton blankets, he explained, were square, about a yard and a ̂>aif long, and 

the Indians wore them "thrown over the shoulder like a gypsy, and fastened 

with one end over the other, with agirdle, also of cotton" (Winship 1896:586). 

The Relaci6n del Suceso described people at Zuni wearing turkey feather 

robes, and "skins of deer, and sometimes of cows." The people wore "cloaks 

of heniquen" because they did not have cotton (Winship 1896:573). The 

Relacion Postrera indicated that people wore "cotton and maguey blankets," 

tanned deerskins, and rabbit fur cloaks; the women wore their maguey 

blankets long, reaching to their feet, and girded around the waist (Hammond 

and Rey 1940 : 308-309). 

Espejo, in 1583, explained that the people "dress in cotton ip^nt-ag and 

others that resemble coarse Knen" (Bolton 1963:185). Lux&n remarked that 

Zuni clothing differed slightly from that worn by the other Pueblos: "for even 

though they wear the same sort of dress as the others, the cloth is of agave 

fiber," a fiber "so well carded that it resembles coarse linen" (Hammond and 

Rey 1966:185). 

Ofiate visited Zuni in 1598, collecting an istle (probably yucca) blanket 

from each house at Hawikxih, noting that the material made "good clothing" 

(Hammond and Rey 1953:395). Fray Escobar, who accompanied Ofiate to Zuni 

and Hopi in 1604, stated that the people of Zuni wore buckskin, buffalo hides, 

and blankets made from "a small palm like iztle" (Hammond and Rey 1953: 

1014). It is clear from these accounts that the Zuni irelied heavily on the fiber 

from the locally-avaiUible yucca plant to fulfill meiny of their woven clothing 
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needs. 

Hopi 

The earliest description of Hopi dress is a hearsay account provided by 

the Zunis, who told Jarandllo that the Hopi had cotton blankets and wore skins 

"of cattle and deer" (Winship 1896:587). Lux4n, in 1583, reported seeing men 

at Awatovi wearing cotton blankets, noting that they covered "their privy 

peurts with a piece of cloth similar to a hand towel, figiired and with tassels" 

(Haxmnond and Rey 1966:192). 

Oiiate's 1598 description of Hopi clothing emphasized the quality of the 

cotton fabrics: "They wear blankets, generally of istle. excellent and 

beautifxilly painted cotton clothing, and skins of the buffalo and other 

animals" (Hammond and Rey 1953:327). Escobar, accompanying Oilateto Hopi 

in 1604, described the Hopi as using very well-made cotton blankets that were 

colored better than those from other provinces. They also wore buckskin, 

and in the winter, buffalo hides (Hammond and Rey 1953:1014). 

Summary of Clothing Worn by the Pueblos 

The general dress of both the Eastern and Western Pueblos consisted 

of cotton mantas, dressed buckskin and hides, and in the winter, bison 

robes. The most elaborately-decorated garments were described as being 

worn by people in the middle Rio Grande villages and at Pecos, Hopi, and 

Zuni. Many of the cotton garments observed in the Hopi, Zxini, Piro, 

southern Tiwa, Keresan, Towa, and Tewa villages were colored, embroidered, 

or decorated. Numerous references cire made in the Zuni accounts to the use 

of yucca fiber (variously referred to as agave, istle. henequen, heniquen. 
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and maguey) in woven textiles, with some of these fabrics worn as women's 

dresses. There is also one reference by Ofiate to the use of istle blankets at 

Hopi. Turkey feather blankets were described as being worn by people in the 

middle Rio Grande villages, Pecos, and Zuni. Rabbit fur blankets were also 

mentioned for Zuni. 

Men in the middle Rio Grande wore hide shirts, and shirts of woven 

cotton. Handpainted and embroidered cotton shirts were described for the 

southern Tiwas. Men at Hopi, Zuni, Pecos, and in the middle Rio Grande 

villages were desccibed as wearing colored or decorated cotton kilts or 

breechcloths. The dress of women in the Rio Grande, Pecos, and Zuni 

villages consisted of a manta that was wrapped around the body, sometimes 

tied at the shoulder, and secured euround the waist with a decorated sash. A 

second cotton blanket was worn draped over the shoulders. Some of these 

mantas were decorated. Skirts were also mentioned as being worn in some Rio 

Grande villages. Women (Tewa?) were also described as wearing tight 

buckskin leggings. Cotton cloth was not reported as being worn by people in 

the northern Tiwa villages, who dressed in hides instead of woven cloth (see 

also Bandelier 1890:157; Bandelier and Hewett 1937:76; Curtis 1976a[1926]: 

41). 

Ritual Uses of Clothing 

Several accounts convey the importance of woven textiles in Pueblo 

marriage rites. Castafieda, in the 1540s, reported that if a man wanted to 

marry, he made a blanket and placed it before a woman. By covering herself 

with this bleuiket, she became his wife (Hammond and Rey 1940:255; Winship 

1896:521). Gallegos later relayed that the couple covered each other with 
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blankets during the wedding ceremony (Hammond and Rey 1966:101). Three 

different witnesses for the 1601 Valverde Investigation described the custom 

of men presenting women with one or more blankets as part of the wedding 

ritual (Haxmnond and Rey 1953:636,647,663). 

The rich costume assemblages depicted in the kiva murals at Awatovi, 

Kawaika-a, Pottery Mound, and Kuaua, aU located in regions of high cotton 

production, underscore the central role of textiles in the performance of 

Pueblo ceremonies. Only one explicit reference to ceremonial costuming has 

been found in the early documentary accounts, however. This was made by 

Espejo, who reported having witnessed a ceremonial dance at Acoma, "the 

people coming out in fine array" (Bolton 1963:183). Espejo failed to indicate, 

however, how or if the clothing worn for such purposes differed from that 

worn for daily dress. It remains undetermined whether the painted and 

embroidered clothing observed in the Rio Grande villages and at Pecos, Hopi, 

and Zuni represented everyday dress or finery worn only on special 

occasions. The fact that these observations of decorated clothing were so 

widespread suggests that such clothing was being worn on a regular basis at 

that time. 

Materials, Tools, and Techniques 

Cotton Fiber 

Villaqes in the Rio Grand** Vaiitay 

Sixteenth-century eyewitness accounts describe the cultivation of 

cotton by the Piro, southern Tiwa, and probably the Rio Grande Keres. 

Several members of the Coronado expedition reported the cultivation of cotton 

in the Tiguex region, indicating that only limited amounts were harvested-
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JaranuUo observed that "the natives grow and gather very small amounts of 

cxjtton" (Hammond and Rey 1940:300), amd the Relacion Postrero that-

"they grow some cotton, although not much" (Hammond and Rey 1940:309). 

The Relacl6n del Suceso relayed that cotton cultivation was only practiced by 

those Pueblos located along the Rio Grande: "they raise cotton -1 mean those 

who live near the river - the others do not" (Winship 1896:575) -

Forty years later, in the summertime, GaUegos observed fields of cotton 

growing along the Rio Grande in the Piro area (near San Marcial), and 

declared that "much cotton" was foiind in the houses there (Hammond and Rey 

1966: 82). He also commented upon the "large cotton fields" located farther 

north in the Piro or southern Tiwa region (Hammond and Rey 1966:83). He 

was not surprised to find cotton growing here, because the Sumas to the south 

had told him that the natives grew and harvested much cotton in this region 

(Hammond and Rey 1966:79-80). Espejo, traveling through the Piro area in 

the 1580s, reported that both rainfall and ditch irrigation were used, though 

he did not specifically mention cotton in relation to these practices (Hammond 

and Rey 1966:220). 

Several of the informants in the 1601 Valverde Investigation reported 

the cxaltivation of cotton by the Pueblos. One informant stated that the 

Pueblos grew cotton as weU as maize, beans, squash, and melons, adding that 

some fields were irrigated, whereas others depended on seasonal rainfall. He 

noted that many of the villages had storerooms where cotton and other 

agriciiltural products were stored ( Hammond and Rey 1953:633-634). Another 

informant observed that cotton was grown next to the maize fields, adding 

that the supply of cotton was relatively scarce (Hammond and Rey 1953:653). 

It is presumed that these accounts refer to agricviltural practices along the Rio 

i 
J 
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Grande, although no specdfic villages were identified. These informants did 

not specify whether cotton was grown in the immediate vicinity of the Oflate 

colony (i.e., in the Tewa villages) or whether cultivation was confined to the 

wcirmer regions farther south. The fact that no witness specifically mentioned 

its absence from the Tewa region suggests the possibility that it may have 

been grown to some extent in the upper Rio Grande villages at that time. 

vmaaes on the Eastern Periphery 

The cultivation of cotton is not described for any of the villages east of 

the Rio Grande. Espejo did not report its cultivation by the Tompiro and 

eastern Tiwa, though he noted an abundance of turkeys there (Bolton 

1963:180). The Reladdn del Suceso said of Pecos that "they do not raise 

cotton nor keep fowls, because it is 15 leagues away from the river to the 

east, toward the plains where the cows are." The same document, speeiking 

probably of Taos, stated that "in this village, as it is mountainous, they do 

not raise cotton nor breed fowls; they wear the skins of deer and cows [bison] 

entirely" (Winship 1896:575). 

Acoma 

The people of Acoma were Sciid by Coronado to raise cotton, but this was 

based on hearsay evidence (Winship 1896:560; see Brenneman 1995: 51). 

Zuni 

Several eyewitnesses reported the absence of cotton cultivation at Zuni. 

Coronado stated that "they do not raise cotton because it is very cold" 

(Winship 1896:558), an observation corroborated by the Relaci6n del Suceso 
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(Winship 1896:573). Thirty years later, Luzdn reported that "they gather 

little cotton becaiise the land is cold" (Hammond and Rey 1966:184); his 

reference to "little cotton" may mean that the Ztinis were raising small amounts 

for prayer feathers and other ceremonial uses, as reported in historic times 

(Stevenson 1915:92). 

Hopi 

The earliest references to the criltivation of cotton at Hopi are derived 

from hearsay accoxmts. An account by Coronado, based on information 

supplied by the Zuni, stated that much cotton weis grovm there (Hammond and 

Rey 1940:286; Winship 1896:562). There is no information from de Tovar, a 

member of the Coronado expedition who actually visited Hopi. Gallegos and 

Bustamente were likewise told by the Zunis in the 1580s that the Hopis grew 

large quantities of cotton (Bolton 1963:149; Hammond and Rey 1966:137). The 

first eyewitness account was by Luxdn in the 1580s, who reported traveling 

through a league of cotton fields between First and Second Mesas (Hammond 

and Rey 1966:192). However, his visit occurred in April before the cotton 

crop would have been planted, so he must have seen the stalks of the previous 

years' planting or learned about these cotton fields from an informant (see 

also Brenneman 1995:43). Escobar, who visited Hopi in the fall (probably late 

October) of 1604, was told by a local informant that cotton was grown there 

(Hammond and Rey 1953:1014). 

Yucca Fiber 

Although the sixteenth-century references do not specifically address 

the production of yucca cloth at Zuni, Escobar indicated in 1604 that yucca 
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doth was made there (Hammond and Rey 1953:1014). Several chroniclers 

referred to the Zunis' use of ixtle (variotis speUings), maguey, henequen, 

and agave, terms used by the Spaniards to refer to the locally-available yucca 

fiber (Hodge 1937:120). Spier (1924:65) reported that fiber from both the 

broad and narrow-leafed varieties of yucca was used by the Zunis in historic 

times, and Stevenson (1915:78) described the use of the broadleaf variety. 

Several early chroniclers reported seeing fields of wild flax on their approach 

to Zuni (Bolton 1963:184; Winship 1896:555), but there is no indication that 

this plant was used for its fiber by the Zunis. 

Yucca fiber was not only used in the weaving of blankets, it also served 

as the foundation material for most of the fur and feather blankets made in the 

northern Southwest (Forde 1937:238; Kent 1983b: 90; Robbinsetal. 1916:52). 

Thus, yucca fiber was probably used in one form or another by most of the 

protohistoric Pueblos. 

Feathers, Furs, and Hides 

The use of feather blankets was described for the southern Tiwa, 

eastern Keres, Pecos, and Zuni (Hammond and Rey 1940:183; 1966:180,278; 

Winship 1896:573,587). Both GaUegos and Espejo reported that turkeys were 

i^ised by the southern Tiwa for feather blankets (Hammond and Rey 1966:83, 

221), and Espejo noted the abxindance of turkeys raised by the eastern Tiwa 

and Tompiro (Bolton 1963:180). His party was also provided with turkeys at 

Acoma (Bolton 1963:183). An informant in the Valverde Investigation 

explained that the Pueblos raised turkeys for feather blankets (Hammond and 

Rey 1953:634). According to the documents, turkeys were not raised at Pecos 

or in the northern Tiwa villages. 

J 
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Colorants 

A number of early chroniclers made refexrence to the use of colored and 

painted cotton clothing by the Pueblos. Both Espejo and Gallegos noted that 

the breechcloths or kilts worn in the middle Rio Grande were made of colored 

cloth, and handpainted shirts were also described for the southern Tiwas 

(Hammond and Rey 1966:85,220). Informants in the Valverde Investigation 

described the use of cotton blankets painted in different colors, including 

some with rough designs resembling "grotesque masks" (Hammond and Rey 

1953:644,850-851, 862). In his general description of Pueblo clothing, Ofiate 

noted that both black cind white cloth were used (Hammond and Rey 1953:483). 

The painting of cloth was also practiced by the Western Pueblos. 

Coronado described mantles "almost painted over" at Zuni, as well as fabrics 

painted with animal fig\ires (Winship 1896:558,562-563), two of which he sent 

to the viceroy. The people of Hopi were also described as using beautifuUy-

painted cotton clothing (Hammond and Rey 1953:395). These cotton textiles 

were reportedly colored better than those made in other provinces; Escobar 

characterized them as "the best in this land" (Hammond and Rey 1953:1014). 

Two references have been fotind to the use of mineral pigments by the 

Pueblos to color cloth. Espejo reported that the Hopi used blue and green 

ores to color their mantas (Bolton 1963:186). One witness in the Valverde 

Investigation, when asked about the Pueblos' use of metals, provided the 

following description of their use of pigments: 

...these Indians paint themselves, using some very fine sand 
resembling white pyrites and a kind of stone. They use these things 
only to paint themselves and their blankets (Hammond and Rey 1953: 
663). 

Although mciny of these descriptions clearly imply the use of mineral 
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paints or pigments, the term "painted" rpintado! may also have been used to 

describe dyed fabrics. Modem Spanish speakers differentiate between dyed 

and painted cloth through their use of the terms "tintura" and "pintada." 

respectively (Zingel 1979). One dictionary of medieval Spanish, however, 

provides a somewhat different interpretation of "pintar" as 1) de hermosas 

colores. 2) may omado, de mAs valer. and 3) afeitado (Boggs et al. 1946), 

translating as beautifully colored, ornamented, ornate, or adorned. Thus, 

early chroniclers may have used the word "pintar" to describe cloth that was 

colored or decorated in any number of ways. 

A comment by Benavides suggests one early use of "pintar" to refer to 

the dyeing of cloth. In his 1630 report, Benavides described the presence of 

outcrops of rock alum (piedra liambre) in Navajo territory, explaining its use 

as follows: "y cx>mo todas estas naciones pobladas, y Christianas son 

indinadas a la pintura, para auer de pintar sus vestidos necessitan de piedra 

lumbre, que solamenta la ay en aqueHos serranias" (Ayer 1916:44). Ayer has 

translated this passage as: 

All these town-dwelling and Christian nations are inclined to dyeing, 
to have wherewith to dye Fpintar. lit. "paint"] their clothing, they 
need alum, which exists only in these ranges. 

Forrestal (1954:45) provided a more literal translation: 

All these nations that live in settlements and eure Christian have a love 
for painting; and in order to paint their clothing they have need of rock 
alum, which can be found only in these mountains. 

He referred, by way of footnote, to the use of alum as a mordant in the dyeing 

process. Although ciliim was sometimes added to pigments to stretch the 

supply, it was not a neccesary component of paint (Nancy Odegaard, personal 

communication). This was, however, the most common mordant used by native 

Southwestern dyers in historic times (Colton 1965). (A further discussion of 
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alum is provided in Chapter 10.) In Benavides' passage, the verb "pintar" 

seems to have been used to describe the dyeing of cloth. Therefore, 

ethnohistoric references to painted doth should not always be taken literally. 

Textile Tods and Techniques 

The documents contain no descriptions of looms, spinning tools, or 

weaving methods, cind refer only obliquely to weaving and decorative 

techniques. Jaramillo described cotton robes made "of a sort of plain 

weaving," implying the same type of weave structure known as plain weave in 

modem times (Emery 1966:76). 

Embroidered shirts, skirts, dresses, and sashes were described as 

being used by the Piro and southern Tiwa, with one account specifically 

referring to embroidery "with cotton thread" (Hammond and Rey 1966:85, 

220). Some of the more elaborately-decorated garments described for Acoma 

and Pecos may have been embroidered as well. There is one possible 

reference to embroidery at Zuni, in which Coronado describes: 

a garment which seems to me to be very well made. I kept it because it 
seemed to be of good workmanship, and because I do not think that 
anyone has ever seen in these Indies any work done with a needle, 
unless it were done since the Spaniards settled here (Winship 1896: 
562). 

Because the work was done with a needle, embroidery seems the most likely 

technique, though other interpretations are possible. These accounts 

suggest that embroidery was being practiced by both the Eastern and Western 

Pueblos dtulng these early years of contact. 

Although not a technique of manufacture per se, the patching of textiles 

was also practiced to keep these items in circulation as long as possible. 

Coronado, for instance, saw a number of ragged blankets at Zuni, Including 
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a "blanket made of many pieces" (Hammond and Rey 1940:174). The extensive 

mending, patching, and recycling of these fabrics in precontact times has 

been docvimented by Kent (1983a: 226-227). 

The Organissation and Scale of Textile Production 

Production Facilities 

Two witnesses in the Valverde Investigation, referring to the Eastern 

Pueblo region, described kivas as places where spinning and weaving 

activities were performed by men. According to one informant: 

In the winter—they remain in the estufas because of the cold, which 
is intense. In the estufas they spin and weave blankets, as this is the 
usual occupation of the men (Hammond and Rey 1953:645). 

Another informant also described the winter use of kivas by men for spinning 

and weaving pxirposes: "there they spin and weave blankets, as this is their 

ordinary occupation during this season" (Haimnond and Rey 1953:660). 

Scheduling 

In the aforementioned testimonies, weaving is clearly identified as a 

winter activity performed by Pueblo males (Hammond and Rey 1953:645,660). 

Composition of the Production Units 

Castafieda described men spinning cuid weaving at Tiguex in the 1540s 

(Winship 1896:521). Referring to the Eastern Pueblos, Captain Velasco, in 

1601, stated that "the men weave the blankets" (Haimnond and Rey 1953:610). 

A number of other witnesses in the Valverde Investigation described men as 

weavers: "the spinning and weaving of the blankets which they use for 

clothing is done by the men, not by the women;" "the men spin and weave the 
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blankets and the women busy themselves preparing the food and in making 

pottery;" "they spin and weave blankets, as this is the xisual occupation of 

the men" (Hammond and Rey 1953:627 , 636 , 645). 

The letter of Mendoza, based largely on hearsay from Niza, indicated 

that at Zuni, "the men weave cloth and spin cotton" (Brenneman 1995:19; 

Hammond and Rey 1940:159). However, Luz^'s eyewitness account of Zuni 

in the 1580s stated only that the "the Indians spin cotton and weave cloth" 

(Hammond and Rey 1966:185). No documentary information from this period 

is available regarding Hopi weavers. 

The only reference to the participation of women in textile production 

comes from Gallegos who, writing of the middle Rio Grande, stated that "the 

women sure the ones who spin, sew, weave, and paint" (Haxmnond and Rey 

1966:86). Although the accounts by Ccistaileda and others seem to refute the 

view that women were the principal textile producers in this region, it is 

conceivable that Gallegos did observe some women engaged in these activities. 

The Geography of Pueblo Textile Production and Exchange 

Distribution of Pueblo Producers 

Production bv the Eastern Pueblos 

The only sixteenth-centxiry chronicler to state unequivocably that 

cotton cloth was woven in the Eastern Pueblo region was Jaramillo, who 

described the manufacture of blankets from locaHy-grown cotton in the Tiguex 

villages (Winship 1896:587). Bustamente alluded to the manufacture of cotton 

blankets in the Piro and Tiguex settlements, but his account was based on 

hearsay (Bolton 1963:146-147; Brenneman 1995:52). Castafieda and Gallegos 

provided eyewitness accounts of the weaving of cloth in the middle Rio 
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Grande, but did not specify the type of fiber used (Hammond and Rey 

1966:86; Winship 1896: 521), though cotton is inferred. The production of 

turkey feather robes in the Tiguex region was also described by Jaramillo 

(Winship 1896:587). 

There are a number of accounts by former members of the Ofiate colony 

pertaining to the weaving of blankets by the Eastern Pueblos (Hammond and 

Rey 1953:610,627,636,645,660). Although cotton blankets are not specifically 

identified in this regard, other references to woven cotton blankets verify 

their use. Escobar, in 1604, declared that the cotton blankets worn by the 

Rio Grande Pueblos were "woven in their pueblos" (Hammond and Rey 

1953:1013). From these accounts it is inferred that the Rio Grctnde Pueblos 

were producing most of their own woven cloth at the time of contact. 

Production by the Western Pueblos 

Although cotton cultivation was reported for Acoma, there is no specific 

mention of cloth piroduction there. Coronado reported the presence of cotton 

thread in Zuni hotoses (Winship 1896:558) and Lux^ described the spinning 

of cotton and the weaving of doth (Hammond and Rey 1966:185). This 

suggests that cotton doth was woven at Zuni. Escobar stated that yucca doth 

was also produced there (Hammond and Rey 1953: 1014). The manufacture of 

rabbit fur blankets at Ztuii was also described in the Relad6n Postrera 

(Hammond and Rey 1940: 309). 

Although no sixteenth-century accounts describe the production of 

cotton doth at Hopi, the frequent mention of its use euid the reports of large 

quantities appropriated by the Espejo party (Hammond and Rey 1966:190-193, 

226), leave little doubt of local production. In 1604, Escobar dearly stated 
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that the Hopi made blankets made from their own cotton supply (Hcimmond and 

Rey 1953:1014). These early narratives suggest that the Hopi were well 

established as prolific weavers by this time. 

Modes of Exchange 

The chronicler of the Relaci6n del Suceso. describing the exchange of 

goods in the Rio Grande, explained that "these people have no markets" 

(Hammond and Rey 1940:288), referring, in aU likelihood, to the lack of 

central marketplace settings. One of Ofiate's colonists maintained that there 

was "no buying or selling or barter among them, nor do they have public 

places where they come to buy and exchange" (Hammond and Rey 1953:628). 

A member of the Ofiate expedition, however, observed that the Pueblos were 

"much given to commerce, talcing from one province to another the fruits of 

their lands and the products of their labor" (Hammond and Rey 1953:425). 

Another colonist reported that the Indians traded in special houses, adding 

that "when strangers want something they show what they have and trade it 

for what they want" (Hammond and Rey 1953:636). 

Based on ethnographic analogy, the major forms of exchange in late 

prehistoric Pueblo society were probably direct barter, down-the-line 

exchange, and gift exchange (Ford 1972; Parsons 1939). Cloth is identified 

as a major commodity of exchange in the ethnographic record and doubtless 

fulfilled this role in the prehistoric past. In the Speinish documentary record, 

the best evidence for the significance of cloth in protohistoric gifting comes 

from references to the exchange of cloth in Pueblo marriage rituals, and, 

ironically, from the descriptions of cloth received by early Spanish parties. 

Coronado, and later Espejo, received initial offerings of cloth from nearly all 

j 



pueblos visited, suggesting that cloth functioned as a standard item of gift 

exchange between both friends and strangers in protohistoric times. The 

nature of this exchange with the Spaniards is explored further below. 

Exchange Between Pueblo Communities 

Chroniclers such as Coronado and Espejo indicated that cotton was not 

grown at aUL of the pueblos, but that mantas and other cotton textiles were 

important articles of dress in nearly all of the villages, the northern Tiwa the 

primary exception. What these early chroniclers failed to record is whether 

non-cotton-growing communities acquired their cotton fabrics in trade, or 

produced their own cloth using imported cotton fiber. Bandelier (1890:37) 

later described the importance of cotton as a trade commodity: 

But there were other plants also cultivated which could not grow 
everywhere, and thus became an article of trade- Such was cotton. 
Cotton demands irxlgation, and a warm season of considerable 
duration...Coirnnerdal intercourse furnished it to such tribes as had 
it not, and with that intercourse came all the favorable and unfavorable 
resiilts of contact." 

Elsewhere, he (Bandelier 1884:76) argued that all Pueblo peoples "knew how 

to raise it [cotton] under favorable circximstances, and to spin and weave it 

into thread and cloth." Bandelier (1890:157) suggested that the Zunl, Acoma, 

and Tano obtained their cotton by barter. 

Referring to the Tewa, Robbins et al. (1916:102) stated that: 

Some of the villages which did not raise cotton imported it from others 
as raw material for their own spinning and weaving. It was always an 
article of luxury on acount of the smallness of the quantity which could 
be gathered in a single year and the tedious labor needed to prepare it 
for use. 

There are indications in the documents that the Zunl, for instance, 

acquired much of their cotton as raw fiber and used this to weave their own 
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cotton garments. A hearsay account in Mendoza's 1540 report, based on 

information obtained during the Niza journey, stated that cotton was brought 

in to Zuni from Totonteac (Hammond and Rey 1940:159; see Brenneman 

1995:53-54). Although some researchers have identified Totonteac as Hopi 

(Winship 1896:55), Teague (1996:172,174) has suggested that this may refer 

to a late occupation at the Tonto Ruins. In the 1580s, Luxto was informed by 

the Zunis "that they obtain part of the cotton in trade from the province of 

Mohose," identified as Hopi (Hammond and Rey 1966:185) - Although a number 

of chroniclers made the observation that cotton was not cultivated at Zuni, 

several reported the spinning and weaving of cotton there as well as the 

presence of cotton thread (Hammond and Rey 1966:185; Winship 1896:558), 

suggesting the local production of cotton cloth. 

One documentary account suggests that surpluses of finished textiles 

in the Rio Grande were relatively limited. In the winter of 1541, Coronado's 

party demanded considerable quantities of doth from the Tiguex villages, with 

some inhabitants forced to relinquish their personal clothing (Haimnond and 

Rey 1940:224,349,351). Bandelier (BandeHer and Hewett 1937: 160) has 

offered one interpretation of this event, concluding that the Pueblo textile 

industry could not have been practiced on a very intensive scale: 

That three hundred pieces of cloth, none of them larger than an 
ordinary blanket, should more than exhaust the supply of twelve 
villages, or twenty-five pieces per village on an average, shows that 
the Pueblos were not very extensively engaged in weaving. 

Other interpretations are possible. Robbins et al. (1916:102) have 

suggested that many of these textiles could have been made of rabbit fur and 

yucca fiber, and I would add, of txarkey feather. In her translation, 

Brenneman (1995:59) identified the textiles demanded by the Spaniards as 
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including both blankets and cloaks or skins. It is possible that te^ctile 

suLcpluses produced during the previous winter had already been traded out 

of these villages during the wcurmer months of sximmer and fall. It is also 

possible that much of the trade in the Rio Grande was carried out in raw fiber, 

with only limited quantities of suirplus fabrics produced in these villages. 

There is, at any rate, little evidence of the stockpiling of sizable, year-round 

surpluses in the Rio Grande region. 

Espejo's experience at Hopi suggests a different situation entirely. 

Luz^ reported receiving "six hundred pieces" of plain and decorated cotton 

cloth at each of the villages of Awatovi, Walpi, and Second Mesa, and "eight 

hundred pieces" at Oraibi, in addition to quantities of raw and spun cotton 

(Hanunond and Rey 1966:190-193); Espejo claimed a number of more than four 

thousand (Hammond and Rey 1966:226). There are several reasons to 

question the credibility of these figures. Riley (1987:397,Fn.99) has 

suggested that the phrase "six hundred pieces" might have been used by 

Spanish chroniclers in the same manner as the Aztecs used the term "four 

hundred," as a conventionalized term for "many." One also has to wonder how 

a party of ten Spaniards and a few Zvini guides covtld have transported several 

thousand mantas over the course of their journey. 

Although these sums are most Likely inflated, the impression remains 

that Hopi was weU. stocked with cotton textiles at the time of Espejo's visit. 

This visit occurred in April, during the agricultxiral off-season and near the 

end of the traditional period of textile production. It is not specified whether 

these fabrics represented only the Hopis' personal clothing or included 

surpluses of textiles stockpiled for trade, but the edbility of Hopi weavers to 

produce a substantial surplus seems to be indicated. Recognizing that trade 
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forged the major link between Hopi and the rest of the Pueblo (and non-

Pueblo) world, the abOity to generate sufficient surpluses was clearly one of 

prime importance. 

Exchange with Non-Pueblo Trading Partners 

Trade with Southern piaing nrr^npg 

The nature of the protohlstoric Plains-Pueblo trade has been weU 

documented by Spielmann (1989). A member of Ofiate's colony described the 

F>ueblo trade with the bison-hunting Vaquero (Plains) Indians, explaining that 

the Plains groups brought: 

— dried meat, fat, and dressed skins for clothing themselves. They 
give them maize in trade and cotton blankets painted in various colors 
which the Vaqpieros do not have (Hammond and Rey 1953:628). 

As discussed by Spielmann, the non-cotton-growing pueblos on the 

eastern periphery - Pecos, Taos, Picuiis, and the Salinas villages - served 

as middlemen between the nomadic tribes and the cotton-growing villages in 

the Rio Grande. Pecos, situated at the portal between the Pueblos and the 

Plains, had likely served in this capacity since at least the mid-fifteenth 

century (Kessell 1979:6,16). Several members of the Oilate colony reported 

that Taos and Picuris also engaged in this trade with the Vagueros, 

exchanging cotton blankets, pottery, maize, and turquoise for meat, hides, 

fat, and salt (Hammond and Rey 1953:398-405). 

Trade with Athapaskan Groups 

Pueblo villages located west of the Rio Grande fulfilled similar trading 

roles with Navajo and Apachean groups. Espejo reported that the Quecheros, 

identified as Navajos by Hammond and Rey (1966:224, Fn. 19), carried on trade 
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with the settled conunvmities, bringing Scilt, deer, rabbits, and tanned 

deerskins to exchange for cotton mantas and other articles. These "settled 

conununities" included Acoma and perhaps also the Jemez villages (Brenneman 

1995:64). Although not specified in the accounts, it is likely that Zuni carried 

on a similar trade with Apachean groups at the time of contact, and that the 

Hopi were trading with Apacheans, the Paiute, Havasupai, and otheirs. This 

pattern of agricultural communities trading food and textiles to nomadic 

groups for hides and meat was one of long standing in the Southwest, that 

continued to operate well into the present century (e.g., Beaglehole 1937; 

Ford 1972). 

Trade with Spanish Exploratory Parties 

A major commodity obtained from the E»ueblos by early Spanish parties 

was cloth. Members of the Coronado expedition acquired blankets at Zuni, 

Acoma, Tiguex, and either Cicuique (Pecos) or Uraba (Taos) (Hammond and 

Rey 1940:183 , 288 , 324-325). De Tovar was said to have received some cotton 

cloth at Hopi (Winship 1896:489). If the reports of Espejo and LuxSm are 

taken literally (which seems xinwarranted), the Espejo party received massive 

quantities of cotton textiles, several thousand in number, at the various Hopi 

villages (Hammond and Rey 1966:190-193 , 226). The Espejo party was also 

given mantas and hides by the people at Acoma (Bolton 1963:183; Hcumnond 

and Rey 1966:182) and the Rio Grande Keresans (Bolton 1963:181). 

Initially, much of this "gifting" was formalized barter, the exchange of 

local Pueblo products for exotic Spanish goods. For instance, Pecos visitors 

at Hawiktih presented Coronado's party with doth, tanned hides, and 

turquoise in exchange for such European preciosities as pearls, bells, and 

i 
A 
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glass (Kessell (1979:7; Winship 1896:491). Coronado also reported that the 

Zunis had given him "presents" of hides, yucxa blankets, tiirguoise, and 

other items, in exchange for Spanish goods (Hammond and Rey 1940:324). At 

Tiguex, Alvarado received E^eblo food, hides, and mantas in exchange for 

smcdl European items (Hammond and Rey 1940:183). Coronado also acqiiired 

mantas. hides, and robes there in exchange for goods the viceroy had 

directed him to bring for trading purposes (Hammond and Rey 1940:309). 

Although the earliest Pueblo-Spanish textile transactions involved gifts 

or the exchange of Pueblo cloth for European items, these transactions quickly 

degenerated to the appropriation of Pueblo textiles, best exemplified by the 

forced levies of cloth by the Coronado party at Tiguex (Hammond and Rey 

1940:224). Much subsequent "gifting" to Spaniards was likely a form of 

placation, an early instance of "passive resistance" (Adams 1989) based on the 

realization that goods woxild be taken by force if not offered willingly. Why 

else, for instance, would the Hopis have made gifts of "small pieces of their 

garments" (Hammond and Rey 1966:191) to the Espejo party? Regardless of 

their interpretation, these early accounts provide documentary support of the 

pjrominent role of textiles in extracommunity gift transactions. 

Summary of Pueblo Textile Production and Exchange 

The ethnohistoric evidence suggests that Eastern Pueblo communities 

were meeting most if not aU of their immediate textile needs at the time of 

contact through local production, with the cotton fiber grown in the middle 

Rio Grande locally used and traded to villages on the peripheries, and with 

surplus cotton cloth traded to these villages and thence on to Plains 

consumers. Feather blankets may also have been traded to Pecos and other 
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northern oonununities. There is no indication in these dociiments that the 

Eastern Pueblos reUed on Hopi at this time for basic supplies of cotton 

textiles. Much of the Hopi and Zuni trade seems to have been focxised to the 

west and south. Both Oiiate and Escobar lauded Hopi textiles as being of 

superior quality and coloration (Hammond and Rey 1953:395; 1014). Many of 

these fine fabrics undoubtedly made their way into the Rio Grande region, 

acquired either as gifts or bartered for express commodities available in the 

eastern towns, such cis bison hides and turquoise. As noted by Bandelier 

(1890:39), most long distance trade involved the acquisition of luxxjry items 

or goods required for religious rites, and it is suggested that at the time of 

contact, Hopi textiles were conceptualized more as prestige or ritual goods 

than as basic necessities. As will be seen, Hopi fabrics were to assume a 

growing importance among Eastern Pueblo consumers as local production 

declined in the wake of the Spcinish-colonial enterprise. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DOCXJMENTARY EVIDENCE OF SPANISH-COLONIAL INFLUENCES 
ON PUEBLO TEXTILE PRODUCTION, 1598-1680 

Introduction 

This chapter examines some of the social, political, and economic 

impacts of the Spanish-colonial program on Pueblo peoples during the first 

century of Spanish riile, and then assesses these effects upon one aspect of 

Pueblo socioeconomic organization, the production of textiles. After 

providing an overview of Spanish settlement and the New Mexico provincial 

economy, I examine the basic tenets of the Franciscan mission program and the 

policies of the civil authorities toward the indigenous Pueblo population. I 

then consider the competition that arose between church and state interests 

over Pueblo labor, demographic changes that ensued from the colonization of 

the Province, and some ways that the Pueblos were cible to resist or mitigate 

the effects of colonization to preserve certain core elements of their culture. 

In the second part of this chapter an auaalysis is presented of Pueblo 

textile production for three distinct Spanish-colonial entities: the 

encomenderos, the civil authorities, and the missionaries. I identify the types 

of textiles extracted from Pueblo societies for purposes of tribute and export, 

explore the orgcinization of textile labor in the obraies. missions, and Pueblo 

villages, and evaluate the role of other, non-Pueblo textile producers in these 

economic transactions. In Chapter 10, I investigate the changes that ensued 

dioring this period in the production, consumption, and exchcinge of Pueblo 

textiles made for the Pueblos' own use. Here I critique the production of 

Pueblo textiles for external, colonial consumers. 
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An Overview of Spani^ Influences in Colonial New Mezioo 

Spanish-Ccilamal Settlement 

The first Spanish colony was established in 1598 at the Tewa village of 

Caypa by Don Juan de Ofiate, who renamed it San Juan de los Cahaiieros. 

Ofiate's colony was headquartered at this location until December 1600, when 

it moved to the west bank of the Rio Grande to occupy yet another Tewa 

village. By 1601, the new Spanish settlement, San Gabriel del Yunoue. 

numbered some 500 Spcuiiards, most of whom were male. The colony was 

impoverished from the start, and soon began plundering the clothing and food 

reserves of the neighboring Pueblos for its economic survival. In the fall of 

1601, while Oxlate was away on an exploring mission to the plains, most of the 

colonists and all but three of the Franciscans deserted the colony- In 1609 the 

colony was reestablished in Santa Fe with Don Pedro de Peralta as governor. 

Santa Fe served as the population and administrative hub of the young 

colony throughout the Spanish period. Inhabited primarily by military and 

civil officials and by settlers and traders, Santa Fe was the center of Spanish 

ciolture in the province, established as a place where Spaniards could hve like 

Spaniards as far as was possible in the remote frontier. Most Spaniards living 

outside of Santa Fe resided in the Rio Arriba district sxirrounding the town, 

or in the Rio Abajo district situated between Santo Domingo and the Piro 

villages (Hackett 1937:327). 

New Mexico's original colonizing population comprised a stew of 

Spaniards, mestizos, and Mexican Indians (Scholes 1935:96). Much of the 

seventeenth-century Spanish poptilation grew out of intermarriage between 

lower-class Spaniards or mestizos and the local Indians. According to 

Benavides' report of 1634, many Spaniards in the Santa Fe area were at that 
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time married to Indian women or their descendants (Hammond 1927:180). By 

1680, over 80 percent of New Mexico's nonaboriginal popiilation had been bom 

in the province. Throughout the period, upper-class Spaniards maintained 

their own local aristocracy so that two major social groups, each characteri2sed 

by their own distinctive patterns of dress, manners, and residence, came to 

occupy the Spanish settlements: an upper class consisting of families of 

Spanish officials and merchants, who resided primarily in Santa Fe, and a 

lower, more heterogeneous class of individuals derived ficom Spanish and 

Indian stock (Spicer 1962:300). 

Spicer (1962:298) has identified the Spanish town and the mission as the 

two most important frontier institutions through which European influences 

were passed on to Indian peoples. Yet, dxiring the first few decades of 

Spanish colonization, many Pueblo peoples had Ettle or no direct interaction 

with Spaniards beyond the mission setting. Spanish settlement in New Mexico 

was sporadic and geographically restricted, with no more than half a dozen 

towns of any real size established within the first two centuries of 

colonization. Pueblo peoples residing in the more remote commvinities of 

Acoma, Zuni, and Hopi had little day-to-day interaction with Spaniards during 

the first century of Spanish rule. The Tewa, Rio Grande Keres, southern 

Tiwan, and Piro felt the impact of Spanish colonization to a far greater degree 

due to the establishment of numerous Spanish agricviltirral settlements within 

the Rio Grande Vcdley between the pjiesent-day towns of Socorro and EspaiSola 

(Snow 1983; Spicer 1962). These rural settings afforded more intimate 

opportunities for interaction and cultural exchange between the Pueblos and 

Spaniards than were possible in the missions or in the Spanish towns. 

Pueblo people already occupied or cultivated most of the good arable 
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land along the Rio Grande when the colonists arrived, and Spanish law 

specifically prohibited colonial settlement in the Pueblo villages or on their 

adjacent farmlands. Spanish access to these lands could be legally acquired 

in only one of two ways: through the encomienda grants made to soldiers who 

had accompanied Ofiate and their descendents, or through village grants 

awarded to groups of ordinary settlers. The encomienda grants most strongly 

impacted the Tewa communities near Santa Fe and the Southern Tiwa and Piro 

villages situated between Santo Domingo and Socorro. Many of these grants 

encroached on the Pueblos' traditional land-use areas situated just beyond the 

village bOTondEiries. Although the encomenderos were legally forbidden to live 

on their encomiendas. this prohibition was frequently overlooked, especially 

in the Tewa area. 

The village grants were scattered, with some located near Pueblo 

communities and others established in more isolated regions of the province. 

As Pueblo population underwent a steady decline during the seventeenth 

century, Spaniards were able to acquire legal title to more and more Pueblo 

lands under the laws regulating land grants (Simmons 1991:68). Further loss 

of Indian lands occurred as a result of intermarriage, with Spanish employees 

of the encomenderos intermarrying with Indians and acquiring access to their 

lands in this manner (Spicer 1962:302). 

The Provincial Economy 

The economy of the New Mexican province was based in the barter of 

subsistence goods among and between native and colonial populations. Fray 

Prado in 1638 described the economy as consisting of little beyond the 

exchcuige of some articles for others, "this being the sole commerce of these 
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people" (Hacket± 1937:108). The image of New Mexicx} presented in the 

seventeenth-century reports is one of an impoverished colony subsisting on 

agriculture, stock raising, the Indian trade, and the export of a few raw 

materials (Baxter 1987:ix). Colonial agriciilture was rooted in Pueblo 

subsistence practice and focused on the raising of com, beans, and in some 

regions, cotton. Although many new agrlculttiral products were introduced 

to the Pueblos by the Spaniards, wheat never took the place of com in the 

seventeenth century, and most new fxruits and vegetables were confined to 

colonial settings such cts mission gardens and estcuacia vineyards. The 

practice of stock raising, which revolved around the care and breeding of 

sheep, goats, horses, cattle, and oxen, entered New Mexico with the initial 

wave of colonists (Scholes 1935:105). 

The frontier market system was designed to meet the short-term needs 

of Indian and Spanish households, and relied upon local products and 

manufactures having a relatively stable exchange value (Snow 1983:348). No 

money circulated within the province; aU buying and selling was done by 

exchange. If any commodity in seventeenth-century New Mexico served cts a 

universal medium of exchange, it was the Pueblo-woven manta. Although both 

com and mantas were acquired by the Spaniards in tribute, the com was 

normally consumed, leaving the manta as the article that could be used or 

traded (Scholes 1935:109). As one Inquisition witness explained in 1664, 

one's debts in the province could be paid "in pesos or mantas, for these 

amount to the same thing in this country" (Hackett 1937:243). 

During the early years of the colony, the Indian trade within the 

province largely followed the precontact economic pattern, with the Pueblos 

continuing to trade com, cotton, textiles, hides, meat, turquoise, salt, and 
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other commodities among themselves, and com, mantas, horses, and metal 

knives to the nomadic tribes in exchange for meat and bison hides. The Jemez 

and Acoma communities served as the primary centers for the exchange of 

Pueblo and Athapaskan goods, whereas several communities on the eastern 

frontier, particularly Pecos, Taos, and the Salinas pueblos, served as 

settings for the Pueblo-Plains trade. Before long, Spanish governors and 

other officials had interjected themselves into these economic equations, 

upsetting the balance of trade (Scholes 1942:50; Spielmann 1989, 1991). By 

and large, the Spanish-Indian trade focused on the exchange of Spanish 

livestock for Pueblo agriciiltural products or Indian slaves (Scholes 

1935:109). 

External trade between the New Mexico province and New Spain 

occurred along two main routes: a major route following the Rio Grande Valley 

south to Parral, and a secondary one running from the Rio Grande through 

the Mimbres Valley into Sonora (Scholes 1935:110). Thefirst, known initially 

as EH Camino Real and later as the Chihuahua Trail, had been established by 

the Ofiate expedition in the late 1590s. After the founding of Santa Fe in 

1609, this became the northern terminus of a route extending 1500 miles south 

to Mexico City, linking the New Mexican frontier with the mining centers of 

Nueva Vizcava and paints south. This corridor served as New Mexico's 

economic lifeline for the next 250 years, eventually becoming the route that 

connected the Santa Fe Trail with the interior markets of Mexico (Moorhead 

1958:7). 

This was also the route followed by the mission supply service. New 

Mexico was little more than a mission province in the seventeenth century, and 

its success was largely dependent on its ability to keep the missions well 
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provisioned. Ested^lished in 1609 and reorganized in 1631 and 1664, the 

mission supply service was originally foionded to supply just the missions, but 

because it offered the only regularly-scheduled travel between the province 

and points south under military protection, it soon constituted the basis for 

all oommunication, supply, and commerce in seventeenth-century New Mexico 

(Kessell 1979:147-148; Scholes 1930:187). 

Until the 1660s, the service was managed by the procurator-general of 

the custodia. appointed by the Franciscans. Service was slow and infrequent, 

with the round-trip jotimey taking a year and a half. Although formally a 

mission operation, the service was also used by settlers and government 

officials - Never intended eis a profit-making venture, the service beccune the 

vehicle though which export profits were realized and outside goods were 

obtained. The friars used the return trip of the service to export livestock 

and other goods in order to amass desired vestments, organs, and church 

fiumishings for their missions. The governors used the service as a way to 

enhance their salaries, despite laws forbidding them to engage in commerce 

during their terms of office. As soon as incoming goods were unloaded, the 

empty wagons were qmckly filled by the governors and the clergy with New 

Mexico's few profitable exports - primarily hides, salt. Pueblo-made textiles, 

pifions. livestock, and occasionally slaves - for shipment to the mining centers 

of Nueva Vizcava and other commercial destinations. 

Once in New Spain, these New Mexican exports were exchanged for such 

commodities as metal implements, imported fabrics, ready-made clothing, 

chocolate, leather, sugar, paper, guns, and ink (Scholes 1935:110). The 

only New Mexicans who could afford such luxuries were upper-class Spaniards 

and the missionaries who furnished their churches and convents with imported 
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goods. The regular exportation of New Mezicxs's most valuable goods left the 

local economy in a weakened state, making it difficult for most residents to 

accumulate wealth or for the province to grow beyond the bounds of its 

subsistence base. Such export practices hindered the economic growth of the 

province for nearly two hundred years. 

In 1664, the procurator-general was replaced by a layman as 

administrator of the supply service. Like many other colonial administrators, 

this official employed the service as a source of personal gain and it soon 

experienced a loss of its former efficiency (Scholes 1930:386). This decline 

in the mission supply service, occurring just prior to a period of widespread 

drought and famine in the late 1660s and 1670s, led to a weakening of both 

clerical and secular authority and set the stage for the Pueblo uprising that 

was to follow. In 1671 the Holy Office changed its policy of directly supplying 

the missions and began paying each friar a lump sum. At this time, the 

decision was made to utilize commercial freight services to transport mission 

supplies. In 1674 the mission supply service came to an end (Scholes 1930: 

398-400). 

The Mission Program 

At the time of Oflate's entrada in 1598, the mission was already a well-

established institution on the frontiers of New Spain. Originally conceived of 

as a temporary vehicle for assimilating Indians into the ways of Spanish life, 

the mission system became in New Mexico, as in other regions, a self-

perpetuating one. The purpose of the mission was to convert, domesticate, 

and acculturate the Indian population. These goals were implemented through 

various programs of demonstration, forcible imposition, and persuasion, which 
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entailed strict regimes of church attendance and regularly-scheduled labor 

and included the gradual modification of local community organization. With 

the missionary as cultural gmde and spiritual leader, the mission was not only 

a spiritual classroom buta schoolin European lifeways (Kelly 1941:5-6; Spicer 

1962:303 ). The missionaries were spurred by their conviction that they were 

endowing the natives with the gift of superior culture; they never envisioned 

themselves as attempting to supplant an equally-viable way of Hfe (Spicer 

1962:324). 

To be effective, a mission site had to meet a number of basic criteria. 

There had to be a sizable Indian population nearby, sufficient arable land and 

water for agriculture and irrigation systems, and adequate timber resources 

for construction purposes. The Pueblos provided an ideal focus for the 

missionary pirogram in New Mexico, though regions such as the Hopi Mesas 

offered more marginal conditions than others. The settled lifestyle of the 

Pueblo Indians greatly facilitated the missioneuies' efforts, with the 

missionaries simply moving into existing villages. 

Eight priests and two lay brothers accompanied Oiiate's expedition to 

New Mexico in 1598, and another band of missionaries entered the colony with 

the relief expedition in 1600 (KesseU 1979:70). Dxiring the Oflate period of 

1598-1601, mission activity focused on the Tewa, although minor endeavors 

were also headquartered at Pecos (Hodge, Hammond and Rey 1945:249-251). 

These early missionary efforts were short-lived; when disgruntlement and 

hardships led to the abandonment of the colony in 1601, aU but three of the 

missionaries left cis weU. These fciars realized that their missionizing efforts 

were futile as long as the colony's soldiers were robbing their potential 

converts of their resources and subjecting them to cruel abioses (Espinosa 

il 
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1988:18). 

Ironically, it was the already-converted Pueblos who provided the 

rationale for a second colonization attempt in the early 1600s. Estimates made 

between 1601 and 1607 of the total nximber of baptized Tndiang in New Mexico 

ranged from 60 to 600; this figure miraculously jumped to 7000 converts in 

1608, despite the fact that missionary activity had virtually ground to a halt 

in 1601 (KesseU 1979:92). Based on the assertion that these new converts 

deserved the Crown's support, a decision was made to reestablish the missions 

and to provide Spanish settlers for mission protection. 

The colony was reestablished in Santa Fe in 1609. After 1610, mission 

activity qmckly spread to the Tano, southern Tiwa, and Keresan villages, 

with Santo Domingo serving as Franciscan headquarters for the province. 

Additional missions were established at Isleta and among the eastern Tiwa in 

1612 and 1613. By 1616 mission centers had been established at Santa Fe, San 

ndefonso, Nambe, Galisteo, SanLazaro, Santo Domingo, Zia, Isleta, Sandia, 

and Chilili, ministering to an estimated 10,000 Christianized Indians (Espinosa 

1988:17-18). The mission supply caravan brought 7 more missionaries to the 

province in 1616 to join with the 16 Franciscan friars already there (KesseU. 

1979:103). By 1620, the province had been designated a custodia. and 17,000 

Indictns had reportedly been baptized. The number of friars in the province 

had grown to 22 by 1622; by 1626 Pecos, Taos, Picuris, the Jemez pueblos, 

and the Tompiro pueblo of Ab6 had been missionized (Espinosa 1988:19; 

Hammond 1927:182; Scholes 1937:21). The conversion of the Piro began in 

1626, and by 1629 there were missions at Socorro, Senecu, and SeviUeta, and 

additionetl ones in the Tewa, eastern Tiwa, and Tompiro regions. 

The Western Pueblos were relatively free of mission activity imtil the 
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sununer of 1629, when custodian Fray Estevan de Perea led his "missionary 

assaiilt" on the E^eblos of Acoma, Zuni, and Hopi (Kessell 1979:143). That 

year, churches and convents were constructed at Hawikuh cuid Awatovi, and 

a visita was established at Walpl. These were soon followed by another chxarch 

at Zuni, probably at Halona, by churches and convents at Oraibi and 

Shongopovi, and a by at Mishongnovi. 

By the end of 1629 , 46 friars were ministering to some 35,000 

Christianized Indians at 35 missions and visitas in the province. This period 

has fittingly been called the "golden age" of New Mexico's mission effort 

(Espinosa 1988:19). The richest accounts of early seventeenth-century 

mission life are provided in the glowing reports made by Fray Alonso de 

Benavides to the royal court and his Franciscan superiors in 1530 and 1634 

(Ayer 1916; Hodge, Hammond and Rey 1945). Benavides's writings describe 

each mission community and the church, convent and workshops situated 

within each pueblo. In his writings he characterized the missions as well-

stocked establishments bustling with activity, their churches richly adorned 

with fine furnishings, vestments, and altar cloths imported from New Spain. 

According to Benavides, the Indians received formal classroom instruction 

from the friars in reading and writing, sacred music, and Christian doctrine. 

The friars also demonstrated the material side of Spanish life to the Pueblos, 

teaching them craft techniques and useful trades, and introducing them to 

new implements, seeds, and domesticated livestock. 

In his 1630 report, Benavides relayed that "the Religious" were 

providing instruction to the Keres, Tompiro, Tano, and Pecos Indians by 

teaching them "aH the crafts and trades for hviman use - such as tailors, 

shoemakers, carpenters, blacksmiths, and the rest, in which they are already 

J 
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very dexterous" (Ayer 1916:20, 67). It is speculated that most if not all of 

this instruction was directed toward Pueblo males: these trades were 

associated with male occupations in Europe, and only males woiild have been 

permitted in the mission cloisters (Montgomery et al. 1949:210). Pecos men, 

trained by master craftsmen brought into the village, became renowned as 

skilled carpenters and traveled widely throughout the province performing 

work for Spaniards and Indians edike at other missions and settlements 

(Hodge, Hammond, and Rey 1945:69; Kessell 1979:132). TnHian converts also 

tended mission fields and livestock; mission flocks included the friar's own 

sheep plus any others he received in payment for religious services rendered 

to Spanish colonists (Baxter 1987:7). Many hours of labor were also provided 

by Pueblo men, women, and children for the construction and maintenance of 

the mission churches. Jackson and Castillo (1995:47) have conceptualized i-his 

exchange of Indian labor for mission food, clothing, and other goods as a form 

of tribute operating within a nonmarket economy under ecclesiastical 

jurisdiction. 

FoUowing initial infusions of monies from the Crown, the missions were 

expected to become self-supporting entities. The introduction of sheep and 

other livestock, new crops and agricultural practices, and the development 

of new craft specialties were intended to turn each mission community into an 

independent economic unit (Spicer 1962:292). Because the missionaries 

received salaries from the Crown, any profits generated by mission activities 

were expected to go toward the general support of the mission community, 

though often spent on mission furnishings instead. 

By the late 1650s, the Crown supported 70 missions in New Mexico. 

Despite a steady increase in the numJ^er of missions in the first half of the 
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seventeenth century, the mission effort witnessed several periods of decline. 

These fluctuations resiilted from various factors, including tonsinng within 

the mission communities, growing hostilities by nomadic tribes, the population 

toll taken by smallpox epidemics, drought, and famine, and growing strife 

between Spanish civil authorities and the friars, the latter crippling the 

growth of the mission effort between the 1630s and 1670s. 

As early as the mid-1620s, native opposition was a major concern at the 

frontier missions of Jemez, Picuris, and Taos. From the 1630s on, mission 

efforts met with continual resistence at these villages and at Acoma, Zuni, and 

Hopi (Espinosa 1988:24). At Jemez, for instance, the Mission de San Jos^. 

which was probably established at Giusewa in 1621, was burned by the Indians 

in 1623, and then reestablished and abandoned again sometime between 1632 

and 1639; a second Jemez misson, San Diego, was established in 1629 (Hodge, 

Hammond and Rey 1945:275). One missionary weis martyred near Jemez in 

1632; in that same year. Fray Letrado was murdered at Hawikvih and the 

chtirch was biomed. The following year saw the fatal poisoning of Fray Porras 

at Awatovi. In the 1630s, in fear and frustration, the missionaries retreated 

from these pueblos and from the Tompiro region. 

Following this period of unrest, missions were reestablished at Zuni in 

the 1640s. The 1660s saw missionaries residing at Halona and Hawikuh, with 

Halona serving visitas at Matsaki and perhaps K'iSkima, and with Hawikuh 

serving a visita at Kechipawan. A small stone church was begun at 

Kechipawan but probably never completed, though the site was occupied up 

to the time of the Pueblo Revolt (Hodge 1937:101). Following the murder of 

Fray Avila y Ayala by Apaches or Navajos in 1672, Hawiktah was again burned 

and deserted; the only flocks ministered to at Hawikuh after that time were 
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woolly ones, as the Zunis utilized the abandoned chxirch, convent, and rooms 

as sheepfolds following the site's abandonment (Hodge, Hammond and Rey 

1945:292). 

Dxiring the 1670s, many of the New Mexico missions succumbed to the 

wearing effects of drought, disease, famine. Apache raids, and civil unrest. 

The Salinas missions were abandoned at this time, and missionary activity 

waned among the Hopi, Zuni, Jemez, Piro, and Tano (Kessell 1979:10). A 

report describing the missions of the Hopi, Zuni, Piro, and Salinas regions in 

1672 alludes to desperate times, explaining that people in these pueblos had 

been existing for more than a year "on food provided by the feiars out of their 

own meagre and dwindling stocks" (Scholes and Adams 1952:28). 

Finally, in 1680, the Pueblos ousted the missionaries and regained 

sovereignty over their own lives. Despite obvious weaHnesses in the 

missionization effort, the effectiveness of the mission program during i-hig 

period shoiild not be minimized. Between 1609 and the Pueblo Revolt, the 

Crown's expenditures in the support of the missions is said to have exceeded 

one mission pesos, surpassing the cost of New Mexico's secular government 

and its military defense. As remarked by Scholes (1930:114): 

That the Crown was willing to assxime a considerable expense, 
especially for a province which returned little, if anything to the 
treasury, is an excellent example of the effectiveness of the religious 
motive in Spanish colonial enterprise. 

Various reasons can be summoned to explain why the missionaries were, 

at least on the surface, so successful in their conversions despite the 

disruptions they brought to their mission commiinities. Much of their success 

probably represented a reluctant expediency on the part of the Pueblos to 

acq[uire foodstuffs and material goods in the face of severe socioeconomic 
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stress. In a 1601 investigation, for instance. Fray Izqxaierdo testified to the 

desperation of the Pueblos and Spaniards alike for food and clothing, adding 

that many Pueblo peoples had come to San Gabriel to be baptized in exchange 

for maize (Hammond and Rey 1953:680). Complicity with the religious 

authorities was a prime siirvival strategy - though not the only one - for many 

Pueblo peoples. 

Once established, the missions became ready sources for food, 

Eioropean objects, and other tangible benefits, becoming what Spicer 

(1962:324,328) has described as "persuasive" agents of culture change. The 

Pueblos traded mission discipline for a modicum of economic security and for 

what the missions coxild offer in the way of such material goods as metal 

implements, seeds, and livestock. When campaigns were mounted in the 

seventeenth century to wipe out native religious practices, many Pueblos 

outwardly conceded because, as Kessell (1979:110) has suggested, "once they 

had admitted the utility of the invaders' material culture.. .the token 

acceptance of their supematxiral baggage was not so hard." Certainly 

Catholic ritual and ceremony, with its colorful images of the saints, richly-

patterned vestments, mysterious chants and songs, and other accoutrements 

held an aesthetic and not-altogether-foreign appeal to a people steeped in a 

rich ritual tradition like the Pueblos' own. Only when famine, drought, and 

political strife outweighed these material and spiritual benefits did the Pueblos 

rise up to effect their dramatic, albeit short-lived transformation upon the 

New Mexico ctiltural landscape. 

Civil E^olides Toward the Indians 

Whereas the Franciscans envisioned the agriculturally-based mission as 
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an intermediary vehicle for easing Indians into the ways of civilized life, civil 

administrators favored the direct and iimnediate integration of Tnrtian«:^ into 

Spanish-type communities (Spicer 1962:306). Their means of incorporating 

the Indians into Spanish society was to organize them into formal political 

entities, enforce Spanish work habits in mines, farms, and other enterprises, 

have them produce tribute, and encourage the consolidation of Indian and 

Spanish popiilations through intermarriage. As Spicer (1962:303) has 

observed, rather than comprising a formal program of integration per se. 

these goals grew out of the personal needs and interests of the civil 

authorities. The aim of making full Spanish citizens of the Indians, however, 

provided official justification for these policies. 

New Mexico was part of the viceroyalty of New Spain. Both the military 

and secular administrations of New Mexico were supervised by the viceroy, 

himself a secular official, from his post in Mexico City. The 1500 miles 

sepcirating the viceroy from New Mexico rendered viceregal supervision 

largely ineffective, and abuses were rampant. The political instability of the 

province between 1598 and 1680 is reflected in the fact that 23 governors held 

office during this time, with terms ranging from 6 months to 7 years (Scholes 

1935:72-74). 

The jiirisdiction of New Mexico's dvil authorities extended from Pecos 

on the east to Hopi on the west, and from Senecu north to Taos. The 

governors were appointed by the viceroy and assisted in their duties by the 

lieutenant governors, cabildos, and alcaldes mavores. From 1660 on, the 

province was divided into two major siibdividisions, a northern region known 

as the Rio Arriba, which was administered by the governor from Santa Fe, cuid 

the more southerly Rio Abajo, administered by the lieutenant governor 
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(Scholes 1935:82-91). The alcalde mavores, themselves soldier-

encomenderos. administered even smaller jtirisdictions. The duties of the 

alcaldes mavores brought them to the farms, missions, and Pueblo villages 

with some frequency, resulting in more frequent contacts with Pueblo peoples 

than experienced by other public officials. 

The official though seldom-heeded duties of the governors included 

defending the province, fostering and protecting the missions, promoting the 

general welfare of the colonists, administering justice, and protecting the 

Pueblo Indians from exploitation and abuse (Scholes 1935:75). The governors 

also exercised authority over the encomendero soldiers. Because they 

received a salary from the Crown, the governors were forbidden by law to 

engage in trade or other business transactions. However, the documentary 

sources are replete with instances of the governors using Indian labor for 

their own profit. The alcalde mavores and lieutenant governors received no 

salary whatsoever, and relied upon Indian labor to work their farms and tend 

their livestock. These officials, too, were guilty of meiny cU^uses during 

period, though their exploits were minor compared with those of their 

successors, as discussed in Chapter 5. 

Spanish legislation weilked a thin line between humanitarian pzlndples 

and the inescapable need for Indian labor. Although various laws were 

enacted to protect the Indians from unfair labor eind tribute practices, 

legislation was fraught with loopholes, enabling those whose comfort depended 

upon these practices to use the system to their advantage. In New Mexico, as 

in many parts of colonial New Spain, those responsible for enforcing the 

protections to the Indicms were, in the vaist nxamber of documented instances, 

the selfsame exploiters. 
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The Encomienda, Repcu±uniento, and Tribute Systems 

From the inception of the colony, Spanish civil policies were at odds 

with the aims of Pueblo socioeconomic organization. The Spaniards' intent was 

to put native people to work in Spanish-run enterprises, with little attention 

paid to the Pueblos' own economic needs. In New Mexico, as in other parts of 

New Spain, Indian labor eind tribute were organized and channeled through 

the encomienda. repartimiento, and tribute systems. Although the stated 

intent of Spanish colonization was to Christianize and civilize the Tndiang, the 

cornerstone of this effort was the extraction of goods and services from the 

indigenoiis population. 

Pueblo labor was crucial to the success of the new colony. The 

Valverde Investigation reported in 1601 that people had come to San Gabriel 

from clU the pueblos to help in "planting, weeding, and cultivating the land, 

to work in the harvest, to serve in the houses, and to tend the livestock" 

(Hammond and Rey 1953:630). Many building tasks, such as the repair of 

houses or walls, were performed by Indian women (Hammond and Rey 1953: 

667). This suggests that in the early years of the colony, the Spaniards were 

content to follow traditional division-of-labor practices when utilizing the 

Pueblos' services. As vassals of the Crown, E*ueblo people were also expected 

to furnish "tribute in local products" (Kessell 1979:98). As early as 1600, 

tribute in the amount of 2000 faneaas of com was extracted from the Pueblos, 

not as encomienda levies but as tribute to feed the struggling colony (Snow 

1983:350). Any surpluses that the Rio Grande Pueblos had were immediately 

lost to the Spaniards. 

The encomienda system was an extremely effective mechanism for 

formalizing the collection of goods and channeling them through the colonial 

.J 
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system. Based in medieval practice, the encomienda system encouiraged 

settlement, rewarded personal loyalties, and assured military protection by 

awarding the products and services of conquered peoples to their conquerers 

(Anderson 1985:353; Snow 1983:47). In New Mexico, most encomenderos 

provided military service in exchange for the privilege of collecting tribute 

twice cuinuaUy. The encomenderos were further obliged to provide protection 

to the natives and to instruct them in the ways of Catholicism and Spanish 

civilization. 

The encomienda proved most successful in those areas where the 

Indians already Kved in settled commxinities. The Rio Grande Pueblos offered 

the prime target popiilation for the encomienda in New Mexico. In his contract 

to colonize New Mexico, Ofiate was awarded the right to divide the Pueblo 

villages among the colonists as he wished and to grant encomiendas among 

them; many of these were awarded to wealthy friends and relatives. The 

soldier-citizens comprising the young colony's military force also received 

encomiendas in Ueu of salary from the Crown. 

There were no royal tributes in the province, for all the converted 

Indians were subject to encomienda and the nonaboriginal population paid 

tithes. By 1612, 35 encomiendas had been granted in New Mexico. Many of 

the missionized pueblos were divided into halves or even smaller allotments for 

encomienda purposes, with the visitas assigned separately. By the mid-

seventeenth century, at least 27 pueblos and 15 visitas were subject to 

encomienda (Snow 1983:348-350, Table 2). Some encomenderos held 

incredibly vast and extensive holdings; Francisco G6mez Romero, for 

instance, held portions of Shungopovi, Acoma, Abo, Tesuque, Taos, and 

Pecos in encomienda in the 1660s (KesseU 1979:186). 
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The encomendero was granted the right to CQllec± tribute in kind as 

personal income; this was the only official income he received, though most 

encomenderos supplemented this with stock raising etnd farming. Tribute was 

typically paid in the form of com, cotton mantes, or hides, the chief barter 

commodities in New Mexico's frontier market economy, which were collected 

twice annually in May and October installments. Snow (1983:350-351) has 

suggested that com comprised most of the post-harvest October collection and 

that hides and cotton bleinkets made up the greater part of the May offering. 

Such a scenario would conform with the traditional winter scheduling of cotton 

textile production in the pueblos, as discussed in Chapter 3. 

In a 1602 Royal Cedula to the Viceroy of New Spain, Ofiate was granted 

the authority to levy tributes "provided that they do not exceed ten reales a 

year for each tributary who has to pay them" (Hackett 1923:403). "If 

possible," this tribute was to be paid by the Indians voluntarily (Hammond 

1927:33). Ofiate was obliged to consult with royal and church officials 

concerning the amounts of these levies (Hammond 1927:21,33). In his 1530 

report, Benavides described the tributes paid by the unconverted pueblos: 

The tribute which the Indians pay them is for each house one manta. 
which is one vara [33 inches] of cotton doth runa vara de lienzo de 
alqodoni. and one faneqa [1.6-2.49 bushels] of com, wherewith the 
needy Spaniards sxjstain themselves (Ayer 1916:23). 

The tribute levy was further explained by Fray Prada in a 1638 petition to the 

Viceroy: 

Thus, in conformity with the royal ordinances, the Indians are 
apportioned among their encomenderos, whom they recognize, and each 
household of Indians pays to him each year, either as tax or tribute, 
one faneqa of maize, which in that country is valued at foxir reales. and 
also a piece of cotton cloth six palms square, which is reckoned in price 
at six reales (Hackett 1937:110). 

In 1639, Fray Baeza described the type of tribute levied on each household. 
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noting that an animal hide could be substituted for a cotton manta: 

Each Indian repairs once a year to his encomendero with a faneoa of 
maize, which is worth four reales, one cotton blanket a vara and a half 
square, which is valued at one peso, or in lieu thereof, a raw buffalo 
hide or deer skin, either of which has the Scune value (Hackett 1937: 
120). 

For reasons both humanitarian and self-serving, church nfffriaig 

worked to limit the amount of tribute and personal service that could be 

extracted from the Pueblos. Although the viceroy ordered the Franciscans in 

1621 to abstain from meddling in civil affairs and obstructing tribute collection 

from those pueblos already granted in encomienda. this advice went largely 

xinheeded. Sometime prior to 1635 Benavides successfully petitioned Charles 

I to exempt the \inc»nverted Pueblo Indians from being granted in encomienda 

and from rendering personal service and tribute; exemptions were also 

extended to the converted Pueblo villages for the five years following their 

conversion (Hodge, Hammond and Rey 1945:168). In 1638 Fray Prada 

registered a protest with the Crown, arguing against an increase in the 

amount of tribute levies on the already-overburdened Pueblos. He asserted 

that the existing levy of ten reales already posed sxifficient hardship, adding 

that 

Indeed, their wealth consists of nothing more than a little maize to eat, 
and cotton in order to clothe themselves, not extravagently but just 
enought to cover their nakedness (Hackett 1937:110). 

The unit of levy for the tribute payments was a major and repeated 

point of contention between the religious and secular authorities. One 

consequence of the mission policy of population consolidation was that the 

"reduced" Indians paid only a fraction of the tribute that would have been 

demanded of them in their former state because the number of households was 

reduced. As explained by Fray Prada in his petition of 1639, "each house is 
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counted as a tributary, and, even though there may be a number of Tn^iana 

in it, collection is made for but one. For this reason, the contributions are 

small" (Hackett 1937:120). The civil authorities tried to counteract these 

declining revenues by changing the manner in which the tributes were raised. 

Although Benavides argued in 1634 that the basis of the levy should remain 

at the level of the household (Hodge, Hammond and Rey 1945:168), in 1642 

Governor Pacheco proposed changing the basis of the levy from the household 

to the individual; Custodian Covarrubias lodged an immediate protest, 

insisting that the existing levy was bad enough, especially in years when the 

cotton crop failed (Scholes 1937:181). 

The granting of encomiendas further bestowed the right of 

repartimiento. the license to employ with compensation those Indians living on 

encomienda lands. In a 1621 decree issued from Mexico City, repartimientos 

were limited to the tasks of sowing and planting; Pueblo women were forbidden 

to work as servants in Spanish households unless accompetnied by their 

husbands (Scholes 1937:78). The right of encomienda did not legally 

authorisse the use of Indian Umd or uncompensated Indian labor, but because 

most encomenderos depended upon this source of labor to fulfill their day-to

day needs and to augment their wealth, abuses were predictably rsunpant. 

Although forbidden by law, some encomenderos permitted Indians to work off 

their tribute debts by laboring in their fields or pastxires or working in their 

homes (Scholes 1942:42). In the words of Kelley (1941:4), all too often "the 

encomendero quickly forgot his duties, remembering only those of the 

Indians." 

Most Spanish farms cind ranches were established near the Eastern 

Pueblo villages in order to prx)vide their owners with a steady supply of 
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Pueblo labor. In 1638, Fray Prado reported that the Pueblos were planting 

wheat on the farmlands of Spaniards "where they are paid for their work" 

(Hackett 1937: 112). The colonists depended heavily upon thig Pueblo labor 

force throughout the seventeenth century. When, in the late 1650s, Governor 

Mendizdbal raised the wage for Indian labor from one half a real to a full real 

a day plias food, many colonists were unable to pay; two years later, many 

reported heavy losses in crops and livestock as a result of having been forced 

to do without this critical source of labor (Scholes 1942:25}. 

The encomienda system operated for eighty years in New Mexico until 

the time of the Pueblo Revolt, though sxirviving until 1667 in some of the 

Spanish colonies (Barber 1932:15). Vargas received a large encomienda grant 

from the Crown following his reconquest of New Mexico in 1692-93, but never 

implemented it. After 1680, the encomienda system in New Mexico was, for all 

practical purposes, extinct (Anderson 1985:372). 

Church-State Conflict: The Rivalry for Pueblo Lcibor 

The chief impediment to the economic growth of New Mexico in the 

seventeenth century was the "almost irreconcilable controversy between the 

civil and ecclesiastical authorities," which was unprecedented for its intensity 

in any other frontier province of New Spain (Hackett 1937:4). The 

establishment of the New Mexico colony brought into play forces opposed to 

the advancement of the mission program, leading to open rivalries between 

church and state "elites" (Scholes 1937:12). After the reestablishment of the 

colony in 1609, clashes between the friars and governors quickly grew to 

dominate New Mexican life as each group vied for control of the common labor 

pool. As suxmnarized by Kessell (1980:9): 
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At issue was the cdony's primary resource, the Pueblo peoples, a 
limited and declining commodity. The missionaries wanted the natives' 
allegience, their labor, and their produce in the name of salvation. The 
civilians would take it all in the name of king and reasonable profit. 

In most instances, conditions benefiting one interest posed 

disadvantages for the other. For instance, it has been noted that the clerical 

policy of consolidating or reducing populations into larger units to facilitate 

missionization bore negative consequences for the secular interests because 

fewer niunbers of Indian households meant reduced quantities of tribute. 

Likewise, efforts by the missionaries to increase their numbers of church 

servants were resisted by the civil authorities because these workers were 

exempt from tribute payments (Scholes 1937:13). On the other hand, when 

dvil legislation was enacted requiring compensation for Indian labor in aU 

work settings, including mission ones, this conflicted with the missionaries' 

personnel needs. Such conflicts were fueled even higher by the rigorous and 

mutual disdain in which each party beheld the other. 

Much of our understanding of these struggles has been gleaned from the 

testimonies, replies, and rulings of the Holy Office of the Inquisition. This 

colonial tribvmal was transplanted to New Spain in the mid-sixteenth century, 

and became one of the most effective, albeit dreaded institutions operating 

within the Spanish colonies. The Indians alone were exempt from its 

investigations, though they were ficequently the subject of its rulings. In 

New Mexico, the authority of the Holy Office was held by the Franciscan 

custodio or prelate. Between 1610 and 1650, as the struggle between chuuxrh 

and state in New Mexico became ever more volatile, the Inquisition came to 

play a growing role in these events; with the escalation of conflicts between 

1659 and 1664, the Inqxiisition comprised the central instrument of political 
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policy in this regard (Scholes 1937:17). 

Between 1610 and 1612, much Pueblo labor was diverted from the 

missions for building projects within the new capital of Santa Fe. On orders 

of Governor Peralta, relays of labor teams were siimmoned from various Pueblo 

viUageS/ some located considerable distances away (Scholes 1937:24). 

Governor Eulate (1618-1626), who maintained that the Pueblos could be forced 

to work for the state without compensation, was later charged with putting 

large groups of Indians to work on Spanish farms and using Indian labor to 

haul tribute and other cargos (Scholes 1937:73). 

The 1620s saw the emergence of the first major struggles between the 

secular and religious authorities as each charged the other with excessive 

exactations of tribute and labor. The success of the mission program 

depended upon unobstructed access to the Pueblo labor pool in order to effect 

its twin goals of economic self-sxafficiency emd Christian conversion. In an 

early assault. Governor Eulate attempted to interfere with the mission program 

by imposing limits on the eunount of feee labor the friars could use to construct 

and maintain their structures cind by refusing to support their opposition to 

native religious practices (Scholes 1937:72). A viceregal order of 1621 

imposed additional restrictions on the missionaries' use of Pueblo labor by 

insisting that Indian labor at the missions be strictly limited to "things 

necessary for the church and the convenience of the living qucurters" (Scholes 

1942:26). By the 1630s, complaints were being raised that the missions had 

too mcuiy sheep and too many shepherds and were monopolizing one of the few 

valuable commodities in the province. Ex-govemor Rosas characterized the 

mission establishment as a "livestock operation and general store owned by the 

friars," and claimed to have closed down a mission sweatshop employing Indian 
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children (Kessell 1979:164). In 1639 the Cabildo of Santa Fe lodged a 

complaint with the Viceroy regarding the large lalx>r forces that the missions 

employed for guarding their immense herds of livestock and for planting their 

fields, gardens, and orchards, stating that "in this and other gimiiar-

services— more than 30 or 40 Indians are constantly employed" (Hackett 

1937:71), The Cabildo went on to suggest that mission livestock be 

distributed among the struggling settlers, not just for the colonists' benefit 

but to reduce the burden of labor on the Indians. 

The most intensive period of conflict between church and state interests 

occurred in the 1660s, with each faction raining a steady stream of charges 

upon the other. Relations were particuleurly strained during the 

administration of Governor MendizSbal (1659-1661), who attacked the missions 

without mercy and obviously with some degree of pleasure. Like Eulate, 

Mendiz^bal waged a two-pronged attack on mission policy by diverting mission 

Indian labor to his own purposes while at the same time promoting the public 

performcuice of the outlawed Pueblo rituals and encouraging acts of 

disobedience. 

With the intent of limiting access to Pueblo labor by others. Governor 

Mendizdbal issued an ordinance in 1659 raising the standard wage to one real 

per day, a rule he imposed on missions and colonists alike. If the Indians 

could not be paid in reales. suggested MendizSbal, they could be compensated 

in cloth, wool, hides, or food (Hackett 1937:212). The friars protested 

vehemently, believing that they should be spared from such rulings, but 

MendizSbal insisted that mission workers either be paid or work voluntarily. 

At that time, most missions employed nearly a dozen Indians as shepherds and 

other workers, persons that had been exempt from tribute payments under a 
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1648 order. Mendizdbal's policy represented a dramatic change as it forbade 

exempting more than two mission employees from tribute payments and 

mandated that all othe^cs volvinteer their services; such volunteers would, of 

course, be liable for tribute (Scholes 1942:60). 

In 1660, Fray Sacrists of Tsleta lodged a complaint that MendizSbal had 

forbidden the Indians to work for him, and had likewise forbidden the Spanish 

colonists to weave sackcloth [woolen doth] for the friars. In 1661, Fray 

Ramirez protested MendizSbal's ruling that the friars pay their Indian workers 

for mission seirvice, noting that since the issuance of the ruling, some Indians 

had refused to serve without pay. Some Indian shepherds evidently refused 

to serve, and the missions claimed heavy livestock losses of roughly 8,000 

head of sheep, cattle, and oxen during the two years this ruling was in effect 

(Scholes 1942:110-111). This represented a considerable loss to the missions 

because sheep were the major commodity bartered for imported ornaments, 

chvirch decorations, cind other luxuries, and were the friars' primary means 

of acquiring "cloth for the churches and convents, or for themselves or their 

servants" (Hackett 1937:88,203). Mendiz^bal's motives were hardly altruistic; 

he employed large numbers of Indians at this time, and his ruling had the 

effect of increasing his access to greater nximbers of Pueblo workers. In the 

Salinas provinces, where the controversy was centered, Mendiz^ibal employed 

many Indians in the collection and transportation of salt, hides, and pifions 

for his own account (Scholes 1942:60). 

Most abuses committed by the governors had as their goal the 

accumulation of huge stocks of merchandise for export, as this offered the 

only opportunity for wealth in New Mexico's frontier barter economy. The 

exploitation of Indian labor by the governors took many forms but focused on 
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the collection of salt, pifions, hides, and textiles, the latter manufactured in 

the Pueblo villages and in the governors' own Santa Fe workshops (Scholes 

1930; 188). According to Scholes (1935:81), individuals in many of the Pueblo 

villages were engaged in producing and decorating mantag for the governors. 

Workshops for this purpose were also established in Santa Fe, where Indiaxis 

and other workers spent long hours laboring under wretched conditions. Most 

worked for no or low pay; when compensated for their labor, it was at a rate 

far below the standard daily wage. The production of textiles for the 

governors is discussed in greater detail below. 

Governor Baeza (1635-1637), who engaged many E>ueblo laboirers in the 

collection of pifions and hides and the making of textiles, compensated his 

workers but at a low rate of pay. By 1636, Baeza had accumulated sufficient 

stores of these commodities to send nine wagon loads south to New Spain 

(Scholes 1937:106). In the late 1630s, Goveraor Rosas (1637-1641) employed 

Indian labor in the production of textiles and leather goods in his Santa Fe 

sweatshops (KesseU 1979:156; Scholes 1937:117), using livestock confiscated 

from private citizens to feed his workers and pay for Indian goods. 

In the 1660s, as the church-state conflict escalated to new heights. 

Governor Mendizdbal (1658-1660) was accused by the missioneules of depriving 

the missions of Indian labor, condoning the performance of native religious 

practices, and attempting to direct local New Mexican commerce for his 

personal gain. During his short term of office, Mendiz^bal entered into 

business transactions with hundreds of Pueblo people in the Rio Abajo, Jemez, 

and Salinas areas, many later charging him with failure to pay for their work. 

MendizSbal employed Indian labor in the gathering and transportation of corn, 

salt, and pifions, the maniafacture of woolen blankets and stockings, the 
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washing of hides and the tanning cf leather, the making of shoes, and the 

building of wagons. Although Mendiz^Ut>al himself had fixed the rate of pay at 

one real per day plus food, he more often reimbursed his workers in livestock 

or hides (Scholes 1942:42-49). 

At least three shipments of goods were sent to Parral and Sonora by 

Mendiz&bal during his term. One 1660 shipment to Parral included 600 pairs 

of woolen stockings, 1300 deerskins, and large quantities cf salt, pifions, 

bison, and leather shirts and breeches. Some of these shipments contained 

textiles produced by Spanish colonists, usually women, who were employed by 

him to weave cloth, make stockings, and execute drawn work and embroidery 

on shirts and other garments; many of these Spanish workers also lodged 

complaints about the Governor's failure to adequately reimburse them for their 

work (Scholes 1942:44-47). In 1660, MendizSbal appointed alcaldes mavores 

to preside over local affairs in the districts. These officials were soon 

assisting him in making collections £rom the pueblos. 

Although the governors were legally forbidden to engage in business 

transactions during their terms of office, this prohibition was blatantly 

ignored. The governors, like the missionaries, were lured by the empty 

freight wagons of the mission supply service which they considered theirs to 

fill as soon as incoming supplies were unloaded. Over the vociferovis protests 

of the missionaries, who desired the wagons for their own exports, the 

governors used the rettum trips of the supply train to ship out large 

quantities of goods, periodically or at the end of their terms (Scholes 

1935:82). 

The conflict between church and state subsided in the decade prior to 

the Pueblo Revolt as more pressing concerns such as droughts, crop failures. 
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and Apache raids compelled the missionaries and colonists to engage in more 

cooperative efforts. Despite this lull in tensions, the conflicts and 

resentments bom in the seventeenth century were rekindled in the succeeding 

post-Revolt period, with the missionaries recalling how the secular 

exploitation of the Indians had undermined the success of the mission 

program, and the dvil authorities remembering how zealously the friars had 

labored to obstruct their own goals. In truth, each faction was as guilty as 

the other in its efforts to exploit the Indian work force. The one attribute 

they shared was their conviction that the mission Indians should work, 

produce foodstuffs, and pay their tributes for the colonial cause (KesseU 

1979:224). 

Demographic Change 

Spanish population growth was slow during the seventeenth century. 

Prior to 1680, New Mexico was not a colony in any real sense, as actual 

colonists were few and the remainder of the nonaboriginal population was 

there, ostensibly at least, to sustain and defend the missions (Scholes 

1935:96). During much of this period, the native Indian population 

outnumbered the Spaniards by a ratio of thirty to one. By 1630 there were 

only about 750 Spaniards in the province, and in 1640 the Spanish population 

still numbered less than 1000. At the time of the E^eblo Revolt in 1680, the 

Spanish population consisted of approximately 2900 Spaniards, compared with 

25,000 Christianized Pueblo Indians including those at Acoma, Zuni, Hopi, and 

Taos (Espinosa 1988:11,33; Scholes 1935:96). 

Although nxambers of Spaniards were few, the E>ueblo landscape wais 

transformed by Spanish settlement. Of the roughly 150 New Mexico Pueblo 
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villages occupied at the time of Spanish contact, only 43 were still occupied by 

the mid-seventeenth century (Anderson 1985:369-70). Even the remote Hopi 

villages were impacted; by the early 1700s, aU of the Hopi villages except for 

Oraibi eind Moenkopi had been relocated or abandoned. Some modem-day 

Pueblo villages, such as Laguna and the Hopi-Tewa village of Hano, did not 

even exist at the time of contact. 

Spanish colonization wrought many demographic changes to Pueblo 

communities. Some repercussions, such as the consolidation of Pueblo 

populations into larger villages, resulted from conscious policy decisions, 

whereas others ensued from Spanish encroachments along the margins of 

Pueblo lands. Other developments, such as increased Apache and Navajo 

redds, smcdlpox epidemics, and the growing inability of the Pueblos to buffer 

against the effects of drought and famine, were unforeseen consequences of 

the colonization process itself, leading to the depopulation, abandonment, and 

social rearrangement of a number of Pueblo villages. 

Between 1667 and 1672, Pueblos and Spaniards alike witnessed the 

ravages of droughts, crop failures, and Apache raids, the latter fueled by 

disruptions in long-standing Pueblo-Plains trade relations and by abductions 

of nomadic children into slavery (Spielmann 1991). Apache raids intensified 

in 1672, and large herds of cattle and sheep were lost. Such raids were 

particxalarly severe in the vicinity of the Salinas and Plro villages, and at 

Acoma and Zuni. These and other tensions led to the depopulation of six 

Salinas pueblos between 1672 and 1679 and the migration of more than 1400 

Eastern Tlwa and Tompiro families (Hackett 1937:298). Most of the Tlwa 

residents of ChlliU., Tajique, and Quarai joined their kin at Isleta (Hodge, 

Hammond, and Rey 1945:253). Within a decade, many of these same people. 
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together with over 300 loyal Piro Indians from Senecu, Socorro, Alameda, and 

Sevilleta, were to accompany the Spaniards on their retreat to El Paso in the 

aftermath of the Pueblo Revolt. 

Pueblo Forms of Resistance 

Before tviming to a detailed discussion of textile production for the 

religioijs and civil authorities, it should be recognized that the Pueblos were 

able to employ various strategies of resistance to mitigate the overwhelming 

impacts of the Spanish colonization effort. Among these were passive and 

aggressive resistance to church and government policies (e.g., Adams 1989), 

intentional population relocations, and the active exploitation of weaknesses 

engendered by church-state conflicts. Through these acts, the Pueblos were 

able to maintain many core elements of their precontact social organization, 

though not aU communities were cible to counter these impacts. 

Archaeological evidence from the Pueblo Southwest indicates that 

population migration in times of stress has been a commonly-employed strategy 

for at least a thousand years (Upham 1984). This strategy continued to be 

used by the Pueblos following Exrcopean contact as well {Herr and Clark 1997). 

Demographic movements employed after contact ranged in scale from the 

reorganization of local households to total regional abandonments. For 

instance, in order to reduce tribute levies which were based on the numbers 

of households per community, some Pueblo fcunilies voluntarily vacated their 

dwellings and congregated in larger households. That a decline in tribute 

collections resiilted from such actions is inferred &om Benavides' largely 

unsymphathetic admonition that: 
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As the enoomendero is ready to receive the tribute of hoxises added to 
their pueblos, he should also be ready to lose and cease taking tribute 
firom abcindoned houses, even though the owners live in someone else's 
house (Hodge, Hammond and Rey 1945:349). 

This strategy of reconsoUdating households proved so effective in diluting the 

effects of the tribute levies (e.g. Hackett 1937:120) that the dvil authorities 

eventually pressed to liave the unit of levy changed to a per capita basis, 

much to the dismay of the clergy and the hardship of the Pueblo tributaries 

(Anderson 1985:365; Scholes 1937:181). 

An even more drastic measiire for evading the effects of the Spaniards 

was total site abandonment, resulting in the temporary or total depopulation 

of some Pueblo towns. The strategy of escape was employed by native peoples 

throughout the Spanish colonies, and was especially prevalent among members 

of agricultural sedentary societies lacking strong centralized polities 

(Villamarin and Villamarin 1975:27,78) - The Pueblos put this strategy into 

practice almost immediately and continued to employ it as an option during 

periods of extreme stress. As early as 1601, Fray Escalona of the Ofiate 

colony reported that the Indians had sxiffered so greatly from Spanish 

plundering that many had abandoned their pueblos and taken to the mountains 

(Hammond and Rey 1953:692). Some Pueblos chose to flee Pueblo society 

altogether and took up residence with their nomadic neighbors (Anderson 

1985:369-370), many allegedly going to live among the Navajo (but see Towner 

1997). By 1644, nearly three-quarters of the 150 Pueblo communities occupied 

at the time of contact had been relocated or abandoned, some through 

voluntary means. 

A number of Pueblo communities, especially those on the frontier, were 

able to resist missionization efforts by exercising alternating strategies of 
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violent resistence and popijdation dispersal. The Zuni, for instance, took 

refuge on Dowa Yalanne (Com Mountain) for three years following the murder 

of Fray Letrado in 1632 (Ferguson 1981; Scholes 1937:107). The Jemez, who 

were characterized by Benavides as "one of the most indomitable and 

belligerent of this whole kingdom," resisted the reduction of their communities 

by repeatedly attacking and deserting their missions, xiltimately martyring a 

friar in 1632 and then dispersing into smaller groups (Kessell 1979:181). By 

maintaining close trade relations with their nomadic neighbors, the Jemez and 

other Pueblos assured themselves of an effective refuge in times of crisis. 

In a few rare instances. Pueblo individuals were able to manipulate the 

Spanish system to their own advantage. Scholes (1937:40) cited an early 

example of one such incident. It seems that Governor Peralta had issued a 

decree imposing imprisonment and fines in mantas for offenses made against 

the Indians. Some Indians, " greedy for mantas" and seeing that the Governor 

actually enforced these decrees, allegedly provoked the Spaniards in order 

to claim such damages; this was one way to get some of their tribute back. 

Such opportunities, however, were rare. More commonly, the E>ueblos 

capitalized on inherent weaknesses in the colonial structure itself. 

Pueblo leaders were aware of the dissensions between chiirch and state 

authorities over issues of Pueblo labor and the performance of native 

ceremonies, and exploited these schisms to a considerable degree (Scholes 

1942:257). Realizing that the governors were willing to employ native rituals 

as bargaining chips to gamer Pueblo favor, labor, and resoxirces. Pueblo 

leaders explc^ted this situation, turning it to their advantage. Between 1618 

and 1625, Govemor Eiolate, endeavoring to ingratiate himself to the Pueblos 

and weaken the friars' control, encouraged the open performance of native 
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rituals. Governor Rosas, in 1637, struck a deal with a leader at Pecos, 

exchanging the performance of native religious practices for greater 

quantities of hides and mantas (Schcles 1937:117). In 1660 and 1661, over the 

fierce opposition of the £dars, Mendizdbal and his representatives encouuraged 

the public revival of the catzina dances in an effort to win Pueblo favor; such 

dances were reportedly performed at Cuarac (Quarai), Taxique, Isleta, 

Humcunas, Cochiti, Sandia, San Marcos, Galisteo, and La Alameda at this time 

(Hackett 1937:150-183). By playing their hands wisely and exploiting 

existing schisms. Pueblo leaders were able to ensure the public performance 

of native rituals at regular intervals, so that every generation bom under 

Spanish rule could participate openly at some point during their lives. 

Despite all efforts. Pueblo ceremonial knowledge had not been 

exterminated by the friars but had been passed on through the elders since 

the Spaniards' arrival; this point was made clear to Otermin following the 

Pueblo Revolt (Kessell 1979:237) . Although the Pueblos accepted many of the 

trappings of Christianity, they were unwilling to forego their traditional ways 

completely, especially when the new faith proved no more effective in averting 

droughts or ensuring bountiful harvests. Clerical efforts to abolish 

traditional ways had bred many resentments, and old loyalties reemerged 

during periods of stress; this was the case in the 1640s and 1660s, decades 

plagued by famines. Apache raids, and epidemics. Neither the clergy nor the 

secular authorities grasped the fundamental implications of an enforced 

adherence to Christianity; because religious, political, and social institutions 

are inextricably linked in the Pueblo system, it was impossible to destroy any 

one part without affecting the whole, and resistance was inevitable (Scholes 

1942:16). 
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By the 1660s, church-state strife had severely cx}inproinised the political 

and economic stability of the province, and the declining efficiency of the 

mission supply service had further reduced the ability of the missions to 

buffer against drought eurid famine. As mission supplies dwindled, so did 

their major appeal: their ability to furnish food to the Pueblos in times of 

stress. With this decline, the native priesthoods witnessed a corresponding 

growth in their power (Scholes 1930:400-401). 

Eventually, the Pueblos came to mistrust all elements of Spanish society 

and reacted violently against the "entire fund of Spanish culture" (Scholes 

1935:80). Driven to their limits by the demands for Pueblo labor and tribute 

and assaults on their native religion, the Pueblos finally joined together in 

1680 to oust their oppressors. One Christianized Indian, Pedro Garcia, asked 

by Otermin to explain why this revolt had occurred, declared that the people 

were simply fed up with all the work the Spaniards demanded because this left 

little time for their own fields or needs (KesseU 1979:236). A second witness 

explained that the people had rebelled in order to return to the laws of their 

ancestors and to once again enjoy good harvests of com, beans, cotton, 

squash, and melons (Hackett and Shelby 1942:248). Although it cannot be 

denied that the Pueblos rebelled to rid themselves of the strains of tribute and 

labor demands and religious oppression, Espinosa (1988:34) has cautioned 

against interpreting the Pueblo Revolt as a popular mass movement; in his 

view, this was an action incited by elders and medicine men and executed by 

vindictive war leaders and warriors, who, glimpsing an opportunity to recover 

their power, joined forces to seize it. 

i 
A 
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Pueblo Textile Production for Spanish-Colonial Interests 

Textile Production for the Colonists and Secular Authorities 

Textiles Exacted in Tribute 

To supply Oiiate's struggling colony, the early settlers made periodic 

forays to the Pueblo villages to collect com, cotton mantas, and other goods, 

seizing them by force if necessairy. A precedent for the forced appropriation 

of textiles from the Pueblos had been established some 60 years earlier when 

Coronado's party exacted 300 blankets or cloaks £rom 12 Tiguex villages, some 

off of the backs of their wearers (Haxmnond and Rey 1940:224). According to 

eyewitness reports, Ofiate's colonists were in serious need of clothing and 

relied heavily upon tribute to meet their personal clothing needs (Hammond 

and Rey 1953:669,672). In 1601, one witness in the Valverde Investigation 

reported that by the early part of that year, Ofiate had collected as many as 

2000 cotton mantas from the Pueblos to distribute among his colonists 

(Hammond 1927:134). These were described as measuring "a yard rvaral and 

a half long and almost as wide" (Hammond and Rey 1953:630), the dimensions 

of a typical historic Pueblo manta (Kent 1983b: 10). According to Father 

Izguierdo's testimony, the colonists resorted to plxmdering food and blankets 

from the Indians because they viewed this as their only means of profit 

(Hammond 1927:145). 

Such items were not parted with willingly. " On the contrary," observed 

Fray Escalona in 1601, "this extortion is done by threats and force of arms" 

(Hammond and Rey 1953:693). Captain Velasco explained in his 1601 report 

that despite the Indians' poverty, 

they were required to contribute one blanket, a skin, or a buckskin per 
house each year. Until this year this tribute has been collected with 
such severity that it availed them not to say that they had nothing but 
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what they had on. The Spaniards seize their blankets by force, 
sometimes even when it is snowing, leaving the poor Tn^ijin women stark 
naked (Hammond and Rey 1953:610). 

Varioijs witnesses for the 1601 Valverde Investigation indicated that 

cotton textiles were not furnished by all of the Pueblos and that hides were 

frequently sxibstituted. "If it was blankets that the natives were asked to 

give," stated one witnesss, "a soldier went to each house." Another witness 

explained that "those that have no blankets give tanned deerskins and buffalo 

hides, dressed in their tisucd manner. The lack of cotton blsmkets is due to 

the scarcity of cotton grown there." "Each year armed soldiers and even the 

governor go in person from house to house to collect a blanket from each house 

or from each Indian," testified a third witness. "Those who do not have one 

collect a buckskin" (Hammond and Rey 1953:635,653,667). Although the 

documents fail to specify whether cotton mantas were available in greater 

quantities at some villages than others, this was likely the case. 

Cotton textiles, along with com and hides, were the major commodities 

collected through the encomienda system. According to Minge 1979:11, 50-60 

encomenderos were present in New Mexico by the mid-1600s. Snow (1983: 

Table 2) has estimated that the average ntunber of Pueblo hoviseholds or 

tributary xmits providing tribute during the seventeenth century was roughly 

4000. If only half of these households were supplying one woven manta per 

year, then roughly 2000 or so mantas were being produced einnually by Pueblo 

weavers for colonial cons\imers. Most of this tribute was collected by 

encomenderos. but tribute was also collected in the name of the governor from 

those pueblos not held in encomienda. and the governors occasionally 

confiscated tribute from the converted pueblos. Governor Mendizfibal, 

renowned for squeezing "the colony for every manta and every last fanega of 
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pine nuts he could" (Kessell 1979:177), allegedly collected antelope skins and 

cloth from Galisteo in 1660 (Hackett 1937:151). In a 1664 declaration. 

Governor Pefialosa was likewise charged with having collected cotton mantas 

from Picuris and possibly Quarai (Hackett 1937:247). 

Tribute payments were also confiscated by the church authorities. 

When the encomendero of E^ecos, G6mez Robledo, was imprisoned in 1662, the 

church quickly stepped in to collect his tribute payment (Kessell 1979:189). 

Despite a steady decline in population, Pecos remained the richest encomienda 

in New Mexico, with revenues estimated in 1661 as 340 tributary units (the 

ntimber of heads of households) per year; this translated into a substantial 

collection of buckskins, mantas, and bison hides. In May 1662, Fray Posada 

recorded the Pecos tribute collection as consisting of 168 bison hides or 

elkskins, 72 buckskins, and "some cotton and wool mantas" (Kessell 1979: 

188). The October 1662 tribute, which was seized by Governor Pefialosa, 

included 19 cotton mantas and over 150 animal hides. The following spring's 

coilectLon, divided between church and state interests, included 195 hides and 

skins but no woven textiles at all (Kessell 1979:188-189). 

After their conversion, the Western Pueblos were also held in 

encomienda: the missions and visitas of Hopi, Zuni, and Acoma had likely been 

given in encomienda by the mid-1630s. Few records have survived detailing 

the collection of tribute from these villages, but textiles were among the 

tributes paid. In 1664, for instance, it was reported that one Elena G6mez 

held an encomienda at Awatovi and that mantas were collected (Hackett 

1937:243). 

The oroajn'Tatlon of Pueblo textile labor for tribute. The production of 

tribute textiles was carried out in the Pueblo villages by Pueblo weavers using 
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their own traditional looms and raw materials, with the textiles cx>llected on 

site from Pueblo households. In the early years at least, males were probably 

still the primary producers, weaving diulng the winter and early spring 

months to supply their households with the needed tribute levies. 

Communities lacking access to local supplies of cotton for tribute textiles, 

such as Pecos, Taos, Picuris, and perhaps some of the Tewa, Tano, and 

Tompiro villages, probably acquired the bulk of their tribute cotton 

requirements in trade (Scholes 1937:106; Snow 1983:351). Such commiuiities 

may have made most of their tribute payments in hides. 

Tribute collections were made from each household twice anually, in May 

and October. As noted. Snow (1983:350-351) has speculated that com may 

have made up most of the October collection because this followed the harvest, 

and that hides cind woven blankets formed the bvilk of the May collections. If 

this was the case, then textile production c»uld still have been scheduled in 

much the sajne manner as in precontact times: by part-time producers weaving 

during the agricultural off-season in local community settings. 

By the mid-seventeenth century, however, there are suggestions that 

the production of tribute textiles for the encomenderos had been extended into 

the agriculttiral season. As noted, documents itemizing the tribute collections 

from Pecos in 1662 euad 1663 reveal that "some" cotton and wool mant-ag were 

collected in May of 1662, 19 cotton mantas were collected the following 

October, and no woven textiles were collected in May 1663 (KesseU 1979:188-

189); this suggests that textile production was being performed as a summer 

activity in 1662 and not as a winter one in 1663. An alternate explanation is 

that Pecos acquired some of these mantas in trade from other villages, passing 

them on as tribute several months later. As wiU be seen, textile production 

I 

JL 
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for the governors and missionaries, especially of woolen goods, had probably 

been extended into the agricultural season by this time, and situation 

likely pertained to production for the encomenderos as well. 

TeytiLes Exacted by the Governors for KT-pnrt 

Large quantities of woven and knitted textiles, intended for export to 

New Spain, were also produced directly for the governors during the 

seventeenth century. It is inferred from the surviving documents that many 

of the knitted articles were produced in the Rio Grande and Tano villages (see 

Scholes 1942:48). Communities producing woolen blankets for the governors 

and alcaldes mavores are not clearly identified, though villages in the 

southern Rio Grande and Salinas areas are frequently mentioned. Some idea 

of the extent of this production may be gleaned from the Inquisition 

testimonies. In the 1630s, for example. Governor Baeza was charged by Fray 

Ibargaray with forcing weavers to produce textiles on his behalf; according 

to the friar's account, Baeza "has attended only to his own profit He has 

commanded them to weave and paint great quantities of mantas and hangings" 

(Kessell 1979:156). Although the governor made payment for the finished 

goods, the prices paid were only one-eighth to one-sixth of their value 

(Scholes 1937:106). Such textiles were shipped off to markets in New Spain 

along with large quantities of tanned skins and pifions. 

Governor Rosas was also charged with forcing the Indians and other 

workers to produce textiles for his personal profit. Some estimate of the 

amount of weaving done under Rosas's administration may be gleaned from a 

surviving trade invoice itemizing a shipment of goods sent from Santa Fe to 

Parral in October 1638 (Bloom 1935b). This document is valuable not only for 
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indicating the extent of textile production being peirformed for the governors 

during this period, but for establishing that the introduced fiber wool was 

being used by some Pueblo weavers by this early date. The invoice itemizes 

over 500 textiles, including 476 mantas or blankets ("the which said blaxikets 

were painted" [or colored]), 60 reposteiros or hangings, and 46 drapes, as 

well as 19 pieces of saval. a coarse woolen cloth, totaling 1900 varas long. 

Many of these textiles could have been woven either on traditional Pueblo 

upright looms or on treadle looms, but the pieces of saval averaging 100 varas 

in length could only have been woven on a European treadle loom, leading 

Bloom (1935b:242) to comment: 

It would be interesting to know by whom, and under what condition, 
nineteen pieces of saval, each a hundred varas in length, were 
produced. Possibly the wool was pirepared and the weaving was done 
in the varioxis pueblos, but more probably an obraie, or workshop was 
operated in Santa Fe with weavers secured from the pueblos under the 
encomienda system. 

Since the publication of Bloom's article, Spanish documents have come 

to light confirming that Rosas indeed operated a weaving workshop, or obraie. 

in the capital city in the late 1630s. According to the declaration of one Friar 

Francisco de la Conceptidn, this Santa Fe obraie was a prison-like affair where 

workers were forced to labor under conditions of virtual servitude (Scholes 

1937; 117,144, Fn. 6). Rosas's labor force included both Christian (presumably 

Pueblo) and unconverted Indians, the latter including captives taken in war, 

as well as Mexican Indians and lower-class Spaniards. According to the 

friar's account, the natives were kept at work weaving great quantities of 

mantas and large reposteros (hangings) which were painted or decorated with 

a carbon-like substance; Rosas allegedly had 30 such Indians painting mantas 

and reposteros, permitting them no time off even for holy days. One Spanish 
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woman, Polonia Varela, who had been sentenced to labor in Rosa's workshop 

to prevent her from lodging a grievance against him in another matter, 

testified that the Indians were kept at work washing and carding wool for 

hours on end (Scholes 1937:147,Fn.26). In 1641, Roseis was further charged 

with confiscating looms (i.e., treadle looms} from private Spanish citizens "in 

order to give his own workshop a greater monopoly over local textile 

production" (Scholes 1937:117-124,Fn.25). 

Textiles, especially knitted stockings, were also made by the Pueblos 

for Governor Mendiz^ibal. In 1660, MendizSbal was accused by Fray Chavez 

with forcing the Indians of Socorro to knit him 600 pairs of stockings (Hackett 

1937:153). According to Ch&vez' accoxant, the friar had given the governor 

300 fleeces in exchange for the labor of two young Pueblo boys, and the 

governor had immediately turned around and issued these fleeces to the 

Indians with the order that they be made into the 600 pairs. MendizSbal and 

many of his successors operated in tandem with the alcaldes mavores. In a 

September 1660 letter to the alcalde mayor of the Galisteo district, Mendiz^bal 

req[uested a statement £com him "regarding the wool and how much is allotted. 

Urge them to work fast so that all the stockings possible may go in this 

shipment" (Kessell 1979:178). 

Much of this stocking production for Mendizdbal occurred in the Rio 

Grande and Tano Pueblos. Petitions presented in 1661 included claims for 

payment for nearly 1400 pairs of stockings produced in the following villages: 

Senecu 100 pairs, Socorro 30 pairs, San ndefonso 262 pairs, San Juan, Santa 

Clara, Jacona, Pojoaque, Nambe, and Cuyamungue, a total of 280 pairs, 

Alamillo 46 pairs, Santo Domingo 156 pairs, Jemez 360 pairs, and the Tcuio 

pueblos in the Galisteo district 165 pairs (Scholes 1942:48). 
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The production of textiles by non-Pueblo producers for the governors. 

Other individuals besides the Pueblos contributed textile labor for the 

governors. As noted, lower-class Spaniards, Mexican Indians, and other 

Indians including Apaches and Utes, some taken as war captives, worked in 

Rosas' obrale as well; this labor pool posed fewer scheduling conflicts for the 

authorities than did the Pueblos because these persons were not likewise 

engaged in the production of crops and other products for tribute. The 

previously-mentioned 1638 trade invoice indicates that textiles were turned 

over to Rosas' agent in October for the trip to Parral, suggesting that textile 

production in the obraie was a year-round operation that included the summer 

months. 

Little is known about the weaving activities of New Mexico's colonists 

during their early years in New Mexico. Supply inventories do not allude to 

looms or loom parts or to requisitions for such items. Although treadle looms 

were doubtless used to some extent in Spanish households during the first 

three decades of colonization, the documentary evidence to confirm this is 

lacking. Most seventeenth-century treadle looms were probably constructed 

by local carpenters using hand-hewn materials to fabricate the frames, reeds, 

and other components; there is no indication that imported manufactured or 

metal parts were used (Fisher 1979c: 193; Minge 1979:10). 

The documents Indicate, however, that a certain amount of treadle-loom 

weaving was being done in Spanish households by the late 1630s. This is 

inferred from the aforementioned 1641 proceedings against Governor Rosas, 

which included the charge that he seized "looms owned by private citizens in 

order to give his own workshop a greater monopoly over local textile 

production" (Scholes 1937:117-124). Whereas most of the cloth produced in 
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Rosas' obraie was destined for export, fabrics woven in cxdonial households 

were most likely intended for home use or for the local trade. Much of 

weaving was probably done by household servants. 

Hispanic weavers and needleworkers also produced textiles for local 

officials and the governors' exports. By 1660, MendizSbal was employing 

Spanish colonists, primaxily lower-class women, to make stockings, weave 

cloth, and to do dzawn work and embroidery on shirts and piece goods for 

export to New Spain (Scholes 1942:44). Disputes arose over Mendizcibal's 

failure to adequately pay for this labor and his treatment of these workers; 

among the Inquisition charges brought against him was that he engaged 

certain women in embroidering doublets and shirts and in spinning yam, and 

that he had threatened to bxiild a prison in Santa Fe to keep them employed in 

these tasks (Scholes 1942:113). In a related case, Francisco Garcia, a 

Spanish colonist living in the jixcisdiction of La Isleta, lodged a complaint 

against MendizSbal in 1665, stating that he had been ordered to make a large 

carpet for the Governor's wife, 

and that he paid him for the work 16 or 17 pesos and no more, but the 
cloth and materials were furnished and paid for by the declarant, 
except half a poiand of indigo and something like a pound of brazilwood 
which he gave him (Hackett 1937:254). 

This passage is significant for establishing that Hispanic male weavers were 

weaving commercially on treadle looms in New Mexico by this time. It also 

provides the earliest documentation for the use of indigo and brazilwood dyes 

in the province, suggesting that the Governor maintained and possibly 

controlled some of these supplies of imported dyestuffs. 

There is little documentation to substantiate that Hispanic weavers 

engaged in the commercial production of textiles to any great extent in New 
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Mezicx) until the mid-seventeenth centiary. Up to that time, most lower-class 

Spaniards probably relied on locally-produced textiles and hides, and upper-

class Spaniards utilized imported cloth and clothing. Pueblo-woven textiles 

acquired in tribute or trade, or cloth made by household servants. By mid 

century, however, the effects of forced labor, droughts, and Apache raids 

must have made the encomienda tribute more difficult to supply on demand, 

and colonists were likely forced to fulfill more of their own basic needs (Snow 

1983:353}. Because these tribute shortages doubtless applied to man<-ag as 

weU as other Pueblo products, Spanish weavers probably increased their 

commercial production of textiles at this time; by the 1660s they seem to have 

been producing not just for themselves and other colonists, but also supplying 

the missions and governors. Spanish commercial weaving activities were 

probably much more widespread than the docximents indicate. One male 

colonist who escaped to El Paso after the Pueblo Revolt is documented as 

having operated a weaving business there in 1681, producing common cloth 

and mantas from the wool of New Mexican sheep (Hackett and Shelby 1942: 

169); this may represent the reestahlishment of a commercial activity practiced 

farther north in pre-Revolt times. The sexual division of labor most often 

reflected in the seventeenth-century documents is one of Hispanic males 

opeirating the treadle looms, for commercial production at least, and women 

performing needlework and spinning the yams. 

The orqam'z.ation of textile production in the obraies. Weaving 

workshops known as obraies were established in many parts of New Spain with 

the intent of harnessing native labor in the production of cotton and woolen 

cloth for colonial needs. In other regions of the Spanish colonies, these 

obraies typically employed the labor of men and boys for work periods lasting 
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Six months or more in duration ( Rowe 1957:177-178). Throughout cxAonial New 

Spain, most Spanish-controlled efforts requiring the intensive production of 

cloth involved the use of the treadle loom. 

As discussed in Chapter 1, the treadle loom is an instrument of 

efficiency; its foot-operated treadles mechanize the process of shed formation, 

leaving the weaver's hands free to throw the shuttle or manipulate the weft, 

and the method of warping enables extremely long lengths of cloth to be woven 

on a single set of warp. In most colonial settings where the treadle loom was 

used, efficiency was further maximized by increasing the size of the labor 

force and dividing the process into specialized tasks q£ carding, spinning, 

dyeing, and weaving (Fisher 1979c: 192-193). 

Although the docvimentation is spare regarding Governor Rosas' 

commercial weaving operation in Santa Fe, it indicates that New Mexican 

weavers were producing substantial quantities of fabrics on treadle looms by 

at least the late 1630s and that labor in the obraie was broken down into 

separate tasks of processing wool, weaving the cloth, and decorating it (Bloom 

1935b; Fisher 1979c:193; Scholes 1937:144,Fn.6). The testimonies pertaining 

to these operations describe the Indians in the obraie being kept at work for 

long hoiirs cleaning and carding wool, weaving mantas and reposteros. and 

painting these fabrics with a carbon-like sxibstance (Scholes 1937:144,Fn.6; 

147,Fn.26). Although no other governors are specifically implicated in the 

operation of such establishments, it is unlikely that this practice was limited 

to Rosas' term alone. 

The production of cloth in Rosas' Santa Fe obraie was carried out by 

workers operating treadle looms in the governor's own workshop, using raw 

materials supplied by him and producing textiles on his behalf. In Costin's 
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(1991:9) terms, these were attached specialists producing within a "retainer 

workshop" system. This labor pool was organized not on the basis of kin, but 

on factors such as ethnic affiliation, legal status, and economic caste. 

Although Spanish women are documented as working in the obraie. Pueblo and 

other Indian women are not specifically mentioned. It is surmised, however, 

that E*ueblo women may have worked there as well and that they, like other 

women, were engaged primarily in the processing of wool and spinning of 

yams. 

Laborers in the obraie were employed full-time for unspeciCied periods, 

some on a year-round basis. Becatise Pueblo labor was also needed for 

encomienda and mission purposes, it is speculated that most Pueblo labor for 

the weaving workshops was conscripted during those periods of the year when 

it was not needed elsewhere. If so, Pueblo workers were most likely recruited 

during the winter months when their leibor was not reqiiired on the 

encomiendas, on the governors' and other officials' own agricultural lands, or 

on the mission farms. Other Indians, Mexicans, and Spaniards may have 

comprised the bulk of the labor force in the obraies diiring the summer 

months. Even if Pueblo labor was diverted to the obraies only in the winter, 

this would have conflicted with the traditional schedxiling of textile production 

in the pueblos, increasing pressures to extend craft production into the 

agricultural season. 

The organization of textile production for the governors in the visages. 

The vast majority of textiles produced for the governors were made not in the 

obraies but in the Pueblo villages. By the late 1650s, if not earlier. Pueblo 

peoples in at least the Eastern Pueblo villages were working as attached 

specialists to the governors. Using raw materials issued to them and working 
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part-time within local community settings, these textile specialists operated 

withina "dispersedcorvee" system (Costinl991:8), transforming wodenfiber 

into woven textiles and knitted stockings. 

The F^eblos felt pressures to extend their weaving activities into the 

agricultural season early in the seventeenth century, as Pueblo labor was 

increasingly diverted to colonial tasks. By the mid-1600s, much of the 

"piroduction on demand" of woden textiles for the governors and was 

being schedioled to fcUow the sheep shearing in the late spring or faU, with 

authorities issuing the newly-shom wool to the Pueblos and returning shortly 

thereafter to collect the finished goods. One document, for instance, 

describes the production of knitted stockings for Governor MendizcU^al by 

Pueblo villagers in the Galisteo district as occurring in early September 

(Kessell 1979:178). Production during the warm-weather months would have 

conflicted with the scheduling of agriciiltural tasks, requiring the expansion 

of the labor pool to include nontraditional producers such as women and 

children. Pueblo women evidently did much of the knitting and spinning for 

this purpose. There is no indication that treadle looms were ever used in the 

villages to produce these textiles; rather, cloth for the governors was 

apparently woven on the Pueblos' own traditional upright looms, which were 

probcibly set up in kivas, households, or outdoor settings such as plazas. 

Textile Production for the Religious Authorities 

Textiles for Use in the 

The extent to which Pueblo weavers were supplying the textile needs 

of the missions and friars dtaring the first half of the seventeenth century is 

unclear, though E*ueblo-made cloth does not seem to have figured prominently 
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at this time. The friars' use of imported cloth for their own personal and 

ecclesiastical needs is well documented in the literature; at the time of 

Benavides' visit in the 1620s, the missionaries were relying primarily upon 

imported sackcloth [utilitarian woolen cloth] for their habits and on imported 

ecclesiastical fabrics for other religious garb and church fiunishings. Saved., 

or woolen sackcloth, was considered the cloth of the common man in Spain and 

comprised the traditional garb of the Franciscans (Anawalt 1979:178; Hodge, 

Hammond and Rey 1945:138). By the 1620s, the friars were receiving 

sackcloth as part of their supplies from the Crown. Mission supplies 

accompanying Benavides on his 1624-1626 visitation included "2600 yards of 

fine monk's sackcloth" and "26 pounds of domestic thread" (Hodge, Hammond 

and Rey 1945:116). Other fabrics in the same shipment included Mexican 

blankets, Rouen and Anjou linens, Chinese and Mexican silks, monk's 

leggings, Turkish carpets, linen shirts, silk cords, and ecclesiastical fabrics 

of linen and silk decorated with damask, lace, and embroidery. The shipment 

also included various implements for the production of clothing including 26 

dozen awls, 312 needles for shoemakers, 1288 needles for dressmakers or 

tailors, and 12 cases of tools for sandal making (Hodge, Hammond and Rey 

1945:109-119). 

The 1629 shipment to the missions included, for each friar, 100 yards 

of sackcloth, 12 yards of Rouen cloth, and 12 yards of linen, as well as 

scissors, one pound of domestic yam or thread, and a dozen awls. By 

contract, these and other supplies were to be issued to the friars every three 

years for the administration of the missions, for clothing, and for the 

infirmaries (Scholes 1930:100). Dxiring Benavides' time, it appears that the 

missionaries were manufacturing their own habits and domestic garments from 
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imported cloth, not from Pueblo-woven fabrics. This question is germane 

because of sackcloth's association with ttie treadle loom. 

The question remains as to what extent Pueblo weavers were producing 

textiles for their own consumption within formal mission settings. Referring 

to the friars' use of mission livestock, Benavides stated in his Revised 

Memorial of 1634 that "with the wool he clothes aU the poor, and the fnaT-

himself also gets his clothing and food firom this source" (Hodge, Hammond 

and Rey 1945:102). This has been interpreted as providing evidence for the 

production of woolen doth within the missions at this time (Baxter 1987:7). 

Certainly the use of such cloth for clothing "the poor" and other mission 

purposes seems plaxisible. But Benavides' 1630 Memorial described the 

Pueblos as wearing only hides and cotton cloth (Ayer 1916:34); he made no 

reference to the Pueblos' use of wool. Likewise, Prada in 1638 mentioned only 

cotton clothing being worn by the Pueblos (Hackett 1937:108). Thus, there 

is little in the way of documentary evidence to suggest that the Pueblos had 

come to rely to any giieat extent on woolen cloth woven within the missions 

during the first three decades of the mission program. 

Tailoring was reportedly one of the trades taught to the Pueblos at the 

missions (Ayer 1916:67). Like most mission trades, this was considered a male 

occupation by the Spaniards. Professional tailors in contact-period Spain 

were male (WUUams 1908:226), cind tailoring was taught early on to native men 

in central Mexico, as illustrated by Sahagun in the codices (Benitez 1929:171). 

There is no information concerning the types of garments tailored in the New 

Mexico missions, but it is conceivable that Pueblo men were making fitted 

pants and shirts for their own use and perhaps sewing some garments for the 

friars. 

It 
L 
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Little information has survived concerning weaving in the missions prior 

to 1660, but Inquisition documents clearly reveal that textile production was 

being widely performed in the missions by this date. Fray Ramirez, in his 

1661 testimony against MendizSbal, complained that the Governor had 

forbidden the Indians to weave for the firlars and had suggested that when the 

friars needed 

some cloth of sackcloth with which to dress themselves or those who 
work in the church and convent—the religious meet the need, since 
there is no money, by exchanging wheat, com, sheep or wool, which 
are of current value as money (Hackett 1937:191). 

It is unclear whether Mendizabal was merely forbidding the Pueblos to weave 

doth for the missions without compensation, or advising the friars to acqfulre 

their sackcloth elsewhere such as through barter with the local Spaniards or 

by importlngit from New Spain. What this passage suggests, however. Is that 

by 1660, some E*ueblo peoples ("those who work in the church or convent") 

were using woolen clothing made from cloth woven in the missions; it is 

further implied that this was a sackdoth-type fabric, a type of doth typically 

woven on a treadle loom. 

Textiles produced for mission use by non-Pueblo producers. Imported 

doth played a prominent role in the seventeenth-century missions. By the 

mid-seventeenth century, local Hispanic weavers were meeting some of the 

textile needs of the missions as well. In a 1660 letter from La Isleta Pueblo, 

Fray Sacrists complained that Governor Mendiz^bal had forbidden the 

Spanish colonists to weave sackdoth for the friars, adding that some weavers 

"who for their own profit and gain have dared to weave for us have had their 

wod taken away from them, and he has kept it" (Hackett 1937: 149). This 

passage confirms that some Isleta-area Spaniards were engaged in commercial 
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weaving at that time, supplying, among other things, sackcloth to the friars. 

It also shows that by this time, the friars were acquiring sackcloth from local 

sources, either cloth woven at the missions or from nearby Hispanic weavers. 

One of the friars testifying in Mendizdbal's 1663 Inquisition hearing explained 

that the missionaries traded wheat, com, sheep, and wool for horses, tools, 

and "cloth for the churches and convents, or for themselves or their 

servants—for nearly all transactions are conducted by barter of certain 

goods for others" (Hackett 1937:203); this comment likely refers to the 

acquisition of locally-woven Spanish fabrics. 

By the 1670s, Spanish weavers were likely supplying a good number of 

local textiles to the missions. In a 1672 report detailing the church 

fximishings at nine of the missions, mention was made of textiles of local 

manufacture at both Tajique and Socorro (Scholes and Adams 1952:30-34). 

The locally-made furnishings at Tajique Included "two very beautiful carpets 

of local manufacture six varets long," which must have been woven on a treadle 

loom, and "an alb, aU drawn work with large point lace, of local manufacture 

which would cost 80 pesos." The mission at Socorro possessed "another alb, 

with two-thirds drawn work, which would cost 50 pesos, also of local 

manufacture," as well as "fovu: large carpets...of local manufacture," the 

latter probably woven on a treadle loom as well. The Cctrpets could have been 

woven either by Pueblo weavers employed by the missions or by Spanish 

weavers; the drawn work, however, was almost certainly executed by Spanish 

women, as there is no record of the Pueblos being taught any decorative 

needlework by this date and tailoring was probably only taught to men. 

Moreover, a shipment containing drawn work made by Spanish colonists, 

probeibly women, had been sent to Parral during Mendiz^bal's administration 
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a decade earlier (Scholes 1942:44). Although Webb (1952) indicates that 

drawn work and lace were made by Indian women in the California missions in 

later times, these skills were probably taught by women to other women. 

There is no indication that Spanish women were brought into the New Mexico 

missions for such purposes during the seventeenth century. 

Textiles Exacted by the Missionaries for Export 

By 1660 if not earlier, the friars had joined the governors in the 

practice of exporting Pueblo-made cloth and knitted stockings to New Spain 

for profit, most destined for the mining centers of Parral. In contrast to the 

governors' intentions, the friars exported textiles, along with sheep and 

other livestock, not to enhance their personal wealth but as a means of 

adorning their missions with imported ecclesiastical fabrics, chtrcch 

furnishings, and other preciosities. In 1663, Nicolas de Aguilar, alcalde 

mayor of the Salinas provinces, charged the friars with exploiting both male 

and female Indian labor, claiming that they: 

wanted nothing else except aU the Indians of the pueblo to gather pine 
nuts, to weave, to paint, to make stockings, and other things for the 
fathers to use and profit from (Hackett 1937:144). 

The following year. Governor Pefialosa issued a bando, expressly forbidding 

"the masters of doctrine [i.e., the friars] to employ Indian women in 

spinning, weaving mantas, stockings, or any other things" without his 

permission (Bloom 1927:229). 

In Mendiz^bal's 1663 reply to his Inqxiisition charges, the ex-govemor 

charged the friars with forcing the Indians to work in virtual slavery: 

merely for the purpose of trade and barter. For it cannot be in the 
interest of divine worship, nor does God desire, that they should keep 
the Indians in dungeons and work-shops weaving frieze and sackcloth 
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to be sold there and to be sent to other provinces, without paying the 
Indians for their labor or allowing them to provide for the maintenance 
of urfves and children. They maintain the shops right in the 
convents for piirpose, as he found a certain Fray de Sal agar doing 
in the pueblo of La Tsleta [my emphases] (Hackett 1937:213). 

It is vital to note in this passage the association of male labor (implicit in the 

statement that these workers were uinable to provide for their wives and 

children) with the production of ftieze and sackcloth in workshops set up 

within mission convents. This passage provides one of the few dear 

references to the establishment of obrales in at least some of the New Mexico 

missions, suggesting that in this practice the friars were following the 

precedent established elsewhere in Spanish America of putting males to work 

weaving long lengths of woolen cloth on European treadle looms (Anawait 

1979:177; Rowe 1957:177-178). (As will be discussed shortly, it was women 

who performed much of this treadle-loom weaving at the California and Texas 

missions). Although Pueblo women are identified in Pefialosa's above-

mentioned testimony as spinning yam, weaving mantas, and knitting 

stockings for the missions, their association with mission obraies and treadle 

looms remains obscure. The term manta came to assume vetrioiis meanings over 

time, such that by the late seventeenth century, it referred not only to 

textiles woven on indigenous upright looms but to commercial treadle-loom-

woven fabrics as well (Fisher 1979d:251). 

The Orqani^yaHon. of Textile Production at the Missions 

A popgrible analogue from the California and Texas missions. Although 

documentary references to textile production in the New Mexico missions are 

relatively sparse, descriptions of weaving at the eighteenth and nineteenth-

century California and Texas missions are abundant. These sources provide 
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a possible analogue for interpreting the organization of produc±Lon in the New 

Mexican establishments. Differences between the California and Texas 

missions and those of New Mexico will be explored later, but first it is 

instructive to review what is known edx>ut mission textile production in other 

regions of northern New Spain. 

Establishing his Lower California missions ca. 1700, Jesuit Father 

Ugai±e brought in sheep and immediately taught the Indians how to spin and 

weave the wool, making the distaffs, spinning wheels, and looms himself 

(Englehardt 1929:128). The Padre taught the boys, but employed a female 

matron to teach handicrafts to the girls. He also engaged a skilled weaver 

fix>m Mexico to teach the neophytes the trade (Van Well 1942:79). Writing in 

1712, Father Brazo reported that many of the Indians at the Lower California 

missions were employed in shearing sheep, combing wool, weaving frazadas 

y ierga (blankets and coarse yardage), and cutting and sewing garments for 

themselves and for the soldiers; he explained that the women spun cotton 

raised at the missions and that they also knew how to sew (Van Well 1942:85). 

As additional missions were founded in Alta California, Ugarte brought in 

native women from Baja to teach weaving to the converts. Cotton was grown 

and woven at five of these missions, and woden blankets woven at several. 

It is inferred from the documentary Uteratiire that most spinning and weaving 

in these Jesuit missions was performed by women, although occasioned 

references are also made to men (Webb 1952:207). 

The Franciscans took over the Alta California missionary program from 

the Jesuits in 1769, and had established 21 missions there by 1823. They 

maintained the same precedents established by their Jesuit predecessors, 

whereby the Indians supplied themselves with clothing made on mission looms. 
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Again, females seem to have been the primary textile producers. In 1773, 

Father Palou reported leaving several families of converts from the Lower 

California missions at the mission at San Diego so that those women coiold teach 

the women there how to spin and weave wool from mL«;.crinn sheep (Van Well 

1942:100). In the early 1790s, weaving instructors were brought into a 

number of missions to teach carding, spinning, and weaving with wool and 

cotton (Webb 1952:210). 

The tools and eqn^pment that were used to produce these textiles were 

acquired in vcirlous ways. Some were made by professional weavers brought 

in to teach the neophytes; one such weaver reportedly supplied several of the 

California missions with spinning wheels, combs, looms, and warping £cames 

(Van Well 1942:100). In other instances, wool cards, reeds, heddles, and 

spinning wheels were brought in from Mexico (Webb 1952:212). The loom 

frames were usually constructed by the Indians themselves. Captain 

Vancouver, visiting a weaving workshop at the Mission San Francisco in 1792, 

described the looms as "rudely wrought," explaining that they had been made 

by the Indians under the Padre's direction. According to Vancouver, the 

Indian converts there were clothed in coarse blankets and other fabrics woven 

primarily by unmarried women and female children (Webb 1952:209). 

Most California missions had a designated weavery, as well as a spinning room 

or hilanderla. The treadle looms used in the missions were large and 

nonportable, and required a considerable investment of space. The average 

treadle loom occupied an 11 by 11 foot area, or roughly 120 square feet. Most 

missions could accommodate only a few such looms. An inventory made at the 

California missions in 1800 recounted that Mission Santa Barbara housed four 

looms in a weaving room measuring 19 by 50 feet; the San Diego mission had 
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Six looms, and San Fernando had three (Webb 1952:210-211). Spinning 

wheels, in contrast, were small and portable, with spinning performed within 

the hilanderia or outside on the patio. This same inventory reported 18 

spinning wheels at Santa Barbara, 16 at San Diego, and 10 at San Fernando 

(Webb 1952:210). 

Most of the fiber used at the missions was locally raised in mission-

owned fields or pastures. All of the missions raised sheep. Cotton was grown 

at several of the California missions, although some was also imported from 

San Bias (Webb 1952:213). Hemp seed was also planted and harvested to a 

limited extent. Most of the dyestuffs used, including indigo, brazilwood, and 

logwood, were imported from Mexico (Webb 1952:214). 

Woven goods produced at the missions included woolen blankets, tunics, 

and loincloths for the Indians' use. Some serge cloth (a twill-weave fabric 

known as saval franciscano) was woven to make gray habits for some of the 

Fathers (Webb 1952:213). The typical dress of a neophyte male consisted of 

a blanket, a short tunic known as a cot6n. and a breechcloth or taparabo. 

Women wore a blanket, a tunic or cot6n, and a skirt. The dress of the Indians 

at the Mission San Francisco de Asis in 1814 was described by Friars Abella 

and Lucio as follows: 

The male Indians wear the Cot6n. which is a kind of shirt of wool, the 
breech cloth, and the majority also wear a blanket. Others on 
horseback, or who go about the house, such as the alcaldes, or who 
occupy some position, wear pants, and those who wear pants generally 
also wear shoes. The Indian women and girls also wear the Cot6n. a 
skirt, and a blanket, all these of woolen cloth woven in the Mission 
(Webb 1952:43). 

The organization of textile production at one California mission, Mission 

Santa Barbara, was depicted by Fray Tapis in a report dated ca. 1800. 

According to Tapis, from March to October, the weavers were expected to 
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weave 10 yards of woolen cloth per day. Carders were expected to comb three 

to four pounds of wool dally, and spinners to spin one pound of yam. 

Blanket weavers were expected to finish three blankets per day, each roughly 

81 inches in length. In the winter months, these quotas were reduced. 

Weavers exceeding their quotas were rewarded: "he who weaves more than ten 

yards is paid at the rate of two reales for each additional ten yards," 

explained Tapis. "Seldom do they fail to have one hundred yards to their 

credit every five days." Such payment most often took the form of glass 

beads or wheat (Webb 1952:215-216). Tapis' acco\int provides some indication 

of the substantial c[uantities of cloth that were produced at some missions 

through these imposed systems of quotas and rewards, and also illustrates the 

ways in which textile labor at these missions was schediHed, gendered, and 

partitioned into specialized tasks. Much of the labor force of the California 

missions was engaged in such textile-related activities. Jackson and Castillo 

(1995:12) have estimated that roughly 31 percent of the labor force in these 

Franciscan missions was at one time involved in the production of textiles for 

the local Indian population or for soldiers and nearby settlers. 

Weaving was cJso an important activity at the Texas missions. As early 

as 1748, the Indicins in Texas were described as wearing woolen clothing and 

blankets produced on their own mission looms (Van WeU 1942:67). The Texas 

missions raised sheep and considerably more cotton than was raised in 

California. In 1745, the Texas missions were reported as producing some 2000 

pounds of cotton per year (Van Well 1942:66). All of the missions mentioned 

in a 1762 report were engaged in weaving operations whereby locally-produced 

supplies of cotton and wool were woven into blankets and clothing for the 

Indians' use. Each of these missions was able to meet most of its own clothing 

J 
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needs in this way (Castafieda 1939:4-15). 

As in California, each Texas mission had a specific area set aside for 

textile production activities. A 1748 report, for instance, makes reference to 

a weaving workroom at Mission San Jose de Agxiayoas (Van Well 1942:68). In 

the 1760s, Mission San Antonio de Valero was described as having a large hall 

behind the monastery or friary that was eqttipped with four looms; Mission San 

Juan Capistrano and Mission San Francisco de la Espalda each had a hall in the 

friary containing three. Adjacent to these weaving rooms were smaller rooms 

where wool, cotton, spods, cards, combs, and spinning wheels were stored 

and used. One mission, San Jose, accommodated a separate tailor shop where 

cotton and wool cloth woven at the mission was converted into clothing 

(Castafieda 1939:4-15). As at the California missions, females seem to have 

supplied much of this textile labor. For instance, a 1760s report describing 

Mission San Jose stated that "the grownup girls weave cloth, card wool, and 

sew" (Castafieda 1939:15). 

Although the Indians were the ones producing these textiles, the friars 

considered themselves the providers of this clothing to their converts. 

Several of Friar Solis' reports from the 1760s make reference to the confencing 

of such clothing to the missionized Texas Indians. The Indians at Mission San 

Jose, for instance, were described as being decently dressed as they were 

"provided [my emphasis] with two suits or dresses, one for week days eind 

another for feast days" (Castafieda 1939:15). Friar Escobar of Mission Rosario 

was described as aiding the Indians "in all their needs, corporal and spiritual, 

giving them food to eat and clothing to wear" (Bolton 1974[1915] :323). To 

these church authorities, "giving" clothing to the Indians meant supplying 

them with the means of production (i.e., the instruction, raw materials. 

JL 
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facilities, and tools) and establishing the conditions and contexts within which 

these activities took place. 

Differences between the CaHfr>T-nia and Texas n»^ggir>ng and the New 

Mexico missions. Documentation from the Jesuit and Franciscan missions of 

California and Texas sheds considerable Ught on the ways textile production 

was organized in some of the mission establishments of northern New Spain. 

However, several differences exist between these missionized Indians and the 

Pueblo Indians of New Mexico that affect the applicability of the California and 

Texas data as models for the present study. First and foremost. Pueblo loom 

weaving was already a well-established industry with its own sexual division 

of labor at the time of Spanish contact. This was not the case in California 

and Texas, where the Indians that were missionized were primarily nomadic 

tribes lacking an established loom-weaving tradition. Immersed in the ways 

of a new technology, these groups adopted the entire set of innovations that 

was introduced to them, not just the treadle loom and spinning wheel but the 

organization of production as well. In contrast, in seventeenth-century New 

Mexico, the traditional division of labor seems to have been retained at least 

to some extent, with males continuing to weave and women and chEdren joining 

the labor pool as the demand by outside interests increased. A similar pattern 

is reported from other early postcontact Spanish ccdonies, with the labor of 

women and children supplementing that of males during times of peak demand 

(ViUamarin and Villamarin 1975:18). 

Another major difference between the New Mexico missions and the 

missions of Texas and early California is that the cloth produced under the 

direction of the missionaries at these latter establishments was intended 

primarily for internal use, not export. Cloth produced in the California and 
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Texas missions was consumed chiefly by the Indian inhabitants there; the 

major goal of textile production was to defray the cost of importing cloth and 

blankets. As noted by Englehardt (1929:165), despite these efforts, the early 

Jesiiit missions were unable to fulfill their own clothing needs, much less 

generate a svirplvis for export: 

As it was not in keeping with Christian modesty for the Indians to go 
naked, after the custom of the pagans, the missionaries had to provide 
the clothing. For this purpose, where the soil permitted, the Fathers 
kept sheep and a few also raised a little cotton. They taught the 
neophytes to spin, weave, and to make their own clothes; but owing to 
the sterility of the covrnti^, most of the doth and blankets had to be 
imported from Mexico at the expense of the respective missionary. 

The eighteenth-century Franciscan Texas missions, in contrast, were 

evidently quite able to meet the clothing needs of their populations (Castaiieda 

1939:4-14). This, however, seems to have been the sole purpose of their 

textile production enterprise. This was also the primary purpose at the 

California Franciscan missions, though surplus cloth was locally traded to 

soldiers and settlers (Jackson and Castillo 1995:12). 

A quite different picture emerges from the missions of New Mexico, 

where the Pueblos continued to meet their clothing needs uising their own 

preexisting textile technology, and where most textiles produced under 

mission direction were destined for export to fcuraway places. The only Pueblo 

persons alluded to in the documents as using treadle-loom-woven sackcloth, 

some possibly mission made, were "those who work in the church or convent" 

(Hackett 1937:191). Not until the late-seventeenth century are the Pueblos 

documented as relying on mission wool supplies to meet their personal clothing 

needs. 

The organization of textile production at the New Mexico missions. In 

contrast to the many references to cloth production that have survived in the 
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Califomia and Texas Kteratiare, information pertaining to textile production 

in the seventeenth-century New Mexico missions is scarse, though documents 

relating to one incident are quite iUuminatLag. This involves a complaint 

registered by the Hopis before Custodian Ibargaray in 1655, charging Fray 

Guerra, cmardian at Jonaopabi [Shongopavi], with forcing the Indians to 

weave mantas of cotton and wool. According to Scholes (1942:12), Fray 

Guerra was charged with demanding 

a stLpiolated number of finished pieces, regardless of whether he gave 
them sufficient raw material, and stated that failure to produce the 
required ntimber within a certain time was punished by whipping. 

In his defense, Guerra admitted using Indian labor for the weaving of mantas 

but professed not to have known that the quantities of raw inat-griai were 

inadequate, declaring that "those who apportion it out are to blame." He 

fiirther denied setting time limits for their completion. In a related testimony 

dating to 1663, Nicole de Aguilar, alcalde mayor of the Salinas province who 

had spent some time in Tusayan, commented upon thig incident, stating that 

both Fray Guerra, guardian at Jongopabi (Shongopovi), and Fray Velasco, 

possibly the guardian at Zuni, had reportedly exacted a great amount of cloth 

and other tribute £rom the Indians. Aguilar further reported that the Moquis 

who had lodged the complaint before Custodian Ibargaray had been punished 

by Guerra upon their return, one so severely as to have died &om his wounds 

(Hackett 1937:141). 

This testimony sheds light on the production of textiles intended for 

export under the mission system and suggests how this production may have 

been organized. First, it reveals that raw materials were being distributed 

to weavers by some friars or their appointed agents and that short-term 

quotas were imposed. This mirrors the descriptions of Governor Mendiz^Jaal's 
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operations among the Eastern Pueblos, suggesting that at least some friars 

and governors extracted textiles from tiie Pueblos in a gTimiai- fashion, by 

issuing raw materials and imposing quotas for completion of the finished 

goods. The Guf>rra t-egHmnny fii-rt-htar- t-hat giippHosf nf 

were bring controlled by mission personnel, though whether this pertains only 

to wool from mission sheep or included cotton as well is not specified. 

Although these testimonies fail to reveal whether this production at Hopi and 

Zuni was being performed on traditional Pueblo looms or on treadle looms, the 

former is believed to be the case as no archaeological evidence of the treadle 

loom (or resioltant textiles) has surfaced at any contact-period Pueblo site. 

The scenario pertaining to Fray Guerra likewise resembles the quota 

system described by Fray Tapis for the Mission Santa Barbara (Webb 1952: 

215-216). These situations differ, however, in one important respect. As 

discussed, weavers at the California and Texas missions lacked an indigenous 

weaving tradition and performed virtually all of their textile production 

activities using introduced technologies (i.e., the spinning wheel and treadle 

loom) within designated mission settings. The Pueblos, in contrast, had a 

well-established weaving technology when the missions were foimded and 

continued to perform most of their textile production activities, including 

export-related ones, using their existing technologies, the stLck-and-whorl 

spindle and the upright loom. (The chief exception to this was the adoption 

of knitting needles to produce the knitted stockings.) Except for any treadle 

loom production that may have occurred within formal mission settings, these 

activities most likely took place in the Pueblos' own facilities, in kivas, 

households, or plazas. (The archaeological evidence for this is explored 

fijxther in Chapters 6 through 9). The main role of the friars in this 
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equation, like that of the governors, was in supplying the fiber for the export 

goods and maintaining the power inequalities whereby the Pueblos were 

compelled to produce them. 

In the few clear references to gender in the documentary literature, 

women are identified as spinning fiber, knitting stockings, and weaving 

mantas. The role of adult males is not specifically addressed, though they 

were doubtless involved in at least the production of the latter. Males alone, 

however, are alluded to in conjiinction with the treadle looms in the mission 

obraies. Males were the commercial textile producers using the treadle looms 

in Spain, euid it was indigenous men and boys who were typically instructed 

in the use of this technology in the Spanish colonies (Anawalt 1979:177). 

The only documentary evidence for the use of the treadle loom in the 

New Mexico missions comes from the Eastern Pueblo area, where reference is 

specfffcaJly made to the mission at La Isleta (Hackett 1937:213), though there 

may have been others. At the Isleta mission, males were evidently producing 

woolen sackcloth on treadle looms by at least the early 1660s. Isleta as a site 

for such activity is not surprising becaxise the typical way in which Indian 

men learned this new technology was by undergoing an apprenticeship in 

another weaving workshop (Anawalt 1979:177), and at least one Spanish male 

colonist was engaged in commercial treadle-loom production in La Isleta at this 

time (Hackett 1937:254). In a similar vein, the lack of evidence for the treadle 

loom at the Hopi or Zuni missions is not surprising becaiise there were no 

Spanish weavers in the vicinity to teach the neophytes the craft. 

The notion that it was Pueblo males, and not women, who were 

instructed in the use of these new technologies is bolstered by the fact that 

the ecclesiasticcd make-up of the New Mexican Franciscan missions was 

J 
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exclusively male. Throughout much of New Spain, it was preferred 

ecclesiastical practice for the friars to instruct adult neophyte males and 

children, and for nvins or other church-assodated women to instruct the 

female converts. In Mexico for instance, nuns were engaged as early as 1525 

in the teaching of sewing, religion, and other domestic arts to native girls 

(Van Well 1942:18). As discussed, in California the Jesuits brought native 

women trained in the textile arts into the new missions to teach spinning and 

weaving to their female neophytes, whereas the Franciscans employed trained 

women to teach sewing, cooking, and other skills to girls (Wehb 1952:29). 

In the male-dominated missions of seventeenth-century New Mexico, 

there were no nuns or other church-affiliated women present to teach Pueblo 

women the new textile skills. Instead, it seems likely that the new textile-

related technologies, including tailoring and possibly also knitting, were 

passed first to Pueblo males and children and then on to women. This may be 

one reason why the spinning whed, which wcks associated with female labor in 

Spain, never gained a foothold among the Pueblos (though it seems not to have 

been employed to any extent by early colonists either). This suggests that 

certain introduced needlework cidlts such as drawn work, lacemaking, and 

some embroidery techniques, all female crafts in Spain, entered the Pueblo 

repertoire quite a bit later when they were taught by nuns or local colonial 

women, not by the friars. 

Finally, the question of mission control over textile raw materials is 

reexamined. This bears further investigation as it directly relates to the 

Pueblos' abilities to meet their own clothing needs during the seventeenth 

century. Although the testimony pertaining to Fray Guerra is the only one 

clearly stating that fiber supplies were being controlled by the friars, an 
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argument may be advanced that this was common mission practice. Before 

addressing this question, one must first consider the primary attraction that 

the missions h^d for native peoples: regular and repeated access to foreign 

goods and technologies. From the inception of the mission program in the New 

World, the missionaries were acutely aware that their success depended upon 

their ability to provide a superior economic alternative to the traditional way 

of life, especially during tumultuous colonial times. This is why mission-riin 

supply services proved so crucial to mission operations. In Webb's (1952:25) 

words, the missionaries were "fishers of men," using food, clothing, and 

other material goods as Ixires to win the allegiance of their converts. The 

documentary accounts leave little doubt that the New Mexican missionaries 

realized, albeit reluctantly, that their their hold over their charges was more 

economic than spiritual. It thus follows that the ftiars recognized the benefit 

of maintaining the Pueblos in a state of economic dependency. Maintaining 

this dependency meant controlling access to highly- desirable mission 

commodities, including textile fiber from mission-owned fields and flocks. 

In order to Christianize and civilize the natives, the missionaries first 

had to fulfill their basic requirements for food and clothing. To the Jesmt and 

Franciscan missionaries of California, clothing the Indians meant giving them 

raw materials and teaching them how to spin, weave, and make their own 

clothing (Englehardt 1929:105). The missionaries were seen (or at least saw 

themselves) as the providers, even though the Indians supplied the labor. 

In the California and Texas missions, preserving an economic dependency 

meant maintaining control over the means of textile production, i.e., the 

mission-owned treadle looms and the wool euad cotton fiber supplies. As one 

friar at a California Franciscan mission described it to his superiors: 
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We manage to manufacture all weaving apparel.. .Among the property 
of the Mission are lambs, not yet a year old, from which siafficient wool 
is sheared; this the Indians themselves spin and weave and a stiit of 
clothes is given them [my emphasis] each year (Webb 1952:43). 

Becavise the Pueblo Indians already possessed the technology to weave 

their own clothing, the only way such a dependency could be maintained was 

by restricting Pueblo access to the mission fiber supply. At the time of 

contact, the Pueblos either had access to their own local supplies of cotton or 

acquired the fiber through trade. With the imposition of tribute demands, 

however, much of the Pueblos* cotton was diverted away from their own use 

to produce woven goods for non-Pueblo consumers. As more and more of the 

Pueblos' better-watered agrlcioltural lands were planted to wheat or mission 

crops or lost to colonial settlement. Pueblo access to cotton dwindled, making 

the new woolen fiber increasingly desirable. 

As discussed fxirther in Chapter 10, most of the sheep in seventeenth-

century New Mexico were owned not by the Pueblos or even the colonists but 

by the missionaries; though cared for by Pueblo shepherds, these sheep were 

considered mission property. Because the £riars used sheep and their wool 

to trade for the goods they desired, or had their Pueblo converts make 

textiles from the wool for this purpose, it is likely that access to the wool 

supply was zealoiisly guarded. This is not to imply that the Pueblos were 

denied the iise of mission wool for their own textiles, which was certainly not 

the case. They doubtless received wool firom time to time, but it was probably 

doled out only sparingly and diuing times of considerable need. Such a 

situation is reported for the drought-stricken 1670s, when an inventory of the 

missions described the friars as providing wool for the Pueblos' clothing "out 

of their own meagre and dwindling stocks" (Scholes and Adams 1952:28). 
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It is conceivable, though unsubstantiated in the documents, that some 

cotton supplies fell under mission jurisdiction as well. Although Benavides 

did not mention cotton as a crop grown at the New Mexican missions (Ayer 

1916:36), the possibility- warrants consideration. The only seventeenth-

centuiry reference to cotton cultivation at the missions is Perea's comment in 

1633 that the Pueblos were cxiltivating cotton at Cuarac (Quarai), in which he 

noted that the mission was expected to plant cotton fields for the governor 

(Hackett 1937:129-130). Because it is known that cotton was raised for 

weaving purposes at some of the Jesuit and Franciscan missions in California 

(Englehardt 1929:165, Webb 1952:207) and at many of the Franciscan missions 

in Texas (Castafieda 1939:4-15), it seems possible that it may have been 

cxiltivated at some of the New Mexico missions as weU. The testimony 

describing Fray Guerra's coUection of cotton and wool mantas at Hopi, which 

states that he distributed the raw materials required to make them, lends 

support to the notion that at least some cotton supplies at Hopi (and perhaps 

also in the middle Rio Grande) were grown in mission fields and thus feU under 

mission jurisdiction. 

To summarize textile production for the missionaries, most of this 

production occurred under a "dispersed corv6e" system, with part-time 

textile workers producing goods within local community settings. 

Additionally, in at least one mission (Isleta), woolen cloth was apparently 

produced under a "nucleated corv6e" system, with males operating treadle 

looms within mission-administered locales (Costin 1991:8-9). Although the 

Ingviisltion documents make specific mention of textile production only at the 

Hopi, Zuni, Isleta, and Salinas Pueblo missions, all of the missions kept flocks 

of sheep, and it may be presumed that the production of woolen items for the 

J 
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missionaries occurred throughout the mission field. 

The documents reveal that raw mahpriaia controlled by the friars were 

issued to Pueblo producers at the Hopi and Zuni missions to be transformed 

into woven mantas within a given period of time. Other sources indicate that 

Pueblos in the Eastern Pueblo region made woven mantas and knitted stockings 

for the missionaries to export. Women are documented as weaving mantas. 

knitting stockings, and spinning wool, whereas men probably wove mantas 

and were the ones operating the treadle looms. Like the governors, the 

missionaries employed a labor force of attached, part-time specialists 

consisting of men, women, and probably children, engaged in a variety of 

tasks related to the production of textiles for consumers they would never 

know. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE OF SPANISH AND MEXICAN INFLUENCES 
ON PUEBLO TEXTILE PRODUCTION, 1692-1848 

Introduction 

In this chapter, a brief overview is presented of economic and political 

developments in New Mexico from the time of Spain's reconquest of the 

province in 1692 up through the Mexican Period to 1848, when New Mexico 

became part of the United States. I outline changes in Spanish settlement, the 

nature and growth of the provincial economy, the declining influence of the 

missions, and the economic demands made by the religious and secular 

authorities on Pueblo labor. I also excimine some of the ways that the Pueblos 

were able to resist Spanish accultxrrative influences through the maintenance 

of their social boundaries or as a result of geographical isolation. 

With this background as context, I turn to an investigation of Pueblo 

textile prxxiuction for the missions and the secular authorities during this 

time. I discuss the types of textiles being produced and the organization of 

production in the missions and villages, and identify the geographical 

distribution of these tribute-producing centers. In Chapter 10 I detail the 

changes that occurred in the production, use, and exchange of textiles for 

Pueblo consumption, and examine the growing rxie of Navajo and Spanish 

weavers in these transactions. In the present chapter, the focus is on Pueblo 

production for outside Spanish consumers. 

Colonial Resettlement and the Growth of the Provincial Economy 

In the aftermath of the Pueblo Revolt, the Eastern F>ueblos split into 

warring factions, the Rio Grande Keres joining with the Jemez, Taos, and 
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Pecos against the Tewa, Tano, and Picuris, therein precluding a united 

defense against the Spaniards' return in 1692 (Espinosa 1988:37). By 1694, 

the Spanicurds had reconquered all of the Pueblo villages except Taos, Hcuris, 

Acoma, Zuni, and the Hopi towns. Colonists once again ventured into New 

Mexico: 1200 persons in 1693, 200 more in 1694, and 66 families in 1695. By 

1696, there were roughly 276 families of settlers in the upper Rio Grande 

(Espinosa 1988:41-50; Kessell 1979:255). Following a second, more limited 

Pueblo rebellion and Spanish reconc[uest in 1696, the Spanish population 

underwent slow but steady growth, providing increased opportunities for 

interaction, exchange, and accommodation between Puebloan and Spanish-

colonial peoples (Kessell 1989). 

The years following the Reconquest were trying ones for the E»ueblos, 

with many villages experiencing severe economic and social upheavals. Some 

Pueblo peoples chose to leave their villages entirely to escape the extreme 

poverty and threats of Spanish reprisals. The Zuni, for instance, abandoned 

their villages after the Revolt of 1680 and when they returned from Dowa 

Yallanne in 1696, reoccupied only the single village of Halona:wa (Fergiison 

1981:340). The Galisteo Basin, too, was deserted after the Reconquest, as 

were several of the Tewa villages. After Vargas' reconquest of 1692, and then 

again following the second rebellion of 1696, many Eastern Pueblos took refuge 

among Navajo, Apache, and the Western Pueblo populations. Oral histories 

from Picuris and Jemez teU of refugees going to live among the Navajo; stories 

from Pojoaque teU of people taking up residence sunong the Navajo and Moqui 

(Bourke 1936:217; 1937:61,70). Many of the Tiwa from Sandia, Alameda, and 

Pajarito took refuge among the Hopi, settling the Second Mesa village of 

Payupki at that time (Ayer 1916: 221). Around 1700, on the invitation of the 
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Walpi people, Tewa people firom Tsanwari near Santa Cruz relocated to Hopi 

to establish the First Mesa village of Hano (Dozier 1966:11; Hodge, Hammond, 

and Rey 1945: 237). As shovra in Table 5-1, these and other impacts led to 

significant population declines in most of the Eastern Pueblo villages during 

the early years of the eighteenth century. 

Following the Reconguest, Spanish authorities sought to stem these 

outmigrations and stabilize Pueblo populations that had been displaced by the 

Revolt. In 1697, the new village of Laguna was settled with refugees firom 

Cochiti, Santo Domingo, and Jemez (Hackett 1937:469). Some Tewas were 

relocated to San Crlst6bal in 1695, and in 1707, the deserted pueblo of 

Pojoaque was resettled with displaced Tewas and some refugees from Pecos 

(Kessell 1980:17). Galisteo was refounded in 1706 with 150 famiUes of 

Christian Tano Indians, people who were, in the words of one authority, 

"found dispersed since the year of 1702 [and] living in the other pueblos, 

ranches, and frontiers in poverty and misfortune" (Bloom 1935a: 49). In 1742, 

Fathers Delgado and Pino retrieved some 400 Rio Grande Tiwas and 

Christianized Moquis from Hopi and resettled them at Isleta, Jemez, and other 

missions; in 1748, 350 of these people were resettled again at Sandia by Fray 

Menchero (Ayer 1916:221; KeUy 1941:27). In 1754, an entirely new pueblo 

and mission were established at Abiquiu for genfzaro (mixed blood) and Hopi 

refugee populations (Kessell 1980:121). These relocations resulted in a 

considerable intermixing of Pueblo poptilations and traditions, and the dilution 

of some of the regional distinctions that had existed prior to the Revolt. 

The demographic instability of the Eastern Pueblo region was fxirther 

exacerbated by recurrent devastating epidemics, droughts, and Indian raids, 

and by Spanish encroachments on Pueblo lands (Lycett 1989). Disease, 
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Table 5.1. Population estunates for the New Mezioo Pueblos, 1680-1821. 

1680' 1730' 1760' me* 1821' 

Taos 2000 732 (with Picairis) 505 427 753 

Picuris 3000 see above 328 223 320 

San Jucin 300 300 316 201 232 

Santa Clara 300 279 257 229 180 

San ndefonso 800 296 484 387 527 

Tesuque 200 400 (with Nambe 
and Pojoaque) 

232 194 187 

Nambe 600 see above 204 183 231 

Pojoaque n/a see above 99 98 93 

Galisteo 800 188 255 152 

Pecos 2000 521 344 269 54 

Jemez 5000 307 373 345 330 

Zia n/a 318 568 416 196 

Santa Ana n/a 209 404 384 471 

San FelLpe 600 234 458 406 310 

Cochiti 300 372 450 486 339 

Santo Domingo 150 281 424 528 726 

Sandia 3000 - 291 275 405 

Isleta 2000 - 304 454 511 

Laguna - 400 600 699 779 

Acoma 1500 600 1502 530 477 

Zuni 2500 800 664 1617 1597 

Totals 25050 6237 9062 16547 8718 

^Hodge 1912, Pt.2:325 in Dozier 1983:Tcible 2. 
'Crespo's visitation, from Adams 1954:95-99 in Dozier 1983:Table 2. 
^Tamardn's visitation, from Adams 1954:43-71 in Dozier 1983:Table 2. 
* Hodge 1912, Pt.2:325 and Thomas 1932:221-245 in Dozier 1983: Table 2. 
'Census of the Custodia of San Pablo in 1821, from KeUey 1941:19. 
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emigration, and Comanche raids, for instance, were cited as effecting a 

population decline at Pecos from 1000 persons in 1706 to fewer than 159 in 1799 

(KesseU 1979:335-342). The smallpox epidemic of 1780-81 resulted in the 

deaths of more than 5000 people, over a quarter of the entire New Mexico 

population. Following this epidemic, GaUsteo was once again abandoned, with 

most of its population moving to Santo Domingo (KesseU 1979:348). Drought, 

pestilence, smallpox epidemics, and Apache and Navajo raids also prompted 

some Hopis to leave their villages in the late 1770s and early 1780s to take up 

residence with friends or relatives at Acoma, Zuni, Zia, Sandia, and other 

villages (Adams 1989:325; Thomas 1932:230). 

Spanish Colonization After the Reconquest 

In the years following the Reconquest, Spanish population witnessed 

slow but steady growth. Santa Fe was reoccupied at the time of the 

Reconquest, and Villa Nueva de Santa Cruz was established in 1695 as New 

Mexico's second most populoiis Spanish town. In 1706, the villa of 

Albuquerque was founded with 252 colonists. By 1744, the population of 

Santa Fe had grown to 127 Spanish families, Santa Cruz to 100 Spanish 

families, and that of Albuquerque eind Atrisco to more than 100 families 

(Hackett 1937:399). By the early 1800s, there were five Spanish towns in New 

Mexico with populations greater thcui 1000 persons. In 1822, the population 

of Albuquerque was 2302, cuid that of the four partidos in the district of Santa 

Fe was reported as 5237 in Santa Fe, 8505 in La Caiiada (Santa Cruz), 2432 in 

Abiquiu, and 3098 in Taos (Bloom 1913:29). 

As during the century before, much of this colonial resettlement 

focused on lands surrounding the Pueblo villages. Although the former Piro 
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region and much of the southern Tiwa lands had been abandoned by these 

groups, the Pueblos still occupied the best agricultural lands north of 

Albuquerque. The Spaniards resettled themselves around these Pueblo 

villages in order to avail themselves of missionary services, to be closer to 

more fertile lands, and to give themselves added protection from nomadic 

raids. The earliest settlements simply took on the names of the adjacent 

pueblos. As before the Revolt, considerable Spanish settlement occurred in 

the vicinity of San Juan, Santa Clara, and the other Tewa villages. Lands 

south of Isleta, which had been abeindoned by the Piros in 1680 and offered 

prime agricultural opportunities, witnessed considerable settlement after the 

Reconquest by Spaniards and genizaros. leading to the estciblishment of the 

towns of Belen, Socorro, and Tome (Bloom 1913:31). 

Witliin a hundred years of the Reconqpiest, a complete reversal had 

occurred in the demographic make-up of the province. In 1697, the 

population of the colony had consisted of only about 1,500 Spaniards and 

perhaps 30,000 Pueblos; by 1758, there were 5,170 Spaniards and fewer thcin 

9,000 New Mexican Pueblos. By 1790, Spanish population had grown to more 

than 15,000, surpassing that of the 10,000 Pueblos, and by 1799, the 

population of Spaniards and mixed bloods in the New Mexico province was 

23,648, twice that of the 10,557 Pueblos and other Indians (Espinosa 1988:58; 

KesseIL1979:415-420,512; KesseIL1980: 11). In 1822, roughly three-quarters 

of New Mexico's 40,000 inhaJsitants were considered Spaniards or persons of 

mixed blood (Bloom 1913:30). 

Some indication of the growth of Spanish/genizaro populations in the 

vicinity of the New Mexico E»ueblo villages is provided in Table 5.2. As shown 

in the table, those Pueblo villages located north of Santa Fe and in the vicinity 
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Table 5.2. Spanish settlement in the vicinity of the New Mexico Pueblos. 

1749' 1760' 1821^ 

Pueblo Spanish Pueblo Spanish Pueblo Spanish 

Taos 540 125 505 160 753 1260 

Picuris 400 90 328 208 320 1047 

Santa Cruz - 1205 - 1515 no info no info 

Abiquiu - - 166 617 246 3029 

S.Juan 500 300 316 575 232 2482 

S.Clara 272 21 257 277 180 1205 

S.ndefonso 354 68 484 30 527 668 

Tesuque 171 - 232 - 187 300 

Nambe 350 100 204 118 231 61 

Pojoaque - - 99 - 93 286 

Pecos 1000 - 344 - 54 738 

Jemez 574 - 373 - 330 534 

Zia 600 100 568 - 196 3 

Santa Ana 600 100 404 - 471 7 

San Felipe 400 70 458 - 310 408 

Cochiti 521 35 450 140 339 359 

S.Domingo 300 - 424 - 726 261 

Sandia 400 - 291 222 405 406 

Isleta and 
Belen 

500 100 304 620 581 4069 

Laguna 528 - 600 86 779 463 

Acoma 960 - 1502 - 477 8 

Zuni 2000 - 664 - 1597 -

'Census of the Custodia of San Pablo in 1749, from KeUey 1941:19. 
'Tamar6n's visitation, from Adams 1954:43-71. 
^Census of the Custodia of San Pablo in 1821, from Bloom 1913:28. 
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of Albuquerque and Belen were influenced by Spanish settlement to the 

greatest degree. An 1821 mission census related that considerable populations 

of Spaniards and "people of other classes" were living in the lands 

surrounding Taos, Picuris, San Juan, Santa Clara, San Ildefonso, Nambe, 

Pojoaque, Tesuque, Pecos, Sandia, and Isleta. Somewhat lower but still 

substantial Spanish poptilations were also living near Cochiti, San Felipe, 

Santo Domingo, Jemez, and Laguna. Only Santa Ana, Zia, Acoma, Zxini, and 

of course, Hopi, were still relatively free of Spanish encroachment by that 

time (Bloom 1913:28; see also Table 5.2). As will be discussed in Chapter 10, 

those Pueblo villages in closest proximity to these larger Spanish settlements 

showed far more evidence of outside influences in their material cvilture 

assemblages, including textiles and clothing styles. 

The New ̂fexioo Provincial Eoonomy in the Eighteenth Century 

The economy of New Mexico after the Reconquest was relatively 

unchanged from the centiiry before, still very much a frontier institution. 

Money was practically nonexistent, and most business transactions were 

conducted by barter. Homemade stockings served as one medium of exchange 

{Baxter 1987:47; TwitcheU 1914, n:486). A principal commodity of exchange 

in the province was sheep (Adams and Chavez 1956:31). These animals 

carried a different exchange value in the north or the Rio Arriba them they 

did in the south or the Rio Abajo, indicating that sheep were less plentiful and 

thus a far more valuable commodity in the north. Fray Dominguez, for 

instance, writing in 1776, reported that two fleeces of wool were worth the 

equivalent of one peso in the Rio Arriba, whereas four fleeces were worth that 

same amount in the Rio Abajo (Adams and Chavez 1956:245). As will be seen, 
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this had considerable bearing on the distribution of weaving centers £ts weU. 

Trade outside the province revolved around the export of pifions, 

hides, livestock, a few agricultural products, and some coarsely-woven 

textiles, many of the latter produced by the Pueblos. The vast majority of 

these goods were traded south into Chibuabua City, the wealthy silver-mining 

capital that replaced Parral as Nueva Vizcaya's leading mining and commercial 

center in the eeurly 1700s, becoming the focus of New Mexico's commercial 

export activity for the next 125 years (Moorhead 1958:40). In 1751, Fray 

Varo identified Pueblo weavings, bison hides, and tanned skins as "the rich 

mines of this kingdom," noting that these also comprised "the principal object 

and attraction of the governors" (Kessell 1979:320,541,Fn.24). In 1788, 

Comandante Ugarte y Loyola identified New Mexico's principal exports as 

skins, coarse textiles, and livestock (Baxter 1987:53). In 1803, New Mexico's 

outside commerce was described by Governor Chacon as consisting primarily 

of the exchange of New Mexican livestock, coarse textiles, furs, and pinons 

for imported fancy textiles, hats, ironwork, and hardware (Baxter 1987:68; 

Twitchell 1914, n:440). 

Throughout this period. New Mexico's trade with New Spain was 

plagued by a crippling trade imbalance. Zebulon Pike observed in 1806-07 

that whereas New Mexico's export products sold very cheaply, goods imported 

from Mexico, including fabrics, fetched extremely high prices (Moorhead 

1958:58). Following Mexican independence from Spain in 1821 and the opening 

of New Mexico's markets to outsiders, more affordcible goods entered the 

province by way of the Santa Fe Trail. Even then, however, barter remained 

the primary mode of exchange. 

Fray Morfi, in his 1778 "Account of Disorders in New Mexico," 
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characterized this provincial barter system as one of intermediary merchants 

exchanging local Indian and Spanish products for imported Spanish and 

Mexican articles. These local goods included buckskins, bison hides, 

blankets, embroidered clothing, stockings, other items made of wool and 

cotton, tanned sheepskins, and some pottery. Morfi reported that these 

merchants took frequent advantage of the Indians in their business dealings; 

interestingly enough, he characterized the Indisuis as "the only ones who 

possess any surplus of sheep, buckskin, blankets, cloth, and pottery" 

(Simmons 1991:133,137). Morfi. also expressed the rather bleisphemous view 

that the economy of New Mexico was much worse off in the eighteenth century 

than it had ever been prior to the arrival of the Spaniards; the only part of 

the province stiUL operating efficiently, in Morfi's opinion, was the rebeUious 

province of Moqui, which "conducts its affairs qioite ably." According to 

Morfi, the Moquis at that time were carrying on a thriving trade in livestock 

with the Spaniards, and were also trading woven goods, livestock, and seeds 

with the other Indians (Simmons 1991:147). Throughout this period, the 

inhabitants of New Mexico remained largely at the mercy of the traders, with 

both the settlers and the E»ueblos constantly in their debt (Bloom 1913: 41). 

Efforts to Stimulate the Commercial Weaving Industry 

Throughout the eighteenth century, wool production was encouraged 

by the authorities as a means of stimulating the local textile industry (Beixter 

1987:59). In 1757, the Pueblos, including the Zunis, Acomsis, and Hopis, 

were described as possessing some 64,561 sheep and goats raanado menorl; 

the Spaniards, in comparison, had 47,621 (KesseU 1979:507-512), Varloias 

embargos were imposed during the eighteenth century to prevent the 
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exportation of sheep and wool in order to maintain adequate wool supplies in 

the cxilony for textile production. Governor Cruzat y G6ngora, for instance, 

citing shortages in local clothing supplies, issued a bando in 1735 prohibiting 

the exportation of wool (Baxter 1987:26). Despite such efforts, wool 

shortages continued. In 1777, Governor Mendinueta imposed an embeurgo on 

the exportation of cattle, sheep, and wool, complaining that "the looms on 

which it [wool] was being xjsed are idle;" this left many New Mexican weavers, 

presumably speaking of Spanish ones, unemployed (Bloom 1927:230; TwitcheU 

1914, rC: 258) • By the time of Anza's census in 1779, the number of sheep in 

the province had fallen to 69,000, with the decline attributed to excessive 

exports and increased nomadic raids (Baxter 1987:51). Although coarse 

textiles were still identified among New Mexico's principal exports in 1803, 

wool shortages weire cited as restricting the sfrowth of the commercial weaving 

industry in the province (Baxter 1987:53,59). 

Various attempts were made by New Mexican officials to stimulate the 

provincial weaving industry, as this wets seen as providing one of the few 

opportunities for economic growth. In 1778, Morfi proposed that an effort be 

made to improve both the quality and quantity of New Mexico's textile exports 

in order to make them more competitive throughout New Spain. He suggested 

that one way to do this was to bring skilled professional weavers into the 

province to train local weavers. Ten years later, this recommendation was 

reiterated by Ugarte y Loyola. Finally, in 1805, a contract was issued to 

Mexican masterweaver Ygnado Ricardo Bazan and his brother Juan to come to 

New Mexico instruct local apprentices, probably all Hispanic males, in the 

trade. In 1807, this instruction began (Baxter 1987:53,59; Twitchell 1914,11: 

479,486). The program met with only limited success; although the weaving 

J 
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indiistry did undergo some improvement, it never reaped the ecanomic 

benefits its planners had hoped for. 

There is no indication that Pueblo weavers ever participated in these 

government-sponsored weaving efforts, nor does it appear that Pueblo 

textiles comprised a significant proportion of exports to Mexico after the end 

of the eighteenth century. By the late 1700s and early 1800s, most nffimai 

reports of commercial weaving in the province were crediting role to 

Hispanic weavers, not Pueblo ones. 

Although the commercial weaving industry never met the expectations 

of New Mexico's officials, the livestock industry flourished again. By 1839, 

the number of sheep in New Mexico had grown to 240,000 sheep and goats, 

with 52,000 of these reported for the Santa Fe area, 23,000 in the vicinity of 

La Cafiada (Santa Cruz), cind 155,000, nearly twice as many as in the north, 

in the Rio Abajo region near Albuquerque (Bloom 1913:18). When Gregg 

visited New Mexico in the 1830s, he described sheep as "the staple production 

of New Mexico, and the principal article of exportation," noting that the wool 

supply at that time greatly exceeded the demand by local weavers (Baxter 

1987:90. In Chapter 10, the growth of the livestock industry among the 

Pueblos is explored in greater detail. 

The ReestabUshment of the Missions 

Missions were resettled at Pecos, San Felipe, Santa Ana, and Zia by 

1694, and by 1750, most of the New Mexico missions had been reestcUalished in 

their former locations (Espinosa 1988:41; KeUy 1941:15). The friars in post-

Revolt New Mexico were by now keenly aware that Pueblo conformity to 

Christianity was superficial at best and resigned themselves to a reluctant 
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acx:eptance and more realistic appraisal of Pueblo ways. As Fray Vargas 

lamented in a 1696 letter to the Viceroy, the Pueblos were: 

still very averse to the law of our beloved Christ [They] do not 
abandon idolatry and bad ways... The said Indians want peace with the 
Spaniards only for their trade and commerce and not to observe our 
holy law. For we see by the obvioiis results the very clear truth 
(Espinosa 1988:290). 

Relations between church and state were so improved following the 

Reconquest (Espinosa 1988:56) that secular and religious leaders were able to 

mount a joint, and ultimately final assault on Pueblo religion in the early 

1700s. With the combined backing of Governor Pefluelta and Custodian PefSa, 

Sarqento Mayor Ulibarri led an attack on Pueblo religious practices ca. 1707, 

denouncing native rites cind destroying kivas cmd religious paraphemeQia. 

Although these actions had the official support of the Franciscans, not all 

friars were in accord with them; like some governors of the centxiry before, 

some of the friars used access to kivas as a bargaining chip to curry the 

Indians' favor (Kessell 1979:310-311). 

Under the administration of Pefiuelta's successor. Governor Mogollon, 

the issue of Spanish control over Pueblo cultural and religious practices came 

to a head. In 1714 Mogollon ordered the destruction of all kivas and forbade 

their reconstruction under penedty of a htindred lashes and fovir years of 

labor in a sweatshop. Soon afterwards, he convened a 1unta in Santa Fe to 

deliberate upon the Pueblos' native customs, religious practices, kivas, and 

their use of weapons, with the intent of determining once and for all whether 

the practice of these native ways, including the use of traditional clothing and 

means of adornment, should be allowed to continue. After consultation with 

the clergy, Mogollon reluctantly ruled that the Pueblos could retain their 

native dress, though he urged the friars to expedite the transition to more 
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Christian attire; "I have cxjxne to realize," admitted Governor Mogollon to the 

viceroy, "that to make the Indians change their dress would be for them more 

lamentable than having removed their kivas and weapons" (Kessell 1979:312-

319). This represents one of the few attempts by the Spanish secular 

authorities to direct the course of clothing change among the Pueblos. In 

comparison with later efforts by the United States Government, it proved 

relatively tcune. After this point in time, the clergy and civil authorities 

turned their attention to more pressing economic cind defensive concerns; with 

this shift in focus, their attacks on Pueblo cultural practices, including form 

of dress, came to an end. Both groups continued to view the Pueblos as their 

greatest exploitable resource, but also increasingly embraced them as 

defensive allies in their campaigns against the nomadic tribes. 

The missionary effort was never fully restored after the Reconquest and 

the church took a secondary position to military and economic matters, with 

the Crown supporting only half as many friars as the century before (Kessell 

1980:11). Although the missionaries continued to freight mission supplies and 

local goods between New Mexico and Chihuahua, they no longer held economic 

sway over the colony; this loss of economic primacy accompeuiied a decline in 

political power. The adoption of more tolerant attitudes toward the E»ueblos 

was just one concession made by the fcriars to retain a foothold in the 

province. 

The reports of two visiting bishops highlighted some of the major 

weaknesses in New Mexico's eighteenth-century missionary program. Bishop 

Crespo remarked in 1730 upon the failure of the missionaries to leam the 

Pueblo languages, a problem reiterated by Bishop Tamar6n in 1759; the Pueblo 

people, explained Tamcir6n, "recite the catechism in Spanish but since they 
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do not know this language, they do not understand what they are saying" 

(Adams 1954:78,102). The other major obstacle was attributed to the 

unconverted nomads, who not only caused disruptions in the frontier Pueblo 

villages where they traded, but raided the missions with increasing intensity, 

attacks from which the missions were unable to defend (Adams 1954:31). 

By the mid-eighteenth century, the Franciscans had lost much of their 

authority and were resigned to ideological compromise. Tamaron, visiting aU 

of the New Mexico missions except Zuni in 1759, reported that although he had 

personally witnessed no formal idolatry among the Pueblos, he suspected its 

practice; indeed by this time, the Pueblos were openly using their kivas for 

dances, meetings, and other purposes with the friars' tacit consent (Adams 

1954:74). Dominguez, in his 1776 account, referred almost matter-of-factly 

to the Pueblos' use of their kivas, indicating that by then they had regained 

not only the fuU use of their kivas but the complement of activities associated 

with them (Adams and Chavez 1956:255,Fn.258). By the mid-1700s, the 

missionaries foxand themselves politically outnximbered and outweighed; at the 

time of Tamar6n's visit in 1759, there were only 24 Franciscan friars in New 

Mexico and 6 in El Paso, and each was alone in his pueblo (Adams 1954 : 77). 

In 1781, Governor Anza further consolidated the missions, cutting the number 

to 20, though the nxomber was raised again in 1790 to 24 (KesseU. 1979: 348-

352). 

As the eighteenth century progressed, the missionaries redirected 

much of their attention away from the Pueblos and toward the Hispanic 

community that provided much of their economic support; a 1750 report 

accused some friars of neglecting the Pueblos entirely, even refusing to say 

mess for them (Hackett 1937:5). After 1760, and the reorganization of the 
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Franciscan Order, the friars became parish priests under the authority of the 

Bishop of Durango, and the mission establishments ceased to ftinction as true 

mission operations. By the Mexican Period, the missions existed largely in 

name only, and Franciscan authority in New Mexico had fallen to an all time low 

(KesseU 1980:14; Van Well 1942:53). 

Pueblo Labor for the Misprions 

Just as they had the century before, the Pueblos continued to provide 

Tabor and food to the missions. In 1754, Father Trigo reported that Pueblo 

contributions to the missions included offerings of wheat or maize raised on 

mission or Pueblo lands; Laguna, Acoma, and Zuni, which maintained large 

livestock herds, and also San Felipe to a lesser extent, also contributed sheep 

or mutton. Most of the Pueblo villages also provided church assistants, 

including persons to tend mission gardens and women to grind wheat (Hackett 

1937:462). In his 1760 report, Bishop Tamaron irelated that the Indians sowed 

wheat, maize, and beans for the friars and provided them with firewood, 

adding that 40 Indians were engaged by each mission to provide service for 

week-long periods (Adams 1954:78). In 1776, Fray Dominguez described the 

Indians as serving "vario\is tasks" for the missions, including the herding of 

mission livestock at Nambe, San Ildefonso, Kcxiris, Santa Clara, Santo 

Domingo, Sandia, Cochiti, San Felipe, Santa Ana, Zia, Jemez, Lagxina, Zuni, 

and Isleta (Adams and Chavez 1956). 

By the mid-eighteenth century, the missionaries had come to rely 

heavily on the surroianding Hispanic community for their support. Spanish 

parishioners contributed "first fruits" to the friars for their general 

sustenance; these consisted of predetermined shares of local agricultural 
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products and livestock yields, including grains, chile, onions, garlic, sheep 

and wool (Adams and Chavez 1956:30). For special services - baptisms, 

weddings, funerals, and the like - the &iars received offerings known as 

obventions, which consulted typically of sheep or other livestock, and 

sometimes agricultural products or other goods (Adams and Chavez 1956: 

205). 

Civil Labor and Tribute Demands 

Although both the missionaries and the secular authorities continued to 

regard the Pueblos as their rightful source of labor throughout the eighteenth 

centxiry, far and away the greatest exploiters of Pueblo labor during t-big time 

were the dvil authorities, particularly the governors and the alcaldes 

mavores. Much of this exploitation was encouraged by a system that kept dvil 

salaries unreasonably low or nonexistent; the alcaldes mavores, for instance, 

received no salaries at all. The only hope of profit for these underpaid 

officials lay in their exploitation of the Indians or the manipulation of their 

official positions; as in pre-Revolt times, the system invited abuse (Sixmnons 

1991:161). 

A report made by the Duke of Albuquerque in 1709 described Pueblo 

men and women being taken from their villages to work for the governors and 

alcaldes mavores without pay, to plant their fields, and in the case of the 

women, to grind com and wheat (Hackett 1937:430). According to the Diike's 

report, this left very few people in the pueblos during these periods, 

suggesting that all but the very young and very old were absent during times 

of planting eind harvest. 

The secular labor demands made on the Pueblos during this period are 
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understood largely from the reports of the friars, who were, to be sure, less 

than impartial observers. Many of the abuses that were inflicted upon the 

Indians also bore adverse consequences for the missions. When harvests were 

seized by the governors, for instance, many of the Indians were forced to 

leave their mission villages to seek alternate means of subsistence. Fray 

Oelgado's 1750 report is colored with complaints that these secular labor 

demands were emptying out the missions, taking Indians away from the clergy 

and making new conversions nearly impossible (Hackett 1937:427). In that the 

friars were motivated to protect their labor base and the raison d'etre of their 

institutions, these factors must be weighed when interpreting their accounts. 

Even when these caveats cire considered, the demands made by the 

secxilar authorities in the eighteenth century appear to have been quite 

extreme. Delgado's 1750 report detailed a niomber of abuses that were 

instigated by the governors and alcaldes mavores against the Indians. 

According to this report, tithes of maize were appropriated by the governor 

from both the Pueblo villages and the missions; the governor allegedly paid 

only half their worth and forced the Pueblos to transport these goods without 

compensation. Left with inadequate food supplies, Pueblo peoples were forced 

to leave their villages to find alternative resources, some seeking employment 

on Spanish ranches and leaving many of the missions largely unoccupied. 

Pueblo males also worked as laborers on Spanish building projects or drove 

herds of cattle south to Chihuahua, tasks that meant leaving families and 

fields behind for weeks or months on end. According to Delgado, the alcaldes 

mavores had the authority to make the Indians "work without pity," and 

conscripted squads of 30 to 40 males to work "the greater part of the year in 

planting maize and wheat, which they care for until it is placed in the 

J 
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granaries." Some Pueblo men were even reportedly sent among the nomadic 

tribes as emissaries to exchange indigo, knives, tobacco, and chuchumates for 

cattle and deer hides. Women were not exempt from these labor demands; 

many were engaged in spinning great quantities of wool for the blankets that 

were collected from the pueblos; according to Delgado, their only reward for 

this work was "a handfial of tobacco," divided among many (Hackett 1937:426-

427). 

In 1760, Fray Lazaun detailed additional abuses of Pueblo laborers by 

the governors and other civil authorities. He reported that although the 

governors had collected tithes from the Pueblos for the past three decades, 

they had not provided any compensation for these goods or for their 

transport. He also explained that both Pueblo men and women were enlisted 

by the governor to fulfill periods of personal service in Santa Fe, with the men 

chopping wood or performing other tasks, the women grinding com and wheat 

by hand. The labor of these "weekly servants," or semaneros as they were 

called, was schedialed by the authorities so that the Indians from the villages 

north of Santa Fe provided labor from Easter to All Saints' Day (i.e., spring 

through fall), and those "downstream" served from AH Souls' Day to Easter 

(faU through spring). Lezaun also reported that the alcaldes mavores 

engaged semaneros to work their fields and shear their flocks; these workers 

were xincompensated, receiving neither payment nor food for their labor. 

Moreover, 10 Indians from the Rio Abajo villages were enlisted on a weekly 

basis to tend the governors' sheep (Hackett 1937:471). 

Such abuses continued throughout the eighteenth century and into the 

nineteenth. A 1773 report by Fray Ruiz charged the lieutenant at Acoma and 

the alcalde at Jemez with taking sheep from the Indians, and the alcalde of the 
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Acoma-Laguna acea with forcing the Indians to shear his sheep (Hackett 1937: 

504). Morfi, in 1778, reported that the alcaldes and their lieutenants had 

taken sheep and food from the Pueblos and were having them perform personal 

services on their behalf, including working in the fields and grinding wheat 

and com (Simmons 1991:153). According to Bloom (1913:33), 

mistreatment of the Indians by the governors and alcaldes continued well into 

the early 1800s. 

In 1821, Mexico won its independence ftx)m Spain. From that time until 

the outbreak of the Mexican War in 1846, when New Mexico was occupied by 

American forces, the province fell under Mexican administration. In 1848, 

under the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, the United States acqxiired legal 

possession of New Mexico. Under the Mexican constitution, all Mexican-bom 

persons, including Indians, were granted full citizenship. Otherwise, few 

procedural changes affecting the Pueblos were enacted during the Mexican 

Period. Education continued to be the responsibility of the church, and no 

seculctr educational programs were instituted in the region (Minge 1991:42; 

Spicer 1962:334). Thus, no programs of directed cultvire change were 

implemented toward the Pueblos under the Mexican administration. These 

awaited the policies of the United States Government, which would be 

instituted en masse in the later years of the nineteenth century. 

Pueblo Forms of Resistance 

Despite the negative repercussions of population movements and disease 

epidemics. Pueblo societies managed to withstand many of the effects of 

Spanish settlement during this time through the maintenance of their social 

boundaries and geographical isolation. Fray Menchero, for instance. 
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speaking of Santa Fe, explained that few Indians lived there "becavise they do 

not like to live with the Spaniards" (Hackett 1937:399). Few Pueblos resided 

outside their villages except in cases of intermarriage, and such marriages 

were infrequent compared to those between Spaniards and Indians from the 

nomadic tribes (Bloom 1913:31). 

Most forms of resistance were directed toward protecting native social 

institutions and religious beliefs and practices. In the Rio Grande villages, 

native religious practices went underground, becoming more secretive and 

"compartmentalized" (Dozier 1983:75). In some instances, this social distance 

was unwittingly fostered by the friars themselves. During the early 1700s, 

it was established practice for the Franciscans to converse with their converts 

in Spanish eind to prohibit the use of native languages in their presence; this 

had the effect, regrettable for the former but amenable to the latter, of 

maintaining strong social boundaries between the missionaries and the Pueblos 

(Spicer 1962:327). Both Bishop Crespo in 1730 and Bishop Tamaron in 1760 

viewed the missionaries' failure to leam the Pueblos' languages as a major 

weakness of the mission program. In all likelihood, the fault was not entirely 

the friars' own; by the eighteenth century, the Pueblos had come to realize 

that one of the stirest ways to protect their culture and preserve their 

cultural boundaries weis to shield their languages from outsiders (KesseE 

1979:338; 1989:133). 

FoUowing the Revolt, the missionaries and the Pueblos reached an 

uneasy compromise; though religious conformity was still the goal, the friars 

settled for "an imperfectly converted Christian Indian who practiced the old 

ways in his pueblo and attended mass on Sundays and holy days of obligation" 

(Sanchez 1987:93). The Franciscans' efforts to replace the native religion 
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with one of their own had been a failure. In Kessell's (1979:355) words: 

the friars had failed to impose upon the Pueblos more than a patchy 
veneer of Christianity. They had not stamped out klvas or kachinas, 
by force or persuasion. They had not learned their langxiages. During 
the eighteenth century, they had come grudgingly to accept 
coexistence. They kept on baptizing and marrying, but recognized 
that spiritual conquest had eluded them. 

This was abundantly clear to Fray Escalante in 1770 when he acknowledged 

that the Franciscans had failed to extincfuish the native dances; Viceroy 

ReviUagigedo, writing in 1793, characterized the Pueblos as "heathens 

underneath" (Kessell 1979:319,353-355). By the Mexican Period, Pueblo 

dances were being openly performed and even sanctioned by the governor 

(Minge 1991:47), indicating that the Pueblos' efforts to safeguard and 

maintain core elements of their traditions had prevailed. 

Although Pueblo ceremonial life underwent relatively few cheinges 

during this period, a certain amount of acculturation to Spanish ways did 

ocCTir, primarily in the economic realm and especially in those Pueblo villages 

located closest to areas of intensive Spanish settlement. Dominguez noted in 

1776 that the Pueblo people of San Juan and Isleta were considereibly more 

fluent in speaking and understanding Spanish than those at the other 

missions, and he reported that the people of Isleta had adopted a number of 

Spanish cxostoms including the use of bedsteads and mattresses. Both of these 

missions, he noted, administered to a large number of Spanish settlers in 

addition to their Pueblo converts (Adams and Chavez 1956:90,207). Such 

interactions fostered an expansion of economic and social relations between 

E*ueblos and Hispanos at the community level, with those residing in adjacent 

settlements increasingly regarding each other as vprinoa and compadres. By 

the end of the eighteenth century, a "pragmatic accommodation" had evolved 
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between Hispanic and Pueblo populations living along the Rio Grande, which 

was to continue until outside efforts to legislate water and land rights 

fomented increasing tensions between them (Kessell 1989:129-135). 

The Geooraphical Isolation of the Western Pueblos 

Throughout the Spanish and Mexican Periods, the Pueblos of Acoma, 

Zuni, and Hopi were able to successfully maintain their social distance from 

New Mexico's Hispanic populations as a result of their isolated geographical 

locations. Though each of these communities had been economically influenced 

by the mission program, incorporating new grains, fruit trees, and livestock 

into their subsistence regimens, this had little effect in most cases beyond 

broadening the variety of the sxibsistence base (Reynolds 1986:281). The 

only addition having any real socioeconomic impact was livestock raising, 

which became a male-dominated activity among the Pueblos (Adams 1989:87; 

see also Parsons 1939:110). Whereas the acquisition of European goods 

amplified the range of material cultvure items available to them, it did not 

appreciably transform their economic base. In New Mexico's frontier economy, 

barter with Hispanic groups differed relatively little from the mechanisms of 

exchange practiced in earlier times. And although Acoma and Zuni were 

impacted by Spanish civil demands for textiles and labor, social interactions 

with Spanish populations were infrequent. 

The ever-present threat of Navajo and Apache hostilities furthered the 

isolation of these Western E*ueblo towns. Travel to these remote communities 

was deemed a hazardous undertaking in the eighteenth century r and this had 

the effect of buffering Acoma, Zuni, eind Hopi from frequent, long-term 

contacts with Spciniards. Because of their isolated locations and more marginal 
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enviionments, these communities maintained far more autonomy and control 

over their social and economic Uves than did most of the Rio Grande villages. 

As will be seen in Chapter 10, it was largely in these remote western villages 

that textile production survived as a specialized craft activity well into the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 

Zuni maintained a sizable population throughout this period; in 1776 its 

population of 1617 persons exceeded that of Santa Fe (Kessell 1980: 206). By 

the early 1800s, Zuni had been practically abandoned as a mission site, with 

priestly visits occurring at most once a year and sometimes only every two or 

three (Kessell 1980:210); by 1844, Zuni was no longer ministered to by the 

Franciscans at all ( Minge 1991:45) - As a result of its isolated location and lack 

of a mission presence, Zuni came to shelter a large number of unconverted 

Indians during this time, and was able to maintain its traditional ways well into 

the American Period. 

The Hopi towns served as a constant, nagging reminder of frustration 

and failure for the New Mexican authorities; for the Religious, in particular, 

Hopi was the thorn in the side of religious zeal. Between 1699 and 1732, the 

Franciscans were thwarted in four separate attempts to reconvert the apostate 

Moquis; during the same period, four similarly-failed punitive expeditions 

were mounted by the governors. In 1742, Fathers Delgado and Pino were 

finally successfvil in converting some Hopis, bringing 440 Hopis and Hopi-

Tiwas to the Rio Grande where they were distributed among the various 

missions. Three years later. Fray Delgado reportedly brought out 2000 more 

Hopi converts, disbursing some to the missions at I^eta and Jemez and placing 

others under personal service to the governor and alcaldes mayores (Hackett 

1937:30-31). 
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Bishop Tainar6n did not visit the Moqui Pueblos during his 1760 

visitation, though he acknowledged in his report that missionary visits to 

Moqui had been infrequent and had seldom borne fruit. Attesting to the 

isolation of the Hopi Mesas, he noted that the presence of hostile nomadic 

tribes made visits to the Moquis prohibitively dangerous without adequate 

escorts (Adams 1954:4). In 1775, the Moquis were visited by Fray Escalante, 

and in 1776 by Escalante and Dominguez; their attempts at conversion were 

just as unsuccessful as the efforts of the Jesuit Garc^ at Oraibi that same 

year. As related by Miera in his 1777 report to the King of Spain, the Moqui 

Pueblos continued to "serve as an asylum for many apostates from the 

Christian pueblos of that province" (Bolton 1950:246). 

Severe droughts and crop failxires at Hopi in the late 1770s fueled 

renewed efforts by Governor Anza for the Moquis' conversion. Though Anza 

did manage to bring a few Hopis back with him in 1780, his efforts were 

largely unsuccessful. Despite the desperate economic conditions existing in 

the Hopi villages at that time, Hopi leaders were able to withstand the lure of 

Spanish enticements. As the visit was later described by Bancroft (U. S. D. I. 

1894:167), "the chief at Oraibe was offered a load of provisions to relieve 

immediate wants, but he proudly declined the gift, as he had nothing to offer 

in return." 

Anza's departure spelled the end of the Spanish program at Hopi. 

Although the Hopis, like all the Pueblos, were impacted by Spanish-

introduced (iispiases and domesticated plants and animals, especially sheep, 

they were able to withstand the major assaults on their cultvure due to their 

remote and isolated location and because their subsistence base had little to 

offer the colonization effort. After 1700, Hopi leaders maintained a united 
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front against their Spanish visitors and avoided cxjnfirontation by employing 

a form of skillfijl diplomacy that included "passive resistance" to Spanish 

demands. Through these mechanisms, the Hopis were etble to preserve their 

ciilture virtually intact throughout the Spanish period (Adams 1989:87-89). 

At the time of Mexican independence in 1821, Hopi was considered to Ue 

well beyond the frontier of the New Mexican province. During the Mexican 

Period, it fell outside of New Mexico's jxirisdiction entirely, though it remained 

part of the Republic of Mexico (Minge 1991:42). With the exception of a few 

sporadic visits by missionaries and governors, Hopi maintained almost 

complete isolation from Spanish popiilations and institutions during the 150-

year period from the time of the Reconquest to the end of the Mexican Period. 

As noted above, one of the major reasons why the Hopis were so 

successful in maintaining their isolation is that they occupied a marginal 

environment that had little to attract colonial settlement. As recounted by 

Donaldson (1893:44), "the Spaniards quickly relinquished their hold upon the 

Moqxjis... because in their country they found but little forage for their horses 

and poor food for their soldiers." Hopi lacked both the natural resources and 

the human ones to justify a concerted colonization effort, and was considered 

too marginal to sustain Spanish settlement or economic enterprises. These 

limitations were, in effect, Hopi's salvation; free from Spemish pressures, the 

Hopis were left to maintain and intensify certain key economic pursuits, among 

them weaving. This economic intensification assured them status as trading 

partners in the Pueblo regional exchange network, and gfuaranteed them 

access to imported Mexican goods, including bayeta and indigo, through trade 

with the Rio Grande villages. 
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Pueblo Textile Production for Spanish Interests 

Textile Production for the Religious Authorltfes 

Textiles for Use in the Missions 

In his 1776 report on the missions of New Mexico, Fray Dominguez 

described missions richly adorned with imported fabrics, vestments, and 

linens, some new but many old and worn (Adams euid Chavez 1956). These 

textiles, explained Dominguez, were obtained by the missions as gifts from the 

Crown or church benefactors, or they were acqiiired by the friars themselves 

(Adams and Chavez 1956:205) - As during the seventeenth century, the friars 

presximably acquired many of these goods through the sale of mission products 

including sheep and Pueblo-woven textiles. Dominguez described one prized 

textile at Acoma, "a beautiful carpet dyed with cochineal, which the Indians 

had woven in Father Pino's time" (ca. 1740s), and he also mentioned "a small 

carpet dyed with cochineal" that he had seen on the altar of the Laguna 

church, though he provided no information regarding the source of the latter 

(Adams and Chavez 1956:184-191). 

From the sound of these descriptions, it seems unlikely that the Pueblos 

were ever involved in producing more than occasional fabrics for church use, 

because imported textiles were coveted, almost mandated, for this purpose. 

The only known example of a Pueblo-made textile being used for this purpose 

during this time is the above-mentioned carpet made at Acoma for Fray Pino. 

There is also one account, contained in testimony by one Fray Vermijo, that 

describes the weaving of small quantities of woolen cloth for the friars' use as 

clothing, which may refer to production by Pueblo weavers (Kelly 1941:66-

67). By the mid-eighteenth centiiry, a large proportion of the domestic 

textile needs of the friars were evidentiy being met by another group of 
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producers, Hispanic weavers, particularly those residing in the Rio Abajo 

area. In 1776, Dominguez reported that the missionaries at Sandia and 

Albuquerque were receiving blankets, sackcloth, and wocfl as obventions from 

the Spanish settlers in nearby commxuiities (Adams and Chavez 1956:142-150), 

suggesting that within this region at least, there was less of a demand for 

E>ueblo-raade cloth or blankets for the friars' personal use. 

Textiles Exacted by the Missionaries for Export 

Information pertaining to Pueblo textile production at the missions 

suffers from the same deaartJi of documentation as the century before. The 

known reference pertains to a report by Don Juan Antonio de Omedal y Masa, 

a secular official who was sent by the viceroy to New Mexico ca. 1750 to 

investigate the operation of the missions. Sadly, Omedal's report has not 

been found; there are only the refutations made by the Franciscan provincial 

Fray Serrano, and a few other friars. 

From Serrano's 1750 response to Omedal's report, it is inferred that 

Omedal had charged the Franciscans with compelling the Indians to "weave 

wool and cotton without paying them for their work -" This charge may have 

been prompted by the actions of one ficiar at Acoma who had allegedly forced 

the Acoma Indians to weave without pay and who had subsequently been 

transferred to Galisteo by the govemor (Hackett 1937:448). Omedal made the 

charge that large quantities of textiles had been acquired by the friars in this 

manner, and claimed that the friars had used these appropriated textiles, as 

weU as hides, to engage in excessive trading practices. Omedal evidently 

also alleged that when the Indians ran short in their quotas of woven goods, 

the friars confiscated their own hides or clothing for trading purposes. As 
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the charge was explained by Serrano: 

not being content with the cloth of wool and cotton that they [the 
Indians] weave for them, refusing to spare them even the little that 
they are able to make for clothing themselves and their families, when 
it happens that through some accident the Indians cannot satisfy them, 
the religious arbitrarily take from them in payment.. .the buffalo skins 
that they obtain for sheltering themselves, and the buckskins that they 
sell and give away among each other (Hackett 1937:448). 

In response to the charge that the friars had exacted immense quantities 

of textiles from the Pueblos, Serrano maintained that this could not have been 

the case because the friars lacked access to the raw materials that would have 

been required to produce them: 

As the poor missionary religious has no more than a very small flock of 
sheep for his missionary use, the product from the wool must be 
correspondingly small; and the money to buy cotton for the immense 
works that are so exaggerated by the informant, they have not, so that 
the material for them must be lacking (Hackett 1937:448). 

According to Fray Vermijo, who also registered a response to Omedal's 

charges, only small numbers of sheep were being raised at that time by the 

Pueblos and Spaniards Kvlng in the Rio Arriba region north of Santa Fe. He 

explained that two sheep were killed each month for the support of each friar, 

with half of the wool retained by the two semaneros and the other half woven 

into clothes for the padre, presumably by Pueblo or Hispanic weavers. In the 

nine Rio Abajo missions where wool coid cotton were more abundant, the 

Indians did indeed weave some mantas for the friars but not, maintained 

Vermijo, in the quantities charged by Omedal (KeUy 1941:66-67). 

The OrqaniTation of Textile Production at the Missions 

As the sole source of published information pertaining to textile 

production at the eighteenth-century missions, these passages are 

disappointing as they provide little more than tantalizing allusions to what may 
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have been occurring during this time. They reveal nothing about the 

organization of production or the gender of producers. These accounts do 

indicate, however, that both cotton and woolen textiles were being woven for 

the friars at some of the missions, and they further reveal that some of Miis 

cotton fiber had to be purchased, presumably from Spanish farms. These 

passages also relate that the friars were in the practice of issuing raw 

materials - primarily wool, but some cotton - to the Pueblo weavers producing 

on their behalf. These accoxints provide a sense of the difficulties the Pueblos 

must have had in sustaining the textile needs of their own coirnnvmities during 

this period, if the reports of the friars coirnnandeering the Pueblos' own 

clothing are anywhere accurate. However, as will be seen, the demands made 

by the missionaries dxaring this time apppear tame compared to those made by 

the governors and alcaldes mavores in the Rio Abajo district. 

The testimony pertaining to the Omedal report fails to inform on the 

scheduling of textile production at the missions, but because wool supplies 

became available in the spring, it is speciilated that much of the textile 

production for the missions took place during the agricultural season. As 

much of the labor performed for the missionaries (and the secular authorities 

as weU) involved planting, harvesting, and livestock care, it is also inferred 

that this posed serious scheduling problems to the Pueblos, both in regards 

to their own agricultural needs and for producing textiles for their own 

consumption. 

The documentation pertaining to the Omedal report is particularly 

illuminating for identifying the geographical distribution of mission textile-

production centers, a distribution merely suggested in the seventeenth-

century accounts. This information reveals that by the mid-eighteenth 
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centxiry, only small numbers of textiles were being produced for the firiars at 

the Tewa (and presumably northern Tiwa) missions, whereas considerably 

greater quantities were being produced by the Rio Grande Keres, southern 

Tiwa, the Jemez, Acoma, Laguna, and Zuni. When Hopi is added to t-hig list, 

this distribution corresponds quite closely to the regional patterns of textile 

production identified in the early Spanish accounts, suggesting that locales 

specializing in textile production at the time of contact continued to fulfill this 

role throughout the Spanish period. Conversely, those communities lacking 

a strong textile tradition at the time of contact never seem to have developed 

one in historic times, despite considerable pressures by the missionaries, 

encomenderos, and civil officials to effect this transition. 

The key variable in this distribution is fiber supply; clearly, 

communities that had to import their fiber could only generate a surplus if 

large quantities of fiber were infxxsed from the outside. As discussed in 

Chapter 3 and will be shown in Chapters 6 through 9, a high correlation 

appears to have existed in late-prehistoric times between the local availability 

of textile fibers and those regions specializing in the intensive production of 

textiles. Although the nature of these textile fibers had undergone a shift 

from cotton (or at Zuni, yucca) at the time of contact to wool by the 1700s, the 

regions of fiber abundance did not appreciably change. 

As will be discussed in Chapter 9, cotton cultivation seems to have 

witnessed a significant decline in the upper Rio Grande sometime prior to 

contact, so that textile production was no longer a major economic activity in 

that region in early-historic times. Similarly, few sheep were reportedly 

raised in the Rio Arriba during the Spanish period, and weaving in wool never 

seems to have reached surplus proportions in the Tewa or northern Tiwa 
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villages. 

In contrast, the Piro, southern Tiwa, and eastern Keresan villages, 

which were part of the Rio Aba jo region in historic times, were characterized 

at the time of contact by abtindant cotton production and textile specialization. 

During the eighteenth century, the Rio Abajo is also where the most intensive 

sheep grazing and textile-production activities occurred. As wiU be seen in 

Chapter 10, this correlation between textile production and fiber supply 

characterized not only Pueblo textile production for the missions and the 

secular authorities, but production for the Pueblos' own internal needs as 

wen. Fiber supply remained the principal variable for predicting the 

distribution of the textile-producing villages until eclipsed by the demands of 

outside wage labor. 

Textile Production for the Secular Authorities 

The documentary evidence indicates that a substantial amount of Pueblo 

labor, especially in the Rio Abajo region, was directed toward the production 

of woolen blankets for the secular authorities. There are no references to the 

operation of weaving workshops or obraies in Scinta Fe during the 1700s, 

though it is known that the alcalde mayor of Socorro del Sur near El Paso 

operated an obraie in the 1740s that was staffed with criminal labor (TwitcheU 

1914,11:218). By this time, obraies were commonly employed by the 

authorities as correctional facilities. In 1764, for instance, a large obraie or 

woolen mill was operated by civil authorities on the Hacienda de Enciniiiag in 

Chihuahua, which was staffed with over 137 convicts and 12 Indian prisoners 

of war from New Mexico and Nueva Vizcava (Simmons 1968:178). 

References to Pueblo textile production for the civil authorities during 

i 
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this time allude only to textiles woven within the Pueblo villages. Most of t-hi« 

information comes from clerical reports written between 1750 and 1780; one 

earlier record dated 1731-1733 cites criminal proceedings against one Ramon 

Garzia Jurado, charging him with forcing the Indians c£ Zia, Jemez, and Santa 

Ana to spin and weave on his accoiint (Spanish Archives of New Mexico 275-

00559). 

By mid-century, the forced production of textiles for the governors and 

alcaldes was in fuU swing, with these Pueblo weavings destined for far-ofif 

markets in northern Mexico. In his 1750 report. Fray Delgado charged the 

alcaldes mavores with forcing the Indians to weave "four hundred blankets, 

or as many woolen sheets" per year; he seemed to imply that men were doing 

this weaving when he contrasted the weaving activities of the "Indians" with 

those of the women who were compelled "to spin almost eill the wool needed for 

the said sheets and blankets" (Hackett 1937: 427). The Trigo Report dating 

to that scime year cheirged the alcalde of Isleta with forcing the Indians to 

shear "over one thousand" head of his sheep, explaining that the wool was 

then distributed to each household to be made into a blanket for the governor; 

according to the Vermejo-Lezaun report, nearly two hundred blankets were 

collected from Isleta in this manner (KeUy 1941:76). Fray Lezaun, in 1760, 

explained that the governor distributed wool among the Pueblos for 

manufacture into blankets, and that "hard after him" ceime the alcalde and his 

lieutenants, distributing their own woolen fiber (Hackett 1937:471). 

According to Fray Serrano's 1761 report, the Indians were also put to 

work collecting the tithes of sheep, wool, and other products from Spanish 

colonists, and were then responsible for transporting these goods to Santa Fe. 

Pueblo laborers were further encumbered with caring for the governor's cattle 
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and sheep at his ranch; they also had to shear the latter, "even having to 

fximish the shears." The alcalde mavores and their lieutenants also used 

Pueblo laborers in their fields, and had them "shear the sheep if they have 

any; and the wool from the latter and more that they cxallect is loaded upon the 

Indians to be woven in their pueblos" (Hackett 1937:485). Acxxjrding to 

Serrano, these officials seldom visited the pueblos "except to order them to 

weave, or to collect what has been woven" (Hackett 1937:486). 

Serrano provided a dramatic accounting of how these woolen blankets 

were requisitioned: 

Alas for thee, kingdom, that must supply all the continual weaving, 
becatise the governors distribute aH the wool from what they call their 
tenths, and as much more as their alcaldes, lieutenants, and Indian 
governors Ccin collect. In each town where weaving is done they leave 
a portion of this wool, allotting to the Indians the task of washing, 
combing, carding, and spinning it, and making the blankets, aU to be 
done within a certain nximber of days. When the work is finished, the 
distributors of the wool return for the blankets, and the unfortunate 
Indians, as a reward for their labor, are forced to ton further in taking 
the blankets, either on their backs, afoot, or on horses if they have 
them, to the governor's palace. No attention is paid to respective 
distances of each pueblo.. .the Indians of the mission of Zuni declare 
that they travel seventy leagues, loaded (Hackett 1937:484). 

He added that: 

for none of these iimnense labors do these unfortvinates receive any 
other reward, wage, or recompense than this; that it is for the sefior 
governor, it belongs to the seiior governor, the sefior governor orders 
it (Hackett 1937:485). 

Nearly 20 years later, abuses by alcaldes mavores and their lieutenants were 

still continuing. Morfi in 1778 reported that: 

the Indizms shear, wash, and sort the wool, and the alcaldes, still not 
content with this, distribute it and assign them the added task of 
weaving and oblige them to return finished, cloth [mantas] (Simmons 
1991:154). 

According to Morfi, most of these labor requirements were imposed by ofSLa'als 

residing in the middle Rio Grande (Simmons 1991:159-160, Fn.4). 
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The blankets cx}llected from each Pueblo household were considered a 

form of taxation or tribute, analogous to the tithes paid by the colonists. 

Serrano stated that wool Wcis left only "in each town where weaving is done," 

indicating that only certain villages were involved in this production. He also 

alluded to the collection of pottery vessels from some communities (Hackett 

1937:486), suggesting that some villages, the Tewa and northern Tiwa 

perhaps, may have paid their taxes in nonwoven goods such as ceiramics. 

Most textile production for the civil authorities occurred in the southern and 

western E»ueblo villages; this Rio Abajo region was where most of the sheep 

owned by the colonists, governors, cind Pueblos were located, and this is also 

where Pueblo weaving was most firmly established by cultural tradition. The 

villages involved in textile production for the secular authorities probably 

included the southern Tiwa, the Rio Grande Keres, Acoma, Laguna, Zuni, and 

Jemez; Pecos and Galisteo are not spectEically mentioned in these accounts. 

The Hopi villages, situated beyond the sphere of Spanish civil control in the 

eighteenth century, were spared from these demands, as were Navajo and 

Hispanic weavers; they, like the Hopis, were in a position to produce surplus 

textiles for trade to other New Mexicans, including the Pueblos. The role of 

these outside producers is investigated further in Chapter 10. 

No references postdating Morfi's 1778 report have been found that 

describe the forced production of textiles for the civil authorities, although 

Bloom (1913:33) contended that the Indians were stUl being mistreated by the 

governors and alcaldes as late as the early 1800s. The intensive exploitation 

of the New Mexico Pueblos by the civil authorities seems to have occurred 

during at least a fifty-year period (ca. 1730-1780), and perhaps longer. 

Many of the changes that occurred in Pueblo textile production during the 
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eighteenth century may be attributed to this diversion of Pueblo labor to 

secular tribute purstaits. 

The OrqaniTation of Textile Production for the Secular Authorities 

The documentary acco\mts suggest that secular textile labor may have 

been scheduled and organized in the following manner. Considerable 

quantities of wool were collected firom the officials' own flocks, as weU as from 

the Hispanic colonists as tithes and the Pueblos as tribute. Because sheep 

shearing in the northern Southwest is typically performed in late spring, this 

wool was probeibly collected in April or May and then immediately distributed 

among Pueblo households- The Indians processed the wool by cleaning and 

spinning it, and then wove it into blankets; this work probably occurred in 

late spring or early suxmner, posing conflicts with agriciiltural activities. 

Within short, prearranged periods of time, the alcaldes or other officials 

returned to the villages to inspect the merchandise and oversee its transport 

by Indian laborers to Santa Fe. 

According to these reports, the weaving was done "in their pueblos" 

and blankets were collected from households; we may presume, then, that 

production was occurring at the household level. Gender was only vaguely 

alluded to by Delgado; because he specifically contrasted women's spinning 

activities with the weaving activities of the "Indians," it is inferred that men 

were doing much of this weaving. The accounts are sHent regarding the types 

of looms in use or the intracommunity settings in which they were being 

employed, though there is no indication that anything other than the 

traditional upright Pueblo loom and the stick-and-whorl spindle were being 

utilized. 
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The docnunentary acxx)unts indicate that by the early 1700s, the Pueblos 

had regained full use of their kivats. However, as will be discussed in greater 

detail in Chapters 6 through 9, there is little indication that weaving was ever 

reinstated in kivas after the Revolt and Reconquest, except at the Hopi 

villages and at Pecos. In most of the Rio Grande villages, ritual activities 

appear to have been transferred to more secluded hoxiseblock settings during 

the seventeenth century to gain greater privacy from the friars; as wiU be 

seen, excavations at Awatovi, Hawikuh, and Kuaua revealed the presence of 

loom holes in several of these seventeenth-century "ceremonial" houseblock 

rooms. Although it seems likely that ceremonial rooms such as these continued 

to be used to some extent by Pueblo males for communal weaving purposes in 

the eighteenth century, there are reasons to sxispect that looms had become 

customary features in households or outdoor plaza settings by this time: first, 

most of these textiles were being produced for alien consumers, so there 

wovild be little cxxltural incentive to maintain a ritual association for these 

weaving activities; second, the entire household was probably assisting with 

much of this labor; euid third, weaving could have been accomplished more 

readily during the agriciiltural season within a household context than in a 

ritual one, becavise kiva space was needed for other activities associated with 

the ritual calendar. Finally, the fact that stibstantial quantities of textiles 

were being produced within relatively short periods of time suggests that 

many looms were in use simultaneously; based on archaeological evidence, 

kivas or ceremonial hoxiseblock rooms rarely contained space for more than 

four. The notion that loom contexts had been largely transferred from kivas 

to households by the eighteenth century at aU. but Pecos and the Hopi villages 

is given additional credence by nineteenth-century Anglo-American accounts 
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that describe Pueblo weaving activities as occurring only in household 

contexts except at the Hopi villages where eighteenth-century weaving 

demands were never imposed. (Accounts are lacking for nineteenth-century 

Pecos.) Although cotton ceremonial textiles may have continued to be 

produced in some extrahousehold commtinal settings in the Rio Grande 

villages, this is not documented. The evidence that exists supports a shift 

to household production. 

No mention is made of treadle looms or weaving workshops in any of 

these accounts. Although some native communities in Peru reportedly 

established their own obraies in the late-sixteenth century in order to speed 

up the production of tribute textiles (Rowe 1957:177), there is no indication 

that such a development ever occurred in the Pueblo region. The only 

contexts in which treadle looms may have been in use during this time were 

mission workshops, where, as discussed in Chapter 4, they were reportedly 

established in some regions during the mid-seventeenth century. If such a 

development occurred during the eighteenth century, the accovuits do not 

reveal this, nor do they suggest that weaving for the secxjlar authorities was 

ever carried out within mission contexts; indeed, if mission facilities were 

being diverted to such purposes, we would expect the clergy to have made 

their protests loudly known. 

The transfer of weaving activities from klvas or ceremonial rooms to 

households implies that a major shift had occurred in the size and composition 

of the textile production labor force - what Costin (1991:8) refers to as the 

"scale of the production units" - by the end of the Spanish period. As 

discussed in Chapter 3, our earliest Spanish accounts indicate that textile 

labor along the Rio Grande was organized in a manner similar to that reported 
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by Stephen (Parsons 1936) for late nineteenth-centiiry Hopi, with kin-related 

males engaged in the production of tf^xtiles in kLva contexts. In early Spanish 

accxsunts, males are identified as the weavers among the Eastern Pueblos, and 

kivas are the only weaving contexts reported. Based on ethnographic 

analogy, it is speculated that weavers within these communities were related 

through their kiva associations and that these textile production units were 

kin-based. 

As discussed in Chapter 4, beginning by at least the mid-seventeenth 

century (and continuing into the eighteenth), an entirely different, dual-

gendered, division of labor appears to have emerged in direct response to 

these outside weaving demands, with women reportedly performing many of 

the fiber preparation tasks and some of the weaving duties cind men continuing 

to weave. This suggests that a shift had occurred in the organization of most 

textile labor from male kin groups to the extended family, and that the entire 

household had become aggregated in the production process (see MiUs 

1997:6). Because the documents reveal that many able-bodied people were 

recruited from their villages to perform various tasks for the secular 

authorities, leaving the villages nearly empty for periods of time, it is 

inferred that much of this textile-related work, especially fiber preparation, 

was carried out by family members who were young, old, or infirm. Although 

these production units were still kin-based, the relationship of the workers 

to each other had undergone a qualitative, dramatic change. As discussed by 

Mills (1997; see also Chapter 1), this aggregation of the family in the 

production process was just one possible pathway toward more intensive craft 

specialization emd a very different one from that employed by the Pueblos for 

textile production in late-prehistoric times. The implications of the 
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reordering of this labor are examined further in Chapter 10. 

Although there is no indication that the Pueblos ever used the more 

efficient treadle loom to produce their tribute textiles, they may have 

employed other strategies to hasten the production of these goods. By 

increasing the diameters of their yams or using them in multiple units, for 

instance, they could have reduced the numbers of warp or weft elements that 

had to be manipulated to produce the finished product. As will be discussed 

in Chapter 9, one archaeological fragment exhibiting these veiY traits was 

recovered from a mid-seventeenth-century kiva at Gran Quivera. An 

analogue for this strategy may be drawn from the actions of late-nineteenth-

century Navajo weavers, who responded to the sharply-increased demand for 

blankets by Anglo-American traders by using thickly-spun yams to produce 

their so-called "pound blankets" (Amsden 1934:189). 

Certain technical attributes of some mid-nineteenth-century Pueblo 

blankets represent attempts to emulate Mexican-style textiles. It is even 

possible that this change was initiated at the behest of the Spanish secular 

authorities. In the mid-eighteenth century, nearly all Mexican weavers were 

producing their textiles on treadle looms; becaiase most of the Pueblo-woven 

blankets made for the secular authorities were destined for Mexican markets, 

there may have been some effort to standarize their appearance and increase 

their appeal among Mexican consumers. Bleinkets woven on treadle looms, 

including New Mexican Rio Grande blankets, possess a number of features that 

distinguish them from blankets woven on upright F»ueblo looms; the most 

obvioxis of these are their selvage treatments (Kent 1983c: 146). Because long 

lengths of warp are wound on the treadle loom during the initial stage of 

preparation, the individual articles produced on them have to be cut off of the 

i 
L 
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loom, leaving raw warp ends that must be stabilized by tying them into fringe 

or in some other manner to prevent them from unravelling. At the side 

selvages, the outside warp yams are typically paired or tripled to increase 

the durability of the edge. 

In contrast, fabrics woven on upright Pueblo looms are made with a 

continuous warp; their finished length is predetermined at the onset by the 

length of warp that is prepared. Because each edge of the fabric represents 

a complete, finished edge, these fabrics have four complete selvages, which 

are customarily reinforced with selvage cords that are twined into the edges 

as the fabric is woven. Whether incorporating traditional designs or Spanish-

influenced ones. Pueblo textiles normally exhibit four complete selvages and 

twined edges, rather than fringed ends or grouped outer warps. 

However, a few examples of nineteenth-century weft-faced woolen 

Pueblo blankets ̂  exhibit these treadle-loom traits, despite having been 

woven on traditional upright looms (e.g., Kent 1983b:P1.3). In the case of 

the Pueblo examples, these features are imitative or cosmetic rather than 

structural or fvinctional. Instead of having their fringes made from cut warp 

ends, as one finds in treadle-loom-woven blankets, the fringes on these 

Pueblo blcuikets consist of uncut wairp loops that have been left unfilled and 

knotted together; the presence of the uncut loops signifies that the textile 

was woven on a traditional Pueblo loom (Kent 1983c). Many of these same 

Pueblo blankets also lack side selvage cords and have their outer warps paired 

or tripled in the Spanish style. Again, these traits are structiarally 

superfluoias and were executed simply to imitate the appearance of Mexican-

style blankets. 

Most of the Pueblo blankets exhibiting these traits have been attributed 
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to Zuni (Kent 1983b: 146), although a few are also known ftom Acoma and 

Isleta; these features are not seen in old Hopi blankets, nor are they found 

on traditional-style Pueblo mantas. The presence of these <-haraf^p>wgtjcs in 

Zuni blankets is puzzling, becaiose they were clearly executed to invitate 

Mexican or Rio Grande blankets and Zuni is situated far from any major 

Spanish weaving or population centers. In light of documentary evidence 

indicating that much of the weaving for the civil authorities during the 

eighteenth-century was carried out at Zuni, Acoma, Laguna, and Isleta, one 

possible explanation for these features is that they may represent vestiges of 

a style that was fostered by the governors and alcaldes mavores in order to 

increase their export value and make these Pueblo-made blankets conform 

more closely to established Mexican tastes. On the other hand, they may 

simply represent the stylistic emulation of the Mexican style by Pueblo 

weaveirs. 

In summary, during the eighteenth century the Pueblos continued to 

work as attached specialists to the authorities under a "dispersed corvee" 

system (Costin 1991:8), producing textiles part-time in local community 

settings. Most of this production took place in the Rio Abajo villages. Using 

raw materials, primarily wool, issued to them by the governors and alcaldes 

mavores. these weavers produced blankets on demand for export to far-off 

Mexican markets. As in the century before, labor for tribute production was 

organized along the lines of an expanded, dual-gendered labor pool, with the 

entire household contributing to the textile production process. 

J 
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CHAPTER 6 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE OF TEXTILE CONSUMPTION AND 
PRODUCTION AT PROTOHESTORIC ZUNI 

Previous Investigations at Hawikub and Kechipawan 

Excavations were carried out at the protohistoric Zuni sites of Hawikuh 

fHawikku) and Kechipawan (Kechiha:wa. Kechipaun, Kechipauan) by the 

Hendrlcks-Hodge Archaeological Expedition between 1917 and 1923, under the 

directorship of Frederick Webb Hodge. Most of this effort weis spent 

investigating the large Zuni village of Hawikuh and its associated 

seventeenth-century missionary establishment. La Purisima Conception de 

Hawikxih. occupied by the Franciscans between 1629 and 1632 and again from 

ca. 1642 until 1672 or 1680. Hodge also undertook minor work at Kechipawan 

in 1919. More intensive investigations were carried out at Kechipawan by 

Seimuel Lothrup in 1923 with the financial support of Louis C. G. Clarke of the 

University Mtiseum at Cambridge University, England. Most of the Hawikuh 

collections are presently housed at the National Mxiseum of the American Indian 

(NMAI) (Heye Foundation) in New York, although a small portion of the 

collection is curated at the National Museum of Natural History (NMNH) 

(formerly the U.S. National Museum) in Washington, D. C. The majority of the 

Kechipawan collections are housed at the University Mxiseum at Cambridge 

(CUM). Some are also ciorated at NMAI. Shears (1987) provides a 

comprehensive summary of the fieldwork and cissociated artifact and archival 

collections. 

Complete site reports of Hawikuh and Kechipawan have never been 

written. Hodge (1937) published a history of Hawikuh and a few descriptive 

articles (e.g., Hodge 1920, 1939), but it was not until many years later that 
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the task of preparing a descriptive work on the site was assumed by Watson 

Smith and Richard and Nathalie Woodbiiry (Smith et al 1966). Although a 

valuable document in many respects, the report makes little attempt to 

describe or interpret the nonceramic collections other than to present selected 

descriptions from the field notes and to indicate the presence or absence of 

various classes of artifacts. By and large the nonceramic collections from 

Hawikuh and Kechipawan remain unstudied. Shears' (1987) recent compilation 

and computerization of the field documentation from the Hendricks-Hodge 

Expedition facilitates their study by rendering access to the information 

needed to undertake such analyses. Using these data, Howell (1994,1996; 

Howell and Kintigh 1996) has recently completed a study of the Hawikuh 

burials, and Mills (1995a, 1995c) has investigated the organization of ceramic 

production at protohistoric Zuni. A project to write up the results of the 

Kechipawan field work is currently underway (Keith Kintigh, personal 

communication). 

The present study also draws heavily from the documentation organized 

by Shears (1987). Museum catalog data computerized during that project 

proved indispensable for carrying out the research. Information has also 

been culled from the Hawikuh and Kechipawan field records authored by 

Hodge, Lottirup, and others, and from the burial data forms generated from 

the Hawikuh field notes by Richard and Nathalie Woodbury. Chronological 

associations and sex identifications for the Hawikuh burials have been updated 

with data from Howell (1994), who incorporated findings by Stodder (1990). 

Previous Textile Research 

As far as is known, no prior analysis has been conducted on the 
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Hawikvih and Kechipawan textiles. Kent (1957:463,650) evidently examined 

the Hawikuh textiles briefly but elected not to include them in her technical 

study, probably because of their highly deteriorated condition. The field 

notes from Hawikuh and Kechipawan are replete with references to perishable 

artifacts found at these sites including basketry, cloth, foodstuffs, wood, 

feathers, and hide. The vast majority of these were associated with burials. 

Of the nearly 1000 burials (inhumations and cremations) excavated from 

Hawikuh, nearly all were recovered from the dozen or so burial areas 

associated with the residential village. Although 40 or so burials were 

excavated from the Hawikuh church, these represent only a small proportion 

of the total church burials present. The remainder were left undisturbed 

(Smith et al. 1966:187, 200-201). The Hawikuh data set thus derives 

primarily from non-church-related mortuary contexts, in contrast to the data 

set ftrom Awatovi wliich consists almost entirely of materials associated with the 

mission. 

Cremated individuals at Hawikuh were frequently incinerated with their 

clothing and personal effects, and textiles from cremations survived in only 

a few instances. Many of the Hawikuh inhiimations, however, particularly the 

"more recent"' ones, were found "fully clothed and placed on or covered with 

mats." Hodge commented on the well-preserved "woven cotton clothing" 

associated with many of these, enabling "the preservation of samples of 

considerable size" (Smith et al. 1966:184-186). Regrettably, although many 

textiles were discovered, relatively few were preserved. One can only 

imagine how the findings of the present study would differ if they had been, 

or if modem field methods had been employed. As Smith et al. (1966:175) 

have commented: 
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Little of the basketry, cloth, or wooden material was saved...It is 
tragic that means for preserving the many firagile, decayed objects of 
basketry, doth, wood, feathers, and skin were not available during the 
field work, as the notes are frequently so brief as to be more 
suggestive than informative. Some fragments of cloth and other 
perishables were apparently saved, as there are occasional mentions of 
this in the field notes, and a few of these specimens cire still preserved 
in the Museum of the American Indian. 

Some indication of the amount of textile-related material not saved from 

Hawikuh and Kechipawan may be inferred from Appendix A. Entries in this 

table lacking a catalog number (i.e., identified by an "n/a" in the catalog 

number field} either were not collected or their original field provenience has 

been lost. Of the 138 Hawikiih burials reported in the field records as 

containing textiles, only 28 are represented by cataloged specimens. Of the 

27 Kechipawan burials reported to contain textiles, only 11 are represented 

by cataloged items. 

Smith et al. (1966:246,248-250) provide a brief summary of textiles and 

weaving tools from Hawikxih, and additional references to these artifacts are 

scattered throughout the text. Their suimnary was generated from the field 

notes, wliich they found to be "regrettably incomplete on details of most of 

these occurrences, with almost nothing recorded of weaving techniques." No 

analysis of textile remains is provided in their report, although the 

significance of these collections is acknowledged (Smith et al. 1966:248,250). 

In their tabulations. Smith et al. (1966:248) document the occurrence 

of textiles with 6 cremations and 134 inhumations. Two of these cremations 

were associated with Gila Polychrome, one with Kwakina Polychrome, and two 

with Matsaki Polychrome. The remaining cremation lacked a datable ceramic 

association. Of the inhumations, 56 lacked datable associations, 1 was 

associated with black-on-white pottery, 3 with Heshotauthla Polychrome, 50 
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with Matsaki Polychrome, 17 with Hawikuh Polychrome, 6 with Eviropean 

artifacts, and 1 with the church. Six inhtunations were described in the field 

notes as "clothed" or "fxiUy clothed," 22 as "wrapped," 17 with cloth under 

most of the body, 8 with cloth under the head and shoulders, 13 with cloth 

remains over most of the body, and 23 with unspecified "traces" or 

"fragments." No such tabtilations are provided for weaving tools in the 

published report. 

The Hawikuh and Kechipawan textiles are frequently described as 

cotton, both in the published references and in the field notes. Hodge 

discussed the "woven cotton clothing" found with many of the more recent 

burials (Smith et al. 1966:185), and Smith et al. (1966:248) assumed aU woven 

textiles to be "cotton except in two instances where wool is specified." Kent 

{1957:463,650) characterized the Hawikuh assemblage as consisting of only "a 

few disappointing scraps" of "plain weave cotton." Lothrup, in his field 

notes, described most of the Kechipawan textiles as being made of bark or 

cotton. As will be discussed, fiber analysis performed during the present 

project found cotton to be barely represented in the Hawikuh and Kechipawan 

textile collections. Yucca, not cotton, proved to be the dominant fiber 

identified in the Zuni textile assemblage. 

Textile Remains from Hawikuh and Kechipawan 

Textiles Reported in the Field Records 

For the present analysis. Smith et al.'s (1966) published report, their 

unpublished burial data forms (housed in the Arizona State Museum 

Archives), and the Kechipawan field records were re-examined for references 
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to fabrics, clothing, textiles, woven cloth, string, yam, and cordage. No 

effort was made to document the incidence of basketry or matting (though 

these co-occurred with textile remains) except in instances where items 

described as mattmg in the field records were discovered during analysis to 

consist of woven fabric. 

Appendix A presents an inventory of the field descriptions extracted 

from the Hawikiih and Kechipawan field records. The descriptions are 

arranged by provenience and their chronological associations are provided. 

Identifications made during the present study of cataloged specimens from 

known proveniences are indicated in parentheses next to the field 

descriptions, allowing comparisons to be made. Tabulations of the field record 

data from Hawikuh and Kechipawan cure presented in Tables 6.1 and 6.2, 

respectively. 

In this reinvestigation of the Hawikuh field data, textile remains were 

found to be associated with 138 burials (inhumations and cremations) and 7 

nonmortuary features. As shown in Table 6.1, 131 burials were associated 

with remains described as fabrics, clothing, textiles, or woven cloth. Fifty-

four of these burials lacked datable ceramic associations, 5 were associated 

with pre-MatsaM wares, 48 with Matsaki ceramics (2 further identified as late 

Matsaki), and 24 with Hawikxih ceramics and/or European materials including 

domestic woolen fiber. Types of articles described in the Hawikuh field notes 

include four kUts (including one with possible shell tinklers), a dress, an 

unspecified garment, eight bags and pouches (five specified as woven), a 

belt, a "net of checker weave," a women's bark loincloth, a piece of feather 

cloth, a quiver or bow cover, and a woven wrist protector. Many of the 

textile fragments associated with burials probably represent the remains of 
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Table 5.1. Teipoial association and context of lavilrali textiles reported in the field records. 

Fie-Katsaki Xatsaki Ceraiic laviknh Ceraiic Ro Datable 
Ceraiic Types Types or European issociation Total 
Types Artifacts 

Contexts containing 
fabric/clotb 
Mortaary 5 48 24 54 131 
Voniortaarj - - 2 3 5 
Total 5 48 26 57 136 

Contexts containing 
yam/cordage 
Mortuary - 10 8 2 20 
Vouortnary - - 1 1 2 
Total - 10 9 3 22 

Contexts containing 
both cloth and 
cordage 
Mortaary - (8) (4) (1) (13) 
Honiortaary - - - - -

Total - (8) (4) (1) (13) 

Total contexts 
containing textiles 
Mortuary 5 50 28 55 138 
Voniortnary - - 3 4 7 
Total 5 50 31 59 145 

Types of textiles cloth, fabric, cloth, fabric, cloth, fabric, 
described fabric, unspecified textiles, kilt. cloth, 

anspecified clothing, woven dress, voven bag. unspecified 
clothing cotton, kilt. vool blanket, net clothing. 

vo7en bag, of checker weave. woven bow 
poach, cord wrist protector, cover, 
belt, grass-like bark loin cloth, woven bag. 
voven girdle. skin vrapping. voven 
skin clothing, deer skin shirt, headband. 
painted hair. feather cloth. cotton 
latting, couercial cloth cloth, 
strings, cord, (hairnet or blanket. 
hair ties. lacevork), ball skin 
cotton strings. of yarn, twisted clothing. 
huan hair cord. rope, string. latting, 
Hool strings, strands of cord, hair 
hanks of cord tassel of woolen string, 

strings, huan cords 
hair cord 
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Table S.2. Teiporal association and context of Kechipawan textiles reported in the field records. 

Pre-Matsaki Matsaki Ceraiic Havikoh Ceraiic Mo Datable Total 
Ceraiic Types Types or European Association 
Types Artifacts 

Contexts containing 
fabric/cloth 
Kortaary 3 11 I 12 27 
tfoniortaary - - - I 1 
Total 3 11 1 13 28 

Contexts containing 
yam/cordage 
Hortnary - - 2 1 3 
Konioctaary - - - - -

Total - - 2 1 3 

Contexts containing 
both cloth and 
cordage 
Sortnary - - - (1) (1) 
Koniortnary - - - - -

Total - - - (1) (1) 

Total contexts 
containing textiles 
Hortnary 3 11 3 12 29 
Honaortaary - - - 1 1 
Total 3 11 3 13 30 

Types of textiles fabric, cloth, textile, cedar bark dress, fabric. 
described textile bark and cotton painted cotton textile, 

robe/textile. cloth or dress, cotton and 
woven bag. thread, cotton bark 
cotton fabric. yarn textiles, 
•attiog cotton 

cloth, 
cedar bark 
fabric, 
bark cloth. 
cradleboard 
with 
textile. 
borial 
handle, 
cotton 
string 
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woven blankets used as shrouds. Woven fabric was also recovered from five 

contexts described by Hodge as "ceremonial deposits;" these resembled 

mortuary deposits except for being devoid of human remains (Smith et al. 

1966:279). Two of these deposits contained European materials and three 

lacked datable associations. 

Yam or cordage, described in the field notes as cotton, wool, or human 

hair, was associated with 20 of the Hawikuh burials. Two of these are 

undated, none were associated with pre-Matsaki wares, 10 were associated 

with Matsaki ceramics (including 2 late Matsaki), and 8 with Hawikuh ceramics 

and/or European artifacts (including woolen fiber). Thirteen burials 

contained both cordage and woven cloth or clothing. Woolen cordage was also 

recovered from one ceremonial deposit. Fiber, cordage, and knots were also 

reported from an undated context of Room 154. 

In the Kechipawan field records, textile materials were associated with 

1 nonmortuary and 29 mortuary contexts. As shown in Table 6.2, woven 

fabric was associated with 27 burials, of which 12 lacked datable ceramic 

associations, 3 were associated with pre-Matsaki ceramics, 11 with Matsaki 

ceramics (2 late Matsaki), and 1 with Hawikuh ceramics or European artifacts. 

Items referred to in the notes include a cedar bark dress, cedar bark fabrics, 

cotton fabrics, a painted cotton doth or dress, a woven bag, a burial bundle, 

and a cradleboard associated with woven cloth. The only textile from a 

nonmortuary context mentioned in the Kechipawan field notes is a piece of 

fabric foiand in undated Room 32. Cordage or yam, described in the notes as 

thread, cotton string, and yam, was associated with three burials, one of 

which is undated, and two of which were associated with Hawikuh ceramics or 

European materials. In one of the latter (Btorlal 187, female?), bands of well-
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preserved "cotton yam" (reidentified as wool during the present analysis) 

were found tied arotind a pair of arm bones. As will be discussed in the 

following chapter, Awatovi yielded a similar secondary reburial (Burial 100) 

containing ettm bones bound with cordage. That individual, recovered from 

beneath the main altar of Church 2, was identified as a Spaniard, possibly a 

priest (Montgomery et al. 1949:99). 

An Analysis of the TeztQe Collections 

All cataloged textile specimens from Hawikuh and Kechipawan that could 

be located at the National Museum of the American Indian (NMAI), the National 

Museum of Natural History (NMNH), and the University Museum at Cambridge, 

England (CUM) were analyzed for the present study. Table 6.3 provides a 

list of analyzed textiles from these sites, arranged by textile type. Table 6.4 

presents the distribution of these textile types by temporal association and 

context. Basic descriptive information for each cataloged specimen is 

provided in Appendix A, and more detailed technical information is furnished 

in Appendix I. 

Upon investigation, some cataloged specimens were found to contain 

more than one type of textile. NMAI 08/6666, for instance, contains examples 

of fiber, plied yam, and oblique interlacing or braiding, and CUM 1931.464 

contains fragments of plain-weave cind twiU-weave fabrics. When more than 

one type of textile was identified for a particular cataloged specimen, these 

items were differentiated by the addition of a suffix to the catalog number. 

For example, the plain weave and twill fcQ^rics from CUM 1931.464 were 

assigned the numbers CUM 1931.464.1 and CUM 1931.464.2, respectively. 

Nearly all of the fiber, cordage, and fabric remains from Hawikuh and 
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Rav Fiber Plied Tarn Plain leave 
HKHS A-305456.2 (H) mi 06/8211.2 (B) mi 06/8211.1 (B) 
mi 07/2638.2 (H) mi 06/8223.2 (B) mi 06/8223.1 (B} 
mi 07/2641 (H) mi 06/8230.2 (B) mi 06/8230.1 (B) 
nUI 08/66(6.3 (B) mi 06/8233 (B} mi 06/8242 (B} 
mi 12/4695.2 (fl) mi 06/8234 (B) mi 08/6668 (Bj 
mi 12/5046 (I) mi 06/8248 (B) mi 08/6677 (B) 
CDH Z.43433.3 (K) mi 06/8253 (B) mi 08/6702 (B) 

mi 07/2638.1 (B) mi 08/6703.1 (B) 
Sinale-Ply Yarn mi 08/5989 (B) mi 08/6732 (B) 
mi 10/9025 (H) mi 08/5990 (B) mi 09/3991 (B) 
mi 12/4694.3 (H) mi 08/6666.1 (B) mi 10/0912 (B) 
nfHM A-3Q5462 (H) mi 08/6678 (B) mi 12/4694.1 (B) 
era 1924.487 (K) NMI 08/6703.2 (B) mi 12/4694.2 (B) 

mi 08/6722 (B) mi 12/4695.1 (B) 
Eibroiderr Tarn mi 09/5680 (B) HHNB A-3fl5453 (B) 
mi 08/5991 (H) mi 10/0913 (B) ms A-305456.1 (B) 
mi 08/6735 (H) mi 12/4696.3 (B) HMKB A-305457 (B) 

mi 12/4697 (B) ms A-305458 (B) 
Oblidoe Interlacina mi 12/4698 (B) JfMHB A-305461 (B) 
mi 08/6666.2 (B) mi 12/5044 (B) NfflB A-305463 (B)* 
mi 10/9023 (H) MB A-305465.2 (B) NMJJB A-305464 (B) 
mi 12/4696.1 (B) MB A-305471.2 (B) RMKB A-305465.1 (B) 
mi 12/4696.2 (B) era Z.42330 (K) NMNB A-305469 (H) 
CUM Z.2586F (K) era Z.42376.2 (K)* HBfB A-305470 (B) 

era Z.42890.2 (K) NMSB A-305471.1 (B)* 
2/2 Tvill Weave era Z.43394.2 (K) era 1931.464.1 (K) 
mi 06/8231 (B) era Z.43395.2 (K)t era Z.2585F (K) 
era 1931.464.2 (K) CDM Z.43433.2 (K) eUH Z.2586A (K) 
era Z.2586C (K) era Z.43434 (K) era Z.2586B (K) 
era Z.43402 (K)t eOM Z.2S860 (Kj 
cra-so mnfflBR (K) era Z.2586E (K) 

CBH Z.2586G (K) 
Baropean Textiles era Z.2586B (K) 
mi 09/5637 (B) era Z.2586I (K) 
mi 09/5682 (B) era Z.42376.1 (K)» 
mi 10/9163 (B) era Z.42472 (K) 
mi 10/9167 (B) era Z.42890.1 (K) 
mi 12/4967 (B) era Z.42891 (K) 

eUH Z.42910 (K) 
Textile Inressios era Z.43394.1 (K) 
era Z.42892 (K) era Z.43395.1 (K)* 

era Z.43433.1 (K) 
era Z.43857 (K) 
eilM Z.46957 (K) 

Key.'B^Havikah, X=Kecbipavao 
t=Fiber Identified by SEM/BD? inalysis 
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Tatile 6.4. Teiporal association and context of analfied textiles fioi laviknh and Kecliipavaa. 

Pre- lawiksh 
Matsaki Hatsaki Ceraiic 
Ceraiic Ceraaic Types or lo Datable Site 
Types Types Baropean Association Total Total 

Artifacts 

Textile Types I I H K I K H K H I 

Rav fiber 
Kortoary - - - - - - 2 I 2 1 3 
Voniortaary - - - - - - 2 - 2 - 2 
OnknovD - - - - - - 2 - 2 - 2 
Total - - - - - - 6 1 6 1 7 

Single-ply yam 
Mortnary - - - - 1 - - - 1 - 1 
Honiortoary - I - - - - - - - 1 1 
Dakaovn - - - - - - 2 - 2 - 2 
Total - 1 - - 1 - 2 - 3 1 4 

Plied yam 
Hortaary - - 2 1 6 2 5 2 13 5 18 
Honiortaary - - - - 1 - 2 1 3 1 4 
Daknovn - - - - - - 8 1 6 1 7 
Total - - 2 1 7 2 13 4 22 7 29 

Eibroidery yam 
Mortuary - - - - 1 - - - 1 - 1 
Kooiortaary - - - - 1 - - - I - 1 
Dnknovn - - - - - - - - - -

Total - - - - 2 - - - 2 - 2 

Obliqoe interlacing 
Hortaary - - - 1 - - - - - 1 1 
Honiortaary - - - - - - 3 - 3 - 3 
Dakaown - - - - - - 1 - 1 - 1 
Total - - - 1 - - 4 - 4 1 5 

Plain Heave 
Hortuary - - 5 12 2 1 5 3 12 16 28 
Honiortaary - - - 1 1 - 2 - 3 I 4 
IJakaowa - - - - - - 10 2 10 2 12 
Total - - 5 13 3 1 17 5 25 19 44 

2/2 tvill veaTe 
Hortaary - - 1 2 - - - 1 1 3 4 
Honiortaary - - - - - - - - - -

UaknoHQ - - - - - - - 1 - 1 1 
Total - - 1 2 - - - 2 1 4 5 
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Table 6.4. Teiporal association and context of analfxed textiles fioi lavikili and Kecbipavan (cont). 

Pre-
latsaki 
Ceraiic 
Types 

latsaki 
Ceraiic 
Types 

Haviknh 
Ceraiic 
Types or 
Bnropean 
Artifacts 

lo Datable 
Association 

Site 
Total Total 

Textile Types I I E R H K B K B K 

Bnropean textiles 
Mortnary 
Ifoniortnary 
Oaknovn 
Total 

- - -

-

1 
1 
3 
5 

- - - 1 
I 
3 
5 

- I 
1 
3 
5 

Textile iipression 
Hortuary 
Honiortuary 
Uoknovn 
Total 

- - - 1 

1 

- - - - - 1 

1 

1 

1 

Total fuller of 
inalyxed Speciiens 

- I 8 18 18 3 42 12 68 34 102 

Key: H=gawiknli, K=Kechipawan 

Kechipawan had been treated in the field with paraffin. Although this process 

ensured the recovery of these specimens from the field and their transport to 

the mtiseum, the treatment created considerable problems for analysis, 

especially for fiber identification. The heavy coating of wax made it nearly 

impossible to discern the gross surface characteristics of the fibers under 

lOOx or 400x magnification. This made it particularly difficult to distingriish 

between unbximed yucca fiber and human hair, both of which are coarse and 

linear in appearance. This was considered an important distinction as 

frequent references are made to hair cordage in the field notes and catalog 

records. To address this problem, SEM/EDX analysis was performed on 

several samples. These are indicated by an asterisk in Table 6.3. All samples 
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investigated by this method were subsequently identified as a monocot leaf 

fiber comparable to yucca. The remaining unknown samples were compared 

with the SEM/EDX samples under lOOx and 400x magnification. Most of these 

were also tentatively identified as yucca, although some samples remained too 

degraded or coated with wax to identify. Fiber analysis could not be 

performed for several of the Kechipawan specimens because they are presently 

stored in sealed glass mounts. 

Yucca, cotton, wool, Unen, and silk fibers were identified in the 

assemblages from these sites. In general, burned or carbonized yucca fiber 

was easier to identify than unbumed yucca. This is becaiase yucca fiber 

tends to break down when burned and to assume a diagnostic shredded 

appearance characterized by chxinks of fractured fiber bundles intermixed 

with convoluted fibrils. Small amounts of both unbumed and carbonized 

cotton ycim cind fiber, identifiable by the convolutions of the seed hairs, were 

cdso preserved at Hawikuh. Several scunples of unbumed woolen plied yams 

and embroidery yams, exhibiting well-preserved scales on the fiber shafts, 

also survived. In the imported European specimens, unbumed linen and silk 

were occasionally preserved. In general, unbumed wool, yucca, and silk 

3fcun:is and fabrics survived on their own, whereas unbumed cotton and linen 

only survived if in contact with copper-bearing pigments or metals. These 

agents preserved the fibers by inhibiting the growth of microorganisms such 

as f\ingi that normally cause decomposition. 

ResTJlts of Analysis and Description of the Textiips 

Fifty-three cataloged textile specimens from Hawikxih were excimined 

during the present cinalysis. Several of these were found to contain mioltiple 
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items. In all, 68 individual textile items from Hawikxih were identified and 

analyzed. As shown in Appendices A and B, these cataloged specimens aire 

attributed to 29 different burials, 1 ceremonial deposit, the Western 

Cemetery, the friary, and 4 room contexts; the proveniences of 20 cataloged 

specimens ctre unknown. Twenty-eight cataloged textile specimens were 

analyzed from Kechipawan. These represent 34 different analyzed items 

recovered from 11 bxirials, 2 room contexts, and 1 trench. Three items cure 

from unknown proveniences. The assemblages from both sites are composed 

primarily of mortuary remains. 

Types of cataloged textile specimens from Hawikuh and Kechipawan are 

listed and summarized in Tables 6.3 and 6.4. Because unprocessed fiber is 

considered here a raw material of textile production, it is included in 

Appendix B and discussed in the following section. 

Single-ply vctm. Each of the four examples of single-ply yam consist 

of S-spun yucca fiber. One specimen is a cone of yam, another is part of a 

hcink, and the other two are smaU yam biindles. Most appear to be yams 

prepared for use as warp or weft. Kent (1962:121) has inferred from the S-

wise twist of many non-cotton vegetal yams that they were spun by a 

different method than that used to spin cotton, the latter of which is almost 

invariably Z-spun in the U.S. Southwest. She suggests that, instead of 

being spun like cotton with the aid of a spindle shaft, these non-cotton plant 

yams were primarily thigh-spun by rolling them between the hand and the 

thigh. Teague (1991:267), on the other hand, submits that the finer non-

cotton yams may have been spun with handspindles. As no archaeological 

examples of intact spindles wound with non-cotton yams have yet been 

recovered in the Southwest, as they have of cotton (e.g., Emery 1953:101-
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102; Haxiry 1934: 88), this remains an open question. 

Plied yam. Of the 29 yam or cordage examples, 4 are wool, 20 are 

tentatively identified as yucca, and 4 others are yucca or hair. There are 15 

examples of 2z-S yam, 12 examples of 2s-Z yam, 1 example of 3z-S yam, 3 

examples of 2(2z-S)Z yam, and 1 example of 2(2s-Z)Z yam. Three of the 

specimens contain two different types. All four of the sheep wool examples 

have a configuration of 2z-S. One of these (NMAI 06/8248) is blackened, 

whereas the others are relatively well-preserved. NMAI 08/5990 is a loose 

bundle of reddish-brown yam that has the appearance of having been dyed 

with an orgeinic plant dye; the dye was not tested. NMAI 08/5989 is natural 

tannish-brown. CUM Z.42330, the specimen associated with the arm bones, 

is medium to dark brown. Although originally identified in the field notes as 

cotton, this is the only example of wool recovered from Kechipawan. 

Embroidery yam. Two examples of woolen embroidery, NMAI 08/5991 

and NMAI 08/6735, were recovered from Hawikuh. Both consist of parallel 

rows of crimped 2z-S woolen yams representing the remains of running-stitch 

embroidery. No design can be discerned, and the ground feibric is missing. 

NMAI 08/5991 also contains a fragment of coiled-up woolen yam, probably the 

remains of an overcast edging. Both contain tan and brown yams that may 

be undyed wool from different colored sheep. In NMAI 08/6735, the tail end 

of the yam is tucked undemeath and perpendicular to the parallel strands, 

illustrating the method by which the embroidery was started or finished. 

Mention should also be made here of two examples of yucca plain-weave 

cloth from Kechipawan (and one from Halona:wa) that bear the remains of 

yucca twine-stitch embroidery. These are discussed fxarther below. 

Oblicme interladna. Of the five examples of oblique interlacing or 

J 
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braiding, foiir are simple cords of braided yucca fiber which are probably the 

remains of braided narrowleaf yucca leaves with the epidermis worn away. 

Two of these specimens contain three-strand braids, one contaiiis both three 

and four-strand braids, and one a five-strand braid. The remaining example, 

NMAI 12/4696.1, is a fragment of a carbonized braided sash made from 2s-Z 

yucca yams worked in 3/3 interlacing. This is the same structure used to 

make the historic Hopi wedding sash, rain sash, or big sash, but the Hawikuh 

fracpment is worked in yucca whereas the Hopi sashes are made of cotton. As 

noted by Kent (1983a: 60), this 3/3 structure is a southern technique with 

excunples known from Monteziima Castle and Mule Creek Cave, and is only 

rarely found in Anasazi assemblages, where 2/2 braiding prevails. Because 

the selvages of the Hawikuh fragment are missing, it is not possible to 

ascertain whether this textile was constructed using the sprang technique, 

as dociimented historically for the Hopi sashes (Kent 1983b:84). 

Plain-weave fabric. The most commonly encountered type of textile at 

both Hawikuh and Kechipawan was plain-weave cloth. Of the 44 recovered 

examples, 2 are composed of Z-spun cotton yams, 1 is made from Z-spun 

woolen yams, and the remainder are woven from S-sp\in yams tentatively 

identified as yucca (one is xanidentifiable). Tabulations of thread counts from 

these plain-weave fragments are presented in Table 6.5. 

Two cotton plain-weave fabrics were recovered from Hawikuh, none 

from Kechipawan. NMAI 08/6668 consists of the remains of a small, unbumed 

cotton bag woven in beilanced plain weave and coated with green pigment or 

paint. The cotton fabric was preserved through contact with the copper-

bearing pigment. The other cotton textile, NMNH A-305458, is carbonized; 

although woven in balanced plain weave, the fine warps and thicker wefts give 
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Table 6.5. Tbtead coonts of plain-«ea?e fabrics froi lavikib and Kechipavan. 

lawikob Kecbipavas Total Asseiblage 

warp/ 
CI 

weft/ 
CI 

warp/ 
weft 
ratio 

warp/ 
CI 

weft/ 
CI 

warp/ 
weft 
ratio 

warp/ 
CI 

weft/ 
Cl 

warp/ 
weft 
ratio 

Range 
3.0-
17.4 

3.0-
11.2 

0.7-
2.4 

7.6-
10.4 

5.2-
8.0 

1.0-
1.8 

3.0-
17.4 

3.0-
11.2 

0.7-
2.4 

Mean 8.9 6.9 1.3 9.1 6.4 1.5 9.0 6.7 1.4 

Variance - - 0.14 - - 0.06 - - 0.11 

Standard deviation - - 0.37 - - 0.24 - - 0.33 

this fo±>ric the iUiosion of diagonal twill, an effec± known as "tracking." The 

woolen textile, NMAI 06/8242, also from Hawikuh, consists of two narrow 

strips of warp-dominant plain-weave fabric that were twisted together Z-wise 

to make a kind of belt. 

AH but two of the yucca plain-weave examples are balanced in 

appearance. One of the others is warp-dominant and the other is warp-faced, 

though this may simply reflect distortion from burial. Only one plain-weave 

fabric, CUM 1931.464.1, contains the remains of a selvage. This is a side 

selvage bound with two or three 2z-S selvage cords (i.e., two or three-strand 

twining) with the cords twined Z-wise. Unfortunately, the edge is heavily 

consolidated with paraffin and very difficult to make out. 

At least one and perhaps two of the plain-weave examples from 

Kechipawan are decorated with rows of twine-stitch (also called "twined 

double running stitch") embroidery (Kent 1983a: 185). CUM Z.42472 has three 

rows of S-twist yucca yams twined Z-wise through the fabric; these rows of 

twining cure inserted parallel to the wefts(?) and spaced 0.5 cm apart. CUM 
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Z.42890.1, in poorer condition, appears to bear the remains of two parallel 

rows of yucca twine-stitch embroidery twined Z-wise through the cloth. The 

rows are spaced 1.0 cm apart. 

Although no concerted effort was made to locate other collections from 

contact-period Ztini sites, one additional textile specimen was unexpectedly 

encoiintered while working with the Awatovi collections at the Peabody 

Museum. This piece of fabric was recovered from the plaza at Halona:wa 

(located on the south side of present-day Zuni Pueblo) by members of the 

Hemenway Expedition. The specimen, PM-H-5410, consists of approximately 

20 fragments of coarse 2s-Z and 2(2s-Z)S yucca cordage and 7 fragments of 

fine yucca balanced plain-weave cloth, all of which are carbonized. One 

fragment of cloth bears the remnants of two parallel rows of twined-stitch 

embroidery spaced 1.0 cm apart; each row consists of paired 2s-Z yucca yams 

twined Z-wise through the fabric parallel to the warps(?). This same 

fragment has intact warp and weft selvages, both finished with two strands 

of 2s-Z twining cords with the cords twined Z-wise around the selvages. 

TwiU-weave fabric. There are five examples of balanced 2/2 twiU-weave 

cloth, aU woven from S-spun yams tentatively identified as yucca. Of the 

five examples, samples from only NMAI 06/8231 and CUM Z.43402 could be 

obtained for fiber identification as the remainder are sealed between glass. 

Both of these samples are in very poor condition, and their identifications are 

tentative. The identification of these twill fragments as yucca is largely based 

on the S-wise twist of the yams. NMAI 06/8231 is a small unbumed fragment 

preserved through contact with a green copper-bearing pigment. CUM 

Z.2586C is cdso unbumed and appears to contain a small section of an intact 

side selvage of two or three-strand twining, with the cords twined Z-wise. 
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Impoirted textiles. Five examples of imported European fabrics were 

recovered from Hawikuh, none from Kechipawan. NMAI 09/5637 is a small 

fragment of finely-woven commercial plain-weave cloth made with gold silk 

warps and brown woolen wefts, recovered from an infant burial (4A) in the 

church. NMAI 09/5682 consists of the deteriorated remains of cloth fxised to 

a flat stone disk recovered from the friary; the disk bears an upright spindle 

and probably represents a stand. The fabric may be linen, but is too 

consolidated to identify. NMAI 12/4967 is a fragment of fine warp-faced plain-

weave cloth woven with blue silk warps and wefts and gold silk supplemental 

wefts, recovered from Room 433 in the residential village. A V-shaped notch 

in the blue and gold fragment suggests a neck opening and is finished with 

brown yam in a buttonhole stitch. This probably represents the remains of 

a shirt or tunic. A tiny scrap of brown silk balanced plain-weave cloth clings 

to one surface. NMAI 10/9163 consists of a strip of greenish warp-dominant 

plain-weave fabric woven from a bast fiber, probably linen, which likely 

represents the remains of a tie or trim. (Cotton was also present in the fiber 

sample from this item, but most likely represents contamination from the 

packing material.) Side selvages are still intact in places, and these bear the 

remains of loops where the outside warp strands (now missing) formerly 

passed through them. Based on comparisons with two better-preserved 

examples from Awatovi, these outer "warps" were probably copper strips that 

not only preserved the fabric but imparted the greenish color to it. Lastly, 

NMAI 10/9167 is a copper-alloy button covered with linen thread; again, 

copper served as the agent of preservation. Proveniences for these last two 

items are unknown. 
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Evidence for the Production of Textiles at Hawikuh and Kechipawan 

Evidence of textile production at protohistoric Zuni is present in the 

form of loom anchor holes, loom components, and weaving, spinning, and 

sewing tools. Rec»vered implements include loom bars, battens, spindle 

whorls, and needles. A variety of raw materials related to textile production 

also survived including yucca, wool, and cotton fibers, and feather down. 

Appendix B provides descriptive, chronological, and provenience data for 

production-related items reported in the field notes and catalog records. 

Identifications of those items examined during analysis are shown in 

parentheses. Classes of data are described below. 

A Description of the Evidence 

Loom Holes 

The published Hawikuh report contains three passing references to loom 

holes, all of which were drilled into paved floors (Smith et al. 1966; 20,43, Plate 

16c). The authors make no effort to provide a comprehensive discussion of 

loom holes, and it is possible that more were found than are mentioned in the 

published report. Possible loom holes are identified for the "ancient" floor 

level of Room 339 in House Group B, and two rows of loom holes (containing 

four holes each) are described for the "recent" level of Room 430 in House 

Group D. Two rows of loom holes are also described for the "recent" 

rectangxilar kiva situated between House Groups B and C. Hodge believed 

this structure to have been built not long before the arrival of the Spaniards 

and "suppressed and filled soon thereafter" (Smith et al. 1966:43). In his 

description of this kiva, Hodge (1939:205-206) reported two sets of holes 

drilled into the floor at regular intervals, one of which contained the remnants 
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of decayed wood. According to Hodge, Zuni workmen at the site interpreted 

these as once having held upright supports for altars or looms. Although 

Hodge (1939:206) considered the former to be "the more reasonable 

explanation," Smith et al. (1966:43) describe these as loom holes in the 

published report. 

No information is presently available regarding the incidence of loom 

holes at Kechipawan. Lothrup's field notes do not mention the presence of 

loom anchor holes in the sole kiva excavated at Kechipawan in 1923, nor do 

they report loom holes for any of the other rooms at the site. 

Weavina. Spinning, and Sewing Tools 

A number of implements related to textile production activities were 

discovered during excavations at Hawikuh and Kechipawan. Descriptions and 

dimensions of analyzed specimens are provided in Appendix B. Table 6.6 

shows the gender associations of the spinning and weaving tools recovered 

from mortuary contexts as reported in the field notes and catalog records. 

With the exception of two possible shed rods from unknown 

proveniences, all of the Hawikuh loom components (i.e., loom bars, shed 

rods) from docvunented contexts were associated with just three burials: 6, 

79, and 1278. Burial 6 contained a shed or heddle rod and six fragments of 

loom bars, four of which comprised a single bar measuring 1.2 m long. The 

remains of yucca cord lashing ctre still present on the siarface of this bar. 

Burial 79 contained "a blanket attached to loom, the sticks and batten of which 

were still preserved" beneath the body (Smith etal. 1966:247; P1.79d); two 

fragments of a loom bar were collected, as well as a batten discussed below. 

Burial 1278 contained several long rounded sticks identified as parts of a loom 
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Table 6.S Gender associatioa of spiuing and veanng tools io Ue lavikiJi and Kecliipam borials. 

Bavikih Kecbipavan 

leavlag Tool Types 1 F U H F D Total 

LOCI Coiponents (Loci Bars, 
Shed Rods) 

Battens 

Unideatified Veaving 
lapleients 

Veaving Bones 

Possible Looi Veigbt 

Spindle Vhocls 

3 

1 1 6 

1 I 1 

1 

1 1 

1 2 

I 

1 

1 

3 

8 

3 

4 

2 

3 

Bnrials Containing anltiple 
Tool Types 

(2) . (2) 

Total Baiials Containing 
Spinning or Heafing Tools 

2 4 9 3 3 21 

Key: K=Male. y=Fe«aIe. IJ-Sei Unidentified 

frame; these were not located during analysis. Unfortunately, as indicated in 

Table 6.6, sexes of these three burials are not identified. In addition, a 

crude notched stone, "probably used as a loom weight," was found with female 

Burial 214. 

Twenty-six objects from Hawikuh are identified as weaving battens. 

This total includes items identified as battens in the field and catalog records, 

not aU of which were located during analysis, as well as items identified as 

battens dviring analysis, some of which are identified as other types of objects 

in the NMAI catalog records. Dimensions of the battens examined during 

analysis are provided in Appendix B. AU of these are made of wood except for 

NMAI 06/0640, which is made of bone. 

The batten assemblage includes two fragmentary battens from Burial 6, 



a batten(?) fragment from Burial 28, two fragmentary battens from Burial 32, 

a complete batten measuring 58.0 cm long (now in three pieces) from Burial 

79, two battens from Burial 113 (male), a batten end fragment from Burial 172, 

a long flat batten(?) and three narrow finishing battens from Burial 927A 

(female), and a batten(?) from Burial 988. The battens from Burials 113, 

927A, and 988 covild not be located dxrcing analysis. Battens were also 

associated with three contexts identified by Hodge as "ceremonial deposits." 

These include a batten associated with cotton seeds(?) from Ceremonial 

Deposit 555, "a couple of weaving battens" from Deposit 556, and a probable 

batten from Deposit 564. None of these items were located. A batten fragment 

(not located) was also collected from Room 386. Cataloged items lacking 

provenience information include the midsection of a bone batten, a complete 

oak batten measuring 35.0 cm long, foiir batten fragments, and the end 

fragment of a possible batten. As indicated in Table 6.6, the field records 

showed battens to be associated with eight btirials: one male, one female, and 

six of unidentified sex. 

Hodge (1920:97,102-106) discussed the use of several types of bone 

tools for weaving purposes. Among these were spatulate awls and bone 

weaving tools or "weaving bones," the latter characterized by the presence 

of worn grooves near the proximal end "caused by pressing down the weft of 

fabrics in process of manufacture." According to Hodge, weaving bones were 

almost as numerous as awls at Hawikuh, and hundreds of worn-out implements 

were found in the refuse heaps. Three weaving bones were recovered from 

Hawikuh burials (see Table 6.6), and another (notlocated) was collected from 

the vicinity of the square kiva. Hodge (1920:Figs. 26,27,Pl.XXb) also 

illustrated several bone weaving combs but did not provide provenience 
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information for them. 

Other tools related to textile production at Hawikuh include spindle 

whorls and needles. A wooden spindle whorl was recovered from Burial 927A 

(female), another wooden whorl was recovered from Room 154, and Half of a 

wooden spindle whorl was collected from an unknown context. "Part of a 

spindle whorl" of unidentified material (described on the burial record data 

form as "lithic?") was found with Burial 854 (sex not identified). A bone 

spindle whorl (not located) was collected from the area between Rooms 2 and 

3. Hodge (1920:144-145) identified several other perforated discs as spindle 

whorls, including a whorl made from bone and another made £rom the plastron 

of a tortoise; he also mentioned spindle whorls made from stone and reworked 

potsherds. Proveniences of these items are not reported. 

Bone needles were ubiquitous at Hawikuh; one from Burial 193 (female) 

was found inserted into a ball of yam identified during the present analysis 

as yucca. A few metal needles and an awl were also found. These include an 

iron awl point from Burial 1256 (male), two complete metal needles with eyes, 

cuid three copper needle fragments. All of these metal needles are from 

vmknown proveniences. 

A few tools indicative of textile production were also reported from 

Kechipawan, though not in large qucuitities. None of these were examined 

during analysis. Items reported in the field notes include a wooden weaving 

stick (a loom bar or batten?) measuring approximately 1.1m long from Burial 

115, an unidentified weaving implement from Buried. 67, the remains of a 

wooden weaving(?) "instnoment" from Burial 189, a possible loom weight from 

Burial 77, a bone needle from Burial 46, a bone weaving tool from Burial 49, 

a ceramic spindle whorl(?) from BurlcLL 143, and an iron awl from Burial 57. 
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As shown in Table 6.6, the long loom bar or batten, and possible loom weight 

and ceramic spindle whorl were associated with female bvirials; the remaining 

burials are unidentified as to sex. The only other textile tools reported in the 

Kechipawan field notes are two copper needles, recovered from the fill of 

Rooms 93 and 95. 

Textile Fibers 

Cotton seeds and fiber. There are only two known references to cotton 

seeds at Hawikuh: "cotton or sunflower seeds" found with Burial 920 (female) 

and "cotton seeds (?)" from Ceremonial Deposit 555; this latter context also 

produced a batten (Smith et al. 1966:282). Neither of these cotton specimens 

were located during analysis and their identification is unconfirmed. Only one 

example of raw cotton fiber is verified from Hawikuh. This consists of a small 

mass of dark brown (unbximed?) cotton fiber (NMNH A-305456.2) that was 

adhered to the surface of a yucca cloth fragment found with Burial 179 (sex 

undetermined). The fiber was microscopically identified as cotton during 

analysis. No evidence of cotton seeds or raw cotton fiber has been identified 

from Kechipawan-

Yucca fiber and plant remaing six examples of yucca leaves or fiber 

from Hawikuh were microscopically identified during analysis. All of these are 

carbonized. Yucca fiber was identified from Rooms 5 and 414, and from the 

Western Cemetery. Two specimens eire from unknown proveniences. Yucca 

leaves were identified from the Western Cemetery and one unknown 

provenience. Most of the leaves have the appearance of narrowleaf yucca, 

although Yucca baccata was doubtless also employed for its greater yield. No 

examples of this raw material were identified in the Kechipawan assemblage. 
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Domestic sheep and woolen fiber. Little information is currently 

available regarding the occurrence of domestic sheep remains at these sites. 

The skulls of sheep and other domestic livestock are known to have been 

recovered from the upper fill of the square kiva at Hawikuh {Hodge 1939:211), 

but the Hawikuh descriptive report does not address the distribution of sheep 

or other fatina. If sheep remains were cunong the faunal collections sent to the 

U.S. National Museum and American Mviseum of Natured History in 1917 and 

1920, respectively, they are not specified in the published report, although 

domestic goat, cow, and horse are reported (Smith et al. 1966:231). It seems 

likely that sheep remains were among the goat collections sent to the American 

Museum of Natural History in 1920, for as Olsen (1978:26) observes, the bones 

of domestic goat fCapra hircus) and sheep fOvis aries) can be difficult to 

distinguish and are frequently lumped together in the literature as 

Ovis/Capra. The only mention of sheep in the Kechipawan field notes is a 

sheep head found in Room 85 in a level also containing a copper arrow point 

and Hawikuh glaze pottery (Lothrup field notebook 1923:157-158). 

AH that can be concluded at present is that some material evidence 

exists for the presence of domestic sheep at both Hawikuh and Kechipawan. 

If Hodge (1939:214) was correct in assximing that the square kiva at Hawikuh 

was abandoned shortly after the arrival of the friars, possibly as early as 

1630, then it is plausible that the sheep bones in the kiva may derive from the 

initial flocks brought to Hawikuh by the missionaries. More likely, however, 

these represent later trash deposits in the kiva fill. The paucity of 

references to sheep remains in the Hawikxjh euid Kechipawan field records 

suggests that the Zunis' use of sheep in the seventeenth century was 

relatively restricted, though this impression may reflect nothing more than 

1 
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lack of information. Any meanlngfiil interpretation of this question awaits a 

more thorough reporting of the faunal assemblages. Although no raw woolen 

fiber was reported from Hawikuh or Kechipawan, small quantities of woolen 

yam were collected from both sites, indicating that wool from domestic sheep 

was used to a limited extent as a textile fiber. 

Feather down. The only other fiber identified during analysis was a 

small bit of feather down from Kechipawan, adhered to the fabric comprising 

the wrapping for infant Burial 117A. The fiber, identified microscopically, 

consists of strands of golden silky down fused to the surface of yucca plain-

weave cloth. Some of the downy fibers appear to be twisted in an S-wise 

direction, though this may not have been intentional. The down may 

represent the remains of a feather blanket, feather yam, or down padding. 

Textile E^roduction and Consumption at E'rotohistoric Zuni 

The number and variety of textile-related tools from Hawikxah and 

Kechipawan leave little doubt that weaving was a thriving industry at both 

sites at the time of contact. This evidence becomes particularly compelling 

when one considers how xinlikely such implements are to survive at open sites 

such as these. Although many items aire fragmentary, Hawikuh yielded pieces 

of a complete loom bar measuring 1.2 m long, a complete shed rod measuring 

35.0 cm long, two complete possible shed rods measuring 25.0 and 30.0 cm 

long, two complete battens measxiring 35.0 cm and 58.0 cm long, and several 

fragments of loom bars, shed rods, and battens measuring over 30.0 cm long 

in their fragmentary state. The 1.2 m long loom bar from Burial 6 was 

undoubtedly part of a wide loom, most likely eoi upright loom. The 

fragmentary 50.0 cm long loom bar and complete 58.0 cm long batten found 
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with Burial 79 likewise suggest a wide loom. The smaller battens and batten 

fragments could have been used with either wide or backstrap looms. The 

field notes from Kechipawan descxibe a weaving stick measuring approximately 

1.1m long (probably a loom bar or perhaps a long batten), further indicating 

the use of a wide and presiimably upright loom at Kechipawan. 

As shown in Tcible 6.6 and Appendix B, 13 burials from Hawikuh (6, 28, 

32 , 79, 113, 172 , 214 , 840 , 859 , 866 , 927A, 988, and 1278) and 5 from 

Kechipawan (49 , 67 , 77, 115, 189) were associated with items (loom parts, 

battens, weaving implements, weaving bones, loom weights) related to 

weaving activities. Two of the Hawikuh bircials (6 and 79) contained both loom 

bars and battens, and another (927A) contained four battens plus a wooden 

spindle whorl. Two of these burials (113 and 859) are identified as male, 5 

(77, 115 , 214 , 866, and 927A) as female, and the remaining 11 are unidentified 

as to sex. Eight of these burials are undated. One btirial (115) contained 

Gila (Polychrome?) ceramics, four burials (79, 189, 214, and 866) contained 

Matsaki Polychrome ceramics (two further identified as late Matsaki), and five 

(49, 113, 172 , 927A, and 988) were associated with Hawikiih ceramics or 

European artifacts. Clearly, weaving was an importcint craft activity at Zuni 

prior to the establishment of the mission, and remained so well into the mission 

period. 

Other textile activities suggested by the Hawikuh and Kechipawan 

assemblages are spinning and needlework. One bone and three wooden 

spindle whorls were recovered at Hawikuh. One of these was associated with 

the postcontact female burial (927A) mentioned above, and two were found in 

residential rooms. A perforated ceramic disc, identified by Lothrup as a 

whorl, was associated with a female burial (143) at Kechipawan. Additional 
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whorls of stone, bone, csramic, and tortoise sheU were reported from these 

sites, though these were not examined during analysis. Numerous bone 

needles and a few metal ones were found at both sites, indicating the practice 

of sewing or embroidery and the early acquisition of metal needles by the 

Zuni. 

Although evidence for textile production is abundant, information 

regarding the contexts in which these activities occxarred is decidedly scarce. 

As previously discussed, there are only three known references to loom holes 

atHawikuh: the "recent" squsurekLva, "ancient" Room 339, and "recent" Room 

430. Loom holes are not mentioned at all in the field records from Kechipawan. 

The fact that only one kiva (excluding two "pre-Hawikuh" kivas) was 

identified at Hawiktih is surprising, though as Smith et al. (1966:42-44) 

observe, the church may have been superimposed over another, as was the 

case at Awatovi. If so, no effort was made to find it. According to Hodge 

(1939:211), subterranean kivas at Hawikuh were abandoned sometime after 

contact and reestablished within the house groups. Such a move not only 

wotild have rendered kivas less visible to contemporary Europeans, but to 

later archaeologists as well. Indeed, Smith et al. (1966:43) concede that most 

later kivas situated within house groups may simply have gone unrecognized 

by excavators. Rooms 339 and 430, with their paved floors and loom holes, 

may in fact be such examples of unidentified ceremonial rooms. Loom holes 

were apparently not present in the one house-group room that was identified 

by Hodge as a possible kiva, though the floor was paved with slabs (Smith et 

al. 1966:43,71-74,PI.16a). 

The incidence of reported loom holes at Zuni is extremely low when 

compared with the numbers of weaving tools found at these sites eind the 
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quantities of fabrics believed to have been woven there. The presence of loom 

holes at Hawikuh and of long loom bars and battens at both sites signifies that 

the wide vertical loom was indeed being used at Hawikuh and Kechipawan, but 

this evidence does not preclude the utilization of other loom types including 

the backstrap or even the horizontal loom by Zuni weavers-

For some clues to these questions, it is instructive to review what is 

known about looms and textile production during Pueblo IV in the region below 

the MogoUon Rim. Specifically, the fourteenth-century sites of Canyon Creek 

and the Tonto Cliff Dwellings will be considered, where textiles and weaving 

tools were preseirved in significant quantities. As will be dtscrossed, the 

textiles (as well as basketry) from these sites share several important 

similarities with the Ztini assemblages. A number of researchers have noted 

resemblances between the material cxalture, burial practices, and architecture 

of the protohistoric Zuni sites on the one hand and fourteenth-century 

Western Pueblo (Salado and Late MogoUon) sites on the other. Recent Native 

American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGRA) negotiations reveal 

that many contemporary Zunis view these southern sites as ancestral as weU. 

Early on, Hodge recognized a strong southern influence at Hawikuh, indicated 

by the high proportion of GUa, Tonto, and Pinto Polychrome wares in the 

"andent" levels (Smith et al. 1966:48). Hatiry (1934:48,78,151) observed a 

number of similarities between Canyon Creek and Zuni including resemblances 

in styles of wall paintings, the presence of Upper Little Colorado-type 

ceramics, and the co-occurrence of distinctive wickerwork basketry plaques, 

the latter a southern innovation that apparently made its appearance in east-

central Arizona dxoring Pueblo IV. 

An additional concurrence between these Pueblo IV sites and the 
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protohistoric Zuni villages is the scarcity of architectural evidence for textile 

production. Although sufficient numbers of wide fabrics were found at 

Canyon Creek and Tonto to suggest that wide looms were being used at these 

sites, there is little evidence to indicate whether these looms were being used 

upright or horizontally. For instance, although wide blankets of both cotton 

and yucca^ were discovered at Canyon Creek, loom anchor holes were not 

reported. (One cotton blanket found there measured 1.3 m wide, indicating 

that a loom at least that wide was used to weave it; this width exceeds the 

range of fabrics comfortably produced on a backstrap loom. It is possible, of 

course, that this blanket was made elsewhere and traded into the site.) A 

51.0 cm long batten found at Canyon Creek may have been used with a wide 

loom as well. The one room at the site identified as a ceremonial room, 

analogous to a kiva, bore no traces of loom holes or of any other weaving 

activities (Haury 1934:52,111). 

As Kent (1983a: 122-125) has observed, loom ctnchor holes, the direct 

correlates of upright looms, have not been reported for Pueblo IV sites in the 

Verde or Salt River vaUeys, though they have been found at several sites 

situated just north of the rim including E^edale (Haury and Hargrave 1931) 

and Four Mile (Fewkes 1904) Pueblos. Sandstone warping blocks, which are 

frequently found in the same contexts as loom holes but may serve piirposes 

unrelated to loom weaving (braiding sashes, for instance) have been reported 

from Pinedale, Four Mile, and Showlow Pueblos (Kent 1957:487). Kent (1957: 

489) Interpreted the upright loom as an Anasazl Invention, an adaptation of 

either the two-bar twining frame or the horizontal staked-out loom to the 

neirrow confines of the kiva. 

In southern Arizona, the use of the horizontal staked-out loom is 
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documented historically for the Pima and Maricopa and for groups in northern 

Mexico, and this same type of loom is beUeved to have been employed by the 

Hohokam and prehistoric weavers of northern Cliihuahua. Additionally, the 

use of the backstrap loom is documented historically for the Pueblos and 

Pixnas, and archaeological evidence suggests its use by prehistoric weavers 

both on the Colorado Plateau and below the MogoUon Rim (Teague 1991:324, 

336). 

The question is still open regarding the types of looms used by late 

prehistoric peoples in east-central Arizona. Kent (1957:488) beUeved the 

wide vertical loom to have been used to some extent by Salado and Sinagua 

weavers to produce wide weft-faced fabrics, but suggested that the use of 

such looms routinely occurred outside the dwellings where no permanent trace 

was left of their use. Teague (1991:336) has argued that the staked-out 

horizontal loom was in use at Tonto Ruins, Ccinyon Creek, and the Gila Cliff 

Dwelling, based on the high incidence of tensioning flaws observed in the wide 

warp-dominant fabrics found there, flaws that are typically associated with 

this loom type. Kent (1983a: 125) and Teague (1991:336) concur that the 

backstrap loom was probably employed to produce the finer plain weaves, 

gauzes, openwork, and warp-faced weave structures found in this region. 

Indeed, several examples of backstrap loom parts have been foimd at these 

sites. For instance, a short batten suitable for use with a backstrap loom was 

recovered from Canyon Creek (Haury 1934:111) and backstrap loom parts 

have been tentatively identified from Tonto (Bohrer 1962:111). Kent 

(1983a: 125) suspected that one reason for the scarcity of direct loom evidence 

at most Pueblo IV Salado sites is that backstrap looms were being widely 

employed, and that the unspedalized sticks comprising these looms either did 
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not survive or went unrecognized by excavators. 

Although the question of loom type cannot be resolved here, one point 

is clear: the correlation that exists between loom holes, loom blocks, and kivas 

for Pueblo IV sites on the Colorado Plateau lacks a recognizable analocfue at 

contemporaneous sites below the rim. Similar ceremonial or group-based 

settings for the production of textiles have not been identified. Among other 

considerations, this observation bears certain implications for interpreting the 

gender of weavers. 

The primary weavers in late-prehistoric Pueblo society are usually 

interpreted as male, based on the strong correlation between loom holes, loom 

blocks, and kivas at Western Pueblo sites. This archaeological evidence is 

routinely construed using ethnographic euialogues that document the historic 

practice of spinning and weaving in kivas by Pueblo, primarily Hopi, men. 

As discussed in Chapter 3, this inference is further supported by early 

ethnohistoric accoiints of weaving at a number of the E>ueblo villages. 

The widespread appearance of loom anchor holes in kivas by Pueblo III 

at many villages on the Colorado Plateau (Kent 1957:487, Map 1) has been 

interpreted as signifying a major shift in the social context of weaving from 

a female, household-based activity to a male, commiuial, kin-based one such 

as that docximented historically for the Hopi (Magers 1986:246,270-271; 

Parsons 1936:33; see also MlUs 1997:33-36). One way in which the adaptation 

of the upright loom and its installation within the kiva may be viewed is as a 

social and technological response to the growing demand for new types and 

supplies of textiles, a demand stimulated by the rise of an increasingly 

elaborate ritual and exchange system on the Colorado Plateau (see also Adams 

1991,1997b). By minimally altering a preexisting weaving apparatus and 
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adapting this "new" technolcjgy to the specialized arena of the kiva. Western 

Pueblo societies were able to define and institute an entirely new system of 

textile production, one characterized by its own unique setting, division of 

labor, and complement of social roles and obligations. Most importantly, this 

technical transfoimiation embodied the social means for reaaiting an entirely 

new bloc of labor, i.e., adult males, into the textile production pool. 

As noted, the archaeological evidence does not permit parallel 

interpretations at Salado and Late MogoUon sites, and the gender of these 

spinners auid weavers remains far more open to question. There are in fact 

hints that women were performing many of these tasks. At Canyon Creek, for 

instance, a basket containing unspxin cotton, a skein of yucca yam (identified 

in the report as apocynum), and a spindle shaft equipped with a wooden whorl 

holding spun cotton yam, was associated with the burial of an adult female 

(Haury 1934:146). From these accompaniments we may infer that this 

individual was a spinner and perhaps a weaver as weU. This assemblage is 

strikingly similar to that associated with a Pueblo m male burial firom Canyon 

del Muerto, the so-called Tomb of the Weaver, which was accompanied by a 

spindle whorl and over three miles of spun cotton yam (Morris 1934:220-

223). 

Indeed, many historic accounts from the Greater Southwest identify 

women in native societies as the primary spinners and frequently as the 

weavers. A partLciilarly strong, though non-exclusive, correlation is found 

to exist between female weavers cind the backstrap loom. Even at Hopi, where 

weaving has historically been almost entirely the domain of men, women have 

utilized backstrap looms to weave belts for their own use; Hopi men, on the 

other hand, employ a narrow version of the upright loom for a similar purpose 
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(Teague 1991:373). As Underbill (1979:39) has observed, different historic 

traditions are associated with each loom type. The backstrap loom traces its 

roots to Mesoamexlca and Peru, where it has traditionally been associated with 

women and the production of domestic cloth. The upright loom, on the other 

hand, is a northern Anasazi adaptation whose widespread appearance 

coincides with an intensification of craft production and elaboration of ritual 

on the Colorado Plateau during late E»ueblo in times, and which at some point 

became identified with communal, kiva-based male labor. As underscored by 

Teague (1991:385), the male monopoly over cloth production reported for the 

historic Hopi and Pima seems to correlate with the production of doth for 

market exchange, or ritual, or both. 

Elsewhere, the production of cloth and yam for domestic use has 

primarily been the province of women, with such activities occiirrlng within 

a variety of household and extramural settings. There is no reason to 

preclude a similar division of Icdxir in the prehistoric past. Even in late-

prehistoric Pueblo societies where males played the primary role in textile 

production, women probably continued to perform many textile-related tasks. 

At Hopi, for instance, women were the primary producers of twined rabbit-fur 

robes until the turn of the present century (Kent 1983b: 90). Discussions of 

late-prehistoric weaving often overlook the fact that the development of the 

upright loom need not have greatly altered the performance of preexisting 

textile tasks within domestic contexts. Because other loom types, weaving 

frames, and textile apparatuses are so much less visible archaeological]y than 

the loom anchor holes associated with upright looms, the continued role of 

women in textile production after the development of the upright loom is 

difficTolt to measure. Yet women probably continued to play a role in textile 
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production in many late-prehistoric conmiunities, especially in those not 

specializing in the intensive pzxxiuction of cloth for market or ritual exchange. 

In villages such as Hawikuh and Kechipawan, for instance, both male and 

female Icibor may have been actively engaged in the production of textiles for 

community use. 

Although the evidence from Hawikuh and Kechipawan is admittedly 

scarce, it nonetheless challenges the notion that weaving was predominantly 

a male, kLva-based activity at contact-period Zuni, as it evidently wets at many 

contemporary Pueblo villages. The strong correlation between males, 

weaving, spinning, and kivas that may be inferred for Hopi and some middle 

Rio Grande villages on the basis of ethnohistoric and archaeological evidence, 

cannot presently be demonstrated for Zuni. The scarcity of evidence for loom 

holes has already been discussed, and the only known ethnohistoric reference 

to men weaving and spinning at sixteenth-century Zuni is based upon hearsay 

evidence (Hammond and Rey 1940:159). There are no ethnoliistoric accounts 

from Zuni that describe the contexts in which weaving was taking place. 

Aside from the three occurrences of loom holes, and the bone weaving tool 

associated with the sqxiare kLva, the only other provenienced, non-burial-

related evidence from Hawikuh and Kechipawan consists of a batten, yucca 

fiber, two spindle whorls, and two copper needles, all of which were 

recovered from rooms not identified as kivas (see Appendix B). From this 

evidence it is inferred that some weaving, spinning, yam preparation, and 

perhaps embroidery activities were being performed in household settings. 

This is not to imply that Zuni men did not weave or perform other 

textile-related tasks in kivas. Like most aggregating communities on the 

Colorado Plateau, these Pueblo IV Zuni villages woiold have comprised an 
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amalgam of northern and southern-derived populations. The practice of males 

weaving in kivas would have been a well-established tradition for those living 

in villages on the Colorado Plateau, and this convention was likely shouldered 

by male newcomers assuming the complement of roles and obligations 

associated with the performance of local ritual activities. The association of 

possible loom holes and the bone weaving tool with the square kiva at Hawikuh 

lends support to the asstimption that weaving was occurring in such settings. 

If, as Hodge speculated, the square kiva at Hawikuh was abandoned soon 

after 1630 as a restilt of missionstry pressures, and if medes at that time were 

weaving in kivas, then kLva-based weaving activities may have been 

transferred to ceremonial house-block rooms at this time. Indeed, loom holes 

were associated with at least two hoxise-group rooms at Hawikxih. Although 

not identified as kivas in the report, these rooms may in fact be ceremonial 

rooms that went unrecognized by excavators because they lacked benches or 

other more conventionalized kiva features. The presence of paved floors and 

multiple rows of loom holes does indeed suggest that these house-group rooms 

may have served as kivas or ceremonial spaces where communal ritual 

activities, including weaving, took place. 

It also seems possible that some weaving activities were being performed 

in nonkiva settings at Zuni when the Spaniards arrived and that some of these 

activities were being performed by women. Zuni has always been considered 

an anomaly among the Pueblos in that the earliest nineteenth-century Anglo-

American accounts describe women as doing much of the weaving there, 

although some Zuni men were also weaving and males seemed ecfuaUy well 

versed in the weaving process. Late nineteenth-century accounts describe 

weaving being performed only in household contexts (Spier 1924; Stevenson 
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1987[1911] :306). As discxassed in Chapters 4 and 5, one probable effect of the 

demand for tribute textiles by the Spanish secular authorities was an 

expansion of the Pueblo labor pool to promote greater female participation. 

However, the prominent role of women in Zuni textile production may predate 

any colonial influence. 

Looking again at the gender associations of all weaving-related artifacts 

(i.e., loombairs, battens, weaving implements, weaving bones, loom weights) 

from Hawikuh and Kechipawan burials for which the sex of the individual is 

identified (Table 6.6), we find females to be associated with five of these, and 

males with only two. Females are also associated with both of the spindle 

whorls, and men with none. When we further consider Hodge's 

characterization of Ceremonial Deposit 555 as "what appeared to be the 

mortuary deposit of [a] woman," containing a weaving batten and cotton 

seeds(?) (Smith et al. 1966:282), this female emphasis becomes even more 

pronounced. 

Of the female burials with dated artifact associations. Burial 115 

(containing a wide loom bar or batten) was associated with pre-MatsakL 

ceramics. Burial 214 (with a possible loom weight) and Burial 866 (with a 

weaving bone) contained Matsaki ceramics, and female Burial 927A (containing 

one long batten, three finishing battens, and a wooden spindle whorl) was 

associated with Matsaki ceramics and a bundle of yam identified as sheep 

wool, dating it to the mission period. It is possible that this latter association 

could even be indicative of female textile production for tribute purposes. 

The only dated male burial is Burial 113 (containing a blanket batten and 

another object resembling a batten), which has been tentatively attributed to 

the historic period on the basis of "a little iron rust" found with the bxirial. 

I 
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Although this sample is extremely small, it suggests that women were 

weaving on both wide and backstrap looms at Ztmi diizlng the Pueblo IV and 

Pueblo V periods, and further suggests that women were engaged in spinning 

cotton or wool at Zuni, at least during the mission period. From female Burial 

927A, associated with several battens and a wooden spindle whorl, it is 

inferred that some women were practicing both activities. It is also inferred 

that men were weaving on wide, presiomably upright looms at Zuni, though 

direct evidence hinges on just one burial only tentatively dated to the mission 

period. Though this question obviously cannot be resolved with so small a 

sample, it is not unreasonable to speculate that female weavers and spinners 

of southern (Salado or Late Mogollon) ancestry continued to practice their 

craft after joining with other Western Pueblo populations at the protohistoric 

Zuni villages during Pueblo IV, and that these persons may have been the 

principal producers of the yucca fiber fabrics.^ Nor is it unreasonable to 

assume that Western Pueblo males wovtld have continued to engage in kiva-

based weaving activities, especially those related to the production of cotton 

fabrics or textiles essential to the performance of katsina-based rituals. 

In regard to the types of textiles made and used at these protohistoric 

Zioni sites, there is very little evidence supporting the use of cotton at 

Hawikuh, and none at all for Kechipawan. The use of this fiber at Zuni is 

nearly impossible to measure with any accuracy due to the extreme 

perishability of all unbumed cotton remains and the fact that field reports of 

cotton seeds cannot be verified. Cotton was doubtless used in far greater 

quantities than are reflected in the archaeological record. At this writing, 

the only solid evidence for the presence of the raw fiber comes from the tiny 

mass of deteriorated cotton lint stuck to a piece of cloth and matting in Burial 
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179, an undated burial of undetermined sex. The discovery of three wooden 

spindle whorls, artifacts which are customarily associated with cotton yam in 

the Southwest when both tool and yam survive (e.g., Haury 1934:88), 

suggests that these were being used to spin cotton at Zuni, and the spinning 

of cotton at Zuni is further substantiated by ethnohistoric accounts (e.g., 

Hammond and Rey 1966:185). However, the same type of wooden spindle and 

whorl was utilized after contact for spinning the new woolen fiber, which 

makes the functional use of these postcontact finds difficult to interpret. 

Only two woven cotton textiles were recovered, both from Hawikuh, one 

a small unbumed bag preserved through contact with a copper-bearing native 

pigment, and the other a piece of carbonized plain-weave cloth. The diagonal 

twin appearance of the latter is inteiresting because of the resemblance it 

shares with some cotton fabrics from the Rio Grande region. Although 

unbumed cotton rarely preserves at open sites unless in contact with certain 

metals or metallic pigments, carbonized cotton does tend to preserve. Only 

one example of carbonized cotton cloth was recovered from these sites, 

compared with 15 cataloged specimens of carbonized yucca. Because cotton 

and yucca, when carbonized, tend to preserve under similar conditions 

(though yucca is much more resilient due to its greater structural stability), 

the scarcity of cotton may be only partly attributable to preservation factors. 

Instead, cotton fiber, yam, and fabric appear to have been qmte limited 

resources, used sparingly at Zuni. Such an interpretation is supported by 

etlinohistoric and ethnographic accounts relating that because of the 

relatively cold climate at Zuni, cotton was not grown in significant quantities 

there; rather, most cotton used at Zuni was imported into the area, reportedly 

from the Hopi region (e.g., Hammond and Rey 1940:171; Stevenson 
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1987[1911]:294; Winship 1896:550)." 

Yucx:a, without a doubt, was a major textile £iber used at Zuni during 

this period. There is strong evidence for the processing, spinning, and 

weaving of yucca fiber at Hawikuh, and for the spinning cuid weaving of this 

fiber at Kechipawan. Forty-one of the 44 plain-weave speciinens and aU 5 of 

the twill-weave specimens are identified as yucca. Although most frequently 

used to produce fabrics of relatively coarse texture, yucca fiber was also 

employed to produce fine weaves rivalling the appearance of cotton. 

Because the textile assemblages from these protohistoric Zuni sites derive 

primarily from mortuary contexts, the question arises as to jiast what purposes 

these fabrics served. At Canyon Creek, Haury (1934:101) believed the 

noncotton fabrics to have been used exclusively as burial wrappings. Several 

lines of evidence suggest that yucca fabrics served broader purposes at Zuni, 

though their vital role in mortuary practice is unquestioned. The fact that 

five of the yucca specimens in the assemblage are woven in a fine twill weave 

signifies that yucca was also used to make decorated clothing, not just coarse 

fabric. Yucca was also employed in the wide braided sash that has been 

previously described as resembling the historic Hopi wedding sash or big sash 

(both, as noted, employ a 3/3 interlacing weave structure having a southern 

origin); elsewhere, this type of sash was typically made of cotton (Kent 

1983b: 82). These twiU cloth and braided sash examples suggest that some 

types of fabrics made elsewhere of cotton, were made at Zuni of yucca. 

This interpretation is supported by numerous sixteenth and early 

seventeenth-century accounts that describe the use of yucca fiber (variously 

referred to as "agave," "maguey," "henequen," or "a fiber like ixtle") by 

Zuni men and women for their blankets and clothing (e.g., Hammond and Rey 
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1940:308,324; 1953:1014; 1966:185). Luxto, for example, visiting Zuni in 

1582, wrote that "even though they wear the same sort of dress as the others 

[that is, the other Pueblos], the cloth is of agave fiber." Speaking 

specifically of Hawikuh (Aguico), he ftorther explained that "the clothing 

which the men and women wear is made of agave fiber, so well carded that it 

resembles coarse linen" (Hammond and Rey 1966:184-5). Zarate-Salmeron, 

visiting Zuni in 1604, reported that the people there "dress in mantas of ixtU 

woven of twisted cord. These Indians have no cotton" (Bolton 1963:208). 

Nearly three centuries later, Stevenson's (1987[1911 ]:295) Zuni informants 

recalled that yucca had formerly been spun and woven like cotton there. 

Although both cotton and yucca cloth are documented as having been used at 

Zuni at the time of contact (see Chapter 3 for a more detailed discussion), the 

role of yucca cloth was unquestionably greater at Zuni than for Pueblo peoples 

elsewhere. 

This intensive use of yucca fiber distinguishes Zuni from other contact-

period Pueblos (though significantly, as Lux^ observed, a similar style of 

dress was shared), and suggests a further connection with weaving traditions 

south of the MogoUon Rim. Numerous examples of yucca or agave textiles have 

been recovered from Salado, MogoUon, Mimbres, and Hohokam sites including 

Canyon Creek, Tonto, Kinishba, Bear Creek Cave, Ventana Cave, and 

Snaketown. At Anasazi sites, on the other hand, the incidence of yucca 

textiles is very low. Kent (1962:145) commented upon the prevalent use of 

non-cotton plant fibers for loom weaving south of the rim; Teague (1991:400) 

characterizes their usage as typical of later sites in the Papagueria and along 

the southern margin of the MogoUon Rim. Non-cotton fibers were also widely 

used at earlier sites in northern Chihuahua; Casas Grcindes, for instance. 
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yielded many such fabrics (King 1974). 

At Tonto, yucca textiles made up one-quarter of the textile assemblage, 

the remainder of which were cotton (Bohrer 1962:92). Yucca (Haury, as 

noted, called it apocynuiti) and cotton plain-weave fabrics at Canyon Creek 

were found in about equal quantities, and some plain-weave fabrics were 

foiind to contain both yucca and cotton yams (Haury 1934:87). Most of these 

yucca fabrics were coarse, similar to burlap in texture. Haury believed them 

to be roughly the same size as the cotton fabrics found at the site and 

suggested that these too had been made on wide looms, describing their 

selvages as similar to those found in the cotton textiles. 

The yucca textiles from Hawikxih and Kechipawan share a number of 

similarities with yucca fabrics from Tonto and Canyon Creek.' All are 

composed of warp and weft yams with a final S-twist, and all have a balanced 

appearance. The major difference between the assemblages lies in their fabric 

densities. Whereas the yucca textiles from Tonto have 4.0-6.0 elements per 

cm (Bohrer 1962:92) and the Canyon Creek fcibrics have roughly 4.7 elements 

per cm (Haury 1934:101), the thread counts from the Zuni sites are 

considerably higher, averaging 9.0 warps and 6.7 wefts per cm (Table 6.4). 

Although some of this difference may be attributed to the archaeological 

contexts in which these fabrics were preserved (the Zuni fabrics, recovered 

from open sites, may have undergone more shrinkage), this does not 

completely explain the dissimilarities between them. 

Whereas the yucca cloth maniofactured south of the rim may have served 

essentially as coarse, utilitarian fabric for mortuary and other purposes, the 

role of this cloth seems to have been elaborated at Zuni. This development 

would have enabled the Zunis to meet the biHk of their everyday clothing 

* 
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needs by relying primarily on locally available resources rather than on 

imported ones. Indeed, the predominance of yucca in the Hawikuh and 

Kechipawn assemblages clearly signifies that a high proportion of the cloth 

used at Zuni was locally produced. With the exception of cotton fabrics, some 

of which were doubtless acquired through trade whereas others may have been 

woven at Zuni using imported cotton fiber (or perhaps limited amounts of 

locally-grown cotton), the Zunis were able to meet their own internal needs 

for domestic cloth through the intensive utilization of yucca. 

By the time the first Anglo-Europeans visited Zuni in the mid-1800s, 

wool had sxirpassed all other fibers for textile production. Very little is 

known about the adoption of wool at Zuni during the early-mission period, 

though it is surmised that it was highly coveted from the moment of its 

introduction. Wool was not preserved as a raw material at either Hawikuh or 

Kechipawan. The presence of sheep bones at both sites (in as yet 

vuidetermined quantities) signifies that sheep were present in the Zuni area 

during the 1600s, but whether these animals were actually present at 

Kechipawan cannot be confirmed until more faunal data become available. 

Evidence for the utilization of sheep wool at seventeenth-century Zuni is 

surprisingly scarce, especially when compared to the assemblage from 

Awatovi; however, the latter is primcuily mission-based instead of residential, 

and includes fabrics postdating the Revolt, which the Zuni assemblage does 

not. The scarcity of woolen remcdns at Zuni cannot be explained by 

decomposition factors alone because both wool and yucca tend to preserve in 

an unbumed state under similar conditions, and much of the yucca recovered 

from these sites is also unbumed. Furthermore, the wool that was preserved 

has survived in relatively good condition. With a single exception, that of a 
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"belt" made from netrrow strips of plain-weave doth twisted together, the 

woolen remains from these sites cxtnsist of plied yams, including embroidery 

yams, but not woven cloth. This suggests that woolen fiber was available to 

the Zunis only in limited quantities euid that it was reserved for special 

purposes. One such special use is indicated by the utilization of woolen yam 

in the secondary rebuxlal of a native female(?) at Kechipawan; as noted, a 

similar mortuary pattem was reported for a secondary reburial at Awatovi. 

It was embroidery, however, that provided the most economical means of 

utilizing this precious fiber at Ziini because smedl quantities could be used to 

great effect in embellishing varioxis types of ground fcdjrics. With its inherent 

white, tan, and brown hues and superior affinity for dyes, wool seems to have 

served seventeenth-century Zunis primarily as a decorative element, rather 

than as fabric per se. As will be discussed, a similar use of embroidery 

during the seventeenth century is found at Awatovi, Pecos, and sites in the 

Jemez area. 

By the mid-eighteenth centtiry this situation had undergone dramatic 

change, large flocks of sheep had been established in the Zuni area, with 

their wool losed not only to meet the clothing needs of the Zunis and some of 

their Pueblo neighbors, but also the tribute demands of colonial entities. The 

growing use of wool by the Pueblos is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 

10. Before investigating these changes, however, the archaeological evidence 

will be examined for textile consumption and production at other protohistoric 

Pueblo villages in the Hopi region, the Rio Grande valley, and on the eastern 

periphery bordering the plains. 
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Notes for Chapter 6 

1. "Ancient" and "recent" were terms employed by Hodge to differentiate between 
successive building periods at Hawikuh, which he distinguished on the basis of 
different masonry techniques and ceramic styles. The dominant ceramic types in 

the Recent levels were Recent Glaze (Hawikuh Polychrome) and Late Polychrome 
(Matsaki Polychrome). The Ancient levels were dominated by Early Polychrome 

(Kechipawan Polychrome), Gila Ware (Gila Polychrome), corrugated types, and 

Glazes I, II, and III (Hesotauthla Polychrome, Kwakina Polychrome, and Pinnawa 
Glaze, respectively). Hatsaki and to a lesser extent Hawikuh wares also occurred 
in some Ancient levels, indicating that some features attributed to this period 

were occupied up into the historic era, in some cases up to the time of 
abandonment (Smith et al. 1966:12-13,68,171). 

2. Haury (1934:86) identified this fiber as apocynum, but Bohrer (1962:92), an 

ethnobotanist, identified the non-cotton fiber in the Tonto textiles as yucca. 

The Canyon Creek fiber was reexamined by the author for the present study and is 
considered to be yucca as well. 

3. The kind of loom or looms used to produce these yucca fabrics is still 
undetermined. The types of fabric flaws described by Teague (1991:335) as 

characteristic of textiles woven on horizontal staked-out looms were not observed 
in the Hawikuh and Kechipawan assemblages, but these specimens are so distorted 

that such flaws would be difficult to find. No fragments large enough to 
determine a complete fabric width have survived. The only suggestion that these 
fabrics may have been made on wide looms is the 1.2 m long loom bar bearing the 
yucca cord lashing, which was associated with Burial 6 of undetermined sex. 

However, a non-yucca fabric could conceivably have been woven on this loom. The 
Hawikuh and Kechipawn fragments, while technically warp dominant, are not 
strongly so (Table 6.5), compared to most fabrics woven on horizontal looms. 

Rather, the Zuni textiles have a balanced appearance similar to those woven on 

backstrap or vertical looms (see Teague 1991:333, Fig.2-4.14). 

4. Stevenson's (1915:77; 1987[1911]:25) informants declared that two different 
types of "cotton" had formerly been used for weaving at Zuni. One of these was 

identified as cotton fiber (Gossvpium hirsutum) and the other as fiber from 
milkweed pods (variously identified by Stevenson as Acerates sp. and Asclepias 
sp.). According to oral history, the seeds of both plants had been brought by 

the Zunis from the undermost world and had accompanied them on their various 

migrations. The seeds of the former were left behind at one of their stops and 
were never brought to Zuni. Henceforth, the people depended upon the Hopis for 

their supply of cotton. Milkweed seeds, however, were brought to Zuni and 
cultivated. No milkweed fiber was identified by the author in the Hawikuh or 
Kechipawan assemblages. 

5. It may be added that the wickerwork basketry observed in the Kechipawan 

collections appears to be virtually identical to that described from Canyon 

Creek. The wickerwork basketry from both sites is technically and stylistically 
similar to that reported historically for the Hopi and Zuni. 
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CHAPTER 7 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE OF TEXTILE CONSUMPTION AND 
PRODUCTION AT PROTOHISTORIC HOPI 

Previous Investigatians at Awatovi and Other Hopi-Area Sites 

Early investigations at late-prehistoric sites in the Hopi vicinity include 

the work of Fewkes (1898) at Awatovi and Sikyatki; Hough (1903) at Kawaika-

a, Kokopnyama, and Bidahochi; Morris (1929) at Kawaika-a; and Hargrave 

(1931) at Kokopnyama and Kintiel, among others. Fewkes (1904) also 

conducted early work at the more southerly sites of Homol'ovi, Chevelon Ruin, 

and Chavez Pass. More recent investigations include Adams' (1979) 

excavations at the First Mesa village of Walpi and his ongoing research 

program at the Homol'ovi pueblos (e.g., E.C. Adams 1996; 1997a; Adams and 

Hays 1991). 

The most extensive archaeological field work in the immediate Hopi 

vicinity was undertaken by the Awatovi Expedition. Sponsored by the 

Peabody Mtiseum of Hcirvard and directed by J.O. Brew, project 

conducted field investigations at Awatovi, Kawaika-a, and other sites in the 

Antelope Mesa-Jeddito Valley area between 1935 and 1939. The work centered 

on the large contact-period site of Awatovi, occupied from middle-Pueblo III 

until 1700 or 1701, and its associated mission establishment, San Bemando de 

Aquatubi. The mission was established in 1629 by the Franciscans, who 

occupied it until the revolt of 1680 eind then briefly again in 1700. During the 

interim, the structure was remodeled and occupied by local Hopis. The entire 

village was destroyed, allegedly by Hopis from other villages, in the winter 

of 1700-1701. 

A lengthy report by Montgomery, Smith, and Brew (1949) describes the 
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excavations at Franciscan Awatovi and provides a hypothetical reconstruction 

of the mission establishment. Other publications resulting from the fieldwork 

include Smith's analyses of the kiva murals at Awatovi and Kawaika-a (1952), 

his study of the painted ceramics of Awatovi's Western Mound (1971), and his 

study of the prehistoric kivas of Antelope Mesa (1972); Woodbury's (1954) 

study of the stone implements from Awatovi, Kawaika-a, and other Pueblo IV 

sites; Olsen's (1978) analysis of the faunetl bone from Awatovi; and Wheeler's 

(1978) study of the Awatovi bone artifacts, among others. Unpublished 

reports include Jones' (1939) cinalysis of the plant materials recovered from 

the Awatovi mission bricks, and Spores' (1965) report on the metal artifacts 

from Awatovi. These unpublished manuscripts are currently housed with the 

Brew papers in the Peabody Museum archives. 

Although considerable testing was carried out at the residential Hopi 

village located north and west of the mission, very Kttle has been written or 

published about this aspect of the fieldwork. Smith (1972) has provided 

descriptions of the kivas and Woodbury (1954:213-217) has furnished ceramic 

eissociations for the rooms, but a comprehensive report of the seventeenth-

century village has yet to be produced. Until this occurs, the economic, 

social, and political relationships between the mission and contemporaneous 

Hopi commianity will remain poorly understood. 

Most of the collections made by the Awatovi Expedition are housed at the 

Peabody Museum (PM). In 1937, samples of 17 textile and cordage specimens 

were sent to Volney Jones at the ethnobotanical led? of the University of 

Michigan Museum of Anthropology (UMMA) for analysis, where they are still 

housed today. The materials recovered by Jones (1939) from the Awatovi 

mission bricks are curated there cis weU. Some textile fragments from Awatovi 

2. 
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were apparently sent to the Textile Museum in Washington, D.C. at an 

unknown date but were later returned to the Peabody. A sample of the f aunal 

bone is also curated in the zooarchaeology Icib of the Arizona State Museum at 

the University of Arizona. 

Previous Textile Research 

With the notable exceptions of Awatovi and Walpi, few textiles, fibers, 

and weaving-related implements have been recovered from these sites, and 

little analytical work has been done with these collections. Hough (1903:335-

345) reported matting, coiled and wickerwork basketry, human hair cordage, 

cloth of unidentified animal fiber, and felted feathers from Kokopnyama, and 

coiled and wicker baskets, matting, cotton seeds, and yucca leaf ties from 

Kawaika-a. No cotton cloth was reported for either site. Morris (1929:339) 

made passing reference to textiles and basketry at Kawaika-a but did not 

describe them, though some cotton seeds curated at UMMA are attributed to 

his field work there. 

The only textile mentioned by Fewkes (1898:630,649) for Sikyatki was 

a small fragment of feather cloth. However numerous pahos, some bearing the 

imprint of strings or feathers, were discovered by him at both Sikyatki and 

Awatovi (Fewkes 1898:630,736-738). Fewkes (1898:629-630) described the 

presence of various textiles at Awatovi including agave rope, string of human 

hair, and fabrics made of cotton, agave, euid the hair of an unknown animal, 

most of which were associated with burials in the Western Moxind. Fewkes 

(1898:626) also reported two loomblocks from a seventeenth-centiary kiva at 

the east end of the site. 

Matting and a few textile fragments were also reported by Fewkes 
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(1904:97) from the sites of Homol'ovi and Chavez Pass. He descrilsed one 

textile as animal hair, and the rest as yucca. No cloth was reported from 

Chevelon Ruin, but a round perforated object made from the plastron of a 

turtle was fotind, which Fewkes (1904:95-96) identified as a possible spindle 

whorl. (A nearly identical object was recently recovered at Homol'ovi). 

Farther south, Fewkes (1904:159) reported the presence of seven loomblocks 

at Four Mile Rviin. 

Previous Analyses of the Awatovi Textiles 

A detailed study of the Awatovi textiles was undertaken by Meircelotte 

Leake (1947?) in the 1940s. Leake at that time was a doctored student at 

Harvard majoring in ethnobotany cuid anthropology, cis well as an accomplished 

microscopist. She was not a trained textile analyst per se, and never 

participated directly in the Awatovi fieldwork or visited the site. After 

leaving Harvard, Leake went on to pursue a career as a research chemist 

(Marcelotte Leake Roeder, personal communication, 1996). Leake's manuscript 

was intended as a publication in the Awatovi Series but this never occurred, 

even though the textiles were acknowledged as comprising "one of the most 

interesting and important finds in the burials" (Montgomery et al. 1949:98-

99). The only published record of Leake's research consists of a brief 

summciry in Montgomery et al. (1949:98-99) and of citations and summaries of 

her unpublished manuscript by Kent (1957:533; 1979:38). 

Kent (1957:726; 1979:38; 1983a:306) examined Leake's manuscript at the 

Pecibody Museum at one time, but this manuscript could not be located during 

either of the present author's two visits there in 1993. Searches were 

undertaken in the Peabody Museum Archives, the Museum's Awatovi accession 
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records, and at the Tozzer Library with negative results. Kent worked with 

the manuscript at the Peabody Muse\im sometime prior to 1957 and perhaps 

after that as weU.. The Kent archives at the Wheelwright Museum contain some 

brief, undated notes made by her on the report (Kent 1947?). 

After a number of unsuccessful attempts to locate Ms. Leake by 

corresponding with her alumni institutions and some former Awatovi members, 

Ms. Leake (now Marcelotte Leake Roeder) was finally located by the author in 

1996 through a search program on the Internet. Although Ms. Leake has been 

generous with her information and her time, she does not currently possess 

a copy of the manuscript nor is she able to recall specific details of the 

analysis. At this writing, Leake's meinuscript is considered misplaced or lost. 

The cibsence of this manuscript from the Awatovi archives is regrettable for 

a number of reasons, among which is the inability to compare Leake's 

identifications with those of the present study. Montgomery et al - (1949:99) 

indicated that Leake identified various plant and animal fibers in the Awatovi 

assemblage, but because individual specimens are not identified, they cannot 

be corroborated here. However, having learned that Leake was an 

accomplished microscopist and that she performed the fiber analysis herself 

lends credence to her identifications, particularly for the botanical materials. 

The summary that follows has been culled from the Franciscan Awatovi 

report, Kent's (1947?) unpublished notes on the manuscript, and Kent's 

(1979:38) commentary on Leake's findings in the Walpi report. According to 

Montgomery et al. (1949:98-99), Leake identified in the Awatovi collections 60 

specimens of wool fiber, 5 of flax (imported linen), 21 of rabbit fur, 17 of 

rabbit overhair, 5 of bison hair, 1 of human hair, 35 of unidentified animal 

hair, 12 of yucca, 6 of apocynum, 14 of feathers, and 15 of unidentified 
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fibers. In more than 20 specimens, she reported the combined usage of two 

or more fibers. For instance, five specimens were found by Leake to contain 

a mixture of sheep wool, rabbit fur, and feathers. Leake found various fibers 

used to produce different textile structures: wool was used in cordage, plain 

weave, twill weave, and twining; flax (linen) in braiding, plain weave, twined 

weave with extra wefts, and brocade; yucca in cordage; bison wool in 

braiding and plain weave; and rabbit fur, hair, and feathers each used in 

plain weave. No cotton was identified in the textiles from the church burials. 

As Kent (1979:38) later remarked in her Walpi study, this could be 

interpreted to mean that cotton no longer f \inctioned as an important mortuary 

fiber for the Awatovi converts, or that it simply did not survive the centxiries 

of burial. This question is examined more fxxlly later in the chapter. 

Kent's notes (1947?) supply additional information regarding Leake's 

findings. According to Kent, Leake identified 12 types of fibers in the 

Awatovi textiles: domestic sheep, bison, deer, two types of rsibbit fur 

(jackrabbit and cottontail), bird feathers, human hair (found only in wads, 

not spun or woven), cotton (which Leake believed to have been imported), 

flax (imported linen), apocynum, yucca, and juniper. Types of textiles 

identified by Leake included apocynum, cotton, and rabbit fur tliread; wool, 

apocynum, yucca, cotton, and jimiper cordage; wool, rabbit hair, and yucca 

ropes; flax and apocynum braids; wool (probably) knitted articles; wool, 

cotton. Linen, and apocynum plain weaves (the latter further described as 

bands with 3-ply selvages); wool 2/2 twill weave; and linen twined weave with 

extra wefts. Roughly 50 percent of the assemblage was found by Leake to be 

composed of plain-weave fabrics and 20 percent of cordage. AH but one 

textile, a Pueblo IV cotton plain-weave fsUaric, were identified as Pueblo V in 

J 
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age. The seventeenth-centiary plain-weave fabrics were made of cotton, wool, 

and wool mixed with other fibers. Yucca was found only in cordage. 

According to Kent's notes, 36 percent of the samples identified by Leake 

contained at least some wool, and 24 percent were made entirely of wool; Leake 

suggested that some of the latter had been imported from Europe. Leake 

found wool to be frequently intermixed with feathers, rabbit, and bison hair 

in the plain-weave fabrics, and interpreted this to indicate that wool had been 

on gradually incorporated into the local weaving complex. In Leake's view, 

rather them supplanting native fibers immediately, wool had first been used 

in admixture with them until eventually replacing them, relegating cotton, 

apocynum, and other fibers to the status of minor staples. An alternate 

interpretation of these data is suggested below. 

The Awatovi Brick Study 

Volney Jones' (1939) analysis of the plant and animal materials 

preserved within the Awatovi bricks also deserves mention. Jones, an 

ethnobotanist at the University of Michigan, was an active member of the 

Awatovi field crew and originally planned to write his dissertation on the 

ethnobotany of contact-period Awatovi. The primary significance of Jones' 

work to the present study involves his analysis of the Awatovi bricks, which 

led to the recovery of perishable materials that rarely preserve at open 

archaeological sites. Despite the fact that the preservation of perishable 

materials was generally poor at Awatovi, Jones was able to recover remarkcibly 

well-preserved samples of unbumed c»tton seeds, fibers, and other remains 

from the low-oxygen environment of the mission bricks. Some idea of the 

diverse nature of these materials may be gleaned from the brick entries shown 
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in Appendices C and D. 

Using techniques pioneered by Hendry (1925; Hendry and Bellue 1936), 

Jones analyzed the contents of adobe bricks collected from the friary yard and 

other sections of the mission (Jones 1939; Montgomery et al. 1949:88). 

Although Jones' study, like Leake's, was originally intended as a paper in the 

Awatovi Series, a final report was apparently never completed and the study 

never published. Jones's (1939) findings are briefly siimmarized in an 

unpublished manuscript. A diverse assortment of materials was recovered 

from the Awatovi bricks including the seeds, leaves, and fibers from imported 

and native plants, insects, and miscellaneous bits of coal, sherds, cordage, 

and chipped stone. Most of these maerlals were probably intentionally 

incorporated into the bricks during the process of manufacture (see Hendry 

and Bellue 1936:65-66). Unbumed cotton remains were recovered from no 

fewer than 17 bricks, 14 of which contained cotton fiber or lint and 4 of which 

contained cotton seeds. Although not mentioned in Jones' ethnobotanical 

report, fibers and yarns of sUk and wool were also recovered. All of these 

materials are discussed in greater detail below. 

Textiles Depicted in the Awatovi and Kawaika-e Mm-aig 

As part of liis larger study on kiva mural decorations. Smith (1952) 

undertook a comprehensive analysis of the costumes depicted in the Pueblo IV 

kiva murals. Because so few Pueblo IV-textile remains have survived at Hopi-

area sites, these depictions from Awatovi and Kawedka-a are exceptionally 

valuable for conveying the stylistic richness and complexity of Hopi ceremonial 

textiles of the time. Although these murals contribute significantly to our 

understanding of iltucil attire, they can only suggest the types of techniques 
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employed in their manufacture. 

As discussed and illustrated by Smith (1952:120-122,270-291,Figs.24-

26; seealso Figs.50,51,52,58,61b,63f,66,67,71,80,81 and Pis. A,E,F,I), the 

anthropomorphic figures in the murals are frequently portrayed as wearing 

kilts and sashes, and sometimes shirts, dresses, and small shoulder blankets. 

They are also routinely accompanied by an array of animal skins, necklaces, 

bandoleers, headdresses, and arm bands. Kilts are rendered in a variety of 

styles: in solid white or black, or ornamented with geometric bands of 

decoration along the lower edges, or patterned with all-over designs (Smith 

1952:120, Table 3, Figs. 24-25). Some men's shirts and women's mantas are also 

depicted with all-over designs (Smith 1952: Fig. 24). Tassels are portrayed at 

the comers of many gctrments. 

Several styles of sashes or belts are shown, including white or colored 

belts with elaborate, triangular tassels, and wide white sashes with elongated 

tas.se] s ( Smith 1952: Fig. 26), the latter probably analogoios to the historic Hopi 

"wedding sash," "rain sash," or "big sash." A narrow woven belt with a 

ladder-like pattern is also depicted (Smith 1952:Figs.26u and 50e), which 

Kent (1979:21) has suggested may represent the type of warp-float belt 

referred to in modem times as "Navajo-style," though made historically by 

both Navajo and Pueblo weavers. 

As observed by Smith (1952:286), the only contemporary item of Hopi 

ceremonial dress that lacks a predecessor in the Jeddito murals is the wide 

sash with ends patterned by "Hopi-brocade." Kent (1979; 1983b:76) has not 

identified a prehistoric counterpart for this textile in any precontact 

assemblage, nor was one found in the eighteenth-century assemblage from 

Walpi. As will be seen, evidence for this technique is further lacking at 

J 
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Awatovi and other contact-period sites- By all indications, "Hopi brocade" is 

a relatively recent development, one originating sometime after the eighteenth 

century but prior to the 1870s. 

Smith (1952:270-289) inferred various decorative techniques £rom the 

murals including embroidery, tie-dye, painting, cuid weft-wrap openwork. 

He presented a convincing case in support of embroidery as a pre-Spanish 

technique, and posited that the decorated kilt borders depicted in the Jeddito 

murals represent embroidered ones. Smith (1952: Figs. 19,25) also 

demonstrated a strong southern influence in Jeddito textile design by 

underscoring the remarkable similarities between designs found on the Jeddito 

kilt borders and those used to decorate the exteriors of contemporaneous 

Jeddito bowls and earlier Fourmile Polychrome ceramics. 

Kent (1983a: 228-248, Figs. 146,147,149) has provided additioneil 

interpretations of these Jeddito costume depictions. The types of garments 

and techniques inferred by Kent from the murals include openwork shirts; tie-

dyed or negative-painted tunics and short shoulder blankets; kilts worked in 

plain weave, plain-weave tapestry, twill weave, and weft-wrap openwork or 

interlinking; kilts decorated with embroidery, painting, tie-dye, or self 

patterning; warp-float belts; plain-weave sashes with elaborate tassels; 

braided rain sashes with long fringes; and looped footgear. 

Textiles from Walpi Pueblo 

The only other sizable assemblage of contact-period textiles, weaving 

tools, and archaeobotanical remains from Hopi has come from excavations of 

abandoned rooms at the First Mesa village of Walpi (Adams 1979; Adams and 

Larson 1979; Gasser and Scott 1981; Kent 1979). Kent (1979) considered the 
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Walpi assemblage to be of exceptional significance because it comprised the 

only collection of eighteenth-century Pueblo textiles that had been identified 

up to that time.^ To Kent, the Walpi collection represented the missing link, 

bridging the late-prehistoric textile collections with the earliest ethnographic 

ones. As per the wishes of the Hopi Tribe and First Mesa Village, the Walpi 

Project reports are unpublished ctnd access to the Walpi collections at the 

Museum of Northern Arizona is restricted. The Walpi textiles were not 

examined during the present research, though Kent's (1979) report was 

consxalted. Because this report is unpublished, only a general sketch of 

Kent's findings is presented below. 

Textiles from Walpi dating to the 1700-1790 period include woolen plain-

weave fabrics in solid colors and plaids; woolen plain-weave cloth embroidered 

in wool with a simple running stitch paralleling the warps; woolen plain-weave 

weft-faced blanket fragments, including a possible tapestry-woven fragment; 

and woolen warp-dominant plain-weave fabrics. The cotton textiles are 

worked in plain weave, and two bear the remains of paired woolen rtanning-

stitch embroidery yams inserted parallel to the wefts. The assemblage also 

includes several examples of woolen warp-faced and "Navajo-style" warp-float 

belting and ties. Also represented are woolen 2/2 twill weaves, some combined 

with diamond twiU. (probably fragments of women's mantas with dicunond-twill 

borders), examples of the so-called ''maiden shawl" worked entirely in wool 

with white centers and indigo blue diamond-twiU borders, and examples of 

men's striped or plaid woolen blankets woven in 2/1, 2/2, and diamond twills. 

Fragments of knitted articles and woolen braids were also recovered. No 

cotton braided sash ("big sash") fragments were found. 

Kent's analysis found most native-made textiles from Walpi, including 
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those dating to the 1700s, to be made of wool. In contrast to Leake's findings 

at Awatovi, Kent found no examples of wool combined with other fibers, and 

concluded that by this time wool was plentiful enough to be used without 

"additives." Yucca was present as cordage and unspun fiber but not as 

woven cloth. Kent was surprised by the relative scarcity of cotton cloth 

fragments and botanical remains at Walpi. Only 15 cotton seeds and 2 small 

clumps of cotton fiber were identified in the entire Walpi botanical assemblage 

and of these, only 11 seeds and one clump were considered to pre-date 1840 

(Gasser and Scott 1981:130). Kent (1979:4) also reported the recovery of 

some cotton bolls, but provided no date for them. To account for the paucity 

of cotton remains at Walpi, Kent (1979:38) inferred that cotton had been 

grown in decreasing amounts after the introduction of sheep, and suggested 

that droughts in the seventeenth or eighteenth centxiries had further 

restricted the cultivation of the cotton plant. 

Kent's primary interest lay in deciphering the relationship between the 

eighteenth-century Walpi assemblage and the late-prehistoric textile 

collections. To Kent (1979:36-37), the major changes demonstrated by the 

Walpi assemblage involved the substantial use of European-introduced wool 

and indigo dye in the native textiles and the corresponding scarcity of cotton. 

Only a few Spanish-influenced garment types (notably knitted articles and 

weft-faced woolen blankets) were present in the eighteenth-century 

cissemblage. In her view, the Walpi assemblage represented an amalgam of 

Anasazi techniques with those known from sites in the Hohokam, Salado, and 

Sinagua regions, thus providing material proof of the technological and 

stylistic admixtxare suggested in the late-prehistoric Jeddito murals. 

i 
L 
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The Homol'ovi Research Procrram 

Mention shoiold also be made here of research conducted at the Homol'ovi 

Pueblos, sites considered ancestral to certain Hopi clans, where cotton 

cxiltivation has emerged as a topic of major research interest (Adams 1991, 

1997a,1997bb; E.G. Adams 1996; Adams and Hays 1991). According to Adams 

(1991:159-160), the rise of the katsina cult in the thirteenth century 

facilitated the establishment of large communities on the Colorado Plateau in 

the late 1200s. This aggregation led to an increase in village-level 

specialization in certain crafts and resources and to an elaboration of trade 

relationships between communities. This intensification of ritucd also created 

an increased need for cotton fiber to use in ceremonial costuming (Adams 

1997b). Evidence from the Pueblo IV sites at Homol'ovi, for instance, 

suggests the establishment of reciprocal trade relationships between Homol'ovi 

and Awatovi, with yellow ware pottery from the Hopi Mesa villages exchanged 

for Homol'ovi cotton (Bishop et al. 1988). 

The central Little Colorado River Valley provides relatively ideal 

climatic and hydrological conditions for the cultivation of cotton. Conditions 

are not unlike those found at Moenkopi, an important cotton-growing locale for 

the Hopi in historic times, which may have eventually replaced the Homol'ovi 

sites in this regard (Adams 1991:175-183). The recovery of extensive samples 

of cotton remains (second only to maize) at the sites of Homol'ovi II and 

Homol'ovi m suggests that cotton was a major economic resource in the 

Homol'ovi area by A.D. 1275. Cotton seeds, both carbonized and unbumed, 

were recovered from 57 percent of the flotation samples collected from 

Homol'ovi n (Miksicek 1991:98), cuid cotton seeds and pollen were identified 

in 18 percent of the samples from Homol'ovi III (K. Adams 1996:180). 
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Although fragments of carbonized cloth and cordage have been recovered from 

the Homol'ovi sites, quantities are small (Hays 1991:123; Walker 1996:75-91), 

and only a few weaving tools have been found. A fragment of a circular 

perforated disc made from the plastron of a turtle, which may have served as 

a spindle whorl or perhaps an ornament was recovered from the plaza at 

Homolovi I (Jennifer Strand, zooarchaeologist at the Arizona State Museum, 

personal communication). This item is nearly identifical to one found by 

Fewkes (1904:95-96) atChevelon. 

In Adams's (E.G. Adams 1996:13-14) view, efforts by the Hopi to 

increase their access to cotton and control its production in the well-watered 

Little Colorado River floodplain led to the abrupt esta bU-shment of Homol'ovi 

n by a colonizing group of Hopis in the early to mid-1300s. Although cotton 

can be grown successfvilly at the Hopi Mesas, the shorter growing season 

(roughly 130 days as compared to 170 at Homol'ovi and Moenkopi) and lack of 

pereiuiial streams at Hopi make cotton cultivation a far riskier proposition 

(Miksicek 1991:98). If Adams's (1996:13-14) interpretation is correct, this 

extends Hopi dominance of the Western Pueblo textile trade back at least two 

centuries prior to the time of European contact. 

Adams (1996:13-14) considers cotton to have been a major factor in the 

abandonment of the Homol'ovi region around A.D. 1400. He suggests that 

Homol'ovi farmers may have overcommitted themselves to cotton cultivation or 

that exchange relationships predicated on cotton may have changed. The 

establishment of Moenkopi as a cotton-growing settiement in the 1400s, for 

instance, may have shifted the focus of cotton procurement away from the 

Homol'ovi region and toward the west. Alternately, the development of more 

drought-tolerant strains of cotton may have enabled the Hopis to grow more 

j 
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of their cotton closer to home, easing their reliance on Homol'ovi. 

The economic importance of textile production at Homol'ovi has yet to be 

determined. The relative scarcity of perforated sherd disks or other ceramic 

spindle whorls at Homol'ovi n has suggested to Adams (1991:181) that weaving 

was not a dominant industry there, and that most trade involved the exchange 

of raw fiber rather than finished goods. He has acknowledged the possibility, 

however, that weaving cuid spinning tools simply did not sxirvive at Homol'ovi, 

an explanation favored by the present author,^ especially in light of the 

Awatovi finds. As wiU be discussed, loom holes and loomblocks are far more 

reliable indicators of weaving activities at these open sites. Three of the 

Homol'ovi II kivas contained loom holes in their flagstone floors, and one also 

contained a pair of loomblocks (Walker 1996:79-80). This evidence, combined 

with the discovery of cotton cloth, indicates that loom weaving was an ongoing 

activity at the Homol'ovi villages, though to what extent cotton fabrics were 

being traded beyond the community remains open to question. 

Interestingly, neither of the two carbonized plain-weave textiles 

collected by Fewkes at Homol'ovi that were examined during the present study 

are made of cotton (see Appendix C). Microscopic analysis performed during 

the present analysis identified one as yucca; the other is unidentified. 

Textile Remains from Awatovi and Other Hopi-Area Sites 

An Analysis of the Textile Collections 

The Scimple used in the present study includes all textiles, fibers, and 

weaving tools from Awatovi located in the collections of the Peabody Museum 
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(PM) and at the ethnobotany lab at the University of Michigan Musexom of 

Anthropology (UMMA). The sample eOso includes the Awatovi specimens 

collected by Fewkes, housed at the Smithsonian's National Museiom of Natiiral 

History (NMNH), as weU. as two textile fragments attributed to Awatovi in the 

catalog records, one at the Laboratory of Anthropology of the Museum of New 

Mexico (MNM) and the other at the Denver Art Museum (DAM). Table 7.1 lists 

the types of textiles identified in the Awatovi collections during the present 

study. Basic descriptive information for each specimen is presented in 

Appendix C, and technical attributes are provided in Appendix I. 

Collections made by Fewkes (1898,1904) and Hough (1903) from the 

Hopi-area sites of Sikyatki, Homol'ovi, Kokopnyama, and Kawaika-a were also 

examined at NMNH. Morris' collections from Kawaika-a, beKeved to be at the 

University of Colorado, were not examined with the exception of one specimen 

encountered at UMMA. These above-mentioned collections are not included in 

the formal sample, but their identifications are provided in Appendix C and 

they are referenced where appropriate in the text. 

The Preservation of Perishahi^ 

Several of these early investigators made specific reference to the 

preservation of perishables at these sites. Fewkes (1904:97), for instance, 

was struck by the scarcity of woven cloth in the Homol'ovi, Chevelon Ruin, 

and Chavez Pass graves, and observed that most of the fragments that had 

sxirvived were coated with copper-carbonate pigments. (Copper, as noted, 

is a biocide.) Fewkes (1898:630,736-738) and Hough (1903:345) reported 

similar patterns of preservation for the wooden artifacts at Awatovi, Sikyatki, 

and Kawaika-a. Few were found with the exception of painted pahos. which 

i 
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survived in cx>nsiderable numlaers because of their copper-carbonate 

pigments. 

Several investigators commented upon the poor preservation of bone in 

the coal-rich soil of the Hopi environs (Hough 1903:335; Montgomery et al. 

1949:98; Morris 1929:339). Morris, for instance, observed that the human 

remains in the Kawaika-a burials had undergone greater decomposition than 

the vegetal artifacts accompanying them. Montgomery et al. (1949:97) 

reported considerable variability in the condition of the Awatovi mission 

burials, noting that the bones and artifacts interred beneath the floor were 

far more decomposed than those found in the loose post-Rebellion fill, a 

difference they attributed to the high levels of coal ash in the sub-floor soils. 

Microscopic fiber analysis of the Awatovi textiles resulted in the 

identification of cotton, yucca, linen, wool, silk, and featheirs. With few 

exceptions, cotton only survived if carbonized or associated with metal 

artifacts or metallic pigments, and linen survived only in association with 

metal. In contrast, with one exception, wool svirvived only in unbumed 

contexts. A major deviation from these patterns was found in the Awatovi 

bricks, which provided an anaerobic environment for the preservation of 

numerous unbumed samples of cotton, wool, and silk, many still retaining 

their original coloration. 

Although a few Awatovi specimens are well-preserved, most are not. 

Ironically, in many cases their poor condition has been aggravated by the 

preservation procedures intended to preserve them. When examined by the 

author, all but the best-preserved of the Awatovi specimens were adhered to 

pieces of corrugated cardboard, with an adhesive (white glue?) applied right 

over the surface. The details of this procedure are not documented, but it 

i 
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evidently took place in the field as a means of transporting these fragile 

remains back to the museum. Like the paraffin used to preserve the Zuni 

collections, the addition of this substance created considerable problems for 

analysis, particularly for the microscopic identification of fibers. For this and 

other reasons, SEM/EDX analysis was required to identify some of the Awatovi 

specimens. These are indicated byan asterisk in Table 7.1. The adhesion of 

specimens to cardboard also made it impossible to inspect both faces of the 

fabric, complicating the identification of fabric structures. 

Results of Analysis and Description of the Textiles 

Numbering 121 cataloged specimens, the Awatovi assemblage is the 

largest sample in the present study. Several specimens were found to contain 

multiple examples or types of items, leading to the identification of 145 items 

in aH. One hundred five of these are considered to represent native-

manufactured fabrics or native-processed fibers or yams, and 28 appear to 

be the remains of imported yams or fabrics. The cultiiral affiliation of 12 

specimens is undetermined due to their extremely poor condition, though most 

are believed to fall within the former category. Identifications of specimens 

in the Awatovi assemblage are provided in Table 7.1. PM and UMMA catalog 

numbers shown side by side in the table indicate parts of the same specimen, 

the latter representing samples sent to Volney Jones for identification. 

Temporal associations and contexts of the native-processed and native-made 

textiles are shown in Table 7.2, and distclbutions of the seventeenth-century 

native textiles are further delineated in Table 7.3. Distributions of the 

imported textiles are provided in Table 7.4. 



Tatile 7.1. Tfpes of analfzed textiles froi intofi. 

lative-Iade Textiles: 
Plaio l(ea?e Oblioae iBterlacina 

Raw Fiber PM 36-131-10/8232 (bag) DAM 1950.189 
PM 38-120-10/18490 PM 37-111-10/11392* (bag) MUM 16762/11* 
DMMi 15491 PM 37-111-10/11393 KMNH A-156041.1 
IIMMA 15495 PM 37-111-10/11394 PM 37-111-10/11464* 
OMHi 15526.1 PM 37-111-10/11395 PM 39-97-10/21457 
DMMA 15526.2 PM 37-111-10/11402 
SMKi 15529 PM 37-111-10/11404* (with ja^) Eibroiderr 
OMMA 15531 PM 37-111-10/11405 PM 37-111-10/11393* 
DMMJl 15541 PM 37-lll-10/11406*/OMMA 16829 PM 37-111-10/11396 
IJMMi 16682.1 PM 37-111-10/11407* (with ja^j PM 37-111-10/11398 
OMMA 16683 PM 37-111-10/11408 (with ga^) PM 37-111-10/11399* 
HHMi 16684.1 PM 37-111-10/11409 PM 37-111-10/11410 
DMMA 16684.3 PM 37-111-10/11410/DMMA 16711, 16830 PM 37-111-10/11412.1 
SHMA 16686 PM 37-111-10/11411.1 PM 37-111-10/11424 
QMMA 16687.2 PM 37-111-10/11412.1/DMMA 16831 PM 37-111-10/11425* 
DMMA 16689.1 PM 37-111-10/11429 (belt?) PM 37-111-10/11435* 
HMMA 16694 PM 37-111-10/11430 PM 37-111-10/11436 
DMMA 16695.1 PM 37-111-10/11431 PM 37-111-10/11437 
DMMA 23678 PM 37-111-10/11432 
OMMA 23679 PM 37-111-10/11433 Twill Veare 

PM 37-111-10/11434 PM 37-111-10/11400.1 
Sinale-Ply Tarn PM 37-111-10/11438 PM 39-97-10/21460.2 
PM 37-111-10/11400.2 PM 37-111-10/11439 

PM 39-97-10/21460.2 

PM 37-111-10/11401 PM 37-111-10/11440 Float Heaves 
PM 37-111-10/11411.2 PM 37-111-10/11447.3 PM 37-111-10/11412.2 
PM 37-111-10/11454 PM 37-111-10/11468* PM 37-111-10/11426 
PM 38-120-10/18472i PM 37-111-10/11471 PM 37-111-10/11447.1 
DMMA 16682.2 PM 37-111-10/11477 

PM 37-111-10/11447.1 

DMMA 16684.2 PM 37-111-10/11480* Knitted Articles 
OMMA 16687.1 PM 37-111-10/11602 (with gate) PM 37-111-10/11447.2* 
OMMA 16689.2 PM 37-111-10/11603 (with gate) PM 39-97-10/21462.1 
DMMA 16695.1 PM 37-111-10/11604 (with ga^) 

PM 37-111-10/11605 (with gaho) Looped 
Plied Tani PM 37-111-10/11606 (with ga^) NMKB A-156041.2 
PM 37-111-10/11397 PM 37-111-10/11607 (with gate) PK 39-97-10/21462.2 
PM 38-120-10/18471 PM 37-111-10/11650 (bag) 
PM 38-120-10/18477.1 PM 38-120-10/18469* 
PM 38-120-10/18478 PM 38-120-10/18473 
PM 39-97-10/21458 PM 39-97-10/21459 
DMMA 15506 PM 39-97-10/21460.1 
DMMA 15508 PM 39-97-10/21461.1 

PM 39-97-10/21461.2 
PM 39-97-10/21462.3 
PM 39-97-10/21462.4 (coDtiaoedj 



Table 7.1. Types of asalyxed textiles fioi ivato?i (contiaoed). 

iMPorted Textiles: 

Tarn/Thread 
PM 37-111-10/11419.2 
PM 37-111-10/11444.2* 
PM 37-111-10/11446 
PH 37-lH-lO/11462/in!MA 16841 
PM 38-120-10/18476 
PM 38-120-10/18477.2* 
miMA 16684.3 
OMXi 16695.2 
im 16817 

gpyen Trii (Cord. Baad. or Tie! 

Braided Trii fCord or Tie) 
PM 37-111-10/11452 
PM 37-111-10/11453/IIMMi 16827 

PM 37-111-10/11421.1 
PM 37-111-10/11421.2 
PM 37-111-10/11450 
PM 37-lll-10/11451/OMMi 16825 

Plain-WeaTe Fabric 
PH 37-111-10/11418/nMMA 16826 
PH 37-111-10/11422 

toitted Trii (Cord. Band. Tiel 
PM 37-111-10/11419.1 

Fabric or Tria of IFndetenined 
Stracture 

IfOTen Fabric ifitb Sappleaental PM 37-111-10/11414.1 

Opeawork Fabric (Lace?) 
PH 37-111-10/11441 
PH 37-111-10/11442 
PM 37-111-10/11443 
PM 37-111-10/11444.l/DMMA 16840 
PM 38-120-10/18474 

Textiles of Pntnom Mannfactnre: 
PM 37-111-10/11403 
PM 37-111-10/11413* 
PM 37-111-10/11415 
PM 37-111-10/11416 
PM 37-111-10/11417 
PM 37-111-10/11427 
PM 37-111-10/11472 
PM 37-111-10/11473.1 
PM 37-111-10/11473.2 
PM 37-111-10/11474 
PH 38-120-10/18468 
PH 38-120-10/18470 

Key: *=Fiber Identified by SEM/SDI Analysis 

Wefts 
PH 39-97-10/21464 

PH 37-111-10/11414.2 
PM 37-111-10/11420 
PH 37-111-1O/11445/0MMA 16842 



Tattle 7.2. leiporal association and context of Bati?e-ude textiles froi ivatovi. 

Textile Tfpes 

Fre-Sikyatki 
Ceraiic 
Types 

Sikyatki 
Ceraiic 
Types 

Post-Sikyatki Ceraaic 
Types or European 

Artifacts or Features Total 

Ra« filter 
Mortnary 
Rooioctaary 
Uoknovn 
Total 

-

-

19 

19 

19 

19 

Single-ply yam 
Sortuary 
Vonnortaaiy 
Dnkaovn 
Total 

-

-

4 
6 

10 

4 
6 

10 

Plied yam 
Sortaary 
Soonortaary 
anknova 
Total 

- 1 

1 

2 
4 

6 

2 
5 

7 

Bnbroidery 
Mortoary 
Noonortaary 
Uoknovn 
Total 

-

- 11 

11 

II 

11 

Obliqne interlacing 
Uortuary 
Honaortaary 
Doknovn 
Total 

-

3 

1 
4 

1 

1 

3 
I 
I 
5 

Knitting 
Mortuary 
Kooiortaary 
OoknoHD 
Total 

-

-

1 
1 

2 

1 
1 

2 

Looping 
Mortaary 
Nonnortaary 
DDknovn 
Total 

-

1 
1 

I 

1 

1 
1 
2 



Table 7.2. Teipotal association and context of natiTe-iade textiles ftoi ivatovi (cont). 

Pre-Sikyatki Sikyatki Post-Sikyatki Ceraiic 
Ceraiic Ceraiic Types or Bnropean 

Textile Types Types Types Artifacts or Features Total 

Plain »ea?e 
Mortuary - - 35 35 
Honiortaar; 1 - 8 9 
Unknoira - - - -

Total 1 - 43 44 

Tvill veave 
Mortoary - - 1 1 
NoMortQary - - 1 1 
Oakaovo - - - -

Total - - 2 2 

Float veave 
Hortuary - - 3 3 
Hooiortaary - - - -

IIakQo«D - - - -

Total - - 3 3 

Total luber of 
Analyzed Speciiens 1 6 98 105 
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Table 7.3. Distribatioa of aative-iade textiles froi seveatee&th-centai? contexts at ivatovi. 

Textile Types 

Mission Bopi Tillage 

Total Textile Types Mortaary louortoary Mortnary lOQwrtQary Total 

Fiber 16 - 3 19 

Single-ply yarn 4 6 - - 10 

Plied yarn 2 3 - 1 6 

Eibroidery 11 - - - 11 

Obliqne interlacing 1 - - 1 

Knitting 1 - - 1 2 

Looping - - 1 1 

Plain veave 35 1 - 7 43 

Tvill weave I - - 1 2 

Float veave 3 - - - 3 

Total nojber of analyzed 
speciiens 

57 27 - 13 97 

Table 7.4. Distribation of iiported yams and fabrics fioi iwatovi. 

Textile Types 
Xission 

Hopi Village Total Textile Types 
Mortuary Honioitnary 

Hopi Village Total 

Yarn/thread 5 4 - 9 

Plain-weave fabric 2 - - 2 

Voven fabric with 
snppleiental vefts 1 . 1 

Openvork fabric (lace?) 5 - - 5 

Braided trii (cord or tie) 2 - - 2 

Voven tria (band or tie} 2 2 - 4 

Knitted trii (band or tie) 1 - - 1 

Fabric or tria of 
nndeterained strnctnre 

2 2 - 4 

Total nuber of analyzed 
speciaens 19 9 - 28 
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As shown in Appendices C and D, the Awatovi fiber, yam, and fabric 

specimens are attributed to 61 mission contexts and 10 nonmission contexts. 

The 10 nonmission contexts include 1 burial and 7 rooms (including 2 kivas) 

from the Hopi village located north and west of the mission, occupied from 

Pueblo IV up through the seventeenth century, and 1 room and 1 unknown 

context from the prehistoric Western Mound, occupied during the Pueblo EH 

and Pueblo IV periods. The mission contexts include 31 church burials, 9 

rooms, and 21 bricks, the latter collected from various parts of the mission. 

Materials excavated from the mission are attributed both to the Franciscan and 

post-Revolt Hopi occupations, though distinguishing between them is 

sometimes problematic. The majority of burials are considered to be post-

Revolt in age, although some of these may represent casualties of the Pueblo 

Revolt (Montgomery et al. 1949:97). The mission burials, which include both 

Puebloan and European individuals, were recovered from the nave and 

sanctuary (Rooms 435 and 444), the baptistry (Room 465), and the church 

yard (Room 434) of Church 2. Although not attributed to specific burials in 

the field records, the materials from Room 465 are also interpreted here as 

mortuary in nature based upon information that the room served this purpose 

after the Revolt (Montgomery et al. 1949:97). 

As shown in Tables 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4, the Awatovi assemblage is 

primarily a mortuary one, which is heavily dominated by Pueblo V remains 

from the mission. This assemblage differs markedly from the Hawikuh sample, 

which consists chiefly of mortuary remains firom the residential village. 

Regrettably, no nonmission data set comparable to the mission one is available 

for Awatovi. The few mortuary textiles that are attributed to nonmission or 

unknown contexts are considered to pre-date the mission sample. Though it 
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may be speculated that Christian converts enjoyed greater access to wool and 

European goods than nonconverts, this cannot presently be demonstrated 

using the Awatovi sample. No imported textiles and only one possible woolen 

one were recovered from nonmission contexts, cmd the role of noncultural 

factors in this situation is difficult to measure. As will be discussed, most of 

the nonmission features that yielded textiles were intensely biimed, and most 

textiles recovered from these features are carbonized. Wool and silk only 

survive in burned contexts if they have been slowly smothered; one fragment 

of woolen knitting appears to have survived in this manner. 

The following discussion looks first at the native-processed or native-

made textiles, and then at the imported ones. Raw fiber, considered here a 

correlate of textile production, is discvissed in the following section. 

Single-plv yarn. The assemblage contains ten examples of single-ply 

yams, four of cotton and six of wool, all Z-spun. AU of the cotton specimens 

are unbumed aind were recovered from the mission bricks. One woolen 

example (UMMA 16684.2) also came from a mission brick; this tiny fragment is 

bright orange and definitely dyed, though the dye has not been tested. It is 

possible that it was dyed with brazilwood. 

The remaining five examples of single-ply woolen yam also came from 

the mission, four from mortuary contexts and one from the fill of a room. 

These include a small bundle of yam, a ball of yam, a strand of yam, and 

two examples consisting of masses of crimped and curled-up yams. At least 

two of these specimens are probably dyed: PM 37-111-10/11454, the ball of 

yam, ranges from golden to dark brown, and PM 37-111-10/11400.2 is a smaU 

fragment of medium-blue yam that appears to be indigo-dyed. (As noted, 

dye aneilysis was not undertaken as part of the present study.) This blue 

I 
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woolen ycum was associated with a woolen twill-weave fabric and is the only 

example of a native handspun indigo-colored yam identified in the Awatovi 

assemblage. As such, it may be the earliest example of indigo-dyed wool yet 

identified in the Southwest, though cotton yams believed to be indigo-dyed 

are known from late-prehistoric sites below the MogoUon Rim (Kent 1983a:42-

43). The two masses of crimped yam, PM 37-111-10/11401 and PM 38-120-

10/18472, appear to represent the warp elements from deteriorated warp-faced 

belts. 

Plied yam. There are seven examples of pUed yam: three of cotton, 

two of yucca, cuid two of wool. One cotton example (2z-S) and a yucca 

specimen (2s-Z), both unbumed, came feom the mission bricks. The other 

yucca excunple (2s-Z) is carbonized and was recovered from the floor of a 

Pueblo rv rxxjm in the Hopi village; a tiny bit of cotton yam (not included in 

the cdx)ve total) was found clinging to this specimen. Another excunple of 

unbumed cotton yam (4z-S) was recovered from a kiva (Test 31/Room 1) in 

the seventeenth-century Hopi village. The means by which this yam was 

preserved is unexplained, though it may have been among the "considerable 

vegetal matter" that Fewkes (1898:612-613) reported as having been found 

preserved within a sealed stone box dug into the kiva floor. A third fragment 

of unbumed cotton yam [2(2z-S)Z] was recovered from a room in the mission; 

this specimen was associated with imported linen cordage that had been 

stained green, suggesting that both were preserved through contact with 

copper. 

The two woolen examples eire bundles of yam [2z-S and 2(2z-S)S?] that 

may have been intended for embroidery or may be the remains of embroidery. 

Both were associated with mission burials. 
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Embroidery yam. Eleven examples of embroidery were recxjvered from 

five mission burials. Nine are the remains of ninning-stitch embroidery, 

recovered from Burials 27, 45, 53, and 83, and two are examples of twine-

stitch embroidery, both from Burial 73. All embroidery is worked in 2z-S 

woolen yams that have been identified microscopically. The running-stitch 

embroidery consists of parallel strands cf woolen yams still retaining the 

crimp of their former design. Geometric designs are discernible in the three 

fragments from Burial 53 (PM 37-111-10/11435 through 11437), but not in the 

others. In most specimens, the embroidery yams turn back 180 degrees at 

one or both ends, indicating the manner of working them back and forth in the 

cloth. The examples from Burial 27 (PM 37-111-10/11424 and 11425) contain 

fragments of coiled-up woolen cordage as weU. These probeibly represent the 

remains of overcast edge finishes applied to the selvages of the embroidered 

garments, as seen in historic examples. 

In aU cases, the ground fabric associated with these woolen embroidery 

specimens is extremely deteriorated and nearly or completely gone. The best-

preserved fragments of ground fabric are from PM 37-111-10/11393, which may 

contain examples of two different embroidered fabrics. In this example, two 

of the fragments of degraded cotton(?) cfround fabric have woolen embroidery 

yams inserted through them, whereas another fragment (wool?) bears rows 

of holes where embroidery may have once existed. In most other examples, 

remnants of ground fabric elements cire present only within the creases of the 

embroidery. Due to the extreme deterioration of these specimens, it is not 

possible to distinguish the warp and weft elements with amy certainty, and it 

remains undetermined whether this embroidery was inserted parallel to the 

wcirps or to the wefts. Although historic Pueblo embroidery runs parallel to 

J 
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the warps, Kent (1979) found one example in the eighteenth-century Walpi 

assemblage running parallel to the warps and two examples parallel to the 

wefts. 

Remnants of the embrtadery ground fabric from all four burials were 

examined by SEM/EDX analysis. All are in extremely poor condition. One 

excimple is completely mineralized. The remaining three (excluding the 

aforementioned possible-wool excmiple from PM 37-111-10/11393, which may or 

may not have Iseen associated with embroidery) are tentatively identified as 

cotton based on convolutions present in the fibers. The identification of these 

degraded ground fabrics as cotton conforms with the patterns of preservation 

one would expect to find at Awatovi, whereby an unbumed cotton ground 

fabric would be likely to degrade, minercdize, or disintegrate completely in 

such a context, but a woolen ground fabric would be expected to be preserved 

to the same extent as the woolen embroidery yam. 

The most reasonable interpretation is that these specimens represent 

the remains of woolen embroidesry yams applied to cotton cloth, the latter of 

which has since disintegrated. Most historic embroidered Pueblo kilts and 

many of the meintas consist of woolen embroidery yams applied to cotton plain-

weave ground fabrics (Kent 1983b: 56,74). It is of interest that wool, and not 

cotton, comprises the ground fabric of the best-preserved example of woolen 

running-stitch embroidery recovered from eighteenth-century Walpi, though 

two other examples of woolen running-stitch embroidery are worked on cotton 

plain-weave grounds (Kent 1979:9,16). In this first example, the single-ply 

embroidery yams are inserted parallel to the weirps, whereas in the latter 

ones, paired embroidery yams (Kent does not specify their make-up) are 

inserted parallel to the wefts. The Awatovi specimens differ from the Walpi 

.J 
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ones in having been worked in 2-ply yams instead of single-ply or paired 

ones. More significantly, the Awatovi ezeunples are virtually identical to 

contemporaneous seventeenth-century specimens recovered from Hawikuh eind 

from the Eastern Pueblo sites of Giusewa, Unshagi, and Pecos. 

Two examples of woolen twine-stitch embroidery were also recovered, 

both applied to woolen plain-weave cloth. PM 37-111-10/11410 and 11412.1 

from Burial 73 are fragments of the same textile, consisting of a double layer 

of well-preserved woolen cloth stitched together with rows of twine-stitch 

embroidery spaced 2-5 cm apart. Although running-stitch embroidery was 

primarily a decorative technique, twine-stitch embroidery served both as a 

means of decoration and of dciming or repair (Kent 1957:514). 

Oblique interladng. Of the five examples of oblique interlacing or 

braiding, four are considered Pueblo IV in age and one is from a Pueblo V 

mission context. Two of the E*ueblo IV examples are cotton and two are made 

from asbestos fiber. Both of the cotton examples are carbonized. PM 39-97-

10/21457 consists of several large pieces of matted and layered cloth composed 

of 2z-S cotton yams, some worked in oblique 3/3 twill interlacing, which are 

probably the remains of a wide braided sash. The fabric was associated with 

Burial 2 from Test 62, Room 1, which reportedly contained traces of cloth 

beneath the pelvis. Also associated were five pahos. a polychrome bowl, 

corncobs, and some carbonized com or seeds. This textile is the only one 

from a dooimented nonroission mortuary context. Woodbury (1954:217) has 

identified Test 62, Room 1 as Pueblo IV in age and it is discussed as such 

here, though it should be noted that a bone batten identified as Eoruus sp., 

possibly domestic mule (Wheeler 1978:57), wcis recovered from the upper fill 

of this room, making the dating of this textile somewhat questionable. 

I 
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As previously noted, oblique 3/3 twill interlacing has a southern origin 

and is the weave structure used by historic Hopi weavers to make the "rain 

sash " or " big sash." In historic times, these sashes have been made using the 

sprang technique (Kent 1983b:84). Unfortunately, no selvages or other 

diagonostic indicators of sprang are visible in the Awatovi specimen, and it 

caiuiot be ciscertained whether the sprang technique was employed in its 

manufacture. 

The other cotton example, NMNH A-156041.1, was excavated by Fewkes 

from the eastern section of the Western Mound. This specimen consists of 

three fragments of a thick round cotton braid composed of strands of 

carbonized, Z-spun fine cotton thread that appear to be interlaced around a 

core. Examples of braiding around a core cire known from sites both aixjve 

and below the MogoUon Rim (Kent 1983a:65). 

The remcdning two Pueblo IV specimens of oblique interlacing are 

worked in asbestos fiber yam, and are believed to be pieces of the same 

braided sash. MNM 16762/11 (from the collections of the School of AmericcUi 

Research curated at the Museum of New Mexico) consists of three or more 

fragments of a braided sash worked with paired 2z-S elements in an oblique 

2/2 twill-interlacing structure. According to the brief information contained 

in the collections records, the sash was reportedly recovered from a mortuary 

context at Awatovi by a local individual who then provided it to the museum. 

The catalog records assign a Pueblo IV date to this object, though specific 

provenience information is unavailable. Stubbs (1959) published a short 

article aibout this textile. Although he described the raw material as cusbestos, 

he failed to indicate how or by whom this fiber had been identified, nor was 

this information found in the museum records. 
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To verify this identification for the present study, a fiber sample was 

obtained for SEM/EDX analysis. The term "asbestos" refers to a variety of 

noncombustible materials but most often describes the mineral chrysotile, a 

fibrous variety of serpentine which is a hydrous magnesium silicate. EDX 

analysis of the fiber scunple performed during the present study revealed high 

levels of magnesium and silica, corroborating the identification of this fiber 

as a chrysotile form of asbestos. This identification was confirmed by an SEM 

image of the fiber sample, which revealed its shredded structure. The Salt 

River drainage in Arizona would have been a likely source for this fiber. 

Although Stubbs regarded this specimen as unique, another fragment 

of an unbumed braided sash (DAM 1950.189) nearly identical to MNM16762/11 

was discovered during the study at the Denver Art Museum. The catalog 

information for this specimen identifies its provenience as Awatovi and its 

source as an individual having the same surname as the person who furnished 

the other specimen to the School of American Research. Both were acquired 

by their muiseums in the 1950s, and there is little doubt that MNM 16762/11 and 

DAM 1950.189 represent pieces of the same braided sash, though the fiber of 

the latter was not microscopically examined. 

The only Pueblo V example of oblique interlacing in the assemblage is 

a small fragment of a 4-strand braid made of coarse 2s-Z fiber tentatively 

identified as animal hair, probably used cis rope or cordage. This fragment 

was recovered from Room 445 in the mission. 

Plain-weave fetbric. The assemblage contains 44 examples of plain-

weave cloth, all but one considered to be Pueblo V in age. Tabulations of the 

thread counts from these plaiin-weave fabrics are provided in Table 7.5. The 

thread counts for the individucil specimens are shown in Appendix I. Thirty-
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Table 7.5. Thread cooots of plaio-veave fabrics froi ivatovi. 

Cotton Fabrics Woolen Fabrics All Fabrics 

warp/ 
CI 

weft/ 
CI 

warp/ 
weft 
ratio 

warp/ 
Cl 

weft/ 
ca 

warp/ 
weft 
ratio 

warp/ 
CI 

weft/ 
CI 

warp/ 
weft 
ratio 

Range 
8.4-
14.8 

6.0-
9.6 

1.05-
2.31 

5.6-
12.0 

4.0-
9.6 

I.O-
2.0 

5.6-
14.8 

4.0-
9.6 

1.0-
2.31 

Heaa 10.6 7.6 1.4 7.5 5.5 1.4 8.2 6.0 1.4 

7ariance - - .15 - - .08 - - .10 

Standard deviation - - .39 - - .29 - - .32 

two of the specixnens cure believed to be wool, ten are c»tton, auid two are too 

deteriorated to identify, AH are composed of single-ply Z-spim elements. Of 

the ten cotton specimens, seven are carbonized and three are unbumed. The 

three unbumed examples were preserved through contact with metallic 

substances. Two were coated with green copper-bearing pigments and the 

other with hematite. 

The only fragment definitely pre-dating the mission period is PM 36-

131-10/8232, a piece of unbumed cotton balanced plain-weave cloth colored 

green on one face. The fragment has cin average of 8.4 warps and 8.0 wefts 

per cm and a warp/weft ratio of 1.05. It was recovered from Room 254 in the 

Westem Mound and probably represents the remains of a small woven bag. 

Woodbury (1954:213) provides a Pueblo III date for this provenience. 

As shown in Table 7.3, 7 of the 43 Pueblo V specimens were recovered 

from the seventeenth-century Hopi village (4 from the same room), and 36 

came from the mission. Thirty-five of the latter were associated with burials 

in the nave, sanctuary, church yard, or baptistry. Only one came from a 
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nonmortuary context, this from the fill of a room. 

All seven examples &om the Hopi village are composed of carbonized 

cotton, most recovered from rooms that burned while still in use. (As 

previously noted, wool would be less likely to survive under such conditions,) 

One specimen consists of tiny bits of cotton plain-weave cloth that were found 

intermixed with charcoal in Room 529, a kiva that Smith (1972:57) has 

suggested may have been abandoned soon after the coming of the friars. Of 

the remaining cotton fadDrics, four eire balanced plain weave and two are warp 

dominant. Thread counts for the balanced fabrics range from 9.2 to 11.6 

wcurps per cm cund 6.8 to 9.6 wefts per cm; warp/weft ratios range from 1.21 

to 1.41. Thread counts for the warp-dominant fabrics range from 13.4 to 14.8 

warps per cm and 6.4 to 7.2 wefts per cm, with warp/weft ratios from 1.86 to 

2.31. Selvages are missing from cdl examples except PM-39-97-10/21462.3 and 

21462.4. Both are twined with a pair of 2z-S cotton cords, the end selvage of 

the former twined Z-wise and the side selvage of the latter twined S-wise. 

Of the 36 plain-weave fabrics recovered from the mission, 2 are cotton, 

32 are wool, and 2 eure unidentified. SEM/EDX analysis was performed on 

seven of these specimens (see Table 7.1), two of which were identified as 

cotton and five cis wool. Some of the woolen plain-weave specimens are 

extremely deteriorated and their identifications are tentative. Of the two 

cotton specimens, both woven in balanced plain weave, PM 37-111-10/11392 

Ccune from the fill of Room 410 and PM 38-120-10/18469 was found with Burial 

116. Montgomery et al. (1949:88) describe Room 410 as a post-RebeUion Hopi 

addition situated within the yard of the former friary. The cotton textile from 

this room represents the remains of a woven bag preserved through contact 

with a green mineral pigment. PM 38-120-10/18469 from Burial 116 consists of 

t 
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the fragmentary and higtily mineralized remains of a plain-weave fcibric 

colored brick red on the tinderside. SEM/EDX analysis revealed a high level 

of iron in this specimen supporting the identification of hematite pigment, 

which would account for the p€u±ial preservation of the cotton cloth. Both 

cotton fabrics have 9.6 warps per cm and weft counts of 6.0 and 8.8 cm 

respectively, and warp/weft ratios of 1.60 and 1.09. As shown in Table 7.5, 

the mean thread counts for all cotton plain-weave fabrics in the Awatovi 

assemblage are 10.6 warps and 7.6 wefts per cm, with a mean warp/weft ratio 

of 1.4. 

AH of the native-woven woolen and unidentified plain-weave specimens 

in the Awatovi assemblage came from mortuary contexts in the mission. Both 

of the unidentified specimens are extremely deteriorated, but may be balanced 

plain weaves. Of the woolen examples, PM 37-111-10/11429 from Burial 43 

appears to represent the deteriorated remains of a warp-faced belt with only 

warp strands remaining. Thread counts cannot be determined. (As noted in 

the section on single-ply yams, PM 37-111-10/11401 and PM 38-120-10/18472 

may be additional excunples of such warp-faced belts.) Another example, PM 

37-111-10/11650 feom Burial 60, may be the remains of a woolen bag, which 

was found wrapped or folded around some vegetal material, possibly yucca. 

The thread counts of the woolen plain-weave specimens reuige from 5.6 to 12.0 

warps per cm with a mean of 7.5, auid 4.0 to 9.6 wefts per cm with a mean of 

5.5. The mean warp/weft ratio is 1.4. 

Nine specimens of woolen, balanced plain-weave cloth were associated 

with pahos or prayer sticks, with the cloth adhered to or wrapped around the 

remains of sticks and/or feathers. One such specimen came from Burial 65, 

two from Burial 73, and six from Burial 50. Although it is tempting to identify 
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these as the remains of paho wrappers cind interpret them eis indicating the 

substitution of wool for cotton in items of ceremonial usage, it should be 

pointed out that even if cotton fabrics had been associated with these pahos 

they might not have survived. None of these woolen examples appear to 

represent miniature ceremonial fatbrics resembling those reported 

prehistorically (e.g., Haury 1945:194-202; Kent 1983a:251). Rather, the 

Awatovi examples consist primarily of the remnants of pahos with bits of 

textile clinging to them, and probably represent the remains of woolen 

shrouds or clothing. What these woolen specimens do demonstrate, however, 

is that cloth made from this introduced fiber had been fuUy integrated into 

traditional native mortuary practices by the end of the seventeenth century, 

and was not excluded from such contexts as a foreign introduction. 

The remaining woolen fragments from Awatovi likewise appear to 

represent fabrics used as burial shrouds or clothing. Aside from the 

previously-described bag and belt fragments, no particular items of clothing 

can be distinguished in the assemblage, though most are believed to represent 

the remains of woolen blankets or mantas. The largest and best-preserved 

fragments are those from Burials 50 and 73, burials that also contained pahos. 

PM 37-111-10/11432 and 11433 from Burial 50 are fragments of the Scune 

balcuiced plain-weave cloth, having light brown warps and dark brown 

wefts.' Burial 73 also contained n\imerous fragments of weU-preserved woolen 

cloth, the largest measuring 31.0 cm long and 20.3 cm wide. According to the 

field records. Burial 73 was completely covered by cloth when found. Two 

specimens from this burial, PM 37-111-10/11410 and 11412.1, contain the 

previously-described examples of twine-stitch embroidery, used to join 

doubled layers of coarsely-woven cloth. Another plain-weave fragment from 
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this btirieil, part of specimen PM 37-111-10/11411.1, is notcible for its diagonal-

twill appearance, a textured effect known as "tracking." 

Twill-weave fabric. The assemblage includes two examples of twill-

weave cloth, both identified as Pueblo V in age. PM 37-111-10/11400.1 is a 

small piece of balanced 2/2 twill cloth, woven with lustrous and well-preserved 

Z-spun woolen yams that are now golden , having thread counts of 9.6 warps 

and 8.8 wefts per cm. The previously-described single-ply woolen yam that 

is tentatively identified as indigo was associated with this fragment, and 

appeared to run through the fabric. These items were associated with Burial 

48 in the nave of the mission, which Montgomery et al. (1949: Fig 29c) identify 

as "definitely post-Rebellion" in age. 

The other twill fragment, PM 39-97-10/21460.2, consists of two or three 

carbonized fragments of a finely-woven 2/1 twill cloth made from Z-spun 

cotton yams. These fragments were recovered from Test 44, Room 2 in the 

seventeenth century Hopi village, a room that apparently burned while stiU 

in use. Cotton plain-weave cloth was also associated with this specimen. The 

thread counts of the twill fabric are 11.2-12.0 warps cuid 9.6 wefts per cm, 

though the density was probably lower prior to carbonization. 

Regxilar twills with continuous wefts employing 2/1 and 2/2 twiU-weave 

structures are common in Anasazi assemblages, and are the most common twills 

used historically by Pueblo weavers. Most prehistoric twills with continuous 

wefts come from Anasazi sites on the Colorado Plateau, though some are also 

known from Tonto Rxoins and from the Gila Bend area (Kent 1983a: 160). 

Float-weave fabric. Three specimens are examples of woolen warp-float 

weaves probably representing the remains of belts or ties. PM 37-111-

10/11412.2 from Burial 73, PM 37-111-10/11426 from Burial 35, and PM 37-111-
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10/11447.1 from the baptistry (also considered mortuary-related) consist of 

the remains of narrow warp-float patterned bands with complementary three-

span (3/1) warp floats. The floats occur on both faces to produce a double-

faced weave. The maximum width of any one fragment is 2.0 cm, though none 

is complete. AH examples utilize single-ply Z-spun warp yams in vcirying 

shades of brown (but see Endnote 3). In both 11412.2 and 11447.1, the 

floated warps and the wefts are paired whereas the unfloated warps occur 

singly. In the best-preserved example, 11412.2, the eight outermost warps 

are medium brown and worked in warp-faced plain weave, whereas the warps 

in the center section are dark brown and worked in three-span floats. The 

center design created by these floats is no longer discernible. 

PM 37-111-10/11426 is a tangled mass of Z-spun yams evidently 

representing the remains of another warp-faced belt patterned with warp 

floats. The wefts are missing, though some sections of warp-faced plain 

weave are still recognizable. In a few fragments, dark brown warps altemate 

with lighter ones to produce three-span (3/1) floats that appear to be 

complementary. The length of the original band or belt was at least 25.5 cm, 

but its original width cannot be determined. At one end of the belt, uncut 

warp strands are gathered into groups of four, knotted, and then twisted 

together to make a 2(2z-S)Z warp fringe measuring 3.8 cm long. 

Southwestern belts and ties exhibiting this type of complementary 

warp-float patterned weave are known as "Hopi-style." In contrast, "Navajo-

style" belts employ supplementary warp floats auid were made historically by 

both Navajo and Pueblo weavers (Kent 1983b:86). Examples of "Hopi-style" 

belts are known from Pueblo IV assemblages from Tonto Ruins, where both 

narrow and wide warp-float bands have survived (Kent 1983a: 180-181). Kent 
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(1979:18) identified examples of "Navajo-style" warp-float belting in the Walpi 

assemblage, but no examples of the "Hopi-style" weaves. Surprisingly, no 

"Navajo-style" belting has been identified in the Awatovi assemblage, though 

the deteriorated condition of these remains prevents ruling it out entirely. 

Knitted fabric. There are two excunples of knitted fabric in the 

assemblage, both probably the remains of leggings. A few other specimens 

bear the suggestion of knitted fabric but are too deteriorated to identify. PM-

39-97-10/21462.1 is a charred fragment of knitted fabric made of 2z-S woolen 

yarns, recovered from Test 46, Room 3 in the seventeenth-century Hopi 

village where it was also associated with carbonized fragments of cotton 

looping and cotton plain-weave cloth. The association of the European-

introduced technique of knitting with the precontact technique of looping 

confirms that the former did not replace the latter immediately upon 

introduction, but that both were practiced contemporaneously for a time. PM-

39-97-10/21462.1 has 4.8 stitches and 5.2 rows per cm, and is made with both 

stockinette and garter stitches. The fabric exhibits four areas of decreases 

(i.e., pairs of stitches knitted together). 

The other knitted example, which is also wool, was recovered from the 

mission. PM 37-111-10/11447.2 consists of fragments of knitted fabric worked 

in a stockinette stitch with woolen 2z-S yams that were identified by 

SEM/EDX analysis. There are roughly 5.2 stitches and 6.4 rows per cm. This 

specimen was recovered from Room 465, the mission baptistry, where the 

remains of warp-float belting and some plain-weave cloth were also recovered. 

As mentioned, although not associated with any particular burials in the field 

records, these materials were probably mortuary-related as the baptistry was 

used for this purpose ciEter the Revolt. 
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Looped fabric. The assemblage contains two examples of looping. Both 

of these are made with carbonized cotton 2z-S yams and have fsimiiar thread 

counts of roughly 3.2 stitches and 3.2 rows per cm. These probably 

represent the remains of looped bags or leggings. NMNH A-156041.2 consists 

of two small carbonized fragments of looped fabric that were excavated by 

Fewkes from an unknown provenience in the eastern section of the Western 

Mound. When examined at NMNH, the fragments were intermixed with pieces 

of the previously-described thick cotton braid. PM 39-97-10/21464.2 consists 

of five fragments of carbonized looping recovered from Test 46, Room 3 in the 

seventeenth-century Hopi village. The specimen is clearly historic in age as 

it was associated with a fragment of knitting as weU as some cotton plain-

weave doth. 

Imported textiles. Twenty-eight specimens of imported yam or faJbric 

were identified in the Awatovi assemblage. All were associated with the 

Awatovi mission, none with the surrounding Hopi village. These specimens 

are ILsted by type in Table 7.1. E>rovenience information is provided in 

Appendix C. As shown in Table 7.4, 9 of these imported specimens came from 

nonmortuary contexts, and the remaining 19 were associated with buriads in 

the church. Of the nonmortuary specimens, two came from mission bricks, 

one from a pit near the confessional, four from the fill of Church 2 (Room 444, 

where they may have originally been associated with burials), one from Room 

479, and one from Room 740. 

The mortuary-associated specimens were recovered from four different 

burials: nine specimens came from Buried 26, one from Burial 53, eight from 

Burial 100, and one from Burial 109. Only imported fabrics accompanied 

Burials 26 cind 100, and these burials also contained a number of European 
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religious items. As discussed below, the identification of the silk yam 

associated with Burial 53 is considered tentative, and the cultural origin of 

the woolen cloth found with imported lace in Burial 109 remains unidentified. 

Thus, although it is possible that some of the Awatovi church burials 

contained both imported and native fabrics, this has not been conclusively 

determined. Most of the church burials were accompanied by either native 

fabrics or imported ones, and these were rarely if ever combined within a 

single mortuary context. 

The assemblage contains nine examples of imported yam, seven 

identified as silk and two as linen. One silk and one linen specimen were 

identified by SEM/EDX analysis. Two examples of well-preserved silk yams 

were recovered from the mission bricks. One of these specimens contains 

white Z-spun smd 2z-S yams, and the other contains fragments of blue and 

green silk yams as well as blue, green, yellow, pink, and white silk fibers 

probably representing the remains of yams or fabrics. Examples of 2z-S silk 

threads in shades of olive-green, brown, and gold were also found with 

Burials 26 and 100. As noted above, the identification of the silk yarn from 

Burial 53 is tentative because this fiber was only identified visually eind a 

sample was not obtained. The two Unen examples were recovered from rooms 

in the mission. One of these, PM 38-120-10/18476 from Room 479 on the north 

side of the frieiry, is a coiled strand of metal-wrapped linen cordage stained 

green from the copper in the metal wrapping, which accounted for its 

preservation. PM 38-120-10/18477.2 from post-Revolt Room 740 is a neatly-

coiled bundle of linen cordage also stained green that was presumably once 

associated with copper as weU. 

There are two examples of imported plain-weave cloth in the 
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assemblage, both from Burial 26, which consist of small, well-preserved 

scraps of finely-woven silk cloth in shades of gold and brown. Another 

imported specimen, PM 39-97-10/21464, recovered from a pit near the 

confessional, consists of a fragment of fabric woven with metal-wrapped 

supplemental weft yams. This probably represents the remains of brocaded 

cloth or trim from an ecclesiastical vestment. The specimen is made from linen 

warps and wefts overlain with supplemental wefts, the latter consisting of silk 

fibers wrapped with fine strips of a sQver-colored metal. 

Five imported examples are identified as an openwork fabric, proboJ^ly 

the remains of lace. Four of these were associated with Burial 100 auid one 

with Burial 109. This lace is made from fine yams, and fiber samples from two 

of the better-preserved specimens have been identified as silk. The overall 

condition of these lace specimens is extremely poor, but faint patterned 

openings are still discernible in some fragments. 

Seven specimens are the remains of cords, bands, or ties. Five were 

associated with Burial 26, and two Ccime from the fDl of Room 444 in the 

church. One fragment is extremely deteriorated and only tentatively 

identified as the remains of knitted trim of undetermined fiber. Another 

specimen, PM 37-111-10/11452, is a fragment of a silk tie composed of six 

braided strands. Another, PM 37-111-10/11453, consists of fragments of trim 

composed of very fine silk threads braided around a fiber core. 

PM 37-111-10/11421.1 eind 11421.2 from Burial 26 are fragments of an 

ornament or trim composed of multiple layers of sUk (and wool?) plain-weave 

fabrics that are wrapped around a core of commercial silk(?) threads. PM 37-

111-10/11450 and 11451, from the fill of Room 444, are fragments of a narrow 

band or tie measuring 0.6 cm wide. This plain-weave band is woven from 2z-S 

i 
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linen yams and has a narrow cxjpper strip mnning lengthwise along each 

edge. A similar item is present in the Hawikuh collection. 

Finally, the assemblage contains three highly-deteriorated examples of 

imported fabric or trim of undetermined structure. PM 37-111-10/11414-2, 

recovered from the fill of Room 444, is the remains of a band or strap still 

bearing the imprint of a medal. PM 37-111-10/11420 is a tiny fragment of 

woolen fabric of undetermined weave with matted gold and indigo-blue woolen 

fibers clinging to one face; this may represent another piece of the above-

mentioned omciment found with Burial 26. PM 37-111-10/11445 from Burial 100 

is deteriorated cloth of an undetermined weave that is tentatively identified 

as silk. 

Evidence for the Production of Textiles at Awatovi and Other Hopi-Area Sites 

A Description of the Evidence 

The material correlates of textile production at these Hopi-area sites 

include loom anchor holes, loomblocks or loomweights, weaving tools, and 

textile fibers. Descriptions, proveniences, and references for these items are 

provided in Appendix D. 

Loom Holes 

Because textile fibers and wooden implements are so inconsistently 

preserved, loom anchor holes and loomblocks serve as the most reliable 

indicators of textile production at these sites. Loom anchor holes, especially 

those with their loom anchors still intact, provide the most uneqxiivocal means 

for identifying the contexts within which upright looms were used. Unlike 
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loomblocks, loom holes are not portable, though rows of holes may also serve 

purposes unrelated to weaving. Smith (1972:121-123) has provided a brief 

discxission of the history and distribution of loom holes, which make their 

earliest appearance in kivas of the Scui Juan/Kayenta Anasassi region during 

late Pueblo II. Loom anchors and loom holes are typically associated with 

kivas at Pueblo m sites, although there are exceptions. For instance, Judd 

(1930:24,28,31) reported the presence of loom holes at Betatakin in two 

dwelling rooms and an exterior courtycurd, as well as in a kiva, and Kidder and 

Guernsey (1919:70) reported a row of loom holes on aui exposed sandstone 

ledge near the surface ruin of Nockito. Loom holes are common features in 

kivas at Pueblo IV sites in the Western Anasazi region. These seem to have 

been the primary settings where upright looms were being used at the time of 

European contact. As previously discussed, however, other types of looms 

leaving fewer archaeological traces (such as backstrap looms and braiding 

frames) could also have been in use at this time. 

As shown in Appendix D, early occurrences of loom holes in the Hopi 

region include two rows of loom holes in the adobe floor of a Pueblo II-III kiva 

at Jeddito 108, and two rows in the clay floor of a Pueblo ni kiva at Jeddito 4. 

At Kintiel, a Pueblo III-IV site, two kivas each contained two rows of loom 

holes in the floor slabs. By Pueblo IV in the Western Pueblo region, most loom 

holes were being drilled through the slabs of paved floors, with some kivas 

containing as many as three rows of holes. Three of the kivas at Homol'ovi n 

contained loom anchor holes in their paved floors. Three kivas containing 

one, two, and three rows of holes were found at Pueblo IV Kawaika-a. One 

kiva at Pueblo IV Kokopnyama contained one row of loom holes, and two 

contained two rows. At Awatovi, four middle-Pueblo IV kivas, all from Test 

J 
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14, contained loom holes, two with one row, one with two rows, and one with 

three. The presence of miiltiple rows suggests that several looms were in use 

in these kivas simxiltaneously, as reported by Stephen for the historic Hopi 

(Parsons 1936). 

Loom holes are also reported for a number of Pueblo V kivas at Awatovi. 

Room 788, the kiva underlying Church 2, contained two rows of loom holes. 

Loom holes were also present in four of the kivas located in the Pueblo V Hopi 

pueblo situated north and west of the mission: Kiva A (with scattered holes), 

Test 22/Room 10 or Kiva I (two rows), Test 31/Room 1 (two rows), and Room 

529 (one row and scattered holes). As discussed in greater detail below, it 

remeiins xmdetermined whether these latter kivas witnessed active use during 

the Franciscan period. Although they were apparently in use when the 

mission was established in 1629, Smith (1972:67,75) has suggested that 

pressures from the friars may have led to their abandonment between 1630 and 

1680. However, at least two of these kivas (Test 22/Room 10 and Test 31/ 

Room 1) were apparently in use when the village was destroyed in 1700-1701, 

leading Smith (1972:70,75) to specxilate that they had been revived eind 

reoccupied by the Hopis after the Pueblo Revolt. 

Not all loom holes at Awatovi are associated with features that were 

identified as kivas by their excavators. Loom holes were also reported for two 

Pueblo V features identified only as rooms in the field records. Room 611, 

situated in the seventeenth-century Hopi village, contained four loom holes, 

and Room 463, a Hopi room located within the confines of the mission, had four 

loom holes that still contained loom anchors composed of willow loops. The 

functions of these rooms are explored in further detail below. The loom holes 

in Room 463 provide our only conclusive evidence for the performance of 

i 
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weaving activities within the mission structure itself. However, this room is 

considered to be post-Rebellion in age and thus to postdate the Franciscan 

occupation. There is no archaeological evidence of European treadle looms 

being used within the mission dxiring the Franciscan period. 

Loomblocks 

Loomblocks (also referred to as warping blocks and loomweights)* are 

large sandstone blocks, typically rectangular and 30-45 cm long, ec[tiipped 

with one or more holes or sockets for holding wooden bars or poles (Woodbury 

1954:153-157). Their use in preparing the warp for weaving has been 

documented for the historic Hopi by Stephen (Parsons 1936), and they cire 

believed to have served a similar role in the past. The blocks were typically 

used in grroups of four, with each block supporting one end of a bar. Some 

kivas were equipped with sockets drilled into the wall, in which case only two 

blocks were reqviired, one for each pole. With the bars fixed parallel to each 

other and suspended above the floor, yams cotild then be wound around them 

in a figure-eight fashion to prepare the warp for a loom or wound in a tubular 

manner to weave a belt or frame-braid a sash (Kent 1957:484-7,602). 

Loomblocks have a relatively narrow distribution in the Southwest, 

confined to the Western Anasazi area and to sites just north of the MogoUon 

Rim. These occurrences include the middle-to-late Pueblo ni site of Delgar 

Ranch on the Tularosa River, the Pueblo IV sites of Showlow, Pinedale, Four 

Mile, and Homol'ovi in the Little Colorado drainage, the Pueblo IV Hopi sites 

of Kokopnyama and Kawaika-a on Antelope Mesa, Pueblo IV and Pueblo V 

contexts at Awatovi, and the modem Hopi villages (Walker 1996:79-80; 

Woodbury 1954:155-6). Additionally, as discussed in the previous chapter. 
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two items identified as loomweights were reported from Pueblo IV-V mortuary 

cx}ntezts at Hawikuh cuid Kechipawan. Loomblocks appear on their own at 

Delgar Ranch, at the aforementioned Zuni sites, and at the Little Colorado 

sites located south of the river, and are associated with loom holes or loom 

cuichors or both at Homol'ovi, Kawaika-a, Kokopnyama, and Awatovi 

(Hargrave 1931; Kent 1957 : 487, Map 1; Smith 1972; Walker 1996:79-80). 

A southern origin for loomblocks is postulated. These items seem to 

make their appearance in the Southwest during late Pueblo m, and appear in 

the Hopi country during the Pueblo IV period. Woodbury (1954:155) has 

suggested that loomblocks have seen continuotis use by the Hopi since the 

sixteenth century. Such items were apparently not employed by Rio Greuide 

weavers, though loom anchor holes were regular features at Pueblo IV sites. 

Ethnographic reports document secondary uses for loomblocks as seats, 

grooved abraders, and altar supports. They were also incorporated 

secondarily into walls. Woodbury (1954:155,157) has speculated that most 

single occtirrences of loomblocks actually relate to these purposes rather than 

to weaving activities, because the latter require at least a pair to be 

fxinctioncLL. Loomblocks occur as single units in Pueblo TV domestic rooms at 

Awatovi, Kawaika-a, and Showlow, and in pairs in Pueblo IV kivas at Awatovi, 

Kawaika-a, Homol'ovi, and Kokopnyama. A pair of loomblocks was reported 

from the bench of a Pueblo IV kiva at Pinedale, amd seven blocks were found 

in or near a room (not identified as a kiva) at Foiirmile Ruin. Pairs of 

loomblocks co-occur with loom holes in the floors of Pueblo IV kivas at 

Awatovi, Kawaika-a, Kokopnycima, and Homol'ovi. 

At Awatovi, 17 features occupied during Pueblo V are reported to 

contain loomblocks. Nine of these featiares contained only one loomblock: four 
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of these (one a kiva, and three rooms) were located in the seventeenth-

century Hopi village north and west of the mission, and five features were 

situated within the confines of the mission where they occtirred in living and 

storage rooms and in the fill of Churches 2 and 3. AH mission occurrences of 

single loomblocks most likely represent post-Rebellion usage during the Hopi 

reoccupation of the structure. 

Eight features at Awatovi, six in the seventeenth-century Hopi village 

and two within the confines of the mission, contained multiple loomblocks. 

Three of these Hopi village rooms are kivas and three eire nonkiva rooms; aJl 

contained two loomblocks except for two kivas (Test 22/Room 10 and Test 31/ 

Room 1) containing four and five, respectively. In the mission, a pair of 

loomblocks was found in the kiva ( Room 788) underlying Church 2, cibandoned 

when the mission was established. A pair of loomblocks was also found in the 

fill of Room 416, a post-Rebellion Hopi room in the mission. There is no 

indication that loomblocks were ever iised for weaving purposes within the 

mission during the Franciscan occupation. 

All of the Awatovi kivas containing loomblocks (i.e., Rooms 529 and 788, 

Kiva A, Test 22/Room 10, Test 31/Room 1) also contained loom holes in the 

paving slabs of their floors. In contrast, although both single and paired 

loomblocks occvirred in nonkiva rooms, only one of these contained any 

additional evidence to suggest that weaving had actually taken place there. 

This was Room 611, situated in the seventeenth-century Hopi town northwest 

of the mission, which contained four loom holes in the paving slabs of the floor 

as weU as a pair of loomblocks in the fill. Room 611 is described in the field 

records as a room much larger than the average room, having a slab-lined 

floor and fire pit and containing a considerable amount of groundstone. 
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Although neither the field excavators nor Smith (1972) identified this as a 

kiva, it is suggested that Room 611 may have served a similar purpose, like 

the two rooms with paved floors and loom holes described for Hawikxih in the 

preceding chapter. If not a kiva, then Room 611 provides the sole exception 

to Woodbury's (1954:155) assertion that most loomblocks found in storage or 

living rooms at Awatovi represent only secondary uses of these items. In 

Room 611, the performance of weaving activities is indicated by the co

occurrence of loom holes and paired loomblocks in the fill. 

Weaving. Spinning, and Sewing Tools 

Very few wooden weaving tools survived at Awatovi, and none from 

mortuciry contexts or kivas. Only two wooden battens were identified from the 

site. PM-39-97-10/21431 is a short (21.5 cm long) batten prol3eJDly used with 

a belt or backstrap loom that was recovered from the fill of Room 1, Test 60, 

north of the Western Mound; Woodbury (1954:217) assigns a Pueblo IV date 

to this provenience. PM-37-111-10/11490 is a long (47.0 cm) sword batten 

recovered from the floor of domestic Room 412 within the mission complex. 

Room 412 is not indicated on the Franciscan Awatovi ground plan (Montgomery 

et al. 1949:Fig.4) nor is it disciissed in the report, therefore the dating of 

this room is uncertain. However, no European artifacts were present. 

No loom bars, shed rods, or other wooden loom parts were recovered 

from Awatovi, nor were ciny remeiins of European treadle looms, reed heddles, 

or spinning wheels found. The only other prehistoric site in the immediate 

vicinity to yield wooden weaving tools is the Pueblo III site of Jeddito 4, which 

contained "foxir badly charred wooden objects that somewhat resembled 

weaving battens," two roughly 50 cm long and two considerably shorter. 

JL^ 
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These were discovered on the floor of a kiva that also contained loom holes 

(Smith 1972:131). 

Fifteen bone artifacts from Awatovi cire described in the Peabody 

Museum catalog records as weaving tools. These were not examined during 

the present analysis; the following information hcis been cnilled from the 

catalog records and feom Wheeler's (1978) analysis of the bone artifacts. 

Although Wheeler (1978:Figs. 12g,20h) did not discniss weaving tools as a 

separate category, he illustrated two artifacrts that are described in the 

catalog records as weaving tools, which he identified as an awl and an antler 

flaker. Wheeler (1978:57, Fig. 16a) also described and illustrated a serrated 

Ecruus sp. (possibly mule) rib bone 20.9 cun long that he speculated could have 

been used as a weaving sword or batten for a narrow [i.e., belt] Icxam. This 

item, PM-37-97-10/20073, was recovered from the upper fill of Room 1, Test 

62. Although described on the catalog card as a possible musical instrument 

(rasp?), the weaving attribution seems more Kkely, and the identification of 

the bone as horse or mule establishes it as Pueblo V in age. The use of bone 

weaving tools by the Hopi lasted well into the historic period; a tapered bone 

tool identified as a weaving comb was reportedly in use at Walpi in the 1970s 

(Adams and Larson 1979:8). 

Other textile-related tools from Awatovi include bone cind metal needles, 

and metal pins and awls (Spores 1965; Wheeler 1978). Nearly all of the seven 

metal implements identified here as textile tools came from mission contexts; 

only one was recovered from the seventeenth-c»ntury Hopi village. These 

tools include the tip of a copper-alloy awl with a possible textile imprint, 

collecrted by Fewkes from an unknown section of the mission; three small 

straight pins of copper eiUoy, also recovered from the mission; a long iron 

I 
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needle, 13.3 cm long and tapered to a point at one end that could have been 

used as a knitting needle (though most knitting needles were probably made 

of wood); and another iron pin or needle measuring 12.2 cm long, perhaps also 

used as a knitting needle. The first possible needle was excavated from Room 

452, which served as the friary schoolroom during the Franciscan occupation 

of Church 2 but was reoccupied by the Hopis after the Revolt. The second 

possible knitting needle was excavated from Test 33, Room 1 in the 

seventeenth-century Hopi village. The only example of a metal needle with an 

eye came from Burial 108 (sex unknown) in the church. Traces of cloth or 

yam were pireserved on the needle's sxirface and woolen fibers were 

microscopically identified in the corrosion Scimple, suggesting that the needle 

was used to embroider woolen yams. This was the only mortuary-related 

textile implement found at Awatovi, in contrast to Hawikuh and Kechipawan, 

where most of the weaving tools from documented proveniences came from 

mortuary contexts. 

Most of the needles recovered at Awatovi eure made of bone. Wheeler 

(1978:56) attributed 2 of the needles he examined to the Pueblo III period, 11 

to the Pueblo IV period, and 24 to the Pueblo V period; these likely represent 

but a fraction of the needles found at the site. The presence of numerous 

bone needles in Pueblo V contexts demonstrates that these items were still 

being used during the mission period despite the presence of imported metal 

ones. Although metal needles were doubtless highly-coveted commodities at 

Awatovi, they were available only in very limited quantities throughout the 

seventeenth century. Three centuries later, bone needles were still being 

used at Hopi to some extent (Adams and Larson 1979:8). 

Eight perforated sherds that were recovered from mission and village 

i 
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contexts are identified as spindle whorls in the Peabody Museum catalog 

records. Because such items may serve purposes unrelated to spinning 

(e.g., as ornaments, whistles; see also Endnote 2 and Kent 1983a:32), they 

eire only briefly mentioned here. Although whorls of wood, bone, or horn are 

far less ambiguous indicators of fiber processing, none apparently survived 

at Awatovi. 

Textile Fibers 

Cotton seeds and fiber. Evidence of cotton stirvived at Awatovi in the 

form of fiber, seeds, and bolls. This archaeological evidence corroborates 

ethnohistoric accounts alluding to considerable cotton haorvests at Hopi at the 

time of contact (e.g., Hammond and Rey 1966:192). As shown in Table 7.6, 

cotton seeds and fiber were recovered from 25 different contexts at Awatovi, 

11 containing seeds, 17 containing fiber, and 3 containing both types of 

remains. Both carbonized and uncarbonized remains were recovered. 

Cotton remains are documented for 20 mission contexts and 4 nonmission 

contexts. However, 17 of these 20 mission contexts are bricks. Cotton waste 

was probably intentionally incorporated into the bricks during the process of 

manufactiire. Therefore, these do not necessarily indicate the processing or 

storage of cotton within the mission proper. Only two of the mission buricils 

and one mission room contained cotton remains, in contrast to five contexts 

from the Hopi village (one Pueblo III-IV burial and four Pueblo V rooms). 

Nearly all of the carbonized cotton remains from Awatovi came from 

nonmission contexts. Only two carbonized examples were recovered from the 

mission, including roughly 50 charred cotton seeds recovered from Burial 99, 

a post-Rebellion burial in the church, and two cheirred cotton seeds from Room 

j 
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Table 7.6. Teiporal association and context of cotton seeds and fiber froi i«ato?i. 

Pre-Sikyatki Post-Sikyatki 
Ceraiic Sikfatki Ceraiic Ceraiics or European Total 
Types Types Artifacts or 

Featares 

Contexts containing cotton seeds 
Mission: 
Mortuary - - 2 2 
Bricks - - 4 4 
Other oouortaary - - I 1 

lopi Tillage: 
Mortaary 1 - - I 
NoMortQary - - 3 3 

Total 1 - 10 11 

Contexts containing cotton fiber 
Mission: 
Mortuary - - - -

Bricks - - 14 14 
Otber Qouortnary - - - -

Eopi Tillage: 
Mortuary - - - -

KoMortaary - - 3 3 
Total - - 17 17 

Contexts containing both cotton 
seeds and fiber 
Mission: 
Mortuary - - - -

Bricks - - (1) (1) 
Other noniortuary - - - -

Bopi Tillage: 
Mortuary - - - -

VoDiortuary - - (2) (2) 
Total - - (3) (3) 

Total contexts containing cotton 
seeds and/or fiber 
Mission: 
Mortuary - - 2 2 
Bricks - - 17 17 
Other aouortuary - - 1 1 

lopi Tillage: 
Mortuary I - - I 
Koaiortuary - - 4 4 

Total 1 - 24 25 
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493, an undated featxire in the mission. In addition, the burial card for 

BuriallOS (a church btirial) refers to seed "shaped like cotton seed" found 

within a basket. This material was not located during analysis and its 

identification remains unconfirmed. 

Five samples of carbonized cotton remains were recovered from Hopi 

village contexts. These include one seed associated with a E^eblo m-IV 

burial in Test 23, Room 2 (Western Mound); one seed from Test 22, Room 6 

(Pueblo V); about two dozen seeds and some cotton fiber from Test 46, Room 

1 (E»ueblo V); cotton fiber from Test 46, Room 3 (F>ueblo V); and roughly 50 

seeds, fiber, and part of a boU found within a jar in Room 810 (Pueblo V). 

About 50 charred seeds were also recovered by Morris from a Pueblo IV burial 

at Kawaika-a (Morris 1929), and Hough (1903:341) reported finding cotton 

seeds with other burials there. A cache of cotton seeds was also discovered 

in a Tusayan Corrugated jar at Ma-chon-pi, a late-Pueblo ni site located 

below Hotevilla at the western base of Third Mesa (Euler 1959). None of the 

other prehistoric sites in the Jeddito area yielded cotton remains, though as 

previously mentioned, considerable quantities of cotton seeds were recovered 

from Pueblo IV contexts at Homol'ovi n and m. Despite the lack of direct 

botanical evidence, there is little question that cotton was in wide use 

throughout the Hopi region. 

As noted, substantial queintities of xanbumed cotton fiber, lint, and 

seeds were recovered from the mission bricks. The remarkable preservation 

of this material provides our most realistic assessment of the amount of cotton 

present at Awatovi during the early mission period. As shown in Appendix 

D, the UMMA collections contain numerous examples of cotton fiber, lint, and 

seeds that were recovered by Jones from 17 different bricks. Fourteen of 
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these bricks contained fiber or lint, four contained cotton seeds, and one 

contained both types of materials. Fifteen cotton seeds were recovered from 

Brick 48 alone. Although most of the cotton preserved in the bricks is white 

or off-white, one sample from Brick 67 contained peach-colored cotton fibers 

that appear to be dyed, though the color has not been tested. 

Yucca and silk fibers. Additional examples of fiber from the mission 

include yucca fiber from Brick 41, and various silk fibers from Brick 67. The 

sample containing the silk fibers was obtained from the loose, rubbish-fUled 

soil located beneath the adobe bricks of the main altar of Church 2 (Room 

444). Silk fibers in shades of blue, green, yellow, pink, cind white were 

foiind. Because fragments of imported silk yams eilso came from this brick 

(see Appendix C), the fibers are presumed to have been shed from these 

yams or from a larger ecclesiastical fabric. There is no indication that raw 

silk fiber was ever processed or utilized at Awatovi. 

Domestic sheep and woolen fiber. Domestic sheep or goat fOvis/Capra) 

remains were recovered in significant quantities from both the mission cuid the 

nectrby Pueblo village. In the mission, sheep manure was identified in Bricks 

17 and 52, and white wool fiber was recovered from Brick 56. Deep deposits 

of sheep manure cuid numerous sheep pens were encountered by the 

excavators throughout the mission establishment, which suggested to them 

that the church yard, nave, office building, fricu:y, and friairy yard had been 

used eis sheep corrals during the Hopi reoccupation (Montgomery et al. 1949: 

54,59,78,80,88). The widespread presence of these remains in post-Rebellion 

contexts indicates that the Hopis gained control over sizeable flocks after 

1680. However, as noted by Montgomery et al. (1949:88), the site continued 

to be used for grazing purposes by the Awatovi descendents as well as their 
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Navajo neighbors long after the site was abandoned. Therefore, much of this 

faunal evidence likely represents postoccupation use. 

Olsen (1978) provided a general discussion of the sheep and goat 

remains from Awatovi in his report on faunal bone, and stated that large 

quantities of sheep and/or goat bone had been recovered from both the 

mission establishment and the contemporaneous Hopi village. (As previously 

noted, the osteological remains of Ovis and Capra are difficult to distingiiish 

and are often lumped together by fatinal analysts.) Little information, 

however, is provided in the report regarding the distribution of these 

remains. From the mission, Olsen (1978:Fig.l4) illustrated the skull of a 

domestic sheep recovered from the fill of Room 435 (Church 2). The Awatovi 

field records also mentioed a goat head with its horns sawn off, ® found in the 

fill of Room 454 (the sancristy of Church 2), which probably dates to the post-

Rebellion Hopi occupation of the mission. 

Domestic sheep remains were also encotintered in substantial quantities 

in the Pueblo V Hopi village located north and west of the mission. The only 

specific contexts mentioned in Olsen's (1978:30,33) report include a complete 

sheep skeleton from the floor of Kiva A, burned vertebrae and ribs from Kiva 

I ( Test 22, Room 10), a few metapodials firom Kiva II, some burned and broken 

sheep bones from a fire pit in Room 13, cuid a lamb skeleton from Room 623. 

In Olsen's (1978:29-30) view, the osteological data indicated that the 

Hopis' use of sheep and goat had risen dramatically after the Pueblo Revolt. 

Olsen found sheep or goat to comprise 16.8 percent of the faunal bone from the 

seventeenth-century Hopi dwellings north of the mission, and interpreted 

these findings to mean that, with the Franciscans' permissian (my emphasis), 

the Hopis were eible to supplement their precontact diet of rabbit, deer, and 
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antelope with a roughly 17 percent addition of sheep and goat and an 

occasional cow and pig. In contrast, he found 38.8 percent of the bone from 

post-Rebellion Hopi feattires in Church 2 to consist of sheep and goat. This 

indicated to Olsen that the Hopis' use of these resources had more than 

doubled once they were able to acquire complete control over these flocks. 

Olsen's conclusions are examined more fully below. 

Textile Production and Consumption at Protohistoric Hopi 

Comprising the leirgest archaeological seunple in the present study, the 

Awatovi sample is deemed most suitable for investigating certain questions 

relating to the adoption of new technologies and materials and to changes in 

the organization of production. Four questions have been selected for fiurther 

discussion: 1) what changes, if any, occurred in the contexts of textile 

production during the mission period?; 2) to what extent did the friars 

restrict Hopi access to sheep and wool?; 3) was the adoption of wool a rapid 

or gradual process?; auid 4) had wool Icirgely replaced cotton for textile use 

by the end of the seventeenth century? Interpreting the archaeological 

evidence from Awatovi in conjunction with the documentary data pertaining to 

colonictl activities at the Hopi Mesas, these issues are explored below. 

Changes in the Contexts of Textile Production 

The archaeological and ethnohistoric evidence indicate that weaving was 

primarily a kiva-based enterprise at the time of European contact. There is 

little question that weaving was being performed in the Awatovi kivas when 

the mission was founded in 1629. But what changes in textile production were 

instigated by the mission system? Were the kivas cibeuidoned during the 
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pericxi of Franciscan occupation? If so, where were textiles being produced? 

The doctunentary literature provides no direct answers to these 

questions. There are no references indicating whether the friars permitted 

the use of kivas at the Hopi mission sites during the seventeenth century, and 

there is little documentary information pertaining to the production of Hopi 

textiles for the Hopis' own use during the mission period (see Chapter 10}. 

However, as discussed in Chapter 4, two documents shed light on the 

production and collection of tribute textiles at the Hopi missions. One account 

describes a complaint registered by the Hopis in 1655, charging Friar Guerra, 

the friar at Shongopavi, with forcing the Indians to weave cotton and woolen 

mantas on his behalf (Scholes 1942:12). According to this complaint, the raw 

materials were issued to the Hopis by the friar or his agents, with a specified 

number of finished pieces demanded in return. Failure to comply resulted in 

physical punishment. A second document, dated 1664, reveals that meintas 

were being collected from Awatovi on behalf of one Elena Gomez, who held 

Awatovi in encomienda at that time (Hackett 1937:243). 

Considerable quantities of tribute textiles were being extracted from 

the Hopi - and other E>ueblo villages - by the mid-1600s. If, as Smith 

(1972:57,67,75) has suggested, the friars forced the abandonment of the 

Awatovi kivas between 1630 and 1680, then where did these tribute-related 

weaving activities take place during this half-century of Franciscan 

occupation? And where were Hopi weavers producing cloth for their own 

needs? The evidence from Awatovi provides no definitive answers, but offers 

some dues to these questions. 

As previously mentioned, the quantities of weaving tools recovered from 

Awatovi cire extremely low compared with the number of loom holes and 
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looml)lcx:ks found there. As also discussed, this situation is likely one of poor 

preservation of perishable artifacts at open sites, doxibly aggravated by the 

adverse chemistry of the Hopi-area soils. It has been noted, for instance, 

that Montgomery et al. (1949:97) witnessed a considerable difference between 

the condition of the burials and artifacts interred beneath the church floor 

and those recovered from the loose post-Reb^on fill, a phenomena they 

attributed to the lugh levels of coal ash in the subsurface soils. It may be 

inferred feom these observations that the bones and perishable artifacts 

(including textiles and wooden items) deposited in the coal-ash soils beneath 

the church floor (i.e., the pre-1680 burials) were less likely to survive than 

those deposited in the sandy soils of the upper fill (i.e., the post-Rebellion 

burials). When it is recalled that neeurly all of the wooden weaving battens, 

loom parts, and whorls reported from Hawikxih and Kechipawan were 

mortuary-related, it may be speculated that most of the perishable weaving 

tools from Awatovi, particularly those associated with the pre-1680 burials, 

did not survive. (However, the fact that no weaving tools were fotind with 

the post-1680 burials either leads one to question whether weaving tools were 

a common mortuary accompaniment at all at seventeenth-century Awatovi.) 

None of the three battens found at Awatovi came from burials, thus no 

conclusions Ccun be made regarding the gender associations of these finds. 

Quite a different preservation environment was encountered at Walpi, 

where considerable numbers of eighteenth-century wooden weaving tools and 

loom parts were preserved in the protected settings of abandoned religious 

rooms. These tools included tapered awls, weaving combs, shuttles, loom 

anchors, temples, a belt loom roller, and a whorl (Adams and Larson 1979:43-

53). (Because the Walpi report is unpublished, specific provenience 
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information for these materials has been omitted from Appendix D.) The 

roofed rooms at Walpi clearly afforded far greater protection for perishable 

materials than was offered by Awatovi's riiined structxires. This difference 

is particularly striking when we consider that these Walpi items may postdate 

the Awatovi materials by mere decades. 

As mentioned, loom holes and loomblocks are far more reliable indicators 

of textile production at open sites. With one exception (Room 611), kivcis are 

the only settings at Awatovi in which loom holes and loomblocks co-occxjr. (As 

will be discussed shortly. Room 611, with its paved floor, may have served an 

analogous function.) This co-occurrence of loom holes and loomblocks 

suggests that kivas were the primary contexts of textile production at 

Awatovi. But did these features continue to serve this purpose throughout 

the seventeenth-century, or did a hiatus occur? 

Although Room 788, the kLva underlying Church 2, was unquestionably 

abandoned by the 1630s, the occupation dates for the four other kivas 

containing both loom holes ctnd loomblocks are far more tenuous. Smith 

(1972:57) has suggested that kiva Room 529, like Room 788, was occupied up 

to the time of Spanish contact but filled in soon thereafter. If this was the 

case, then this kiva could not have witnessed active use during the mission 

period. The presence of a domestic sheep skeleton on the floor Kiva A attests 

to its occupation after 1630, but a date of abandonment is undetermined. 

Smith (1972:46,67,75) has posited that both Kiva I (Test 22/Room 10) and the 

kiva Test 31/Room 1 were in use when Awatovi was destroyed, but speculated 

that these features had been abandoned between 1630 and 1680 as a result of 

missionary pressiires and were later revived after the Revolt. 

If Smith (1972:57,67,75) is correct in his assumption that the Awatovi 
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kivas were abandoned during the mission period, then weaving activities must 

have occurred elsewhere in other rooms or plazas. Indeed, as discussed in 

Chapter 4, information from the documentary record suggests that many of the 

tribute textiles, at least the woolen ones, were produced during the warmer 

months of late spring, summer, and fall. Thus, most of these tribute textiles 

were probably woven on looms set up in plazas or other outdoor spaces. 

The archaeological evidence required to substantiate this, however, is 

far from concliisive. Neither loom holes nor loomblocks were reported from the 

Awatovi plazas, though it is conceivable that excavations in the village were 

simply too limited to reveal them. Conversely, these activities may have left 

few circhaeological traces. At present, our best curchaeological evidence for 

weaving in nonkiva settings within the seventeenth-century Hopi village 

comes from Room 611, the only room cxjntaining both loom holes and loomblocks 

that was not identified as a kiva, though it may have served a similar purpose. 

Findings from Walpi indicate that kivcs are not the only types of rooms 

that the Hopis associate with weaving activities. The considerable number of 

eighteenth-century weaving implements discovered at Walpi, including loom 

anchors set into the floor, were found not in kivas but in religious rooms 

(Adams and Larson 1979:43-53). It is conceivable that the use of such rooms 

for weaving activities arose in the seventeenth century as a response to the 

presence of the friars, whose intrusive actions prompted Hopi leaders to 

transfer certain kiva-based activities to less conspicuous sectors of the 

village. 

It will be recalled from the previous chapter that two rooms at Hawikuh, 

neither of which had been identified as kivas by excavators, also contained 

loom holes in their paved floors. As noted, Hodge (1939:211) postxilated that 
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subterranean kivas at Hawikuh had been abandoned after contac± and 

reestsiblished within the house groups to render them less visible to the 

friars. Smith et al. (1966:43) further surmised that many of the kivas 

situated within house groups had gone tuurecxjgnii^ed by excavators. Although 

these two house-group rooms at Hawikxih did not contain benches or other 

conventional kiva features, they did contain paved floors cund multiple rows 

of loom holes. It has been suggested by the present author that these rooms 

may have functioned as spaces analogous to kivas where communal activities, 

including weaving, took place. 

Room 611 may represent an example of this type of room at Awatovi. 

The room Ccird for Room 611 describes a room larger than the average room, 

with a slab-lined firepit in one comer and a paved floor containing four loom 

holes. Artifacts in the room included several manos and metates and an axe. 

Two loomblocks were fotind in the fill, supporting the conclusion that weaving 

activities were performed in this room. Like the house-group rooms at 

Hawikuh containing loom holes. Room 611 lacked a bench and other 

conventional kiva features and was not recorded as a kiva by its excavators. 

It may, however, provide yet another example of a house-block room that was 

utilized for communal activities (including weaving) as missionary presstures 

prompted the transfer of such activities from the more prominent kivas to less 

visible sections of the village. 

Loomblocks were also recovered from a number of other nonkiva 

features at Awatovi, though none of these contained loom holes. The evidence 

for weaving activities in these features is thus considerably more ambiguous. 

Three of the nonkiva rooms in the Hopi village contained one loomblock, and 

two rooms (in addition to Room 611) contained a pair. In the mission, nine 
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nonkiva features (including living and storage rooms as well as the fiU of the 

church) contained a single loomblock, and one feature (a domestic room) 

contained a pair. All of these mission features are believed to postdate the 

Revolt. 

It is conceivable that some weaving activities were eilso being performed 

in household contexts at seventeenth-century Awatovi. Although Woodbury 

(1954:155) has argued that most loomblocks found in storage or living rooms 

represent secondary uses of these items for seats or other purposes, the 

possibility remains that at least some of these may derive from weaving 

activities performed in domestic rooms during the mission period. The most 

likely candidates are the rooms containing paired loomblocks. Test 44/Room 

1 and Room 615, both situated within the seventeenth-century Hopi village. 

Looms may have been set up in these and other rooms during the Franciscan 

period and dismeintled after the Revolt. Alternately, these paired loomblocks 

may have been used for preparing warp or braiding sashes and not have been 

directly associated with upright looms at aU. The three battens found at 

Awatovi came from domestic rooms, suggesting a bit more evidence for the 

performance of weaving activities within household contexts. 

The only unequivocal evidence of weaving within the mission 

establishment proper is provided by Room 463, a Hopi room containing a fire 

pit cind two bins, which still had "four loops of willow(?)" (loom cinchors) 

imbedded in the floor. The room card does not indicate whether or not this 

floor was paved. Constructed against the south wall of the mission behind 

Church 2, this room is considered post-Rebellion in age. The presence of 

these loom anchors signifies that such rooms were being utilized for weaving 

purposes at Awatovi following the Revolt. Room 416, another post-Revolt 
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addition in the mission, contained a pair of loomblocks but no loom holes. The 

only weaving implement associated with the mission complex is a batten, foxind 

on the floor of a room; it is not securely dated but appears to be associated 

with a Hopi featxore, not a Franciscan one. 

Room 463 thus provides our best evidence for weaving within the 

mission, but for the post-Revolt period alone. There is notliing to indicate 

that weaving activities were ever performed within the mission during the 

residency of the foiars. Nor is there any indication that European treadle 

looms or spinning wheels were used in the mission or that formal weaving or 

spinning areas were ever set aside for such activities in the friary or mission 

workrooms, as in the California and Texas missions. 

Montgomery et al. (1949:84) have postulated the existence of a cloth and 

leather shop (Room 778) near the friary and described the recovery of leather 

scraps and a bone awl £com this feature, but there is no other circhaeological 

evidence to indicate that weaving or tailoring activities actually occxirred 

within this room. Montgomery (Montgomery et al. 1949:210) suggested that 

if Hopi neophytes were engaged in such tasks, these would probably have 

been performed either in the btulding north of the friary yard or within the 

friary itself, where only males would have been permitted. The archaeological 

data shed little light on this question. The few E\iropean textile-related 

implements (three straight pins and a possible knitting needle) recovered from 

nonmortuary contexts in the mission do not cluster in any particular area. 

There is no evidence from the mission to contradict the view that the 

seventeenth-century Hopi village was the locus of textile production during 

the Franciscan period. The aforementioned kivas auid Room 611 provide the 

most substantive archaeological evidence for weaving in the village, though 

J 
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it has been suggested that some weaving activities, especially tribute-related 

ones, were being performed in nonkiva settings at this time, including outdoor 

plazas. Loom holes and loomblocks found in situ in Kiva I (Test 22/Room 10) 

and in the Test 31/Room 1 kiva indicate that these features were being used 

for weaving ac±ivities at the time the village was destroyed. But were these 

kivas being used for weaving activities during the mission period itself? 

Although it is conceivable that the Awatovi kivas were abandoned 

during the residency of the &iars and resurrected following their expulsion 

as Smith suggests, with weaving activities reinstated at that time, an 

alternative explanation is likewise possible. Rather than forcing the 

abandonment of the kivas, the friars may have sanctioned their use as winter 

production sites or workshops. (As wiU be discussed in Chapter 9, the Gran 

Qui vera kivas were evidently not destroyed until the 1660s). The early-

historic accounts make it clear that the Hopi villages were engaged in a 

highly-productive weaving industry at the time of contact, and it has also 

been shown in Chapter 4 that textiles were among the most, if not the most, 

valuadale of the export commodities produced in the New Mexico province 

during the seventeenth century. A foremost concern of the clergy, the 

encomenderos. cund other colonial interests woiHd have been to maintain a high 

level of textile productivity at Hopi. To this end, the friars may have left the 

particxilars of textile production up to the Hopis and confined their own 

efforts to distributing the raw materials of wool, and perhaps cotton, cuid then 

collecting the finished goods. If the Spaniards viewed the kivas as the most 

efficient settings for the winter production of textiles and other valued 

commodities, then their use may have been sanctioned throughout the mission 

period. Even if this use was not expressly condoned, the friars' ability to 
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prohibit access to the kivas may have been limited, as only one or two Spanish 

priests resided at the Hopi missions at any time (Montgomery et al. 1949:186; 

Smith 1972:67). Indeed, ceremonial dances were reportedly being openly 

performed at Awatovi in the mid-1600s,® indicating that the friars were not 

entirely successful in suppressing such activities. As already noted, it is 

also likely that some ritual activities were moved to more secluded sectors of 

the village (for instance. Room 611), with weaving activities transferred there 

as well. 

The Hopi themselves probably expanded textile production into other 

settings such as households and outdoor plazas as existing loom space in the 

kivas became insufficient to meet the tributary quotas and as textile 

production activities spilled over into the agriciiltural season. This seems 

likely when we consider that much of the production of woolen tribute textiles 

probably occxirred in the spring and faU. As discussed in Chapter 4, 

documents feom the Rio Grande region dating to the mid-seventeenth century 

reveal that production for the secular authorities was often schedxiled to 

coincide with the spring and fall shearing, with the wool distributed 

immediately to the villages cind the finished textiles collected soon thereafter. 

Reports of Fray Guerra's activities at Shongopavi suggest that a similar 

system was in operation at Hopi by the mid-1600s. 

Although kivas provide warm and sheltered locations for the production 

of textiles in the winter when most textile production activities were 

traditionally scheduled (cf. Parsons 1936), weaving on upright and other 

looms can also be comfortably and efficiently performed outside during the 

warmer months. As noted, evidence from the Tsegi region indicates that 

weaving wcis performed outdoors on upright looms during the Pueblo III period 
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(Judd 1930:31; Kidder and Guernsey 1919:70). Unfortunately, the operation 

of looms in outdoor settings can leave few material traces and be difficult to 

detect in the archaeological record. In the two Pueblo m cases mentioned 

above, the loom holes were conspicuous because they had been pecked into 

sandstone bedrock. Most Pueblo IV-V sites in the Hopi region aire built not 

on exposed bedrock, but on softer soils. 

There is little evidence to indicate the extent of female participation in 

the textile labor pool at Awatovi. Documentary records from the Rio Grande 

Pueblos suggest that women in those villages played a substantial role in the 

production of tribute textiles, and it seems likely that Hopi women were also 

involved to some extent in these tasks, if not the actual weaving or knitting 

of these goods then at leeist the preparation of the fiber. However, Hopi 

women may never have been as intensively involved as women in the Rio 

Grande for the simple reason that Hopi male Icibor was never diverted to 

colonial purposes to the same extent as it was in the east. Situated far from 

the center of Spanish settlement, the Hopis were largely shielded from 

demands for male Icdjor on Spanish farms and civil works projects, cind the 

traditional division of labor may have undergone fewer disruptions than in the 

Rio Grande region. The major adjustment at Hopi, at in the other Pueblo 

villages, involved chctnges in the scheduling of production for tribute 

purposes. For the Hopis' own internal needs, textile production may have 

continued much as before, with Hopi men performing most of the loom weaving 

in communal settings during the agricultural off-season, and women producing 

other types of clothing such as redsbit fur blankets. 

JL 
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Hopi Access to Sbeep and Wool 

Before assessing the Hopis' access to wool in light of the Awatovi textile 

remains, alternative interpretations of the faunal data will first be explored. 

As previously discussed, Olsen (1978:29-30) found sheep or goat to comprise 

16.8 percent of the faunal bone from the seventeenth-century Hopi village and 

38.8 percent of the bone from the post-Rebellion Hopi features in the mission. 

He interpretated this to mean that the Hopis' use of these resources had more 

than doubled after the Revolt when access was no longer restricted by the 

friars. Although Olsen's basic conclusions are not in question, it is 

suggested that the extent of this increase may be even greater than the two

fold one originally proposed. 

Distinguishing between pre- and post-Revolt samples is not a simple 

matter. Olsen arrived at his assessment of pre- and post-Rebellion utilization 

by comparing percentages of sheep bone ficom the seventeenth-century Hopi 

village (where sheep comprised 16.8 percent of the toted bone) with samples 

from post-Rebellion mission contexts (38.8 percent). Tliis interpretation, 

however, is somewhat misleading because much of the bone from the Hopi 

village is likewise post-Rebellion in age. Although the Hopis occupied the 

mission after the Revolt, the sxirrounding pueblo itself was not abandoned, 

and sections of the village were still occupied at the time the village was 

destroyed. It is thus reasoneUble to conclude that much of the sheep bone 

found in the uppermost levels of the seventeenth-century village also derives 

from the post-Revolt period, when occupants of both the mission and the 

village enjoyed unimpeded access to sheep. 

Olsen found approximately 17 percent of the bone in the samples from 

the seventeenth-century village to consist of sheep and goat. However, it is 
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suggested that because this sample likely included 20 years of post-Rebellion 

usage, the proportion of pre-Revolt sheep bone in the seventeenth-century 

village sample must be considerably less. If a constant rate of use is cissumed 

for the period (which is unlikely) then at the very most, 71 percent (50 of the 

70 years) of this sample, or 12 percent (71 percent of 17 percent) of the total 

sheep bone recovered from the seventeenth-century village may reflect pre-

Revolt use. Becaiise access to sheep was at least somewhat restricted during 

the mission period, this figure is probably still inflated. Looked at in another 

way, if we postulate that the Hopis gained direct access to, say, twice as many 

sheep after the Revolt, then perhaps 45 percent of the 17 percent sample (or 

7.6 percent of the total bone) from the seventeenth-century village derives 

from the post-Revolt period, cind 55 percent of tiiis sample (or 9.4 perx:ent of 

the total) from the pre-Revolt period. These are only rough calculations that 

fail to accoTint for fluctuations in flock size and other factors. The point is 

that the Hopis' use of sheep dtiring the mission period may have been 

considerably less than originally proposed, perhaps only 25 to 35 percent of 

post-Revolt use. 

To better understand these distributions of sheep and goat bone at 

Awatovi, the faunal analysis cards from Olsen's study were briefly reexamined 

by the present author. These Ccurds, which are housed at the Ari2X3na State 

Museum, list quantities of bone identified in samples drawn from the different 

rooms and levels.^ Interpreting these finds, however, is highly problematical 

because although proveniences are identified, they are not seciirely dated. 

The dating of contexts in the seventeenth-century Hopi village is complicated 

by the fact that a descriptive site report has never been prepared; even if it 

had, discriminating between pre- and post-Revolt contexts might still not be 

J 
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possible. Woodbury's (1954:213-217) dates for the excavation levels at 

Awatovi, which he based on latest-dated ceramic types, are the only ones 

currently available and these frequently run counter to other categories of 

data. For instance, the remains of domestic fauna are occasionally found in 

levels identified by Woodbury as "Y-17," which are characterized as Pueblo 

IV or pre-mission in age and should not contain European artifacts or the 

bones of domestic animals. Furthermore, a reliance on ceramic dates fails to 

provide a means for discriminating between pre- and post-Rebel lion contexts 

in the seventeenth-century Hopi pueblo. 

Two other interpretive problems associated with the use of these data 

should be mentioned. First, the reuse of mcuiy of the mission rooms as sheep 

corrals after the Revolt likely conveys an inflated view of livestock use by the 

post-Revolt occupants of that structure. Second, the impact of 

postabandonment grazing on all of these samples is difficult to evaluate. 

Clearly, these problems canot be rectified here. Nevertheless, a few basic 

observations are offered below. 

The results of this reexamination of the fauna! data found large 

quantities of sheep/goat remains in seventeenth-century samples from the 

mission establishment (i.e., the 400 , 700, and 900 Room Series). In the 400 

Series, sheep/goat bone was found in levels down to 250 cm, though most was 

confined to the 0-150 cm levels. Nearly all samples from the 700 Series 

contained the bones of domestic sheep/goat, some in levels as deep as 225 cm, 

though most was confined to the upper 175 cm. The 900 Series also contained 

some sheep/goat bones in 0-40 cm levels. 

Many of the mission rooms contained vast quantities of sheep/goat bone, 

much of it butchered. A number of the 400, 700, and 900 Series rooms are 
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identified in the published report as post-Rebellion in age, and it is 

reasonable to assume that much of the bone in these rooms was deposited there 

after 1680. (According to Montgomery et eil. 1949;211, during the Franciscan 

occupation, sheep were kept not in the mission, but at some distance away.) 

Much of the bone collected from uppermost levels thoughout the mission 

probably dates to the post-Revolt period as weU, though as noted, some may 

actually postdate the abcindonment of the site. 

Of greater interest to the present study is the distribution of domestic 

animal bone in the seventeenth-century Hopi village. As expected, domestic 

sheep and goat remains were cibsent £rom the 200 and 300 Room Series in the 

Western Mound, which was occupied during the Pueblo m-Pueblo IV period. 

In contrast, many of the rooms in the seventeenth-century Hopi village that 

were inhabited contemporaneously with the mission establishment (i.e., the 

100 , 500 , 600, and 800 Series and the test trenches located north and west of 

the mission) contained large quantities of sheep bone, much of it also 

butchered. In the 100 Series rooms, sheep/goat bone was found in moderate 

qucintities in levels down to 150 cm. Sheep/goat bone was found down to 250 

cm levels in the 500 Series, with the largest quantities coming from the upper 

100 cm levels. In the 600 Series, sheep remains were found down to 265 cm, 

but again, the larger quantities were confined to the upper 150 cm. The 800 

Series rooms also contained sheep/goat remains but in considerably smaller 

quantities than the 500 and 6(X) Series. Again, these were generally confined 

to the upper 100 cm. Without additional excavation data, it is impossible to 

interpret these data in any meaningful way other thein to confirm that the 

largest quantities of sheep bone were eissociated with the uppermost levels of 

all rooms. 

/ 
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From this brief look at these data, it is evident that sheep/goat remains 

were widespread at seventeenth-century Awatovi, not just confined to the 

mission but found in numerous contexts situated throughout the outlying Hopi 

village. Quantities in both settings were substantial and increased through 

time. Seventeenth-century Awatovi clearly sheltered large numbers of sheep, 

which at some point the Hopis gained unimpeded access to for their food and 

for their wool. 

But to what extent was this access controlled by the Franciscans during 

the mission period? Did Hopi weavers enjoy unrestricted access to the wool 

from mission flocks, or was this wool supply closely monitored and rationed? 

Although these questions have been explored in a general way in Chapter 4, 

here we see what the Awatovi data have to contribute. Despite criticisms of 

Olsen's study, it is clear that these questions cannot be resolved using the 

faunal data alone, at least not imtil a means is devised for distinguishing 

between pre- and post-Rebellion deposits in the seventeenth-century Hopi 

pueblo. The only conclusions presently possible are that substantially more 

sheep bone was foxind in the mission than in the seventeenth-centiiry Hopi 

village, that much of the sheep bone found in both contexts represents post-

1680 Hopi use, and that the Hopis' use of sheep rose dramatically after the 

Pueblo Revolt. Relying upon these data alone, it cannot be demonstrated that 

the Christian converts enjoyed greater access to sheep than nonconverts, nor 

can changing access to sheep and wool be adequately measiired. To get at 

these questions, it is necessary to turn to other types of evidence, those 

provided by the mortuary and ethnohistoric records. 

This discussion has thus far underscored the diffiojlties in 

distinguishing between pre- and post-Revolt deposits at Awatovi. However, 

f 
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one data set, the church burials, bears some potential for assessing the use 

of wool before and after the Revolt (though as will be discussed, potential 

Ccumot be fuUy realized here). As discussed by Montgomery et al. (1949:47-

48,59,95-97), human burials were interred in the chxirch yard, the nave, and 

the sanctuary of the church during the mission period, and in the nave, 

sanctuary, narthex, and baptistry after the Revolt in 1680. According to 

these authors, excavators were able to discriminate between pre- emd post-

Rebellion burials by their distinctive burial contexts, the pre-RebeUion 

burials having been placed beneath the floor with the plaster replaced above 

them, the post-Rebellion burials situated in the loose fill above the floor, on 

the floor, or in grraves dug through the floor with the plaster not replaced. 

According to Montgomery et al. (1949:97), this means of distinguishing 

between the pre- and post-Revolt burials proved both "simple and 

conclusive." Unfortunately, specific pre- euid post-Revolt buricds are rarely 

identified in the report (e.g.. Figs. 19 and 29), and this information could not 

be located by the author in the archives or elsewhere. (A detailed description 

of the buricils was intended as a publication in the Awatovi Series, but this 

never occurred, nor was such a manuscript encountered in the Awatovi 

archives.) The authors siimmarized their findings in the report, however, 

relating that out of 118 burials found, 43 were identified as pre-RebeUion in 

age, 69 as post-RcbeUion, amd 6 as undetermined.® 

Although the burial Cctrds in the Awatovi archives were scrutinized for 

this information, the descriptions are xisually too ambiguous to allow such 

determinations to be made. (The original field notes have not been 

consulted.) The burial card for Burial 73, for instance, describes the body 

as "buried under floor," but fails to indicate whether or not the plaster above 

1 
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it had been replaced. Thus, it cannot be established from this information if 

the individual was interred before the Revolt or afterwards. Another 

interpretive problem associated with these burials is that, according to 

Montgomery et al. (1949:97), "some of the post-Rebellion burials" (which are 

not identified) may have been casualties of the Revolt- Such burials would 

reflect conditions existing at the time of the Revolt, not during the post-

Revolt period itself. With these limitations in mind, a review of the mortuary 

data is provided below. 

The textile remains in the Awatovi ctssemblage are attributed to 30 

different church bxirials. As noted, the textiles recovered from the baptistry 

are considered to be mortuary-related as well. Of these 31 mortuary 

contexts, only 11 are judged by the present author to be securely dated based 

on information available in the report or on the buried, cards. Only one of 

these. Burial 100, Is considered to be pre-Rebellion in age, and at least one 

of the post-Rebellion burials, Biirial 26, seems to have been a casualty of the 

Revolt. Both of these were evidently Europeans. Based on information that 

the preservation of bxirial goods was far better for the post-Revolt burials 

than for the pre-Revolt ones, and that many more post-Revolt than pre-Revolt 

burials were excavated, it is surmised that most of the undated burials 

containing textiles are probably also post-Rebellion in age, though this cannot 

be confirmed. 

Burials 26 cind 100, the two burials mentioned above, contained only 

imported fabrics. Buried ICQ is the only burial expressly identified by Brew 

(Montgomery et al. 1949:99) as pre-Rebellion in age.' Interred directly 

beneath the main altar of Church 2, Burial 100 was actually a secondary 

burial, the bones having been bundled together with yucca and apocynum 
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ropes and placed on a basketry tray. The arm bones had been bound with 

cord, similar to Burial 187 at Kechipawan. Textiles identified from Burial 100 

(see Appendix C) include silk yam, silk lace, and an unidentified but 

probably imported plain-weave cloth. Hooten (Montgomery et al. 1949:99) 

identified this skeleton as that of an European adult male, though the 

historical identity of this individual has not been determined. He was 

considered too young to have been Father Porras. 

Burial 26, which also contained only imported fabrics, may have been 

a casualty of the Revolt, perhaps Father Figueroa, who was martyred at 

Awatovi in 1680 (Montgomery et al. 1949:124). Although the authors did not 

discuss this buried specifically, they indicated that one other skeleton of the 

European physical type was identified eunong the Awatovi burials (Montgomery 

et al. 1949:99). The vcist quantities of imported ecclesiastical fabrics and 

religious items associated with this individual suggest Burial 26 as the likely 

possibility. As shown in Appendix C, the textiles associated with this burial 

included various imported fabrics, threads, and ties of silk, wool, and metal-

wrapped yams. Also associated were em ebony cross with a copper Christ 

figxue (Montgomery et al. 1949:Figure 31o) and a religious medal. This 

burial, along with several others, was interred in the sanctuary; Montgomery 

et al. (1949:97) consider all of these to be post-RebeUion in age because 

official church doctrine expressly prohibited placing burials in this location. 

As previously discussed, only three other burials (53,62, and 109) were 

identified as containing the possible remains of imported fabrics. This 

suggests that access to these imported fabrics, even by the Christianized 

Hopis, was restricted and largely limited to ecclesiastical use. 

Of the nine remaining post-Revolt burial contexts from which textiles 
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were obtained (Burials 23,24,27,35,48,68,70,91, and the baptistry), seven 

contained only woolen textiles cind two contained deteriorated textiles that 

could also be wool. The woolen items accompanying these post-Revolt burials 

included plain-weave and twiU-weave doth, embroidery, a ball of yam, a 

strand of yam that coiild be indigo-dyed, warp-float belting, and knitted 

leggings. Because a pre-Revolt sample of native burials has yet to be 

identified in the present study (and it is not known if textiles were even 

collected &:om these contexts), all that can be concluded from the buried 

evidence is that the Hopis had gained sufficient access to wool by the post-

Revolt period to enable them to produce traditional Pueblo garments from this 

introduced fiber. Moreover, becaiise the textile remains indicate that wool 

had been thoroughly integrated into the traditional textile repertoire by this 

time, it is reasonable to infer that the Awatovi inhabitants had been employing 

this fiber for some time, not jiist to produce tribute textiles but to meet their 

own clothing needs. 

The only introduced textile techniques in the Awatovi burial assemblage 

are knitting eind the possible use of indigo (and breizilwood?) to dye woolen 

yam. As in the Eastem Ehieblo villages, the Hopis were probably engaged in 

the production of knitted stockings for tribute. From the Awatovi textile 

evidence, it can be seen that they were using this technique to make their own 

knitted woolen articles by the end of the seventeenth centiary. Although 

leggings have a long history in the Southwest, prior to contact they were 

made by the process of looping. With the exception of these knitted articles, 

the Awatovi assemblage finds its antecedents in the prehistoric past. Like the 

eighteenth-centxiry Walpi assemblage, the Awatovi textiles reflect a blend of 

Anasazi techniques (plain and twiU weaves) with those from more southerly 
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Hohokeun, Scilado, and Sinagua traditions (plain and twill weaves, warp-float 

belting, and 3/3 interlacing), materially confirming the technological and 

stylistic admixture of northern and southern traditions suggested by the 

precontact Jeddito murals. 

As discussed in Chapter 4, the documentary record contributes 

additional clues to the question of Hopi access to sheep and wool, lending 

support to the premise that the firiars attempted to control access to wool 

during the mission period (just how successful they were remains open to 

question). Although only a small niomber of historic accounts pertaining to 

the Hopi missions have survived, there are at least two brief reference to the 

use of wool by the missionized Hopis. The first, cJready described, pertains 

to the complaint lodged by the Hopis in 1655, which charged Friar Guerra, the 

friar at Shongopavi, with forcing them to weave cotton and woolen mantas on 

his behalf (Scholes 1942:12). From the Hopi testimony and Guerra's response, 

it is clear that raw materials (presuntcibly of wool and perhaps also of cotton) 

were being apportioned out to the Hopis by the friar or his agents, with 

specified numbers of finished pieces expected in return. The export of such 

products is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4. Here it is reiterated that 

the exportation of textiles and sheep provided one of the few means for the 

friars to procure imported fabrics and other luxiiry goods for their missions. 

Because export textiles coiild only be produced if the fiber supplies were 

sufficient, it is reasonable to infer that the friars maintained a close watch 

over both wool supplies auid their sheep in order to keep sufficient quantities 

available for export. 

A second document supports the view that the clergy considered these 

sheep as their own and doled out supplies only when adverse conditions 

i 
it 
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demanded it. A 1672 mission report, written during a period of widespread 

drought and famine, declared that the Indians at nine missions, including two 

at Hopi, had been existing "for a year or more on food provided by the firiars 

out of their own meagre and dwindling stocks, from wliich the Indians also 

received wool for clothing" (Scholes and Adams 1952:28). Again, the 

implication here is that access to wool was controlled, and that when wool was 

used by the Pueblos, it was distributed under mission authority. 

The Adoption of Wool 

In a prior discussion of Marcelotte Leake's textile study, it was stated 

that Leake considered the adoption of wool at Awatovi to have been a zrelatLvely 

gradual process. This interpretation was based on the results of her fiber 

analysis, in which she found wool used in combination with other fibers in a 

number of different specimens. Five specimens, for instance, were found to 

contain wool and rabbit hair, five contained wool, rabbit, and feathers, four 

contained wool, rabbit, and an unidentified animal hair, and so on 

(Montgomery et al. 1949:98-99). According to Kent's (1979:38) notes on 

Leake's manuscript, Leake concluded that wool had been used in admixture 

with other native fibers before being used on its own, until it eventually 

replaced them. In Leake's view, the entry of wool into the Awatovi weaving 

complex had been a slow and incremental process. 

In her Walpi report, Kent (1979:38) went on to compare Leake's findings 

with those from Walpi. Unlike Leake, Kent found no evidence in the Walpi 

textiles to suggest that wool had been used in admixture with feathers, bison 

hair, rabbit fur, or other animal fibers and concluded that by the 1700s, wool 

had become plentLfxjl enough to be used without "additives." 
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An alternate explanation of Leake's findings is suggested. Rather than 

signifying the combined use of fibers within a single yam, these findings may 

represent the remains of different mortuary goods within a single burial 

context, items that became matted and intermixed as they decomposed. The 

types of fibers Leake identified as being mixed with wool, including feathers, 

rabbit fur, and bison hair, are all materials that can be attributed to other 

types of mortuary items. Feathers, for instance, were frequently interred 

with the deceased in the form of feather pahos. as evidenced by the numerous 

examples recovered from the Awatovi mission burials. RsdDbit fur robes 

served as common burial wrappings for prehistoric peoples &x3m Basketmaker 

times on, and were still being made at Hopi and used as burial shrouds at the 

turn of the present century (Kent 1983b:89-90). Early ethnohistoric accounts 

document the use of bison robes by Pueblo peoples including those at Hopi 

(Winship 1896:587), auid these items probably saw use as burial wrappings as 

well. Thus all of the fibers Leake found to be associated with wool may be 

reasonably ascribed to other types of items commonly found in mortuary 

contexts, whose elements, it is suggested, blended together during the 

process of decomposition. 

Leake's interpretation is reasonable when the circumstances of her 

analysis are considered. She never visited Awatovi or took part in its 

excavations, nor was she specifically trained in Southwestern archaeology. 

She was thus relatively unfamiliar with Southwestern burial practices. 

Moreover, although Brew supplied Leake with the fiber samples, he did not 

specify the excavation levels from which they had come. He also supplied her 

with inch-square swatches rather than the entire artifact (Marcelotte Leake 

Roeder, personal communication, 1997).'° 
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It is the present author's belief that wool was probably not used in 

admixture with other fibers, at least not within a single yam, at Awatovi or 

at other Pueblo sites, but utilized on its own. The only evidence from Awatovi 

suggesting the combined use of fibers within a single garment is found in the 

examples of running-stitch embroidery. In this case, however, the wool and 

cotton were utilized as sepcirate elements, not combined within a yam. As has 

been discussed, most of the minning-stitch embroidery from Awatovi consists 

of two-ply woolen yams with the ground fabric now missing. SEM/EDX 

analysis of the degraded yams in the creases suggests that this ground fabric 

may origincdly have been cotton, with woolen yams iised to decorate cotton 

cloth. As mentioned elsewhere, embroidery may have been the earliest use of 

wool by the Pueblos, because this represented the most effective way to put 

limited quantities of the fiber to use as a vehicle for color. 

Regardless of how limited or restricted wool supplies were during the 

mission period, it is suggested that wool was probably used in an all-or-

nothing manner to the extent that it could be obtained. Wool was doubtless 

regarded as a precious commodity right from the start, valued not only for its 

unique texture and ease of processing but particularly for its inherent hues 

and superior affinity for dyes. Blending wool with other fibers would have 

compromised the qualities that made it so distinctive. First used in small 

quantities as an embroidery yam to embellish cotton textiles, wool eventually 

came to be used for utilitarian blankets, warp-faced belts, and knitted items 

as access to the fiber improved, so that by the late-seventeenth century it 

rivaled cotton in importance. But had wool completely eclipsed cotton for 

these purposes by the late-seventeenth century? This question is explored 

further below. 
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The Status of Cotton at the End of the Seventeenth Century 

It has been established that wool was an extremely important textile 

fiber at Awatovi by the end of the seventeenth century, based on the fact that 

most of the textiles preserved in the Awatovi burials are made of wool. But 

what was the status of cotton at this time? Had it been Icirgely replaced by 

wool or was it still being utilized in the production of native fabrics? It is 

known from the documentary evidence that cotton was being employed for the 

production of tribute textiles in the 1650s, but it is also deduced that cotton 

supplies had become sufficiently low by the 1670s to necessitate a reliance on 

mission wool supplies for the Hopis' own clothing needs. Based on the low 

incidence of cotton in the Walpi cissemblage, Kent (1979:16,38) concluded that 

wool had largely replaced cotton for textile use by the early-eighteenth 

century. It is suggested here, however, that although cotton had certainly 

diminished in importance, it remained a viable textile fiber at Awatovi eind 

elsewhere at Hopi at the end of the seventeenth century despite the 

introduction of sheep seven decades earlier. 

Problems in comparing the incidence of cotton and wool at open 

ctrchaeological sites have already been discussed. These obstacles are largely 

insurmountable because cotton and wool tend to preserve under very different 

conditions, insofar as conditions favoring the preservation of one will tend to 

discourage the preservation of the other. Simple comparisons are totally 

inadequate, and a more circuitous approach is reqraired. 

Because preservation factors ficfure so prominently in determining what 

types of curchaeological fibers siorvive eind how eind where they are preserved, 

it must be accepted that the cotton evidence at Awatovi is inordinately 

skewed. As noted, cotton tends not to preserve at open sites unless it is 
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carbonized, associated with certain metals, or enclosed within an cuiaerobic 

environment. It therefore follows that the potential recovery of this fiber is 

limited to a narrow set of specific contexts cuid situations. To meaningfully 

assess the economic importance of cotton at seventeenth-century Awatovi, 

then, attention must be directed toward those contexts where it would be 

expected to survive and the negative evidence can be Icirgely disregarded. 

With these thoughts in mind, Montgomery et al.'s (1949:98) statement 

that no cotton was found with the Awatovi church burials deserves 

reexamination, with preservation considered as a leading cause of this 

deficiency. In her discussion of Leake's work, Kent (1979:38) offered two 

possible explanations for the shortage of cotton in the chtirch Awatovi burials: 

that the fiber did not survive the centuries of burial or it no longer functioned 

as an important textile fiber for the Awatovi converts. She suggested that if 

the latter were the case, then this might signify that traditional burial 

practices were no longer being followed by the Christianized Hopis. 

It is noted here, however, that the Awatovi church burials adhere in 

most other ways to traditional F>ueblo burial practices, as evidenced by the 

inclusion of pahos, food, basketry, textiles, and other goods with the 

deceased. Even those native burials containing imported and religious items 

tended to contain these traditional types of burial goods as well. Preservation 

factors, therefore, must be considered as one leading explanation for the 

shortage of cotton, especially considering how unfavorable this environment 

was for its survival. Of the 31 church burials containing textiles, only 5 

contained the remains of cotton, one a plain-weave fabric preserved through 

contact with hematite, and the other 4 the remedns of woolen embroidery with 

bits of ground fcibric tentatively identified as cotton imbedded within the 
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cxeases. All of these were deteriorated or nearly disintegrated. Additionally, 

two other burials in the church contained the possible remains of cotton 

seeds. Of the church burials containing cotton, only two are securely dated, 

one containing embroidery and the other cotton seeds, both attributed to the 

post-Revolt period. It may be seen from these examples that cotton was still 

being utilized for mortuary purposes at Hopi by the end of the seventeenth 

century. The poor preservation environment of these burials, however, 

prevents an accurate assessment of the extent of this usage. 

Although the church burials furnish some information about the 

utilization of cotton, two other contexts at Awatovi offer far better conditions 

for its preservation and thus provide a more reliable estimation of its use-

These are the mission bricks eind the burned rooms in the adjacent Hopi 

village, the first providing information for the early years of the mission and 

the latter conveying a snapshot of cotton use at one particular point in time, 

perhaps the hour of Awatovi's destruction in 1700-1701. Additional evidence 

of cotton utilization during this period is provided by the items preserved 

through association with metals or metallic pigments. 

Cotton, in the form of fiber, seeds, and yam, was found in 18 of 22 of 

those mission bricks that contained fiber. Because these bricks constituted 

a low-oxygen environment, they offered conditions suitable for the 

preservation of a variety of materials including cellulosic and proteinaceous 

ones. Cotton, yucca, wool, silk, and other fibers were equally likely to 

preserve in this environment, and examples of aU of these were recovered 

from the mission bricks. These bricks thus provide a reliable measure for 

assessing the presence of cotton and other types of fibers at the time the 

bricks were made. 
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Cotton was recxjvered from 18 bricks, compared with yucca fiber from 

2, silk from 2, and wool from only 1. Domestic sheep manure was also 

identified in two bricks. Most bricks came from Church 2, the second and 

largest church constructed at Awatovi. Although a precise construction date 

for this structure and its associated convent is not available, a date in the 

early 1640s seems warranted (Montgomery et al. 1949:127,186 :Fn. 169). If it 

is cissumed that the bricks were made sometime within the fiirst two decades of 

the establishment of the mission, these can be seen to provide evidence of the 

use of cotton and other fibers during the early years of the mission period. 

Clearly, cotton processing had been going on at Awatovi for centuries, 

and it is conceivable that some cotton remains predating the mission period 

may have made their way into these bricks. However, the extreme 

perishability of cotton fiber makes this relatively unlikely. It is more Ukeiy 

that cotton waste and other materials were intentionally incorporated into the 

bricks as a temper or binding agent. The fact that introduced plauits were 

wen-represented in the contents of the bricks demonstrates that these embody 

post-1629 deposits. At the time these bricks were made, the cultivation and 

processing of cotton was clearly an active pursuit despite the introduction of 

sheep a decade or so earlier. 

Before turning to an examination of the burned rooms in the 

seventeenth-century Hopi village, the other cotton remains at Awatovi will be 

briefly reviewed. The cotton in the church burials has already been 

discussed, but examples of cotton materials were also found in nonmortucury 

contexts in the mission. These include some unbumed cotton yam and an 

unbumed cotton plain-weave bag, both associated with copper-bearing 

pigments or metals and found in mission rooms. The first of these is undated, 
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but the other is attributed to the post-1680 occupation of the mission. 

Another undated room in the mission yielded two burned cotton seeds. 

Finally, the remains from the seventeenth-centixry Hopi village are 

addressed. Eight contexts that may date to this period contained cotton 

remains. These include fragments of carbonized plain-weave cloth from kiva 

Room 529 and the remains of a carbonized braided sash from a burial in Test 

62, Room 1, both of which could be either Pueblo IV or V in age. A large 

quantity (50+) of carbonized seeds, fiber, cuid a boU were also recovered from 

Room 810, which postdated 1629. Though these finds provide only a general 

view of cotton use in the village, the remaining five contexts offer 

considerably greater potential for elucidating the status of cotton at the end 

of the seventeenth century, as these may date to the time of Awatovi's 

destruction in 1700-1701. 

Fewkes (1898:606,619) cited evidence of a major fire that had swept 

through the eastern rooms of the seventeenth-century village, raging through 

a stai-occupied portion of the pueblo and thoroughly burning and preserving 

the contents of the rooms. Perfectly-preserved ears of com, for instance, 

were discovered still stacked in their granaries. Fewkes equated this event 

with the legendary destruction of Awatovi, attributing the fire to the 

conflagration that reportedly accompanied this incident in the winter of 1700-

1701. 

Citing Fewkes, Smith (1972:69-73) has suggested that two of the 

burned kivas excavated in the eastern section of the village. Test 22/Room 10 

and Test 31/Room 1, might have been destroyed dtiring this event. One of 

these (Test 31/Room 1) yielded a piece of unbumed cotton string, and a 

charred cotton seed was recovered from nearby Test 22/Room 6. The rooms 

I 
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in nearby Tests 44 and 46 were likewise biimed while still in use, probably 

consumed by the same fire that led to the destruction of these kivas. 

Excavations in these b\imed rooms yielded the largest quantities of perishable 

materials found at Awatovi, including the remains of cloth, basketry, dried 

peaches, chili peppers, watermelon seeds, and huge quantities of com and 

beans. Metal implements and glass beads were also found. 

This, then, is the ideal eurchaeological context in which one would 

expect to find the remains of cotton if the fiber was still being used. Indeed, 

the most substantial and diverse examples of cotton found anywhere at 

Awatovi were recovered from these features. Test 44, Room 2 yielded 

Ccirbonized cotton cloth worked in plain and twill weaves, and Test 46, Rooms 

1 and 3 yielded Ccirbonized cotton seeds and fiber, plain-weave cloth (some, 

according to a Hopi informant, resembling the modem wedding manta), and 

a fragment of cotton looping. A fragment of charred woolen knitting was also 

found. Although the events leading up to the burning of these rooms are 

unconfirmed, it is conceivable that they were casualties of the destruction of 

the village in 1700-1701. If so, they provide a glimpse of the status of cotton 

on the eve of Awatovi's abandonment, lending support to the view that cotton 

fabrics of various types were still in use some 70 yeeurs after the introduction 

of sheep. 

Only smaU quantities of cotton remains were recovered from eighteenth-

century contexts at Walpi. Kent (1979:35) found this surprising, though it 

is suggested here that preservation factors may have played a considerable 

role in skewing the ratio of cotton and wool at Walpi as well, cotton being so 

much more perishable on all accounts. Among Kent's (1979:4) more 

interesting findings in the eighteenth-century assemblage weis that white wool 
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was being used in two types of garments that have consistently employed 

cotton for this purpose since the late-nineteenth century: the ground fabric 

of the embroidered manta or kilt and the center panel of the so-called maiden 

shawl. This and other factors suggested to Kent (1979:38) that quantities of 

cotton had become quite limited by this time. It should be noted, however, 

that a number of fragments of cotton plain-weave cloth, some apparently 

embroidered, were also recovered from eighteenth-century contexts at Walpi. 

The conclusion drawn by Kent (1979:38) from the eighteenth-century Walpi 

evidence is that wool was being employed for most items of everyday dress 

(blcinkets, women's dresses and shawls, belts, socks, cind leggings) by this 

time, and that cotton was being reserved for articles of sacred or ceremonial 

significance, the same division found in later periods (Whiting 1977). 

There are hints in the Awatovi assemblage that this differential 

allocation of cotton and wool, with cotton reserved for articles of ritual 

significance, arose during the seventeenth century. It has been shown that 

wool was an extremely important textile fiber at Awatovi by end of this period. 

The large numbers of woolen textiles accompanying the church burials, many 

if not most of which are considered post-Rebellion in age, attest to the 

considerable utilization of this introduced fiber for such items cis blcinkets or 

mantas, warp-float belts, and leggings by this time. Although Kent (1979:8-

12) identified variously-colored plaid and striped textiles in the better-

preserved Walpi assemblage, the degraded condition of the Awatovi 

assemblage precludes such observations. Aside from the light and dark brown 

woolen yams, only two dyed examples, one orange and the other indigo blue, 

were identified in the entire seventeenth-century assemblage (though as 

discussed in Endnote 3, the original colors of most of these yams are no 
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longer appairent, and many were probably dyed). 

It is inferred from the Awatovi assemblage that cx>tton was already by 

this time being reserved for two types of garments that, at least in more 

recent times, hold ritual connotations, namely the embroidered kilt or manta 

(the Jeddito murals suggests that these are kilts) and the wWte cotton 

wedding robe. It is suggested that the examples of running-stitch embroidery 

found in four of the church burials at Awatovi represent woolen embroidery 

applied to cotton ground fabrics. The iise of embroidered white cotton 

textiles at Hopi for ritual pirrposes is documented historically and continues 

today, and is likewise inferred for late-preliistoric times from depictions in the 

Jeddito murcQs (Smith 1952:291,Fig. 25). The practice of decorating cotton 

kilts with cotton yams, either with embroidery or brocade, seems to have 

originated south of the MogoUon Rim, entering the Western Pueblo area during 

Pueblo III. The manufacture of these garments continued relatively 

unchanged into the early-historic period with one modification, the 

substitution of wool for cotton as the preferred embroidery medium. Later, 

at Walpi (and perhaps also at Awatovi), wool came to be used for the ground 

fabric as well. Wool's affinity for dyes made it the obvious choice for 

embrxjideiry purposes, and the introduction of metal needles spurred its use 

as a decorative technique. 

The extent to which wool had replaced cotton as a textile fiber by the 

end of the seventeenth century will probably never be known. There is no 

question that the use of cotton declined considerably during the mission 

period, as Hopi-made cotton fabrics were diverted to non-Pueblo consumers 

through the encomienda and other tribute s3fstems. The cultivation of cotton 

probably also diminished at Hopi as a result of various factors. Recurring 
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droughts, the availability of wool as a substitute fiber, reduced time for 

agricultural activities, and the diversion of Hopi agricultural labor to other 

duties including the care of sheep, all surely contributed to its decline. The 

evidence indicates, however, that cotton was still an important textile fiber 

at Awatovi at the time of its abandonment, though the beginnings of the 

selective allocation of cotton for ritual textiles can be discerned. 

As access to sheep grew after the Revolt, so did the use of wool, so that 

by the end of the seventeenth century, wool was being used to fulfill most of 

the Hopis' daily clothing and mortuary needs. Within a hundred years, wool 

was fulfilling virtually all of these daily needs, as well as some ritual ones. 

The process by which wool came to achieve this primacy at Hopi and elsewhere 

in the eighteenth century is explored further in Chapter 10. 
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Notes for Chapter 7 

1. The only other significant assemblage of eighteenth-century textiles 
located during the present study is the cache of woolen textiles from Pecos 
Pueblo discussed in Chapter 8. A few other isolated examples of eighteenth-
century woolen textiles were also located from the Cochiti area, Jemez Cave, 
and Frijoles Canyon. These are discussed in Chapter 9. 

2. Here I reiterate my personal view that perforated sherds are at best 
tenuous indicators of spinning activities, at least for spinning cotton (see also 
comments by Kent 1957:473). The spindle whorls used by modem Pueblo and 
Navajo spinners to spin both cotton and wool, as well as whorls found in tum-
of-the-century collections, are nearly always made of wood. The whorls 
recovered at Walpi were also composed of wood (Adams and Larson 1979:52). 
At late-prehistoric Anasazi and Salado/Mogollon sites where both cotton 
remains and spinning tools have been preserved, the spindle whorls are 
commonly fashioned from lightweight perishable matericds including wood, 
horn, or squash rind, or occasionally modeled (i.e., shaped by hand) ̂rom 
clay. Anasazi sites yielding perishable whorls include the sites of Spruce 
Tree House at Mesa Verde (Fewkes 1909:43,Fig. 17), Antelope Hoiase (Magere 
1986:250) in Canyon del Muerto, and Betatakin (Judd 1930:60,PI.36:12-16) 
and Kiet Siel (Kent 1957:473) in the Tsegi region, to name just a few. Sites 
below the Mogollon Rim yielding perishable whorls include Canyon Creek 
(Haury 1934:88), Tonto Cliff Dwellings (Bohrer 1962:83-84,111,PI.19g,h; 
Pierson 1962: PI. 15d-f; Steen 1962: PI. 9B), Red Bow Cave in the Point of Pines 
region (Gifford 1980), and Point of Pines Pueblo itself (unpublished 
collections at the Arizona State Museum). At all of these sites, wooden whorls 
are the most common, and at Spruce Tree House and at Canyon Creek, the 
wooden whorls were still positioned on their spindle sticks. There is no 
indication that perforated sherds were used to spin cotton at these sites, 
though their utility for spinning heavier plant fibers or animal hair, or for 
spinning cotton in other regions, deserved further study. It is known, for 
instaince, that the Otoml use sherd disc whorls made from potsherds to spin 
maguey fiber, but most of these clay whorls are thick and heavy (Parsons and 
Parsons 1985:36-38, Table 5). 

None of the more perishable whorl materials would be likely to preserve 
at open archaeological sites in the Hopi region. No wooden whorls, for 
instance, were recovered at Awatovi, where the production of cotton fabrics 
is well-documented in early Spanish accounts; only eight perforated sherds 
identified as whorls were listed in the Awatovi catalog records. With these 
thoughts in mind, the lack of whorls at Homol'ovl is not surprising. 

3. The present appearance of these elements does not necessarily indicate 
their original one, as color shifts frequently occur during burial. It is 
conceivable that these elements were originally dyed, and that their color is 
no longer visible to the eye. The discovery of fragments of orange and blue 
handspun woolen yams in the Awatovi assemblage attests to the likelihood that 
many of the Awatovi woolen textiles were brightly colored in their day. Many 
of the Walpi woolen fabrics, for instance, were dyed, mostly in shades of blue 
auid green. As noted, one of the most attractive properties of the new woolen 
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fiber was its affinity for dyes, a quality doubtless exploited early on by 
Awatovi weavers. 

4. After Woodbury (1954:153), the term "loomblock" is employed here. Kent 
(1957:487) used the term "warping block" to refer to the same type of object. 
Because the term "loomweight" has several connotations including ones 
connected with the operation of the warp-weighted loom, it is used here only 
when referred to as such in the literature and there is insufficient information 
to reclassify it. 

5. Olsen (1978:33) explained that horns were removed from sheep and goat 
skulls to enable them to fit into cooking vessels. 

6. According to undated comments by France Scholes in the J. O. Brew papers 
at the Peabody Museum, Diego Romero testified in his Inquisition hearing that 
the Indians of Awatovi were still openly performing their ceremonial dances at 
the time of his visit there. Romero accompanied Governor Pefialosa on his 
visitation to the Hopi Mesas. Their visit to Awatovi occtirred in the spring of 
1662 (Montgomery et al. 1949:187). 

7. Regina Chapin-Pyritz, a doctoral candidate at the University of Arizona, 
is reanalyzing these data for her study of the Awatovi faunal remains. 

8. According to Montgomery et al. (1949:97), the nave (Room 435) contained 
79 burials (35 pre-1680 and 44 post-1680), the sanctuary (Room 444) contained 
14 (1 pre-1680 and 13 post-1680), the baptistry (Room 465) contained 5 post-
1680 burials, and Room 772 opposite the baptistry contained 5(3 pre-1680 and 
2 post-1680). The excavators also identified 8 burials in the entrance (4 pre-
1680 and 4 post-1680), 1 post-1680 buried outside near the south tower, cind 
6 undated burials in the yard. 

9. In another section of this report, Montgomery (Montgomery et al. 1949: 
179) attributed Burial 100 to the post-Revolt period, argviing that mission 
personnel would never have permitted such a burial beneath the altcir. Canon 
Law sperifirally prohibited human burials within a meter of this feature. Brew 
based his pre-Revolt attribution on archaeological evidence that the floor 
above the burial had been replastered. This suggested to Brew that the 
burial had been laid in during one of the renovations of the altar (Montgomery 
et al. 1949:99). 

10. After reviewing a draft of this manuscript, Leake clarified to the author 
that both the upper and lower surfaces of the swatches had been cleaned of 
adhering debris prior to analysis and that only individual threads were 
removed and examined. 
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CHAPTER 8 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE OF TEXTILE CONSUMPTION AND 
PRODUCTION AT PROTOHISTORIC PECOS 

Previous Investigations at Pecos Puetdo 

The Pueblo of Pecos had been abandoned less than 50 years when 

visited and mapped by Adolph BandeUer in 1880. Another 35 years were to 

pass before any major excavation work was undertaken at what may have once 

been the most populous and prtasperoxis community in the entire upper Rio 

Grande (Kidder 1958:313-314). In 1915, Alfred Vincent Kidder, under the 

sponsorship of the Phillips Academy of Andover, began his now-legendcury 

excavations in the riiins of Pecos, directing 10 seasons of field work and 

preparing or overseeing the publication of 8 volumes of reports (e.g., Hooten 

1930; Kidder 1932,1958). Kidder's unprecedented work at Pecos soon became 

the model for archaeological work in the Southwest due to its problem-oriented 

approach, attention to stratigraphy, and careful application of ceraunic 

seriation and chronology (Woodbury 1988). Although the "Pecos 

Classification" system spesirheaded by Kidder has undergone subsequent 

refinement, it remains the primary interpretive framework cind linqua franca 

used today by archaeologists working on the Colorado Plateau. 

Kidder directed his efforts toward the massive North Pueblo, a large 

quadrangle-shaped edifice constructed in Glaze III times cind occupied up to 

1838, when the village witnessed final abandonment. Beneath the quadrangle 

was situated an earlier black-on-white component that Kidder also 

investigated in detail. Kidder employed a two-pronged approach in his 

excavations: in addition to clearing individual rooms, he also ran extensive 

trenches through plazas, architectural features, and trash deposits. The 
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eastern trashmound, a huge trash midden situated just east of the North 

E*ueblo, contained roughly four centuries' worth of accumulated trash euid 

served as the final resting place for many of the site's inhabitants. Nearly 

2000 burials were excavated from this and other locations during Kidder's 10 

summers of field work there (Hooten 1930). 

In 1915, Kidder was assisted in the field by Jesse Nusbaum, who 

excavated and stabilized the walls of the late (eighteenth-century) mission 

church. Construction of this church, which was dedicated to Nuestra Sefiora 

de Porciuncula, was begun in 1705 and completed sometime around 1717. 

Roughly 150 Christian burials were excavated by Nusbaum from the nave, 

sanctuary, and transept of the eighteenth-century church, most of which 

were reburied. Both Nusbaum (Kidder field notes for July 3, 1915) and 

Hooten (1930:13) considered many of these interments to be of Mexicans or 

mixed-blood individuals. In 1925, Susanna VaUiant conducted excavations in 

the cemetary west of the church, recovering additional burials. Although the 

work of Nusbaum and VaUiant was never published in report form, information 

on the church burials has been briefly summarized by Kidder (1958:304-305). 

Additional stabilization work was undertaken in the eighteenth-centxiry 

church beginning in the late 1930s, first by Edwin N. Ferdon and then by 

William B. Witkind. Following the designation of Pecos as a National Monument 

in 1965 (it is now Pecos National Historical Park), Jean M. Pinkley of the 

National Park Service (NPS) assumed charge of additional excavation cuid 

stabilization work on the chxirch and convento for interpretive purposes. In 

1967, excavations revealed massive foundations beneath the standing church, 

subsequently identified as the remains of the smaller seventeenth-century 

church that had been constructed in 1622 and destroyed in the Revolt of 1680. 

I 
JL 
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Following the death of Pinkley in 1969, direction of the project passed to Alden 

C. Hayes who completed excavations and prepared a summary report on the 

work (Hayes 1974). 

Kidder (1958:109,279) undertook only minor work at the South Pueblo, 

the small roomblock situated a short distance north of the mission 

establishment. In 1920 Kidder cleared a few rooms, conducted some minor 

trenching through the middens, and recovered a small number of burials. 

More extensive excavations were carried out at the South Pueblo in 1939 and 

1940 under the supervision of John M. Corbett. Unfortunately, no formal 

report of this latter work was ever prepared, though a sketchy preliminary 

report (including an artifact list) was on file at Pecos National Historical Park 

(PNHP) at the time of the present author's there visit in 1993. 

Interpretation of the South Pueblo remains problematical. Kidder 

(1958:106-109) believed the roomblock to have been remodeled if not actually 

constructed in postcontact (Glaze V) times. Schroeder (1979a:433) 

considered this structure, which reportedly contained no kivas, to have been 

constructed by Christianized Pecos Indicuis sometime following the 

construction of the first major chtirch in 1622. Although the soil underlying 

the South Pueblo is too shallow to have allowed for the construction of 

subterranean kivas, evidence of above-ground kivas is also lacking (Kidder 

1958:109). 

Work was also conducted by Kidder (1958:5-51) and others at earMer 

sites in the Upper Pecos Valley including Forked Lightning Ruin, Dick's Ruin, 

and Arrowhead Ruin. No remains of textiles or loom holes are reported from 

these sites (but see discussion of Forked Lightning below), cuid they are not 

discussed further here. 

J 
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E*revioiis Textile Research 

Kidder (1932:301-303) made reference to only seven examples of woven 

textiles and cordage (cotton cloth, piled fabric, string and yam) in his 

volume on the artifacts of Pecos. He (Kidder 1958:293) also referred to two 

of these textiles in his discussion of perishable mortuary remains at Pecos. 

Additional references to the perishables from Pecos are foiind in the field 

notes and burial records. In his disctission of the Pecos burials, Kidder 

(1932:300-303; 1958:292-293) described many of these as having been wrapped 

in matting, turkey feather blankets, bison robes, or hides, indicating that the 

people of Pecos followed the same general mortuary practices as those of their 

western neighbors. 

As shown in Appendix E, a number of discrepancies exist between the 

published or field descriptions of the Pecos textiles and the findings of the 

present study. Most differences involve the identifications of fibers. For 

instance, several textiles described by Kidder (1932:301-302) as being 

composed of cotton or apocynum (e.g., PECO 12072, 12084, 16511.1, 16511.2) 

are identified here as wool. The only prior microscopic work known to have 

been done with the Pecos textiles was performed by Objects Conservator 

Bettina Raphael in the mid-1980s. As part of her conservation treatment of 

these items, Raphael identified fibers from PECO 16466 as silk and from PECO 

16516 as cotton. Aside from Raphael's conservation work, there is no 

indication that the Pecos textiles have undergone further analysis since the 

publication of Kidder's volume in 1932. Although Kent (1957:647,666; 1983a: 

282) cited Kidder's findings in two of her works, she evidently never 

excunined the assemblage directly, for if she had, she doubtiess would have 

mentioned the numerous examples of woolen textiles omitted from Kidder's 
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discussion. 

The Recxavery of Textile Bundle FS 4 

In 1976, NPS archaeologist Larry Nordby conducted test excavations at 

the South Pueblo in preparation for a new drainage system. This work 

resulted in the recovery of FS 4, a charred textile bundle consisting of a 

wadded mass of woden fcdsrics. The btandle was excavated from burnt, trashy 

fill iDetween levels 4 and 5 in the southwest comer of Room 98 and not 

associated with any human remains. Following its removed, the excavation 

crew consolidated the bundle with a synthetic resin to preserve it. In 

Nordby's view this bundle had not burned in place but had been deposited 

into Room 98 along with other trash following the abandonment of the room 

(Nordby field notes for June 22-23, 1976 on file at PNHP; Webster and Raphael 

1993). 

At the request of the author, ceramics from levels 4 cind 5 were 

reexamined by Jim Vint at the NPS Southwest Regional Office in August 1992. 

Vint identified most of the identifiable glazewares as Pecos Polychrome (Glaze 

E) with one possible sherd of Kotyiti Glaze-on-red (Glaze F). Utility wares 

included Kapo Black and Sapawi'i Wcishboard. According to Vint (personal 

communication, 1992), these types fall within a date range of ca. A.D. 1515-

1750. 

Also in 1992, permission was obtained to collect a sample of the bundle 

for radiocarbon dating. FS 4.1, a fragment of woolen knitting, was selected 

for analysis because it appeared not to have been saturated with consoUdant. 

With the financial support of PHNP, radiocarbon analysis weis performed at the 

Accelerator Mass Spectroscopy (AMS) Facility at the University of Arizona in 
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June 1993. Resiolts of analysis were reported as follows: 

Radiocarbon age of 4 ± 55 B.P. 
(Laboratory Number AA10380) 

In his letter of June 22, 1993, Dr. Donahue stated that "the results cannot be 

distinguished from modem, 1950." (It may be noted that radiocarbon dating 

is most effective for samples predating A.D. 1650). In further discussion. 

Dr. Donahue indicated that, at a level of 2 sigma or 95% accuracy, the 

specimen may be interpreted as postdating A.D. 1685. 

The fact that all textiles in the bxindle are composed of wool establishes 

the bundle as postcontact, or ca. post-A.D. 1620 in age. The ceramics from 

the surrounding fill (which, as noted, may be only loosely associated with the 

bundle) are primarily seventeenth and eighteenth-century wares dating as 

late as ca. 1750. The most reasonable date for this bundle appears to be a 

post-Revolt date of ca. A.D. 1685-1750 or perhaps even later. This concurs 

with the radiocarbon findings and with Nordby's view that the bundle 

probably postdates A.D. 1700 (personal communication cited in Webster and 

Raphael 1993). 

Previous Analyses of Textile Biindle FS 4 

Kent briefly examined the bundle of woolen fabrics at an unknown time, 

as evidenced by the undated scraps of paper laearing her handwritten 

comments that are stored with the fragments at PHNP. No report on these 

textiles was prepared by Kent. Following initicd examination of FS 4 by the 

author in the summer of 1992, the author and Bettina Raphael, with the 

administrative support of Ann Rasor and Linda Stoll at PNHP, initiated a 

collaborative project to document, photograph, and evaluate various 
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c»nseirvation treatment options for this important find. A prelimincuiy report 

describing the resiilts of this work was submitted to PNHP in 1993 (Webster 

and Raphael 1993). 

As previously noted, the bundle had been consolidated with resin in the 

field. Although this treatment served to maintain the shape of the bundle cund 

hold the layers together, it left the pieces rigid and brittle and unable to be 

unfolded or separated from the others without damaging the whole. As a 

result, only fabrics that were detached or visible on the surface were 

analyzed, amd additional unidentified fabrics may still be present. 

Suggestions for removing the consoUdant from selected fragments and 

dismantling the bundle have been proposed by Raphael (Webster and Raphael 

1993), and these await further action. 

Examination by Raphael revealed many of these fragments to be worn 

and ragged around the edges and at least two to be patched or darned, 

suggesting to her that the bundle may have represented a collection of old 

cloth scraps or rags. It should be noted, however, that extensive patching 

is a common feature of prehistoric Southwestern faibrics. As Kent (1983a: 227) 

has observed, "heroic mectsures" including patching, repatching, and 

overccisting, were frequently employed to extend the lives of woven fabrics. 

Though these fabrics may have been discarded as scraps, it is equally 

plausible that they were still being used when burning or some other 

circumstance rendered them unusable, prompting their disposal. 

Although these fabrics have a blackened or cheurred appearance, 

microscopic analysis by Raphael found this blackening to be confined to the 

surface. In her view this discoloration could have resulted from the exposure 

of the cloth to a smoky, reducing atmosphere in a smoldering fire, or from the 
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oxidation of acidic or oily substances deposited on the fabrics diaring use. 

Based on the presence of different thread counts and weave structures, 

it has been suggested by the author that at least seven different fabrics are 

present in the bundle. These include one fragment of knitting, one of 2/2 

twill weave, three of warp-dominant plain weave, one of balanced plain weave, 

and one of weft-faced plain weave. (Fragments identified in the 1993 report 

as FS 4A-4G are referred to in the present study as FS 4.1-4.7, with FS 4A 

equivalent to 4.1, 4B equivalent to 4.2, and so on.) Garments suggested by 

these fragments include knitted leggings, mantas, suid wearing blankets, the 

latter including a Pueblo-made version of a weft-faced Spanish-style serape. 

These fabrics are described in greater detail below. 

Textile Remains from Peoos Pueblo 

An Analysis of the Textile Collections 

Because of the size of the assemblage, the Pecos textiles are discussed 

separately from the other Eastern Pueblo collections. These findings are 

incorporated into the broader discussion in Chapter 9. The sample considered 

here includes all textiles and fibers and selected weaving tools found in the 

Kidder collections at PNHP, as well as two textiles recovered during MPS 

excavations of the late church that are curated by the Western Archeological 

and Conservation Center (WACC) in Tucson. The sample also includes textile 

bundle FS 4, which was housed at PNHP at the time of the author's visit there 

in 1992. A few smcdl fragments from FS 4 were also examined in the NPS 

collections at the Southwest Regional Office in Santa Fe. As shown in 

Appendix F, some weaving tools from Kidder's excavations at Pecos are also 

found in the collections of the Laboratory of Anthropology at the Museum of 
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New Mexicxj, where they were evidently acqpiired through exchange. 

Additional tools may be housed at the McixweU. Museum at the University of New 

Mexico. 

Although ownership of the Kidder collections resides with the Robert 

S. Peabody Foundation of Phillips Academy in Andover, the collections are 

currently on extended loan to PHNP, where most of the present analysis took 

place. The Peabody Museum collections in Andover were not excunined. 

Copies of Kidder's field notes and burial records are on file at PNHP and these 

were made available to the author during the course of the research. 

Permission to collect fiber samples from these textiles was obtained from Mr. 

James Bradley, Director of the Robert S. Peabody Museum of Archaeology at 

Phillips Academy, Andover. 

Appendix E provides basic descriptive information for the Pecos textiles 

examined during analysis or reported in other sources. Technical attributes 

are provided in Appendix I. Information sQxiut loom holes, textile fibers, and 

weaving tools reported from Pecos is provided in Appendix F. Items analyzed 

or inspected by the author are indicated by the notation "LW analysis." Items 

not so indicated were not directly examined cuid their descriptions have been 

obtained from published sources, field notes, or catalog records, as shown in 

the tables. 

The Preservation of Perishctble Mafo-riaig at Pecos 

Except in a few specific instances, the preservation of textiles and 

wooden cuiifacts at Pecos was generally poor. Kidder (1932:288) reported the 

presence of some "rotting deposits" of perishcdJle materials in several of the 

ceUeir rooms in the North Quadrangle, "from which, by liberal use of paraffin, 
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we saved certain objects." Perishetbles were also found among the roofing 

material of some rooms in the North Pueblo, most of which dated to "very late 

times." Nothing of a perishcible nature seems to have survived from earlier 

room deposits. 

According to Kidder (1932:288; see also 1958:289), the preservation of 

specimens in some burials was "surprisingly good.. .due to their lying in an 

accidentally formed open, air-filled space." He (Kidder 1932:288) described 

the unusual conditions existing within "these hollows" as foUows: 

Bone was found to be utterly rotted and reduced to warped wisps 
crumbling to crystalline powder at the lightest touch. Vegetable 
substances vanished completely or decayed to a brown slime. Human 
skin, animal hide, and the quills of feathers likewise disappeared. But 
hair and the pile of feathers not only retained their structure, but on 
being removed and dried slowly in the shade, they became sufficiently 
firm and strong to stand handling and shipment. This vagary of 
preservation is responsible for our considerable collections of humaui 
hair. 

It may be inferred from these observations that unbumed cotton would be 

unlikely to survive in such contexts, whereas proteinaceous wool and silk 

would tend to be preserved. Indeed, although unbumed textiles of wool cind 

silk were reported from several of the Pecos burials, the only cotton fabrics 

to survive in mortuary contexts were carbonized or associated with copper-

bearing pigments, conditions that rendered them immune from destructive 

microbiological activity. Kidder (1958:292) also reported the discovery of a 

textile "undoubtedly cotton, which seemed to have been peiinted red" 

(apparently not collected) that was probably preserved tlurough contact with 

hematite. 

Results of Analysis and Description of the Textilp-s 

Twenty-two cataloged specimens were examined during analysis. Three 
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of these cxjntaiined multiple items, resulting in the identification of 34 items in 

aU. Types of textiles identified in the Pecx)S assemblage are shown in Table 

8.1; items excunined by SEM/EDX analysis cire indicated by an cisterisk. 

Twenty-six of the 34 examples are of native manufacture including 1 example 

of woolen fiber, 1 of single-ply woolen yam, 2 of plied woolen yam, 1 of 

woolen weft-wrap, 1 of yucca twining, 4 of woolen embroidery, 1 of woolen 

knitting, 12 of plain weave (8 wool, 3 cotton, 1 impression), 2 of woolen twill 

weave, and 1 of woolen warp-float belting. The remaining eight examples are 

fragments of imported yams auid fabrics recovered from burials in the 

eighteenth-century church. 

Temporal and contextual distributions of the textiles are provided in 

Table 8.2. As shown in the table, only 4 out of the 34 total textiles (roughly 

13 percent) came from pre-mission contexts (Biscuit A or Glaze m), and all 

of these were mortuary-related. No textiles in the present assemblage were 

recovered from Glaze IV proveniences; although one fragment, Kidder 66353, 

is identified on the burial form as being either Glaze IV or V in age, this item 

could not be located. Postcontact native textiles are represented by 22 

examples: 4 from burials in the church, 1 from the nave, 2 from mortuary 

contexts associated with the pueblo, 13 from rooms, and 2 from unknown 

proveniences. Of the 13 textiles from rooms, 6 came from 3 different rooms in 

the North Pueblo (1 from Room 20, 4 from Room 26, cuid 1 from Room 33), cind 

7 were from the bundle recovered from the South Pueblo- As noted, some of 

the burials in the eighteenth-century church, including two associated with 

native textiles, may be Hispanic interments. 

The following discussion examines first the native-woven textiles and 

then the imported ones. Raw fiber is discussed in the following section on 



Table 8.1. Types of analyxed textiles froi Pecos. 

Raw Fiber 
PECO 12134 

Single-Ply Yarn 
PECO 12050 

Plied tarn 
PECO 12053* 
PECO 16512.6 

8eft 8rap 
PECO 12054t 

Twining 
PECO 12371 

Eibroidery 
PECO 12064» 
PECO 12072* 
PECO 12086* 
PECO 12116* 

Knitting 
FS 4.1 

Plain Ifeave 
PECO 12084* 
PECO 12109 
PECO 12297 (bag) 
PECO 12379 (iipression) 
PECO 16511.1 
PECO 16511.2 
PECO 16516 
FS 4.3 
FS 4.4 
FS 4.5 
FS 4.6 
FS 4.7 

Twill geaye 
PECO 12098 
FS 4.2 

Float Weaye 
PECO 1729 (WCC) 

Iiported Fabrics 
PECO 12070 
PECO 16466 
PECO 16512.1 
PECO 16512.2 
PECO 16512.3 
PECO 16512.4 
PECO 16512.5 
PECO 1636 (WACO 

Key: t^Fiber Identified by SEM/EDX Analysis 



Table 8.2. Teiporal association and context of analyied textiles froi Pecos. 

Textile Types 
Glaxe III 
or earlier Glaxe 17 

Glaxe 7 or Bniopean 
Artifacts or Features Total 

Rav fiber 
Hortttary 
XoMortnary 
Oaknown 
Total 

-

- I 
1 

1 
I 

Si&gle-ply yarn 
Bortaary 
Vonaortaary 
Total 

-

- I 
1 

I 
1 

Plied yarn 
Mortaary 
KoMortuary 
Total 

-

- 1 
1 
2 

1 
1 
2 

ifeft wrap 
Mortaary 
SoQiortaary 
Total 

- - 1 
1 

1 
1 

Tvining 
Mortuary 
Hoaiortaary 
Total 

1 

1 

-

-

1 

1 

Eibroidery 
Mortuary 
Koniortaary 
DakaovD 
Total 

- - 3 

1 
4 

3 

1 
4 

Knitting 
Mortuary 
Woniortuary 
Total 

- -

1 
1 

1 
1 

Plain weave 
Mortuary 
Woniortuary 
Total 

3 

3 
- 9 

9 

3 
9 
12 

Tvill weave 
Mortaary 
Woaiortaary 
Total 

-

-

1 
1 
2 

1 
1 
2 
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Table 8.2. Teiporal association and context of analyzed textiles froa Pecos (cont). 

Glaze in Glaze 7 or European 
Textile Types or earlier Glaze 17 Artifacts or Features Total 

Float «ea7e 
Mortuary - - 1 I 
Vouortaary - - - -

Total - - 1 1 

laported textiles 
Mortuary - - 8 8 
Koaiortaary - - - -

Total - - 8 8 

Total Xubec of 
inalyxed Speciiens 4 - 30 34 

textile production. 

Single-ply yam. The assemblage contains one example (PECO 12050), 

recovered from the church nave. This woolen single-ply Z-spun yam is 

brown and crimped into a zigzag shape. The fragment measures 2.0 cm from 

side to side and 7.5 cm long but was probably oricfincilly longer. The position 

of the yam suggests that it was associated at one time with another object, now 

missing. This yam may formerly have been wrapped airound a narrow flat 

object or tacked down to another stirface to produce a narrow trim or binding. 

Plied yam. There are two examples, each consisting of a small bundle 

of handspun woolen 2z-S yam. One bundle was found in Room 26, a cellar 

room in the North Pueblo, and the other was associated with an infant burial 

in the church. The latter may be an Hispanic rather thsui Pueblo interment. 

Weft-wrapped bcuad. One example (PECO 12054), now in several pieces, 

is weft-wrapped. This unusucd specimen, found in Room 33, is composed of 

Z-spun woolen yams that probably represent the weft elements from a narrow 

band measuring 2.2 cm or four warps wide. The warps are no longer present 
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but may have been wool as well. The weft elements are worked back and forth 

in a simple 2/1 weft-wrap technique (Emery 1966:215) with each weft passing 

over two warps and encircling the second, progressively wrapping each in 

turn before heading back in the opposite direction. Three of the fragments 

contain complete weft turns. There is no indication that these wefts were ever 

supplementary to a ground weave as is the case with "Hopi brocade" (Emery 

1966:220). 

Twined textile. Another unusual item in the assemblage is represented 

by a fringed item (PECO 12371) identified by Kidder (1932:302) as the remains 

of an apron or skirt. The textile was recovered from the pelvic region of 

Burial 1510, a poorly-preserved male burial (Glaze III). The specimen 

presently consists of numerous bunches of prepared yucca(?) fiber that are 

folded over and crimped at one end. According to Kidder (1932:302), when 

found, the yucca bunches were folded over a fine cotton foundation cord and 

twined in place with cotton yams, but these cotton elements were too 

deteriorated to recover. Kidder (1932:302) provided a detailed description 

of this textile in his artifact volume; this is quoted in part in Appendix E. 

Yucca or apocynum aprons or skirts are known from contemporaneous 

sites in central Arizona including Canyon Creek and Tonto (e.g., Bohrer 

1962:92, Fig.8; Haury 1934:63,146), where they cire considered to have been 

women's apparel. The Arizona examples eire also twined but are constructed 

in a different manner from PECO 12371 and would have had a different finished 

appearance. Hodge described the remains of string-like garments from the 

pelvic regions of several Hawikuh burials (see Smith et al. 1966:251), but the 

only one of these that was located during the present study turned out to be 

the remcdns of woolen embroidery (Appendix A, Biarial 949). Technologically, 
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the Pecos example bears a closer resemblance to Basketmaker III fiber aprons 

(e.g., Morris 1980:105, ClassC), though stylistically the Basketmaker aprons 

were considerably longer. If PECO 12371 was indeed a garment, it seems to 

have been little more than a short fringe. It shoiild be noted that the beards 

and bangs of some Pueblo dance masks are constructed in roughly the same 

manner as PECO 12371 (cf. Roediger 1991 [1941 ]: 161, Pl.ll). 

Embroidery yegn. The assemblage contains four examples of woolen 

embroidery, each identified by SEM/EDX analysis. PECO 12064, 12072,12086, 

eind 12116 were associated with Burials 69, 880, 1833, and an unknown 

provenience, respectively. Burial 69, that of a child recovered from the 

eastern trashmound, is identified on the burial form as "presumably [Glaze] 

4" though the presence of wool and comparisons with other excunples 

establishes this buriad. as Glaze V or later. Burial 880, a male child burled 

near the North Pueblo, is described on the burial record as "Late (Post-

Columbian)" and by Kidder (1932:302) as "probably Glaze V." Burial 1833, 

an adult female interred near the South Pueblo, is also attributed in the field 

notes to the Glaze V period. 

In all examples except PECO 12064, the embroidery consists of parallel 

rows of crimped woolen yams worked back and forth in a running stitch with 

the ground fabric now missing. In PECO 12072 and 12116, the tail of the yam 

is tucked perpendicular to the embroidery rows. This exact same method of 

beginning or ending the embroidery yam has been observed in specimens from 

Giusewa, Unshagi, and Hawikuh. 

PECO 12072, the best-preserved example, is part of a decorative border 

or motif measuring 5.8 cm wide. Both edges are intact, thus this is a complete 

width as measured parallel to the yams. The 2.5 cm length is incomplete. 
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The design as it presently exists consists of at least three parallel lines sind 

part of a triangle. Although identified in the burial record as a yucca sandal 

and by Kidder (1932:302) as a possible apocynum sandal, Kidder's physical 

description of this specimen was not too far off (see Appendix E). PECO 12072 

also contains a fragment of tightly-coiled yeum representing the remains of an 

overcast edging. 

All three of the running-stitch specimens bear traces of a highly-

deteriorated (in two cases, mineralized) gray or black material that is 

probably the remains of cotton ground fabric. PECO 12086 also contains 

several fragments of what appear to be crumpled up, mineralized, plain-weave 

ground faJaric. A sample of this fabric was examined at l(X)x and 400x 

magnification but the fibers were too degraded to identify. Its visual 

appearance, however, is consistent with that of deteriorated cotton. 

Described on the burial form as "leather string (fragments) near feet," 

PECO 12064 most likely represents the remains of an overcast woolen selvage 

applied to cotton cloth, the latter of which is now missing. This attribution 

is supported by the presence of paired strands of 2z-S yams, probably the 

remains of selvage cords, inside of one of the tightly-coiled fragments (the 

fibers of these cords were not sampled). PECO 12064 resembles the coiled 

yam found with PECO 12072, and similar exeimples have been found associated 

with woolen embroidery at several other sites (see, for instance, Awatovi 

embroidery fragments PM 37-111-10/11424 and 11425 described in Chapter 7). 

As will be discussed in Chapter 9, a cotton fabric with a similar overcast edge 

finish was recovered from a site in the Jemez region. 

Plain-weave fabric. The assemblage contains 12 examples of plain-

weave cloth representing the remains of mantas, blcinkets, or other garments. 
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Three are cxjtton, eight are wool, cuid one is an impression of what is believed 

to have been cotton cloth. All are woven with single-ply, Z-spun warp and 

weft yams. The three cotton examples, PECO 12109, 12297, and 16516, are 

aU from the North Pueblo, two from burials and one from a room. The earliest 

example is PECO 12297, probably Biscuit A in age, recovered from Burial 

1615(?). This fragment of unbumed cotton cloth is encrusted with green 

mineral deposits and probably represents the remains of a pigment bag. The 

fabric is woven from very fine warps and thicker wefts with the welfts nearly 

obscuring the warps, and has 6.0 warps and 7.4 wefts per cm. Although 

described in the field catalog as having come from Burial 1617, this specimen 

better fits the description for Burial 1615, which was located nearby and 

excavated on the same day. No textiles are described for either burial but a 

piece of copper ore was reported from Burial 1615, and this fabric was clearly 

associated with copper. In either case, both are roughly contemporaneous. 

PECO 12109 consists of small fragments of carbonized cotton cloth 

characterized by fine wcUT)s and coarse wefts. The doth was recovered from 

Buried 227, an adult male buried in the North Terrace with Agua Fria (Glaze 

m) sherds, where it was associated with some burned beans in a charcoal bed 

above the burial. The fabric has 10.4 warps and 7.2 wefts per cm. Additional 

evidence of fine plain-weave doth from the Glaze IH period exists in the form 

of well-preserved doth imprints found with Burial 562. The fineness of the 

weave (approximately 9.6 warps and wefts per cm) suggests that tliis fabric 

was made of cotton. 

Only one historic-period example of cotton doth was reported at Pecos. 

This item, PECO 16516, is a large unbumed fragment of cotton warp-dominant 

plain-weave doth, roughly square, having 14.4 warps and 7.0 wefts per cm. 

J 
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The selvages are missing. Kidder (1932:302) described this fragment ( Kidder 

70693) as a "rag" of cotton cloth "still in soiind condition." It was foiind 

among the roofing material of Room 20, which is descriJsed in the field notes 

as a cellar. Other perishable objects found in this room include a gourd 

dipper, wooden digging stick, wooden weaving comb, and wooden batten, 

signifying that conditions in this room were unusually favorable for 

preservation. According to Kidder's field notes (Room Series II, p. 126), 

Room 20 was only about 48 inches (1.22 m) high and "could never more than 

a storeroom in late times. To the west of it (horizontally) Wcis surely Glaze 4 

fill, so that it was subterranean anyhow." Although Kidder did not provide 

a date for this cotton cloth, he had this to say about the digging sticks found 

in similar contexts at Pecos: 

The rxxjms of whose roofs the sticks formed part all date from post-
Spanish times, and none of them are probcibly older than the period of 
rebuilding that seems to have taken place after the Pueblo Revolt of 
1680 ( Kidder 1932:290). 

Because one such digging stick was found among the roofing of Room 20, it is 

inferred that the cotton cloth (PECO 16516) found among this roofing materlcd. 

postdates the Revolt as weU. 

Three exeunples of charred woolen plain-weave cloth (PECO 12084, 

16511.1, cuid 16511.2) came from Room 26, a cellar room in the North Pueblo 

situated not far from Room 20. According to the field notes (Room Series n, 

p. 154), a few pieces of woven cloth were recovered from a narrow band of 

"dry rotten rubbish" in late Room 26, cdso "presiunably used as a cellar." 

Although Kidder (1932:301) identified these as cotton in his eu±ifact volume 

(see Kidder 70957), they are definitely made of wool. 

Of these woolen examples, PECO 12084 consists of several charred 
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fragments of balanced plain-weave cloth woven with fine warps and somewhat 

thicker wefts, with 7.8 warps and 4.8 wefts per cm. Kidder (1932:301) 

described this fabric as twined. PECO 16511.1 and 16511.2 are also chcirred 

fragments of balanced plain weave woven with fine warps and thicker wefts; 

PECO 16511.2 has 6.4 warps and 4.6 wefts per cm eind PECO 16511.1 has 9.6 

and 8.0 per cm. The latter fabric bears the remains of one side selvage 

consisting of two strands of 2z-S cords twined together S-wise. The 

appearance of this cloth undergoes a shift at one end from that of plain weave 

to one resembling diagonal twill, though the plcdn-weave structure is 

maintained throughout. This twill-like appearance resulted from a change to 

thicker wefts. As will t>e discussed in Chapter 9, this diagonal-twill 

appearance is a common feature of cotton plain-weave cloth from sites in the 

Ecistem Pueblo region. Kidder (1932:301) attributed this change to the 

placing of greater tension on the wefts, adding that "whether t-hig was done 

at both ends to make a border, or whether it recurred to form stripes cannot 

be determined; it is also possible that the shift in weave was accompanied by 

a change in color." 

Five specimens of woolen plain-weave cloth were also identified in the 

textile bundle from the South Pueblo. These are described here as the 

remains of five different woolen fabrics, though it is recognized that changes 

in thread counts cund appearance may have occurred during burial. Three of 

these specimens are identified as warp-dominant plain weaves (FS 4.3, 4.5, 

and 4.6), one as a balanced plain weave (FS 4.4), cind one as a weft-faced 

plain weave (FS 4.7). Additional fragments of these fabrics are still imbedded 

in the bundle. 

FS 4.3 consists of multiple fragments of weirp-dominsurit plain weave. 
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probably the remains of a manta or blanket woven with fine warps and cx)arser 

wefts. A 3.2 cm section of the end selvage is present, consisting of three 

strands of 2z-S cords twined together S-wise. Thread counts are 9.2 warps 

and 4.6 wefts per cm. FS 4.4 consists of several large fragments of coarsely-

woven, bcilanced plain-weave cloth woven with medium warps (6.8 per cm) and 

thicker wefts (4.6 per cm). A 5.0 cm section of what appears to be an intact 

side( ?) selvage, though it could be a fold, is still imbedded in the bundle. FS 

4.5, with the finest weave of any of fabric in the bundle, is woven in balanced 

plain weave with 12.8 warps and 8.0 wefts per cm. The yams have a bluish 

cast beneath their black coating, suggesting that they may have been indigo-

dyed (the color has not been tested). This may be the remains of a 

lightweight garment such as a woolen shirt or breechcloth. FS 4.6 and 4.7 are 

coarser fabrics having very thick wefts that are three to four times the 

diameter of other wefts in the bundle. Although FS 4.6 appears to be a 

balanced plain weave and FS 4.7 a weft-faced one, their warp and weft 

diameters are quite similar (warp diameters are 1.5 mm and weft diameters 

range from 4.0-4.5 mm), suggesting that they may actually be parts of the 

same fabric. Differences in their present appearance may be due to the wefts 

loosening up during burial. FS 4.6 has 2.8 warps and 2.6 wefts per cm, 

whereas FS 4.7 has 2.4 warps and 6.4 wefts per cm. Fragments of 2z-S cords 

fused to the surface of FS 4.7 may represent the remains of selvage cords. 

FS 4.7 may represent the remains of a soft, fluffy weft-faced blanket, a 

Pueblo (or even Navajo?) woven version of the longer-than-wide Spanish 

serape. 

TwiU.-weave fabric. There are two examples of woolen twiU-weave cloth 

in the Pecos assemblage. Both are woven in a balanced 2/2 diagonal twill with 
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single-ply, Z-spun yams. FS 4.2, from the textile bundle, is a large 

fragment of woolen cloth having 8.8 warps and 7.6 wefts per cm. The 

selvages are missing. Only a portion of the structxire is intact. Kent, in her 

comments, identified this as either a 2/2 diagonal-twill weave or a 2/2 braid. 

Although many of the elements in the fragment intersect at acute angles, cis 

is typical of braiding, the fragment is identified here as a woven twiU because 

of its use of single-ply warps (braided sashes are usually made with plied 

elements) and its relatively large size (11.5 x 12.6 cm). It is suggested that 

these elements became distorted during burial. 

A second example of woolen 2/2 twill-weave cloth (PECO 12098) was 

recovered from Burial 23, an adolescent male burial in the eighteenth-century 

church that was described as "blanket wrapped" in the burial record. The 

fabric is woven in a balanced twill with 7.6 warps auid 6.8 wefts per cm. The 

selvages are missing. All of the other textiles and most of the other articles 

with this burial (including a copper cross and bronze medal) are imported. 

This burial eind others from the nave were discussed briefly by Kidder (1958: 

304), who observed that some of these could be Hispanic individuals who were 

buried in the consecrated soil of the mission in the mid-nineteenth century 

prior to the construction of the Catholic church at the Spanish community of 

Pecos. The twill blanket provides no definitive clues to the ctiltural identity 

of this individual because balanced 2/2 twill weaves made with single-ply, Z-

spun yams were made by both Pueblo and Hispanic weavers (Fisher 1979b: 

205-206,Figs.9-10; Kent 1983b:53-64,Figs.20,42a). The only features that 

could be used to distinguish them, the selvages, are missing. All that can be 

said is that this blanket is consistent with Hispanic twill-woven fabric (jerga) 

but that it could also be Pueblo-made. 
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Float-weave fabric. The assemblage contains one example (PECO 1729, 

curated at WACC) of woolen warp-faced belting with complementary warp 

floats, woven with single-ply Z-spun warps cmd wefts. The belt is believed 

to have been recovered from beneath the sanctuary of the late church. When 

complete, it measured approximately 120.0 cm long and roughly 4.0 cm wide. 

The outer group of warps is woven in warp-faced plain weave in simple stripes 

of tan, dark brown, and a greenish color that may be faded indigo. The 

center section is patterned with a raised design worked in paired, dark brown 

3-span (3/1) warp floats. 

The WACC catalog record, citing Alden Hayes, identified this context 

as "certainly a post-cU)andonment burial." The textile was reportedly found 

in association with human foot bones in a "modem-looking" shoe along with a 

.45 caliber pistol cartridge postdating ca. 1870. Originally identified in the 

catalog records as a Hio Grande blanket fragment woven on a horizontal loom, 

the textile was subsequently reidentified as a belt by Grace Katterman at 

WACC. 

The ciiltural affiliation of this belt is unclear. Even if it postdates the 

abandonment of Pecos Pueblo and this is a Mexican-American burial, the sash 

could still have been E^eblo-made and traded in from the outside. Belt 

weaving was widely practiced by the Eastern Pueblos throughout the historic 

period. Although Navajo weavers also made warp-faced belts, they usually 

wove theirs with supplementary weirp floats rather than complementary ones, 

so this does not appear to be Navajo handiwork. Fisher (1979d) does not 

provide any information regarding the weaving of wsirp-faced belts by 

Hispanic weavers. As the hole-and-slot heddle used by some Pueblo belt 

weavers in historic times was presumably a Spanish introduction, it seems 
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likely that Hispanic weavers also engaged in this craft. The color palette of 

the sash is consistent with Hispanic Rio Grande weavings of the period. The 

use of naturally-colored plant dyes cind handspun warp eind weft yams 

suggests a pre-1875 date for this piece. 

Knitted fabric. One example of woolen knitting (FS 4.1) was recovered 

at Pecos. This spedmen, which was part of the South Pueblo textile bundle, 

was the item selected for radiocarbon dating. FS 4.1 consists of foior charred 

fragments that are probably the remains of knitted leggings. The two largest 

fragments measure 4.5 x 10.5 cm and 7.5 x 8.3 cm. The knitting is worked in 

a fine gauge stockinette stitch with woolen 2z-S yam, and has 4.8 stitches 

and 7.2 rows per cm. Where not blackened, the yam is golden brown. In 

addition to these fotir fragments, at least two more are still imbedded in the 

bundle. 

Imported textiles. The Pecos assemblage contains eight examples of 

imported textiles, aU associated with burials in the eighteenth-centxiry 

church. No imported fabrics are known to have been recovered from either 

the North or South Pueblo. Three different church burials are represented: 

Burial 23 (a male adolescent) and an unnumbered infant burial, both 

excavated by Nusbaum in 1915, and another unnumbered burial recovered 

during NPS excavations in the late 1960s(?) that WACC catalog records 

describe as "probably from burial in late church." As mentioned above, some 

or all of these burials may be Hispanic rather than Puebloan. 

Imported fabrics associated with Burial 23 include a piece of silk fabric 

that probably served as the suspension cord for a religious medal, and a 

fragment of silk brocaded cloth decorated with metal-wrapped yams. As 

noted, this individual was found wrapped in a native-woven woolen twill 
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blanket. The infant burial was accompanied by an assortment of imported 

fcibrics including sUk brocaded cloth made with metal-wrapped supplemental 

yams, a piece of imported silk knit fabric sewn into a sleeve (containing 

hiiman bone) and bound with a strip of brocaded cloth, two silk ̂ agg<alg made 

of knitted and brocaded fcibrlcs and decorated with copper sequins, some silk 

crepe faibric, cind silk yam. A smaU bundle of handspun woolen yam also 

accompanied this burial. From NPS excavations came a piece of silk rose-

colored plain-weave fabric exhibiting several rows of handstitching at the 

seams, which was decorated with a looped edging worked in metal-wrapped 

yams. 

Evidence for the Production of Textiles at Pecos Pueblo 

A Description of the Evidence 

Evidence of textile production at Pecos survived in the form of loom-

anchor holes, weaving tools, and small quantities of textile fibers. 

Descriptions and proveniences of these items cire provided in Appendix F. 

Loom Holes 

At least six of the Pecos kivas contained rows of holes in their floors 

that Kidder (1958:252) identified as receptacles for "loom-loop holders." 

Unlike loom holes at sites in the Hopi area, which were typically set into 

paving slabs, the Pecos examples were set into earthen floors and were filled 

with an ashy paste; the holes in Kiva 7 were filled with clay. Loom-loop holes 

at Pecos were typically aligned in rows of six or seven, with the holes 

averaging 28.0 cm (11 inches) apart. Kidder (1958:162) suggested that 

fabrics up to 1.5 m (5 feet) wide could have been produced on these looms. 

J 
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and remarked that the placement of loom holes aroiand the firepit would have 

afforded weavers maximum access to the light coming in from the hatchway 

(and, it may be added, to the firelight as weU). 

Loom holes are reported firom Kivas 1,4,5,7,11, and 16 (see Appendix 

F for detailed descriptions and references), all of which conform to Peckham's 

(1979) description of "round little kivas-" Each of these, with the exception 

of Kiva 11, contained arrangements for two or more looms, suggesting that 

multiple looms were in use simultaneously. Kiva 1 contained three rows of 

holes, Kiva 4 contained four (not all used at the same time), Kiva 5 contained 

three showing several remodelings, Kiva 7 contained two, Kiva 11 showed a 

double row (representing the remodeling of a single row), and Kiva 16 

contained two rows. More than a dozen looms may have been in use at Pecos 

at one time. 

Kiva 11 was occupied cuid abandoned during Glaze IV, but Kivas 1,4,5, 

and 7 appear to have been used weU into the historic period. Based on the 

removal of roof becuns from Kiva 16, Kidder (1958:202-203) speculated that 

this structure had been abandoned prior to 1680 or perhaps after the 

Reconquest as a response to ecclesiastical pressure. In Kidder's view, at 

least five of the kivas at Pecos showed evidence of abandonment during the 

seventeenth century as a result of Spanish coercion (Kidder 1958:236). The 

only kiva known to have been constructed in the aftermath of the Pueblo 

Revolt, the one in the convento corral, evidently did not contain any loom 

holes (Hayes 1974:33). 

According to Kidder (1958:252-263), loom-loop features made their 

appearance in the Pecos area no later than Glaze IV. Such features were 

absent from earlier kivas at Dick's Ruin, Arrowhead Ruin, Forked Lightning 

i 
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Ruin, and Pecos (e.g., Kiva 6), and were not found in Glaze I kivas at Pindi 

Pueblo and Cuyamunge. (The Kidder azrtifact catalog contains an entry for 

a clay loom-loop holder from Room 122 at Forked Lightning Ruin, but Kidder 

made no reference to this item in his 1958 work.) Loom-loop featiires were 

present by Glaze IV at many other sites in the upper Rio Grande including 

Rito de los Frijoles, Unshagi, Nanishagl, and Giusewa (with holes at the latter 

evidently filled with ash like those at Pecos). Kidder observed that whereas 

loom holes were present in the Kayenta euid Hopi areas by the Pueblo ni 

period, they were largely absent from contemporauieous Chaco and Mesa Verde 

kivas, leading him to speculate that these feattires had been introduced into 

the Pecos and upper Rio Grande regions from the Hopi eirea during Pueblo IV 

rather than from the north or northwest. Loom blocks, so prevalent at 

Western Pueblo sites, were not found at Pecos (Kidder 1958:256). 

Weaving. Spinning, and Sewing Tools 

As shown in Appendix F, a number of objects related to the production 

of textiles were recovered during the Pecos excavations. Only a few of these 

are made of wood. A nearly-complete wooden weaving comb (PECO 16467) was 

recovered from the top meter of fill in Room 20 (Kidder 1932:291-292, 

Fig.242e). Found near this comb, according to Kidder (1932:292), was "the 

crumbling remains of what would appear to have been a light batten, a sword

like wooden blade, 5/8 of an inch wide, with tapering point" (that was 

evidently not collected). As noted in the above discussion of the plain-weave 

cloth (PECO 16516) found in this room, Kidder (1932:290) considered Room 20 

to have been used as a cellar in late-historic times and believed it to have been 

rebuilt sometime after the Pueblo Revolt. 
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Another wooden example of a weaving implement is a possible loom Ijeam 

(Kidder 70883) that the Kidder catalog described as having been found as 

roofing material in the ceiling of a historic-period cellar in nearby Room 26. 

Additionally, a length of wood measxiring 48.3 x 2.0 cm with a knob carved at 

each end, possibly an end bar for a backstrap loom, is attributed to Pecos in 

the collections of the Museum of New Mexico (MNM 41370/11). This item 

presumably came from Kidder's excavations, but its intrasite provenience is 

not identified. 

Kidder (1932:225-227; Fig. 190) identified eight boneartifacts from Pecos 

as weaving tools, remarking upon their rarity at the site. He listed their 

proveniences as one each from Rooms C, 4 , 30 , 33, and 35 and SP (South 

Pueblo)-l, one from the modem stratum overlying the West Terrace cistern, 

and one from very late debris in 500-E-100. Five bone implements identified 

as weaving tools were also reported from Corbett's work at the South Pueblo. 

Kidder described these items, made from deer metapodials sawn in half 

lengthwise, as having flattened dagger-like tips traversed by a series of 

shctUow grooves on their highly-poUshed surfaces. He speculated that these 

tools had been used to beat the wefts upward during weaving, with the 

grooves resulting from the repeated pressiire of the warps. He reported 

having seen similar tools in use by modem Zuni weavers, and commented upon 

their likeness to weaving tools recovered by Hodge at Hawikuh (Kidder 

1932:227). According to Kidder, all tools of this type found at Pecos were 

from late-historic (eighteenth-century) contexts, leading him to speculate 

that these implements had been introduced to Pecos from the Western Pueblo 

region in very late times. 

Examples examined dxaring the present study include PECO 7382 from 
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the plaza of the North Pueblo, PECO 8287 from a trench north of the South 

Puehlo, and PECO 8735 (Kidder 1932:Fig. 190b) from an unknown provenience. 

In these examples, the area covered by the parallel grooves ranges in width 

from 5.7 cm on PECO 8287 to 12.7 cm on PECO 7382. Such battens may have 

been used for the weaving of narrow belts or bands. 

A number of circular perforated discs made of bone, wood, and clay are 

identified in the Kidder catalog as spindle whorls. Whereas these may have 

been used as whorls for spinning fiber, they may also have served as 

flywheels for pump drills or as omcunents. Five perforated bone discs were 

found at Pecos (Kidder 1932:240; Fig. 199). Kidder noted that these items 

were uncommon at Pecos and considered their designation as spindle whorls 

to be speculative. Most were recovered from the trash or fiH of rooms. 

Exeimples examined during the present analysis include PECO 8616 (Kidder 

1932:Fig. 199a), a large disc 11.5 cm in diameter and 0.3 cm thick, made from 

a bison or elk scapula and recovered from "Glaze V stratum in the east rubbish 

heap;" PECO 8652 (Kidder 1932:Fig. 199c), a small disc meas\aring 4.3 x 0.3 

cm recovered from the eastern trashmound; and PECO 8730 (Fig. 199b), 

another small disc measuring 4.5x0.7 cm and recovered from " post-Columbian 

fill" in the second story of Room 30. Another example, PECO 8193 (not 

examined or measured), was recovered from Kiva 8 of Glaze IV age. The 

example illustrated by Kidder (1932) in Figure 199e was recovered from Buried 

327, a Glaze IV burial of an adult male. This latter example, which is incised 

along the outer edge and heis three evenly-spaced indentations on its surface, 

seems more likely to have been an ornament than a whorl. 

One half of a perforated wooden disc (PECO 16498) was recovered from 

the cellar of Room 39. Numerous perforated sherd discs were also recovered 
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from various contexts (Kidder 1932:153, Fig. 135). The Kidder catalog cites 

many of these sherd exetmples as coining from trash mounds and in and around 

rooms; none evidently came from kivas. Many of these worked sherds are 

Glaze V or later types. One example, PECO 11560, a post-1700 historic 

redware from Room 56, is unusual in that the center hole is coated with red 

slip as if the disc was shaped, drilled, slipped, and fired, instead of drilled 

from an existing sherd. 

Also found at Pecos was half of a modeled clay spindle whorl made of 

polished black clay and incised with a rosette-like figure (Kidder 1932:143-

144,Fig. 124). This item was recovered from an unknown stratigraphic level 

in a trench. The whorl was examined by a Mr. R.J. Weitlaner of Mexico City, 

who identified it as originating somewhere in central Mexico, perhaps Jalisco, 

and dating to the Aztec period (Kidder 1932:309). Kidder (1932:Fig. 126b) 

also illustrated a "problematical clay object" (PECO 11403), which is described 

in the Kidder catalog as a pottery bobbin. The object measures 3.5 x 3.5 x 

0.7 cm, and is relatively flat and square with a constricted midsection. Its 

use is undetermined. 

Numerous examples of bone needles were found at Pecos, most in trash 

contexts. Many of these have eyes. One eyed example (PECO 8650) was 

found with Burial 453, a Glaze IV bxirial found in the eastern trashmound. 

Two metal needles were also recovered at Pecos. One of these, PECO 11908, 

recovered by Kidder from the eastern trashmound near the North Pueblo, 

measures 6.1 cm long and 0.3 cm in diameter and has a large eye measuring 

0.7 x 0.1 cm. Needles such as this wotild have been well suited for darning 

or embroidery. 

Another metal needle, described as copper (not examined), was listed 
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among the artifacts recovered from the South Pueblo during Corbett's 

excavations. Other metal objects recovered by Kidder include iron awls PECO 

11927 and 11928, both recovered from the West Trench, and PECO 16453, a 

copper-alloy thimble measuring 1.6 cm in diameter and 1.9 cm high (Kidder 

1932:Fig.251f), recovered from the eastern trashmound. 

Textile Fibers 

Cotton. No evidence of cotton fiber, seeds, or bolls was reported at 

Pecos (Kidder 1932) though fragments of cotton cloth were found. Accounts 

furnished by the Relaci6n del Suceso cind the report of Alvarado, both based 

on observations made at Pecos ca. A. D. 1540, state that cotton was not grown 

at Cicuye (Pecos) but that the fiber was grown by some of the villages along 

the Rio Grande (Hammond and Rey 1940:289; Winship 1896:575,595). These 

accounts further report that turkeys were not raised by the people of Pecos. 

Domestic sheep and wool atnd other woolen fiber. Few examples of raw 

fiber survived at Pecos, though Kidder (1932:288) reported the occasional 

preservation of human hair or animal hair on hides. According to Kidder 

(1932:303), soft brown wooUy hair, probably the wool from bison robes, was 

found with several burials, the best-preserved of which came from Burials 429 

(Glaze V) and 1555 (Glaze n). PECO 12052 (not analyzed), described in the 

catalog records as buffalo hair, was the only example of this fiber encountered 

in the collections. It was found with Burial 768, a Glaze n burial of a child in 

Kiva 6, and probably represents the remains of a bison robe. 

The only example of fiber believed to be sheep wool is PECO 12134, 

consisting of two small wads of matted animal hair recovered from cin unknown 

provenience. The microscopic appearance of the fiber is consistent with that 
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of domestic sheep, though bison hair cannot presently be ruled out. 

The first domestic sheep to reside at Pecos probably arrived there in 

1542. Before leaving Tiguex, Coronado sent a flock of sheep to Pecos for the 

use of Fray Luis de Ubeda, who had elected to stay behind in that pueblo 

(Kessell 1979:25-26). Neither the fate of Fray Luis or that of his sheep are 

known for certain, though Kessell suggests that the sheep did not survive, 

cuid likewise the friar. Subsequent sixteenth-century accounts do not report 

the presence of sheep at Pecos. Regardless of the longevity of the flock, 

Pecos may stiU have been the earliest pueblo to acquire a small number of 

these animals. 

Little in the way of faunal data is available from the reports of Kidder 

or other investigators regarding the incidence of sheep bones at Pecos. The 

best indication of the presence of sheep at the site is inferred from the 

evolution of the stock corrals in the mission establishment. According to 

Hayes (1974:26, 29), two corral-like courtyards, probably stock corrals, were 

added to the convento of the seventeenth-century church early in the mission 

period, and a larger corral was constructed south of the convento sometime 

between 1640 and 1670. Following the construction of the eighteenth-century 

church, even more corral space was added on to the mission complex (Hayes 

1974:46-50). These construction sequences suggest that growing numbers of 

sheep and other livestock necessitated ever-increasing amounts of corral 

space, though some of this construction doubtless represents the need for 

additional protection from Apache raids. Although these data suggest that 

mission sheep flocks grew steadily throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries, they indicate little about the Pecos inhabitants' access to sheep, 

nor do they reveal the extent of livestock losses to droughts and nomadic 

J 
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raids during this period. 

Textile Production and Consuinption at Protxihistoric Pecxis 

Accounts by sixteenth-century chroniclers relate that nearly every man 

and woman at Pecos possessed a cotton blanket as part of his or her daily 

dress, and that bison and turkey feather robes were also worn. The account 

penned by Castaflo de Sosa during his visit to Pecos in January 1591 is 

particialarly illuminating (see Schroeder and Matson 1965:100 for a somewhat 

different translation): 

We noticed that most of the men, if not all, wore cotton blankets and 
over these a buffalo skin, since this Wcis the cold season; some covered 
their privy parts with small pieces of cloth, very elegant and 
elciborately decorated. The women wear a blanket tied over the 
shoulder and left open on one side, with a sash the width of a span 
wrapped around the waist. Over this blanket they wear another, nicely 
decorated and very fancy, or a kind of robe made of turkey feathers, 
as well as many other novel adornments, adl of which is quite remarkable 
for barbarians (Hammond and Rey 1966:278). 

Though cotton was clearly in wide use at Pecos in late prehistoric times, 

there is no indication that the fiber was ever grown there. The general 

consensus of chroniclers and scholars alike is that the people of Pecos 

acquired their cotton in trade from villages in the Rio Grande vaUey, either 

in the form of fiber or as finished goods (Kessell 1979:16; Schroeder and 

Matson 1965:100; Winship 1896:575). As turkeys were evidently not raised at 

Pecos, turkey feathers or finished feather bleinkets must also have been 

traded in. Many of the functional clothing needs of the inhabitants of Pecos, 

and of the Pueblos in general, were likely met through the use of hides in lieu 

of woven cloth. This was certainly the case in the villages situated along the 

eastern periphery from Taos to Gran Qui vera. 
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The chief commodity that the Pecos had to offer other pueblos in 

exchange for cotton goods was hides, especially bison hides. Cotton 

comprised a major component of the mutualistic trade relations between Pueblo 

and Plains groups at the time of contact (Spielmann 1989). Because Pecos 

people were leading middlemen in these transactions, many finished cotton 

textiles doubtless made their way into Pecos as part of this trajectory. 

However, the presence of numerous loom-hole features in Pueblo IV kivas at 

Pecos also establishes that loom weaving was widely practiced there as weU, 

indicating that raw cotton fiber must have been traded into the site. This 

fiber, in fact, may have been as important a commodity at Pecos as the 

finished goods themselves. 

A review of the temporal distribution of the types of textiles found at 

Pecos tells relatively little about the diversity of fabrics worn there prior to 

the arrival of the Spaniards. As shown in Table 8.3, only four precontact 

examples (Glaze III or earlier) were recovered: two cotton plain weaves, an 

impression believed to be of cotton cloth, and a twined yucca garment. As 

noted, Kidder considered loom holes to be present at Pecos by Glcize IV, but 

was unable to pinpoint their initial appearance. The presence of two Glaze in 

examples of cotton pleiin-weave cloth raises the possibility that loom holes were 

present at Pecos by that time. However, the example associated with the 

Bisciiit A ceramics seems too early to have been woven in a kiva at Pecos. It 

may have been made in a domestic setting or traded in from elsewhere. 

The only textiles dating to the period between the arrival of the 

Spaniards and the Pueblo Revolt are four examples of woolen embroidery that 

were evidently applied to cotton plain-weave ground fabrics. (This is the 

only indication of the presence of cotton cloth at the site during this period.) 

SL 
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Table 8.3. Teiporal aad coateztaal distribotion of analjxed textiles fioi Pecos. 

Textile Types 
Glaxe III or 
earlier barial Glaxe 7 barial 

Root Context 
(Post-Revolt?) 

late Cbarch 
(Post-Revolt) 

Single-pi; woolea 
jraro 

PECO 12050 

Plied woolea yarn PECO 12053 PECO 16512.6 

Voolen weft wrap PECO 12054 

Yacca tviaing PECO 12371 

Voolen eibroiderf PECO 12064 
PECO 12072 
PECO 12086 
PECO 12116? 

Woolen knitting FS 4.1 

Cotton plain veare PECO 12109 
PECO 12297 
PECO 12379 

PECO 16516 

Hoolea plain weave PECO 12064 
PECO 16511.1 
PECO 16511.2 
FS 4.3 
FS 4.4 
FS 4.5 
FS 4.6 
FS 4.7 

Voolen tvill weave FS 4.2 PECO 12098 

tfoolen float weave 
(warp-float belt) 

PECO 1729 
(MACC) 

Iiported textiles PECO 12070 
PECO 16466 
PECO 16512.1 
PECO 16512.2 
PECO 16512.3 
PECO 16512.4 
PECO 16512.5 
PECO 1636 
(WCC) 
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No examples of woolen plain-weave cloth were found with these burials, 

suggesting that access to mission wool by the Pueblos prior to the Revolt was 

probably quite limited. As previotisly discussed in Chapters 6 and 7, 

embroidery likely served as the most parsimonious means of putting limited 

quantities of this precious fiber to effective use. The presence of woolen 

embroidery in Glaze V burials at Pecos, as well as in seventeenth-centxiry 

mortuary contexts at Awatovi, Hawikuh, Giusewa, andUnshagi, suggests that 

the practice of interring certain individuals in highly-ornamented geurments, 

some denoting ritual positions held in life, was well established by this time. 

As shown in Table 8.3, all other native textiles recovered at Pecos are 

considered to date to the eighteenth century or later. These were recovered 

from rooms in the village and from burials in the church. Except for one 

sizable scrap of unbumed cotton cloth from Room 20, all of these eighteenth-

century fabrics are made of wool. A greater diversity of textile structures is 

evident in the remains of this period, including the use of weft wrap, 

knitting, plain weave, twill weave, and warp-float belting- (Because the 

preservation of wool is so much better than that of cotton, it is possible that 

equally-diverse assemblages of cotton textiles existed in earlier periods but 

simply did not sxirvive.) Even if the examples of woolen twill and warp-float 

belting that were recovered from the late church sire from Hispanic rather 

than Pueblo burials, similar types of items were likely produced by both 

groups. 

It is inferred from the textile and loom-hole evidence at Pecos that 

weaving on wide upright looms was practiced there from perhaps Glaze III on, 

and that this activity continued to be performed in kivas well into the historic 

period. The presence of loom holes in Pueblo IV contexts at Pecos confirms 

i 
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that cotton was being woven into textiles there. As noted, most of this raw 

cotton fiber was probably traded in from villages in the middle Rio Grande, 

though some may have come from as far away as Hopi, as Pecos traders were 

documented at contact as making periodic visits to the Western Pueblos to 

deliver supplies of hides and other goods. Because cotton fiber had to be 

traded in to Pecos, there was probably never a surplus of cotton cloth 

produced there, and it was doubtless always necessary to augment the supply 

by importing quantities of finished cotton fabrics. Most of this cloth was 

probably supplied by the middle Rio Grande villages as well. 

The imposition of the tribute system in the early seventeenth century 

disrupted this internal trade in Pueblo cotton fabrics by diverting textiles 

intended for the Pueblos' own tase to consumption by outside users. As 

Spanish tribute demands intensified, the inter-Pueblo demand for cotton 

textiles must have escalated in turn because non-cotton-growing communities 

now had to import textiles not only for their own clothing needs but to fulfill 

their tribute levies as well (Snow 1983:351). By the 1660s, non-cotton-

growing villages such as Pecos were making their tribute payments primarily 

in hides. The October 1662 collection from Pecos, for instance, consisted of 

147 animal hides and 19 cotton mcuitas. whereas the May 1663 payment included 

numerous hides and no mantas at all (KesseU 1979:189). 

The imposition of tribute demands would have been particularly 

devastating for communities such as Pecos, which had to meet not only their 

own needs and the needs of the colonial interests, but also those of their 

nomadic trading partners. As noted, cotton textiles formed an important 

component of the Plains-Pueblo trade network prior to contact, with 

agricultural products and cotton mantas routinely exchanged for hides. The 
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tribute system completely transformed this balance of trade. As the demand 

for cotton mantas grew in response to tribute demands, the demand for hides 

to exchange for mantas likewise intensified, a demand already stretched to its 

limits by an increasing need for hides for tribute. Because Pecos derived a 

major part of its sustenance from this trade and acquired most of its tribute 

goods in this manner, it must have suffered more than most from Spanish 

disruptions to these networks. To make matters worse, as agrlcultxiral 

surpluses decUned at Pecos as a result of tribute payments. Plains Apaches 

increasingly turned to raiding to maintain their access to these goods (Kessell 

1979:137,159). 

Although Pecos tribute was paid primarily in hides, some woven cloth 

was also supplied. It has already been suggested that some of the cotton cloth 

collected from Pecos as tribute may have been acquired in trade from other 

Pueblo villages and passed on to the Spaniards in this manner. However, by 

mid-century, woolen mantas were also being included in some of the Pecos 

payments (Kessell 1979:188). These fabrics are far more likely to have been 

woven at Pecos, using woolen raw materials acquired through clerical or 

secular cheuinels. 

If the kivas at Pecos were abandoned for a time during the seventeenth 

century as Kidder (1958:236) suggested, there is no circhaeologiccd. evidence 

to indicate where weaving was being performed during this period of intensive 

tribute activity. Loom holes are not reported from nonkiva settings such as 

house-block rooms, though as dismissed in previous chapters, much of the 

weaving of woolen blankets for tribute likely occurred outdoors during the 

warmer summer months. Roof tops and above-ground plazas at Pecos saw 

extensive use as general outdoor work spaces (Schroeder and Matson 
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1965:100), and these would have been the logical settings for such weaving 

activities. If loom-hole features were ever present in these settings, they did 

not survive or were not recognized as such by the site's excavators. 

Of the 10 Pecos kivas that Kidder interpreted ais being in use at the 

beginning of the mission period, 5 had been filled with trash and 3 others had 

been unroofed (Kidder 1958:236-239; see also Hayes 1974:32). Kidder 

speculated that the Pecos inhabitants had been forced to give up their kivas 

in the early 1600s, had revived them again after the Revolt, had been forced 

to give them up again in the early 1700s, and then had finally regained the use 

of them for good. Although a general campaign was launched in 1707 to rid 

the province of kivcis, Pecos was not among the villages visited. However, 

upon learning that a kiva had been built at Pecos "apart from the pueblo under 

the pretext of the women getting together to spin," Governor Flores MogoUon 

was roused to command the destruction of all Pueblo kivas and cois (the latter 

term, according to Kessell, referring to unauthorized rooms constructed for 

ceremonial purposes within the roomblocks), dispatching Captain Alfonso Rael 

de Aguilar, the alcalde mayor of Pecos, there for this purpose. Chronicling 

his visit in a January 1714 report, the captain described the systematic 

destruction of the Pecos kivas, explaining how the roofs were removed and the 

rooms filled with rocks and debris so that not a trace remained on the surface 

(Kessell 1979:299,313-314). Following this period of turmoil in the early 

1700s, tensions were relaxed and the kivas were rebuilt and reoccupied. 

The presence of loom holes in the floors of many of the late kivas at 

Pecos signifies that weaving was practiced in these settings in historic times; 

the profiles cind plan views of many of these structures indicate the presence 

of loom holes in their uppermost floors (e.g., Kidder 1958: Figs. 42,46,50,52). 
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Loom weaving may actually have reached its peak at Pecos during the 

eighteenth century, because the supply of woolen fiber was likely far greater 

at that time than the supply of cotton had ever been. In contrast to what 

seems to have transpired at the Rio Grande and Zuni villages, Kidder (1958: 

239-240) found no evidence of the clandestine use of house-block rooms for 

kiva purposes or the abandonment of underground kivas at Pecos. Notably, 

Kidder's (1958:267-278) twentieth-century survey of modem Eastern Pueblo 

kivas failed to record any evidence of weaving in these structures. It was 

apparently only at Pecos and Hopi that kivas continued to be used for weaving 

purposes following the Reconquest. 

A number of perishable weaving tools were found in late-period celleirs 

or storerooms at Pecos, including a wooden weaving comb and batten in cellar 

Room 20, a possible loom beam used as roofing material in cellar Room 26, and 

a wooden whorl in cellar Room 39. According to Kidder, all of these rooms saw 

active use as storerooms in post-Revolt times. The presence of such items in 

these contexts does not necessarily mean that they were used there. Rather, 

it is inferred that weavers stored their weaving tools in such places when not 

in use. These finds confirm that many of the weaving tools in use at the site 

were made of wood. The loom beam may have been recycled. 

All of the bone tools that Kidder (1932:227) identified as weaving tools 

also Ccune from eighteenth-century contexts. Based on resemblances between 

these items and weaving tools from Hawikuh, Kidder felt that these implements 

had been introduced to Pecos from the west. It has already been suggested 

that these batten-like devices would have been best suited for the weaving of 

narrow belts or bands. In contrast, long sword battens would have been used 

with the wide upright looms; Kidder mentioned a sword-like wooden batten 
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from Room 20, though its length was not reported-

The late appearance of these bone weaving tools at Pecos appears to 

correlate with the introduction of warp-float belt weaving from the Western 

Pueblo region at this time. Although the only example of warp-faced belting 

from Hawikuh lacks warp floats (Chapter 6), three examples of this technique 

survived at Awatovi (Chapter 7), signifying that this technique was practiced 

on the Colorado Plateau by at least the end of the seventeenth century. The 

technique was evidently introduced into that region from the south, as 

examples of warp-float weaves are documented in Pueblo IV assemblages from 

Tonto Ruins (Kent 1983a: 180-181). Although PECO 1729 (WACC) represents 

a clear example of this warp-float technique, its cultural affiliation, as noted, 

could be Pueblo or Plispanic. 

European-introduced metal implements at Pecos include two reported 

examples of needles euad a thimble, which may have been used in the execution 

of embroidery. It is notable that the examples of embroidery found at Pecos 

are technologically identical to those recovered from seventeenth-century 

contexts at Hawikuh, Awatovi, Giusewa, and Unshagi, indicating either that 

the technique had spread throughout the Pueblo area by this time or that 

these embroidered fabrics were being widely traded from one particular 

source. (In Chapter 10, it is suggested that the former was the case.) At 

Pecos, all three examples for which provenience are known are from native 

burials associated with the North or South Pueblo, and all appear to be Glaze 

V (seventeenth-century) in age. From what can be discerned, the designs 

are geometric rather than natvuraTistic. There is no indication that this 

technique was substantially influenced by the missionaries or that the Pueblos 

were ever engaged by the frieirs to embroider cloth for church purposes. 
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though the Pecos inhcUtsitants were certainly exposed to imported ecclesiastical 

embroideries at the mission. Rather, Pueblo embroidery seems to be an 

indigenous craft that evolved from brocade and was further stimulated by the 

introduction of wool, new dyes, and metal needles. 

Finally we ttim to the question of gender- It is inferred that males were 

the primary weavers at Pecos as at other pueblos during late-prehistoric and 

early-historic times based on the presence of loom holes in kivas and the 

identification of these weavers as males in early documentary accounts. 

However, as discussed in previous chapters (see also MiUs 1997), women and 

children probably played some role in at least the processing of textile fibers 

prior to contact, and came to play an increasing one in textile production 

following the arrival of the Spaniards and the imposition of tribute demands. 

This growing role of women is supported by Governor Flores MogoUon's 

intrigiaing statement in reference to Pecos that "a partially subterranean room 

in the form of a kiva or [a kiva within a houseblock] has been buUt apart 

from the pueblo under the pretext of women getting together to spin" (KesseU 

1979:299). The practice of women spinning as a collective group is not 

reported ethnographically for the Pueblos, though this practice is documented 

historically for Hopi men. 

A review of the distribution of possible spindle whorls from Pecos 

provides few cu-chaeological clues to this question. The modeled clay whorl of 

Mexican origin, which was undoubtedly cissociated with the spinning of fine 

cotton fiber in precontact times, was found in a trash deposit. Most of the 

perforated wood, bone, and sherd discs found at Pecos that could have been 

used as whorls were Glaze IV and Glaze V in age, although some are later. 

The function of these perforated items remains open to question, though the 
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lightweight bone and wooden discs seem more likely to i-hig author to have 

served as spinning implements, other uses being possible. Bcised on 

archaeological associations of cotton fiber with wooden whorls, and on 

ethnographic accounts describing the use of wooden whorls in the spinning of 

woolen fiber, the perforated wooden disc recovered from historic cellar Room 

39 seems most likely to have been used for the spinning of cotton or wool. 

The other perforated discs were recovered from a variety of contexts, 

primarily rooms and trash deposits. Only one, a bone disc, was associated 

with a kiva feature, Kiva 8 of Glaze IV age. This distribution suggests, but 

in no way confirms, that kivas were not the primary settings for spinning 

activities and that women played at least some role in fiber processing. 

In conclusion, the evidence from Pecos supports the following view of 

textile production auid consumption for the site. The loom-hole evidence 

indicates that cotton feUsrics were being produced on upright looms at Pecos 

by Pueblo IV. This activity was primsirily performed by males in kivas, and 

largely entailed the production of cotton garments for ritual use. Because 

cotton fiber had to be imported into Pecxjs, a surplus of cotton fabrics could 

not be attained through local production, and the textile supply was 

augmented through the import of finished cotton goods. In late-prehistoric 

times, most of these woven products entered the Pecos community through the 

same channels supplying the Pueblo-Plains trade. 

Following contact and prior to the Pueblo Revolt, wool was available to 

Pecos weavers only in limited quantities and was used primeirily to embroider 

cotton textiles. Most of the all-woolen textiles made at Pecos during this time 

were produced as tribute payments. As access to sheep grew after the 

Revolt, woolen fiber saw increasing use at Pecos for the production of 
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blaiikets, mantes, belts, and knitted stockings for local consumption. This 

shift to wool enabled the inhabitants of Pecos to become relatively self-

stifficient in their use of woolen garments during the eighteenth and early-

nineteenth centuries. Decorated Navajo blcuikets were probably edso acquired 

in trade. At the same time, Pecos beccune more reliant on imported cotton 

textiles, as supplies of cotton fiber became more difficult to acquire from the 

Rio Grande villages. By the later-eighteenth century and up to the 

abandonment of Pecos in 1838, most of the cotton fabrics used at Pecos for 

ceremonial purposes were probably acquired from the Hopi (perhaps via 

Keresan middlemen), from the eastern Keresans, or from the Pecos' Towa-

speaking relatives at Jemez, edl still producers of cotton fabrics at this time. 
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CHAPTER 9 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE OF 
TEXTILE CONSUMPTION AND PRODUCTION 

AT PROTOHISTORIC SITES IN THE EASTERN PUEBLO REGION 

Introduction 

This chapter explores the archaeological evidence for the production 

and use of textiles by the Eastern Pueblos in late-prehistoric and early-

historic times. Six geographical areas are considered: the upper Rio Grande 

Valley, the Pajarito Plateau, the Jemez area, the middle Rio Grande Valley, 

the region south and east of Santa Fe, and the Salinas district. Locations of 

sites discussed in this chapter are shown in Figure 9.1. Due to the size of the 

assemblage, the remains from Pecos Pueblo have been discussed sepeirately in 

Chapter 8. Following a description of the evidence from each area, a brief 

regional summary is offered. 

The data presented have been ctilled from published reports, catalog 

records, museum databases, and unpublished field reports and field records. 

Unpublished documents examined for the research include those housed at the 

Laboratory of Anthropology in the Museum of New Mexico (MNM) Archeological 

Site Files in Santa Fe and at the Ethnobotany Lab of the University of Michigan 

Museum of Anthropology (UMMA) in Ann Arbor. Textiles and weaving tools 

examined for the study are curated at MNM, UMMA, the National Museum of 

Natural History (NMNH), the School of American Research (SAR), the Maxwell 

Museum of Anthropology and the Archaeological Repository at the University 

of New Mexico (UNM), and the Western Archeological and Conservation Center 

(WACC). 

Appendix G provides an inventory of textiles reported from sites in the 

Ecistem Pueblo region. Examples examined and analyzed during the present 
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1 kbo 30 Poasipa-Akiri 
2 Aiozioiqaa 31 Posbn-oainge 
3 iiioyo Hondo 32 Pottery Sonnd 
4 Bandelier's Faaray (Santiago) 33 Paeblo Alaio 
5 Cliilili 34 Paeblo Colorado 
6 Cocbiti Dai project area sites: 35 Paeblo Kotyiti 

Alfred Herrera Site LA 6455 36 Paeblo Pardo 
Las Majadas LA 591 37 Paye 
The Vortb Bank Site LA 6462 38 Qaarai 
Paeblo del Encierro LA 70 39 Riana Rain 
Torreon Site LA 6178 40 Rio del Oso sites: 

7 Cayaiangne Ka-o«inge 
8 Forked Lightning Peseda-oainge 
9 Frijoles Canyon sites: te'ewi 

Great Cereaonial Cave LA 71506 
Groap H 41 Rio Ojo Caliente sites: 
Large Cave Kiva Boviri 
Rainbov Boose Bapobi 
Snake Kiva Posi 
Tyuoayi LA 380 

10 Galisteo 42 San Cristobal 
11 Gallina-Largo Region 43 San Gabriel del Yanqae 
12 Ginsewa 44 San Lazaro 
13 Gran Qaivera (Las Baianas) 45 San Marcos 
14 Jacona 46 Santa Fe sites: 
15 Jeiez Canyon Oaa project area Palace of the Governors 
16 Jeiez Cave St. Francis Chnrch 
17 Jeiez Htas, Cave near Battleship Rock 47 Sapawe 
18 Kaana 48 Tabira 
19 Kvasteynkva 49 Tajigue 
20 La Bajada 50 Tsankavi 
21 La Ciengailla 51 Tsirege 
22 Las Madres 52 Unshagi 
23 Leafwater Site 53 Vhite Rock Canyon Area 
24 Los Alaaos ruin on private land 54 BJ 74/LA 38962 (Jeiez Moontains) 
25 Kanishagi 55 LA 5118 or LA 5096 (Cocbiti vicinity) 
26 Otowi 56 LA 48679, LA 48680 (Rio Cha») 
27 Paako 57 LA 54147 (liddle Rio Grande) 
28 Pecos 58 LA 75288 (Rio Cbaia) 
29 Pindi Paeblo (Pueblo Qneiado) 59 LA 103919 (Naabe vicinity) 

Figxire 9.1. Locations of Eastern Pueblo sites mentioned in the text (key). 
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study are indicated by the notation "LW analysis." Information regarding loom 

holes, weaving tools, and textile raw materials from sites in the region is 

presented in Appendix H. Unless otherwise indicated, bone, stone, and 

ceramic artifacts identified as weaving tools by their excavators were not 

examined during the present study, and some of these may have served other 

purposes. Because much of the excavation data from this region is 

unpublished or available only in field reports, the evidence presented here 

should not be considered inclusive. 

The Upper Rio Grande Valley 

The upper Rio Grande region encompasses the area from Santa Fe to 

Taos, and includes the river corridor of the Rio Grande as well as its major 

tributaries, the Rio Chama and Rio Ojo Caliente. Within this area are located 

the modem Tewa villages of San Juan, Santa Clara, San Ildefonso, Pojoaque, 

Nambe, and Tesuque, estahh'shed in late prehistoric times and still occupied 

today, as well as the Tewa pueblos of Cuyamungue and Jacona, abandoned 

within a century of colonial settlement. Also located within this region are the 

northern Tiwa villages of Taos and Picuris. 

The area contains the ruins of numerous large aggregated villages 

constructed during the Pueblo III and Pueblo IV periods. Situated on wide 

benches overlooking the major tributaries of the Rio Grande, these include the 

sites of Howirl, Hupobi, Posi, and Ponsipa-Akiri on the Rio Ojo Caliente; 

Sapawe on the El Rito; Poshu-oxiinge, the Leaf water Site, and Riana Ruin on 

the Rio Chama; and Te-ewi, Ku, and Pesedu-ouinge on the Rio del Oso. Most 

of these large prehistoric villages had been abandoned by the mid-sixteenth 

century, and none were still occupied when Ofiate established his colony in 
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1598 near San Juan Pueblo. 

Early, large-scale excavations in the region include the work of Hibben 

(1937), Jeangon (1912, 1923), Luebben (1953), and Wendorf (1953). Some of 

this work, including Ellis' work at Sapawe in the 1960s, remains largely 

unpublished.' More recent curchaeological work in the area has been driven 

largely by mitigation needs. Much of this research has focused on 

interpreting the agricultural systems associated with these large, aggregated 

communities (e.g., Axischeutz 1995; Buge 1984; Maxwell 1995; Moore 1992). 

Textile Remains from the Upper Rio Grande Valley 

Information pertaining to the types of textiles produced in the region 

during late-prehistoric and early-historic times is extremely incomplete. As 

shown in Table 9.1, textiles have been reported from only a handful of Pueblo 

sites in the upper Rio Grande, and only three of these, Te'ewi, Sapawe, and 

LA 103919 near Nambe, have yielded examples of prehistoric woven fabrics. 

The fragment from Sapawe could not be located at UNM, and the textile from 

LA 103919 is interpreted here as a southern import. Te'ewi, therefore, 

provides our only archaeological information on locally-produced fabrics. As 

shown in Appendix G, all of the Te'ewi textiles were recovered from a single 

structure, Kiva 1 (Room 6), which was consumed by fire, preserving a wide 

range of organic materials inside. The Te'ewi textiles have been previously 

described by Emery (1953) and Morris (1953). 

No examples of postcontact Pueblo fabrics have been recovered from any 

sites in the area, though some early European fabrics have been found. The 

latter include a few imported European textiles recovered by PMifg from San 

Gabriel del Yunque, the earliest Spanish colony (established A. D. 1598) in the 
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Table 9.1. Textile types reported froi sites in tbe opper Rio Grande. 

Site laie 
Types Identified daring 

Analysis 
Types Reported bat lot 
Bzaiined or Analysed 

Gallina Rlrer 
LA 653 & LA 1758 

Yncca cordage 

La Cieogailla Cbarred string 

Ifaibe 7iciait7 
LA 103919 

Cotton plain veare patterned by 
eztra-veft floats 

Saa Gabriel del \faaqae Iiported fabrics incloding a 
varp-faced band, braided cord, 
varp-float patterned band, 
netting, all lade froi aetal-
vrapped yarns 

Saata Fe 
St. Francis Charch 

Iiported? voolen plain veaves 
(Franciscan babits) 

Sapave Charred cotton cloth, yucca 
fiber 

Te'ewi Cotton yarn vonnd on spindle 
sbaft, cotton yarn, yncca 
cordage, cotton plain weave 

Yacca sandal or lat, far-
string blanket 

region (Ellis 1989) - Fragments of mid-eighteenth-century friars' robes have 

also been recovered from St. Francis Cathedral in Santa Fe (Chavez 1965). 

Results of Analysis and Description of the Textiles 

Types of Pueblo and European textiles analyzed during the present 

study are listed in Table 9.2 euid described more fuHy below. 

Sinqle-plv yam. There are two examples, both recovered from the 

floor of Kiva 1 at Te'ewi euxd each consisting of a carbonized mass of Z-spun 

cotton yam. MNM 53515/11 is a broken-up mass of thickly-spun yam having 

a yam diameter of 1.0-1.3 mm. This may have been spun for use as weft, 

though cis Emery (1953:101) observed, this yam is somewhat thicker and more 
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Table 9.2. Types of analyzed textiles froi sites in the apper Rio Grande. 

Sinqle-PlT Tara 
MfM 53515/11 Te'ewi 
m 53517/11 Te'ewi 

Float teare 
FS-33/OAS LA 103919 aesr tfaibe 

Plied Tarn Iiported Fabrics 
MXM 4887/45 St. Francis Cbarcb 
KXM 9402/45 St. Francis Cbarcb 

IfflM 53513/11 Te'ewi 
SKM 53514/11 Te'ewi 
MfM 53516/11 Te'ewi OIIM 68.43.19 San Gabriel del Tnnqae 

mm 68.43.93 San Gabriel del Tonqne 
OHM 68.43.103 San Gabriel del Yaoqoe 
UK 68.43.105 San Gabriel del Tnnqae 
DKM 68.43.113 San Gabriel del Yanqae 

Plain Weave 
IfflM 53511/11 Te'ewi 

tightly spun than the weft used in the plain-weave cloth found nearby (this 

latter fabric has since been cataloged as MNM 53511/11). 

MNM 53517/11 is a mass of fine cotton yam that is wound upon a long 

spindle stick. The yarn averages 0.4-0.5 mm in diameter cuid forms a cone-

shaped mass measuring 4.0 cm in diameter and 18.0 cm in height. As noted 

by Emery (1953:101), this yam is virtually identicad. to the warp used in the 

cotton cloth found in the kiva, suggesting that this yam had been prepared 

for use as warp in weaving. Although Emery described the structure of this 

yam as two-ply (2s-Z), it is identified here as single-ply Z (or possible 2z-Z, 

as it may have been respun). The wooden spindle shaft is discussed 

separately below. Together with the loom-hole evidence, these Te'ewi 

examples provide our best evidence for the performance of both spinning and 

weaving activities in Eastern Pueblo kivas during Pueblo IV, substantiating 

observations made by early European informants in the region. 

PHed yam. There are three examples, one a small fragment of cotton 

2z-S yam, and two specimens of yucca 2s-Z cordage. The cotton yam (MNM 

53514/11) was recovered from the suspension hole of a pendant. 

Plain-weave fabric. The single example, again from Te'ewi, consists of 
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perhaps two dozen fragments of carbonized cotton cloth woven with Z-spian 

warps and wefts; like the yam on the spindle shaft, Emery described the 

warp yams in this fabric as 2s-Z; the same comments made above also apply 

here. The warp strands measxire 0.4-0.5 mm in diameter, the wefts 1.0 mm in 

diameter. The weave is a weft-predominant plain weave with 9.0 warps euid 

9.8 wefts per cm. The fabric has a "diagonal twill" appearance caused by the 

use of thicker wefts, with the wefts protruding slightly aroxand the finer 

warps. The selvages are missing. 

Float-weave fabric. The assemblage contains one exaunple of plain-

weave fabric patterned with extra-weft floats, a technique more commonly 

known as brocade. FS 33/OAS, which is considered by the present author to 

be the most unique prehistoric textile recovered from any site in the Eastern 

Pueblo region, came from the buiial of a juvenile at site LA 103919 near Nambe 

(Lentz 1997). Although the E^eblo of Nambe is somewhat closer in proximity, 

the textile was repatriated to the Pueblo of Pojoaque and has been reburied. 

Prior to reburied, permission was obtained from the Pueblo of Pojoaque to 

collect a sample of the fragment for radiocarbon dating. 

The textile wcis recovered from beneath the head of cui individual in a 

burial that was accompanied by Red Mesa and Kana'a neck-banded pottery. 

Based on the ceramic association, this suggested a Pueblo I or Pueblo 11 date 

for the textile. According to Lentz (personal communication, 1997), a definite 

association appeared to exist between the ceramics and the individual. 

Because this date seemed too early for this type of weave, radiocarbon dating 

of FS 33/OAS was performed at the suggestion of the author. Lentz has 

relayed that this produced a date of A.D. 1325-1340 (at 2 sigma) for the 

textile, which is a date more in accord with examples known from other 
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regions. The discrepancy between the textile and ceramic dates suggested to 

Lentz that this textile was intrusive and had been introduced into the grave 

at a later time. 

The textile was jointly examined by the author and ethnobotanist Glenna 

Dean in 1994, and a brief report by the author was submitted to the Office of 

Archeological Studies at that time (see Lentz 1997). FS 33/OAS is a small (2.0 

x 3.0 cm) folded scrap of unbumed white cotton cloth woven with 2z-S warps 

and 2z-S wefts, which is patterned with dark brown cotton 2z-S 

supplementary wefts (these yams could represent embroidery, though tiiis 

seems less likely). The cotton yams were identified microscopically. The 

ground fabric is a finely-woven balanced plain weave having 12.0 warps and 

12.0 wefts per cm, and the selvages are missing. The extra-weft elements 

float over from two to six or more warps at a time. 

Because this is the only preiiistoric example of this type of weave known 

from any site in the region, an extended discussion is presented here. The 

use of cotton 2z-S (2-ply, S-twist) warp and weft ysums in this fabric is 

highly distinctive as nearly all Anasazi cotton fabrics are woven with single-

ply Z-spun warp and weft elements. The only Southwestem cotton plain-

weave fabrics with plied yams reported by Kent (1983a: 128) are a few PIII-

PIV fragments with two-ply warps ftom Tonto National Monument, the above-

mentioned cloth from Te'ewi described by Emery as having 2s-Z warps, and 

one undated fragment with two-ply (2z-S) wefts foom Antelope House (see 

Magers 1986:226). As previously discussed, the Te'ewi fragment was 

reexamined for the present study and the warps are considered here to be 

single-ply or perhaps respun, but not intentionally plied. 

Although extra-weft-float patterning was commonly employed by 
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Mesoamerican weavers in pre-Columbian times, examples do not appear in the 

Greater Southwest until late in the E>ueblo in period. Kent (1983a: 178) 

cx)ncluded that this technique did not become part of the Western E>ueblo 

repertoire until late E*ueblo IH or Pueblo IV. A few extra-weft-float (or 

brocade) fabrics are known from Cliihuahua, Mexico, though many of these 

are made from bast or leaf fiber rather than cotton (King 1974:109-113; Mera 

1975[1943]:4, Pis.I and H; O'Neale 1948; Sayles 1936:76, PI.28). Most of 

these Chihxiahua fragments are undated (O'Neale 1948; Sayles 1936), although 

Kent (1957:659; 1983a:178) suggested a date of A.D. 1300-1500 for the 

brocaded fabrics described by Mera, and King (1974:109) attributed the Casas 

Grandes brocades to the Medio Period (Pueblo III-IV). FS 33/OAS shares 

affinities with these northern Chihuahua fabrics, as weU as with the few 

examples of extra-weft-pattemed cotton plain weaves reported from late 

Pueblo m-Pueblo IV sites in central Arizona, including Tonto, Canyon Creek, 

and sites in the Verde Valley (Kent 1983a: 175-178). 

King (1974:109-113) described six excunples of Medio Period "brocades" 

(extra-weft-pattemed fabrics) from Casas Grandes, one with a cotton ground 

and the remainder made from non-cotton vegetal (yucca or agave?) elements, 

and each decorated with non-cotton vegetal supplemental yams. In the Casas 

Grandes fragments, the cotton warps and wefts are single-ply Z-spun, 

whereas the non-cotton warps and wefts are 2z-S. O'Neale (1948) also 

disciissed four brocaded fabrics from a cave in the Sierra Madre; she 

described these as predominantly warp-faced and woven with 2z-S apocynum 

warps and wefts. Sayles (1936: PI. 28) illustrated cuiother example from a cave 

near the Rio Chico in the Sierra Madre. Although he described this fabric as 

woven from apocynum yams and embroidered, O'Neale (1948) considered it 
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warp-faced and brocaded. This fabric (now housed at the Arizona State 

Museum) was reezcunined by the present author, and O'Neale's assessment is 

considered more accurate. In this Rio Chico example, the warp and weft 

elements are non-cotton vegetal fiber yams having a final S-twist (either S 

or 2z-S) structure. It is of interest that the non-brocaded cotton plain-weave 

fabrics in this same Chihuahua assemblage use single-ply Z-spun warps and 

wefts, not pUed ones. 

Kent (1983a: 177-178) did not specify whether most of the ground-fabric 

elements in the Arizona extra-weft examples were single or plied. One 

example of cotton plain-weave fabric patterned with supplemental wefts from 

the Lower Ruin at Tonto (TONT 1169 at WACC; see Pierson 1962:PI. 14b) was 

examined for the present study and found to contain plied (2z-S) warps and 

single-ply (Z) wefts. 

Fragments of the two extra-weft-float weaves from northern Chihuahua 

illustrated by Mera (1975[1943] :4, Pis.I and 11), now in the collections of the 

Laboratory of Anthropology, were also examined for the present study. Like 

FS 33/OAS, both of these fabrics are made with 2z-S warps and 2z-S wefts. 

MNM 9452/11 has white cotton 2z-S warps and 2z-S wefts and is patterned with 

blue cotton 2z-S supplemental wefts that are presumed to be indigo-dyed; the 

yam counts (11.0 warps and 10.0 wefts per cm) are similar to those found in 

FS 33/OAS. MNM 10/2196 is woven with vegetal fiber (apocynum? milkweed? 

yucca?) 2z-S warps, and contains both vegetal and cotton 2z-S wefts along 

with blue cotton 2z-S supplemental wefts; the yam counts are 13.2 warps and 

6.8 wefts per cm. These are the only Chihuahua examples of which this 

author is aware that contain cotton warp and weft yams having a final S-

twist. No meaningful comparisons can be made between the desicfns used to 

J 
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decorate FS 33/OAS and the Chihuahua specimens because so little of the 

design is present on FS 33, but structurally these fabrics are very similar. 

It is not possible to rule out from the evidence at hcmd that FS 33/OAS 

might have been decoirated with running-stitch embroidery rather than extra-

weft floats. As Kent (1957:511) has observed, the distinction between these 

techniques lies not in their finished appearance but in their methods of 

manufacture. Extra-weft patterning is a woven technique, executed while the 

cloth is still on the loom, whereas embroidery is usually done after the cloth 

is removed from the loom. In extra-weft patterning, the decorative yams 

always lie parallel to the wefts and never split the warp or weft elements; if 

the embroidery yams meet these same criteria, the techniques are 

indistinguishable in the finished piece. It is sometimes possible to distinguish 

between the two techniques by looking at the manner in which the 

supplemental yams were introduced into a shed or selvage, but as neither 

featiire is present in FS 33/OAS, this question remains unanswered. Even if 

FS 33/OAS was embroidered, this does not bring us any closer to resolving 

the origin of the specimen because, as Kent (1983a: 190) has suggested, 

embroidery did not appear at Western Pueblo sites tmtil Pueblo HE and in the 

Rio Grande region until late Pueblo IV. King (1974) in fact contended that the 

Pueblo m pieces from the Colorado Plateau identified by Kent as embroidery 

were not embroidered at all but examples of brocaded (or extra-weft) fabrics, 

a possibility acknowledged by Kent (1983a: 178; 184-185) herself, and with 

which the present author concurs. 

The most reasonable interpretation of FS 33/OAS is that this was a 

luxury item imported into the upper Rio Grande from Chihuahua, Mexico. As 

noted, this fragment shares its greatest affinities with MNM 9452/11, a fabric 

I 
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from Chihuahua that may be contemporaneous. Other possible sources for thfs 

fabric include sites in the Verde Valley, Tonto Basin, or Upper Gila, or from 

regions farther south, including Paquime and the Sierra Madre. As no other 

examples of this technique have been identified at any site in the Eastern 

Pueblo region (and no examples of extra-weft-float patterning made from plied 

warps and wefts are known to exist from any site on the Colorado Plateau), 

there is little likelihood that this fabric was locally made. 

Imported textiles. Seven exaunples of imported textiles were examined, 

five from San Gabriel del Yunque and two from St. Francis Cathedral. The 

San Geibriel textiles include a warp-faced band, two pieces of a warp-float 

band, a braided cord, auad netting, all made with metcil-wrapped yams that 

preserved the textiles. All of these are probably remnants of ornaments or 

trims used on Spanish clothing or vestments. Although these items were 

doubtless utilized by Spanicirds suxd not by the Tewas, they provide some idea 

of the types of European textiles that the Pueblos were exposed to during the 

early years of Spanish colonization. 

The assemblage also contains the remains of two eighteenth-century 

Franciscan habits (MNM 4887/45 and 9402/45), both woven in indigo-blue 

woolen plain weave and interpreted here as imported. The fabrics were used 

as wrappings for the secondary rebvuriails of two friars who had died a century 

earlier. Father Asencio de Zcurate who died at Picuris, and Father Geronimo 

de la Liana at Cuarac (Quarai). In 1759, the bones of these friars were 

exhumed for rebxirial in the sanctuary of the St. Freincis parish church in 

Santa Fe (Boyd 1974; Chdvez 1965). The double casket was opened in 1957 

under the supervision of Fray AngeUco Chavez, and scimples of each habit 

were collected at that time. According to Chavez (1965:105), these are the 
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only known examples of the blue habits worn by New Mexicxj's Franciscan 

friars. 

Both of these fabrics are made of blue wool and are woven in a warp-

predominant plain weave with single-ply Z-spun warps and S-spun wefts. 

The warps are considerably thicker (0.9 mm diameter) and stronger than the 

loosely-spun wefts (0.5 mm), and are visually dominant. Although these 

fabrics have similar thread counts (9.6 warps and 10.4 wefts), MNM 9402/45 

is coarser in appearance than MNM 4887/45. Each fabric has been seamed in 

a basic backstitch with linen(?) 2s-Z thread, and MNM 4887/45 has also been 

stitched with silk(?) 2z-S thread. Because the fragments are now encased in 

mylcir, they could not be examined directly, but MNM 9402/45 appears to 

contain a section of nonreinforced selvage. 

These fragments were previously studied by E. Boyd, who published 

a description of them in her comprehensive 1974 work (Boyd 1974:177-181). 

Boyd evidently examined the specimens before they were cut apart for 

distribution to various museums and circhives. She described the habit 

associated with Father Zarate (MNM 4887/45) as a plain-weave wool handspun 

or bayeta cloth dyed a deep indigo blue, and the one associated with Father 

de la Liana (MNM 9402/45) as a finely-woven diagonal twill with the silky 

texture of flannel, medium indigo blue in color. When examined by Boyd, this 

latter fabric still had an intact hood that had been stiSened by rows of gmaii 

stitches. Both of these fabrics are identified as plain weaves in the present 

analysis; it is suggested that Boyd's identification of MNM 9402/45 as twiU may 

be due to the fact that the fabric hcis been cut and seamed along the bias 

(i.e., diagonal to the warp elements), which has given it a diagonal-like 

appearance. Although some stitching was noted for MNM 9402/45 in the 

J 
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present analysis, a hood was not observed. 

The fact that two different fabrics were used to wrap the remains of 

these friars suggested to Boyd (1974:181) that the colony was so poorly 

supplied in the mid-1700s that the same types of new habits could not be 

obtained for both. She believed that the "twilled weave hcibit" had been 

imported from New Spain as a missionary supply, but suggested that the 

"bayeta one" had been woven in New Mexico. In the present author's opinion, 

both fabrics were probably imported into New Mexico, based on the fact that 

neither resembles any early examples of Hispanic or Pueblo-made fabrics 

known from the region. The strongest indication that these fabrics were made 

elsewhere lies in the presence of the S-spun weft yams in these pieces. 

Hispanic, Pueblo, and Navajo weavers all spun their handspun single-ply 

woolen yams in the Z direction. Although it is possible that the S-spun yams 

used in these fabrics were spun on a spinning wheel, no evidence of the 

spinning wheel has yet been discovered for early New Mexico (see Chapter 4). 

The identification of these fabrics as imported items would tend to substantiate 

the view provided by the documentary literature that the friars relied 

primarily on imported fcibrics to meet their personal and ecclesiastical needs. 

Evidence for the Production of Textiles in the Upper Rio Grande Valley 

Three categories of data pertaining to textile production are reported 

from the upper Rio Grsuide: loom holes, weaving tools, eind cotton pollen. 

Although none are abundant, they are sufficient to convey the importance of 

cotton cxiltivation and weaving in the upper Rio Grande in Pueblo IV. 

Evidence of sheep bones has also been recovered from seventeenth-century 
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contexts. References for these data are siunmarized in Appendix H. 

A Description of the Evidence 

Loom holes. Loom holes are reported from three sites in the upper Rio 

Grande: Poshu-ouinge and Te-ewi, with major occupations occurring during 

the E^uehlo IV period, and Cuycimungue, occupied from Pueblo m up to the 

time of the Pueblo Revolt but abandoned soon thereafter (Schroeder 1979b: 

250). SigniiEiccUit attributes of these features are described in Appendix H 

and summarized in Table 9.3 below: 

Table 9.3. Occurrences of loot holes in tbe apper Rio Grande. 

Site Naie Occorrence by Featare Type 
Miniiui 
luber of Loois 
Represented 

Period Ref 

Cayaiaagae 1 roand little kiva coatainiag 
2 rovs of looi boles 

2 PIV-V KKM Arch. Site 
Files for LA 38 

Posha-ouinge 1 long rectaogalar rooa in 
rooibiock contaiaing I row 

1 P17 Jean^OQ 1923 

Te'ewi 3 roand little kivas containing 
4, 3, and 1 rows; 1 roand big 
kiva containing 3 rows. Only 1 
kira coipletely excavated. 

11 PIII-
PIV 

Slendorf 1953 

Te'ewi contained loom holes in all foxir kivas excavated at the site, with 

the number of holes per row ranging from four to nine (Wendorf 1953:45-51). 

Kiva I, the only one excavated in its entirety, contained four rows of loom 

holes, some still beeiring fiber loops. The structure burned while still in use, 

trapping several victims inside, and preserving numerous perishable items 

including cotton yams and fcibrlcs and a wooden spindle stick stUl wrapped 
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with cotton yam. Kiva n (one-half excavated) contained three rows of loom 

holes, and Kiva IV (one-quarter excavated) contained one row. Kiva m 

(one-half excavated), a great kiva, contained three rows on each of two 

separate floors, indicating that the looms had been reestablished after the 

floors were replaced. With only 4 out of an estimated 29 kivas at the site 

having been excavated (and many of the unexcavated kivas probably 

containing loom holes as weU), the data from Te'ewi suggest that the weaving 

of cotton was a major creift activity performed at the site during Pueblo IV. 

Loom holes are also reported from a room at Poshu-ouinge, a Pueblo IV 

(fifteenth-centiiry) site situated along the Rio Chama near Abiquiu. Jeangon 

(1923:10,P1.4D) described a 1.3 m wide row of 11 unevenly-spaced holes 

running crosswise near the center of Room 2, a long rectangular room situated 

within the roomblock. Jeangon did not consider this room a kiva, but 

identified it as a "weaving room" based on the presence of these holes. 

Although most loom-hole features reported from Pueblo IV sites in the Rio 

Grande are found in kivas, there are several references to their presence in 

rooms, as will be discussed. Such rows of holes, of course, may have served 

other, non-weaving-related purposes. A number of weaving tools (discussed 

below) were also recovered from Poshu-ouinge, but these appear to be related 

to belt weaving rather than to the weaving of wide fabrics on upright looms. 

Unpublished excavations by Wendorf at the historically-abandoned site 

of Cuyamungue recorded loom holes in Kiva 1, a small circular kiva where two 

rows of loom holes (seven and eight holes, respectively) were aligned 

perpendicxilar to the hearth along the same axis. It is not known whether 

these features were in use during the historic period. 

The fact that loom holes have been reported from only a handful of 
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Pueblo rv sites in the upper Rio Grande is doubtless largely attributable to a 

lack of excavation data. There is no information regarding the presence of 

loom holes in earlier components at the still-occupied Tewa villages, and only 

a smaU number of the large ruins in the region have been intensively 

excavated, fewer still reported in detail. For instance, descriptions of kiva 

floor features at Sapawe and Ponsipa-Akiri are lacking in the MNM 

Archeological Site Files. On the other hand, several of the larger Pueblo III 

sites in the upper Rio Grande, including the Ejeaf Water Site (Luebben 1953) 

and Riana Ruin (Hibben 1937), have undergone extensive excavation; loom-

hole features were not found in the kivas at these sites, suggesting that they 

were absent from Pueblo III kivas in the upper Rio Grande. However, 

possible loom-hole features have been reported from a few Pueblo m sites in 

the Gallina area (see Appendix H). 

Weaving and spinning tools. Several sites yielded items that were 

identified by their excavators as weaving tools (see Appendix H). 

Excavations at Cuyamungue yielded one-third of a perforated bone disc 

possibly used as a spindle whorl, as well as a bone awl spatula. Both 

Cuyamunge and La CieneguUla yielded perforated sherds that may have been 

used as whorls. From Ponsipa-Akiri came a wooden weaving tool (the sketch 

in the field notes is inadequate to identify it) and some bone weaving tools. 

Jeangon (1923:30-31,Pis.27d,e;31d) recovered a pair of bones at Poshu-

ouinge that Pueblo workmen suggested may have been used for belt weaving 

(one possibly a shed or heddle stick, the other perhaps a batten). The item 

illustrated by Jean^n in Plate 31d may represent yet another short bone 

batten. Bone needles notched at the ends cind some possible potsherd whorls 

were also recovered. Bone needles were also found during Hewett's 
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excavations at Ojo Caliente. 

The field catalogs for Sapawe in the MNM Archeological Site Files list 

numerous weaving tools from the site, including at least 30 of bone, 1 of 

antler, 1 of gypsum, and 1 of lignite. Also reported are a possible bone 

bobbin, a clay bobbin or shuttle, a spindle cup, a bone spindle shaft, one-

half of a bone spindle whorl, some sherd spindle whorls, cuid three items 

identified as loomweights, the latter from a single room. According to 

Woodbury (1954:155; see also Kent 1957:487, Map 1), the use of loomweights 

outside the Western Pueblo area has yet to be demonstrated. (None of the 

items identified as loomweights were examined during the project, and their 

relationship to examples from the Western Pueblo region is undetermined.) 

A number of items related to spinning and weaving activities were 

reported from Te'ewi. Of particular interest is the carbonized wooden spindle 

shaft (MNM 53517/lla-e) found in Kiva 1 (Emery 1953:101-102). This stick, 

which was reexamined for the present study, is now in five pieces and 

measures 54.7 cm long (it is nearly complete) and 0.6-0.7 cm in diameter; the 

whorl itself is missing. As discussed above, the shaft is still wrapped with a 

cone-shaped mass of fine, carbonized cotton yam. 

The type of whorl originally accompanying tliis spindle stick remains a 

mystery. Emery (1953:102) indicated that "no whorl was recovered from the 

excavations," and the original field notes were not located by the present 

author. Although the two stone balls with cone-shaped depressions were 

originally identified as spindle whorls in the field catalog, they were 

reidentified as cup stones in the published report (Wendorf 1953:81,PI.XXI 

c,d; the item illustrated in Pl.XXId was reportedly found with the spindle 

stick). These objects could not have functioned as spindle whorls because 
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they are not completely perforated. None of the three round perforated 

sherds recovered firom the site repoirtedly came from Kiva 1 (Wendorf 

1953:64). It seems unlikely that the original whorl was made of wood, because 

if it had been, it should have been preserved to the same extent as the 

carbonized spindle stick and the cotton yam. It is possible that the whorl was 

made of a material such as horn and melted in the fire. It is also possible that 

the whorl was removed from the stick (and the kiva) sometime prior to the 

burning of the structure. 

As noted, two stone balls, each beetring a cone-shaped depression, were 

identified as cup stones in the report; one of these was found near the 

charred spindle in Kiva 1. Emery (1953:102) suggested that one manner of 

using this spindle may have been to rest the lower end in a hollowed stone 

during spinning. Although no ethnographic descriptions of this method of 

spinning by the Pueblos have been found, two nineteenth-century drawings 

depict Pueblo women resting the lower end of the spindle in a ceramic bowl, 

presumably for the spinning of wool (Donaldson 1893:5; Schoolcraft 1854: 

PI.37^). An item described as a spindle cup was also reported from Sapawe, 

suggesting the possibility that the spindle may have been used in this manner 

at Te'ewi. 

Also found at Te'ewi were two bone implements identified as belt-loom 

beams, which were found together in the fill of Room 15. These are 

rectangular in cross-section and notched at the ends, and each bears a series 

of parallel grooves (caused by the tension of wsirps?) along one edge. A slate 

item identified as a shuttle stone was also recovered from a test trench 

(Wendorf 1953: 65,81, 90;Pl.XXIc-d,XLins,t;XVc; MNM Site Files for LA 

252). A loomweight is listed in the field catalog for Room 8, but this item is 
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not mentioned in the report. 

Textile-related items, including metal and bone needles and some brass 

straight pins, were also recovered during excavations at the Palace of the 

Governors. It is unclear whether these are related to the Pueblo occupation 

of the Palace following the Revolt or to occupation by Spaniards prior to the 

Revolt or after the Reconquest. The only artifact found in a definite Pueblo 

context was a brass straight pin recovered from the ̂  of a Pueblo burial 

dating to the post-Revolt occupation. Perforated sherds were also recovered, 

which Siefert (Siefert et al. 1979:84, 109,133,160, PI. 69) suggested could have 

served as spindle whorls, weights for drills, or pendants. 

Evidence of cotton. No cotton seeds or fiber aire known to have been 

recovered from any of these upper Rio Grande sites, though cotton yam and 

fabrics were found at Te'ewi. However, recent work by Dean (1991,1994a, 

1994b, 1994c, 1995) has resulted in the identification of cotton pollen in 

sediment samples taken from gravel-mulch fields at five sites north of 

Espanola. These identifications were made possible through the use of an 

expanded sampling technique that Dean refers to as intensive systematic 

microscopy, or ISM. Her findings are summarized in Table 9.4 below: 

Table 9.4. B?ideiice of cottoa ia tbe upper Rio Grande. 

Site Vaie Site Location Feature type Type of Evidence 

LA 380 Rio Ojo Calieate Agricultural terrace Pollen 

LA 48679 Lower Rio Cbaia Agricultural terrace Folleo 

LA 48680 Lower Rio Cbaia Agricultural terrace Pollen 

lA 71506 Rio del Oso Agricultural terrace Pollen 

LA 75288 Lower Rio Chaia Agricultural terrace Pollen 
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Prior to Dean's work, cotton pollen had not been identified at any sites 

in the Rio Grande. Clary (1987), however, had identified pollen from the 

Malvaceae or mallow family (which includes a number of wild species in 

addition to domesticated cotton) at two Mendanales-area sites, LA 48679 and 

LA 48690. Using the ISM method. Dean (1991:6,Table 4) reexamined these 

samples and was able to confirm the presence of cotton pollen in five of them. 

It should be noted that Malvaceae pollen has also been identified in samples 

from Sapawe (Schoenwetter pollen data in MNM Archeological Sites Files for LA 

306), though this could represent a non-cotton form. 

According to Dean (1994a:2), the likelihood of finding cotton pollen 

using traditional pollen analytical techniques (e.g., the 200-grain count) is 

relatively remote because most domesticated plants produce only small amounts 

of pollen. Pollen from cotton is particiilarly rare because the cotton flowers 

are open for just a few hours before they fall off and blow away, trapping the 

pollen inside and only infrequently releasing it into the field. Dean (1994a, 

1994c) has estimated that one would expect to find only two grains of cotton 

pollen per gram of soil in a sample collected from a cotton field. 

Because cotton pollen is associated with the flowers and not the boUs, 

it is normally not found in association with cotton fiber or cotton textiles. 

Thus, in most cases, the presence of cotton pollen at a site is indicative of 

cotton cultivation, not the decomposition of cotton fiber or cloth. Dean 

(personal communication, 1992) has suggested that one manner in which cotton 

pollen might become associated with cotton cloth is if cotton flowers were used 

to dye the fiber. Cotton flowers produce a yellow dye, and their use as a 

dyestuff would be likely to imbed cotton pollen in the fiber, yarn, or cloth. 

As shown in Table 9.4 and Appendix H, cdl of the upper Rio Grande 

L 
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sites where cotton pollen hcis been found are gravel-mulched agrictilttiral 

terraces associated with large Pueblo IV aggregated villages overlooking the 

Goodplains of the Rio Ojo Caliente, Rio del Oso, or lower Rio Chama. The 

elevations of these terraces range from roughly 5800 to 6200 feet (1768 to 1890 

meters). Although cobble-bordered fields have been identified in the Taos 

and Pecos areas, the Galisteo Basin, and the Pajarito Plateau (Anscheutz 

1995:25), cotton pollen has yet to be reported from any of these sites. 

Recent research at sites in the upper Rio Grande near Espanola 

suggests that these large, late-prehistoric AnasazL communities were able to 

insure a dependable crop for their inhabitants by implementing a wide range 

of agricultural strategies (Anscheutz 1995; Buge 1984; Maxwell 1995; Moore 

1992). This involved making use of a diverse array of topographical settings 

for the cultivation of crops including the weU-watered floodplains (where 

irrigated crops are still grown today) and arroyo bottoms, and secondary 

terraces and mesas for gravel-mulched fields. Interestingly, contemporary 

farmers do not make use of these terraces today because they consider the 

moisture there inadequate for cultivation (Buge 1984:34). 

Although crops achieve their maximum yields when grown in well-

watered locations, cold-air drainage can be a significant problem in the valley 

bottoms, resulting in major losses from early frosts. Flooding after heavy 

rains can also be problematic in these locations. Recent research has shown 

the use of gravel-mulched fields to be particularly valuable in areas such as 

the lower Chama and Ojo Ccdiente Valleys, where agriculture is risky because 

of erratic annual precipitation and a variable frost-free growing season 

(Anscheutz 1995; Buge 1984). Modem-day faurmers in the Ojo Caliente VciUey, 

for instance, lose a late-maturing crop to frost in the floodplain nearly one out 
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of every three years (Buge 1984:32). Gravel-mulching minimizes these risks 

by conserving soil moisture, increasing soil temperature, controlling runoff 

and erosion, and preventing soil loss from wind (Moore 1992:45-46). 

Com and cotton reqioire relatively long growing seasons. The 

cultivation of cotton in these gravel-mulched fields acted to extend the 

growing season by protecting seedlings from frost, stimulating early growth 

and maturation, and diminishing the effects of late killing frosts. Although 

crop yields are reduced without irrigation, plant maturation is accelerated in 

these fields and the plants are less sensitive to drought. The pollen evidence 

indicates that both com eind cotton were grown in these gravel-mulched 

fields, though whether this signifies multiple cropping or the seasonal rotation 

of crops is unclear (Moore 1992:46-48). 

Although cotton-poUen evidence from the floodplains is lacking, it is 

speculated that cotton was cultivated by Pueblo IV farmers in the upper Rio 

Grande through the use of a dual-location strategy, one entailing dry-farming 

on gravel-mulched terraces and floodwater farming in irrigated fields placed 

near the mouths of secondary drainages (see Buge 1984:31; Wendorf 1953:2-

3). The first of these strategies would have insured a basic cotton crop by 

minimizing the risks associated with farming on the floodplain, whereas the 

second would have guaranteed maximum-possible yields in years of good 

precipitation and late frosts. By employing this dual approach, villagers in 

the lower Chemia and Ojo Caliente Valleys were probably able to meet most of 

their basic cotton needs, and in good years generate a surplus. If the 

evidence from Te'ewi is any indication, this portion of the upper Rio Grande 

witnessed considerable weaving activity and cotton cultivation during Pueblo 

IV. 
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Cottxjn cultivation seems to have undergone a substantial decline in the 

upper Rio Grande sometime before the arrival of the Spaniards. Most of the 

sizable settlements in the lower Rio Chama, Rio del Oso, and Rio Ojo Caliente 

valleys had been abandoned by the mid-1550s, for reasons of drought or 

perhaps increasing raids by nomadic groups (Buge 1983:27: Wendorf 1953: 

94). Oral traditions suggest that many of the people from these villages, who 

were themselves Tewa, moved in with other Tewa populations at San Juan and 

Santa Clara (Jeangon 1923:76). 

Early ethnohistoric accounts are vague regarding the extent of cotton 

cultivation in the upper Rio Grande at the time of contact. The cultivation of 

cotton was not mentioned by members of the Castafio de Sosa party in 

connection with their visit to the Tewa villages in 1591, but their visit 

occurred in the winter, not during the growing season (Schroeder and Matson 

1965:110-134). Although three witnesses from the Oflate colony near San Juaui 

described the cultivation of cotton by the Pueblos (Hammond and Rey 1953: 

634,645,653), there is nothing to indicate that they were speaking specificially 

of the Tewa; they could have been referring to groups farther south. 

Jones (1936b: 51), citing Zcirate-Salmeron, reported that cotton was 

grown as far north as the Chama, and his statement has been reiterated by 

others (e.g., Kent 1983b:5; H.ToU 1989:205). However, a reexcimination of 

two different translations of Zarate-Salmeron's Relacion (Lummis 1899; MUich 

1966) suggests to the present author that the friar was discussing cotton 

usage by the Pueblos in general, not the Tewa in particular.' Although Ford 

(1968:34) reported some cotton being grown at San Juan Pueblo in the 1960s, 

he did not describe it as a significant crop. Most scholars tend to agree that 

cotton was not grown in any quantity by the Tewa in historic times (Bandelier 
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1890:37; Robbins et al. 1916:103; Snow 1983:351). 

One reason for this apparent decline in cotton cxiltivation in the upper 

Rio Grande may be that the postcontact Tewa villages were unable to sustain 

the same degree of agricultural diversification that had ensured the 

production of a cotton crop in mid-Pueblo IV times. There is no mention of the 

Pueblos' use of gravel-mulched fields in the ethnohistoric or ethnographic 

literature (Anscheutz 1995:26), which suggests that this practice had been 

largely discontinued by the time of Exiropean contact. 

This narrowing of agricultural strategies in the upper Rio Grande may 

be attributed to any number of factors, including pre or postcontact losses of 

agricultural lands beyond the floodplain, and postcontact shifts in labor 

allocation. Travel to lands north of Espanola had become increasingly 

dangerous by at least the seventeenth century as a result of growing use of 

the Chama Valley by Navajo groups, who reportedly raided the Tewa villages 

from tiiis location (Hodge et al. 1945:87; Schaafsma 1992; Woznicik 1992). The 

Tewa also lost access to some of their traditional-use lands around this time, 

as lands located beyond the immediate vicinity of the villages were settled by 

encomenderos and other Spaniards who used the secondary terraces and mesas 

to graze their livestock. Even when access was retained by the Tewa to some 

of these terraces, the construction and maintenance of gravel-mulched fields 

required expenditxires of labor that would have become increasingly difficult 

to supply as Tewa labor was diverted to other colonial tasks. 

By the early seventeenth century, the Tewa seem to have narrowed 

their agricultural focios to floodwater fanning within the bottomlands 

surrounding their villages. At this same time, they also adopted gravity-flow 

irrigation and the use of kitchen gardens from the Spaniards (Ford 1968:31). 
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Because the growing season in these valley bottoms could be considerably 

shorter than that of the adjacent highlands, a reliance on the valley bottoms 

meant more frequent crop losses to frosts. For instance, although San Jucin 

Pueblo is 300 meters lower in elevation than Ojo Caliente, frost is a greater 

hazard at San Juan (Buge 1984:32; Ford 1968:119), where the frost-free 

season ranges widely from 110 to 150 days (Ford 1968:33). Although cotton 

regioires a long growing season, it cannot be scifely planted there until late 

April or early May, and killing frosts may come as early as September (Ford 

1968:33). Cotton cultivation confined to the valley bottoms of the upper Rio 

Grande was therefore far riskier than the dual-location strategy practiced by 

populations in the Rio Chama and Ojo Caliente vaUeys dxiring Pueblo IV. 

With the abandonment of the lower Rio Chama and Rio Ojo Caliente 

vaUeys prior to Spanish colonization, it appears that cotton cultivation in the 

upper Rio Grande underwent a considerable decline. By the time of contact 

or soon thereafter, the Tewas may have begxin relying on imported cotton 

fiber or fabrics for much of their cotton clothing needs, just like their 

neighbors to the north at Taos and Picuris. They probably also intensified 

their use of hides at this time. The earliest photographs from the Tewa 

villages show many of the people, especially men, wearing Plains-style 

garments that were either traded in from or influenced by the Utes and 

Jicarilla Apaches. Although the lower Chama and Ojo Caliente vaUeys were 

apparently vigorous centers of textile production during the Pueblo TV 

period, this was no longer the case in historic times. 

Domestic sheep and woolen fiber. Information is available for only one 

historically-occupied Pueblo site in the upper Rio Grande, Cuyaimungue, 

where the remains of a small type of sheep, similar to that found at Gran 
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Qiaivera, were recovered (McKusick 1981:65). No woolen fiber was reported 

from this site. Substantial quantities of sheep bones were also recovered 

during excavations at the early Spanish colony of San Gabriel del Yunque, 

where nearly two-thirds of the faunal remains were those of domestic animals, 

and one-fourth of these were domestic cattle (Ellis 1989:80-81). Most of the 

sheep at San Gabriel were butchered for food before attaining fuU growth at 

the age of two years, indicating that economic conditions at the colony were 

such that these animals were being raised primarily for food rather than their 

wool. There is no proof that the Tewa ever had access to these sheep, though 

they probably acquired a few in some manner. No woolen fiber or locally-made 

woolen textiles cire known to have been recovered at San Gabriel, though as 

noted, some imported textiles (preserved due to their metal yams) were 

found. 

Sheep bones were also recovered from seventeenth-century deposits at 

the Palace of the Governors. It is unclear whether these represent use by the 

Pueblos occupying the Palace after the Revolt, or utilization by the Spaniards 

prior to or following this event (Siefert et al. 1979:133). 

Yucca fiber. The only type of raw textile fiber known from any of these 

sites is yucca, which is reported for Sapawe and sites farther north on the 

Gallina River. Although raw yucca fiber is not recorded for Te'ewi, 

fragments of yucca cordage, plaiting (a sandal or matting), and fur string 

containing yucca were found (Morris 1953:101-103), indicating that yucca was 

processed and used at the site for various purposes. 
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The Pajazito Plateau 

The Pajarito Plateau is an elevated landform situated on the eastern 

slope of the Jemez Mountciins and west of the Rio Grande. The plateau was 

formed by a series of volcanic ash flows which were consolidated into tuff and 

then sculpted into high mesas and steep-sized canyons. In Frljoles Canyon 

and many other areas, prehistoric peoples hollowed out or enlarged many of 

the soft txiff pockets to create chambers known as "cavates." Literally 

hundreds of these features are present on the Pajarito Plateau (H.ToU 

1989:1). 

Much of the early archaeological work in the region was performed by 

Edgar Lee Hewett (1908,1909a, 1909b, 1938) in the early part of this century, 

whereas most later work has been sponsored by the Nationcil Peirk Service 

(e.g., Caywood 1966; Hendron 1940,1943; H. Toll 1989; see also Tumey 1948). 

Prehistoric sites in the region include the cluster of communities situated 

along the well-watered Rio de los Frljoles, including the large masonry village 

of Tyuonyi, as weU as numerous mesa-top villages located farther north such 

as Puye, Tsankawi, and Otowi, Much of this area is now msmaged as part of 

Bandelier National Monument. Frljoles Canyon itself has been interpreted as 

comprising a cultural or ethnic boundary between the Tewa on the north and 

the Keres to the south (Hendron 1940:11; Hewett 1909a:668-673; 1939; H.ToU 

1989:20,43,208). 

Most of the large sites on the Pajarito Plateau consist of the ruins of 

aggregated villages occupied dxiring the Pueblo IV period. These sites 

witnessed their major periods of occupation between A. D. 1300 and the 1500s, 

cOid were largely abandoned by the late-sixteenth century. Cavate features, 

which seem to have served a variety of spedalLzed purposes including 

i 
U. 
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weaving, have been found in association with many of these villages (H.ToU 

1989). Some sites, including Hewett's Group M in Frijoles Canyon, also 

served as refuges for Pueblo peoples in the wake of the Pueblo Revolt and 

Spanish Reconquest (Hendron 1943). 

Textile Remains from the Pajarito Plateau 

Because the occupants of the Pajarito Plateau made considerable use of 

the large protected caves and smaller cavate featiires found in the canyons, 

this region has produced the greatest qucuitity and best-preserved examples 

of unbumed textiles in the entire study sample. (The next runner-up for 

well-preserved textile remains, Jemez Cave, is discussed in the following 

section.) Most of these textiles were collected by Hewett in the early years 

of the century, when record keeping was a far more casual pursuit. As a 

result, provenience information for most of the Pajcirito assemblage is 

incomplete or nonexistent. 

As shown in Appendix G and Table 9.5, textiles reported from sites in 

this region include cotton yam, cotton plain-weave cloth (some dyed black), 

vegetal (?) plain-weave cloth, yucca fiber and cordage, the remains of feather 

and fur blankets, bison hide, woolen yam, woolen knitting, emd a cache of 

cotton bolls, seeds, and Unt. Some recent bast-fiber plain-weave doth was 

also recovered from an archaeological context. Items ansilyzed diiring the 

present study are listed by type in Table 9.6 and described in detail below. 

Results of Analysis and Description of the Textiles 

Single-Ply yam. One example of single-ply cotton yam was identified 
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Table 9.5. Textile types reported froi sites on the Fajarito Plateau. 

Site laie 
Types Ideatified daring 

iaalysis 
Types Reported bat lot 
Ezaiined or Analyzed 

Frijoles Canyon 
Cereionial Cave Far or featber clotb 

Frijoles Canyon 
Groap H 

Cotton yarns (part of ring 
artifact), wooleo knitting 

?ucca fiber, yucca cordage, 
featber blanket 

Frijoles Canyon 
Provenience nnknown 

Cotton plain-veave, soie dyed 
black; cotton plain-veave bag 

Far blanket, bison hide, 
cordage and fiber handle 

Los ilaios area Bast-fiber plain weave 

Fajarito Plateaa? Cotton plain weave, dyed black 

Pajarito Plateaa or Chaco? Cotton plain weave 

Paye Cotton plain weave, soie dyed 
black 

Yacca fiber, yucca cordage, 
feather blanket 

Tsankawi Cotton? plain weave, vegetal? 
plain weave, woolen yarn lixed 
in with reiains of feather 
blanket 

ifhite Rock Canyon Cotton boils, seeds, lint 

in the assemblage. This is one component of a larger artifact, UMMA Lab 

3300, a vegetal-fiber ring that has been wrapped crosswide with Z-spun 

cotton ycim. Small pods, tentatively identified as spider nests in UMMA Lab 

Report No. 227 (on file at UMMA), are attached to the inner portion of the 

ring with cotton 2z-S string. The fiber comprising the inner part of the ring 

was examined by the author by SEM/EDX euialysis but could not be identified. 

This object was excavated from Room 3, Group M, in Frijoles Canyon by J. W. 

Hendron, who identified the wrapping yam as wool. 

Plied yam. There are two examples, the cotton 2z-S string used to 

attach the pods to the ring described above, and a knotted stxcind of 2z-S 

woolen yam from Tsankawi. The Tsankawi yam was found intermixed with 
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Table 9.6. Types of anal;xed textiles froi sites on tbe Pajarito Platean. 

Ra» Filler 
(QfM 49216/11 Vhite Rock Canyoa 

SinQle-Ply Tarn 
DMMA Lab 3300.1 Frijoles Caayoa, Group H 

Plied Yarn 
mou Lab 3300.2 Frijoles Canyon, Groop M 
nVH A-244718 TsanJcavi 

Plain Ifeaye 
BAXD 4810 (VACC) Frijoles Canyon, no provenience 
WfM 41425/11 Frijoles Canyon, no provenience 
MKM 53507/11 Frijoles Canyon, no provenience 
MJfM 53508/11 Frijoles Canyon, no provenience 
MUM 53509/11 Frijoles Canyon, no provenience 
MNM 45901/12 Los Alaios area 
HHM 18188/11 Pajarito Plateaa? 
MSM 53510/11 Pajarito or Chaco? 
MHM 16699/11 Pnye 
KKM 27I87/I1B Paye? 
BKM 43307/11 Puye? 
MSM 53525/11 Poye 
SNM 53526/11 Pnye 
HKM 53527/11 Paye 
MM 53528/11 Pnye 
HKHI A-244714 Isankawi 
raVH A-244717 Tsankawl 

Knitting 
BAND 4859 (HCC) Frijoles Canyon, Group K 

the deteriorated remains of a feather blanket, yucca matting, and bone; some 

extremely deteriorated plain-weave cloth may also be present. Although the 

fiber was identified microscopically, it hcis not been determined whether this 

is wool from domestic sheep or from another animcd, such as bison. 

Plain-weave fabric. As shown in Tables 9.5 and 9.6, the Veist majority 

of textile remains attributed to sites on the Pajarito Plateau are plain-weave 

cloth. Of the 17 examples, cdl but 2 are prehistoric examples of cotton cloth, 

and all 15 of these are unbumed. These include five unprovenienced 

examples from Frijoles Canyon, seven from Puye, one from Tsankawl, and two 
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unprovenienced examples that are tentatively attributed to the Pajarito 

Plateau (one may have come from Chaco). Attributions for some of these 

specimens are tentative because pieces were removed from their Riker Mounts 

for exhibition and then cissigned new catalog numbers following their return; 

in several instances, the original proveniences were not re-recorded. During 

the course of the present analysis, some fragments having different catalog 

numbers but shared features were tentatively reunited as parts of the same 

fabric. MNM 43307/11 and 53525/11, for instance, are hemmed in an identical 

manner and are believed to be pieces of the same cloth. 

All of these cotton fabrics eire woven with single-ply Z-spun warps and 

wefts. These include one piece of cotton cloth (MNM 53507/11) that has been 

tied with yucca fiber to make a small bag and which still contains a green 

mineral substance, and another fragment of cloth (MNM 53508/11) wrapped 

with cotton string at one end that may represent the remains of a second bag. 

MNM 16699/11, a strip of cotton cloth, was used as the tie for a bundle in a 

ceremonial cache. 

As noted, all of these cotton plain-weave fabrics are unbumed; 

however, the Tsankawi example is extremely deteriorated, consisting of little 

more than a few weft strands. Excluding this Tsankawi specimen, the thread 

counts of the cotton plain-weave fragments are summcurized in Table 9.7. 

All examples of plain-weave fabrics from the Pajarito Plateau are woven 

with fine warps and thicker wefts. Necurly half of these have an appearance 

resembling diagonal twill, caused by the bulging of the loosely-spun wefts 

around the slender warps. Seven fabrics in this assemblage exhibit this 

"diagonal-twill" characteristic: BAND 4810, and MNM 18188/11, 27187/llB, 

43307/11, 53509/11, 53510/11, and 53526/11. In each of these examples, the 
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Table 9.7. Thread coiuts of cotton plaia-vea?e fabrics froi the Pajarito Plateaa. 

varp/ci veft/ci varp/veft ratio 

Range 6.8-11.0 5.6-8.0 1.0-1.9 

Heao 8.3 6.8 1.2 

Variance - - .47 

Standard deviation - - .69 

diameter of the weft yams exceeds the dicuneter of the warps by a factor of 

2.1; in four examples, the wefts are 3.0 or more times the diameter of the 

warps. FcJarics with wefts less than twice the diameter of the warps fail to 

exhibit this characteristic. 

Six of these cotton examples contain the remnants of selvages or other 

edge finishes: one contains just an end selvage (MNM 53510/11), one has just 

a side selvage (MNM 27187/llB), two contain both end and side selvages (MNM 

53509/11 and 53528/11), and two have a stabilized side finish (MNM 43307/11 

and 53525/11). In all three of the examples containing end selvages, the 

selvages are worked in 3-strand twining (S) with (probably) 2z-S yams. The 

side selvages of MNM 27187/llB and 53528/11 are both worked in 2-strand 

twining (S) with 2z-S yams (the side cords of MNM 53509/11 are basically 

gone). The side selvage of MNM 27187/llB has been further elciborated by the 

addition of a row of 2-strand twining (twined Z-wise with 3z-S yams) between 

the outermost warp and the selvage. Kent (1983a:Fig.I39g) illustrated a 

similar type of selvage treatment except that in her example the outer, 

primary selvage is twined Z-wise instead of S-wise. No provenience is 

provided by Kent for this item. 

In two examples (MNM 43307/11 and 53525/11), a frayed side finish has 

been stabilized by first inserting and then knotting a 2z-S cord through the 
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edge of the cloth at 1.3 cm intervals. The original side selvage is missing in 

both instances; this represents an effort to stabilize the frayed cloth for 

further use. Although provenience information is lacking for MNM 43307/11, 

it is alxnost certainly part of MNM 53525/11 from Puye, as both fragments 

exhibit the identical edge finish. Kent (1983a:Fig. 141) did not discuss or 

illustrate an example of this type of repair. 

Although most of these fragments are light-colored and have aged to a 

medium brown, four examples (MNM 18188/11, 42415/11, 53508/11, and 

53527/11) have been dyed black. The dye has not been tested, although a dye 

containing siunac (Rhus trilobata) seems likely (see Colton 1965:82-85). The 

presence of this black cloth is significant because most of the clothing 

depicted in the Kuaua murals and much of the clothing at Pottery Mound is 

rendered in black (e.g., Kent 1983a: Figs. 145,149). Although black garments 

also appear in the Awatovi mtxrals (e.g.. Smith 1952:Figs.24,80,81), they 

occur with much less frequency. It is inferred that black cloth was an 

integral component of the Eastern Pueblo "style" of ceremonial clothing. 

The assemblage contains two other examples of plain-weave cloth, one 

historic and the other prehistoric. MNM 45901/12 is a finely-woven fragment 

of white commercial cloth consisting of two pieces seamed together with an 

overhand stitch using fine commercial thread. The warp (Z and 2Z) and weft 

(Z) elements are spun from a bast fiber, tentatively identified as linen. The 

fabric has 22.6 warps and 19.6 wefts per cm, and the eight outer warps are 

paired at the selvage. The cloth was reportedly recovered from a ruin on 

private property at a depth of 46 -0 cm below the ground surface. Although 

sherds dating to the Pueblo I-II and Pueblo III-IV periods were also found, 

this cloth is clearly historic. 
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The final example of plain-weave cloth consists of a highly-deteriorated 

fragment from Tsankawi that is tentatively identified as made from non-cotton 

fiber, based on the presence of what appear to be S-spun elements. However, 

because the cloth is so degraded and the spin of the yams is so difficult to 

make out, cotton cannot be ruled out completely. As noted above, a degraded 

example of cotton doth was also identified from this site. 

Knitted fabric. One fragment of woolen knitting (BAND 4859) was 

recovered from the area. This consists of a small scrap (9.0 x 7.0 cm) of 

unbumed knitted wool that probably represents the remains of a legging. 

The fragment is made from an orange-brown 2z-S woolen yam, and is worked 

in a stockinette stitch with 3.0 stitches eind 4.8 rows per cm. Although the 

fabric is now quite soiled, it appears to have been brightly colored when new. 

The dye appears to be vegetal, perhaps even brazilwood, but hcis not been 

tested. 

The fragment wcis excavated by Hendron (1943) ftrom Room 1, Group M 

in Frijoles Canyon, and was reported by Tumey (1948:61). According to 

Tumey, this fragment was examined in the 1940s by textile ctnalysts Kate Peck 

Kent and Lila O'Neale. Although Hendron (1943:1) failed to mention this item 

in his excavation report, he recorded other evidence of historic occupation in 

Room 1 including a leather moccasin and, according to Tumey (1948:6), 

petroglyphs of horses. The discovery of Tewa Polychrome and Kapo Polished 

Black ceramics at Group M (Tumey 1948:69) suggested to Hendron (1943:ii) 

that the site had been occupied during or just after the Pueblo Revolt or 

Reconquest. According to Hendron (1943:ii-iv), the hidden and largely-

inaccessible setting of the Group M dwellings would have made this an ideal 

cind defensible retreat for groups of Tewa in the wake of the Revolt. 

j 
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Evidence foir the Production of Textiles on the Pajarito Plateau 

Three categories of data pertaining to textile production have been 

reported from the Pajarito Plateau: loom holes, weaving tools, and the 

macrobotanical remains of cotton. References for these data are provided in 

Appendix H. 

A Description of the Evidence 

Loom holes. Loom holes are relatively plentiful on the Pajarito Plateau. 

Information pertaining to these features is provided in Appendix H and 

summarized in Table 9.8 below. Nearly all of the loom holes reported from the 

region eire located in caves or cavate features, indicating that weaving was a 

major activity performed in these chambers. The information provided by 

these cavates is particularly significant because, as noted by H. Toll (1989: 

3), ceiling as weU as floor features were frequently preserved. Cavates thus 

have the potential to contribute types of evidence rarely availcible at other 

archaeological sites. As far as looms are concerned, this means that in some 

cases, ceiling attachments for the upper-loom supports were preserved along 

with the loom holes in the floor (H.ToU 1989: 167-169). These loom-support-

and-anchor complexes provide additional support for the inference that such 

rows of holes really are correlates of upright looms. 

Hewett (1909a: 660) was the first to report the presence of loom holes on 

the Pajarito Plateau, though he did not understetnd their purpose at the time. 

He observed that one or two rows of such holes were present in nearly every 

kiva in the region including those of Fiijoles Canyon and E*uye, and provided 

detailed descriptions for three of these features in Frijoles Canyon caves 

located near or among the talus villages: the Snake Kiva, the Large Cave 
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fable 9.8. Looi bole occurrences on tbe Pajarito Flateaa. 

Site faie Occarrence by Feature Type 

MiDiiu 
luiber 
of Loois Period Ref 

Frijoles Caayoa 
carates 

Cavate featares with 13 occarreoces of 
looa holes in Groups I and H, aad 7 
occurrences of upper loci supports in 
Groups k, I, and H 

14 PIV B.Toll 
1989:144-
146, 167-169 

frijoles Canyoa 
Raiabow Boase 

I possible row of looi holes in center of 
house-block Rooi 8 

1 PI? Caywood 
1966: 
13,Fig.5 

Frijoles Caayoa 
Saake Kiva 

I round little kiva cootaiaisg 1 row 1 PIV Bewett 
1909a:660, 
Fig.113 

Frijoles Canyoa 
Great Cereiooial 
Cave Kiva 

1 round little kiva containing 2 rows 2 PIV Bewett 
1909a:666, 
Fig.116 

Frijoles Canyoo 
Large Cave Kiva 

1 round little kiva containing 2 rows 2 PIV Bewett 
1909a:663, 
Fig.115 

Puye Only inforiatioD is that a row of loops 
was undisturbed 

1 PIV Bewett 
1909a;661 

Tsaakavi cavates Cavate featares with 16 occurrences of 
looi holes, 21 occurrences of upper looi 
supports 

21 PIV B.Toll 
1989:144-
146, 167-169 

Kiva, cind the kiva in the Great Ceremonial Cave (Hewett 1909a:660-666, 

Figs.113,115,116). No loom holes have been reported in association with the 

great kiva at Tyuonyi, the large masonry nain situated on the canyon floor 

(Hendron 1940; Hewett 1909b). 

References to loom holes have been found for only one masonry site in 

the cirea. Rainbow House, and the accuracy of that information is open to 

question. Caywood (1966:13,Figs.3,5), citing information provided by 
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Worman, who excavated the site, reported the presence of one row of four 

loom holes, running north to south in the floor of Room 8, a nonkiva room 

situated within the roomblock. However, as noted by Caywood, these loom 

holes were not mentioned in any original notes or drawings and no floor plan 

has been found for this room. Caywood believed that the loom holes had been 

added to the 1959 ground plan at a later time, perhaps from memory. The 

accuracy of this information is therefore questionable. Interestingly, no loom 

holes were found in the kiva at Rainbow House (Caywood 1966:14,Fig.7). 

The most detailed examination of loom holes on the Pajarlto Plateau comes 

from the stirvey work reported on by H. Toll (1989). Toll examined the 

incidence of such features as part of his larger study of cavate features for 

Bcindelier National Monument. Ten of the 175 cavates investigated during that 

study were found to contain loom features, and Toll speculated that other 

cavates may have contained them at one time (H.ToU 1989:204). Most of the 

loom-loop features recorded during that project appeared in rows of four or 

more, with many of the holes still containing their wooden loops cemented into 

place with a clay-nke substance (H.ToU 1989:144). In Toll's opinion, these 

rows of holes probably accommodated looms a meter or more wide. 

As reported by Toll (1989:45,144-146,167-169, Figs .4.8,4.9), loom loops 

were recorded in numerous cavates in Frijoles Canyon, including 12 

occurrences in Group M (with the most complete set in M-59) and 1 occurrence 

in Group I. He suggested that their apparent absence from Groups A and F 

could be due to sampling error. Toll also reported the presence of distinctive 

beam holes, probably upper-loom supports, in Group A (one occurrence). 

Group M (three occurrences), and Group I (three occurrences), with loom-

support-and-anchor complexes particularly common in Group M. 
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Loom loops were also recorded at many of the cavates in the Tsankawi 

section, a cluster of cavates associated with a Pueblo IV site located roughly 

20 km north of Frijoles Canyon. Sixteen occurrences of loom holes and 21 

upper-loom supports were recorded, with numerous excunples of loom support-

and-cinchor complexes found (H. Toll 1989:144-146,167-169). It is assumed by 

the present author that similar loom-hole features were probably present in 

the Puye cavates, though specific information is lacking. Hewett (1909a: 661) 

stated that loom anchors were present at Puye, but failed to specify their 

locations. 

Cavates are believed to have been contemporaneous with the larger 

masonry sites, but to have had more specialized functions. Although 

frequently identified as kivas (e.g., Hewett 1909a), ToU (1989:202-205) has 

questioned a strict kiva interpretation for these chcimbers, noting that most 

of these rooms are too small to have permitted the gathering of sizable groups 

of people. He suggests, however, that ritual observances and preparations 

could have taken place in these structures. 

Loom holes are one feature that is clearly shared between cavates on the 

Pajarito Plateau area and kivas from other regions. Interestingly, none of the 

kivas associated with the large masonry structures in Frijoles Canyon appeeir 

to have contained loom holes; information is lacking regarding kiva floor 

features at Puye or other Pajarito sites. Based on present knowledge, it 

appears that weaving activities on the Pajarito were performed primarily in 

cavates instead of in more formed kiva settings. Drawing parallels from Hopi 

where weaving has traditionally been performed as a winter activity. Toll 

(1989:203) suggested that the use of cavates for weaving purposes raised 

"interesting if hard-to-verify possibilities for the seasonality of use of 
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cavates" on the Pajarito Plateau. 

Though difficult to verify, this question is worth exploring. Were 

cavates used for winter weaving activities by the Anasazi of the Pajarito? In 

the present author's view, this is a likely interpretation. Toll (1989:6), 

citing Lange and ReiUy (1966:225-228), recounted that BandeUer had slept in 

cavates in the winter and found them quite comfortable; notably, every such 

room had been equipped with a hearth in prehistoric times. In contrast, the 

Bandelier survey crew observed that these cavates could be quite cool, even 

cold, in the summer, and that lack of light was a problem (H.Toll 1989:44). 

It is speculated that these well-insxalated cavate rooms would have 

provided ideal conditions for winter weaving activities when heated and 

iUximinated by fire. The inference that weaving was primarily a winter 

activity on the Pajarito Plateau conforms with early ethnohistoric accounts 

from the Eastern Pueblo region describing most loom weaving taking place in 

the wintertime during the agriooltural off-season. Such scheduling would, 

among other things, have followed the fall harvest of cotton. 

Such an interpretation cdso fits well with ethnographic descriptions of 

kivas as weaving workshops. Thales HaskeU, a Mormon missionary who spent 

the winter of 1859-1860 at Oraibi, consistently referred to the kivas as 

"workshops" or "shops," citing their use for weaving, spinning, and 

repairing articles of clothing, and stressing their commtinal, economic role 

(Brooks 1944:85). Stephen (Parsons 1936:36,270-276,291), too, in his 

depictions of Hopi weaving and spinning in kivas during the winter of 1892-

1893, depicted these chambers as Wcirm, workshop-like settings where small 

groups of clan-related males went to gather in the winter. The view 

suggested by these accounts is that it was the economic and social aspects of 
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kivas, and not their religioiis one per se, that made them such appropriate 

settings for the performance of these activities. In a similar vein, the Pajarito 

cavates could also have provided ideal, workshop-like settings for small 

groups of men to gather, converse, weave, prepare ceremonial paraphernalia, 

and atiove all, keep warm, during the long winter months. 

The widespread occurrence of loom holes on the Pajarito led Toll 

(1989:204-205) to speculate that weaving had constituted a major industry 

there in Pueblo IV. This raised to ToU a number of interesting questions, 

including whether the Pajarito weavers had used local or imported cotton, or 

a different fiber entirely. (The question of cotton cultivation is addessed 

briefly below.) Toll suggested that weaving may have served as an important 

economic hedge to the inhabitants of the Pajarito Plateau, providing them an 

entre into the broader fifteenth-century eojnomy. What ToU suggested, in 

other words, is that these Pajarito weavers may have been producing surplus 

textiles for exchange. 

Anticipating the present study by severed years, Toll observed that the 

presence of a strong local weaving industry on the Pajarito Plateau would cast 

a very different light on the historic association of weaving with the Hopi 

region. Tolls' comment supports a major hypothesis of the current study, 

which is that the Ecistem E»ueblo region was largely self-sufficient in cotton 

production and weaving during late-prehistoric times. As discussed further 

in Chapter 10, the emergence of Hopi as the major supplier of textiles to the 

Eastern Pueblo region is viewed here as largely a postcontact phenomenon, 

one spurred by colonial disruptions to the Eastern Pueblo weaving trade. 

Weaving and spinning tools. Weaving tools recovered from the Pajarito 

area include a long wooden batten (75.0 x 6.4 cm) recovered by Hewett from 
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an unknown provenience in Frijoles Canyon, and two possible wooden battens 

recovered by Hendron from talus rooms in Group M (Tumey 1948:51,P1.XVII 

d,e); all three are described as worn smooth from use. The latter two battens 

measure 32.0 x 2.5 x 2.0 cm cmd 31.0 x 3.5 x 1.9 cm, and both are nearly 

complete. These battens were probably used in conjxinction with upright 

looms. 

The only spindle whorl known from Frijoles Canyon is a disc recovered 

from Group M, which Tumey (1948:59,Pl.IXa) described as fashioned from 

some animal material. A notation in one copy of Tumey's report at WACC 

indicates that this item is missing; from the photograph, it has the appearance 

of hom. 

Hendron also recovered a pointed wooden stick, measuring 19.0 cm long 

cind 0.7 cm at the base, from the Group M dweUings. According to Tumey 

(1948:56,Pl.XVIc), who described its use as "problematical," the object was 

polished from use and showed signs of having been whittled down to a fine 

point with a steel blade. A tentative attribution suggested by the present 

author is that this might have been used as a knitting needle. Although a few 

metal objects are tentatively described as knitting needles in the present 

study (see Chapter 7), it is acknowledged that metal implements were scarce 

commodities in early postcontact New Mexico and that most knitting was 

probably executed using homemade wooden needles. A partially-knit stocking 

and five wooden knitting needles were collected by Culin at Zuni in 1903, for 

instance (Fane et al. 1991:128) 

The only other weaving tools in the Pajarito assemblage are some bone 

spatula awls and a tufa disc collected from Otowi, and bone needles, bone 

spatula awls, and a bone weaving tool collected from Puye, all recovered 

j 
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during Hewett's early work. A cylindrical bone or stone object from Tsirege, 

identified by Hewett as a "ceremonial pipe" (Hewett 1906:Pl.XVIh), may 

alternately have functioned as a belt-loom beam. 

Evidence of cotton. As far as is known. Toll's (1989:26) question 

regarding the potential for cotton cultivation on the Pajarito Plateau remains 

unanswered. No examples of raw cotton fiber or cotton seeds are known from 

Frijoles Canyon or any other habitation sites in the region. The elevations of 

the larger sites in FrijcJles Canyon range from 6040 to 6210 feet; the elevation 

at Tsankawi is even higher, ranging from 6500 to 6600 feet (H.Toll 1989:26-

39 , 43). In comparison, the gravel-mulched terraces in the upper Rio Grande 

that yielded cotton poUen are roughly 5800 to 6200 feet in elevation. It seems 

unwise to rule out the possibility of cotton cultivation on the Pajarito on the 

basis of elevation alone, though a basic understanding of cold-air drainage 

factors suggests that some alternative agricultural strategies may have been 

required in the canyons. It seems likely to this author that these weavers had 

access to fields by the river, the Cochiti and Santa Clara vicinities being 

likely locations. 

The only example of raw cotton known from the Pajarito vicinity is MNM 

49216/11, which consists of part of a cache of perfectly-preserved bolls, 

seeds, and lint of unginned cotton that was found inside of a Sankawi (sic) 

Black-on-cream jar with a similar-type bowl used as a cover (Heirlow 

1965: Figs. 2a, 2b, 3b). The jcir and its contents were discovered by two young 

men in a cave in the cliffs of White Rock Canyon; Harlow (1965: Fig. 1) does not 

specify the exact location. Harlow (1965:29) suggested a date of ca. 1530-

1550 for the manufacture for these vessels and postulated that they had been 

made at the nearby site of Tsirege, occupied between ca. A. D. 1450 and 1600. 
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A sample of this cotton was sent to Paul Fryxell of the U.S. Department 

of Agriculture in Tempe, Arizona, who reported in a March 22, 1965 letter to 

Alfred Dittert that the cotton was definitely pre-Columbian and that it 

compared favorably with the native Hopi cotton, Gossvpium hopi. In this 

letter (a copy is on file with the accession record for MNM 49216/11), Fryxell 

described the Unt as relatively short with a staple length of approximately 

three-quarters of an inch, and the seed as smooth and lacking in fuzz.' In 

1979, a sample of this cotton was donated to the Museum of New Mexico (MNM 

49216/11), with the remainder returned to the finders. 

There is no way to determine just where this cotton was grown, 

although the fact that it was cached in a remote location in the cliffs above the 

river and stored in a locally-made vessel suggests that it was cultivated cind 

collected nearby. It may have been grown on the floodplain of the Rio 

Grande, or in a gravel-mulched terrace similar to those maintained in the 

nearby upper Rio Grande, or perhaps even near Tsirege, where Hewett (1906: 

25) recorded the presence of a spring within a quarter mile of the site. 

The Jemez District 

Adjoining the Pajarito Plateau on the south and west is the area known 

as the Jemez district, encompassing the lofty Jemez Mountains and the rugged 

canyons formed by the Jemez River and its tributaries. Although this area 

witnessed seasonal occupation from very early times, permcinent settlement 

intensified in the early fourteenth century, culminating in the establishment 

of a number of large aggregated villages during the Pueblo IV period. At the 

time of Oftate's colonization, the Jemez people occupied at least eight major 

villages in Jemez Canyon and on the surrounding mesas (Hodge et al. 1945: 
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275). These include the abandoned villages of Unshagi, Nanishagi, 

Amoxiumqua, Kwasteyukwa, and Giusewa (the latter the site of Mission San 

Jose, founded in A. D. 1598 and currently managed as Jemez State Monument). 

The sttU-occupied village of Walatowa is better known to outsiders as Jemez 

Pueblo. 

The earliest archaeological work in the Jemez district was conducted in 

by Adolph BandeUer in the late nineteenth century. In the early decades of 

the twentieth century, the Bureau of American Ethnology (BAE), together 

with the Royal Ontario Museum, sponsored a series of expeditions to the Jemez 

area, employing a cast of characters that included Edger Lee Hewett, 

Frederick Webb Hodge, Kenneth Chapman, Jesse Nusbaum, Charles Lummis, 

Wesley Bradfield, and John P. Harrington. The Jemez district saw its 

greatest flurry of archaeological activity in the 1920s and 1930s, when the 

School of Americcin Research, Museum of New Mexico, and University of New 

Mexico conducted joint excavations at several sites, the latter operating a field 

school in the Jemez area for a number of years. During this two-decade 

period, investigations were carried out at Giusewa by Wesley Bradfield, 

Lansing Bloom, Ely Baker and Joe Toulouse, Jr. (e.g., Reiter 1938), at 

Nanishagi by Bradfield and Gordon Vivian (Reiter et al. 1940), at Unshagi by 

Bradfield and Paul Reiter (Reiter 1938), at BJ 74 by Reiter (Luebben et al. 

1988), and at Jemez Cave by Reiter euid Hubert Alexander (Alexander and 

Reiter 1935). 

Textile Remains from the Jemez District 

A surprisingly-diverse cissemblage of archaeologiccil textile remains has 

survived in the Jemez area. Not only have textiles been preserved in a 
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number of rock shelters (including Jemez Cave, a cave near Battleship Rock, 

and BJ 74), but some important, though poorly-preserved, textile remains 

have also been reported from Giusewa and Unshagi. As shown in Appendix 

G and summarized in Table 9.9, textile materials are known from nine sites in 

the area, with collections existing for at least six of these. 

Significant quantities of unbumed perishable materials were recovered 

from Jemez Cave (Alexander and Reiter 1935), including cotton and animal 

hair fibers; cordage of cotton, yucca, and human hair; txirkey feather 

blankets (including a small blanket made of both turkey and eagle feathers); 

yucca looping, braiding, and netting; and woven cloth. Most of this cloth is 

described in detail below, though one piece deserves mention here. This 

textile, which is illustrated and described by Alexander cind Reiter (1935: 53, 

Pl.XVIIIe), is a fragment of a tan, woolen weft-faced blanket patterned with 

brown stripes, which the authors described as made of "bison(?) hair;" this 

identification was most likely made by Volney Jones of UMMA because other 

fiber materials from Jemez Cave were also sent to him for analysis. 

Unfortunately, this textile could not be located either the Museum of New 

Mexico (MNM) or the ethnobotany lab at the University of Michigan Museum of 

Anthropology (UMMA). Based on the illustration, it is conceivable that the 

blanket could be woven of sheep wool rather than bison hair; the banded, 

weft-faced appearance of the fragment is entirely consistent with early woolen 

Pueblo and Navajo weavings based on the Spanish-serape model. Whereas 

provenience data are lacking for this specimen (it came from pothunter 

backdirt), an eighteenth-centviry or later date seems likely. 

i 
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Table 9.9. Textile types reported froi sites in tbe Jeiex District. 

Site Rase 
Types Identified daring 

inalysis 
Types Reported bat lot Exaiined or 

isalyied 

iioxiuqaa Cotton fabric iipression 

Cave near Battleship Rock Cotton plain weave 

Jeiez area 
LA 38962 (BJ 74) 

Cotton plain weave Cotton cloth, cotton string, yucca 
string, tarkey feather blanket, 
yacca latting 

Jeiez area 
Provenience snkaovn 

Charred cotton cloth 

Jeiez Cave Cotton plain weave with twine-
stitch eihroidery, woolen warp-
faced plain weave 

Cotton fiber; cotton string (tie 
for ponchj; fibers of doiestic 
sheep, bison, loantain goat, horse; 
haian hair; haian hair string; 
yacca looping, cordage, netting, 3-
strand braid; two coiplete feather 
blankets, one of eagle and tarkey 
feathers, the other of tarkey 
feathers; woolen weft-faced plain-
weave blanket (bison or doaestic 
sheep wool?) 

Giaseva Woolen yarn, woolen eihroidery Close weave fabric, charred cloth 

Kvaste7Qki(a Cotton plain weave 

jfaaisbagi Iipression of cotton cloth 

(Tnsbagi Voolen fiber, yacca cordage, 
woolen yarn, woolen eihroidery, 
cotton plain weave, yncca plain 
weave 

Yacca fiber, yucca string, 2-ply 
cotton string, cotton 6-strand 
braid split into two 3-strand 
braids [lH:tassels?], cotton cloth, 
turkey feather blankets, textile of 
very hne fringe (apocynni?) woven 
at edge [LVisasb or eihroidery?], 
fabric lade froi coarse stringy 
•aterial [Lif:eibroidery?] 
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Well-preserved textile remains were also recovered from BJ 74 (LA 

38962), a small rock overhang overlooking the East Fork of the Jemez River. 

Work was begiin at the site by Paul Reiter and the UNM Field School in 1939 

but not completed until ten years later when a group led by Hugo Cotter 

returned to the site; a preliminary report was prepared by Ralph Luebben in 

1970, with the final report published in 1988 (Luebben et al. 1988). The site, 

which contains a small postcontact pueblo as weU as an underlying 

occupational siirface identified by the authors as a shrine, is located roughly 

1.5 km east of Unshagi Pueblo. 

Of the 13 burials found at BJ 74, 7 were described as wrapped in yucca 

matting, 2 in turkey feather blankets, 4 were associated with the remains of 

yucca or cotton cordage, and 2 contained fragments of woven cotton cloth. 

Some weaving tools were also recovered. Although an Ocik batten collected 

from the earlier occupational surface produced a radiocarbon date of 635 ± 95 

years B. P.: A. D. 1310, Luebben et al. (1988:112) have suggested that a late 

precontact or early postcontact date (ca. A.D. 1550-1700) would be more in 

line with the ceramic evidence. According to these authors, whereas both the 

occupational surface and the overlying small pueblo could have been 

established in late-prehistoric times, the ceraunics from the upper floor of the 

pueblo indicated a significant occupation during the period ca. A.D. 1650-

1700. This suggested to the authors that the site might first have served as 

a residence for overflow populations from Unshagi prior to A.D. 1600, and 

then as a place of refuge for Jemez groups during the political turbulence of 

the seventeenth century (Luebben et al. 1988:115-116). 

One unbumed textile was also recovered from a cave near Battleship 

Rock. According to information supplied by Hibben in the UNM catalog 

j 
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recxjrds, the site was first reported by an amateiir pothunter and then visited 

by a group from the UNM Anthropology Club to collec± additional materials. 

No further information is known about the site or its date of occupation. 

Although well-preserved examples of textiles sxirvived in these caves, 

preservation was generally poor at the larger Jemez villages. Impressions of 

cotton cloth, but no actual remains, were reported foim Amoxiumgua and 

Nanishagl. One sizable fragment of charred cotton plain-weave cloth was 

collected by a BAE field party at Kwasteyukwa, and another fragment of 

charred cloth was recovered by the same group from Giusewa. The latter 

fragment could not be located during the present study, nor could the 

imprints of "close weave fabric" that were reportedly collected from a Giusewa 

burial by Toulouse. The only textile materials from Giusewa that were 

analyzed during the study are some woolen ycims, identified here as 

embroidery, that were recovered from Burial 35-1 during the 1935 field 

season. 

Unshagl offers a somewhat different picture. Relatively little in the way 

of textile material was saved, but considerably more information was recorded 

about the textiles associated with the burials. Though Reiter (1938: 79) 

considered textile remains to be recoverable in only three instances, he 

recorded the presence of matting, cotton cloth, cordage of yucca and cotton, 

and turkey feather robes with a number of these. Samples of several textile 

specimens were sent to Vdney Jones at UMMA for analysis; unfortunately, a 

report of this analysis was never completed and field proveniences of these 

samples were not recorded. Only a few sketchy notes from his analysis are 

available in the file for Ethnobotanical Lab Report 110 at UMMA. 

Reiter (1938:166) summarized the textile finds from Unshagl as 

i 
r 

J 
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consisting of impressions and fragments of cotton cloth, yucca and cotton 

cordage, matting, and "several pieces of a blanket(?) and parts of a belt," the 

latter of which are identified in the present analysis as the remains of 

embroidery. As indicated in Appendix G, much of the cotton cloth found with 

the burials could not be or was not saved. As will be discussed, the best-

preserved specimens to survive at Unshagi, and also at Giusewa, are made of 

wool, though some carbonized yucca fabric and highly-deteriorated cotton 

cloth were cilso collected. 

Whereas most of the cloth described by Reiter appears to be plain-weave 

cotton, he also described some intriguing textiles that unfortxinately could not 

be saved (see Appendix G). These include some "odd" cotton cord consisting 

"of six cotton strands which were sepcirated into 'twos' and braided as three 

strands" that had been used to bind the limbs of Burial 28.16 (probably Burial 

28.26), which sound like braided tassels and suggest the remains of a sash. 

The textile found with Bxarial 29.20, which is described in the field records as 

consisting of very fine fringe made of apocynum(?) and woven at the edge, 

may have been the remains of another sash or perhaps embroidery. Another 

fabric, associated with Burial 34.5, is described in the field records as 

consisting of coarse stringy material and could have been yet another example 

of embroidery. No information regarding the sex of these Giusewa and 

Unshagi burials is available that would allow further speculation about the 

uses of these various gcunnents. 

Resxilts of Analysis and Description of the Textiles 

Table 9.10 lists the types of textiles identified from the Jemez area 

during the present study. These are discussed in greater detail below (see 
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Table 9.10. Types of analyzed textiles fioi sites in the Jeiez District. 

Raw Fiber Plain ¥eare 
MA Lab 1506A Unshagi MNM 22404/11 Jeiez Caye 

MNM 53519/11 Jeiez Caye 
Sinqle-Plr Tarn UNM 80.47.5A Jeiez area (BJ 74 aka LA 38962) 
DHIU Lab I506C Unshagi UNM 80.47.5B Jeiez area (BJ 74 aJca LA 38962) 

UNM 80.47.5C Jeiez area (BJ 74 aka LA 38962) 
Plied Tarn UNM 65.1.5 Jeiez area (Caye near Battleship Rock) 
MNM 41775/11.2 Giaseva NMNH A-272075 Kvasteynkva 
M)fM 53529/11.2 Unshagi MNM 53512/11.1 Unshagi 
UMMA Lab 1503 Unshagi UNM 87.1.316 Unshagi 
UMMA Lab 1505B,C Unshagi UMMA Lab 1501.1 Unshagi 

UMMA Lab 1505A Unshagi 
Eibroiderr UMMA Lab 1506B Unshagi 
MlfM 27044/11 Giaseva 
MNM 41775/11.It Giaseva 
MNM 53512/11.2 Unshagi 
MNM 53529/11.It Unshagi 

Key: t-Fiber Identified by SEM/ED? Analysis 

also Appendix G). 

Single-ply vam. One excunple of an S-spun yucca yam was collected 

from Unshacfi. This yam was found intermixed with scunples of other 

perishable materials from Unshagi at UMMA. The specimen is unprovenlenced. 

Plied vam. Four examples of plied yams were identified, one from 

Glusewa and three from Unshagi, eiU of which are wool. The Glusewa example 

(MNM 41775/11.2) consists of a neatly-bound bundle of brown 2z-S yam that 

was recovered from Burial 35-1. MNM 53529/11.2 is a loose mass of reddish-

brown 2z-S woolen yam that was associated with Burial 33.11 at Unshagi. 

The other two Unshagi examples are unprovenlenced fragments that were 

found at UMMA, which appear to be samples taken from MNM 53529/11 for 

identification. Both of the provenienced Glusewa and Unshagi specimens were 

associated with burials containing fragments of woolen running-stitch 

embroidery that au:e worked in the same kind of 2-ply yams as these 
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specimens, suggesting that these yams had been prepared for use in 

embroidery. The inclusion of bundles of embroidery yams in graves of 

individuals wearing embroidered garments raises the possibility that the 

embroiderer and the deceased may have been one and the same. This 

inference is further supported by presence of a perfectly-preserved bone 

needle with one of these burials. Burial 33.11. 

Embroidery yam. The assemblage contains three examples of woolen 

running-stitch embroidery from Giusewa and Unshagi smd an example of cotton 

twine-stitch embroidery from Jemez Cave. The woolen running-stitch 

embroidery specimens are the best-preserved of any in the entire project 

assemblage, both in terms of condition and designs. Each of these specimens 

probably represents the remains of embroidery applied to the border of a kilt 

or manta. These include MNM 27044/11 and MNM 41775/11.1 from Giusewa, 

which are beUeved to be parts of the same embroidered textile from Burial 35-

1, and MNM 53529/11.1 from Unshagi Burial 33.11. As noted above, both of 

these burials also contained masses of plied woolen yams that may have been 

embroidery yams and one contained a well-made bone needle. 

The examples from Giusewa include two fragments from MNM 27044/11 

and five fragments from MNM 41775/11.1. The MNM 27044/11 fragments are 

stiU adhered to a piece of board, testifying to their former display at the 

Palace of the Governors; the fact that these fragments were exhibited at one 

time probably explains how the pieces became separated and later acquired 

different catalog numbers. Although Marjorie Lambert recorded these 

fragments as embroidery on the catalog description form, she characterized 

the fiber as yucca instead of wool (see Appendix G). She also reported the 

presence of "inclusions of bumed vegetal(?) material" among the yam and 
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cordage, which may have been the remains of cotton ground fabric. 

Each of these Giusewa examples consists of parallel rows of woolen 2z-S 

yams still retaining the crimp of their former design. The designs are 

composed of elements consisting of pcircdlel lines and concentric diamonds or 

chevrons. One fragment of MNM 27044/11 retains both edges and exhibits a 

complete width of 13.4 cm, as measured parallel to the rows of yams. Both 

MNM 27044/11 and MNM 41775/11.1 exhibit a highly-distinctive feature that 

has been observed in other examples from Hawikuh and Pecos, as weU as 

Unshagi, with the tail of the yam laid perpendictolar to the embroidery rows. 

In the finished garment this tail wotald have been hidden from view, as it 

would have been tucked between the embroidery and the ground fabric. The 

woolen fiber in MNM 41775/11,1 was identified by SEM/EDX analysis. 

MNM 53529/11.1, from Burial 33.11 at Unshagi, includes six medium-

sized and numerous small fragments of woolen running-stitch embroidery. A 

5.5 cm long fragment of coiled-up woolen yam (now in three pieces) was also 

found among the embroidery, which probably represents the remains of an 

overcast edging similar to that used on cotton cloth UNM 80.47.5a. In his 

report, Reiter (1938:167) described specimen MNM 53529/11.1 as consisting 

of "five fragments of medium-coarse textile probably one a blanket 

fragment, the other probably a belt," made from an unidentified hair. These 

were described in the burial record as "pieces of fabric.. .found in association 

with the lower part of the skeleton which seemed to have been woven of 

'cord.The fact that the embroidery was associated with the lower part of 

the body suggests that this may have been part of a embroidered Wit. If, as 

hypothesized, the wearer of this garment was also the embroiderer, then this 

embroiderer may have been a male. As noted, a perfectly-worked bone needle 

J 
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was associated with this burial. 

MNM 53529/11.1 contains one square-shaped fragment that exhibits a 

complete width (measiored petraUel to the yams) of 7.5 cm and an incomplete 

length of 10.0 cm. Another piece (Reiter's so-called "belt") is long and 

tapered to a point at one end, with cui incomplete width of 12.0 cm cuid an 

incomplete length of 4.0 cm. This feature also exhibits the distinctive tail 

feature. (For an illustration of this fragment showing the perpendicular tail 

feature, see Webster 1995:Fig.2). The designs of both of these fragments are 

particularly well-preserved, each consisting of three parallel lines adjacent 

to a cross-hatched diamond. 

The remains of highly deteriorated, probably mineralized, ground 

fabric are present in the creases of several of these fragments. In some 

instances, the presence of individual fabric elements can be discerned, 

though it has not been possible to determine whether the embroidery yams 

were parallel to the warp or the weft. A sample of deteriorated fiber from one 

fragment was identified as cotton by SEM/EDX analysis, cind the woolen 

embroidery yam was identified by the same method. 

A sample of MNM 53529/11.1 was submitted for radiocarbon analysis at 

the AMS Facility at the University of Arizona in 1993. This specimen was 

selected because it appeared not to be contaminated with any introduced 

consolidant or resin. The sample was found to have a radiocarbon age of 410 

±75 B.P. with a date range of A.D.1410-A.D.1650, calibrated at 2o. 

Finally, MNM 53512/11.2, also from Unshagi, consists of three 

fragments of coiled woolen cordage that were intermixed with the remains of 

deteriorated plain-weave cloth. This is believed to represent the remains of 

overcasting similcu: to that found with MNM 53529/11 from Unshagi and like 

J 
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that still present on the selvage of cotton plain-weave cloth UNM 80.47.5a, 

discijssed below. 

Plain-weave fabric. The assemblage contains 12 examples of plain-

weave cloth, some doubtless parts of others. Nine are made of cotton, two are 

yucca, and one is wool. The nine cotton examples include one fragment £com 

Jemez Cave, three from site BJ 74, and one from the cave near Battleship 

Rock, all unbumed and relatively well-preserved. In addition, a carbonized 

cotton fragment was recovered from Kwasteyukwa, and three extremely-

deteriorated cotton specimens were collected at Unshagi. 

All of these cotton exeimples are woven with single-ply Z-spun warps 

and wefts with the exception of UNM 80.47.5c from BJ 74, which contains Z-

spun wefts for half its length and 2z-S wefts for the remainder. In this 

example, the shift from the single-ply to plied wefts is demarcated by a 

distinctive line where the section woven with 2-ply wefts assumes the 

appearance of diagonal twill, though retaining the plain-weave structure. 

The fragment is strongly weft-faced, with wefts completely obscuring the 

warps. Thread counts for the fragment are 6.6 warps, 11.6 Z-spun wefts, 

and 8.8 2z-S wefts per cm. The selvages are missing. 

The other two examples from BJ 74 (UNM 80.47.5a and b) are likewise 

weft-faced, having thread counts of 7.0 warps and 9.2 wefts per cm. UNM 

80.47. 5a contains a 15.0 cm long section of an intact end selvage consisting of 

two(?) streinds of 2z-S cords twined together S-wise, which has been closely 

overcast with 2z-S yam. Kent (1957: Fig.94c) illustrated a similar example 

of this selvage treatment from Nitsie Canyon, except that her example is 

overcast with 4z-S yam. The presence of this overcast edging on UNM 

80.47, 5a is particularly significant because of its resemblance to the fragments 
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of coiled woolen yam that have been found at Pecos, Hawikuh, Awatovi, and 

Unshagi. (The warp and weft yams from UNM 80.47.5a have been 

microscopically identified as cotton, but the overcasting ycim was not 

sampled; at this point it is assumed to be cotton as well.) Although the 

fragments from BJ 74 have not been directly dated, their weft-faced 

appearance suggests a postcontact date. This suggests that the overcast-

selvage technique, which was worked in cotton in prehistoric times, was 

executed in both cotton and wool after contact. 

Two other examples of unbumed, well-preserved cotton cloth are 

present in the assemblage. UNM 65.1.5, recovered from the cave near 

Battleship Rock, is a balanced plain weave with 8.4 warps and 8.4 wefts per 

cm. The cloth has been tied with a yucca(?) leaf at one comer to create a 

smcdl bag; this still contains a mineral substance that may be hematite, and 

greenish deposits on the cloth indicate that it formerly enclosed a copper-

bearing substance as well. The other example, MNM 53519/11 from Jemez 

Cave, is a large fragment of balanced plain-weave fabric woven with 8.8 warps 

and 8.6 wefts per cm; two rows of twine-stitch embroidery (worked in 2z-S 

cotton yams) are inserted perpendicular to each other in one section of the 

cloth. This fragment is not mentioned in Alexander and Reiter's (1935) 

report. 

A large, carbonized fragment of balanced plain-weave cloth (NMNH A-

272075), still wrapped around a burned ear of com, wsis recovered from the 

site of Kwasteyukwa. This fabric bears the remnants of both the end and side 

selvages, with the end selvage worked in 3-strand twining (S) with 2z-S 

cords, and the side selvage worked in 2-strand twining (S) with 2z-S cords. 

The thread counts aire 10.4 warps and 7.2 wefts per cm. 

J 
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All of the unbumed cotton specimens from Unshagi cire in extremely 

poor condition, each consisting of little more than crumbling bits of 

desiccated, mineralized cloth. MNM 53512/11.1 consists of 60 or more small 

fragments of deteriorated plain-weave fabric, which are tentatively identified 

as cotton. As noted above, three fragments of coiled woolen yam were 

associated with this fabric. The remaining two exctmples of plain-weave cloth 

are unprovenienced samples housed at UMMA. It seems likely that UMMA Lab 

1505a may be a sample of the deteriorated ground fabric found with 

embroidery MNM 53529/11, as UMMA Lab 1505b and 1505c appear to be samples 

of woolen yams that were associated with this specimen. 

The assemblage also contains two examples of carbonized yucca cloth 

(UNM 87.1.316 and UMMA Lab 1501, the latter consisting of two fragments) 

from Unshagi. These are almost certainly the three fragments of charred and 

blackened non-cotton cloth described by Reiter (1938:167). The fabric is 

woven in a balanced plain weave with S-spun warps and wefts, and has 7.6 

warps and 4.0 wefts per cm. The selvages are missing. 

The Icist example of plain-weave fabric is a piece of woolen wsurp-faced 

belting from Jemez Cave (MNM 22404/11). This fabric, which is made from 

finely-spun white and indigo-blue 2z-S warps and white 2z-S wefts, has a 

pattern of three lengthwise blue stripes on a white background. The thread 

counts are 15.2 white warps, 11.2 blue warps, and 5.2 white wefts per cm. 

One side selvage, simple and nonreinforced, is present. The belt was 

discussed and illustrated by Alexander and Reiter (1935:53, PI. XVII), who 

described it as a carrying strap or burden band originally consisting of two 

pieces knotted together. In their illustration, the belt is shown as a long, 

narrow fabric with a folded length of approximately 28.0 cm; MNM 22404/11 

J 
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represents only a small portion of this original object. According to 

information on the catalog card, the remainder was probably sent to Volney 

Jones at UMMA for analysis. However, this item could not be located during 

the present author's visit there in 1993, and it seems likely that this belt and 

the "bison hair" blanket are stored together in some yet-undiscovered 

location. 

The presence of finely-spun, plied, woolen warp and weft elements in 

this belt, some of which are indigo-dyed, indicates a post-A.D. 1700 date for 

this object. It may date as late as the mid-nineteenth century, when 

commercial plied yams began replacing handspun ones. MNM 22404/11 

appears to be gmte similar to an example of warp-faced belting that was 

recovered from a Navajo/Pueblo refugee site in the Gobemador district, dated 

to ca. A. D. 1750 ( Kent 1965:115-116). The Gobemador example is woven with 

brown and indigo-blue woolen 2z-S warps, and heis thread counts similar to 

those found in MNM 22404/11. It is even possible that MNM 22404/11 could be 

Navajo-woven. 

In the view of the author, a close historical relationship may exist 

between the weaving traditions of the Jemez and the Navajo. It is speculated 

that the Jemez may have been at least one of the primary bearers of this 

technology to the Navajo during the years following the Revolt and 

Reconquest, if not earlier. Both Pueblo and Navajo weavers use virtually the 

same type of loom, and early Navajo textiles are strikingly similar to Pueblo 

ones. Early-historic accounts characterize the Jemez as the principal trading 

partners with the Navajo, and the Jemez villages as the primary port of entry 

into Navajo country (e.g.. Hill 1940). Historic documents also describe 

groups of Jemez people leaving their villages after the second Pueblo Revolt 
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of 1696 to take refuge in their ancestral lands to the north and west, some 

going to live among the Navajo (Reiter 1938:177). According to oral history, 

some of these Jemez elected to stay among the Navajo permanently, their 

descendents becoming the Jemez or Coyote Pass clan (Sando 1979:422). In 

1706, a decade atfter the second E»ueblo Revolt, there are the earliest 

references to the Navajo as weavers of cotton and wool (Hackett 1937:381-

382). Although recent research by Towner (1997) appears to repudiate the 

long-standing interpretation that large groups of Pueblo peoples immigrated 

into the Gobernador region at this time, this does not preclude such an event 

having occurred elsewhere, perhaps in the Gallina or Chaco Canyon areas. 

Evidence for the Production of Textiles in the Jemez District 

Three categories of data pertaining to textile production are reported 

from the Jemez District: loom holes, weaving tools, and textile fibers. 

E>roveniences and references for these items are provided in Appendix H. 

A Description of the Evidence 

Loom holes. As shown in Table 9.11 and Appendix H, loom holes have 

been reported from three sites in the area. One kiva at Giusewa (Kiva Beta) 

contained three rows (two with five holes and one with three), Kiva A at 

Nanishagi contained two rows of four holes, and Kiva A at Unshagi contained 

fovu: rows with two, three, five, and six holes. Reiter (1938:61) believed that 

two large looms and two small ones had been in use in the Unshagi kiva. No 

loom holes were present in earlier kivas at these sites. Kidder (1958:253) 

speculated that loom holes were not present at these sites until Glaze IV, or 

ca. A. D. 1550. Although the occupations of these Jemez kivas have not been 
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Table 9.11. Looi hole occaireaces is tbe Jeiex District. 

Site laie looi Hole OccDtreoce bj Feature Type 

Miniau 
luber 
of Loois Period Sef 

Giasewa 1 roaad little kiva contaiaiog 3 rovs 3 P7 Reiter 1938:91, 
PI.XIII 

jfanisbagi 1 roond little kira coataioiag 2 rows 2 PIV-V Reiter et al. 
1940:12 

Uasbagi 1 roaad little kiva coataiaiag 4 rows 4 PIV-V Reiter 1938:61, 
Fig.8 

precisely dated, Reiter (1938) considered Unshagi to have been abandoned ca. 

A.O. 1628, and Giusewa sometiine between A.O. 1632 and 1639. Jemez 

ceramics showing Spanish influence were found in Kiva Beta at Giusewa, 

indicating that this structure was still in use during the mission era and that 

weaving activities could have been performed in this setting during that 

period. 

Weaving and spinning tools. As shown in Appendix H, a variety of 

weaving tools have been recovered from sites in the Jemez region. Some bone 

awls and needles and perforated sherd discs, as well as a cup-like ceramic 

object, were recovered at Giusewa. (This latter item is mentioned here 

because of its possible similarity to the so-called spindle cups reported from 

Sapawe and Te'ewi; none of these objects were examined by the author). 

Some eyed bone needles, awls, weaving tools, and perforated sherd discs were 

also recovered at Unshagi, with a bone batten recovered from Kiva C. Bone 

implements identified as weaving tools were also reported from Jemez Cave. 

The only examples of wooden weaving tools from the eirea come from site 

BJ 74, the small rock shelter located east of Unshagi. Luebben et al. (1988) 
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described a possible spindle stick made of hardwood measuring roughly 36.0 

cm long (incomplete) from the eroded floor of Room 4, and a batten made of 

fire-hardened gambel oak, 34.3 x 4.8 x 1.6 cm, from the earlier occupational 

surface underlying Room 1. As noted, the batten produced a radiocarbon 

date of 635 ± 95 years; although the authors cited this date as ca. A.D. 1310 

(Luebben et al. 1988:112), the entire range of A. D. 1220-1410 should perhaps 

be considered. It is of interest that nearly all of the sherds associated with 

this "earlier" sxirface have been attributed to the period ca. A.D. 1550-1700, 

with a similar range of dates suggested for the overlying pueblo. The 

ceramics from the uppermost floor suggest a date of post-A.D. 1650. 

The underlying surface from which the batten Wcis recovered has been 

characterized by Luebben et al. (1988: 111) as a possible shrine- The charred 

remnants of two upright posts, located near the front of the cave at opposite 

ends of the area, were also associated with this surface; these are shown on 

the plan map as being roughly 6.0 meters apart (Luebben et al. 1988:94,105, 

Fig.2). The authors suggested that these posts may have been loom 

uprights, noting that this attribution was further supported by the presence 

of the batten. In the present author's view, such an identification is 

unlikely, as vertical posts are not standard components of E»ueblo upright 

looms (see Kent 1983a:Fig.58a); if these were loom uprights, they would be 

the only examples known from the Colorado Plateau. (Although horizontal 

staked-out looms are associated with short upright posts, this type of loom 

has not been reported for the region, and these posts would appear in groups 

of four, not two.) No loom holes were identified at the site, nor were any 

loom-beam sockets observed in the ceiling of the rock overhang. 

Evidence of Cotton. Information pertaining to cotton remains from the 
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Jemez region is sketchy. According to Alexander and Reiter (1935:64), cotton 

was identified by Volney Jones in the vegetal remains from Jemez Cave, but 

neither the form nor the quantity of these remains are indicated in the 

report.® There is also a brief reference to cotton from Giusewa in a letter 

from Paul Reiter to Volney Jones dated March 17, 1936, in which Reiter 

sunrniculzes the Museum of New Mexico's holdings of archaeological cotton 

fibers and textiles from a number of different sites. Reiter states in this 

letter that "also from Jemez there is one small bunch of cotton. This came 

from Giusewa, in an historic area. " No further reference to this cotton has 

been found. 

Animal fiLber. Collections of Vcurious fibers from Jemez Cave are cxirated 

at UMMA, with fibers identified from the site including the hair or wool of 

mountain goat, bison, human hair, horse, and domestic sheep. One other 

example of woolen fiber is included in the present Jemez assemblage, a sample 

of reddish-brown animal hair (domestic sheep? bison?) that was intermixed 

with the remains of a feather blanket from Unshagi. The intrasite provenience 

of this specimen is not identified. No information has been found in the 

Jemez-area reports regarding the presence of domestic sheep bones at any of 

these sites. 

The Middle Rio Grande Valley 

The middle Rio Grande extends from the Pueblo of Cochiti south to the 

vicinity of present-day Socorro, encompassing the fertile, well-watered 

floodplain and surrounding terraces of the Rio Grande. When Spaniards first 

arrived in the Southest, this area was the focus of intensive settlement by 

eastern Keresan, southern Tiwa, and Piro populations. Within a century and 
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a half of cxdonization, many of these Pueblo towns, including the entire Piro 

region, had been abcindoned, and most of these areas had been resettled by 

Spanish colonists. In historic times this entire region, including the western 

Keresan villages of Acoma and Laguna, was referred to as the Rio Abaio. 

Pueblo commvinities still occupied today in the middle Rio Grande include the 

eastern Keresan villages of Cochiti, Santo Domingo, and Seux Felipe along the 

corridor of the Rio Grande and Santa Ana and Zia on the lower Jemez River, 

and the southern Tiwa villages of Sandia and Isleta. 

Early archaeological investigations in the area include joint excavations 

carried out between 1934 and 1936 by the University of New Mexico and the 

School of American Research at the large contact-period sites of Kuaua (Tichy 

1938; see also Vierra 1986) and BandeLier's Puaray (Tichy 1939; Vivian 1934; 

see also Vierra 1986), the latter site also known as Santiago. Both of these 

sites were inhabited at the time of contact but had been cibandoned by the 

early 1600s. Large-scale excavations were also undertaken between 1954 and 

1962 at the large, late-preiiistoric site of Pottery Mound by the UNM Field 

School, under the direction of Frank Hibben. 

Excavations at Pottery Motind and Kuaua (Dutton 1963, Hibben 1975; 

see also Crotty 1995) yielded numerous examples of elaborately-painted kiva 

murals containing depictions of richly-costumed dancers. These murals 

provide us with a sense of the eminent role of <^remonial costuming in the Uves 

of these people, a diversity that is not even hinted at by the poorly-preserved 

textile remains from these sites. The Pottery Mound murals alone have been 

described as depicting over a thousand textiles and textile designs (Hibben 

1975:120). Hibben considered these to represent depictions of cotton fabrics, 

a presumption most likely true, although the only woven cloth known to have 

j 
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been recovered from Pottery Mound is made from a non-cotton vegetal fiber. 

Textiles depicted in the murals feom Kuaua and Pottery Mound include 

kilts, elaborate sashes, blankets, and at Pottery Mound, women's manta 

dresses, the latter worn over one shoulder and under the other in the same 

manner as worn by Pueblo women historically (e.g., Kent 1983b:Figs.5,47). 

The kilts depicted in both the Pottery Mound and Kuaua murals are most often 

rendered in black and shown with colored edgings and tassels. Whereas most 

of the Kuaua kilts are solid black (one, illustrated in Dutton 1963:Fig.68, 

could be tie-dyed), those at Pottery Mound are more often shown with oblique 

white lines suggestive of painted or resist-dyed decoration. Hibben (1975: 

124) felt that one Pottery Mound kilt decorated with an all-over design might 

represent embroidery, though to the present author this appears less like 

embroidery than the bordered designs depicted in the Awatovi murals. 

Indeed, there is little in these Eastern Pueblo mureils to suggest that 

embroidery wcis an important decorative technique in the region at this time 

(but see the discussion of the TabirS canteen from Gran Qui vera, below). 

Large-scale field excavations were undertaken in the middle Rio Grande 

in the 1960s as part of the Cociiiti Dam Archaeological Salvage Project (Bxissey 

1968; Lange 1968; Snow 1976; Snow and Warren 1973a, 1973b). Salvage 

investigations were also conducted along the lower Jemez River for the Jemez 

Canyon Dam Project ( Rodgers 1979). Though few textiles were recovered by 

this work, these sites provide other important types of evidence regarding 

weaving and sheep-raising activities in the region. 

Little in the way of excavation data exists for the lower stretch of the 

middle Rio Grande, from present-day Belen to San Marcial. This former 

homeland of the Piros has been characterized as the least understood 
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archaeologically in all of New Mexico (Hayes et al. 1981:177). Although a fine, 

detailed stunmary of existing data in this region has been recently compiled 

(Marshall and Walt 1984), this contributes little to our understanding of loom 

features or textile remains from Piro settlements. The southernmost Icurge site 

in the middle Rio Grande that has been intensively investigated. Pottery 

Mound, is considered southern Tiwa, not Piro (Peckham 1979:72,78). The 

material culture and architecture of this site have yet to be reported in detail. 

Crotty (1995) hcis presented plan maps of kivas from the site. 

Textile Remains from the Middle Rio Grande Valley 

Although the middle Rio Grande is described in early documents as the 

primary locus of cotton cultivation and textile production in the Eastern 

Pueblo region at the time of contact, actual textile remains from the region are 

few. These are described in Appendix G and summarized in Table 9.12. All 

of these textiles, with the exception of one postcontact woolen fragment from 

a rock shelter near Cochiti, have been recovered from open sites where 

perishable materials were unMkely to survive. Most of the textiles in tliis 

group were associated with burials and are in very poor condition. 

As shown in Tcible 9.12, types of textiles reported from middle Rio 

Grande sites include woven cotton cloth, cordage, feather blankets, bison 

hides, and matting. Most of these represent burial wrappings, and it may be 

inferred that burial customs, at least in this regeird, were the Seune as those 

practiced by Pueblo peoples elsewhere. One burial at Pueblo del Encierro (LA 

70) in the Cochiti area reportedly yielded fragments of weU-preserved cotton 

cloth that ethnobotanists Guiles and Ford (1976) believed might be historic; 

these were not located during the present study. As noted, a well-preserved 
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Table 9.12. Textile types reported froi sites ia tlie liddle Rio Grande. 

Site laie 
Types Identified doriog 

Analysis 
Types Reported bat lot 
Bxaiined or Analyzed 

Bandelier's Paaraj Yacca cordage, cotton plain 
veare 

Featber blankets, bison hide, 
natting, vegetal cordage, 
cotton? plain-weave cloth, 
blankets of finely-woven 
fabric, bird-down fabric 

Cochiti area 
LA 5118 or LA 5096 

Vooleo 2/2 twill 

Kaaaa Cotton plain weave Yacca cordage, natting, 
feather blankets; nnral 
depictions of kilts, sashes 
with elaborate tassels 

La Bajada 2-ply string 

Pottery Hoaad Yacca? plain weave Horal depictions of kilts, 
shirts, fringed sashes, 
leggings, blankets, wonen's 
nanta dresses 

Paeblo del Encierro LA 70 Yucca cordage; woven cotton 
cloth in good condition, 
possibly historic in age 

fragment of a woolen twill-weave blaroket was also recovered from a rock 

shelter near Cochiti. 

Results of Analysis and Description of the Textiles 

Type of textiles examined during the present study are summarized in 

Table 9.13 and discussed more fully below. 

Plied yam. The assemblage contains one example of 2s-Z yucca cordage 

(UMMA15884.2) that probably represents a fragment of the twined foundation 

from a feather blanket. Several additional examples of feather blankets were 

identified cunong the collections at UMMA from Bandelier's Puaray and Kuaua. 

These are not discussed further here. 
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faille 9.13. Types of analyxed textiles fioi sites in the liddle Rio Graade. 

Plied Yam 
(noui 15884.2 (mou Lab 1169d) Bandeliei's Paaiay 

Plain Beave 
DMMi 15859 (UOUL Lab 1144) Kaaaa 
UMMA 15860 (Um Lab 1145)t Kaaaa 
UMMA 15862 (DUMA Lab 1147A) Kaaaa 
DMHi 15865 (OlOfA Lab 1150) Baodelier's Pnaraj 
nou 15878 (DHMA Lab 1163) Baodelier's Paara; 
am 15882 (UMMi Lab 1167) Bandelier's Paara; 
UMMA 15884.1 (DMMA Lab 1169) Baadelier's Paaray 
OKM Ho Maiber Pottery Moaod 

Twill feaye 
HNM 47618/12 Cochiti area (LA 5118 or LA 5096) 

Key: t=Fiber Identified by SEM/SDI Analysis 

Plain-weave fabric. There are eight examples of plain-weave cloth in 

the assemblage, four from Bandelier's Puaray, three from Kuaua, and one 

from Pottery Mound. The example from Pottery Mound is carbonized and 

thusrelatively weU-preserved, whereas the others are unbumed and 

extremely deteriorated. The Pottery Mound example (UNM no number) 

consists of a small fragment of carbonized, balanced plain-weave cloth woven 

with S-spun warp and weft elements, with 8-4 warps and 8.4 wefts per cm. 

The selvages are missing. The fiber has been microscopically identified as a 

non-cotton plant fiber, possibly yucca. The fragment was recovered from a 

depth of 1.5 meters in Test Trench 1. This item is uncataloged, and is housed 

separately from the bxilk collections from Pottery Moxmd in the UNM Repository 

along with other distinctive artifacts from the site. This is the only example 

of woven cloth known from Pottery Mound. 

All of the other examples of plain-weave cloth recovered from sites in 

the middle Rio Grsuide are believed to be made of cotton. These core housed 
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at UMMA, whezre they were sent to Volney Jones for identification in the 

1930s.' As noted, all of these fragments are extremely deteriorated, and 

several were found intermixed with the remains of matting or turkey feather 

blankets. A fiber sample from UMMA 15860 (UMMA Lab 1145) from Kuaua was 

identified as cotton by SEM/EDX analysis during the present study; all but 

one of the remaining examples (UMMA 15884.1, which is heavily coated with 

consoUdant) were examined microscopically. Volney Jones (1936a) also 

identified UMMA 15860 as cotton. He further speculated that the brown warp 

and weft yams foiind in this specimen had been dyed with a vegetal dye; in 

the view of the present author, this more likely represents discoloration from 

burial or age, as most unbtimed cotton specimens from open sites exhibit a 

similar brownish cast. In his report for Bandelier's Puaray, Jones (1936a) 

identified the plain-weave cloth associated with specimen UMMA 15878 (UMMA 

Lab 1163) as composed of sinew and skin; in the present analysis, this is 

identified as deteriorated cotton. 

The specimens from Kuaua and Bandelier's Puaray consist of little more 

than cnimpled bits of unbumed, deteriorated, plain-weave cloth woven with 

fine warps and thicker wefts made from single-ply Z-spun yams. Several 

examples have a "diagonal-twill" appearance resulting from the use of wefts 

having diameters more than three times the diameter of the warps. No 

selvages are present. 

Twill-weave fabric. The assemblage contains one example of twill-weave 

cloth that is probably the remains of a woolen blanket. MNM 47618/12 is a 

relatively large fragment (26.7 x 17.2 cm) of balanced 2/2 diagonal twiU 

having 4.8 warps and 4.0-4.4 wefts per cm. The fragment is off-white and 

pattemed with a netrrow brown stripe across each end. The Z-spun woolen 
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yams have been spun from long, lustrotis fibers that undoubtedly came from 

churro sheep, and the weave of the fabric is soft and loose. The fragment has 

been repaired or modified by folding one frayed edge over another and 

stitching these edges in place with overcasting. 

This fragment was collected during the Cochiti Dam Rock Art Survey. 

It was recovered from one of two adjacent rockshelters, either LA 5096 or LA 

5118, both located in Bland Canyon near the Rio Chiquito on the Pueblo de 

Cochiti Grant. These sites are described in the MNM Archeological Site Files 

(see also Lab Note 80E) as seasonal sheepherders' camps; both contained dry-

laid masonry walls and had been losed as shrines. Although the MNM catalog 

records indicate that MNM 47618/12 was excavated from beneath six inches of 

"guano" at site LA 5118, the site form for LA 5118 states that this site was not 

tested and fails to mention any collection of textiles. Site LA 5096, on the 

other hand, did undergo testing; this resulted in the discovery of some 

"gueino encrusted matting" that could be MNM 47618/12. 

According to site recorders Bain and Overby, this area witnessed 

seasonal use by both Pueblo and Spemish sheepherders, but was utilized 

primarily by Cochiti peoples. Although MNM 47618/12 is most likely Pueblo-

woven (an identification strengthened by the use of these shelters as Pueblo 

shrines), it could also be Spanish-made. Both Pueblo and Rio Grande 

Hispanic weavers made 2/2 diagonal-twill fabrics in historic times (e.g.. 

Fisher 1979b:205,Fig.9; Kent 1983b:49-72;Fig.42a). Navajo weavers 

produced this same type of weave as well, though the thickly-spun yams in 

this piece are not typical of Navajo weaving. Although no diagnostic artifacts 

were reported from these sites, the lustrous quality of the wool supports a 

pre-1850 date for MNM 47618/12. A date of ca. A.D. 1700-1850 is suggested. 
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Evidence for the Production of Textiles in the Middle Rio Grande Valley 

As shown In Appendix H, various types of evidence for textile 

production have been reported from sites in the middle Rio Grande. These 

include loom holes, weaving and spinning implements, the remains of cotton 

and domestic sheep, and sheepherding-related structvires. Although most of 

these are considered Puebloan, some appear to correlate with early Spanish 

utilization of the area. 

A Description of the Evidence 

Loom holes. As shown in Appendix H and summarized in Table 9.14, 

loom holes are known from at least six sites in the middle Rio Grande. These 

include three sites in the Cochiti area (Pueblo del Endeixo, the Alfred 

Herrera Site, and LA 6462) as well cis Bcuidelier's Puaray, Kuaua, and Pottery 

Mound. As noted, data are entirely lacking for Piro sites, though it is 

assumed (but unsubstantiated) that vertical looms were also in use in this 

region. 

The earliest evidence of loom holes in the Eastern Rio Grande region 

comes from site LA 6462 near Cochiti, where possible loom holes were 

identified in foxir Kwahe'e-component pithouse structures dated to the first 

half of the twelfth century (Pueblo II). As noted by Bussey (1968:28,37), 

loom holes are just one possible explanation for these rows of holes, which may 

alternately have served as supports for screens, ladders, or other devices. 

There is little to corroborate the presence of loom holes in the Rio Grande at 

such an eeirly date, and there are only a few hints of their presence at 

Western Pueblo sites at this time (Kent 1983a: 124). 

A number of differences exist between the rows of holes at LA 6462 and 
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Table 9.14. Loot hole occorreoces in the liddle Rio Graode. 

Site laie Occorrence by Featoie Type 

Hiniiu 
luber 
of Loois Period Ref 

Baadelier's 
Poaray 

1 roand big kiva contaioiag 1 rov (or 
2?) 

1 PI7-V Peckbai 
1979:Fig.7b; 
Tichy 1939: 
150; Vierra 
1986:19,Fig. 
5; Vivian 
1934:156; 
Field notes 
for LA 326 

Cocbiti area 
The Alfred 
Berrera Site, 
LA 6455 

3 roand little kivas cootaiaing 3,2, and 
3 rows 

8 PIV Lange 1968: 
77,102-103, 
182,Fig.58; 
Peckbai 
1979: Fig.4 

Cocbiti area 
The North Bank 
Site, LA 6462 

4 pithoQse features containing possible 
looa boles, 3 containing 1 row and 1 
cootaiaing 2 rows 

5 PII? 
Middle 
Kvahe'e 

Bassey 
1968:26-28, 
37,50-54 

Cocbiti area 
Paeblo del 
Encierro, LA 70 

7 roand little kiras containing 5,6,4,4, 
2(or 3),2, and 5 rows (see Appendix B}; 
1 roond big kira containing 2 rovs; 1 
rectangular pitrooi or kira containing 1 
rov; 2 booseblock rooas each containing 
1 row 

33 PIV Peckbai 
1979:Figs.4 
and 7; Snow 
1976: 63,73, 
100,103,105, 
107,112,113, 
115 

Kuaoa 1 roand little kiva containing 2 rows; 1 
round big kiva containing 2 rows?; 3 
square kiras containing 3,3?, and 1 row; 
3 rooiblock kiras or cereionial roots 
containing 2,4, and 2 rows 

19 PIV-V Datton 1963: 
27,30; 
Peckbai 
1979:Fig.6; 
Tichy 1938: 
72-76; 
Vierra 1986: 
7-10; Field 
notes for LA 
187 

Pottery Sound 1 round big kiva containing 2 rows; 5 
square kivas containing 2,3,2,1, and 1 
rovs 

11 PIV Crotty 
1995:389-
393; Figs, 
lla-o 
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loom holes reported from later sites in the Rio Grande. The rows at LA 6462 

are composed of only two or three holes whereas later Pueblo IV arrangements 

commonly include six or seven. The latter also typically span a meter or more, 

whereas the sets of holes at LA 6462 are shown on the plan map as spanning 

less than a meter, with two of these (Unit HE and Unit VI) perhaps half a 

meter. Interestingly, loom holes are not reported from the later Santa Fe-

component (Pueblo III, or late-thirteenth century) kivas or room features at 

this site, though they are associated with later Santa Fe-component pottery 

types at the nearby sites of LA 70 and LA 6455. 

Peckham (1979:68) considered loom holes to have made their initial 

appearance in Rio Grande kivas during the Classic Period, and interpreted 

their arrival in kivas to signify either the introduction of cotton weaving to 

the region, or the relegation of cotton weaving to kivas and males. Indeed, 

loom holes are relatively abundant in Classic-Period kivas at sites located 

along the floodplain of the middle Rio Grande. For the Cochiti area, these 

include the Pueblo IV sites of Alfred Herrera (LA 6455) and Pueblo del 

Enderro (LA 70). At the Alfred Herrera Site, multiple sets of loom holes were 

reported from three kivas, Kivas 25, 54, and 55. Kiva 25, situated in the 

earlier Eastern Sector, which was characterized by the presence of late Glaze 

A ceramics and Galisteo Black-on-white and Wiyo Black-on-white wares, has 

been dated to ca. A.D. 1425. Kivas 54 and 55, in the later Western Sector, 

were associated with Glazes C-D and D-E respectively, and have been dated 

to the period ca. 1469-1525 (Lange 1968:126-131). 

The E»ueblo IV site of Pueblo del Enderro contained arrangements for 

at least 33 looms, thus exhibiting the greatest concentration of loom-hole 

features of any site in the entire Eastern Pueblo region. Loom holes were 
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reported from nine Jdvas, including Kivas 128, 152, 186 , 200 , 229 (the latter 

identified as either a rectangtilar pitroom or kiva), 231 (a big kiva), 279, 285, 

and 292. These appeared most often as multiple sets; Kiva 186, for instance, 

contained four sets of loom holes on each of its five floors (Snow 1976:A102-

103). Most of the kivas containing loom holes at this site postdate A. 0. 1400, 

though loom holes were present in at least three fourteenth-century kivas 

(e.g., Kivas 229, 285, and 292) that had been abandoned prior to 1400. 

Fltroom/kiva 229, a rectang\jlar, subterranean room containing a 

firepit, deflector, ventilator, and a row of six loom holes, has been 

interpreted by Snow (1976:A106-108,155-156; see also Peckham 1979:74) cis 

representing the earliest ceremonial structure at the site, with cui occupation 

date of ca. A.D. 1300-1400. These rows of holes appear to be definite 

examples of loom holes, as each cup-like depression contained two 

interconnected holes at the bottom for anchoring the loom bar. Snow 

suggested that this room may have served both ceremonicil and domestic 

functions. Loom holes were also reported from two houseblock rooms at this 

site. Rooms 161 and 181, which were associated with late black-on-white and 

Glaze A ceramic types (Snow 1976:A63,73) and appeared to be domestic in 

nature. The presence of loom-hole features in these nonkiva contexts (if this 

is what they are) suggests that cotton weaving in the Cochiti area was not 

limited to kiva settings following the initial introduction of the upright loom 

to the Rio Grande region, but may also have occiarred in domestic contexts. 

Even if the rows of holes in the four Kwahe'e-component pithouses at LA 6462 

are not loom holes (which seems quite possible), the Cochiti area stiU emerges 

as containing some of the earliest evidence for the upright loom in the Eastern 

Rio Grande region, dating as early as the fourteenth century. 
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Only one JcLva, a "big kiva," was discovered at Bandelier's Puaray, and 

loom holes were present in this featxxre. The plan map of this kiva, illustrated 

by Peckhcun (1979: Fig. 7b) and Vierra (1986: Fig. 5), shows one row containing 

seven loom holes dug into the adobe floor; Tichy (1939:150) likewise mentioned 

only one set of holes in this structure. Vivian (1934:156), however, reported 

the presence of seven loom holes on each side of the ventilator shaft, 

suggesting two sets in aU, though tliis has not been corroborated elsewhere. 

According to the field notes (MNM Archeological Sites Files for LA 326), some 

of these loom holes contained the decayed remnants of cords or willow withes 

and most contained casts of loops, indicating the manner of anchoring the 

lower loom beam. The kiva at Bandelier's Puaray, wliich may have been 

constructed as early as the fifteenth century, was evidently dismantled and 

burned sometime in the early 1600s (Vierra 1986:13,22). 

Loom holes were also present In at least six of the kivas at the Pueblo 

rv site of Pottery Mound. Although an excavation report of the site has not 

been completed, Crotty (1995:389-393;Figs.lla-o) has iUTastrated plan maps 

of Pottery Mound kivas that show the presence of loom holes in one circular 

kiva and five square ones, representing 11 or so looms. Rows are composed 

of thjree to six holes. 

Like Pueblo del Encierro, the site of Kuaua also contained abundcuit 

evidence of loom holes. These feattures, representing the remains of perhaps 

19 looms, were reported from 8 of the Kuaua kivas. Loom holes were 

apparently present in two circular kivas occupied and abandoned during the 

fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries: Kiva 2 contained two rows of seven 

holes, and Kiva 4, described by Tichy (1938:73) as having a ground plan 

identical to Kiva 2, presumably contained loom holes as well. Loom holes were 

J 
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also found in two of the square kivas at Kuaua: Kiva 3, the kiva containing 

the well-known mural paintings, with three rows, and Kiva 5 containing one. 

Square Kiva 5, which was described by Tichy (1938:75) as having the same 

floor features as Kiva 3, may have contained loom holes as well. According to 

Vierra (1986:10), Kiva 3 was constructed sometime around A.D. 1600 and 

abandoned early in the seventeenth century. 

Loom holes were also present within three remodeled, rectangular 

houseblock rooms at Kuaua. Two sets of loom holes were reported in Kiva 1, 

Room 18 and four sets were found in Kiva 2, Room 26, both in the south 

houseblock; two sets were also reported for a room in the north roomblock. 

It has been suggested that these chambers were converted to ceremonial usage 

early in the seventeenth century as a response to ecclesiastical pressures 

(Vierra 1986:9). These thus provide the most convincing archaeological 

evidence in support of the view that subterranean kivas were abandoned in 

the Rio Grande sometime prior to the Pueblo Revolt, with ritual activities 

transferred to houseblock rooms at that time. As discussed in Chapters 6 and 

7, a similar transfer of ritual space seems to have occurred at seventeenth-

century Hawikuh and Awatovi. 

The only recent ethnographic data from the Rio Girande comes from the 

"big kiva" at Nambe, which was photographed and mapped, inside and out, 

by Kidder and Moorehead in 1922 (Kidder 1958:271, Fig. 66) and by the Historic 

American Buildings Survey in 1934 (see Peckham 1979:57-58, Fig.l). Loom 

holes were not reported by either party in conjunction with this kiva, nor are 

these features mentioned in association with Rio Grande kivas in other 

ethnograpliic accounts. All evidence seems to indicate that male weaving 

activities along with other ritual practices were transferred from subsurface 

j 
L 
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kivas to less-obtnisive hoxiseblock settings sometime during the seventeenth 

century. The only villages that evidently continued to practice weaving in 

kivas after that time were Pecos and the Hopi villages, those weaving towns 

situated farthest east, and farthest west, of Spanish-colonial settlement. 

Weaving and spinning tools. As shown in Appendix H, a variety of 

weaving tools, mostly bone implements, are reported from sites in this region. 

It is likely that many of the weaving and spinning tools used in the middle Rio 

Grande, as elsewhere, were made of wood and did not survive. No information 

is available regarding the incidence of weaving tools at Pottery Mound. A 

bone weaving tool and some spatulate awls were recovered from Kuaua, and 

Bandelier's Puaray yielded bone weaving tools euid spatulas in addition to a 

gypsum whorl; fragments of metal sheep shears were also recovered from the 

south wing of this niin (Vierra 1986:26). This latter item, along with 

evidence of domestic sheep, has been attributed to the Spanish-colonial 

reoccupatlon of the pueblo in the early to mid-1600s following the abandonment 

of the site by its Tiwa residents. 

A metal needle was also recovered from site LA 54147, situated four 

hundred meters west of Bandelier's Pueuray. This site hcis been interpreted 

by Vierra (1986:29-30; 1992:171) as a temporary, sixteenth-century Spanish 

campsite possibly associated with Coronado's expedition in the 1540s. Com 

recovered from two dugouts at the site produced radiocarbon dates of A.D. 

1559 ± 70 and 1570 ± 80 (Beta 17472) (Vierra 1986:30), and the quantities of 

metal artifacts and sheep bones found at the site suggest a Spanish occupation 

rather than a Pueblo one. It may be pointed out that the upper limits of these 

radiocarbon dates (ca. A.D. 1629 and 1650) faU within the period when the 

Spanish reoccupation of BandeKer's Puaray is believed to have occurred, and 
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it seexns cxjnceivaJble to the present author that a seventeenth-centxiry 

connection between these sites could exist. 

Although the loom-hole evidence from the Coctiiti area confirms the 

importance of weaving activities there, little in the way of weaving tools has 

been reported from these sites. Some bone needles and matting tools were 

identified at the Alfred Herrera Site (LA 6455), and one bone weaving tool was 

recovered from the fill of Kiva 128 at E»ueblo del Enderro (LA 70). As noted 

above, any wooden weaving tools associated with these sites would probably 

not have survived. Investigations of Spanish-colonial features at three sites 

in the Cochiti area (LA 70, LA 591, LA 6178) revealed the presence of 

perforated sherd discs and another of pumice; it has been suggested that 

these may have been used as whorls for spinning wool, or perhaps as 

flywheels for bow drills (Snow 1976; Snow and Warren 1973a; Snow and Warren 

1973b; for an exploration of the use of sherd discs for spinning wool, see 

Winthrop and Wintrhop 1975). 

Evidence of Pueblo weaving in the period immediately following the 

Pueblo Revolt is present at the late seventeenth-century site of Pueblo 

Kotyiti, a refugee-period site located seven miles northwest of Cochiti that 

was excavated by Nels Nelson in 1912. Tree-ring dates indicate a 

construction date of ca. A. D. 1680-1694 for this site. A variety of Pueblo and 

non-native materials were reported at this site including metal artifacts, 

European ceramics, and the bones of domestic sheep. Probable weaving tools 

described in Nelson's notes include a charred fragment of a weaving stick 

showing warp marks, a bone implement that was pointed at one end and 

spatulate at the other, and a perforated circular disc (material not specified) 

that was 5.0 cm in diameter, all found in different rooms (MNM Archeological 
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Site Files for Pueblo Kotyiti, LA 84 and LA 295). 

As discussed in Chapter 5, probably one of the first acts of the Pueblos 

in the wake of the Pueblo Revolt was the collection of sheep from Spanish 

farms and missions. Otermin reported in 1681 that the Cochitis were hiding 

Spanish sheep in the hills (Baxter 1987:13), and the Cochitis were reportedly 

in possession of some 900 head of sheep when Vargas finally caught up with 

them in 1693 and spirited their sheep to Santa Fe (Ayer 1916:225). Pueblo 

Kotylti appears to be one place where groups of Cochitis hid both themselves 

eind their newly-acquired sheep after the Revolt. The presence of weaving 

tools at this site suggests that the Cochitis were processing and weaving the 

wool from these sheep in the years immediately following the Revolt. 

Evidence of cotton. Although early Spanish accounts are rich with 

descriptions of cotton fields in the middle Rio Grande (see Chapter 3), 

archaeologiccil evidence for cotton cultivation is known from only two adjacent 

sites in the region, as shown in Table 9.15. Approximately 50 charred cotton 

seeds were found in association with a burial at BandeUer's Puaray (Jones 

1936a), and small quantities of cotton seeds were also found in samples taken 

from three dugout rooms at nearby LA 54147 (M. Toll 1989). The latter, as 

noted, has been interpreted as an early Spanish campsite. Cotton seeds were 

apparently not found at Kuaua,® although cotton was presumably grown 

there. The Spanish town of Algodones, named after the Spanish word for 

cotton, alqod6n. is situated j\ist a few miles north of these sites along the 

floodplain of the Rio Grande. Cotton was evidently grown there successfully 

by Spaniards in historic times. 

Evidence of domestic sheep. Domestic-sheep bones were found at 

Bandelier's Pueiray, both in the fill of the abandoned kiva as weU as in two 
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rai)le 9.15. Bvideace of cotton in tiie liddle Rio Grande. 

Site laie Site location Feature Type Type of Efidence 

Baadelier's 
Poaray 
LA 326 

First terrace 
OTerlookiag the Rio 
Grande floodplaio 

Poeblo borial Charred cotton seeds 

LA 54147 (400 • 
vest of 
Baadelier's 
Poaray) 

Slope of terrace 
orerlookiag the Rio 
Grande floodplaio 

Spanish caipsite 
(dogoot roois 
13,14a,14b) 

Charred cotton seeds 
froi nacrobotanical and 
flotation saiples 

rooms in the south wing, the latter reoccupied by Spanish colonists in the 

mid-seventeenth century. The bones and dung of domestic sheep were also 

found in another Spanish structure situated a short distance south and east 

of the pueblo, also considered to have been occupied sometime in the mid-

1600s (Vierra 1986:20-24). The sheep bones in the kiva were found along with 

other historic-period trash including Spanish majolica and Pueblo ceramics 

made in Spanish soup-bowl forms; as noted above, this kiva is interpreted as 

having been dismantled and filled with trash sometime in the early 1600s 

(Vierra 1986:22). The archaeological information is insufficient to ascertain 

whether the Pueblo occupants of this site had access to sheep during the 

early-seventeenth century or whether these sheep bones are related entirely 

to Spanish use, though the latter seems more likely. The Spanish 

reoccupation of the site may have occurred as early as the 1640s, and the 

Pueblos' access to sheep in the Rio Grande seems to have been relatively 

negligible prior to that time. There is no indication that wool was ever used 

by the Pueblo inhabitants of the site to produce textiles. 

The bones of domestic sheep were also present in three of the dugout 

features at site LA 54147, the site west of BandeHer's Puaray. As noted, this 
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site has been interpreted as representing a Spanish occupation. Sheep bones 

were also found in contexts attributed to the eighteenth-century Spanish 

reoccupation at Pueblo del Enderro (LA 70) near Cochiti. 

As discussed, the sheep bones found at Pueblo Kotyiti likely represent 

the remains of confiscated Spanish sheep that were tended by Cochiti peoples 

in the years following the Pueblo Revolt. Historic seasonal sheepherding 

sites, including lambing pens, corrals, and sheepherder structures, were also 

recorded in the vicinity of Santa Ana during the Jemez Canyon Dam Survey 

(Rodgers 1979:42-60). These sites are interpreted as having been 

constructed and utilized by Rio Grande Puebloans, probably Santa Ana 

peoples, between A.D. 1700 and 1850, providing further archaeological 

confirmation of the possession and utilization of sheep by the Pueblos in later 

historic times. 

The Region South and East of Santa Fe 

Encompassing the Galisteo and upper Santa Fe Basins east of the Rio 

Grande, this region extends from Santa Fe south to the Sandia Mountains, and 

is drained primarily by the Galisteo River and its tributaries. Villages 

occupied prehistoric-ally but abandoned prior to European contact include the 

sites of Arroyo Hondo, Las Madres, Pindi Pueblo, and Pueblo Alamo. 

Historically, the Galisteo Basin region was home to Tano (southern Tewa) cind 

eastern Keresan populations, occupying such large, late sites as San 

Cristobal, San Lazaro, Galisteo, and San Marcos. The site of Paako, which 

is considered to have been a Tano or southern Tiwa village and is situated at 

the southernmost edge of the Galisteo Basin and east of the Sandias, is also 

included here. Thus entire region had been largely abandoned by the end of 
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the seventeenth centiary. Galisteo Pueblo was resettled in 1706 and abandoned 

again in 1794, its Tano residents emigrating to Santo Domingo (Schroeder 

1979b: 248,250). 

Archaeological investigations in the region includes the early work of 

Nelson (1914) at sites in the Galisteo Basin, Tichy's (1938) work at Paako, 

excavations by Stubbs and Stallings (1953) at Pindi Pueblo, Dutton's (1964) 

work at Las Madres, and excavations by the Museum of New Mexico at Pueblo 

Alamo (MNM Archeolocplcal Site Files for LA 8). Extensive excavations were 

also carried out in the early 1970s by the School of American Research at 

Arroyo Hondo near Santa Fe; the results of this latter work are reported in 

a series of detailed publications (e.g.. Creamer 1993; Lang 1984,1986; 

Palkovich 1980). 

Textile Remains from the Region South and East of Santa Fe 

As shown in Appendix G and in Tables 9.16 and 9.17, textile remains 

cire known from just five sites in the region, only two of which, Arroyo Hondo 

and Las Madres, have yielded definite examples of woven cloth (the textile 

fragment recovered by Nelson from San Cristobal is not described in print and 

was not examined during the present study). Textiles reported from sites in 

the region include fur and feather blankets, matting, and hides; cordage, 

braids, netting, and knots of yucca; and plain weaves, weft-faced plain 

weaves,' a 2/1 twill weave (reidentified here as possibly 2/2), and tasseled 

textiles, all described as made from a finely-spun bast or seed fiber. The 

largest assemblage of textile remains from any site in the region is reported 

from Arroyo Hondo, where the application of meticulous excavation techniques 

led to the recovery of considerable quantities of mortuary wrappings. 
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Table 9.16. Textile types reported froi sites sontb and east of Santa Fe. 

Site laie 
Types Identified daring 

Analysis Types Reported bat lot Biaiined or Analysed 

Arroyo Hondo Cotton plain weare, cotton 2/2? 
tvill iieaye 

Featber blankets, far blankets, lattlng, 
hides, vegetal-fiber cordage, plied cordage 
of finely-spnn fiber, bank of huian hair, 
tasseled textile (fringe of sash?) lade of 
finely-spon fiber, plain-weave cloth lade 
of finely-spon fiber (soie weft-faced), 2/1 
twill blanket lade of finely-span fiber, 
black cloth blanket, textile bag? 

Las Madres Cotton varp-faced plain weave?, 
iipression of plain-weave 

Yacca cordage, cotton plain-weave textiles, 
rabbit far robes, aniial hair and hides, 
•atting 

Piadi Pneblo Yacca cordage, knots, 3-straad braid, net; 
•atting, feather-cloth robes 

Paeblo Alaio Fibers, cordage, aatting 

Sao Cristobal Textile preserved by copper oxide 

Table 9.17. Types of analysed textiles froi sites sonth and east of Santa Fe. 

Plain teave 
SAR 12-K-3-IV-Pit J (.1) Arroyo Hondo 
BAR 12-21-3-12-5 Arroyo Hondo 
MNM 53520/11 (ARC 15662,15864jt Las Hadres 
ARC 15860 Las Madras 

Twill Ifeaye 
SAR l2-K-3-I¥-Pit J (.2) Arroyo Hondo 

Key: trpiber Identified by SEM/EDI Analysis 
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including numerous fragments of highly-deteriorated woven textiles. These 

remains have been described by Lang (1984,1986; see also Palkovich 1980). 

During the course of the present research, a half-day visit was made 

to the School of American Research to examine a limited sample of the Arroyo 

Hondo textile materials. Because these remains have been previously studied 

and published (Lang 1984,1986), they were not selected for detailed 

examination during the present study. The purpose of this visit was to 

reexamine examples of fabrics that Lang (1986) described as being woven from 

fine "bast or seed fibers," to see if more precise fiber identifications could be 

made. During this visit, fiber samples were microscopically examined from two 

specimens, 12-21-3-12-5 and 12-K-3-IV-Pit J, both subsequently identified 

as cotton. This first example is almost definitely cotton, but because the 

latter specimen has been consolidated, its identification is considered more 

tentative. It should be emphasized that all of the Arroyo Hondo textile 

remains are very deteriorated and in extremely poor condition. During the 

process of selecting examples for fiber analysis, technical analyses were also 

performed on a few specimens; these are discussed further below. Although 

no other examples from the assemblage were microscopically examined, many 

of the other plain-weave specimens from Arroyo Hondo are at least visuedly 

consistent with highly-deteriorated cotton textiles recovered from other open 

sites, including Kuaua, Bandelier'sPuaray, and Las Madres. Therefore, most 

of the Arroyo Hondo plain-weave textiles are believed by the author to be 

cotton as well. This suggests that cotton fabrics were commonly employed as 

burial wrappings at Arroyo Hondo, as they were at many other late-

prehistoric sites. However, additional analytical work with this collection 

seems warranted. 

i 
'Jl 
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Previous work has also been conducted with the textiles from Las 

Madres, where the highly-deteriorated remains of woven cotton cloth, twined 

fur robes, yucca cordage, and matting were recovered from at least six 

burials. The Las Madres textiles were analyzed by Carole Potter, who was 

assisted in her analysis by Kate Peck Kent and Vorsila Bohrer, the latter 

furnishing most of the fiber identifications. The results of this work have 

been summarized by Dutton (1965?) in an unpublished manuscript. Three of 

the woven textiles from Las Madres were reanalyzed during the present study, 

and these are discussed ftirther below. 

Results of Analysis and Description of the Textiles 

Plain-weave fabric. Four examples of plain-weave cloth were analyzed 

for the present study, two from Arroyo Hondo and two from Las Madres, all 

of which are highly degraded but believed to be cotton. (As noted above, 

although considerable quantities of woven plain-weave textiles were reported 

from Arroyo Hondo, specimens from only two of the Arroyo Hondo burials were 

reexamined during the present study. Similarly, textiles from just two of the 

Las Madres burials were reexamined.) Of these Arroyo Hondo specimens, 12-

21-3-12-5 is identified here as a balanced plain weave having 11.2 warps and 

11.2 wefts per cm, and 12-K-3-IV-Pit J (.1) as a weft-predominant plain 

weave with 9.6 warps and 7.2 wefts per cm.^" This latter fabric has a 

"diagonal-twin" appearance resulting from the use of wefts that are three 

times the diameter of the warps. 

The Las Madres specimens include one example of balanced plain weave 

and cinother of warp-faced plain weave. ARC 15860 from Burial 60/3 (also 

referred to as Burial 2), described by Dutton (1965?) as an imprint or cast of 
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a basket-weave textile, is a small layered fragment of deteriorated and 

mineralized finely-woven fabric made with fine warps and thicker wefts. The 

fineness of the weave suggests cotton. 

ARC 15862 and 15864, the latter since cataloged as MNM 53520/11, 

consist of numerous fragments of cotton warp-faced plain-weave fabric that 

probably represent the remains of warp-faced belting. These were recovered 

from Burial 60/9 (also referred to as Burial 8). The weave structure of ARC 

15864 was identified by Kent, and the cotton fiber was identified by Bohrer 

( Dutton 1965?). A sample from ARC 15864 was examined by SEM/EDX analysis 

during the present study and likewise identified as cotton. The fabric is 

woven with loosely-plied 2z-S warps and single-ply Z-spun wefts, and it 

originally measured at least 5.0 cm wide (the selvages are missing). One 

fragment from ARC 15864 is bunched up and knotted on itself. 

Twill-weave fabric. Specimen 12-K-3-IV-Pit J (.2) from Arroyo Hondo 

is tentatively identified as a balanced 2/2-twill weave woven in cotton. This 

identification is considered tentative because the specimen is extremely 

deteriorated and there is considerable likelihood of distortion from burial. 

Two fragments exhibiting this 2/2-twiLl structure were identified among the 

samples examined from two separate field-specimen bags; aU of the remaining 

fragments appear to be woven in plain weave [see 12-K-3-IV-Pit J (.1). 

Specimen 12-K-3-IV-E*it J (.2) was the only example of twill identified 

by Lang (1986:253-254,264-265) in the Arroyo Hondo assemblage. He 

described this eis the only example of prehistoric twill-woven cloth known from 

the northern Rio Grande, which may indeed be the case. Lang identified the 

structTore of this specimen as a 2/1 twill rather than the 2/2 structure 

identified here.'' 

J 
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Evidence for the Production of Textiles South and East of Santa Fe 

As shown in Appendix H, evidence of textile production is known from 

just three sites in the region, Arroyo Hondo, Paako, and Pueblo Alamo. 

Although loom holes and weaving tools were likely present at many of the large 

sites in the region, excavation data for these sites is lacking. 

A Description of the Evidence 

Loom holes. Loom features are documented for two sites, Arroyo Hondo 

and Pueblo Alamo (Table 9.18). The Pueblo III site of Pueblo Alamo, which 

was dominated by Scinta Fe Black-on-white ceramic types, contained features 

that were identified in the field records as loom plugs, found in the fflig or 

floors of five adobe rooms; an item identified as a loomweight was reported 

from another room. It is notable that no loom features were found In rooms 

identified as kivas (e.g., Room 9). 

As shown in Appendix H and Table 9.18, loom-hole featiires at Arroyo 

Hondo were found both in kivas and in houseblock rooms. Loom holes were 

identified in three of the six kivas excavated at the site, D-shaped Kiva 12-

14-6 containing one row of six holes, big round Kiva 12-J containing two rows 

of three and four holes, and little roiind Kiva 12-C-2 containing one row of six 

holes. Features identified as loom holes were also reported from two second-

story houseblock rooms (12-9-7 and 12-16-33), which Creamer (1993:117) 

speculated may have functioned as ceremonial rooms. Room 12-9-7 contained 

two loom holes, whereas the number of holes present in Room 12-16-33 was not 

reported (Creamer 1993:173,182). AH features containing loom holes at 

Arroyo Hondo have been attributed to the Component I phase (ca. A. D. 1300-

1370), except for Kiva 12-C-2, attributed to Component II (ca. A.D. 1370-
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Taiile 9.18. Looi hole occnrreaces at sites soBtb and east of Santa Pe. 

Site laie Looi Hole OccBrrence b; Featore Type 

Minim 
loiber of 
Loois Period Ref 

Arroyo Hondo 1 D-shaped kiva containing 1 row; 1 
round little kiva containing 1 row; 
1 big ronnd kiva containing 2 covs; 
2 cereionial hoase-block roois 
containing I rov 

5 (4 during 
Coiponent 
I, 1 daring 
Coiponent 
ri) 

PIV Creaier 1993: 
92,98,106,117, 
173,182,Figs. 
5.21,5.3,5.9 

Faeblo Alaio Looi pUgs in the fill or floors of 
5 adobe roots (looi boles not 
present in kiva) 

5? PIII MNM Arcb Site 
Files for LA 8 

1425). Kiva 12-C-2 is tiie only excunple of a Component 11 kiva found at the 

site, and loom holes were not reported from any of the Component II 

houseblock rooms. As in the middle Rio Grande, loom holes were evidently 

present in this region by the fourteenth century, when they appeared in both 

kiva and roomblock settings. 

Loom holes were not reported from Paako (Tichy 1938) or Ftodi (Stubbs 

and Stallings 1953). No information is available regcirding the presence or 

absence of loom-hole features at Las Madres. 

Weaving and spinning tools. Information on weaving tools is available 

from only one site, Pciako, and none of these items were examined during the 

present study. Cataloged collections from Paako, curated at the Museum of 

New Mexico, include a possible clay shuttle and a sherd spindle whorl, and 

numerous bone implements identified as spatulas, awls, needles, and weaving 

tools. It is likely that similar types of implements were present at other sites 

in the region. None of the bone or wooden artifacts recovered at Arroyo 

Hondo have been identified as weaving tools. 

i 

il 
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Evicience of cajtton and wool. As far as is known, the macrobotanical 

remains of c»tton have not been reported from any site in the region, though 

as noted, cotton textiles were present at at least two of these sites. No woolen 

textiles are known, nor has any information been found regarding the 

recovery of domesticated-sheep bones. There is documentary evidence, 

however, for the use of wool as a textile fiber in the region by at least the 

mid-seventeenth century, if only for the production of tribute. Information 

contained in a 1660 letter by Governor MendizAbal reveals that Pueblos in the 

Galisteo villages were being issued allotments of wool at that time in order to 

produce knitted stockings for the governor's exports (Kessell 1979:178); a 

1661 petition against the governor included claims by some of the Tanos in the 

Galisteo district demanding payment for 165 pairs of woolen stockings made on 

his behalf (Scholes 1942:48). Whether these stockings were made from wool 

from local flocks, or from fiber brought into the area for distribution, is not 

known. 

The Salinas District 

The final area to be considered is the Salinas district, the former 

homeland of the eastern Tiwets and the Tompiros, the latter referred to as 

Jumanos by the Spaniards. The Salinas district, located roughly 80 km (50 

miles) east of the Rio Grande, comprises a series of narrow, elevated basins 

known today as the Estancia Valley (Hayes et al. 1981:1). These basins are 

interior-draining, and the resulting plavas have served as a major source of 

salt for human populations in the region for centuries. The area is relatively 

high and dry; both Quarcii and Gran Quivera, for instance, cire situated at 

elevations of roughly 2012 meters (6600 feet). 

J 
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The region witnessed the establishment of a number of large villages 

during late-prehistoric times, with most of this settlement occurring along the 

eastern base of the Manzano Mountains eind in the vicinity of Chupadero Mesa. 

These sites, since abandoned by the Pueblos, include the eastern Tiwa sites 

of Chili]t, Tajique, and Quarai (Cuarac), and the Tompiro sites of Abo, Gran 

Quivera (Las Humanas), Pueblo Pardo, Tabir^ (Pueblo Blanco), and Pueblo 

Colorado. Like their Pecos neighbors to the north, these farming communities 

derived much of their sustenance from the Plains trade, and reportedly played 

a primary role as middlemen between southern Plains groups and the middle 

Rio Grande villages (Hayes et al. 1981:11; Spielmann 1989). 

Missions were established at ChiliTf, Tajique, Quarai, Abo, and Las 

Humanas by the late 1620s. However, Las Htimanas lost its resident priest in 

1632, and along with its neighboring villages in the Chupadero Mesa area, was 

administered to only periodically by the priest at Ab6 until 1659 or 1660, when 

a full-time friar. Fray Diego de Santander, was assigned (Hayes et al. 

1981:5). By the mid-seventeenth century, the Salinas villages were the focus 

of intensive tribute and IcUxjr demands by both the civil and rehcfious 

authorities (Hackett 1937; see also Chapter 4). The resulting economic 

strains were fxirther exacerbated by severe droughts and increasing raids by 

Plains Apaches, provoking the abandonment of some Salinas towns in 1672 and 

leading to their total depopulation by 1678. Most of these peoples relocated 

to the Rio Grande villages to join their linguistic relatives, the southern Tiwas 

and Piros; many of these same peoples accompanied the Spaniards on their 

retreat south to El Paso in 1680, becoming founding families of the E*ueblo 

village of Isleta del Sur. 

Archaeological work in the SaUnas district has been conducted by a 

J 
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variety of organizations and institutions including the Museum of New Mexico, 

the Works Project Administration (WPA), and the National Park Service. This 

includes excavations by Toulouse (1949) at Ab6, and by Toulouse and 

Stephenson (1960) at Pueblo Pardo, as weU as early work by Ely, Senter, and 

Hurt (Hurt 1990) at Quarai. In the 1990s, excavations were also conducted 

at Quarai by the Arizona State University Field School under the direction of 

Katherlne Spielmann. Work at Gran Quivera includes early investigations by 

Edgar Lee Hewett and the School of American Research, stabilization work by 

Gordon Vivian, cuid extensive work at Mound 7 under the supervision of Alden 

Hayes (Hayes 1981; Hayes et al. 1981). 

Textile Remains from the Salinas District 

As shown in Table 9.19 and Appendix G, very little in the way of textile 

remains has been reported from most of these sites - No textiles were reported 

from Quarai or Pueblo Pardo, and only small bits of wool were recovered at 

Ab6. Only at the site of Gran Quivera have textiles been recovered in any 

quantity. Here, charred fragments of fibers and textiles of cotton and wool 

were preserved in eight cremations and two burned structxires. (Although 

cremations were also excavated at Pueblo Pardo, no textiles were reported.) 

Feather cordage and matting were also found at Gran Quivera. The textiles 

from Gran Quivera were studied by Carolyn M. Osborne and have been briefly 

discussed by Hayes et al. (1981 :iv,164). In that report, the woven cloth is 

described as consisting of 11 pieces of charred cotton plain weave, all but 2 

woven with single-ply Z-twist yams. The two exceptions are described as: 

one excimple with either warp or weft in a two-ply S-twist, and one 
piece of weft-face, or "tapestry" weave, with a two-ply, Z-twist warp 
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Table 9.19. Textile types reported froi sites ia tbe Salinas District. 

Site laie 
Types Identified doring 

Analysis 
Types Reported bat lot 
Ezaiined or Inalyzed 

hbo tfoolea fiber, voolen yarn 

Graa Qaiveia (Hoaad 7) Voolen fiber, cotton fiber, 
cotton plain veare (balanced 
and veft-faced), woolen plain 
veare, vooles knitting, 
vitrified woolen yarn? 

Hatting, fiber cordage, lural 
depictioas of icilts, belts, 
sashes, leggings 

and Z-twist singles in a weft battened down tightly to conceal the warp 
(Hayes et al - 1981:164). 

In the present analysis, the specimen containing the two-ply S-twist 

yams has been reidentified as a piece of woolen knitting. A fragment of 

woolen plain-weave cloth has also been identified that was not described by 

Hayes et al. (1981). These items are disoissed in further detail below. The 

Gran Qiaivera textiles are presently curated by the Western Archeological and 

Conservation Center (WACC) in Tucson. 

Information about the types of ceremonial clotiiing worn by peoples in 

this region is provided by two iconographic sources: the kiva murals found 

at Mound 7 at Greui Qui vera and TabirS Polychrome vessels. The kiva murals 

have been studied by Peckham (1981:33-37), who described depictions of 

between 14 and 18 costumed dancers from the walls of 3 rooms and 1 kiva (Kiva 

M) - These murals, which date to the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 

include depictions of kilts, leggings, belts, and sashes. Although the styles 

of the costumed figures at Gran Quivera are simpler than those found in the 

Kuaua, Jeddito, and Pottery Mound murals, Peckham (1981:37) interpreted 

them as part of the same efflorescence of ceremonial practice that occurred 

elsewhere in the Pueblo world during Pueblo IV. 
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Information on F^ueblo dress is also contained in some representational 

depictions on Tabird Polychrome vessels, especially those found on canteens. 

According to Hayes et al. (1981:73), TabirS wares were manufactxired only at 

Las Humanas (Gran Quivera), Tabir§, and F>ueblo Pardo, but were routinely 

traded to the villages of Ab6 and Quarai in exchcuige for glazeware ceramics. 

Unlike the kiva murals, which appear to exloibit little in the way of Sikyatki 

designs, these Tabir4 vessels are quite reminiscent of the Sikyatki style, 

particularly in their use of representational forms (Hayes et al. 1981:89; 

Peckheun 1981:37). 

The image depicted on one Tabir4 canteen, illustrated by Hayes et cd. 

(1981) in Figxire 115i, is of particular interest. This depicts the upper half 

of an inverted male figure with his hair arranged in the clubbed "chongo" 

style; above him is what appears to be an inverted breechcloth or sash having 

two tasseled comers, bearing an embroidered or pcdnted design worked in 

negative patterning. Whereas most mural depictions portray males wearing 

kilts, this example, with a tassel shown at each side of the garment, suggests 

a breechcloth. The design shown on this textile not only bears a strong 

resemblance to bordered designs depicted on kilts in the Jeddito murals (e.g.. 

Smith 1952: Fig. 25), but is also very reminiscent of embroidered designs used 

to decorate the lower borders of historic E*ueblo ceremonicil and 

breechcloths (see, for example, Mera 1975[1943] :P1.VI, VII,X). 

Interestingly, such bordered designs are virtually absent from the 

precontact murals at Kuaua and Pottery Mound. If Hayes et al. (1981:79) are 

correct in their assumption that the canteen form is a post-A.D. 1600 

development, this Tabiri image provides our best iconographic evidence for 

the use of such bordered designs (and by extension, embroidery or perhaps 
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brcx:ade) in the Eastern F>uebio region during the period A.D. 1600-1680. 

This and other evidence suggest that embroidery did not come into wide use 

in the region until late precontact times. Whether the Tabir^ depiction 

represents an embroidered or painted design cannot, of course, be determined 

from the image alone." 

Restilts of Analysis and Description of the Textiles 

Textile materials have been recovered from only two sites in the region, 

Ab6 and Gran Quivera, with most examples coming from the latter. As shown 

in Table 9.20, types of textiles identified during analysis include cotton cloth 

worked in balanced and weft-faced plain weaves, as well as examples of woolen 

yeim, woolen baleoiced plain-weave cloth, and woolen knitting. Cotton seeds, 

cotton fiber, and woolen fiber have also been identified in the collections from 

Gran Quivera. These are discussed in the following section. 

Single-Ply yam. One short strand of brown, Z-spun woolen yam, 1.5 

cm long and 1.0 mm in diameter was recovered from Ab6. This was found 

intermixed with a sample of woolen fiber that had been separated from a sample 

of dung material recovered from Room 14 in the Ab6 mission (UMMA 

Ethnotx)tanical Lab Report No. 133). Jones (1949:31) identified this fiber as 

sheep wool. The raw woolen fiber is discussed sepcurately below. 

Another example of woolen yam may be represented by SAPU 5527, 

which was recovered from Room 15, Mound 7 at Gran Quivera. The specimen 

is nearly vitrified, suggesting that it was made of wool rather than a cellulosic 

material, as wool tends to take on a melted appearance before completely 

burning away. The yam structure cannot be identified. 

Plain-weave fabric. Fourteen examples of plain-weave cloth, 13 of 

J 
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Table 9.20. Tjpes of analyzed textiles froi sites ii tlie Salinas District. 

Raw Fiber Plain IfeaTe 
raii Lab 2055.1 &bo Hissioa 
QMHi lab 2060 Abo Hissioa 
SAPO 5522 (HACC) Gran Qnivera 

SAPO 5513 (VACC) Gian Qaivera 
SAPD 5514 (VACC) Gran Quirera 
SAPO 5516 (HACC) Graa Qaifera 
SAPD 5518 (VACC) Gran Qaima 
SAPD 5519 (ifACC) Gran Quivera 
SAPD 5520 (HACC) Gran Qairera 
SAPD 5521 (HACC) Gran Qnivera 
SAPD 5523 (HACC) Gran Qaivera 
SAPD 5524.1 (HACC) Gran Qnivera 
SAPD 5524.2 (VACC) Gran Qaivera 
SAPD 5525.1 (HACC) Gran Qaivera 
SAPD 5525.2 (HACC) Gran Qaivera 
SAPO 5528 (HACC) Gran Qaivera 
SAPD 5530 (VACC) Gran Qaivera 

Staqle-PlT Yarn 
DMKA Lab 2055.2 Abo Mission 

fitrified fara? 
SAPD 5527 (HACC) Gran Qnivera 

faitting 
SAPD 5529 (VACC) Gran Qaivera 

cotton and 1 of wool, were identified during analysis, all from Gran Qxiivera. 

All of these specimens were preserved by charring. As shown in Appendix 

G, 10 of these specimens came from cremations and 4 (including the woolen 

fragment) were recovered from Kiva M. Eleven of the cotton plain-weave 

fragments contain fine, single-ply Z-spun warps, and thicker, barely-spun, 

single-ply Z-spun wefts. These fabrics are balanced to weft-dominant in 

appearance. Thread counts range from 8.0 to 11.2 warps and 4.8 to 8.8 wefts 

per cm, with a mean of 9.3 warps and 7.1 wefts. Warp-weft ratios range from 

1.1 to 1.8 with a mean of 1.3. Two examples contain the remains of selvages: 

the end selvage of SAPU 5514 appears to consist of three strands of 3z-S cords 

twined together S-wise, and the side selvage of SAPU 5521 consists of three 

strands of 2z-S cords twined together S-wise. 

Of the two remaining cotton plain-weave examples, SAPU 5524.2 is 

unusual for being woven with paired Z-spun warps and pUed (2z-S) wefts. 

The fcLbric is bedanced in appearance and has 3.2 pedrs of warps and 4.4 plied 

wefts per cm. The other cotton example, SAPU 5525.1, is weft-faced, with 
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the wefts completely obscuring the warps. The fabric has 8.4 warps and 8.4 

wefts per cm. Selvages of both specimens are missing. Both of these 

specimens suggest some degree of Spanish influence. As has been discvissed, 

the Pueblos are considered to have adopted weft-faced plain weaves after 

contact as a resvilt of exposure to weft-faced Spanish-style woolen serapes. 

However, they may also have employed this weave as a strategy to produce 

coarser fabrics and reduce the weaving time. SAPU 5525.1 may represent an 

example of this effort. SAPU 5524.2, with its paired warps and plied wefts, 

may represent yet another manner of reducing the time required for weaving. 

Both of these fabrics are precisely the types of textiles one might expect to 

find being made by people who needed to reduce their investment time in 

textile production, either because they were producing for tribute or because 

they had less time to devote to their own needs. 

One example of woolen plain-weave cloth (SAPU 5528) was also 

identified. The specimen is chcirred and very fragmentary, consisting almost 

entirely of Z-spun warp yams. The Z-spun wefts are mostly missing, though 

a few elements still intersect. The fabric appears to have been a balanced 

plciin weave containing approximately 8.0 warps and 8.0 wefts per cm. The 

selvages are missing. The woolen fiber was identified microscopically. This 

specimen was fotand in Kiva M, along with some cotton plain-weave cloth, some 

woolen fiber, and the remains of woolen knitting. This woolen cloth and the 

knitting are the only pre-Revolt examples of aU-woolen textiles identified from 

the entire Rio Grande region. 

Knitted fabric. One example of knitting, SAPU 5529, was identified in 

the assemblage. This consists of seven small fragments (the largest mectsures 

1.2 X 2.0 cm) of charred 22-S woolen yam worked in a stockinette stitch. The 
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fabric has 3.2 stitches and 3.6 rows per cm. The woolen fiber was 

microscopically identified. As discussed in Chapter 4, the ethnohistoric 

literature refers to the intensive production of stockings for the authorities 

by the inhabitants of the Salinas provinces in the early 1660s (Hackett 1937: 

144). On the basis of this information, a mid-seventeenth-century date is 

suggested for this specimen. 

Evidence for the Production of Tertiles in the Salinas District 

A Description of the Evidence 

Various types of textile-production evidence have been reported from 

the sites of Abo, Gran Qui vera. Pueblo Pardo, and Quarai, as shown in 

Appendix H. These include loom holes, weaving tools, cotton seeds, cotton 

and woolen fiber, and sheep remains. 

Loom holes. As shown in Table 9.21, loom holes have been reported 

from only two sites. Gran Quivera and Pueblo Pardo. At Pueblo Pardo, two 

rows of loom holes containing five and eight holes were found in Kiva A; the 

other two kivas at the site were not excavated (Toulouse and Stephenson 

1960:3,19, Figs. 19,20). This kiva was occupied during the Late Period, and 

the site was evidently abandoned in the early A.D. 1630s. Three out of the 

seven Late Phase kivas (Kivas K-2, C, and M) excavated at Mound 7 at Gran 

Quivera also contained loom holes (Hayes et al. 1981:51-58, Figs. 73,77,79,81). 

Kiva K-2 contained two rows of seven holes, Kiva C contained three rows of 

seven and one row of eight, and Kiva M contained two rows of five. The holes 

found in Kiva K-2 and Kiva C still contained impressions of looped twigs. 

According to Hayes et al. (1981:55,57), it is likely that only two sets of loom 

holes in Kiva C were in use simultaneously. The loom-hole evidence from Grein 

J 
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Table 9.21. Looi Iiole occsriesces in the Saliias District. 

Site laie Loot lole OccBireace b; Featore Type 

Mlniiu 
luber 
of Loois Period Ref 

Grao Qairera 3 little roaad kiras coataiaing 2,2, and 
4 rows (oalf 2 of tbe latter probablj 
ased at tbe saie tiaej 

6 PV Safes et al. 
1981:51-58, 
Figs.73,77, 
79,81 

Paeblo Fardo 1 little roand kiva coataiaing 2 rovs 2 PV Toaloase aad 
Stepheosoo 
1960:12, 
Fig.20 

Qviivera suggests that perhaps six looms were in use at the site (two in each 

kiva) at any one time. 

Loom holes are absent from Early and Middle Phase (pre-A.D. 1550) 

kiveis at Gran Quivera, which indicated to Hayes et al. {1981:50,60) that these 

features did not appear in the region until relatively late. It has been 

suggested by Hayes et al. (1981:6,9,47) that the use of these kivas at Gran 

Quivera did not cease with the coming of the friars, but that kivas continued 

to be used as religious settings and "centers of workshop" for decades 

afterwards, at least until the arrival of Fray Diego de Santcinder in 1659 or 

1660. It was this friar, the first resident priest at Gran Quivera since 1632, 

who oversaw the construction of the larger church dedicated to San 

BuenaVentura. As attacks were renewed by the Franciscans against the 

katsina cult in the early 1660s, kiva activities may have been transferred to 

more protected roomblock settings at this time. Hayes et SLI. (1981:9,61,75) 

suggest that it was at this time that t2ie kivas at Gran Quivera were razed, 

perhaps at the order of Fray Santander laimself. 

The implication for the present study is that these kivas could still have 
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functioned as weaving centers at Gran Qmvera dtirlng at least the first half 

of the seventeenth century. The presence of both wool and cotton fibers in 

the fill of Kiva M suggest that this was indeed the case. The discovery of 

woolen knitting and woolen plain-weave cloth in this kiva seems to indicate 

that this structxire was in use until at least the early 1660s. As noted, it was 

at this time that woolen knitted stockings and woolen blankets were intensively 

produced for the religious and civil authorities by the people of the Salinas 

province, as discussed in Chapter 4. 

Loom holes were not reported in association with any of the house-block 

rooms at Gran Qmvera, including the six ceremonial rooms identified there. 

Hayes et al. (1981:42,47) considered these rooms to have seen their most 

intensive use during the years following the destruction of the kivas. If this 

is the case, then this implies that ritual settings ceased to fxinction as textile-

production centers after this time, with these activities transferred to 

nonceremonial contexts such as domestic rooms and plazas. Because women 

and children, as weU as men, were doubtless involved in various aspects of 

the production of textiles for tribute, it is likely that much of this activity had 

been occurring in nonkiva settings for years, especially during the warmer 

months. 

Weaving and spinning tools. Items that may have served as weaving 

and spinning tools were recovered from Ab6, Gran Qui vera, and Quarai. As 

shown in Appendix H, these bone implements include spatulate awls from Abo, 

Gran Qmvera and Quarai; bone needles from Gran Qui vera and Quarai; a 

possible bone batten from Quarai; at least two bone scrapers with grooved 

edges (possible battens?) from Gran Qui vera; and four round perforated bone 

discs from Gran Qui vera that may have functioned as spindle whorls. 

J 
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Wcxaden implements described by excavators as possible weaving tools 

include a possible wooden batten, or weaving sword, with smoothed and 

rounded edges meastiring 41.1 x6.0x 1.4cm, foiind on the floor of Room 210 

at Gran Quivera; a "bean-shaped" wooden tablet sharpened to a blade at one 

end that may possibly have served as a batten for a belt loom, recovered from 

the floor of Kiva C at Gran Quivera; and a bi-pointed piece of wood 7.5 cm 

long that may have been used as a shuttle or bodkin for weaving, from an 

unknown context at Quarai. 

Also reported are perforated sherd discs firom Gran Quivera, and 

perforated sherd eind stone discs from Quarai, that may have served as 

spindle whorls. Hayes et cil. (1981:160) point out, however, that intact 

examples of spindles in Southwestern archaeological and ethnographic 

collections are usually equipped with whorls of wood or occasionally horn, 

which leaves the use of these heavier perforated discs open to question. 

Metal implements found at these sites include a pair of shears with the 

blades rusted together (possible sheep shears?) recovered from the fill of 

Room 156 at Gran Quivera, and several metal awls and a pin from Quarai. 

Evidence of cotton. Macrobotcinical remains of cotton are known from 

just one site in the area. Gran Quivera, where two charred cotton seeds were 

found in association with an unidentified cremation at Mound 7. A few cotton 

fibers were also recovered from Kiva M; these was found intermixed with a 

predominantly-wool fiber sample, which is discussed below. 

As emphasized by Hayes et al. (1981:10), the presence of two cotton 

seeds at Gran Quivera does not necessarily mean that cotton was grown there; 

these seeds coiild have been contained within imported boUs of cotton. It has 

generally been assumed that the cotton used by weavers in the Salinas region 
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was traded in from the Rio Grande villages, just as it was at Pecos. Brand 

(1935:202), for instance, writing of the Estancia VaUey, contended that 

"temperature and water supply would not allow the pueblos of Chilili, Tajique, 

Cuarai, etc., to grow cotton, therefore the presence of cotton cord and 

fabrics must be explained by trade from the Rio Grande Valley." 

There is, however, some documentary evidence supporting the 

cxiltivation of cotton at Quarai (Hackett 1937:129-131; Hayes et al. 

1981:10''). In 1633, Fray Estevan de Perea, testifying from his post at 

Cuarac (Quarai) against the actions of Governor Mora Ceballos, complained 

that the governor had permitted encomenderos to graze their cattle and sheep 

near the Indians' cultivated fields, resulting in the trampling of the latter: 

Thus the poor Indians are deprived of their fields, both of com and 
cotton. Into this pueblo of Cuarac there came a soldier with a great 
number of cattle of all kinds, to a place where these three neighboring 
pueblos have all their cotton fields, and he built his corrals and his 
dweUing houses right on the fields of these pueblos, which are close 
together, absolutely ruining them, and not a words may be said about 
it (Hackett 1937:131). 

In this same passage, Perea further complained that the missions had been 

ordered by the governor to plant cotton fields on his behalf. Perea's account 

suggests that it was possible to cfrow cotton in the vicinity of Quarai, or at 

leeist that the governor considered that it was. 

As noted, Quarai is located at an elevation of 2012 meters (6600 feet) 

euid the elevation of Gran Quivera is nearly the Scime. According to Hayes et 

al. (1981:10), during the period between 1948 and 1967, the number of frost-

free days at Gran Quivera ranged from 138 to 191 with an average of 160, and 

precipitation at the site averaged only about 12 inches per year. Hayes et al. 

(1981:10) have suggested that most crops grown at Gran Quivera were planted 

in moisture-retaining sand dunes, just as they were at Hopi. Although some 

I 
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stXcdns of c»t±on can be grown under extreme conditions (White 1941), these 

conditions are far &om optimal for the production of sizable yields. Perea's 

statement impUes that three neighboring pueblos at or near Quarai shared a 

common location for their cotton fields. This suggests that cotton cxiltivation 

was restricted to strategically-placed locations that were especially favorable 

for the cultivation of the crop, perhaps an area with a good spring, or one 

having an ideal exposure, or as at Zxini, in hand-watered plots. Recent 

excavations at Quaria by Spielmann failed to discover any macrobotcinical or 

pollen evidence of cotton, despite efforts to the contrary. In the opinion of 

the author, although it seems likely that small qucuitities of cotton were grown 

in the Salinas district in protohistoric times, just as cotton was grown 

historically at most pueblos for the maniafacture of prayer feathers and other 

special uses (White 1941), it is probable that most of the cotton fiber used in 

textile production was imported into the area from the cotton-growing Piro or 

southern Tiwa villages to the west. Because weavers who must rely on 

imported fiber are unlikely to produce surpluses of finished fabrics, at least 

some of the cotton fabrics used by the eastern Tiwa and Tompiro were likely 

made elsewhere, probably in the Rio Grande villages, and brought into the 

area along with other goods as part of the Pueblo-Plains trade, with some 

cotton blankets being retained and others passed on to the Plains Apache. A 

similar situation has been proposed for the people at Pecos. As discussed in 

Chapter 8, tliis entire system was transformed by the imposition of tribute 

demands by the Spaniards (see also Spielmann 1989). 

Domestic sheep and woolen fiber. The Salinas assemblage contains 

three examples of woolen fiber, two from Abo mission and one from Gran 

Qui vera. The Abo specimens (UMMA Lab 2055.1 and UMMA Lab 2060) are small 
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bits of wool appearing in shades of yellowish-brown, reddish-brown, and dark 

brown. Jones (1949; UMMA Ethnobotanical Lab Reports 133,137,138) 

identified these as probably the wool of domestic sheep and suggested that the 

yellow and reddish fibers may have been dyed. Like the woolen yam 

mentioned above, these samples were recovered from soaked and screened 

dung material that was collected from the subfloor of Room 14 in the mission, 

a room identified as a turkey corral or pen. Numerous introduced cultigens 

were recovered from this dung layer, including the seeds of watermelon, 

grape, plum, and chile. In marked contrast to the bricks from the Awatovi 

mission, which yielded numerous examples of cotton seeds and fiber, no such 

materials were present in the adobe bricks from the mission of Abo, 

suggesting that quantities of cotton waste were not available for use as a 

tempering agent in brick manufacture there. According to Toulouse (1949: 

25), the faunal remains of sheep and goat were plentiful in the Ab6 mission 

refuse, comprising 55 percent of the total bone. 

The woolen fiber from Gran Qui vera (SAPU 5522) consists of tiuree small 

clusters of charred and blackened woolen fibers that were recovered from 

Stratum B in Kiva M. As noted, fiber samples from this specimen also 

contained small quantities of charred cotton, suggesting that both wool and 

cotton fibers were processed and spun in this kiva and became deposited in 

the fill. An early 1660s date is suggested for these fiber-processing activities 

based on several lines of evidence: that both woolen cloth and knitting were 

also present in this kiva cind both types of articles were being produced as 

tribute goods at this time; documentary evidence indicating that Fray 

Santander maintained a large flock of sheep at the site after his arrival in 1659 

or 1660; and the suggestion made by Hayes et al. (1981:9,61,75) that the Gran 
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Quivera kivas were probably destroyed within a few years of Santander's 

arrival. 

Unworked bone of domestic sheep and goat were also found at Mound 7 

at Gran Quivera, each constituting less than one percent of the total faunal 

assemblage (McKusick 1981:57,64-65). Two si7.es of sheep were found: a small 

type similar to that excavated from Cuyamungue, and a larger, more rangy 

type which may have been raised for meat as well as its wool. According to 

McKusick (1981:65; see also Hackett 1937:162), although the documents 

describe sheep being as more numerotos at Gran Quivera, in the fatinal 

assemblage the remains of cattle exceeded those of sheep; McKiasick suggested 

that the sheep at the site may have been used more for their wool than for 

food- The faunal remains of sheep and goat were also found in Kiva A at 

Pueblo Pardo (Toulouse and Stephenson 1960:38), but as noted, no textiles, 

woolen or other, were recovered from this site. 

The dociimentary literature indicates that sheep were present in the 

Salinas area by at least 1633 (see the Perea testimony quoted above, from 

Hackett 1937:131). Fray Nicholas de Freitas, the friar at Cuarac, testified in 

1661 that sheep were maintained by the eastern Tiwa missions of Quarai, 

Tajique, and Chilili. Nicholas de Aguilar, alcalde mayor of the Salinas 

province, testified in 1663 that Fray Diego de Santander had kept 700 sheep, 

20 oxen, and 20 to 30 horses at Las Humanas (Gran Quivera) at one time, 

adding that the governor had ordered them moved to Abo for lack of water 

(Hackett 1937:142). Freitas contested these numbers, stating that Fray 

Diego's sheep had numbered no more than 400 (Hackett 1937:162). 

Regardless of their specific numbers, it is clear that the Salinas 

missions were weU stocked with sheep. As discussed elsewhere, however, the 
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Pueblos' access to these sheep for their personal use was probably restricted 

to some extent by the friars, at least until the lean years of the 1670s, when 

the missionaries were compelled to provide food for the Pueblos "out of their 

own meagre and dwindling stocks, from which the Indians also received wool 

for clothing" (Scholes and Adams 1952:28). 

Textile Consumption and Production in the Eastern Pueblo Region 

This chapter is concluded with a review of some of the general patterns 

and trends of textile consxamption and production in the Eastern Pueblo region 

in protohistoric times. Although the findings from Pecos have been described 

separately in Chapter 8, they are integrated into the present discussion-

The one type of fabric fovmd throughout the Eastern Pueblo region is 

cotton plain-weave cloth. Nearly all of this cloth is balanced to weft-dominant 

in appearance and made from single-ply, Z-spian warps and wefts. Most of 

these fragments probably represent the remains of cotton blankets or other 

garments, but there are also three examples of smaU bags made from recycled 

scraps of plain-weave cloth that were used to hold mineral pigments. A 

significant proportion of the fabrics from these Eastern Pueblo sites exhibit 

a diagonal twill-like appearance caused by the utilization of relatively thick, 

barely-spun wefts that are two to three times the diameter of the tightly-spun 

warps. Although this effect has also been observed in some plain-weave 

fabrics from Awatovi and Hawikuh, it is particularly characteristic of plain 

weaves found at Eastern E*ueblo sites. This suggests that a conventionalized 

manner of spinning yams and weaving cloth was practiced throughout the 

region, and that these fabrics were locally produced. 

A similar, shared convention may be seen in the manner of executing 
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the twined selvages on plain-weave cloth. As shown in Table 9.22, virtually 

all examples of twined selvages (both the side selvages cind the end selvages) 

found on plain-weave cloth in this region have been twined (i.e., twisted) 

around each other in an S-wise direction, using a clockwise motion. Because 

selvage cords can just as easily be twined in a Z-wise direction as in an S-wise 

one (and are in other regions), this indicates that a common manner of 

learning this technique, one based on a similar mastery of motor habits, was 

shared by Eastern Pueblo weavers. As will be discussed in Chapter 10, the 

directionality of the twined selvages in the Eastern Pueblo region is different 

from that found in the Hopi and Zuni assemblages. Taken together, these 

subtle techniccLl features suggest that most if not aU of the plain-weave fabrics 

used at these Eastern Pueblo sites were made within the region rather than 

traded in from the Western Pueblo region. 

A few of these sub-regions contain types of fsibrics that are distinct or 

unique. The Pajarito assemblage, for instance, contains the only examples of 

cotton plain-weave cloth that are dyed black. As discussed, black cotton 

cloth appears to have been commonly employed for ritual garments during 

Pueblo IV in the Rio Grande, as indicated by costume depictions in the mxarals 

at Kuaua and Pottery Mound. Although it is speculated that black cloth was 

also in use in the middle Rio Grande and elsewhere during this time, the 

carbonized and deteriorated condition of the textile remains precludes any 

detection of their original color. It is of interest, however, that no examples 

of black cotton cloth have been recovered from Jemez or Pecos, the only other 

Eastern Pueblo areas to yield excimples of unbumed, well-preserved cotton 

fabrics. 

i 
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Table 9.22. Selrage and edge treatients on plaia-veare fabrics in tbe Eastern Pneblo Regiaa. 

Side treatieat End Ireatient 

Priiar; Selrage Otber TreatKBt Priiarr Selvage Otber IreatMat 

Upper Rio Grande no exaiples no exaiples no exaiples no exaiples 

Pajarito Plateaa 
HNH 27I87/1IB 

2-strand twining 
(S), 2z-S cords 

Inner row of 2-
strand twining 
(Z), 3z-S cords 

no exaiples no exaiples 

MNK 43307/11 
and 53525/U 

no exaiples 2i-S yarn 
knotted into 
frajed edge 

no exaiples no exaiples 

M 53509/11 no exaiples no exaiples 3-strand twining 
(S), 2z-S cords 

no exaiples 

IflfM 53510/11 no exaiples no exaiples 3-strand twining 
(S), 2z-S cords 

no exaiples 

HKM 53528/11 2-strand twining 
(S), 2z-S cords 

no exaiples 3-strand twining 
(S), 2z-S cords 

no exaiples 

Jeiez District 
KIDIH A-272075 

2-straad twining 
(S), 2z-S cords 

no exaiples 3-strand twining 
(S), 2z-S cords 

no exaiples 

OHM 80.47.5a no exaiples no exaiples 2?-strand twining 
(S), 2z-S cords 

Selvage overcast 
with 2z-S yarn 

m 53529/11 no exaiples no exaiples no exaiples Reinants of 
woolen overcast 
edging, 2z-S yarn 

Hiddle Rio Grande no exaiples no exaiples no exaiples no exaiples 

Pecos 
fS 4.3 

no exaiples no exaiples 3-strand twining 
(S), 2z-S cords 

no exaiples 

PECO 16511.1 2-strand twining 
(S), 2z-S cords 

no exaiples no exaiples no exaiples 

Sooth and East of 
Santa Fe 

no exaiples no exaiples no exaiples no exaiples 

Salinas District 
SAPD 5514 

no exaiples no exaiples 3-strand twiniag 
(S), 3z-S? cords 

no exaiples 

SAPO 5521 3-strand twining 
(S), 2z-S cords 

no exaiples no exaiples no exaiples 
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One find that is unique for the entire region is the excunple of cotton 

plain-weave cloth patterned with extra-weft floats (or brocade) found at a site 

near Nambe. It has been suggested that this textile, which yielded an early 

fourteenth-century radiocarbon date, represents a luxury trade item from 

Chihuahua, Mexico. With the exception of the imported European textiles 

recovered from postcontact contexts at some Spanish sites and missions, this 

is the only textile in the entire Eastern Pueblo assemblage that has been 

identified as manufactured elsewhere and traded in. 

Another unique type of cotton textile, made with paired warps and 

plied wefts, was recovered from Gran Qxiivera. Because the use of these 

paired warps and coarser wefts would have reduced the production time 

required to weave the fabric, it has been speculated that this may represent 

an example of a textile produced for tribute purposes. 

Weft-faced plain-weave fabrics have been recovered from the Jemez and 

Salinas districts and from Pecos, where they are interpreted as historic. The 

Salinas example is of cotton, the Pecos example is of wool, and the Jemez 

assemblage is reported to contain both cotton and woolen examples. Woolen 

plain-weave cloth was also recovered from the Salinas district, but the 

structure is balanced, not weft-faced. The cotton and woolen examples from 

Gran Quivera and the cotton examples from BJ 74 in the Jemez district appear 

to be mid-to-late seventeenth-century, whereas eighteenth-centtiry dates are 

suggested for the so-called bison-hair blanket from Jemez Cave (which, as 

noted, could not be located during the present study) and for the Pecos 

woolen fragment. This evidence thus suggests that whereas the Pueblos may 

have been producing some cotton weft-faced weaves prior to the Revolt, they 

did not begin making their own woolen versions of Spanish weft-faced blankets 
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or serapes until weU after that time. It is possible that the adoption of the 

weft-faced weave structure for cotton textiles was related to Spanish tribute 

demands, as weft-fac^d textiles employing thicker wefts could have been 

produced in a shorter amount of time than most other fabrics. 

Warp-faced belting is represented by two examples in the Eastern 

Pueblo region, a precontact example from Las Madras made from cotton yams, 

and a woolen example from Jemez Cave containing indigo-dyed yams that is 

believed to date to the eighteenth century. A resemblance has been noted 

between this Jemez example and one found in a mid-eighteenth-centxiry site 

in the Gobemador described as a Navajo/Pueblo refugee site. Although the 

Las Madres example is made with single-ply wefts and the Jemez example uses 

plied ones, both contain plied warps. The only example of warp-float belting 

from the Eastem Pueblo region is the belt recovered at Pecos, which is 

considered nineteenth-century and may even be Spanish-woven. It thus 

appears that the warp-float technique was not introduced into this region until 

a relatively late date. 

Small qucintities of non-cotton (yucca?) plain-weave cloth have also 

been recovered from sites in the Eastem F*ueblo region, where three examples 

are documented from the Pajarito Plateau, Jemez, and middle Rio Grande. 

Although non-cotton fabrics seem to have been used to some extent in the 

Eastem Pueblo region, there is no indication that they ever formed a 

significant proportion of the woven cloth in use, as was the case at Zuni. 

There are four possible examples of twUl weaves in the Eastem Pueblo 

region: a prehistoric cotton example worked in 2/2 twill from Arroyo Hondo, 

an eighteenth-century(?) woolen example worked in 2/2 twill from the Cochiti 

area, and two woolen 2/2-twill examples from Pecos that are eighteenth-
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centiory or later, one of which may be Spanish-made. As noted, the 

identification of the twill example from Arroyo Hondo is considered tentative 

because of the highly-deteriorated condition of the specimen; if this is twill, 

it is the only preliistoric example known from the Eastern Pueblo region. 

There is no indication that twill was ever a significant technique in the 

Eastern Pueblo region prior to European contact, though as has been noted, 

plain-weave cloth with a diagonal-twill appearance was popular. Other than 

the possible example from Arroyo Hondo, there is no real evidence of the twill 

technique in the Eastern F>ueblo region until the eighteenth century, when 

there are several examples worked in wool. Although this technique could 

have been introduced from the west where it was commonly employed by the 

Western Anasazi and later the Hopi, it may also have been adopted from 

Hispanic weavers, who used 2/2-twill weaves to produce utilitarian woolen 

cloth, or ierga. for domestic use. 

Embroidery in the Eastern Pueblo region is known from only Jemez and 

Pecos. There is one undated example of twine-stitch embroidery from Jemez 

Cave, worked in cotton yams on cotton plain-weave cloth. This technique 

has clear affinities to the west. Several examples of running-stitch 

embroidery were also recovered from seventeenth-century burial contexts at 

Pecos, Giusewa, and Unshagi. These consist of the remains of woolen 

embroidery that was originally applied to cotton plain-weave cloth, as 

evidenced by the decayed remnants of cotton yams still present in the 

creases. Both of the burials at Unshagi and Gitisewa that contained 

embroidery also contained bundles of woolen yams and one a bone needle. It 

has been speculated that these individuals may have been embroiderers in life. 

Although embroidered faJarics were certainly being used in ritual contexts by 

i 
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this time, their use may not have been limited to adult males or to ritual 

settings. Two of the burials containing embroidery at Pecos were those of 

children and one was of an adult woman. Information is lacking regarding the 

sex of the individuals at Unshagi and Giusewa. Early Spanish documents 

reported the wearing of embroidered cotton textiles in their genercd 

descriptions of E^eblo male and female dress, suggesting that the use of this 

technique was not limited to ceremonial attire. Although no examples of 

embroidery have been recovered from the Salinas district, embroidery (or 

perhaps brocade) may be depicted on a Tabira Polychrome canteen that is 

considered seventeenth-century in age. 

The woolen embroidery from Jemez may be the most securely dated in 

the entire pixjject assemblage, including examples from Awatovi eind Hawikuh. 

Reiter (1938) proposed a date of abandonment for Unshagi of A.D. 1628 aind 

for Giusewa of A.D. 1632-1639. The Unshagi embroidery also produced a 

radiocarbon date of 410 ± 75 with a calibrated range of ca. A.D. 1440-1630 at 

iCT and A.D. 1410-1650 at 2a. This suggests that the woolen embroidery from 

Jemez may date to the first third of the seventeenth century, which would 

indicate the rapid adoption of wool as an embroidery medium following the 

introduction of sheep into the Rio Grande region. 

Woolen knitting is reported from Gran Quivera, Pecos, and a site in 

Frijoles Canyon. The Gran Quivera specimen, the earliest example, is 

definitely pre-Revolt in age, and a date of ca. A.D. 1660 has been suggested. 

The Frijoles Canyon example, from a post-Revolt (late-seventeenth century) 

refugee site, is slightly later, and the Pecos example probably dates to the 

eighteenth centxiry. AU are believed to represent the remains of woolen 

leggings. No examples of looped textiles have been found at any of these 
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Eastern Pueblo sites, so it is not knovm for certain if looping was even 

employed for leggings in the region, though the kiva murals suggest that some 

sort of legging was in use. Following the introduction of wool and the forced 

production of knitted leggings for tribute, Pueblo peoples evidently continued 

to make these garments for their own use. Indigo-dyed knitted leggings were 

reportedly in use by Keresan and southern Tiwa men and women in the 

nineteenth century, for instance. 

As in other regions, the best evidence for textile production in the 

Eastern Pueblo region exists in the form of loom holes. By E»ueblo IV, these 

features had been established at sites throughout the region except for the 

extreme northern villages near present-day Picuris and Taos, though not at 

all sites. The widespread distribution of these features indicates that the 

production of cotton cloth was not limited to the cotton-growing villages but 

was practiced by most communities, many of which may have adopted cotton 

weaving as a correlate of participation in the katsina cult. 

As discussed in Chapter 1 , one consequence of population aggregation 

in the northern Southwest during the Pueblo UE-IV periods was an 

intensrfication of craft production in the region (Adams 1991; Mills 1997). 

Mills (1997:3,8,49) has suggested that one possible pathway toward 

intensification was a restructuring of production along highly-gendered lines 

that entailed a shift in production facilities from households to suprahousehold 

settings. Because men typiccdly produce the crafts that they will use and are 

the primary users of ritual paraphernalia, the Pueblos evidently met their 

increasing demand for cotton textiles for katsina-based rituals and other 

purposes by gendering production into a mcde activity and relegating it to 

segregated ritual structxires or kivas. 
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Although loom holes appear in kivas throughout the Eastern Pueblo 

region, they are not confinecl entirely to these settings. Loom holes also 

appear in feattires that may be domestic settings, as well as in features that 

may have had more specialized functions. Such nonkiva settings include one 

houseblock room at Poshu-ouinge in the upper Rio Grande; one house-block 

room at Rainbow House and numerous cavate features in Frijoles Canyon and 

at Tsankawi on the Pajarito Plateau; four pithouse features at EiA 6462 (the 

North Bank Site), one rectangular pitroom or kiva and two houseblock rooms 

at LA 70 (Pueblo del Encierro), and three (ceremonial?) house-block rooms at 

Kuaua, all in the middle Rio Grande; five adobe rooms at Pueblo Alamo and two 

(ceremonicd?) house-block rooms at Arroyo Hondo east of Santa Fe; and a room 

at Forked Lightning Ruin near Pecos. At Pecos Pueblo itself, and in the Jemez 

and Scdinas districts, loom-hole features have been found only in circular, 

subterranean kivas. 

The earliest loom holes in the Rio Grande region are reported from LA 

6462 near Cochiti, where rows of holes were recorded in four Middle Kwahe'e-

phase pithouses that have been dated to the late Pueblo II period or early 

twelfth century. Because this is such an early date for loom holes anywhere 

on the Colorado Plateau, and there are no other regional examples to 

corroborate their presence at this time, this attribution should be viewed as 

tentative. However, items identified cis loom plugs were also reported in the 

field records from nonkiva, adobe rooms at Pueblo Alamo, a site attributed to 

the Pueblo in period (ca. A.D. 1100-1300). This early evidence of upright 

looms - if this is what they are - in nonkiva settings suggests that cotton 

weaving and the upright loom were adopted in the Rio Grande on technological 

grounds before becoming relegated to extrahousehold kiva settings and to 
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specialized male producers. However, cotton weaving on upright looms seems 

to have become more specialized following the introduction of the katsina cult 

into the region in the fourteenth century (Adams 1991:37). 

Sometime in the fourteenth century (more precise dates are not 

currently available), loom holes became associated with kivas at a number of 

sites, though they continued to appear in some nonkiva settings as well. Most 

early examples of loom holes in kivas are foiind at sites located in relatively 

close proximity to the Rio Grande. Three fourteenth-century kivas at Pueblo 

del Encierro (LA 70) contained loom holes, including one rectangular pithouse 

structiire that may have served both ritual and domestic fxinctions. Loom 

holes also appear in two kivas and two (ceremonial?) house-block rooms at 

Arroyo Hondo that have been dated to the period A. D. 1300-1370. Loom-hole 

features may also be present in two kivas at Kuaua by this time. 

By the fifteenth century, loom holes were present throughout the 

region with the exception of the Salinas Pueblos, Pecos, and perhaps Jemez 

(see Kidder 1958:253), regions where loom holes were reportedly not 

established until cibout A.D. 1550 (or Kidder's Glaze IV) and where they 

appear only in kivas. Most fifteenth and sixteenth-centviry occurrences of 

loom holes are located in kivas or specialized structures such as cavates or 

ceremonial rooms, indicating that cotton textile production had by this time 

undergone a formalized shift from domestic activity to ritual specialization and 

was being performed primarily by males in extrahousehold settings. 

Mttls (1997:5,6,34) has suggested that women and children also 

contributed "hidden" labor toward textile production by assisting with the 

processing of fibers and spinning of yams. Because many of the tools used 

to perform these processes (e.g., ginning tools, spindle sticks, spindle 
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whorls) are made from perishable materials such as wood, it is difficult to 

measure the distribution of such activities in the archaeological record. 

However, perforated bone and sherd discs, which may possibly have been 

used for spinning fiber, appear in mixed contexts including trash middens and 

room fills. Only a few have been reported from kivas. This suggests that 

spinning was being performed within a variety of settings at these sites, 

though this distribution may represent nothing more than random discard. 

The most persuasive evidence of spinning activities in the Ecistem Pueblo 

region comes from kiva contexts at the sites of Te'ewi and Gran Quivera. This 

evidence consists of woolen and cotton fiber found in Kiva M at Gran Quivera, 

and the spindle stick containing spun cotton that was found on the floor of 

Kiva 1 at Te'ewi. Although the whorl is missing from the Te'ewi spindle, a 

possible spindle cup was found nearby, suggesting that the yam was spun in 

the kiva. The presence of fiber remains in Kiva M at Gran Quivera also seems 

to indicate that fiber was being processed in this setting. Thus, whereas 

women and children may have been contributing labor for such purposes, 

spinning activities were also being performed by Eastern Pueblo men, as 

reported in the region at the time of contact and at Hopi in later times. 

The greatest intensity of loom-hole features in the Eastern Pueblo 

region is found in the middle Rio Grande, where there is evidence of at least 

33 looms at Pueblo del Encierro, 8 at the nearby Alfred Herrera site, and 19 

at Kuaua. There is also evidence of at least 14 looms in Frijoles Canyon and 

21 at Tsankawi on the Pajcirito Plateau, 11 at Te'ewi, and 9 in the Jemez. As 

one moves farther from the Rio Grande, the intensity of loom features drops 

off; evidence of only 5 looms was recorded at Arroyo Hondo, 5 at Pueblo 

Alamo, 6 at Gran Quivera, and 2 at Pueblo Pardo. The populous town of 
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Pecos, however, contained evidence of a dozen looms, indicating that distance 

was merely one factor affecting production. 

As would be expected, a high correlation exists between the intensity 

of loom-hole features and the potential of the area for cotton cultivation. 

Evidence of cotton includes cotton pollen from agricultxiral terraces in the 

upper Rio Grande, a cache of cotton seeds, bolls, and lint from the Pajarito 

Plateau near Tsirege, 50 or so cotton seeds from from Bcuidelier's Puaray, euid 

cotton seeds from three features at nearby LA 54147, the latter two sites in 

the middle Rio Grande. There are reports, but no details, of cotton remains 

in the Jemez district. Cotton seeds, but only two, were also found at Gran 

Qui vera. No cotton remains were found at Arroyo Hondo or Pecos, or at any 

other site south or east of Santa Fe. 

Viewing the loom-hole and cotton evidence in tandem, it is inferred that 

the middle Rio Grcuide was the most intensive area of cotton textile production 

in the region during the Pueblo IV period. This view is substantiated by 

early ethnohistoric accounts describing the cultivation and weaving of cotton 

by the Flro, southern Tiwa, and eastern Keres at the time of contact. The 

upper Rio Grande and the Pajarito Plateau regions also appear to have been 

intensive areas of cotton weaving during Pueblo rv. All three of these areas, 

and perhaps Jemez as well, were likely producing not only their own ritual and 

domestic textiles, but also surplus cotton fabrics for exchange. Villages 

located fsurther from the Rio Grande, such as those in the upper Santa Fe 

Basin, Galisteo Basin, Salinas district, aoid Pecos, which evidently had to 

import their cotton fiber, probably produced entirely for local use. It is 

specialated that these producers were engaged primarily in the production of 

textiles with a ritual connotation such as dance costumes and wedding 
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garments. These villages probably acqiiired some of their more-utilitarian 

cxjtton feibrics through exchange with communities located closer to the river. 

Evidence of sheep and wool is widespread in the Eastern Pueblo region. 

The faunal remains of sheep were found at the first Spanish colony of San 

Gabriel, established in 1598, though there is no direct evidence that the 

Pueblos had any access to them. Sheep bones were also found in post-Revolt 

Pueblo contexts at the Palace of the Governors. Sheep bones, probably of 

churro sheep, were also found at the upper Rio Grande site of Cuyamunge, 

though their date of use is unknown; the site was eibandoned by the Pueblos 

shortly after the Revolt, and the area was resettled by Spctniards. The only 

evidence of wool from the Pajarlto Plateau is a strand of unidentified woolen 

yam from Tsankawi and a piece of woolen knitting from a post-Revolt context 

in Frijoles Canyon. 

A sample of woolen fiber that is probeibly sheep wool wcis also identified 

among some perishable materials from Unshagi; if Reiter's abandonment dates 

are anywhere acciirate (A.D. 1628 for Unshagi and 1632-1639 for Giusewa), 

then the woolen fiber, yam, and embroidery from Unshagi and the woolen 

yam and embroidery from Giusewa appear to represent oxir earliest surviving 

examples of the Pueblos' use of wool in the Rio Grande or elsewhere. (There 

is also evidence of sheep wool at Jemez Cave, but the context is undated.) 

Mission San Jose was established at Givisewa in 1598 but had been abandoned 

by 1601, and the area saw only intermittent incursions by the Franciscans 

until 1621; as late as 1614 the Jemez were still considered unconverted 

(Scholes 1938:61-63). It is possible that sheep were brought into the Jemez 

area early on by the friars eind that the Jemez acqiaired control over some of 

these flocks in the early 1600s after the Frauiciscans withdrew from the area. 
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Even if this was the case, it does not appear that the Jemez controlled 

significant numbers of sheep at this time. For instance, although BJ 74 is 

believed to have seen substantial occupation during the seventeenth century, 

no woolen textiles were found there. It is not until after the Revolt that the 

Jemez, like the other Pueblos, appear to be making c[uantities of cloth out of 

wool. 

In the middle Rio Grande, there is seventeenth-century evidence of 

sheep at Bandelier's Puaray, LA 54147, and Pueblo del Encierro, but these 

remains appear to be associated only with Spanish-colonial contexts, not 

Pueblo ones. Our only early evidence of the Pueblos' use of sheep in the 

middle Rio Grcinde comes from Pueblo Kotyiki, a post-Revolt site near Cochiti, 

where sheep bones and some weaving tools were found. Early evidence of 

sheep raising is also present in the vicinity of Santa Ana, though these sheep 

pens cuid other features likely date to the eighteenth centxary or later. The 

woolen twill textile found near Cochiti is likewise considered to date no earlier 

than the eighteenth centxiry. There are no known reports of sheep remains 

in the Galisteo Basin or neighboring areas, though as noted, the documentary 

evidence indicates that wool was being used in the Galisteo Pueblos, as in most 

areas, for the production of tribute textiles. 

In the Salinas district, evidence of sheep is reported from Ab6 mission 

and Gran Quivera. Both of these sites produced evidence of sheep bones, 

woolen fiber, and woolen yam, and Gran Quivera also yielded some woolen 

plain-weave cloth and woolen knitting. These latter textile fragments are the 

only pre-Revolt examples of all-woolen fabrics reported from anywhere in the 

Eastern Pueblo region, although woolen embroidery on cotton cloth (which 

rec[xiires only small aunounts of wool) has been reported from Giusewa, 
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Unshagi, and Pecos. With the exception of these Salinas fabrics, cloth woven 

entirely from wool appears to be largely a post-Revolt development in the 

Eastern Pueblo region, indicating that the Pueblos did not acquire access to 

significant quantities of this raw material iintil after 1680. 
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Notes for Chapter 9 

1. Ellis' field notes from Sapawe were not available for examination at the 
Maxwell Museum at the time of this author's visit there in 1992. Ellis' 
daughter, Andrea Hawley Ellis, is currently archiving her mother's papers at her 
home, and is engaged in preparing some of this material for publication. 

2. Schoolcraft (1854:P1.37) illustrated a drawing of a woman spinning yarn by 
resting the lower end of the spindle stick in a large bowl. Although the 
illustration is entitled "Mode of Spinning and Weaving by the Pueblo Indians," 
and the woman is wearing a manta dress in the Pueblo style, the author of this 
section (Backus) professes to be discussing methods of spinning "in the Pueblo 
of Navajo," which suggests that he may be describing Navajo rather than Pueblo 
spinning techniques. Regardless of this attribution, because most of the 
spinning and weaving techniques used by the Navajos are similar to those used by 
the Pueblos, this depiction may apply to Pueblo spinners as well. 

3. Zarate-Salmeron discussed the Pueblos' use of cotton as part of his general 
description of Oflate's colonizing efforts in the upper Rio Grande (ca. 1600). 
However, Zarate-Salmeron did not come to New Mexico until 1621, thus his 
observations are based on secondary accounts. 

4. Both wooden and metal knitting needles are found in turn-of-the-century museum 
collections of Pueblo materials, but commercially-made metal ones are more 
common. These commercial metal needles, of course, would not have been available 
to the Pueblos until the nineteenth century. 

5. According to Glenna Dean (personal communication, 1992), the smooth surface 
of this seed is typical of prehistoric cottons. It was this characteristic that 
made prehistoric cotton fiber so easy to process with simple ginning tools. 
After the arrival of the Europeans and the introduction of new cotton strains, 
the smooth-surfaced quality of these cotton seeds was lost. In the new strains, 
the seeds were intermeshed with the fiber, making them far more difficult to 
separate. This was but one of the factors contributing to the decline in cotton 
cultivation by the Pueblos. 

6. Alexander and Reiter cite Volney Jones' Lab Report 72 in this regard. My own 
notes on this report, made during my visit to UMMA, do not indicate any reference 
to fiber materials. It is possible, of course, that a reference to cotton was 
overlooked. No examples of cotton remains were located by the author among the 
UMMA collections from Jemez Cave. 

7. No examples of fabrics from Bandelier's Puaray or Kuaua were found at the 
Maxwell Museum or in the Archaeological Repository at the University of New 
Mexico. 

8. Citing Volney Jones (1936b), M.Toll (1989:162; see also Toll 1992:51) 
reported that cotton seeds had been recovered from Kuaua. However, Jones seems 
to have been referring here to cotton fabrics rather than to macrobotanical 
remains. In his article, Jones (1936b:54) stated that "recent field work of the 
University of New Mexico has produced indications of cotton from Kuaua, Puaray, 
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and from the Estancla Basin," but he did not explain what form these 
"indications" had taken. Information housed at the ethnobotanical lab at UMHA 
helps to clarify this statement. Jones* report for the Kuaua remains (UMMA Lab 
Report No. 81, Part I) indicates that no cotton seeds were found at the site. 
However, handwritten Information added to this report at a later date states that 
"a quantity of cotton seeds are in the Puaray material." Indeed, the report for 
Bandeller's Puaray (UMMA Lab Report No. 81, Part 2) notes the recovery of cotton 
seeds from one burial there. Information from Jones* correspondence files at 
UMMA further reveals that Jones* reference to cotton from the Estancla Basin 
refers to cotton cords and fabrics, not macrobotanlcal remains (correspondence 
from Volney Jones to Donald Brand, December 17, 1935, and reply from Brand to 
Jones, January 6, 1936). 

9. Langr characterized some of the Arroyo Hondo plain-weave fragments as weft-
faced (see Appendix G), but these are more accurately described as "weft-
predominant" or "weft-dominant." The term "weft-faced" refers to fabrics whose 
wefts are sufficiently compacted to conceal the warps completely (Emery 1966:77). 
A sample of the fabrics described by Lang as "weft-faced" was reexamined by the 
present author during the present study, and whereas the wefts in these fabrics 
partially obscure the warps, they do not completely conceal them. Emery 
(1966:77) suggested the term "predominant weft" to describe this type of fabric 
structure. This may seem like a minor point, but one major difference between 
pre- and post-contact textile assemblages is that prehistoric plain weaves are 
typically balanced or weft-predominant, whereas post-contact assemblages often 
contain weft-faced plain weaves in addition to these others. The weft-faced 
plain-weave structure is found in Spanish woolen blankets and serapes. and it is 
believed that the Pueblos adopted this technique after contact in order to 
produce their own versions of these Spanish-style textiles (Kent 1983b:42). 
Examples of this technique in the present study sample occur only in post-contact 
assemblages from BJ 74 (Jemez), Pecos, and Gran Quivera. 

10. This is one of the fabrics Lang (1986:265-265) identified as weft-faced. 

11. I only had the opportunity to examine three specimen bags (numbers 62-64) 
from burial 12-K-3-IV-Pit J during my brief visit to the SAR, It is possible 
that additional specimen bags may exist for this burial, and that the bags I 
examined do not contain the same fragments that Lang identified as 2/1 twill. 

12. Hayes et al.'s (1981:79) contention that the TablrS canteens may be 
seventeenth century in age Is based on an interpretation that this vessel style 
was a Spanish or Mexican Introduction. Although woolen embroidery has not been 
reported for any of the Salinas sites, seventeenth-century examples from Pecos, 
Awatovi, Hawikuh, Giusewa, and Unshagl suggest that this TabirS depiction may 
represent an embroidered design. Alternately, it, like the Awatovi border 
designs, may be depicting extra-weft patterning (brocade). 

13. Hayes et al. (1981:10) cite two documentary references to cotton fields at 
Quaral, one of which they attribute to Perea and the other to Nicholas de 
Freitas. However, both of these quotations come from from Perea's 1633 testimony 
(Hackett (1937:131). I found no reference to cotton fields in the testimony by 
Freitas. 
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CHAPTER 10 

CHANGES IN THE CONSUMPTION, PRODUCTION, AND EXCHANGE OF 
PUEBLO TEXTILES, 1598-1848 

Introduction 

Having discussed some of the social and political changes that occurred 

during the Spanish and Mexican periods including the diversion of Pueblo 

textiles to colonial pxirposes, and the archaeological evidence of textiles and 

textile production for the Eastern and Western Pueblo regions, I now consider 

the changes that occurred in the production and exchange of textiles for 

Pueblo xise. Using Costin's (1991) parameters of craft production - context, 

concentration, scale, and intensity - I investigate changes in the production 

and distribution of textiles for the Pueblos' own consumption and for their own 

systems of regioned exchange. 

I begin by assessing changes in the natiare and level of the demand for 

Pueblo-woven goods. I examine fluctuations in Pueblo populations - and shifts 

in the distributions of producers and consumers - as well as changes in the 

demand for different types of male, female, and ceremonial garments. In 

conjunction with these changes, I consider the ways in which this demand for 

woven fabrics was mitigated by the availability of textiles from external 

sources, including imported cloth and textiles made by Navajo and Hispanic 

producers. 

Drawing from the documentary record and from the archaeological 

findings presented in Chapters 6 through 9, I next examine changes in the 

materials, tools, and techniques of Pueblo textile production. I svmunarisse 

changes in the utilization and availability of cotton and examine the growing 

role of the new woolen fiber in the Pueblo textile industry. I also examine the 
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use of imported dyes and the adoption - or rejection - of European looms and 

textile tools. Reviewing the archaeological textile data, I also identify 

changes in the types of weave structures employed by weavers during ̂hl•s 

period. 

Changes are then examined in the organization of E^eblo textile craft 

production. Changes stimulated by the production of tribute textiles have 

already been discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. Here I aosogg changes in the 

organization and scale of production for Pueblo use. I examine shifts in the 

contexts and scheduling of textile production activities, and in the 

composition of the textile-producing cfroups. Finally, I investigate changes 

in the regional exchange of these commodities with non-Pueblo trading 

partners and between Pueblo societies. 

Changes in the Nature and Level of Demand 

Pueblo Population Change 

Change in Pueblo population was a pivotal factor affecting the level of 

demand for F*ueblo-woven cloth. As discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, Pueblo 

population witnessed several periods of decline during the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries as a result of the voluntary abandonment of communities, 

the devastating impacts of disease, and the consolidations of Pueblo villages 

by Spanish authorities. Of the roughly 150 New Mexican Pueblo communities 

inheibited at the time of contact, only 43 of these were still occupied by the 

mid-seventeenth century (Anderson 1985:369-70). 

Considerable shifts also occurred in the New Mexico Pueblo population 

after the Pueblo Revolt. A population of approximately 30,000 at the time of 

the Reconquest had plummeted to little more than 6,000 by 1730, and then 
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climJbed to roughly 9,000 in the late 1750s and to over 16,000 in the late 1770s. 

By 1800, the population had fallen to edsout 10,000, and had further declined 

to fewer than 9,000 by the early 1820s ( Bloom 1913:28; Dozier 1983:122, Table 

2; Espinosa 1988:58; Kessell 1979:415-420; 1980:11). Much of the population 

decline eunong the New Mexico Pueblos in the early-eighteenth centtiry may be 

attributed to Pueblo groups leaving their villages to seek refuge among the 

Hopi, Zuni, or Navajo. 

Although the number of Pueblo textile consumers declined significantly 

during these periods, so, obviously, did the numbers of Pueblo weavers. 

Population reductions, relocations, abandonments, and epidemics had the 

effect of lessening the numbers of Pueblo-made garments demanded by Pueblo 

consximers, but this offered little reprieve to Pueblo weavers in the Rio 

Grande, who were likewise fewer in number and overburdened with 

concurrent demands for tribute by Spanish authorities. The Spanish period 

saw such an reorganiaation of Pueblo popxilations that it is difficult to 

meaningfully cissess the movements of weavers and consiimers. It is 

speculated that refugees who were weavers in their former communities 

continued to practice the craft in their new villages when raw materials were 

available, whereas others moving to villages where raw materials were 

abundant came to specialize in the production of these goods. Laguna, for 

instcuice, which did not even exist until after the Reconquest, was specializing 

in the production of textiles by the late 1700s, due to the local availability of 

large quantities of wool. 

Here may be mentioned yet another possible relocation of Pueblo 

weavers. As noted, Pueblo peoples from a number of Eastern Pueblo villages, 

including Pojoaque and Jemez, reportedly took refuge among the Navajo and 
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other nomadic groups at various times during the seventeenth century- A 

particularly large exodtis occurred in the wake of the Pueblo Revolt. Much of 

the popxilation decline at Jemez in the 1690s and early 1700s, for instance, has 

been attributed to Jemez peoples going to live among the Navajo; indeed, the 

Navajo Jemez or Mountain Coyotes clan traces its origins to Jemez refugee 

peoples (Bourke 1936:217; Hodge et al. 1945:278; Reiter 1938:177; Sando 

1992:38). Although recent research by Towner (1997) suggests that a period 

of ethnic co-residence did not occur in the Gobemador (Dinetah) region in the 

late 1600s, this does not preclude such an occurrence in other areas of Navajo 

occupation. Indeed, as noted by Towner, even most Navajos lived outside of 

the Dinetah region by this time. 

The prevailing view held by anthropologists and others is that the 

Navajo learned to weave from the Ehieblo during periods of ethnic co-residence 

(e.g., Hodge et al. 1945:308; Kent 1985:2,8,49; Underbill 1956:47; Wheat 

1977:423). This is based largely on the fact that Navajo and Pueblo weavers 

use the same type of loom technology and similar weaving techniques; early 

Navajo textiles are nearly indistinguishable from Pueblo ones (Kent 1985:23). 

In the view of the author, much of this weaving knowledge could have been 

transferred to the Navajo by Jemez refugees; the Jemez people are a likely 

source because they were active weavers at the time of contact and also long

standing, principal trading partners with the Navajo.' If the population 

figures shown in Table 5.1 are anywhere accurate, Jemez lost a significant 

proportion of its population after the Revolt, with some of these people 

probably going to Kve among the Navajo and the remainder to Hopi and other 

Pueblo villages. 

The processes by which this weaving technology was transferred from 

I 
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the Pueblos to the Navajo is not well understood. As early as 1706, Navajo 

women were already being described in Spanish accounts as accomplished 

weavers in both cotton and wool, producing surpluses of textiles for trade. 

Wheat (1977:424) considered the period between the Reconguest (1692) and 

1706 too short for the Navajo to have learned cuid mastered the craft from 

these Pueblo refugees, and suggested that this process had begun many years 

earlier. One reason why this transfer has been so difficult to explain is 

because men were considered the weavers in Pueblo society, but Navajo women 

were the ones who learned the craft. Underbill (1956:47) speculated that fhig 

information had been transferred by Pueblo refugee men when they 

intermarried with Navajo women and passed the craft on to their wives and 

daughters. Wheat (1977:424; see also Kent 1985:8), on the other hand, 

considered the Zuni as the most likely teachers because, among other reasons, 

Zuni women were doing much of the weaving in Zuni society when Anglo-

Americans first visited their villages. 

One possibility that has not previously been considered to this author's 

knowledge is that the earliest "Navajo" weavers were actually Pueblo-refugee 

women who had mastered the craft years before under the Spanish tribute 

system.^ As discxissed in Chapter 4, by the mid-1600s these women would 

have been familiar with aU aspects of fiber processing and weaving in both 

cotton and wool, used upright looms in both indoor and outdoor settings, 

managed the hoiisehold production of textiles, and been producing Icurgely for 

an outside market, aU practices characteristic of early (and modem) Navajo 

textile production. It is suggested that these women, electing to remain 

within Navajo society, would have passed the craft on to their daughters and 

down through the female line. Pueblo-refugee males staying in Navajo society 

J 
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would likely have relinquished their weaving duties early on because of their 

growing role as hunters, warriors, and raiders, occupations that took them 

away from their settlements for long and irregular intervals. Further, male 

refugees remaining in Navajo society would have had to conform to Navajo 

norms, and weaving was not among the socially-acceptable roles for men in the 

Navajo economy; this role would have been better sxiited to Navajo women, who 

were already weavers of baskets and producers of hide clothing. 

Looked at one way, these Pueblo emigres were "lost" to the Pueblo 

system; viewed in another, these "Puebloan" Navajos and their descendents 

represented the perpetuation of Eastern Pueblo weaving traditions by a new 

group of producers who, free from Spanish mission and labor demands, were 

able to keep supplies of woven goods flowing into Eastern E^ieblo societies 

throughout the eighteenth century. By the nineteenth century, Navajo 

textiles had become the Eastern Pueblos' most vital source of nonceremonial 

handwoven fabrics. The Pueblos' use of these fabrics is discussed in greater 

detail below. 

Changes in Pueblo Clothing Styles 

EHieblo people were first exposed to European fabrics and clothing 

styles during the early entradas. as strangely-clad conqiiistadores dressed 

in pantaloons, blouses, and armor made their presence known among the 

Pueblo villages. Probably one of the earliest acquisitions of European clotliing 

by the Pueblos was made in December 1590, when a group of Pecos Indians 

ambushed an advance party of Castafio de Sosa's expedition, making off with 

"much wearing apparel and bed clothes" as weU as other European items 

(Schrx)eder and Matson 1965:74), The first sustained expostire to European 

J 
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styles doubtless occurred as a resvilt of interactions between the Tewa at San 

Juan and the colonists at San Gabriel, with other Pueblos providing labor to 

the colony as well. Oflate's colonizing expedition included Spanish and 

Mexican men and women (Hammond 1927:Appendix B), and Pueblo people of 

both sexes were present at the colony (Hammond and Rey 1953:630,667). 

Thus, reciprocal exposures to male and female styles of dress would have 

occurred. 

Aside from these short-lived interactions between natives eind Spaniards 

at Ofiate's colony, most day-to-day interactions between the Pueblos and 

colonists involved either visits of encomende3:os and seculcu: officials to the 

E*ueblo commtinities, or the Icibor of Pueblo people, principally males, on 

Spanish farms and ranches. As noted by Spicer (1962:302), interactions 

occxirring on these Spanish farms offered greater opportunities for reciprocal 

types of relations, and it was in these settings that much of the cross-cultriral 

exchange of material goods and technologies took place. 

Pueblo men were recruited for outside labor from the inception of the 

colony. First Tewa, and then E^ieblo males from other regions, were recmited 

to work on Spanish farms and ranches, with some engaged to herd sheep all 

the way to Mexico. Because the highest concentrations of Spanish farms were 

north of Santa Fe and between Santo Domingo and the Piro towns, we may 

infer that the earliest and most intensive exposures to European styles of 

dress were experienced by Tewa, southern Tiwa, and Piro males. 

Women, in contrast, had far fewer exposures to Spanish domestic life 

in the early years of the colony. In 1621, Custodian Perea issued a decree 

forbidding "the allotment of women as servants in the houses of Spaniards... 

unless they go with their husbands voluntarily" (Scholes 1937:79). Most 
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Indian servants in Spanish hoxiseholds were Navajo and Apache women, not 

Pueblo ones (Spicer 1962:299). Intermarriage between Pueblo women and 

Spanish or mestizo men was relatively rare, and when it did occnir, these 

women normally left their villages to live in the Spanish settlements (Spicer 

1962:302). Because opportunities for interaction with Spaniards were far 

more limited for E^eblo women, fewer changes occurred in E*ueblo women's 

dress compared to men's clothing during this time. As noted in Chapter 1, 

this differential rate of clothing change was a common pattern in colonial 

settings. Exposxires to foreign styles had a relatively limited effect on Pueblo 

women's dress until the late-nineteenth centrrry, when the United States 

Government instituted its policies of directed clothing change through the 

Indian school system. 

Male Clothing 

The precontact dress of the Pueblos shared many similarities with the 

clothing worn in precontact Mexico, a property recognized by several early 

chroniclers (e.g., Hammond and Rey 1953:484). Pueblo loom-woven clothing, 

like that of the Mesoamerican and Andean traditions, was untailored and worn 

by draping square-to-rectangular pieces of fabric around the body and 

securing them with sashes or by other means. The only pirecontact type of 

woven garment in the New World that was fitted to the body was the man's 

shirt. Prehistoric shirts from Peru were made from single piece of cloth with 

a hole cut out for the head (Amsden 1982 [1934] :64), whereas most examples 

from the prehistoric Southwest were made with separate front and back 

rectangles, sewn together at the shoulders with an opening left at top. Some 

of these, like the painted shirt from Poncho House, were loom-woven; other 

I 
i 
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styles of openwork shirts, including the interlaced (braided) shirt from White 

House in Canyon de Chelly and the interlinked shirt from Tonto, were made 

using nonloom techniques (Kent 1983a:230-233). Most archaeological examples 

and iconographic renderings of prehistoric Southwestern shirts (e.g., Kent 

1983a: Figs. 137,147) are intricately decorated, suggesting that many of these 

garments were reserved for particular ceremonies or for iise by individuals 

holding certain key positions. The ethnographic record contains a number of 

references to the ritual use of specially-decorated shirts (e.g., Lange 

1990:263; Parsons 1925:81), of which the embroidered Jemez shirt is one 

example (Kent 1983b:71-73,P. 16). 

The man's sleeved shirt was the only prehistoric Pueblo garment that 

was fitted to the body. Although the Poncho House example had sewn-on 

sleeves, neither the underarms of the sleeves nor the sides of the shirt were 

seamed shut; historic Pueblo woven shirts were worn in a similar manner, with 

the seams held together by ties ( Kent 1983b: 71-31; Fig. 55, PI. 16). Thus, the 

types of woven or openwork cotton shirts used by Pueblo men at the time of 

contact woxild probably not have been considered tailored garments in the 

strict European sense. 

Sixteenth-century accoxonts describe Pueblo men in the middle Rio 

Grande wearing shirts made of tanned deerskin (Winship 1896:522) as well as 

woven cotton (e.g., Hammond and Rey 1966:85,135). Pueblo male clothing 

shared a number of resemblances with the clothing worn by the southern 

Plains tribes. Plains clothing was predicated on the use of tanned hides 

instead of woven cloth, and was constructed by piecing skins together, often 

fashioning them to fit the shape of the limbs. At the time of contact, types of 

articles worn by the Plains Indians included breechcloths, leggings, and 
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sleeved shirts for men, and sleeved dresses or skirts and tunics for women 

(Mails 1991:324-356). In many ways, the types of hide clothing worn by 

Plains and Puehlo males conformed more closely to European notions of tailored 

clothing than did the draped, unfitted woven garments worn by the E^ieblos 

and native Mexicans. This is indicated by the fact that when Spanish males 

adapted buckskin pants and jackets to their own clothing needs, they modified 

the Plains style only slightly. 

In early colonial New Mexico, as in other parts of New Spain, the 

missionaries doubtless served as the prime agents of clothing acculturation; 

the dress of the Pueblos, like that of other missionii^ed native populations, 

was probably altered early on to conform to the dictates of Catholic taste. In 

colonial Mexico, one of the first acts of the missionctries was to impose the 

clothing of "civilized people" upon the Indians (Anawalt 1979:176). For men, 

this meant the adoption of fitted trousers and shirts, articles representing a 

major departxire from the xintailored mantas and loincloths that had constituted 

Mesoamerican mcde dress at the time of contact. One way in which native men 

in early postcontact Mexico incorporated these new clothing styles was by 

combining the newly-adopted European-style shirts and pants with traditional 

shoulder blankets or mantas (Anawalt 1979:184, Fig. 5), retaining in this way 

an important and highly-conspicuous article of ethnic identity. As will be 

seen, a similar process occxirred among the Pueblos. 

The acceptable model used by the friars of New Spain to effect male 

clothing change was the attire of the Spanish peasant, which at that time 

consisted of a long-sleeved shirt and long trotisers (Anawalt 1979:176). 

Because shirts were already worn to some extent by Pueblo men, the major 

changes to Pueblo male dress entailed the adoption of fitted pants, and 

J 
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perhaps the modification of the shirt through the addition of a collar or cuffs. 

It has been suggested in Chapter 4 that most of the tailoring performed in the 

missions may have been done by males, and it is conceivable (though 

undocumented) that some Pueblos males were put to work making their own 

fitted clothing as part of their mission instruction. 

References are lacking in the New Mexico Uteratvire to mission-

influenced chcuiges in male or female native dress, but accounts from the 

California missions suggest that the efforts of the missionaries may have been 

less zealous than one wovild expect. As late as 1814, male dress at the Alta 

California missions still consisted of a blanket, a long tunic called a coton, and 

a breechcloth in lieu of pants (Webb 1952:43). The only native men who were 

described as wearing fitted pants or other European-style garments were 

those holding privileged positions in the missions, as the accounts of several 

Franciscans attest (Webb 1952:43-44): 

Those who by their irreprehensi ble and Christian conduct are of more 
use to me in the interest of the community, I distinguish by giving them 
pants of soft skin, a jacket of ordinary cloth, and a cotton shirt, when 
I can procure it (Frs. Mcirtinez and Rodriguez, Mission San Luis 
Obispo). 

The habiliments of the aente de razon [people of reason, i.e., 
Spaniards or Mexicans] are given to some, because they look after the 
property of the Mission (Fr. Juan Armoros, Mission San Carlos). 

The vaqueros and principal men wear trousers, stockings, shoes and 
hats (Fr. Arroyo de la Cuesta, Mission San Juan Bautista). 

Those who excel in industry, diligence, etc., are given clothes similar 
to those worn by the white people. They are fond of appearing well 
dressed (Fr. Olb^, Mission Santa Barbara). 

[Men] on horseback, or who go about the hoxise, such as the alcaldes, 
or who occupy some position, wear pants, and those who wear pants 
generally also wear shoes (Frs. Abella and Ludo, San Francisco de 
Asis). 
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If the friars of New Mexico were eis tolerant as their California brethren 

regarding the continued use of breechdoths by Pueblo men within the mission 

setting, then the strongest pressures to adopt fitted pants and tailored shirts 

probably came not &om the missionaries, but through social interactions with 

Spaniards outside of the missions. As noted, many Pueblo men, especially 

those from the Eastern Pueblo villages, worked as day laborers outside the 

pueblos, and it is likely that many elected to use European clothing styles 

when away from their villages as a means of ameliorating the effects of ethnic 

discrimination, others simply choosing to emulate the styles of the politically-

dominant culture. 

Information is lacking regarding changes in Pueblo male dress during 

the seventeenth century, and there are only a handful of accounts and 

depictions describing the types of clothing worn by Pueblo males in the 

eighteenth century. One undated, eighteenth-century painting illustrated by 

Sanchez (1987:63) depicts a Franciscan priest surrounded by Pueblo 

neophytes, with one Pueblo male(?) wearing a white breechcloth and another 

wearing what appear to be white tailored pants. In 1750, Fray Serrano 

described the dress of the Pueblos as consisting of woven cloth and deer or 

bison skins (Hackett 1937:448-449). 

The earliest dated, postcontact illustrations of E^ieblo dress that have 

been found are contained in two maps dating to 1758 and 1760 that were made 

by Miera y Pacheco (Kessell 1979:57, following p. 166). The first of these, 

from 1758, illustrates the daily "dress of the Indians of New Mexico" (Kessell 

1979:57,511) and portrays a Pueblo man wearing a fringed shirt and pants 

that appear to be made of buckskin, and a thick fur robe that is probably a 

bison hide. This suggests that hides comprised much of the everyday wear 
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of Pueblo men, as they did for most New Mexican males at this time. A century 

later, many Pueblo men were still wearing shirts and breeches made of 

buckskin (Ten Broeck 1854:76; Whipple 1856:30-31; see also Forde 1931:237; 

Hough 1919:242). 

Oominguez in 1776 described the everyday dress of males at the New 

Mexico missions as consisting of breeches and a deerskin coat or a woolen 

jacket; this is the earliest written reference that has been found to the use of 

breeches (i.e., fitted pants) by Pueblo men. Dominguez stated that the men 

at Taos and Picuris frequently wore jtist a breechcloth with their skin robe or 

blanket, even when going to church (Adams and Chavez 1956: 255,259). Fray 

Ruiz, the missionary at Jemez, recounted in 1776 that fringed buckskins or 

blankets had been worn by the children there (Adams and Chavez 1956:310). 

A number of late eighteenth-centiiry accounts describe New Mexico 

E*ueblo men wearing handwoven woolen geirments called cotones. variously 

translated as shirts, jackets, "wide capes," or garments "shaped like a 

scapular" (Kessell 1980 : 246; Lange 1990:164; Minge 1991:36); this same term 

was used to describe the woolen shirts or tunics worn and woven at the 

California missions dxiring this period (Webb 1952:43), suggesting that both 

the style and the name were mission introductions. Thus, by the late-

eighteenth century, there is documented evidence for Eastern Pueblo men 

having adopted the use of European-style fitted pants (probably made of 

buckskin), which were also being worn with the handwoven woolen shirt or 

tunic known as the coton. 

The typical dress of wealthy Spanish New Mexican males, or ricos. in 

the late 1700s consisted of drawers, breeches, botas [leggings], garters, 

sashes, shirts, serapes that were worn like ponchos, and sometimes short 
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jackets (Arizona Bicentennial Conunission 1975). The drawers were simple, 

white, and loose-fitting, coming down to jtist below the knee, and breeches 

of the same length were worn over them. These breeches had an outer slit at 

the bottom of each pants leg, which were sometimes finished off with buttons. 

Sashes were also worn around the wedst. The botas were leather leggings, 

similar to chaps, which came up to the knee and were wrapped around the leg 

and secured with a tie or garter. The shirt was loose-fitting with sleeves, 

cuffs, and a collar. 

Gregg (1954[1844]: 147-151), writing in the 1830s, described a similar 

style of clothing being worn by upper-class Spanish males in New Mexico. 

This consisted of a "gaudily embroidered" cloth jacket and pantaloons open 

from hip to ankle, fastened with buttons, lace or cords; these were 

accompanied by a rich sash and botas, resembling leggings, "bound aroimd 

the knee with curiously tasselled gsorters." A serape, sometimes worn as a 

poncho, completed the outfit. The lower classes, explained Gregg, wore 

similar garments for everyday dress, except that theirs were constructed from 

either coarse woolen fedsric woven by New Mexican Spanish weavers or 

buckskin. Emory (1951:60), too, in 1846, described a similar tise of leather 

breeches, also open from the knee down, by Spanish males. 

When later descriptions of Pueblo male dress are compared with those 

of New Mexico Spaniards of the period, it becomes clear the Pueblo men were 

dressing much like lower-class Spanicirds at this time. Gregg (1954[1844]: 

194) described the typical clothing of an 1830s New Mexico Pueblo male as 

consisting of: 

a kind of short breeches and long stockings, the use of which they 
probably acquired from the Spaniards. The saco, a species of woollen 
jacket without sleeves, completes their exterior garment; except dtiring 
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inclement seasons, when they make iise of the tilma. Very few of them 
have hats or head-dress of any kind. 

Additional early eyewitness accounts cuid depictions of E^eblo male 

dress come &om the reports and diaries of the Abert, Simpson, and Whipple 

parties and from the observations of Dr. P.G.S. Ten Broeck, all of whom 

visited the Pueblos in the late 1840s and early 1850s. Abert (1962:87), in 

1846-47, described Acoma men as wearing pantaloons, knitted stockings, and 

sometimes buckskin leggings, adding that they frequently completed the outfit 

with a Navajo blanket worn over the shoulders. Ten Broeck (1854:76) 

described Laguna men wearing red buckskin breeches with buttons up the 

side, and either a buc3<skin hunting shirt or a small blanket or tilma with an 

opening cut out for the head (a poncho-like garment, perhaps the same as the 

coton). Drawings made by Richard Kem in 1849 during the Simpson 

expedition illustrate men at Jemez, Pecos, and Santa Ana wearing light-

colored tailored shiirts with cuffs or collars (Simpson 1852: Pis. 6,12,13), wiiich 

were probably made of either buckskin or muslin. Another Kem illustration 

depicts Hosta, the governor of Jemez Pueblo, wearing a red and black striped 

poncho or coton over a light-colored sliirt, as well as red breeches, high 

buckskin boots, and garters (Simpson 1852:PI.4); from Ten Broeck's Laguna 

description, we may infer that these red breeches were made of buckskin. In 

the 1880s, Bandelier described the head medicine man at Cochiti engaged in 

weaving a "speaes" of cotones with wide sleeves and black and red stripes 

that was Intended for vise by the cacique (Lange 1990:263); this suggests that 

this particular type of striped shirt, the same kind worn by the governor at 

Jemez, served as a mark of rank or office. 

Zuni and Hopi men also adopted some of these Spanish-influenced 
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styles. Whipple (1856:30-31) reported the wearing of breeches, as well as 

buckskin hunting shirts and leggings, by Zuni men. In 1776, Padre Garc^ 

described Hopi men as wearing moccasins and "sleeves [shirts] of striped 

woolen, or of black blanketing, such as they make themselves" (Coues 

1900:385), indicating that they, too, had adopted the cotones style. Hopi men 

may also have been using the distinctive black (or brown) and white plaid 

shoulder blanket at this time, one garment that set them apart from men at 

other Pueblos (Kent 1983b:51). 

When away from their villages, Hopi men assumed even more aspects of 

European dress: "one and the other differ little from the Espafioles in dress," 

explained Garc^; "I saw them wearing a leather jacket fitted with sleeves, 

trousers, boots, and shoes" (Coues 1900:384-385). By the 1850s, many Hopi 

men had managed to acquired European coats, including military ones, from 

various soiirces (Ives in Donaldson 1893:29; Simpson 1852:113; Ten Broeck 

1854:88). In the 1850s, Hopi men were also described as wearing loose cotton 

trousers (Donaldson 1893:32). Hopi is the only place where cotton pants were 

described as being in use at this time, and it is suspected that these were 

made of commercial cloth. Breechcloths were stiU being used at Hopi and 

several of the other Pueblos in the mid-nineteenth century (e.g., Simpson 

1852:62; Ten Broeck 1854:87). 

In summary, by the late-eighteenth century. Pueblo male dress had 

undergone a number of changes from precontact times. The major change 

entailed the adoption for everyday use of a Spcinish style of short pants or 

breeches. These had a slit at the lower outside edge and were frequently 

worn with knitted woolen stockings and garters or ties; although the regular 

use of garters may have been fostered under Spanish influence, garter-like 

J 
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items are adso shown with leggings in some of the kiva murals (e.g., Smith 

1952:121, Figs.81,82). By this time, E*ueblo men were also wearing a woolen 

poncho-like shirt or tunic, known as a cot6n: although there are antecedents 

for a similar garment style in the native Pueblo tradition, the use of this 

garment was evidently promoted by the missionaries and by increasing 

supplies of wool. Men may have been wearing serapes in the poncho style as 

well. Schevill (1986:86) has identified the poncho as a colonial-period import. 

By the early-nineteenth century, and probably earlier, a fitted, sleeved shirt 

with a collar and cuffs, perhaps a Spanish adaptation of the Plains-style hide 

shirt, was also in wide use. Precontact styles of woven cotton shirts had been 

entirely replaced by buckskin shirts for daily wear, though these were still 

being employed for ceremonictl use. The only precontact style that had not 

been relinquished by men for dadly wear was the man's manta or shoulder 

blanket, now commonly referred to as a serape. which was still untailored and 

worn draped eiround the body. By retaining a type of garment that was 

conceptually eqioivalent to the pre-Conquest New World maaita. Pueblo men 

preserved an integral cmd highly-conspicuous element of the precontact male 

clothing repertoire. As noted, a similar pattern of clothing retention was 

reported for indigenous males in central Mexico during colonial times (cf. 

Anawalt 1979:184, Fig. 5). The use of these blankets, and the manner in which 

they were worn, served as ethnic markers for Pueblo men and for most 

American Indians from the western tribes throughout the nineteenth century, 

setting them apart from Hispanic, and later Anglo, groups. By at least the 

end of the Mexican period and probably long before, Navajo blankets had come 

to fulfill this role for many men in the Rio Grande Pueblos. 

J 
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Female Clothing 

Evidence derived from the kiva miirals and early Spanish accounts 

indicates that a basic, shared style of Pueblo women's dress was present in 

the Pueblo region by late-prehistoric times, one predicated on the draping and 

belting of a piece of untailored cloth, the manta. around the body. Early 

chroniclers noted the resemblance between the manner in which Pueblo women 

wore their shoulder blankets and the way tilmas were worn by native women 

in central Mexico (e.g., Haimnond and Rey 1953:644), indicating that this 

style was part of a broader Mesoamerican pattern. Iconographic evidence from 

Pottery Mound ( Kent 1983a:232, Fig. 145; Hibben 1975: Figs.45,74,99,100) and 

documentary evidence from Zuni (Winship 1896:517) confirm that the historic 

convention of wearing the manta over one shoulder and under the other weis 

firmly established in at least some of the Pueblo villages by the fifteenth or 

sixteenth centuries. At the time of European contact, regional differences in 

Pueblo women's dress were expressed not in the wearing of different garment 

types, but in the particular ways of decorating these garments with 

embroidery, painting, or structural patterning, or in the case of Zuni, 

through the use of yucca mantas in addition to cotton ones. 

Few stylistic changes seem to have occurred in F*ueblo women's dress 

during the first two centuries of European contact; the distinctive manta 

dress was never replaced, and the manner of wrapping it euxjund the body was 

never altered. We may attribute this stability to two basic factors. First, 

most Pueblo women had only limited contacts with Spanish women until the 

mid-1700s, and thus experienced few sodcil pressures, or opportunities, to 

adopt features of Exiropean female dress. Second, although the missionaries 

viewed the native wear of Pueblo men as immodest and expedited their use of 
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fitted pants and shirts, the &lars evidently viewed the women's mamta dress 

as a relatively decent article of clothing. This is suggested by Benavides' 

comment in the 1630s that "the women dress themselves honestly [decently], 

with their mantas of cotton figrired rpintadas, lit. painted] and broidered with 

the same" (Ayer 1916:34). 

The missionaries of New Mexico focused their efforts on the addition of 

accessory garments rather than the replacement of women's clothing styles. 

The missionaries' major influence was in mandating a form of head covering for 

church use, then considered proper Christian practice. Although Pueblo 

women likely adopted this convention soon after the establishment of the 

missions in the early 1600s, we have no actual documentation of this lasage 

until the late-eighteenth century. 

As with male dress, there are no post-1630 descriptions of female dress 

until the mid-eighteenth century. The 1758 Miera y Pacheco map provides the 

earliest known depiction of the everyday winter dress of New Mexico Pueblo 

women. This drawing illustrates a Pueblo womam dressed in a belted manta. 

wearing a second blanket over her shoulders (Kessell 1979:57). The esirliest 

written descriptions that have been found date to the 1770s, and by this time 

a number of significant changes had occurred in the composition of these 

garments. Fray Dominguez in 1776 described the everyday dress of New 

Mexico Pueblo women as consisting of "woolen blankets" (Adams and Chavez 

1956:255), indicating that wool had largely replaced cotton in mantas for daily 

use by this time, though one account from the 1790s states that some cotton 

mantas were still being worn (Lange 1990:163). Women at Jemez were also 

described as wearing girdles or sashes (Adams and Chavez 1956:310). A 

similar portrayal of Hopi women's dress was provided by Fray Garces, who in 
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1776 descrlted the dress of Hopi women as consisting of a woven dark or black 

sleeveless tunic, tied with a sash and worn with a white or black shawl (Coues 

1900:385); this indicates that the dark woolen manta dress, probably indigo-

dyed, was in use at Hopi by this time. 

In Gregg's 1830s description of Pueblo dress, he noted that the people 

in the northern pueblos dressed very much like the Indians on the Plains, but 

that the dress of people in the southern and western Pueblo villages was 

different. Women's dress, according to Gregg, consisted of: 

a handsome kind of small blanket of dark color, which is drawn under 
one arm and tacked over the other shoulder, leaving both arms free and 
naked. It is generally worn with a cotton chemise underneath eind is 
bound around the waist with a girdle. We rarely if ever see a 
thorough-bred Pueblo woman in Mexican dress [Gregg(1954[1844]): 
194]. 

Gregg's allusion to the wearing of a chemise constitutes the earliest known 

reference to the use of an undergarment beneath the manta. There are 

references to the wearing of cotton chemises at the California missions in 1814 

as weU (Webb 1952:43-44), suggesting that this garment, like the cot6n. was 

introduced through the mission establishments in an e^ort to meet European 

standcirds of modesty. 

Gregg (1954[1844] :152) described the typical 1830s dress of Hispanic 

women in New Mexico as consisting of a sleeved bodice and full skirt that was 

worn with a sash. He also observed that Spanish peascUit women in New 

Mexico typically wore loose white chemises beneath their dresses or petticoats. 

Both upper and lower-class Spanish women donned some sort of head covering 

when in public and were seldom seen without it; "when they walk abroad," he 

explained, "the rebozo (or scarf), or a large shawl, is drawn over the head." 

The use of a head covering was at that time a predominant feature of Spanish 
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female dress (Arizona Bicentennial Commission 1975). 

One possible early reference to the xjse of mantas as head coverings by 

Pueblo women is contained in an 1770s account by a friar who had formerly 

resided at Isleta and Jemez; in his description of the wearing of shawls by the 

older girls in the village, he explained that he had not permitted them to cover 

their faces with these shawls (Hackett 1937:502), suggesting that they were 

being worn over their heads like rebozos. If so, this constitutes the earliest 

known reference to this practice. 

Later illustrations made by the Abert expedition in 1846 documented the 

wearing of mantas as head coverings by Keresan women at ScUita Ana, Santo 

Domingo, and San Felipe (Abert 1962:63,67,69). Ten Broeck's (1854:77) 

account of 1851 also described the women of Laguna as wearing their "tilmas" 

over their heads. Not all of these shawls were E»ueblo-made. According to 

Bandelier, caravans of Pueblo Indians from New Mexico made regular trips to 

Sonora until 1859 to trade for Mexican rebozos and other goods (Lange and 

Riley 1970:237). 

The most distinctive and valuable articles of E»ueblo women's clothing 

were the decorated mantas. Among the property listed in a 1744 inventory of 

the estate of a baptized woman from Santo Domingo Pueblo were a number of 

shawls, some imported, others probsJaly Pueblo-woven, some incorporating 

materials imported from Mexico. These included an "embroidered, weU-wom 

shawl; [a] worn shawl with a border band; [a] new, painted shawl; a red 

cloth shawl with graceful lace and wide yeUow and red ribbons; [and] a used 

shawl of damask with blue and scarlet ribbons" (Ahlbom 1983:43-44). This 

inventory provides some notion of the kinds of native and imported textiles 

available to some Eastern Pueblo women by the mid-eighteenth century, and 
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also indicates that the practice of accessorizing mantas with imported lace and 

ribbons was in vogue at this time. 

By the mid-to-late nineteenth century, there are references to the 

wearing of embroidered mantas by Pueblo women for special occasions 

including the Christian holidays and village feast days. According to 

Bandelier, each pueblo had its own style of embroidery and its own unique 

designs (Lange, Riley, and Lange 1984:253). Among the Eastern Pueblos, 

probably all of the embroidered mantas worn on such occasions were made of 

wool. Kem, who visited Jemez in 1849 as part of the Simpson party, 

portrayed the wife of the governor wearing a dark woolen shawl embroidered 

in red and green (Simpson 1852:P1.6). Ten Broeck (1854:73,77), who spent 

the Christmas of 1851 at Laguna, described women in the church wearing 

"beautifully-worked mantas" over their dresses, as weU as "clciret-colored 

mantas" and red tilmas, explaining that the embroidered mantas were worn on 

"state occasions." Bandelier, attending church services at Cochiti in 1880, 

also observed that "the women nearly all wore new mantles with red 

embroideries" (Lange and Riley 1966:232-233). 

Except for the addition of the chemise beneath the metnta dress and the 

wearing of the shoulder manta over the head like a rebozo. the style of Pueblo 

women's clothing underwent little change between 1540 and the 1840s. The 

wraparound manta dress continued to serve as a woman's primary garment, 

worn over the wearer's right shoulder and under the left^ and belted at the 

waist with a sash, in the same manner it had been worn at the time of European 

contact. Although the chemise auid the rebozo style were probably introduced 

through the missions, their use was doubtless reinforced by growing 

interactions between Pueblo and Spanish women in the late-eighteenth 

j 
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century, leading to the stylistic emulation of certain forms of Spanish dress. 

In the early 1830s, the use of the chemise and the wearing of the manta in the 

rebozo style were evidently still confined to the Eastern Pueblos, though by 

the late 1800s these practices had been adopted by some Hopi and Zuni women 

as well. 

Although the manner of wearing the manta dress remained relatively 

unchanged during this two-hundred year period, the manta's appearance 

changed radically during this time. By the late 1600s, wool had been 

substituted for cotton in nearly all items of daily wear including the manta. 

cund woolen embroidery had emerged as a primary mode of decoration. The use 

of imported dyes such as indigo, and the utilization of red-dyed yams 

including threads ravelled from bayeta cloth, lent these woolen fabrics a 

visual brilliance that could never be attained in assemblages dominated by 

cotton. 

In 1848, New Mexico became part of the United States. In contrast to 

the previous three centuries, the next fifty years witnessed far greater 

changes in Pueblo women's dress, leading ultimately to the loss of the manta 

style for daily wear. These changes was spurred by the growing availability 

of commercial fabrics and increasing interactions between Pueblo women and 

outsiders. Most significantly, after coming tinder United State jxirisdiction, 

Pueblo societies became the target of governmental assimilation policies which, 

among other things, had as their goal the replacement of native clothing styles 

with European forms of dress. 

To conclude, when painted depictions in precontact kiva murals are 

compared with descriptions of Pueblo women's clothing at the time of contact, 

and these are compared with nineteenth-century accounts, what is most 
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Striking are not the changes but the stylistic continuity that has endured in 

Pueblo women's dress thoughout the centuries. Despite the adoption of new 

fibers, dyes, and fabrics, and the addition of some accessory garments, 

women's manta dresses have continually been worn in the same, 

conventionalized meumer: over the right shoulder, under the left, and 

secured at the waist with a belt. It is this manner of wearing the manta dress 

that has served to define its basic style, and it is this style that has endxired 

for hundreds of years to communicate the ethnic identity of the wearer as 

Pueblo. During the Spanish and Mexican periods, the manta dress weathered 

the transition from cotton to wool; when, in later years, commercial cloth 

replaced heindwoven mantcis in many villages, this style was still maintained. 

Becaiose of the strong association of the manta with F^eblo female identity, the 

demand for this garment remained high throughout the historic period. When 

Eastern Pueblo men were no longer able to produce these items, they became 

the most highly-sought-after woolen import from the Western E»ueblo villages, 

and by the late 1800s, from Hopi. By the nineteenth century, these were 

second in value only to ceremonial cotton garments. 

Ritual Clothing 

The major factor influencing the demand for ceremonial textiles was the 

perpetuation of native ritual practices throughout the Spanish period. 

Despite the early opposition of church and sectilar authorities to the public 

performance of katsina rituals, these ceremonies continued to be performed 

at least sporadically during the seventeenth century- Public performances of 

native dances were authorized by several of the governors in exchange for 

Pueblo loyalties, and dances were reportedly performed openly in the villages 
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arotind 1620, in 1637, and again in 1660 and 1661 (Hackett 1937:150-183; 

Scholes 1937:117). The continued, if erratic, performance of these rituals 

ensured participation by at least every generation of Pueblo youth. It also 

meant that supplies of ritual clothing had to be maintained and cared for on a 

continuing basis. 

Inquisition testimonies dating to the mid-1600s provide some of otir 

earliest eyewitness accoxints of postcontact Pueblo ceremonial dress. In 1660, 

Fray Chavez described the catzina dance "as a dance of the heathen in which 

the Indians dress themselves in peculiar garments, concealing only their 

private parts—and covering their faces with masks like hoods," and Fray 

Guerra described "dancers all dressed to represent the devil" (Hackett 

1937:152,164). The native governor of the E*ueblo of Humanas explained in 

1663 that "many people come out with masks on, to dance in the costume of men 

and women, all of them being men" (Hackett 1937:165). These depositions 

confirm that, despite missionary efforts to the contrary, the F^ieblos 

continued to maintain stores of precontact-style garments for ceremonial 

purposes. They further indicate that both male and female styles of dress 

were being used in impersonations of male and female figiires. The Chavez 

testimony also suggests that Pueblo men, who were by now probably using 

fitted pants for much of their daily wear, were employing traditional 

preconquest clothing styles, including breechcloths and possibly kilts, as 

ceremonial dress. 

It is not known how frequently these costumed dances were held in the 

villages during most of the seventeenth century because most of these 

religious practices were performed in secret. Although a demand for ritual 

clothing was undoubtedly maintained, most of the pieces in use during this 
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period were probably older garments that had been curated by families since 

early-colonial times, and which were brought out into the open as politics 

permitted. After Governor Mendizdbal's removal from office in 1661, the new 

custodian Fray Posada issued an order prohibiting the dances and ordered the 

friars to collect and destroy religious paraphernalia (Scholes 1942:96); some 

of these items may have been textiles. About all that can be ascertained firom 

the documentary record is that the Pueblos were able to maintain sufficient 

quantities of pre-Conquest-style garments dxiring the seventeenth century to 

satisfy their needs when sporadic opportunities for ritual performances arose. 

After the E*ueblos gained greater autonomy over their religioios lives in the 

early 1700s, the demand for such items undoubtedly increased. It was 

probably at this time that Hopi cotton textiles began entering New Mexico in 

greater quantities in an effort to span the gap between low supply and 

growing demand. 

The types of Pueblo textiles used in these ceremonies were the same 

basic styles that were being worn at the time of European contact. As noted 

by Whiting (1977:414), most of these garment types were not inherently 

sacred in themselves, but were pre-Conquest styles of dress that persisted 

in ritual contexts after disappearing from secular Ufe. Information cUbout the 

types of clothing used in precontact ritueds may be gleaned from late-

prehistoric kiva murals at Awatovi and Kawaika-a, Pottery Mound, and Kuaua 

(Crotty 1995; Dutton 1963; Hibben 1975; Smith 1952) and from depictions on 

some ceramic vessels (e.g., Hayes et al. 1981:Fig. 115i, see discussion 

Chapter 9). 

The earliest European depiction of E^eblo ritual clothing that has been 

found is contained in the 1760 "Map of the Kingdom of New Mexico" by Miera 
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y Pacheco. This map includes a detailed rendering of the "dance and dress 

of the Indians of New Mexico" and portrays two men, two women, and a group 

of singers(?) arrayed in ceremonial attire, the latter wrapped in striped 

blankets (KesseU 1979:foUowing p.l66). Although the illustration is marred 

by a deep crease, it depicts the women wearing embroidered white cotton(?) 

mantas that have their upper upper and lower borders decorated in red and 

green (or blue) designs. The dresses are worn over the right shoulder and 

under the left, in the same manner as depicted in the Pottery Mound murals 

and worn in more recent historic times. The manta dresses illustrated in the 

Miera map closely resemble examples of embroidered cotton mantas collected 

from the New Mexico Pueblo villages in the late 1800s and early 1900s, which 

have been dated to the early-to-mid nineteenth century (e.g., Kent 1983b: 

PI. 10). Similar styles of embroidered cotton mantas are still used in 

ceremonies today. The Miera illxostration affirms that this style, and the 

manner in which the meinta is worn by women, heis changed little over the past 

two centuries. 

Miera's 1760 illiostration also depicts two men clad in white shirts and 

breechcloths or kilts decorated in red and green (or blue) designs; the crease 

in the map obscures much of the detail. The shirts are similar to embroidered 

white cotton shirts that are stiU made today at Jemez Pueblo for the outside 

market, and which were formerly also made and worn at Acoma and perhaps 

other villages (Kent 1983b: 71, PI. 16). Early nineteenth-century examples of 

embroidered cotton breechcloths, similar to those illiistrated by Miera, have 

been collected from Jemez, Acoma, and San Felipe (Kent 1983b:75,PI. 19; see 

also Mera 1975C1943]). 

The Miera illustration demonstrates that decorated white mantas, shirts, 
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and breechcloths (or kilts) had acquired a ceremonial usage by the F^ieblos 

by at least the mid-eighteenth centviry. Based on comparisons with early 

examples of embroidered cotton textiles in museum collections (e.g. Kent 

1983b:PI. 10,18, 19), it is inferred that these ceremonial garments were made 

of cotton and embroidered with red, blue, or green woolen yams. The red 

yams in use at the time were probably unraveled from bayeta cloth, whereas 

the blue handspun yams would have been dyed with indigo and the green with 

a combination of indigo euxd native yellow plant dyes. The styles of clothing 

depicted in the Miera map correspond with early Spanish accounts of 

embroidered or painted cotton garments being worn by the Pueblos at Pecos 

and in the middle Rio Grande villages in the 1500s (e.g., Hammond and Rey 

1966:85,220,278), as weU as Benavides' description of the "figxired and 

broidered mantas" being worn by women in the 1630s (Ayer 1916:34). 

Although these accovmts do not specify whether these decorated articles of 

clothing were used on a regular basis by the F»ueblos or only brought out on 

special occasions (such as meeting foreign visitors), it is inferred that the 

same styles of cotton mantas. shirts, breechcloths, and kilts that were being 

worn at the time of European contact had acquired a ritual significance by at 

least the mid-1700s and probably much earlier. 

The earliest known written descriptions of eighteenth-century 

ceremonial dress of the New Mexico Pueblos are contained in the writings of 

Dominguez (Adams and Chavez 1956:256), who, in 1776, described men with 

painted bodies wearing rattles of hooves and tortoise sheUs and cove3±ng their 

lower torsos "with a breechclout like a loincloth." He also described women 

adorned in "good blankets" adomed with crosses, rosaries euid medals, and 

wearing "little painted boards trimmed with a few feathers and latticed with 
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agave fiber" on their heads. Doitiinguez' accotint adds to our understanding 

of Pueblo ceremonial dress by revealing that breechcloths, rather than kilts, 

were being worn ceremonially by men in the New Mexico Pueblos, and also that 

women were using speciaUy-decorated mantas for ceremonial occasions. 

The men's clothing styles that are illustrated by Miera auad described by 

Dominguez had passed from daily use by that time, and most of the garment 

types that were still in use (such as mantas 1 were now being made of wool. 

Thus, these precontact styles were now being worn only for ceremonial use. 

Because each region had its own distinctive style of ritual clothing and 

decoration prior to the time of contact (see Crotty 1995; Kent 1983a; Smith 

1952), it is inferred that these differences persisted in the ceremonial 

costuming of each region after contact. Indeed, regional differences, 

especially in embroidery styles and some garment types (breechcloths versus 

kilts, for instance), are evident in the earliest ethnographic collections (e.g., 

Kent 1983b; Mera 1975[1943]). 

These regional stylistic differences in woven embroidered goods 

persisted into the last quarter of the nineteenth century when they began to 

be eclipsed by the Hopi style of ceremonial costuming. At this time, many 

villages began replacing their own unique styles with ones made entirely at 

Hopi or made in the Hopi style (see Smith 1952:272). Many of the regional 

distinctions in woven textiles became blxirred, with the Hopi style coming to 

serve as a pan-E»ueblo style for many of the villages. Regional differences 

continued to exist in those types of garments not traditionally produced at 

Hopi, such as the knitted and crocheted openwork shirts and leggings worn 

in the Rio Grande villages, which in later years were made primarily by 

women. 
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Two additional uses for traditional handwoven textiles helped to sustain 

a steady demand for these items throughout the Spanish period: their use in 

marriage rituals and in mortuary practice. In his 1634 Memorial, Benavides 

explained that "the ceremonies that they used at their weddings consisted of 

the bridegroom giving his bride a few or many clothes, according to the means 

of each one" (Hodge et al. 1945:44). This verifies that the practice of men 

giving textiles to women as part of the wedding ceremony, which had been 

reported by Castafleda in 1540 (Winship 1896:521) and by Ofiate's colonists in 

1601 (e.g., Hammond and Rey 1953:636,647,663), was still being performed 

in the early 1630s. The continuation of this practice into more recent times 

has been documented (e.g.. Parsons 1939:24; Kent 1983b:55,Figs.35,36). 

Although ethnohistorlc references to the mortuary use of cloth have not 

been found, the circhaeological record substantiates that cloth has been a 

central component of traditional Pueblo burial practices since at least early 

Basketmaker times. Because the mortuary use of textiles effectively removes 

them from service, preventing their reuse by others, the mortuary use of 

cloth by the Pueblos helped to sustain a high demand for these items and to 

keep them in production. Ethnographic accounts of the Pueblos relate that 

members of religious societies were often buried in ceremonial garments 

reflecting their ritual status (Parsons 1936:484,829; White 1962:215); the 

discovery of woolen embroidery in mortucu^^ contexts at Awatovi, Hawikuh, 

Pecos, Giusewa, cuid Unshagi (discussed in Chapters 6 through 9) 

demonstrates that the mortuary use of embroidered cotton textiles is of 

considerable antiquity. Women were frequently interred in their blue woolen 

manta dresses (Bunzel 1932:482; Parsons 1936:825), eind most Hopi women 

were interred in one of the two white cotton robes presented to them at their 

j 
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wedding ceremony (Parsons 1936:1005). Citing Titiev, Parsons (1939:484) 

relayed that the acquisition of these ritual garments wets one of the most 

compelling reasons for Hopi women to get married. Ethnographic accounts also 

describe the ritual burial or destruction of an individual's clothing including 

dance kilts and mantas. within several days of that person's death (Curtis 

1976a[1926] :82-83; Dumarest 1919:168; White 1935:84). The continual removal 

of these kilts, mantas. and other traditional garments from Pueblo societies 

through mortuary practice meant that supplies had to be actively replenished 

for succeeding generations. It was, in fact, these tliree classes of textiles -

cotton kilts, cotton mantas, and woolen manta dresses - that continued to be 

produced at Hopi and traded into the Rio Grande valley weU into the twentieth 

century. 

In summation, the types of decorated cotton garments being worn at the 

time of Eiiropean contact - embroidered or painted cotton breechcloths, kilts, 

and mantas - acqxured a central role in ritual after disappearing from secular 

life. This transition to ritual use was fostered by the adoption of European 

styles by Pueblo males, and by the substitution of wool for cotton in most 

items of daily dress. Archaeological evidence from Awatovi, Hawikuh, Pecos, 

and the Jemez sites of Giiisewa and Unshagi indicates that woolen embroidery 

was being applied to white cotton cloth prior to the Pueblo Revolt, suggesting 

that cotton fabrics had already been relegated to some ritual purposes by that 

time. By the early-to-mid 1700s, many pre-Conquest styles of woven 

garments were probably being produced in dark and light versions, with the 

dark ones, made with natural brown or indigo-dyed wool, serving utilitarian 

purposes, and the white ones, made iisually (but not always) of cotton,' 

reserved for ceremonial use (Whiting 1977:415-416). A high demand for such 
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fabrics was sxastained throughout the Spanish and MexiCcin periods as a resxilt 

of their use in public dances as well as in marriage rituals and for mortuary 

purposes. This demand supported the production of these textiles in the 

middle Rio Grande until at least the early 1800s, and at Hopi into present 

times. (Although embroidered cotton textiles are stiU being produced in some 

Rio Grande villages today, the gro\md fabric is no longer handwoven.) The 

production of cotton textiles in the late-nineteenth century was bolstered, 

even accelerated, by the increasing availcibility of commercial cotton fabrics, 

fiber, and string, which enabled production to continue even after intensive 

cotton cultivation had virtually ceased at all of the Pueblo villages. 

Needs (fet by Competing E*roduoers 

The availability of alternative sources of cloth lessened the demand on 

Pueblo producers to fill these more utilitarian needs. Imported cloth, and 

handwoven woolen textiles made by Hispanic and Navajo producers, entered 

F>ueblo communities through diverse pathways and to varying degrees. By the 

1700s, woolen Navajo blankets had become one of the most highly-coveted 

trade items among the Eastern Pueblo societies. After the opening of the 

Santa Fe Trail in 1821, commercial fabrics became increasingly available as 

well. The EHieblos' access to and utilization of these alternative fabrics is 

explored in the following section. 

Pueblo Use of Imported Cloth 

Among the myriad of supplies brought to New Mexico by Ofiate were 

textiles. The 1597 inspection list mentions woolen fabrics of blue and white 

sackcloth and Michoac^ frieze, as weU. as various textile-related articles 
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intended for trade including thimbles, awls, thread, and fine yams (Hammond 

and Rey 1953:140,219). Many of the wealthier members of Oflate's expedition, 

the captains and soldiers and their families, brought along their own fine and 

expensive textiles; the list includes fine and coarse fabrics, ready-made 

clothing, bedspreads, shoes, stockings, and blankets (Hammond and Rey 

1953). A rich supply of textiles also accompanied the relief shipment sent to 

Ofiate in 1600: Holland and Rouen linens, Sinamay cloth, Campeche cotton 

cloth made in the Yucatan, Chinese silk, frieze, some yam and thread, and 

silk and wool stockings (Hammond and Rey 1953:522). Despite the presence 

of these fine garments at the colony, relatively few colonists, and probably 

none of their Pueblo neighbors, had access to them; fewer still would have 

worn them on a daily basis. Much of the testimony following the desertion of 

the colony at San Gabriel in 1601 alluded to shortages of clothing among the 

colonists. Although they received the Pueblo mantas collected in tribute, 

quantities were apparently insufficient to meet the clothing needs of the 

Spanish soldiers and their wives, leading many to tum to buckskin for their 

clothing needs (Hammond and Rey 1953:641,669). In negotiations preceding 

the reestablishment of the colony, it was declared that 

for their clothing the people [Spanish colonists] will have to use skins 
and [EMeblo] blankets, for lack of anything else; it is said that they 
have made jackets and breeches of buckskin and even of cotton blankets 
(Hammond and Rey 1953:913). 

This statement illustrates several interesting points: first, that the 

early colonists had taken buckskin and xintaUored F^ueblo mantas and 

transformed them into tailored forms of clothing; second, that within three 

short years of settlement, many Spaniards had made the transition from woven 

cloth to buckskin; and third, that the supply of Pueblo cotton mantas was 
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already insijfflcient for Spanish needs. As observed by Sinunons (1991:3-7), 

it was not long before the settlers packed away their fancy clothes cuid started 

"dressing like the Indians," relying primarily on clothing made of buckskin, 

or gamusa, a material inexpensive and warm in the winter and easier to come 

by than woven cloth. As noted, a similcu: process evidently occurred in 

Pueblo male dress during the early years of the colony following the diversion 

of E^eblo cotton cloth to Spanish consiimption. Buckskin remained in use 

among the New Mexican colonists - and among Pueblo men - until affordable 

American cloth became available by way of the Santa Fe Trail, and it was not 

replaced entirely for Spanish use until the late 1800s (Simmons 1991). 

The first places where Pueblo peoples had close and sustained contact 

with imported fcibrics were the missions. Most of these fabrics were fine, 

luxurious items made in faraway places such as central Mexico, Europe, 

China, or the PhiUippines. In 1626 Fray Perea purchased a variety of fine 

textiles, including rugs, tablecloths, vestments, and napkins, to accompany 

the mission supply train to New Mexico (Bloom 1933:220). These goods, which 

came to New Mexico with Benavides, included such luxxiries as "frontcds of 

Chinese damask, with the borders of brocatel and the fringes of silk, lined 

with Anjou linen," "velvet mangas for crosses, trimmed with silk tassels," and 

"albs of very fine Rouen linen, with point lace, the collar bands hemstitched 

cm.d embroidered." "Small shirts of Chinese goods" were also brought in for 

use as siirplices by altar boys (Hodge et al. 1945:113-114). These types of 

ornaments and "things for divine worsliip" were issued to each priest upon his 

first visit to a new mission (Scholes 1930:102). 

An inventory of church furnishings in 1672 illustrates the rich holdings 

of the missions despite the economic hardships of the time. The inventory 

J 
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from Taxique (Tajique) in the eastern Tiwa/Manzano area, for instance, 

included: 

a complete set of vestments of red watered lamd, another of white cloth, 
and two others of Chinese damask with gold trimming, one of which is 
black. There are also twelve damask chasubles of different colors with 
frontals and frontal trimmings to match. There are four albs with 
drawn work from the waist down and point lace about eight inches wide, 
and six plain ones; twelve very pretty amices with drawn work; and 
twelve altar cloths, four with drawn work and point lace. There are 
twenty palls, aU very rich and splendid. There are twelve towels with 
drawn work and point lace (Scholes and Adams 1952:30). 

The remote missions of Zuni euid Hopi were no less well-appointed. At 

Hawikuh, the inventory included "good silk vestments. And a choir cope of 

green lam^. Albs, amices, an abundance of aU." At Oraibi: 

There is a complete set of white cloth, emd five very good sets of silk 
ones of CLU colors, not to mention other ordinary ones. A cloth parasol 
for processions. A humeral view of lame lined with taffeta with 
stitching of fine gold. And, for the Mother of God, cloth dresses and 
a new and very splendid brocatel cape. Also a chair of smooth crimson 
velvet for the celebration of high mass (Scholes cuid Adams 1952:36). 

The inventory for Xongopavi [Shongopovi] included: 

Sets of vestments: A complete set of red cloth; another chasuble of 
very rich cloth for [masses for] the dead [and funerals]; two dalmatics 
of crimson damask embroidered with gold, silver, and very rich silks; 
a cope of very rich cloth; and other very fine sUk vestments of various 
colors (Scholes and Adams 1952:37). 

Although Pueblo people were exposed to these wondrous fabrics at the 

missions, they were also exposed to the more utilitarian fabrics of Europesui 

life, or more accurately, European monastic life. The supplies amassed in 

1624-1626 for Benavides to distribute to the missions of New Mexico included 

linen cloth and bedsheets, mattresses, shirts, and pillows, Mexican blankets, 

monks' leggings, and woolen sackcloth (Hodge eted. 1945:112-119). Every 

three years, while the mission supply caravan wats in operation, each friau: 

ireceived a shipment of such goods slated for the administration of the mission, 

J 
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for the infirmary, and for clothing {Schdes 1930:100). It was perhaps with 

some of these coarse fabrics that Pueblo workers practiced their newly-taught 

skills in the "dressmaking" and "tailoring" trades, using imported metal 

needles and thread brought in for this express purpose (Ayer 1916:67; Hodge 

et al. 1945:116). The documentary evidence suggests that woolen sackcloth 

was the only imported cloth that the Pueblos had regular access to dioring the 

seventeenth century, and that access was generally limited to church 

workers-

Throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, cloth continued 

to be coveted as eui eminently desirable, and easily transportable, import 

commodity. A 1715 petition made by soldiers in Santa Fe for unreceived pay 

and goods provides us with some indication of the types of fabrics and articles 

being imported into the province at that time: baize, linen, sUk, tliread, 

shoes, stockings, ribbons, satin, needles, scarlet cloth, cloaks with lace, 

percale or calico cloth, woolen sackcloth, Chinese cloth, and from Mexico, 

woolen shawls, cotton cloth, and blankets (Ahlbom 1983:37-41). A later 

document from 1788 identifies various types of fabrics being brought into New 

Mexico by Mexican traders: wool-like red cloth, baize, calicos, blankets from 

Puebla, blue shawls, silk shawls, and coarse frieze (Ahlbom 1983:47-48). 

Governor Chacon, in his report of 1803, listed linen goods, cotton textiles of 

all kinds, baize, serge, scarlet, and silk cloth among New Mexico's provincial 

imports (Simmons 1991:169). 

New Mexico's upper classes were the principal consumers of these 

imported goods. Zebiilon Pike observed in 1806-07 that a considerable trade 

imbalance existed in the province, with fine imported cloth selling for the 

equivalent of 20 dollars per yard and linen for 4 dollars, values far exceeding 
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that of any cloth made In the province (Moorhead 1958:58). Because of the 

tremendotis demand for affordable commercial cloth, this was one of the 

principal commodities brought to New Mexico by early Eiaro-American traders 

on the Santa Fe Trail (James 1978[1846]:55,79). Flannels, broadcloths, 

drills, taffetas, velveteens, and silks all entered the province through the 

American trade. The high demand that existed in New Mexico in the 1830s for 

domestic musUns and calicos was underscored by Gregg (1954[1844] :80). 

The extent to which Pueblo consumers acquired access to these imported 

fcJsrics is not well documented in the literature, though the xise of imported 

cloth by the Pueblos was undoubtedly greater than the documents suggest. 

Most of this cloth was probably acquired in exchange for Pueblo labor or 

Pueblo-made goods. In 1697, for instance, imported bayeta [woolen cloth] was 

reportedly issued in payment to five Indian pastores for herding sheep from 

Mexico (Baxter 1987:16). An 1730 inventory of the estate of the "Indian 

PheUpe" at Isleta Pueblo listed shawls of imported Rouen linen and blue linen, 

in addition to cibout a dozen dyed and embroidered mantas of wool cind cotton, 

perhaps of local manufacture (Minge 1979:18). A 1744 probate inventory of 

the estate of a Santo Domingo Indian woman, Maria Calabacita, included 

descriptions of a number of elegant imported garments including shawls of 

damask and red cloth trimmed with lace and ribbons, as well as a plumed cap 

of red ribbed silk embroidered in gold (Ahlbom 1983:43-44; Minge 1979:18). 

These inventories confirm that imported fabrics and trims, including quite 

luxurious ones, had made their way into some Eastern Pueblo households by 

this time. In 1776, Fray Dominguez commented that the Indians from Santo 

Domingo were using proceeds from their crop surpluses to procure clothing 

(Adams and Chavez 1956:137), though whether this referred to imported cloth 
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or to locally-made fabrics is not specified. Bandelier (Lange and Riley 

1970:237) reported in 1883 that, until 1859, regxilar caravans of Pueblo 

Indians from New Mexico made annucd trips to Sonora in the fall to proctore, 

among other things, Mexican shawls (rebosos), which they exchanged for 

"zarapes" (perhaps Navajo ones?) and hides.® According to Bandelier, this 

practice ceased in 1859, "owing to an attempt at collection of duties." 

Imported cloth and clothing also served as an important commodity of 

gift exchange between the Spanish authorities and the Indians: in 1705, 

Governor Cuervo presented loyal Pueblo leaders with suits of "fine woolen 

Mexican cloth like that used by the Spaniards," along with "white cloth for 

shirts, as well as hats, stockings, and shoes" (Kessell 1979:303). Governor 

Anza reportedly made gifts of scarlet cloth and bayeta to the Navajo in the 

1780s (Thomas 1932:269), and simllcu: items may have been given to the 

Pueblos as weU. 

The Pueblos' use of commercial cloth doubtless increased after the 

opening of the Santa Fe Trail in 1821, though this usage is not documented 

iintU somewhat later. At mld-centuiY» Pueblo men were still reportedly 

wearing breeches and leggings of buckskin, not of commercial cloth (e.g., 

Ten Broeck 1854:76; Whipple 1856:30-31). The only place where men were 

described as wearing cotton pants during the 1850s is Hopl (Ives, in 

Donaldson 1893:32), and although it is undocumented whether these were 

made of hand woven or commercial fabric, the latter is suspected. Major 

Backiis (1854:12), a commanding officer at Ft. Defiance in the 1850s, stated 

that the Navajo were procuring domestic sheeting from the traders at that 

time, suggesting that the Hopi, too, may have been acquiring commercial cloth 

either from these traders or through exchange with the Navajo or other 
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tribes. An even earlier possible reference to the E^ieblos' iise of American 

commercial cloth is Gregg's (1954[1846] :194) assertion that Pueblo women were 

wearing cotton chemises beneath their dark woolen manta dresses in the 1830s. 

It is likely that these chemises, and the cotton pants being worn by the Hopi, 

were made from commercial cotton doth because handwoven cotton cloth had 

been relegated to ceremonial use by this time and was far too valuable to use 

in Spanish-style garments like chemises or pants. By the mid-nineteenth 

century, the Pueblos had ready access to calico and muslin, and by the early 

1890s, calico underdresses were a regxilar feature of Pueblo women's dress at 

all of the villages, including Hopi and Zuni (see Hotilihan and Hotilihan 1986). 

Pueblo TTata nf Hispanic Textiles 

By the end of the eighteenth century, the products of Spanish looms 

had undoubtedly made their way into the hands of Pueblo consvuners. As 

discussed in Chapter 4, weaving was practiced in Spanish hoxiseholds in the 

early years of the colony, and there are references to the commercial 

production of textiles by Spanish weavers in the decades preceding the F^aeblo 

Revolt. By the mid-eighteenth century, weaving had become a well-

established craft industry in the Rio Abajo region, serving as a principal 

source of income for many hoxiseholds. In 1744, Fray Menchero reported that 

more than a hundred families in Albuquerque and Atrisco were employed in 

planting and weaving hose (stockings) and blankets (Hackett 1937:400), and 

the 1790 census identified nearly one-third of the heads of households in the 

Rio Abajo region as weavers ( Olmstead 1975). Although occupations were only 

listed for heads of households, it is inferred that the labor of the entire 

household was engaged in the textile-production process, with women and 
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children doing most of the washing, carding, spinning, and dyeing of wool, 

euid men doing most of the weaving on the heavy treadle looms ( Minge 1979:21; 

Stoller 1979:49). 

Morfi in 1788, speaking, it is assumed, of Hispanic production, 

identified the commercial textile products of the province as cotton blankets 

[mantes], sackcloth rsavalesl, and woolens Fpanosl, as well as coverlets 

rcolchcusl, pillowcases of fine needlework, and some cloaks [mang[uUl^] of 

rabbitfur (Simmons 1991:139). Chacon, in his 1803 description of trades 

practiced witliin the New Mexico province, expleiined that the weavers 

produced: 

on narrow loom combs, cloth for coats, serge, blankets, serapes, baize, 
sackcloth and carpeting, which cloths they dye with indigo and 
brazilwood imported from outside, urine, and herbs they are familiar 
with. From cotton they make a kind of cloth of twisted cord more 
closely woven and stronger than that from Puebla. Textiles for altar 
cloths and stockings [are also made] (Simmons 1991:167-168). 

Here Chacon was undoubtedly describing the production of cloth by Hispanic 

weavers on treadle looms. Fray Pereyro (speaking again of Spaniards) wrote 

in 1808 that: 

the local residents of this Province cire more indiistrious and they apply 
themselves to weaving cotton and wool. Their trade consists in the sale 
of these goods, their harvested grains, and the skins they acquire 
(KesseU 1980:246). 

Thias, by the mid-to-late 1700s, the Spanish textile industry had 

emerged as a well-developed cottage industry in the Eio Abajo region of New 

Mexico, with Spanish artisans weaving cotton cuid woolen cloth on treadle 

looms, making stockings, ctnd embroidering linens and coverlets. Imported 

indigo and brazilwood dyes were being used, as well as dyes from local native 

plants. Textile production had not yet developed an important craft industry 

in the Rio Arriba; although practiced in Spanish households prior to the 
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Pueblo Revolt, weaving was not established as a conunercial ac±ivity in this 

region until after the arrival of weaving instructors from Mexico City, the 

Baz&n b r o t h e r s ,  i n  S a n t a  F e  i n  1 8 0 7  ( F i s h e r  1 9 7 9 c : 1 9 4 ;  s e e  a l s o  C h a p t e r  5 ) .  

Some of these Spanish-woven fabrics must have made their way into 

Pueblo hoioseholds early on, at least in the Rio Abajo region. One of the 

commodities that may have been exchanged for Spanish woolen goods was 

pottery. Gregg (1954[I844] :193) reported in the 1830s that the Rio Grande 

Pueblos manufctcttired pottery for themselves as well as for trade to the 

Mexicans. Exchange for Spanish blankets is most likely to have occurred in 

the Rio Abajo region, in villages such as Isleta and Sandia, where contacts 

with Spaniards were common. After the early 1800s, trade in these items 

probably also occurred in the region north of Santa Fe, with ceramics from the 

pottery-specializing Tewa eind nosrthem Tiwa villages exchanged for woolen 

blankets produced in the weaving communities of Santa Crtiz and Chimayo, or 

in the Spanish towns located near Picuris and Taos. The Eastern Pueblos 

were definitely consuming Hispanic textiles by the late-nineteenth century. 

In the 1880s, Bandelier reported seeing "Mexican" blankets for sale at Santo 

Domingo (Lange and Riley 1966:103), and Bourke (1937:313; 1938:199) 

observed the use of Mexican textiles in Pueblo households at Tesuque and 

Sandia. As noted, textiles woven in Mexico were aisn being acquired by 

Pueblo trading groups, indicating the high esteem in which these were held. 

Many E^eblo textiles also made their way into Hispanic hoxjseholds 

during this period (Minge 1979:18). Fray Pereyro, for instance, reported in 

1808 that weavers at Laguna, Acoma, and Zuni were trading their woolen 

textiles "with the local residents" as well as to other E^eblos (KesseU 

1980:246). By this time, the exchange of woolen commodities had become an 
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income-genezrating enterprise for many groups of regional weavers-

Pueblo Use of Navaio Textiles 

By the late 1700s, Navajo weavers were probably the principal soixrce 

of non-Pueblo-woven textiles for Pueblo consumers. Some ideas regarding the 

possible transfer of Pueblo weaving technology to the Navajo have already 

been offered. By 1706, Navajo women were being described in the docximents 

as weaving woolen and cotton cloth, "sowing the latter and obtaining the 

former from the flocks that they raise" (Hackett 1937:382). According to the 

Rabal documents, the Navajo were already bartering these fabrics to the 

"Christian Indians," or Pueblos, by this time, and continued to do so 

throughout the early 1700s (Hill 1940:395-415; Wheat 1977:424). Although the 

Spaniards attempted to control the Navajo textile trade eind use it as a 

bargaining chip to secure Navajo military aUegiance, they were largely 

unsuccessful, and the Navajo were openly trading their wares at the annual 

Taos fair by the 1780s. Access to this market opened the doors of the Navajo 

textile trade to a steady stream of Eastern Pueblo and Plains consumers 

(Thomas 1932:350). The Navajo textile trade is described in a 1799 account 

by Don Jose Cortez, in which he explained that the Navajo: 

have manufactures of serge, blankets, and other coarse clotlis, which 
more than suffice for the consumption of their own people; and they go 
to the province of New Mexico with the surplus, and they exchange 
their goods for such others as have not, or for the implements they 
need (Whipple 1856:120). 

By the 1830s, according to Gregg (1954[1844]:193), the New Mexican 

Pueblos were producing only the "ordinary classes of blankets and tilmas," 

and could acquire the "finer specimens of native fabrics" only through trade 

with the Navajo cuid the Hopi. The Navajo-made item of greatest importance 

J 
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to the Pueblos was the banded (striped) or geometrically-patterned serape, 

which Pueblo men used as a substitute for the less ornate Pueblo man's manta 

or shoulder blanket. By the end of the Mexican period, the Navajo serape had 

probably become such an important trade item and was so highly esteemed by 

Eastern Pueblo males that it had nearly replaced - or perhaps had replaced -

the banded wearing blanket previously woven and worn by men in that region. 

Abert (1962:87) reported in 1846-47, for instance, that Acoma men generally 

wore "the Navajoe blanket (black auid white stripes)" as part of their daily 

dress. 

By the late-nineteenth centxiry, Navajo blankets had become a basic 

staple of attire for nearly all Pueblo males/ Although used to a lesser extent 

at Zuni, where woolen blankets were still being made, they were still highly 

esteemed. Worn as a shoulder blanket, the Navajo serape filled the same role 

as the historic Pueblo man's manta, serving as the conceptual equivalent of 

the draped, rectangular garment worn in precontact times. The shoulder 

blanket - whether Pueblo, Navajo, or Pendleton-made - continued to serve 

as an etluiic marker of "Indianness" for Pueblo males, indeed for most Native 

American men, throughout the historic period and into the present century. 

Summary of Changes in E^ueblo Textile Consumption 

Types of garments worn by the Pueblos at the time of contact included 

cotton mantas. kilts, shirts, and sashes, as well as articles of hide, fvir, and 

feathers. These woven articles were decorated in a variety of ways including 

painting, dyeing, embroidery, and structural patterning in twills and other 

weaves. In 1605, Fray Escobar described the Rio Grande Pueblos as wearing 

cotton blankets woven in their villages, as well as well-dressed white 
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buckskins. The Zuni used buckskins and blankets of both cotton and iztle 

(yucca) fiber, and in the winter, bison robes. The Hopi, too, made use of 

buckskin and bison hides, and they also had "blankets [from cotton], rather 

heavy ones, the best in this land, and they color them better than do the 

Indians in other provinces" (Hammond and Rey 1953:1013-1014). This 

suggests that these Hopi blankets differed from those tised in other regions. 

The only types of articles documented as having been used as clothing 

by the Pueblos between 1629 and 1750 are cotton blankets and hide clothing, 

though it is inferred that woolen blankets were cdso being produced by the 

E>ueblos by the mid-seventeenth century. Fray Perea, speaking of Zuni where 

he had established a permanent mission in 1629, indicated that the men there 

wore cotton clothing and deerskins and furs (Hodge et al. 1945:214). 

Benavides, in 1630, described the Pueblos as: 

a folk who dress themselves in mantas of cotton and [in] skins.. .And 
the women dress themselves honestly [decently], with their mantas of 
cotton figxured [pintadas. Ut. painted] and broidered with the Scune 
rtoda es aente que viste de mantas de algodon, v pelleTos...v las 
muqeres se visten honestamente con sus mantcts de algodo pintadas y 
bordadas de los misinol) (Ayer 1916:34). 

About all that can be gleaned from these early accounts is that native 

dress did not undergo any significant changes during the first three decades 

of Spanish contact; wool had not yet replaced cotton as a textile fiber, nor had 

men's and women's styles changed appreciably. It is notable that the only 

types of woven garments described in these seventeenth-century accounts are 

cotton blankets and embroidered cotton women's mantas, whereas ecurlier 

accounts made reference to decorated kilts, breechcloths, blankets, and 

sashes. Also noteworthy is the considerable use of hides for clothing, 

especially for male dress. Escobar's account also indicates that the textiles 
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made by the Zuni and Hopi differed in weight, quality, or fiber from those 

produced by the Eastern Pueblos, and he expressed the view tliat the Hopi 

cotton textiles were sturdier and superior in decoration to those made in the 

Zuni and Rio Grande villages. It is inferred &om Escobar's remcurks that 

these woven textiles differed slightly from region to region, which suggests 

that most were being locally produced rather theoi acquired through systems 

of long-distance exchange. 

No further descriptions of Pueblo dress have Iseen found until the mid-

eighteenth century, when women are depicted as still wearing the woven manta 

dress wrapped with a belt and a second woven manta over the shoulders. 

Men, on the other hand, had come to rely almost entirely on hides for 

clothing. Some cotton textiles were still being produced in the Eastern Pueblo 

region at this time. Fray Trigo reported in 1754 that "by dint of much 

contrivance, [the inhabitants of Jemez] have succeeded in weaving the cotton 

which they sow in their own country" (Hackett 1937:463). Governor 

Mendinueta's report from ca. 1773 declared that the Pueblos "succeed weU with 

their cattle and sheep [and] weave mantas of cotton and wool for their 

simple clothing," indicating that both woolen and cotton mantas were being 

woven in the province in the 1770s (Simmons 1965:16). Fray Cayetano Fore, 

speaking of Cochiti, or perhaps the Rio Grande Keres in general, stated in the 

1790s that: 

The industry of the Indians of this nation is limited to weaving, and 
they make mantas of wool and cotton with which they clothe their 
women. They seU them to other nations, which although they are able 
to weave them, they do not, either through laziness, or because they 
have no wool, or are unable to raise sheep as they do. Also, they sell 
them to the genizctros for their wives who use them the same way. They 
weave and also make wide capes, which they call "cotones." with which 
they [the men] dress themselves (Lange 1990:163). 
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In c»nunents accompanying the 1795 census. Fray Mufloz identified the 

principal industry of the New Mexico Pueblo Indians as the spinning and 

weaving of cotton and wool, from which they made serapes. bed blankets, 

tilmas [small mantles, smaller than serapesi, and garments they called 

"cotones," shaped like a scapular (Minge 1991:36). Likewise, Governor 

Chacon, in his 1803 report on the economy of the New Mexico province, 

reported that the Pueblos were cultivating cotton etnd weaving cotton mantas 

for their own use (Simmons 1991:165). 

Early Anglo-American visitors to New Mexico also commented upon the 

types of articles being produced by the E^ieblos during the Mexican period. 

James (1978 [1846]:88-89), who attended the Mexican Independence Day 

celebration in Santa Fe in 1821, described having seen a group of men and 

women from San Felipe "aU tasteftiUy dressed in cotton cloth of their own 

weaving." On the eve of the American period, Gregg wrote that the New 

Mexico Pueblos were still manufacturing some cotton textiles and making 

"ordinary classes of blankets and tilmas [mantles], as well as other woollen 

stuffs." He noted, however, that by this time, 

with the loss of their Uberty, they seem to have lost most of their arts 
and ingenuity; so that the finer specimens of native fabrics are now 
only to be met with among the Moquis and Navajoes, who still retain 
their independence (Gregg 1954[1844] :193). 

In summary, the types of woven articles described as being woven by 

the Pueblos in the early seventeenth-century accotints are cotton blankets or 

mantas in the Rio Grande, Zuni, and Hopi regions and yucca blankets at Zuni. 

By the end of the Mexiccui period, the New Mexico F*ueblos were producing 

numerous woolen mantas and small quantities of cotton mantas and 

breechcloths or kilts, many of the latter likely embroidered for ceremonial 
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use. They were also producing woolen tilmas. Spanish-style (longer-than-

wide) serapes. bed blankets, and shirts or capes known as cotones. Most of 

these mantels were being produced as women's clothing, cuid cotones were 

being woven for the men. In addition to producing most of these same items, 

the Hopi were producing increased quantities of cotton fabrics and trading 

many of them to consumers in the east. 

By the end of the Mexican period, nine general classes of textiles were 

in use by Pueblo consumers: 1) hides for fabricating men's shirts, breeches, 

and leggings; 2) Pueblo-woven men's woolen shirts or jackets (cotones) and 

woolen breechcloths; 3) Pueblo-woven men's woolen shoulder blankets; 4) 

Pueblo-woven woolen mantas for women's dresses and shawls (tilmas), some 

of which were embroidered; 5) Pueblo-woven cotton breechcloths, kilts, and 

mantas for ceremonial use, most of which were embroidered; 6) Pueblo-made 

incidental woolen articles including knitted stockings, woven belts, and 

garters; 7) Navajo- and Mexican-woven woolen serapes or Himas for men's use 

as shoxiLder blankets and for women's use as shawls or rebozos; 8) Pueblo-

and Spanish-made woolen blankets for use as bed blankets or floor coverings; 

and 9) imported commercial cotton cloth such as muslin and calico for women's 

chemises, with some early use for men's tailored shirts and pants. 

Changes in Materials, Tools, and Techniques 

Cotton Fiber 

Although cotton was cxiltivated in the Rio Grande valley and at the Hopi 

Mesas at the time of contact, it was probably never grown in immense 

quantities and was always considered a precious commodity. After the advent 

of Spanish colonization, cotton cxiltivation probably declined quite rapidly in 
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the Rio Grande Valley. In his 1630 discussion of Pueblo crops, Benavides did 

not mention cotton at all (Ayer 1916:36), and cdthough Prada in 1638 

mentioned cotton as one of the crops grown by the Pueblos, he indicated that 

the amount grown was not great; the property of the Pueblos, he declared, 

was limited "to the raising of a little cotton, from which they weave the 

blankets with which they clothe themselves;" they had enough to clothe 

themselves "not extravagently but jxist enough to cover their nakedness" 

(Hackett 1937:108,110). 

Early Spanish accoxints reveal that cotton cultivation by the Eastern 

Pueblos was largely confined to the lower, well-watered environs of the Piro, 

southern Tiwa, and Rio Grande Keresan villages at the time of European 

contact. Former residents of the first Spcinish colony of San Gabriel made 

frequent reference to cotton cultivation by the Pueblos but provided no 

specific locations for their observations (Hammond and Rey 1953:633-653). 

Therefore, it is not known if they were speaking specifically of the Tewa area 

near San Juan or of the warmer and lower regions farther south. It has been 

suggested in Chapter 9 that cotton cultivation underwent a decline in the 

upper Rio Grande prior to the arrival of the Spaniards, although it is possible 

that some cotton was stiU being grown there during the early years of the 

colony. Fray Perea indicated in 1633 that the Pueblos were also cultivating 

cotton at Cuarac (Quarai), and he protested that the mission was expected to 

plant cotton fields there for the governor (Hackett 1937:129-30). It has been 

suggested in Chapter 9 that if cotton was grown by the Salinas Pueblos, it was 

probably only grown in relatively small amounts. 

From the few sxirviving accounts, it is inferred that cotton was the 

principal fiber used by the Eastern E»ueblos to make their own woven clothing 
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and tribute textiles well into the 1640s. Cotton was the only fiber mentioned 

in reference to Pueblo weaving by Benavides in 1630 and by Prada in 1638 

(Ayer 1916:34; Hackett 1937:110). The large quantities of textiles cx}llected 

by Governor Baeza from the E^eblos in the 1630s were likewise described as 

cotton, with one witness explaining that villages not growing sufficient 

quantities of cotton fiber had to barter for it from others (Scholes 1937:106). 

Debates between church and civil authorities in the 1640s regarding tribute 

levies also mention only mantas of cotton (Scholes 1937:181). Thus, there is 

no indication, in the documents at least, that the Pueblos were making much 

use of wool at this time. 

The cultivation of cotton is not specifically addressed in the succeeding 

seventeenth-century documents, though it is known that cotton mantas were 

collected at Hopi in the 1650s, and from Pecos, Picuris, and perhaps Quarai 

in the early 1660s (Hackett 1937:247; Kessell 1979:188-189; Scholes 1942:12). 

The paucity of seventeenth-century references to cotton cultivation in the Rio 

Grande region is puzzling, because literally thousands of cotton mantas were 

reportedly collected as tribute during this time. It is assumed that cotton was 

still being grown in the middle Rio Grande, though the documentary record 

is silent on this matter. It is doubtful that the Hopi were supplying thi's raw 

material or the finished cotton mantas to the Eastern F>ueblos, as they too had 

been missionized and were subject to tribute demands by this time. 

Cotton supplies had clearly dwindled in the Rio Grande by the mid-to-

late seventeenth century; supplies at Hopi had also suffered. In the face of 

relentless tribute demands, increasing diversions of agricultural laJ^or to 

Spanish enterprises, and reductions in the agricult\iral land base, the Eastern 

Pueblos were forced to direct their energies toward the production of basic 
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foodstuffs, with cotton cultivation assuming a secondary priority. Years of 

drought and restiLting crop failures in the late 1660s cuad early 1670s further 

diminished the cotton supply; a 1672 mission report, for instance, stated that 

the Pueblos at nine missions - including the Piro village of Socorro and the 

Hopi villages of Oraibi and Shongopavi - were receiving wool from the friars' 

own "meagre and dwindling stocks" for their clothing needs (Scholes and 

Adams 1952:28). These missions were located in what once had been the prime 

cotton growing areas of the region, suggesting that cotton was by that time 

in very short supply. 

Cotton cultivation by the Eastern Pueblos never regained its former 

footing after the Pueblo Revolt. Of the prime Rio Grande bottomlands located 

between Cochiti and present-day Socorro that had been cultivated in cotton 

at the time of the Spaniards' arrival, only the section between Cochiti eind San 

Felipe still remained in Pueblo hands by the early 1700s. The vast majority of 

the EMeblos' prime cotton-growing lands, those formerly occupied by the Piro 

and the southern Tiwa, had been lost to Spanish possession. (The Isletans 

later regained access to some of these lands.) 

The cultivation of cotton by the New Mexico Pueblos was not reported 

by Bishop Crespo during his visitation of 1730 (Adams 1954:99) or by Bishop 

Tamar6n in 1760 (Adams 1954), though cotton was still being grown in some 

of the middle Rio Grande villages at this time. Fray Trigo reported that cotton 

was being cultivated at Jemez Pueblo in the 1750s (Hackett 1937:463), and 

Fray Dominguez, in 1776, reported that a small amovuit was being grown in the 

convent geirden at Isleta, with most of this intended for use as candle wicks 

(Adams and Chavez 1956:205). Cotton was also reported by Morfi in 1782 as 

being grown in irrigated fields at Santo Domingo ("they reap some cotton 
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which they cultivate industriously") and at the El Paso nussions (Thomas 

1932:99,110-111). In the 1790s, Fray Fore reported the cultivation of cotton 

at Cochiti (Lange 1990:95). That the New Mexico Pueblos were still growing 

and weaving cotton in the early 1800s to a measurable extent is indicated by 

Governor Chacon's 1803 remark that "they [the Pueblo Indians] are the ones 

best able to bring in a planting of cotton with which they make cloth Fmantasl 

for their own lose" (Simmons 1991:165). By the late-eighteenth century, the 

only Pueblo communities still growing cotton in any quantity were ones that 

had been cultivating it intensively at the time of European contact: the Rio 

Grande Keres, southern Tiwa, and the western Towa or Jemez. In I'hig 

regard, the distribution of E^eblo cotton producers had not changed; the area 

being cultivated by the Pueblos, however, had dwindled considerably. 

By the 1740s, many of the Pueblos' former cotton-growing lands were 

being cultivated in cotton by Spaniards. Fray Menchero, in 1744, reported 

that cotton was "sown and gathered [near Santa Fe] the same as in tropical 

lands," and suggested that it was Spaniards who were doing the cultivating 

(Hackett 1937:399). In the Omedal testimony discussed in Chapter 5, Fray 

Serrano claimed that the missionaries lacked "the money to buy cotton" 

(Hackett 1937:448), indicating it was being cultivated as a cash crop 

somewheire beyond mission control; again, the most likely growers were 

Spaniards. In 1778, Morfi described cotton as being "so common that it is held 

in little regard" (Simmons 1991:139) and Governor Chacon in 1803 reported 

that raw cotton was at that time being exported to northern Mexico (Simmons 

1991:169), indicating that substantial harvests were being produced on 

Spanish farms at that time. In this same report, alluding in all likelihood to 

Hispanic artisans, Chacon referred to the production of shirting, tablecloths, 
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and stockings of cotton by New Mexicans; although he identified the dyes as 

imported, he did not identify the cotton as such, suggesting that local 

supplies were being used. By 1809, under the tutelage of the Baz^ 

brothers, cotton textiles (in addition to others) were being woven by 

apprentice weavers in the Santa Fe area ( Bloom 1927:237). In the early 1800s, 

the church was reportedly collecting roughly 40 arrobas of cotton annually as 

tithes, further sxihstantiating its local cultivation by Spaniards (Bloom 1913: 

18,37). 

The most likely locations for these late eighteenth-centiiry Spanish 

cotton fields were the Hio Grande bottomlands between San Felipe and 

Albuquerque and between Isleta and Socorro. These were the same fertile, 

well-watered regions where the Pueblos were reportedly growing cotton at the 

time of contact. The prime cotton-growing region south of Isleta had been 

abandoned by the Piro in the aftermath of the E»ueblo Revolt and was 

reoccupied by Spaniards after the Reconguest. Cotton was probably aign 

cultivated in the vicinity of Albuquerque in former southem-Tiwa fields. As 

previously noted, the Spanish town of Algodones, located in the Rio Grande 

valley jtist north of Bernalillo (and the protohistoric town of Kuaua), is named 

after the Spanish word for cotton, alqoddn. 

Rio Grande Pueblo weavers probably acquired some of their raw cotton 

from Spanish sources in exchange for commodities such as livestock, wool, or 

pottery. Although no references to this type of exchange have been found, 

Simpson (1852:106) reported that Navajo weavers had acqxiired some of their 

cotton fiber from the Santa Fe area, and it seems probable that the Pueblos 

availed themselves of this sotirce as well. 

Although cotton was never grown as a significant crop at Zuni because 
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of its high elevation and colder climate, early Spanish accounts attest to its 

cultivation at Hopi at the time of Eiiropean contact (e.g., Bolton 1963:149; 

Hammond and Rey 1940:286; 1966:192,137; Winship 1896:560,562). Fray 

Escobar, who accompanied Ofiate to Hopi in 1604, reported in 1605 that the 

Moquis grew an abundant supply of maize, as well as beans, squashes and 

cotton (Hammond and Rey 1953:1014). In 1629 Fray Perea, another 

eyewitness, relayed that the Moqxiis "harvest much cotton" (Hodge etal. 1945: 

217). The discovery of considezrable quantities of archaeological cotton 

remains at Awatovi, especially in the mission bricks (see Chapter 7), fxirther 

attests to the cultivation of cotton at Awatovi during at least the early mission 

period. 

Like most other economic activities at Hopi, cotton cultivation was 

resumed intensively after the Pueblo Revolt. Escalcuite, who visited Hopi 

during the summer of 1775, reported its cultivation there (Adams and Chavez 

1956:303); in another letter written by him that same year, he explained that: 

the Moquis are very civilized, applying themselves to weaving and 
cultivating the land by means of which they raise abundant crops of 
maize, beans, and chile. They also gather cotton, although not much 
(Thomas 1932:151). 

Father Garc^, who visited the Oraibi summer village of "Moqxii Concabe" 

[Moenkopi] in the siumner of 1776, reported some crops being cultivated near 

the spring, though he did not specify cotton (Coues 1900:361). However, 

several mid-to-late nineteenth-centiiry accounts described the cultivation of 

cotton at Moenkopi (Brooks 1944:94; Hough 1897:35; Mindeleff 1891:33; Powell 

1948-49:469). Adams (1991:181) has suggested that Moenkopi was established 

as a cotton-growing locale for the Hopi as early as the 1400s, replacing 

Homol'ovi in that regard. 
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In the early 1850s, both Ives (Donaldson 1893:32) and Ten Broeck 

(1854:86) witnessed the cultivation of cotton at Hopi, with Ten Broeck stating 

that the Hopi were the only Puehlos still raising the fiber and implying that 

they were only ones still weaving it into cloth. Although the Hopi continued 

to raise cotton throughout the Spanish and Mexican periods, it was probably 

never abundsuit at any time. Access to commercial cotton supplies may have 

spurred a resurgence of cotton weaving among the Hopi in the latter years of 

the nineteenth century, which suggests that cotton weaving at Hopi may have 

been at a high point when meuiy of the early ethnographies were made. 

Woolen Fiber and the Growth of the E>ueblo Livestock Industry 

The growth of the livestock industry in New Mexico heistened the decline 

of cotton production and revolutionized the appearance of Pueblo woven 

fabrics. Domestic sheep were first introduced to the Pueblos by Coronado in 

1540, though most of his flock was eaten or died along the way, Coronado 

reached Hawikuh with only 28 sheep; the flock accompanying his contingent 

to Tiguex in 1541 fared only slightly better. Most of those sheep returned to 

New Spain with Coronado's army, though a few were left with missionaries who 

stayed behind. Although the fate of these sheep is not known for certain, it 

is considered unlikely that they survived the martyrdom of the friars (Baxter 

1987:2; Kupper 1945:18). 

There are no fxiz±her references to the presence of sheep in New Mexico 

iintil the Oftate expedition. Oilate had originally planned to bring 3000 sheep 

for wool fobeias) and another 1000 for meat fcameias); in the end, he brought 

3000 , 2500 of which were obeias. probably the breed known as churro. In 

1601, witnesses for the Valverde Investigation reported that flocks of sheep 
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and goats numJsering somewhere between 1000 and 3500 head, were present at 

or near the San Gabriel colony; one witness declared that the flocks mizltiplied 

rapidly, but two others contradicted this, stating that they failed to 

reproduce well and that many had died from poor pastures and cold weather 

(Hammond and Rey 1953:638,651,665). Compared with the Rio Abajo region, 

the Rio Arriba was never to serve as the focus of intensive sheep-raising 

activities. 

A few of the Pueblos were initiated into livestock raising early on at San 

Gabriel, where it was reported that Pueblo laborers were recruited "from all 

the pueblos" to aid in planting, harvesting, and tending livestock (Hammond 

and Rey 1953:630). Most Pueblo men, however, learned the principles of 

stockraising at the missions and on the Spanish ranches through their work 

as day laborers (Scholes 1935:105). 

With the establishment of large mission centers between 1625 and 1640, 

the New Mexico sheep poptilation multiplied rapidly. The missions maintained 

immense flocks of sheep, which were tended by Pueblo shepherds. Each new 

friar entez±ig the New Mexico mission field in 1629 received ten head of sheep 

for his mission (Scholes 1930:104), and Benavides, in 1630, reported that 

these flocks were propagating well (Ayer 1916:38). These mission flocks were 

supplemented by additions from colonists, who routinely paid for mission 

services in livestock. 

These large mission flocks were a source of great envy to the rest of the 

Spanish population. In 1639, the cabildo of Scmta Fe lodged a complaint over 

the size of these mission holdings, protesting that each friar had 1000 to 2000 

head of sheep whereas the citizens owned 500 to none (Hackett 1937:68). The 

fricurs defended the sis^es of their flocks by declaring that they provided their 
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only means of obtaining paraphernalia for their missions and chtirches 

(Scholes 1935:108). 

The niimber of Spanish sheep on New Mezicxs's ranges increased to 

substantial proportions by the mid-seventeenth century, bolstered by the 

growing livestock market in the Parral mining district of Nueva Vizcava. By 

this time, both church and civil authorities were relying on in this trade for 

their income, allowing little to get in their way; when Goveimor Mendiz^bal 

forbade the removal of livestock from the parovince in 1659, the friairs simply 

ignored him (Baxter 1987:7-11). 

Sheep were also introduced to the Western Pueblos through the mission 

system. The Ztmi, Hopi and Acoma had acquired sheep by 1629-1630, when 

missions were established at villages including Hawikxih, Acoma, Awatovi, and 

Oraibi (Scholes 1930:100). Although there is Little documentary evidence of 

sheep raising by the Western Pueblos during the seventeenth century, large 

quantities of domestic sheep bones were recovered from seventeenth-century 

deposits at Awatovi (see Chapter 7) cuid sheep bones were also recovered at 

Hawikuh and Kechipawan (Chapter 6). When Fray Avila y Ayala's body was 

discovered following his murder by Apaches at Hawikuh in 1672, three dead 

lambs were found nearby (Hodge 1937:80). 

Although the Pueblos tended sheep for the friars, they did not own 

them (Hackett 1937:113). According to a letter signed by Fray Ramirez and 

others in 1659, the sheep wer^ shared with the Indians "during hard times" 

(Hackett 1937:191). Gradually, however, some Pueblo individuals acquired 

a few sheep of their own or gained access to wool in other ways. In the 1660s, 

for instance. Governor Mendizdbal reportedly compensated some of his Pueblo 

laborers in livestock (Scholes 1942:49), and one encomendero near Pojoaque 
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justLfied his encroachment on E^ieblo land by explaining that his presence 

there enabled the Indians to acquire wool and milk (Scholes 1942:42). Sheep 

were probably also a common article of exchange between the Pueblos and 

Spanish colonists, with goods such as Pueblo ceramics traded for Spanish 

sheep. 

As discussed in Chapters 6 through 9, the earliest use of wool by the 

Pueblos appears to be as embroidery yam for decorating cotton cloth. Very 

few examples of all-woolen textiles have been identified that conclusively date 

to the period prior to the Pueblo Revolt. Although the Pueblos were doubtless 

weaving entire blankets of wool by the mid-seventeenth century, most of these 

were probably intended as tribute; the May 1662 tribute list from Pecos, for 

example, mentioned mantas of both wool and cotton (Kessell 1979:189). As 

noted, a 1672 report written at a time of severe drought in the region 

indicated that the E*ueblos at nine missions were at that time receiving wool for 

their clothing (Scholes and Adams 1952:28), which suggests that by this time, 

the Pueblos were weaving some woolen blankets for their personal use. 

In most cases, the adoption of wool entailed merely a shift in the medium 

of fiber, involving few technological changes. Wool was spun in the same 

mcinner as cotton and woven on the same kind of looms. The mortuary 

evidence from Awatovi, which is primarily or perhaps entirely post-Revolt in 

age, shows a high utilization of wool for blankets and warp-faced belts, items 

made of cotton prior to contact and then worked in wool in exactly the Seime 

fashion. The only technological additions to the Pueblo repertoire were ones 

introduced in direct association with the woolen fiber. Knitting, for instance, 

was adopted as a technique worked in wool and continued to hold this 

association throughout most of the historic period.' Similarly, the use of 

J 
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lump indigo dye appears to have been introduced as part of the woolen 

complex and largely maintained its association with that fiber. Wool saw only 

limited use in ceremonial paraphernalia, limited pzimarHy (though not 

exclusively) to the use of woolen embroidery on cotton cloth (see Footnote 4, 

this chapter). 

Although the Pueblos adopted the use of wool to a limited extent prior 

to the Pueblo Revolt, these wool supplies were largely controlled by outsiders 

(Chapters 4 and 7). Prior to the Revolt, most Pueblo access to wool appears 

to have been by allotment for colonial purposes, with this fiber distributed by 

the missionaries and civil authorities for the production of export textiles. 

By the mid-eighteenth century, this situation had undergone a major chcuige 

as Pueblo individuals became sheep owners in their own right, and access to 

wool supplies was no longer impeded by outside interests. 

Although the leaders of the 1680 uprising had urged their followers to 

destroy all vestiges of Spanish culture, the Pueblos opted to retain the most 

advantageous of the introduced commodities, the Spanish seeds and livestock 

(KesseU 1979:238). The Pueblos lost no time in collecting sheep from Spanish 

farms and missions in the wake of the Pueblo Revolt. In 1681, Otermin 

reported some Pueblo groups being in possession of Spanish sheep, noting 

that the Indians of Cochiti and Santo Domingo had hidden their stock away in 

the hills (Baxter 1987:13); Posada, invading New Mexico in 1688, found and 

captured some sheep at the Pueblo of Zia (Twitchell 1914,11:277). When 

Vargas caught up with the Cochitis in 1693, they had 900 sheep in their 

possession; Vargas confiscated these sheep and took them to Santa Fe, 

redistributing some to the more "loyal" Pueblos at Pecos, Zia, Santa Ana, and 

San Felipe (Ayer 1916:225). 
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In 1694 and 1695, 1500 sheep were brought into New Mexic» for the 

purpose of restocking the missions (Baxter 1987:14). These were churro 

sheep, the same breed that had been brought to New Mexico a century before. 

In 1696, a second, more limited Pueblo rebellion broke out (Espinosa 1988). 

Among the events leading up to this uprising was the Pueblos' repeated 

appropriation of mission flocks, which they sequestered away in the high 

country; by the spring of 1696, over 1600 head of sheep and cattle had fallen 

under the control of Pueblo rebels (Espinosa 1988:47,164). In the wake of 

this second revolt, the Cochitis abandoned their village, taking aU of their 

sheep and other livestock with them; the Cochiti refugee site of Pueblo Kotyiti 

(see Chapter 9) may date to this time. When Vargas apprehended a group 

from Cochiti and Santo Domingo two months later, he found them in possession 

of some 80 mission sheep (Espinosa 1988:273). Cochiti informants told Vargas 

that the Acoma also had 100 Spctnfsh sheep in their possession (Minge 1991: 

30). 

Spanish colonists began amassing flocks and herds of their own after 

the Reconquest. Vargas brought in 900 head of livestock in 1693, and more 

were brought into the colony in 1695 (Espinosa 1988:41,46). In 1697, 4000 

ewes were distributed cunong 1000 of the colonists (Baxter 1987:16). By the 

mid-1700s, the vast majority of these Spanish flocks had been established in 

the Rio Abajo region near Albuquerque, which, as discussed, was fast 

becoming the hub of the Spanish weaving industry. By the time of Dominguez' 

report in 1776, colonists in the Albuquerque area were making most of their 

payments to the church in the form of wool, sheep, or locally-woven sackcloth 

(Adams and Chavez 1956:154). 

By the early-eighteenth century, documentary references to Pueblo 
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ownership of sheep become common. A 1730 inventory of the estate of the 

Indian Felipe at Tsleta Pueblo included an unidentified number of goats and 

sheep (Minge 1979:15). A 1744 probate document listed 46 sheep, 412 lambs, 

54 goats, and 33 kids among the property of one "baptized, vmmarried Indian 

woman from Santo Domingo pueblo" ( Ahlbom 1983:44). Sometime around 1750, 

Omedal charged the friars with iising the Pueblos' sheep for their personal 

needs in lieu of the friars' own, distinguishing between Pueblo- and mission-

owned flocks; Serrano denied the charge, explaining that "these cattle 

[livestock] and this grain are for the Indians the principal property that they 

can acquire" (Hackett 1937:446-447), indicating that the E»ueblos were 

acquiring sheep apart from the missions and using them as commodities of 

exchange. In 1753 and 1763 the Pueblos of San Felipe and Santa Ana, 

respectively, were able to purchcise tracts of agricultural lemd by making 

payment in variotis goods, including sheep (Twitchell 1914,1:401). In his 1754 

report. Friar Trigo explained that the Pueblos of Laguna, Acoma, Zuni, and 

San Felipe were "furnishing" their friars with mutton (Hackett 1937:462), 

indicating that people in the villages were maintaining herds of their own. 

Dominguez, in 1776, likewise described mission and Pueblo livestock as 

sepcirate entities (Adams euid Chavez 1956). Thus, by the mid-eighteenth 

century, the Pueblos, especially those in the Rio Abajo region, were in full 

possession of their flocks, which they xised to acquire land and other goods. 

With this change. Pueblo weavers now had unimpeded access to this critically-

important fiber supply. 

The growth of New Mexico's livestock industry was hindered by raids 

by nomadic Indians on both Spanish and Pueblo flocks. These raids took a 

particularly heavy toU on the Tewa villages of San Juan, Santa Clara, and San 
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Udefonso (Baxter 1987:21; Hackett 1937:367), though raiding also occurred 

in the Rio Abajo. Sheep raising in the Rio Arriba region was further impeded 

by the loss of grazing lands to Spanish settlement. This was less of a problem 

in the Rio Abajo, where vast tracts of land were still available for grazing 

purposes. In a 1760 report. Father Lezaijn noted that the Pueblos in the Rio 

Abajo region were raising sheep, cattle, and horses, whereas the "upstream" 

Pueblos raised horses and cattle but no sheep, which left them, in his view, 

considerably poorer (Hackett 1937:470). Indeed, sheep were a major 

commodity of exchange in the province at that time, serving as a source of 

newly-found prosperity to Pueblo families in the Rio Abajo region. 

Legal documents show a steady increase in sheep numbers in the Rio 

Abajo region by the mid-eighteenth century. Bishop Tamaron, in 1760, 

reported hearing of large flocks of sheep at Zuni, an observation confirmed 

by Anza in 1780 and by Backus in the 1850s (Adeuns 1954:68; Backus 1853:221; 

Thomas 1932:230). Morfi, in 1782, commented upon the excellent pasturage 

for flocks and herds near Laguna and Acoma (Thomas 1932:102-103). The 

large size of these herds was corroborated in the 1840s by the Abert and 

Simpson parties (Abert 1962:82; Simpson 1852:130); Simpson reported seeing 

2000 sheep near Laguna. Zebulon Pike in 1807 also reported seeing large 

flocks of sheep and goats near Santo Domingo and San Felipe (Coues 

1987[1895]:616). 

Sheep were edso raised in the Hopi villages. Although the missions were 

never reestablished following the destruction of Awatovi, sheep raising 

continued to be practiced as an important economic activity there (Adcuns 

1989:87). Fray Escedante reported seeing "many flocks of sheep" at Hopi in 

1775 (Adeims and Chavez 1956:303), and Father Garc^, who visited Oraibi in 
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1776, witnessed small flcxrks of sheep near the village ( Coues 1900:361). Miera 

reported in 1777 that the Moquis were raising both sheep and goats (Bolton 

1950:246). Three years later, Anza, visiting the Hopi in the midst of a severe 

drought and smallpox epidemic, reported major reductions in both the human 

and sheep populations, the latter dropping in number from several thousand 

to a few hundred (Thomas 1932:224). Some of these sheep may have gone to 

other E*ueblo villages such as Zuni with their owners. By the early 1800s, 

these numbers had rebounded. Early Anglo-American accounts from the 1850s 

attest to the presence of sizable flocks of sheep and goats near the Hopi 

villages at that time (Ives in Donaldson 1893:29; Ten Broeck 1854:72,86). 

Colorants 

Relatively little research has been done on the use of fabric colorants 

by the prehistoric Pueblos {Kent 1983a: 36-44). Most coloring agents used on 

prehistoric Pueblo fabrics were either organic plant dyes or inorganic 

pigments. Inorganic pigments included hematite, ochre, and azurite, which 

were either rubbed into the cloth or yam or applied to the surface as paint. 

Many of the dyes remain unidentified. These organic and inorganic compounds 

yielded the red, brown, yeUow, blue-gray, and black shades comprising the 

typical textile palette in the prehistoric Southwest. 

Kgments and dyes do their work in different ways. Pigments coat a 

fiber or fabric with color, whereas dyes trsuisform the color of the fiber. 

Roughly one-quarter of the 2000 cotton textiles discussed by Kent (1983a:39) 

show evidence of dyeing, most appearing in shades of brown, orange-red, 

black, blue, or yellow; there are also examples of tie-dyed cotton cloth. One 

recison dyes may not have been exploited to a greater degree by prehistoric 
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Southwestern weavers is that cotton and other vegetable fibers lack a strong 

affinity for dyestuffs. In general, prehistoric weavers in the Southwest 

relied more upon texture than color to decorate their fabrics; the exception 

to this is found in the Anasazi area, where intricately-painted textiles were 

produced (Kent 1983a: 195-198). 

Mordants 

Most dyes reqxiire the use of mordants. These are metallic agents that 

fix dyes to the fibers, making them insoluble in water. Proteinaceous emimal 

fibers, such as sheep wool, tend to hold mordants well, whereas cotton and 

other ceUulosic fibers absorb metallic mordants less readily. As a result, 

dyes combine with woolen fibers better than they do with ceUulosic ones. The 

same dye that yields brilliant tones on wool may only produce pale shades on 

cotton. 

Some dyestxiffs react with cotton without the use of metallic mordants. 

Tannic add, for instauice, which is found in sumac leaves, oak galls, and 

many tree barks, can serve as a mordant on its own or be used as an agent to 

fix the mordant to the fiber (Kramer 1972:32). Walnut, indigo, and canaigre 

or dock iroot will also dye cotton fibers without the use of additional binding 

agents or mordants (Colton 1965:48; Robertson 1973:88-91). Most dyes used 

on cotton, however, reqxiire mordanting. 

One of the most common mordants used with both plant and animal dyes 

is alum (alumintim sulphate). Although alum can be used on its own with silk 

or wool, it is usually mixed with taiuiic add (or in recent times, washing soda) 

when dyeing cotton (Kramer 1972:40; Robertson 1973:88). An alum and 

tannin mordant is required when dyeing cotton fiber with cotton flowers, for 
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instance (Robertson 1973:91). Most of the Hopi plant dyes described by 

Colton (1965) as being used for dyeing cotton, employ native alum as a 

mordant; these include fetid marigold, thelesperma, rabbitbrvish, blue kidney 

beans, sxinflower seeds, and blue com. 

Very little work has been done on the use of mordants in the prehistoric 

Southwest. Kasha, in O'Neale (1948), identified the vise of ferric and 

aluminum hydroxide (iron and edum) mordants in dyed apocynum cloth from 

southern Chihuahua, and aluminum silicates and iron oxides have been 

identified as mordants in prehistoric Peruvian fabrics (Amsden 1982 [1934]; 

60,Fn.2). In the Southwestern United States, the vise of iron and al^lm 

mordants is suspected (Colton 1965:2) but has not been verified scientifically. 

One early documentary reference suggests that the Pueblos were 

employing alum as a mordant at the time of contact. In his 1630 report, 

Benavides discussed the presence of outcrops of rock alum f piedra lumbre) 

in Navajo territory, explaining that this substance was required for dyeing 

cloth. Ayer (1916:44) has translated this passage as follows: 

All these town-dwelling and Christian nations are inclined to dyeing, 
to have wherewith to dye their clothing, they need alvim, which exists 
only in these ranges fv como todas estas naciones pobladas. v 
Christianas son inclinadas a la pintura, para auer de pintar sus 
vestidos neces-sitan de piedra lumbre. oue solamenta la av en aouellos 
serraniasi. 

In order to procure this alum, according to Benavides, the Christian Indians 

(i.e., Pueblos) either had to enter Navajo and Apache territory and collect it 

themselves, an extremely hazardous undertaking, or they could acqxiire it 

through trade from these nomadic groups (Ayer 1916:44,52). 

As pointed out by Amsden (1982[1934] :74), Benavides' passage can be 

interpreted in various ways. It could mean, for instcuice, that the use of alum 
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had been adopted firom Spanish teachers as part of the technological complex 

associated with the introduction of wool. Alum was definitely known to 

Spanish dyers, as it was one of the most important Old World mordants, dating 

at least as far back as Greek times. It eventually became the preeminent 

mordant in medieval Exirope, and was the most highly-valued component of the 

dye trade (Amsden 1982:73; Constable 1994:158). As noted by Amsden (1982 

[1934] :74), had Benavides' passage been written a century later, one might 

be more tempted to attribute the Pueblos' use of alum to Spanish instruction. 

But because it was written only 32 years after the establishment of the first 

Spanish colony, when the local Hispanic weaving tradition was still in its 

infancy and the Pueblos had only limited access to wool, this seems too early 

to attribute the use of alum to a Spanish source. Rather, the evidence 

suggests that the E>ueblos were already well acquainted with the mordanting 

properties of alum at the time of Spanish contact. 

Indigo and Brazilwood 

Although cochineal firom Mexico, indigo and fxistic from Central America 

auid the Caribbean, anotto from the West Indies, logwood from Hondviras, auid 

brazilwood £ram Brazil were all produced in the Spanish colonies for export 

abroad and for consximption by European settlers, only a few of these 

dyesttiffs ever made their way in any quantity into the remote New Mexico 

province. Indigo was the principal dye imported into New Mexico, followed in 

abundance by brazilwood and perhaps some lac and madder. The rest of the 

Spcinish color palette was supplied primarily by local native plants (Bowen and 

Spillman 1979:208-209). 

Indigo was probably among the suite of innovations that accompanied 
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sheep into New Mexicxj in the early years of the colony (Wheat 1979:30). 

Although indigo, along with cochineal and shellfish purples, were widely used 

by prehistoric peoples in central Mexico and South America, it does not seem 

to have been tised to any great extent by prehistoric weavers in the American 

Southwest. A number of archaeological fragments, most recovered from sites 

in the Tonto and the Upper Gila regions, contain blue yeims that may be 

indigo; two yams from the Gila have tested positive for the dye (Kent 

1983a:39-42). Kent (1983a:42), however, believed that the grayish-blue 

yams found in Sinagua, Salado, and late Anasazi textiles were colored with 

non-indigo dyes and concluded that the evidence for the use of indigo in the 

Southwest was tenuous. 

Indigo was already a popular dye in Europe at the time of contact. 

Originating in Asia and still produced there, indigo's widespread popularity 

fed a strong demand that sustained its commercial production in the New World 

cxilonies. Guatemcda became a leading producer; by 1575 it was exporting 

indigo to Spain. By 1600, indigo was the major export product of the Central 

Americaui colonies (Oss 1986:40). Several West Indian colonies began 

ciiltivating it after 1650, and it was a crop of first importance there by the 

eighteenth century (Davies 1974:141-143,191). Commercial indigo production 

involved steeping the leaves and drying the solution and then cutting the 

indigo into lumps for shipment. It was in this form that indigo entered the 

New Mexico cxdony as a dyestuff. 

Even in lump form, indigo is a complicated dye to process. The dye is 

produced from a colorless glucoside and requires a nximber of lengthy steps 

before the color appecirs; additional steps are required to convert it into 

permanent form (Gerber 1977:9). The colorant itself is insoluble in water, so 
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it mxist first be reduced and then dissolved in alkali. Throughout history, 

urine has been the preferred medium for accomplishing both processes: the 

bacteria in urine reduces the insoluble dye, whereas the ammonia compounds 

produced during decomposition supply the alkali needed to dissolve it (Gerber 

1977:10-32). When first removed from the dyebath, the yam is yellow, and 

then the dyestuff oxidizes, turning the fibers a rich and permanent blue. 

Colton (1965:50) suggested that indigo had been traded in l\imp form 

into the Southwest from Mexico and processed with urine in prehistoric times, 

though as noted by Kent (1983a:42), she provided no evidence. Lump indigo 

has not been recovered from sites in the Southwest, euid there is Uttle 

indication that Pueblo people on the Colorado Plateau were well versed in its 

use at the time of contact. Amsden (1982[1934] :73) has suggested that lump 

indigo and the processes for vising it were adopted as a complex by the 

E*ueblos (and Navajos) from the Spaniards, which seems a logical assumption. 

Indigo was such an importcuit component of the European wool tradition and 

saw such Limited use in the precontact Southwest that its widespread use by 

the Pueblos in historic woolen textiles may be confidently ascribed to Spanish 

introduction. The deep and permanent color qualities of indigo, accentuated 

by its magical properties of color transformation upon oxidation, established 

a strong Pueblo demand for the product; indeed, indigo was considered by the 

Hopi to be their most precious dye (Colton 1965:50). 

The earliest archaeological evidence of what is probably indigo comes 

from a fragment of blue handspun woolen yam from a seventeenth-century 

post-Revolt context at Awatovi (see Chapter 7). Two archaeologiccil examples 

of orange-dyed wool, perhaps dyed with brazilwood, are also known, one a 

tiny fragment recovered from an Awatovi brick, probably dating to the mid-
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seventeenth centxiry (Chapter 7), and the other the remains of a knitted 

legging, recovered from a post-Revolt Pueblo refugee site in Frijoles Canyon 

(Chapter 9). As previously noted, few of the archaeological fragments have 

retained their original color (most have degraded to brown), and the use of 

indigo and other dyes was probably far more prevalent than the archaeological 

evidence indicates. According to Kent (1979:5), quite a few of the better-

preserved eighteenth-century woolen fabrics fovind at Walpi were indigo-

dyed. 

Early documents substantiate the utilization of indigo and brazilwood in 

the New Mexico province by 1665 (see Chapter 4), although these dyes were 

likely present much earlier. In seventeenth-century New Mexico, indigo was 

still a relatively expensive import commodity. Small quantities of the dye may 

have been acquired by the Pueblos through barter with colonists. If access 

to this dyestuff was acqviired through the missions or the governors, it was 

probcdily intended to be used for state or church-sanctioned purposes. 

Weavers in the governors' weaving workshops presumably had some 

involvement with these dyes because it is known that Mendizabal was 

providing indigo and brazilwood to his commissioned weavers in the 1660s 

(Hackett 1937: 254). 

Direct reference to the use of these dyes in the seventeenth-century 

missions is lacking. They are not mentioned in the lists of supplies sent to the 

New Mexico missions in the 1620s ( Hodge et al. 1945; Scholes 1930), probably 

because little textile production was occurring in the missions at this early 

time. If mission supply inventories were available for the 1660s, it seems 

likely that indigo and perhaps other dyes woiild be listed on them. 

By the early 1700s, indigo was being regularly imported into New 
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Mexico. Among the unreceived goods claimed by soldiers at Santa Fe's 

presidio in 1715 was one pound of indigo, valued at 2 pesos and 4 reales 

(Ahibom 1983:39). Indigo was also listed among the wares imported into New 

Mexico by a Chihuahua merchant in 1788 (Ahibom 1983:47). Governor 

Chacon's 1803 report stated that both indigo and brazilwood were being 

imported into the province from Mexico at that time ( Baxter 1987:68). As late 

as 1831, some indigo was still entering New Mexico from Mexico (Baxter 

1987:102), though it was undoubtedly already an importemt commodity in the 

growing Santa Fe trade. 

Most documentary references to these dyes discuss their use by 

Hispanic weavers, not F*ueblos (e.g.. Bloom 1927:234). However, these 

dyestuffs must have made their way into Pueblo hands through exchange with 

Spaniards. Gifts of indigo were also made to the Pueblos by the Spanish 

authorities; indigo was conferred at Laguna and Pecos in 1786-1787, at Pecos, 

Taos, and Galisteo in 1787-1789, and to unspecified New Mexico Indians in 

1790 fProvindas Intemas 041-01630 , 041-01633, and 041-01634). Once 

established among the Pueblos, indigo became a highly coveted article of 

trade. Stephen's Hopi Journal described a trading party from Jemez 

exchanging indigo for Hopi mantcts ( Parsons 1936:1015). Beaglehole (1937:84) 

described one common exchange rate as consisting of one Santo Domingo 

mecisuring-bell fuH of indigo (about three pounds) for one Hopi manta. 

Red Dyestuffs 

Although cochineal, aui insect dye, was also imported into the province, 

quantities were always limited by its prohibitive cost. Some of this dyestuff 

may have been acquired by the missions. Dominguez, in 1776, described "a 
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beautiful carpet dyed with cochineal, which the Indians wove in Father E^ino's 

time" at the Acoma mission. At Laguna, he also described "a small carpet dyed 

with cochineal" (Adams and Chavez 1956; 184,191). The makers of the Lagxina 

carpet are not identified, but the Acoma reference suggests that at least some 

of the E>ueblos may have acqtiired some experience with f-hig dye through the 

missions; if so, this is the only documented example of this use. Alternately, 

it is possible that this carpet was made with imported commercial yams dyed 

elsewhere. Cochineal and red lead dyestuffs were reportedly imported from 

Mexico in 1788 specifically for trade or gifts to the Indians (Ahlbom 1983:48), 

though whether any of these dyes made their way into Pueblo hands is 

unknown. 

Recent analysis of red yams in a sample of Rio Grande Hispanic textiles 

revectled the presence of lac and madder-type dyes, but not cochineal 

(Saltzman auid Fisher 1979:213). This suggests that this dyestuff was 

extremely scarce in New Mexico. No cochineal-dyed handspxin yams have as 

yet been identified in Pueblo textiles. Lac, however, was identified as the red 

dye used in a Z-spun embroidery yam from an early nineteenth-century 

Acoma breechcloth (Kent 1983b:32,PI. 18). This yam may have been 

handspun and dyed with lac, or it could have been unravelled from lac-dyed 

tradecloth and then respun into a yam. Most of the red yams used by the 

F>ueblos were acquired in the same manner that the Navajo acquired theirs: by 

unravelling threads from imported red woolen trade cloth (known as baveta or 

baize) that had been colored with cochineal, lac, or madder dyes. Some early 

commercial Saxony yams were also obtained by the Pueblos during the early 

nineteenth- century. Red yams were used by the Pueblos primarily as 

embroidery elements, though they were occasionally also used as wefts in their 
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woolen blankets. Ten Broeck (1854:73,77,78) reported the wearing of 

"claret-colored mantas" and "red ttlmas" by Lagxina women in 1851, suggesting 

that the Pueblos may have been producing some red-colored garments at that 

time, though it is conceivable that he was actually describing the use of 

Navajo-woven serapes. 

Looms and Other Tods 

Although the treadle loom was in use in the New Mexico mission obraies 

and in the Santa Fe workshops, there is no indication that this apparatvis ever 

spread beyond these Spanish contexts into the Pueblo villages during the 

Spanish or Mexican periods, or that anything other than fsUorics intended for 

export were ever produced on them. Although the treadle loom arrived in the 

New World with em associated complex of European tools designed to increase 

its efficiency, for some reason it seems to have arrived in New Mexico without 

the spinning wheel (Fisher and Wheat 1979:198). There is no indication that 

the spinning wheel was ever used in the New Mexican missions, as it was in 

California and Texas. If it was in use in colonial New Mexico, its effects were 

short-lived; it evidently never caught on with seventeenth-century Pueblo 

weavers and was only used to a limited extent in later times by some Hispanic 

and Pueblo spinners. Matthews (1884:376), for instance, reported the tase of 

the spinning wheel in the 1880s by some Rio Grande "Mexicans" (Fisher and 

Wheat 1979:198). The Brooklyn Museum collection reportedly contains two 

spinning wheels collected at Acoma sometime prior to 1909 said to have been 

used by Acoma women; one of these wheels was described as very old in 1909 

(Brooklyn Museum Archives, Box 47, Item 10). For the most part, the simple, 

indigenous stick-and-whorl spindle, or malacate, seems to have adequately 
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served the needs of Puehlo, Navajo, and Hispanic spinners throughout the 

Spanish and Mexican periods. 

The basic loom and tool kit for Pueblo textile production remained 

xxnchanged dxiring this period with only two minor additions: knitting needles 

and metal sewing needles, the former used to knit woolen leggings, the latter 

to embroider woolen yams. Although some metal pins or awls found in 

seventeenth-century assemblages could have been used for knitting purposes, 

most knitting needles in use by the Pueblos at this time were tindoubtedly 

fashioned from wood. Hough (1919:261) relayed that Washington Matthews 

had found cui unfinished piece of knitting on wooden needles® in a post-Revolt 

context in a cUff ruin in northern Mew Mexico. Culin cdso collected an 

unfinished knitted stocking and five wooden knitting needles from Zuni in 1903 

(Fane et ad. 1991:128). It wcis probably not xintil the late-nineteenth century 

that metal knitting needles became widely available to the Pueblos. 

Eyed metal needles were the principal European implement adopted by 

the F*ueblos for textile production. Examples were recovered at a number of 

seventeenth-century sites including Awatovi, Hawikuh, Kechipawan, and 

Pecos, indicating that these implements were introduced to the Pueblos 

through the missions. A metal thimble was also found at Pecos. Kent 

(1979:37) has suggested that access to these metal implements spiirred the 

development of embroidery to a greater extent than it had been tised in 

precontact times. In the view of the present author, it was access to both 

needles and the new woolen fiber that was responsible for the surge in this 

technique. Both knitting needles suid embroidery needles were introduced in 

conjunction with wool, and were used throughout the historic period until 

recent times to produce only woolen textiles, indicating that the Pueblos 
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Weaving Techniques and Fabric Structures 

The documentary record fails to provide any information on Pueblo 

weaving practices or the weave structures employed during the Spanish and 

Mexican periods. For this information, it is necessary to turn to the 

archaeological record, which conveys only ein incomplete picture. Viewed 

across the entire region, however, these data reveal patterns common to all 

areas and differences unique to each. Detailed descriptions of the 

assemblages recovered from the Hopi, Z\ini, and Eastern Pueblo regions are 

presented in Chapters 6 through 9, and only a few suxmnary remarks are 

offered here. Table 10.1 svmimarizes the fabric structures (excluding yam 

ouid cordage) and associated fiber types found in each region, and Table 10.2 

provides the regional distributions of selvage finishes. 

Plain Weave 

Examples of plain-weave cloth are coimnon in all regions. The Awatovi 

fragments are worked in cotton and wool, the Zuni examples in cotton, yucca, 

and wool, the Rio Grande examples in cotton, yucca, and wool, and the Pecos 

and the Salinas fragments in cotton and wool. All of the yucca examples are 

made with S-spun yams, whereas aU of the cotton and woolen fragments are 

made with Z-spun yams except for a few utilizing plied 2z-S elements. 

Balanced plain weaves, ranging from Wcirp-dominant to weft-dominant in 

appearance, and warp-faced and weft-faced plain weaves have been found. 

Yucca plain weaves. The vast majority of yucca fabrics come from the 

Zuni sites, but there are also a few fciirly-well-preserved carbonized excunples 
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Table 10.1. Major fabric structures and fiber types by region. 

lopi Zoni Rio Graade 
Pecos aid tbe 
Salinas Pueblos 

Plain weave cotton, wool yncca, cotton cotton, yucca? cotton, wool 

Veft-faced plain 
weave 

no exaaples no exaiples cotton (BJ 74) cotton (Gran 
Qnivera] 
wool (Pecos) 

Harp-faced plain 
weave 

no exaiples wool wool (Jeiez 
Cave), 
cotton (las 
Hadres) 

no exaiples 

#arp-float plain 
weave 

wool, 3/1 
coipleientary 
floats 

no exaaples no exaiples wool, 3/1 
coipleientary 
floats (Pecos, 
poss. Spanish?) 

Plain weave witb 
eitra-weft 
floats 

no exaiples no exaiples cotton (iipocted 
froi Chihaahaa?) 

no exaiples 

Twill weave woolen 2/2 twill 
cotton 2/1 twill 

yucca 2/2 twill cotton 2/2 twill? 
(Arroyo Bondo); 
woolen 2/2 twill 
(Cochiti area) 

2/2 twill (Pecos, 
soie Spanish?) 

Eibroidery rnnning-stitch 
(wool) 
twine-stitch 
(wool) 

ronning-stitcb 
(wool) 
twine-stitch 
(yncca) 

rnnning-stitch 
(wool at Ginsewa, 
Qnshagi); twine-
stitch (cotton at 
Jeiez Cave) 

rnnning-stitch 
(wool, at Pecos) 

Obliqae 
interlacing 

cotton 3/3 
asbestos 2/2 

yncca 3/3 no exaiples no exaiples 

Knitting wool no exaiples wool (Frijoles 
Canyon refngee 
site) 

wool (Pecos and 
Gran Qnivera) 

Looping cotton no exaiples no exaiples no exaiples 
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faille 10.2. Selrage cord treatieats br regios. 

Side Selvage End TreatKit 

fvined S-ifise Iviaed Z-Vise Twised S-Vise Twined Z-Hise 

Sopi 2-straad twining 
vitb 2z-S cords 
(I ezaiple) 

no ezaiples no ezaiples 2-strand 
twining with 
2z-S cords 
(1 ezaiple) 

Zani no ezaiples 2-strand twining 
with 2s-Z cords 
(1 ezaiple); 
2 or 3-strand 
twining with 2z-S 
cords 
(2 ezaiples) 

no ezaiples 2-strand 
twining with 
2s-Z cords 
(1 ezaiple) 

IFpper Rio Grande no ezaiples no ezaiples no ezaiples no ezaiples 

Pajarito Platean 2-strand twining 
with 2z-S cords (2 
ezaiples) 

no ezaiples 3-strand twining 
with 2z-S cords 
(3 ezaiples) 

no ezaiples 

Jeiez District 2-strand twining 
with 2z-S cords (1 
ezaiple) 

no ezaiples 3-strand twining 
with 2z-S cords 
(1 ezaiple); 
2?-strand 
twining with 2z-
S cords 
(1 ezaiple) 

no ezaiples 

Middle Rio 
Grande 

DO ezaiples no ezaiples no ezaiples no ezaiples 

Pecos 2-strand twining 
with 2z-S cords (1 
eiaiple) 

no ezaiples 3-strand twining 
with 2z-S cords 
(1 ezaiple] 

no ezaiples 

Soatli and East 
of Saata Fe 

no ezaiples no ezaiples no ezaiples no ezaiples 

Salinas District 3-strand twining 
with 2z-S cords 
(1 ezaiple) 

no ezaiples 3-strand twining 
with 3z-S? cords 
(1 ezaiple) 

no ezaiples 
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from the E?io Grande sites of Pottery Mound and Unshagi. The Zxini appear to 

have been the primary consumers and producers of these fabrics. As shown 

in Table 10.2, the end and side selvage cords found on the Zuni fabrics are 

twined in a 2-wise direction, in contrast to examples from the Eastern Pueblo 

region, which are twined S-wise. This indicates that different motor habits 

were practiced in each region and supports an interpretation that these Zuni 

yucca fabrics were locally produced. Selvage cords are lacking on the yucca 

examples found in the Rio Grande, so it is not possible to speculate whether 

these were traded firom Zuni. There is, however, no reason why these could 

not have been locally produced in the Rio Grande. The plain-weave fabrics 

from Zuni have a mean warp/weft ratio of 1.4, with ratios ranging from 0.7 to 

2.4 (see Table 6.5). 

Cotton plain weaves. Cotton balanced-plain-weave fabrics are known 

from all regions. Small scraps of cotton cloth used as pigment bags 

(preserved due to the presence of copper-bearing pigments) are reported 

from Awatovi, Hawikuh, Frijoles Canyon, the Jemez region, and Pecos. The 

cotton fabrics at Awatovi are balanced to warp-dominant in appecurance, with 

warp/weft ratios ranging from 1.05 to 2.31 and a mean of 1.4 (see Table 7.5). 

The best-preserved assemblage of cotton cloth in the Eastern E^eblo region 

comes from Frijoles Canyon; the mean warp/weft ratio of these fabrics is 1.2 

(Table 9.7). Some of the Frijoles Canyon feagments exhibit distinctive 

secondary selvage treatments not found in other regions. Most of the Frijoles 

Canyon and other Eastern E*ueblo fabrics utilize thick, beirely-spun wefts that 

produce a weft-dominant, diagonal-twill appearance in the cloth. Although 

this same effect has been observed on some cotton fabrics from Hawikuh and 

a few woolen ones from Awatovi, it is most pronounced in the Eastern Pueblo 

I 
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assexnblages. This, and the distinctive selvage finishes on the Pajarito 

fragments, suggests that these fabrics were locally made in the Eastern E>ueblo 

region. 

Balanced plain-weave cotton fabrics are also known from Pecos and Gran 

Quivera. The Gran Qxiivera examples date to the pre-Revolt period and are 

balanced to weft-dominant in appearance, again employing thicker, barely-

spxin wefts. The mean warp/weft ratio is 1.3. One of these balanced fabrics 

contains paired warps and plied wefts. It has been suggested in Chapter 9 

that this may have been a tribute textile or indicate an intentional reduction 

in quality as a result of the production of tribute. The Pecos assemblage also 

contains a few examples of balanced plain-weave cotton fabrics, including one 

historic (probably eighteenth-century) example that is warp-dominant in 

appearance and has a warp/weft ratio of 2.1. The selvages are missing. It 

is conceivable that this fabric could have been traded in from Hopi; Kent 

(1979:16) described the warp/weft ratios of the Walpi cotton plain weaves as 

ranging from square (1.0) to 2.1. However, some of the woolen plain-weaves 

found at Pecos have warp/weft ratios as high as 2.0, and, as wiU be discussed 

below, these appear to have been locally made. 

Woolen plain weaves. Numerous foagments of woolen, balanced plain-

weave cloth were found at Awatovi, many if not aU of which are post-Revolt 

in age. A few examples of balanced woolen cloth cure also known from Grein 

Qmvera and Pecos, eind one warp-dominant example is known firom Hawikuh. 

The Gran Quivera and Hawikuh fragments are the only aU-woolen textiles in 

the entire project sample that can be conclusively dated to the prer-Revolt 

period. Both of these sites were abandoned prior to or at the time of the 

Pueblo Revolt, and neither was reoccupied after that time. Awatovi, on the 
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other hand, was occupied for another two decades after the Revolt, and much 

of this weaving in wool appears to have occurred during period. No 

definitive pre-Revolt burials containing woolen cloth have been identified at 

Awatovi. However, as noted in Chapter 7, because some of these so-called 

post-Revolt burials may have been casualties of the Revolt, this muddies the 

chronological waters considerably. It will be recalled that the Pueblos at some 

missions reportedly received wool for their clothing in the early 1670s, which 

could account for the use of woolen cloth in these sites jiist prior to the Pueblo 

Revolt. At this point, cloth made entirely of wool for Pueblo consumption 

appears to have been in limited supply prior to A.D. 1680. The Pecos 

fragments, which range from weft-faced to warp-dominant in appearance, are 

considered to date to the eighteenth century or later. 

Local production of these woolen Pecos examples is inferred from the 

selvages still present on two of the fragments. As shown in Table 10.2, these 

selvages eure more similar to those found in Eastern Pueblo fabrics than to 

selvages from in the west. The end selvages on all of the Eastern Pueblo 

fabrics, both cotton and wool, are worked in 3-strand twining with the cords 

twined S-wise; this indicates that all weavers in this region employed similar 

motor patterns when working their edges. The Hopi (cotton) and Zuni 

(yucca) fabrics, on the other hand, have their end selvages twined in a Z-

wise direction. The side selvages of the Zuni fragments are likewise twined 

Z-wise, whereas the side selvage on the one Hopi example is twined S-wise. 

A glcince at Table 10.2 is sxiffident to show that these sample sizes are 

pitifully small, especially in the Hopi region. Although these patterns are 

highly tentative, they provide a baseline for further analysis. 

Weft-faced plain weaves. Weft-faced fabrics are reported from only a 
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handful of sites, all in the Eastern Pueblo region. The earliest example, and 

the only one definitely pre-Revolt in age, is a fragment of weft-faced cotton 

cloth from Gran Quivera. There are adso three weft-faced cotton examples 

from a rock shelter (BJ 74) in the Jemez region; these have been interpreted 

as post-Revolt though they coiild be earlier. One of these examples utilizes 

single-ply Z-spun wefts for part of its length and plied 2z-S wefts for the 

remainder. Another weft-faoed cotton fi::agment from the seune site has one of 

its end selvages closely wrapped with an overcast edging. Similar fragments 

of edging, worked in wool, have been found in association with woolen 

embroidery at Awatovi, Hawikuh, Unshagi, and Pecos. The only example of 

weft-faced woolen cloth is an eighteenth-century specimen from Pecos, 

suggesting that the production of Spanish-style woolen blankets by the 

Pueblos did not become popular until well after the Pueblo Revolt. No 

examples of weft-faced fabrics were found at the Hopi or Ziani sites, nor did 

Kent (1979:8,16) report any cotton weft-faced examples from eighteenth-

century Walpi, though woolen weft-faced fabrics were found there. It has 

been suggested in Chapter 9 that the use of weft-faced weaves may have 

initially been prompted by efforts to reduce the time required to produce cloth 

for tribute. Alternately, the eastern distribution of these weaves may simply 

indicate a greater exposure to Spanish weft-faced woolen fabrics by people in 

the Eastern E>ueblo villages. 

Wcuna-faced plain weaves. Examples of warp-faced plain weaves are 

known from Hawikuh (wool). Las Madies (cotton), and Jemez Cave (wool); 

three other possible woolen examples, now consisting only of warp strands, 

cire known from Awatovi. All of these are believed to be the remains of belts 

or ties. The Hawikuh example consists of two strips of cloth that have been 
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twisted together to make a kind of belt; these are actually warp-dominant 

rather than warp-faced and made with single-ply warps and wefts. The Las 

Madres example, which is highly deteriorated, appears to be made of cotton 

with 2-ply (2z-S) Wcirps and single-ply (Z) wefts. This is the only precontact 

example identified in the study assemblage. None of the prehistoric cotton 

examples of warp-faced bands discussed by Kent (1957:529) contain plied 

warps, making this the only prehistoric example known. The Jemez Cave 

exaunple, which is interpreted as eighteenth-century or later, is made with 

pUed (2z-S) weirps and wefts, including warp yams that are indigo-dyed. 

Similarities have been observed in Chapter 9 between this belt and a mid-

eighteenth-century example recovered from the Gobemador district. Because 

the selvages are missing from the Hawikuh, Las Madres, and possible Awatovi 

examples, little can be said about their original appearance. These and the 

Jemez example were probably all woven on a backstrap loom. 

Warp-float plain weaves. Examples of this technique were found only 

at Awatovi and Pecos. All are worked in wool with single-ply Z-spun yams, 

and aU represent the remains of belts or ties. Three definite examples of 

warp-float-pattemed belts or bands were found at Awatovi. In all cases, 

their center portions are worked in complementary three-span (3/1) floats, 

and in one example, groups of warp strands had been gathered into a fringe. 

As noted above, three possible excunples of warp-faced belts with missing 

wefts were adso found at Awatovi, and some of these may have been warp-float 

belts as well. The warp elements in these examples presently appear as 

various shades of brown, though it is possible that they were originally dyed 

cuid that this color is no longer visible. 

Belts employing this type of weave are known as "Hopi-style," in 
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contrast to "Navajo-style" belts that were made historically by both E>ueblo 

and Navajo weavers. The latter have supplementary warp floats rather than 

complementary ones. Kent (1979:18) identified examples of only the " Navajo-

style" belts in the Walpi assemblage. The "Hopi-style" weave traces its 

origins to the south, with examples found at the Salado site of Tonto. This 

demonstrates a strong southern component in Hopi weaving. 

The Pecos example, which is worked in the same technique as the belts 

found at Awatovi, is considered to date considerably later, probably to the 

mid-to-late nineteenth century. As discussed in Chapter 8, it coiald have 

been made by either a Pueblo or Hispanic weaver. 

Plain weave patterned with extra-weft floats. There is one cotton 

example of this technique from a site near Nambe in the upper Rio Grande. 

As noted in Chapter 9, the fragment has been radiocarbon dated to the early 

A.D. 1300s. Because this is the only example of its kind known from any site 

on the Colorado Plateau, and because of resemblances it shares with examples 

found in caves in Chihueihua, it is suggested that this fabric was a luxiuy 

trade item imported into the upper Rio Grande from Chihuahua (see Chapter 

9). This is the only prehistoric example in the entire project sample identified 

as an imported textile. 

Twill Weave 

Examples of twill weaves were found in all regions. Examples of 2/1 

twill worked in cotton and 2/2 twiU worked in wool were recovered from 

Awatovi. Examples of yucca 2/2 twill were identified at both Hawikuh and 

Kechipawan. In the Elastem Pueblo region, woolen 2/2 twill was recovered 

from a rock shelter in the Cochiti area, a possible example of cotton 2/2 twiU 
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was fovind at Arroyo Hondo, and woolen 2/2 twiU was recovered at Pecos. 

Twill weaves were commonly employed by weavers on the Colorado Plateau in 

pre-Spanish times. Most of the so-called "Anasazi-twill" striped blankets are 

woven in a 2/1 twill, though 2/2 twills were also widely produced on the 

Colorado Plateau. All of the prehistoric 2/1 twills discussed by Kent have 

come from sites in northeastern Arizona and the Four Comers region. Fcdjrics 

utilizing the 2/2 twiU structure have been found at sites throughout the 

Colorado Plateau, as well as sites south of the MogoUon Rim including Tonto 

and Kinishba (Kent 1957:538-540). 

The identification of the Arroyo Hondo example as twill is tentative due 

to its extremely deteriorated condition. If this identification is correct, then 

tliis is the only example of a prehistoric twill-woven fabric known from the 

Eastern Pueblo region. The yucca 2/2 twiUs from the Zuni sites are 

significant for providing further evidence of Late MogoUon and Saladoan 

influences in Zuni weaving. Both the 2/1 and 2/2 twill-weave structures are 

found in later examples of historic Pueblo weaving including woolen 

(see Kent 1983b: Fig.42). It shoxild be noted that aU. of the woolen excunples 

identified during the present study are worked in the 2/2-twill structure. 

Spanish weavers used this weave structure for their woolen ieraas as well 

(Fisher 1979b), and it is possible that Eastern Pueblo weavers picked up the 

technique from this source rather than from the Western Pueblos. Whereas 

the Awatovi example probably dates to the late-seventeenth century, the 

Cochiti and Pecos examples are considered to be eighteenth century or later. 

One of the Pecos examples may actually be Spanish-woven. 
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Embroideiry 

Two different types of embroidery techniques have been identified in 

these assemblages: twine-stitch embroidery and ninning-stitch embroidery. 

Twine-stitch embroidery is found on yucca cloth at Zuni (Kechipawan and 

Halona), woolen cloth at Awatovi, and cotton cloth at Jemez Cave. Ttiis 

technique served the Pueblos both as a means of repair and as a decorative 

technique. All of the prehistoric examples identified by Kent (1957:514) came 

from Pueblo m sites in the Kayenta region. 

In this author's view, the examples of woolen running-stitch embroidery 

identified during the project represent the most significant finds of the study. 

As noted in Chapter 1, no examples of early-historic embroidery were known 

to exist prior to this research. Examples of this technique have now been 

identified from all regions at the sites of Awatovi, Hawikuh, Giusewa, 

Unshagi, and Pecos. All of these, with the exception of Unshagi, were 

mission sites, and the population of Unshagi was also mlssionized. AH of these 

embroidery examples were recovered from what are considered to be 

seventeenth-century mortuary contexts (a few examples are unprovenienced), 

and all are worked in wool. I have suggested that embroidery represented the 

F̂ eblos' first use of this new woolen fiber because it provided the most 

efficient means of using a small quantity of the fiber to its greatest advantage, 

cts a source of color. Embroiderers could have employed the wool for its 

natural brown and black hues or colored it with any number of dyes, including 

indigo. Even if the Pueblos were unable to procure their own fleeces, they 

could have acquired sufficient clumps of fiber from shrubs or through 

opportunistic means for embroidery purposes. 

The techniqn̂ e employed in all of these examples is the simple running 
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Stitch. Although no exact antecedent has yet been identified in any 

prehistoric assemblage, the seventeenth-century examples appear to have 

their greatest affinities with F̂ ieblo HI cotton examples identified by Kent 

(1983a: 184,Figs. 115,116) from the Kayenta Anasazi region, in which rows of 

decorative 2-ply (2z-S) yams are inserted parallel to the wefts. Other 

possible examples of embroidery have been identified by Kent at late Pueblo 

in and Ê eblo IV sites south of the Mogollon Rim, but these employ wrap-

stitch or doxible rxinning-stitch embroidery (see Kent 1983b: 183-191), not the 

single running-stitch embroidery with two-ply yams found in the 

seventeenth-century examples. The examples identified as embroidery by 

Kent may actually be examples of extra-weft-float patterned weaves or 

brocades. This possibility has been suggested by King (1974) and has also 

been acknowledged by Kent (1983a: 184-185). In the view of the present 

author, the Kayenta examples more likely represent brocade than embroidery, 

even though they share the greatest affinities with the running-stitch 

embroidery identified here. The differences between these two techniques 

have been discussed in Chapter 9. 

The woolen examples analyzed during the present study are identified 

as embroidery, rather than extra-weft floats or brocades, based on the 

presence of a highly-distinctive tail feature appearing on examples from 

Hawikxih, Giusewa, Unshagi, and Pecos. In all of these examples, the tail end 

of the yam hcis been laid perpendicular to the rows of embroidery. (For an 

illustration of one Unshagi fragment showing the perpendicular tail feature, 

see Webster 1995: Fig.2). In the finished garment, this end would have been 

sandwiched between the embroidery yarns and the ground fabric and thus 

hidden from view. The only reason why this feature is conspicuous on these 

J 
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fragments is becaiise the groiind fabric is missing; in better-preserved 

examples where the groiind fabric is intact, it woiild not be apparent. This 

perpendicular tail is not the type of start or finish one wotild expect to find 

in extra-weft-patteming or brocade, though lacking the ground fabric, 

technique cannot be ruled out entirely. In the extra-weft technique, the 

supplemental yams are typically added in or finished off by inserting them 

directly into the weft shed or by incorporating them into the ground fabric in 

some other manner, not by tucking them beneath and perpendicular to the 

rows of supplementary weft. Because the ground fabric is missing from all of 

these seventeenth-century specimens, it remains undetermined whether these 

embroidery yams were originally inserted parallel to the warps or the wefts. 

The examples identified during the present study have close affinities 

to an example of running-stitch embroidery reported by Kent (1979:9-12) from 

an eighteenth-century context at Walpi. In tliis excunple, brown, single-ply, 

Z-spun woolen embroidery yams are worked in a simple running stitch parallel 

to the warps on a ground fabric of yellowish wool. From the illustration in the 

Walpi report, the stitch appears to be identical to that found in the 

seventeenth-century examples reported here; because the Walpi assemblage 

was not examined during the present study, it is not known if the diagnostic 

tail feature is present in the Walpi example. There are two major differences 

between the Walpi example and the seventeenth-century specimens identified 

during the present study: 1) the Walpi example is worked in single-ply 

embroidery yams, and all of the seventeenth-century examples are worked 

in two-ply (2z-S) yams; and 2) the Walpi example is embroidered on a woolen 

ground fabric, and the seventeenth-century ones were evidently worked on 

cotton cloth (one of the Awatovi ground fabrics may be wool). 

j 
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At first glance it appears that these fabrics cotild have been traded 

from a single source because of their identical methods of construction and 

other similar features. The identiccd method of laying the of the yam 

perpendicular to the rows of embroidery is found in examples from Pecos, 

Giusewa, Unshagi, and Hawikrih. Fragments of coiled-up woolen yams, 

representing the remains of overcast edgings, are also associated with 

examples from Awatovi, Hawikuh, Pecos, and Unshagi. As noted, a similar 

edging was found on a well-preserved piece of weft-faced cotton cloth at site 

BJ 74 in the Jemez region, and that fragment is also believed to be 

postcontact. The similarities between these embroidery fragments suggest 

that they were either traded from a single area or that a stifficient period of 

time had elapsed following the introduction of the technique to allow 

embroiderers to execute it in the same highly-conventionalized manner. 

Although it is possible that these embroidered fabrics were traded, in 

my view they most likely represent examples of local production, at least those 

in the Hopi and Jemez regions. This interpretation is based on the regional 

distribution of the examples, the types of goods found in association with the 

embroidery, and other evidence. The distribution consists of examples from 

four burials at Awatovi, three burials (plus an xinknown provenience) at 

Pecos, a burial and a ceremonial deposit at Hawikuh, one burial at Giusewa, 

and one burial from Unshagi. No center of distribution for this embroidery 

is readily apparent. 

Several lines of evidence suggest that the Awatovi examples were 

produced locally in the Hopi region. First, as discussed, there is some 

precedent for a similar type of technique in the Kayenta area, and fabrics 

sharing some similarities have been identified at Salado and Sinagua sites to 
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the south; second, many of the kilts depicted in the precontact Awatovi and 

Kawaika-a murals are decorated in what appear to be embroidery designs 

(Smith 1952:Fig.25); third, the Awatovi examples are more numerous than 

those at other sites; and fourth and most convincingly, a necirly-identical 

example of running-stitch embroidery has been found in an eighteenth-

century context at Walpi. 

There are also indications that the Jemez examples were locally 

produced. Both of the burials containing embroidery at Unshagi and Giusewa 

also contained bundles of plied woolen yams and one contained a needle. It 

was suggested in Chapter 9 that these might have been bundles of embroidery 

yams and that the deceased could have been embroiderers. (Similar bundles 

of pUed woolen yams were associated with burials at Awatovi, Hawikuh, and 

Pecos, though these apparently did not contain embroidery; if nothing else, 

the inclusion of this yam as grave goods conveys the high esteem in which 

wool must have been held during the seventeenth century.) The radiocarbon 

dates from the Unshagi specimen (A. D. 1410-1650 at 2a), when combined with 

Reiter's suggested date of abandonment for Unshagi (A.D. 1628), suggest 

that this Unshagi example may be the oldest in the project sample. The 

Unshagi embroidery coxald have been executed in the 1620s, well before the 

establishment of the missions or of mission sheep flocks at Hawikuh or 

Awatovi. This seems too ecirly for woolen embroidered garments to have been 

made at Hopi and traded to the east. 

The most reasonable explanation for the widespread local production of 

this technique is that running-stitch embroideiY had been adopted and 

mastered throughout the Pueblo region prior to the eurrival of the Spaniards. 

Based on what appear to embroidery depictions in the Pueblo IV Jeddito 
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murals (Smith 1952:274-279,Fig.25), it is suggested that this technique, 

probably including the method of tucking the tail of the yam under the 

embroidery, developed first in the Hopi area and then spread throughout the 

region. The technique was originally worked in cotton yams on a cotton 

ground, as seen in the earlier examples from the Kayenta region. It is even 

possible that some bison wool was employed for this purpose in late-prehistoric 

times. 

Although the running-stitch embroidery technique may have its origins 

in the Westem Pueblo region in late Pueblo III, there is no indication of its 

presence in the Rio Grande region until late-precontact or early-contact 

times, when evidence appears in the more southerly villages. Although 

numerous depictions in the Awatovi cind Kawaika-a murals suggest the use of 

embroidery to decorate the borders of kilts (Smith 1952:274-279, Fig.25; 

Kent's well-preserved Walpi example resembles Smith's Figs. 25a,c,e,f), there 

is little in the Kuaua and Pottery Mound murals and nothing in the well-

preserved textile assemblage from the Pajarito Plateau to indicate that this 

technique was important in the Eastern Pueblo region in the 1400s or even by 

the early 1500s. The most convincing portrayal of an embroidered textile that 

has been identified by the author from an Eastern Pueblo site is the 

breechcloth depicted on a Tabir& Polychrome canteen (Hayes et al. 

1981:Fig.llSi), which, as discussed in Chapter 9, may date as late as the 

early 1600s. The designs depicted on this breechcloth resemble those in the 

Jeddito murals,' but because kilts and not breechcloths are depicted in the 

Jeddito murals, and embroidered cotton breechcloths are known to have been 

worn historically in the Eastern Pueblo region, it is suggested that the 

breechcloth depicted on the Tabir̂  canteen is intended to represent a locally-
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made garment. (Lacking precontact cotton examples, it cannot be determined 

for certain whether these fabrics were decorated with embroidery or 

brocade.) 

In the 1580s, nearly two decades prior to the arrival of Oflate's sheep, 

embroidered garments were described as being worn by the Piro emd the 

southern Tiwa (e.g., Hammond and Rey 1966:85,220). It seems likely that 

when sheep's wool became available to the Pueblos in the late 1500s or early 

1600s, embroiderers simply shifted the medium in which the embroidery was 

worked without the changing the particulars of the technique. The lack of 

direct cotton antecedents for the technique - or even of cotton examples 

contemporaneoTis with the woolen ones - may be attributed to the fact that all 

of the sites where embroidery was fotind are located in open settings where 

cotton textiles would be unlikely to survive. Indeed, few cotton textiles were 

preserved at these sites, and aU of the cotton ground fabrics associated with 

the woolen embroidery had disintegrated, leaving the woolen yams behind. 

Based on early ethnographic examples, it is likely that each village or 

region originally had its own local style of embroidery. A detailed study of 

these seventeenth-century embroidery designs has yet to be conducted, 

though one promising avenue of anedysis would be to compare the motifs used 

on the Jemez embroidery fragments with designs used on Jemez Black-on-

white bowls. Smith (1952:277,Figs. 19,25) has demonstrated the strong 

similarities between the Awatovi and Kawaika-a kilt borders and exterior 

border designs used on Jeddito bowls. Many of the historic Pueblo 

embroidery designs, such as those used Acoma, employ elements found on 

Pueblo in and IV ceramics and textiles (Kent 1983b:59; Mera 1975[1943]); 

Smith 1952:Figs.25n,p). These regional differences in embroidery styles 
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became less pronounced in the late 1800s as embroidery declined at many of 

the Eastern Pueblo villages and Hopi-made garments decorated with Hopi 

designs began entering the region as trade items; some Eastern Ê eblo 

embroiders also began executing their designs on the Hopi model (Smith 

1952:272). As noted by Smith, this has led to a greater standardization of 

embroidery designs in recent years. 

AU of the seventeenth-century examples identified during the current 

project, as well as the Walpi example, differ significantly from later nineteenth 

and twentieth-century examples that employ what is known as the "historic 

Pueblo embroidery stitch" (Kent 1983b:Fig.24). This stitch is a modified 

backstitch for which no European antecedents have been identified (Kent 

1979:9; 1983b:39; see also Mera 1975[1943]:9). Kent (1979:9) has suggested 

that the invention of the stitch may have arisen from the use of plied yams. 

However, the fact that all of the seventeenth-century examples identified 

dxiring the present study contain plied yams seems to refute this idea. Kent 

also suggested that the use of this stitch was encouraged by the increasing 

availability of commercial yams and steel needles. Although more research 

needs to be done on this issue, I woizld suggest that one fruitful avenue might 

be to explore the similarities between the self-couching stitch used in the New 

Mexican colcha embroideries and the historic Pueblo embroidery stitch, both 

of which appear to have developed in the mid-1700s, and to investigate the 

possible role of Eastern Pueblo women in the adoption of this new embroidery 

technique. In her observations regarding the colcha stitch. Fisher (1979a: 

153-154) could just as easily be describing the historic Pueblo embroidery 

stitch: "it is probably more economical than any other stitch in providing a 

full, luxiirious covering on the front, with little waste of embroidery on the 
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reverse." Indeed, the historic E»ueblo embroidery stitch represents a far more 

efficient use of yam than does running-stitch embroidery, as nearly all of the 

yam in the "historic" stitch is confined to the upper siirface. 

Oblique Interladng 

Excluding a disciisslon of braided cords, fabrics worked in oblique 

interlacing, or braiding, have been identified at the sites of Awatovi and 

Hawikuh. Awatovi yielded examples made from cotton as well as asbestos, and 

the example from Hawikiih is made from yucca. The Awatovi cotton example 

is worked in oblique 3/3-twill interlacing with 2z-S cotton yams, and probably 

represents the remains of a wide braided sash, similar to the type known 

historically as the Hopi "rain sash" or "big sash." The 3/3 structure found 

in the Awatovi example is the same one used in these historic sashes. The 

other example that reportedly came from Awatovi is made from 2z-S asbestos 

yams and worked in oblique 2/2-twill interlacing. Two different fragments, 

believed to be pieces of the same braided sash, were discovered during the 

study in two separate museums. Both the cotton and the asbestos examples 

are believed to be precontact. The Hawikuh exeunple, which was recovered 

from undated room fill, is woven in oblique 3/3-twill interlacing with 2s-Z 

yucca yams. As no selvages or diagnostic features are present on any of 

these examples, it is not possible to determine whether they were frame-

braided by the sprang technique, as was the convention at Hopi in later 

historic times (Kent 1983b:84). 

Kent (1957:600-691, Map 12) has observed that nearly all prehistoric 

examples from the Colorado Plateau were worked in the 2/2 structure, whereas 

sites south of the MogoUon Rim yielded both the 2/2 and 3/3 rhythms. The 3/3 
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Structure is clearly a southern technique, with examples reported from Mule 

Creek, Montezuma Castle, and the Tonto Cliff Dwellings. Southern influence 

is further suggested by the use of asbestos fiber in the Awatovi example. One 

of the richest deposits of crysotile in the region is found in upper Salt River 

Canyon, south of the MogoUon Rim. 

Narrow wlute belts and broad white fringed sashes are illustrated in 

several of the Jeddito murals (Kent 1957:601; Smith 1952:282-283,Fig.26,PI. 

F,I) indicating that these items were in wide use, at least for ceremonial 

purposes, during Pueblo IV. There is no archaeological evidence of this type 

of weave structure at any site in the Eastern Pueblo region, though elaborate 

fringed sashes are likewise depicted in the Kuaua and Pottery Mound murals 

(Kent 1983a:Fig. 149). In historic times, these were important trade items 

from Hopi. 

Knittinq and Looping 

As early as Basketmaker times, the Pueblos were using the looping 

technique to produce their bags auid leggings. According to Kent (1957:589), 

looping was widely practiced all over the Southwest prior to the arrival of the 

Spaniards. However, Kent did not report any examples from the Rio Grande 

region, nor were any identified during the present study. Only one example 

of looping was found during the study, at Awatovi. In terms of structure, 

looping and knitting (the latter a form of interlooping) are similar single-

element techniques (Emery 1966:30-31,40-41). Whereas looping is produced 

by drawing the free end of a yam through an existing opening or loop, 

knitting (and crochet) are made by drawing loops through existing loops. 

During the knitting process, these loops are maintained on sticks or needles 
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and worked off one stitch at a time. 

The knitting technique was probably introduced to the Pueblos by the 

missionaries soon after the inception of the missions. I have suggested in 

Chapter 4 that knitting was probably first taught to Pueblo men by the 

missionctries (just ets it was taught to Mayan men by the Spaniards; see 

Schevill 1986:16). By the mid-seventeenth centtiry, E»ueblo-knitted woolen 

stockings were one of the most common commodities being exported to Parral 

by both the secular and religious authorities, with massive quantities 

demanded by both factions in the 1660s. By the time of the Pueblo Revolt, 

knitting had evidently replaced looping as the technique used to produce 

leggings for the Pueblos' own use as well, with these items now made from the 

new woolen fiber. 

Fragments of both looping and knitting were recovered from a single 

late-seventeenth-century context at Awatovi, with the looping worked in 

cotton and the knitting worked in wool. The Pueblos evidently maintained 

these fiber associations after adopting the knitting technique. Three other 

examples of knitting, also worked in wool, were identified during the present 

study: a late- seventeenth-century example from Gran Qviivera, a post-Revolt 

example from Frijoles Canyon, and an eighteenth-century example from Pecos. 

No examples of crochet were identified diirlng the study. (In the view of the 

author, the adoption of crochet appears to date to a much later time, perhaps 

to the nineteenth century, though more research is required.) Looping was 

evidently never resumed for the production of leggings, probably because 

wool became the preferred medixim for these garments in early-historic times. 

In addition to wool's greater warmth, it offered greater possibilities of color. 

The example of knitting from Frijoles Canyon, the only one retaining its 

J 
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original c»lor, was once a brilliant orange- Simple looping continued to be 

practiced for the production of a few rittial items, such as string nets for 

gourds. 

Summary 

Certain types of weave structures including plain weaves, twill weaves, 

embroidery, and knitted fragments were widely distributed throughout the 

region during the protohistoric period. Embroidery and knitting, both 

worked in wool, were found only in historic contexts. Preiiistoric twills were 

found at Hopi and Zuni, with one possible example from the Rio Grande. 

Postcontact woolen twills were more generally distributed. 

Other weave structtires have a more limited distribution. Three of the 

weave structures found in these assemblages eire interpreted as having a 

southern origin: oblique 3/3-twill interlacing, warp-float belting, and plain 

weave patterned with extra-weft floats. The first two structures have been 

identified only at sites in the Western Pueblo region. This suggests that they 

were locally produced and not widely traded in late-prehistoric or early-

historic times. The third weave structure, plain weave patterned with extra-

weft floats, is interpreted here as a trade item imported into the upper Rio 

Grande from Chihuahua. 

The widespread distribution of woolen embroidery in seventeenth-

century contexts suggests that this technique had been adopted and mastered 

by peoples on the Colorado Plateau prior to the arrival of the Spetniards, 

permitting embroiders from all regions to become familiar with the technical 

aspects of its practice including the manner of hiding the tail end of the yam. 

After the introduction of sheep wool, embroidery wcis probably worked 
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primarily in the new fiber to take advantage of the natural sheep colors and 

of the fiber's superior affinity for dyes. 

Changes in the Organization and Scale of Production 

Productian Facilities 

The production of tribute textiles for the secuUir and religious 

authorities has been discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. But what of production 

for the Pueblos' own needs? I have already suggested that the bulk of textile 

production activities for these outside consxuners had been moved out of kiva 

contexts and into households by the time of the Pueblo Revolt. I have also 

argued that the textile labor pool had expcuided to include intensive 

participation by the entire household, especially women, and that weaving 

activities for tribute production had been extended into the agricultural 

secison by this time. It was suggested that the shift from kivas to household 

contexts offered greater flexibility for the expanded labor pool, now composed 

of differing ages and sexes, and that kivas or religioiis rooms could not have 

accommodated all of the upright looms reqtiired to weave large quantities of 

cloth within short intervals of time. It was also noted that conflicting demands 

would have existed for kiva space during the early stammer months when much 

of the textile production for the authorities was taking place. Finally, it was 

suggested that outdoor plazas would have offered prime settings for the 

production of textiles during these warmer months. Although weaving may 

have been reinstated in ceremonial contexts immediately following the Pueblo 

Revolt, it probeibly returned to households in the New Mexico Pueblo villages 

after tribute demands were reimposed in the 1700s. 

These shifts, however, occurred largely in response to outside 
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demands. What of production for internal use? Unfortunately, the 

documentary record from the Spanish and Mexican periods is silent on t-big 

issue. I have already suggested that, with the exception of Pecos Pueblo and 

the Hopi villages, weaving activities were not reinstated in kivas after the 

Reconquest. Although the Pueblos had clearly regained full use of their kivas 

by the mid-eighteenth century (Adams 1954:31), weaving was not included by 

Dominguez in his description of kiva activities performed at the New Mexico 

missions in 1777 (KesseU 1979:299), nor was the use of kivas for weaving 

purposes mentioned in any of the nineteenth-century Anglo-American 

accotints for any region other than Hopi. It is suggested that weaving in the 

New Mexico Pueblo villages had been transplanted to household contexts by 

the early 1700s, though some kiva weaving may have continued at Pecos. It 

is not possible to state concltisively that no weaving was being performed in 

communal ritual settings in any of these other eastern villages during the 

eighteenth or nineteenth centuries, but none, evidently, was occurring in 

kivas. 

In the late 1800s, when Anglo-American chroniclers began visiting the 

Pueblo villages in greater ntimbers, households were the places where looms 

were located and textile-production activities were being performed (e.g., 

Bourke 1936:116; Houlihan and Honlihctn 1986:34,90; Lange and Riley 1966: 

216,368; Stevenson 1987[1911] :306). Only at Hopi were kivas still the focus 

of most cotton spinning, embroidery, and weaving activities, with most of 

these activities geared toward the production of dance costumes and wedding 

garments (e.g., Parsons 1936). Some woolen manta dresses were also being 

woven in kivas but, by the late 1800s, woolen blcuikets and mantas werB also 

being produced in Hopi homes (e.g., Donaldson 1893:19; Parsons 1936). 
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Scheduling 

Pueblo labor was in txemendous demand throughout the early years of 

the colony. The labor of men, women, and children was used in the 

construction of churches cuid for various other tasks. Men were recruited to 

work on colonial farms and ranches, civil works projects, and to transport 

livestock into Mexico. Pecos men were in particular demand as skilled 

carpenters, travelling widely throughout the province during aU times of the 

year (KesseU 1979:132). All of these activities took Pueblo people, and 

especially Pueblo males, away from their villages for extended periods of time. 

Some of this outside labor was recruited during the agricultural off-season, 

what had been the traditional time of year for E>ueblo textile production. 

Pueblo men and women were also forced to produce textiles for tribute 

purposes during the warmer months. By the late-seventeenth century, the 

labor tasks imposed by the Spaniards left the Pueblos with little time to devote 

to their own agricultural needs, much less to their weaving activities. 

During the eighteenth century. Pueblo labor continued to be 

appropriated by the civil authorities over the course of the year, primarily 

during times of planting and harvest in late spring and late fall- Most of the 

l£dx>r taken from the villages was male, although some women worked in the 

fields and were enlisted to grind com and wheat. Women were also engaged 

in spinning wool for blcuikets, probably within the pueblos. Woolen blankets 

were again exacted as taxation or tribute from E»ueblo households. Some 

E*ueblos cdso spent periods in Santa Fe providing personal service for the 

governor; according to Lezaiin, semaneros from the E?io Abajo pueblos were 

dispensed "from All SOTIIS' to Easter," or fall through spring (Hackett 1937: 

471). This took Pueblo individuals from the major textile-producing villages 

J 
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away from their pueblos dTxring the agricultural off-season, again, the 

traditional time when textiles were produced. 

Textile production probably began to be practiced as a part-time, year-

round activity as soon as tribute demands were imposed. By at least the mid-

1600s, most tiibute production for the authorities was taking place during the 

warmer months of spring, summer, and faU to coincide with the sheep 

shearing in the spring and perhaps another in the fall.'" The Pueblos 

probably attended to their own weaving needs on intermittent basis as 

opportunities auxjse. Any labor-intensive, specialized textile techniques 

surviving from precontact times probably died out among Eastern Pueblo 

weavers at this time, as the amount of time available for weaving declined and 

the labor pool lost many of its more specialized producers. 

As the New Mexico Pueblos acqriired direct access to their own sheep 

and wool supplies after the Pueblo Revolt, they began producing and trading 

surplus woolen textiles to other Pueblos and colonists. With this development, 

textile production probably became established as a year-round affaiv focused 

curound the shearing of sheep. Although shearing was performed during the 

warmer months, wool could be stored and processed throughout the year. It 

is suggested that carding and spinning became part-time tasks performed on 

a daily basis by various family members, especially women. The transfer of 

looms out of kivas enabled weaving to be performed as a year-round activity, 

indoors or out. Although information is lacking in the pre-1848 literatxire 

regarding the schedialing of weaving activities, late-nineteenth-century 

accounts indicate that, by that time, weaving was being performed during 

various parts of the year (e.g., Bourke 1936: 116; Lange and Riley 1966:368, 

216). 
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Although most spinning and weaving activities - and all of the kiva 

weaving - at Hopi were still being performed during the winter months in the 

189C)s, Stephen reported some spinning of cotton and woolen fiber by men 

duilng the summer (Parsons 1936:372,515). Beaglehole (1937:23-31) 

described winter as the time when Hopi men got together to spin and weave in 

the kivas and to produce most of the dance costumes and wedding m̂ ntaa and 

sashes needed for that year. He indicated, however, that weaving was also 

performed by men in their spare time during the summer months. It is 

inferred that, by the late-nineteenth century, most of the cotton weaving at 

Hopi was still being scheduled during the winter, but that the processing and 

weaving of wool was occurring throughout the year. 

Compositfon cf the Production Units 

At the time of contact, textile labor in most of the Pueblo communities 

was organized along highly-gendered lines, with textile production one aspect 

of the adult male role (Kent 1983b:9; Mills 1997:8). Early Spanish accounts 

make explicit reference to males as both the spinners and the weavers in 

F̂ ieblo society (Hammond and Rey 1953:610,627,636,645; Winship 1896:521). 

In 1630, Benavides reported that "the men spin and weave their mantas. and 

go to war and chase" (Ayer 1916:33). This indicates that after three decades 

of missionary influence and tribute demands in the Rio Grande, males were 

stiU the primary spinners and weavers in that region. 

Mcile labor, however, was diverted edmost iimnediately from traditional 

textile pursuits to Spanish interests. This diversion of male labor, coupled 

with the extraction of tribute textiles from households, required a 

reorganization of family labor to sustain the production of these goods. It is 
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suggested that within the first half century of colonization, EMeblo textile 

production in the Rio Grande had been transformed from a highly~gendered 

system of male production (see Mills 1997:23) to one requiring involvement by 

all members of the extended family - men, women, and children of all ages -

in fiber processing, weaving textiles, and knitting stockings. This expansion 

of the labor pool necessitated a concomitant shift in the site of textile 

production facilities from extrahoxisehold to household contexts to expedite 

participation by all family members in these eictivities. 

After the Pueblo Revolt, the organization of textile production along 

nongendered lines appears to have continued in the New Mexico Pueblo 

villages. The fact that tribute demands were reinstated in all villages except 

Hopi meant that high levels of household production had to be maintained. 

Some of the Pueblo villages in the Rio Abajo region, particularly Acoma, 

Lagvina, and Zuni, also begeui specializing in the production of surplus woolen 

textiles in the mid-eighteenth century for trade to other Pueblos and to 

Spanish consximers. It is suggested that this market production of textiles 

continued to be Ccuxied out at the household level in much the same manner 

that tribute production had been organized. This organization of textile 

production was probably not unlike that described for Hispanic household 

production in weaving communities in the Rio Abajo and later the San Luis 

valley, with men doing the shearing, women and children doing most of the 

wool carding and spinning, and men performing most, but not all, of the 

weaving activities. In these Hispanic villages, most weaving for income 

purposes was done by men, with women producing most of the blankets and 

other woolens for domestic consiamption (StoUer 1979:49). 

The textile leibor of women seems to have supplemented but not replaced 
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the textile labor of men in the Rio Grande villages during the eighteenth 

centxiry. There are hints that men continued to weave most of the traditional 

styles of garments. Fray Fore, in 1794, stated that the Rio Grande Keresan 

"Indians" were stiU weaving to clothe "their women" (Lange 1990:163), 

implying that males were at that time still producing women's mantas. Late 

nineteenth-century accotints described Eastern Pueblo women weaving 

blankets or serapes. belts, and garters, but not their own manta dresses 

(Bourke 1936:116,198; Houlihan and Houlihan 1986:34; Lange and Riley 

1966:216). Stevenson (1987[1911]: 311) indicated that most Pueblo women 

preferred to acquire mantas of "foreign manufacture" made at Hopi. The only 

realm where women seem to have been active participants in the production of 

ceremonial textiles is embroidery; Bandelier described a ceremonial woolen 

manta that had been embroidered in the mid-nineteenth century by a woman 

at Cochiti (Lange and Riley 1966:219-220). 

The Hopi resumed their highly-gendered system of textile production 

after the Pueblo Revolt - if this system ever changed at all. Throughout the 

historic period, males continued to dominate aU aspects of textile production 

at Hopi except the manufacture of the rabbit-fur blankets (Kent 1983b; 

Parsons 1936). Because tribute demands were never reinstated after the 

Revolt, the Hopi were able to sustain the intensive production of textiles for 

ritual purposes, local consumption, and long-distance exchcinge. By the early 

1700s, the Hopi were doubtless supplying a large proportion of the textile 

needs of F̂ ieblo peoples in the Rio Grande. 

A detailed discussion of changes occurring in the organization of Pueblo 

textile production after 1848 is beyond the scope of the present study, though 

it may be noted that, by the turn of the century, the role of women in Pueblo 
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textile production had increased significantly. By this time, women were 

being described as weavers at villages including Zuni (Bourke 1936:116; 

Curtis 1976b[1926]: 192), Acoma (Sedgwick 1926:22), Isleta (Houlihan and 

Houlihan 1986:34), and Cochiti (Lange and Riley 1966:216), where they were 

engaged in the production of such articles as woolen blankets, serapes, 

garters, belts, and scishes. By the 1880s, women were described as the 

primary textile producers at Zuni, though men continued to perform all 

aspects of this work (Stevenson 1987[1911] :306). (It will be recalled that in 

Chapter 6, women were interpreted as playing a significant role in textile 

production at protohistoric Zuni as weU.) In most villages in the Rio Grande, 

men were still involved to some extent in textile production, and at a few, they 

were still the principal producers. The precontact dichotomy that appears to 

have existed between gender and loom type had also broken down by this 

time; both men and women were employing the upright loom for blankets and 

the backstrap loom for belts (e.g., Bourke 1936:116; Houlihan and Houlihan 

1986:34; Lange 1966:216,368). 

In the 1930s, Douglas (1939a:154; 1939b:159; 1939c:162; 1940:183) 

found women performing virtually all of the embroidery at Acoma, a 

substantial amount at Zuni, and a lesser amotint at the Tewa, Tiwa, and 

Keresan villages, where men were still performing the craft. Men were also 

still the principal embroiderers at Hopi (Parsons 1936:967). In more recent 

years, Ecistem Ê eblo women have emerged as the principal embroiderers in 

the Rio Grande (Kent 1983b:61), with most work done on commercial cloth. 

The shift from male to female production, and the role of the United States 

Government's school system in this process, is a fascinating tale that awaits 

telling at a future time. 
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Cbanges in tbe Geography of Textile Production and Exchange 

Production and Exchange for Non-Pueblo Trading Partners 

The arrival of Europeans in the northern Southwest led to tremendous 

changes in the patterns of textile exchange between the Pueblos and the 

nomadic tribes, such that by the end of the Mexican period, Navajo weavers 

had become major suppliers of textiles to Pueblo societies as well as to other 

nomadic groups. At the time of contact, the Pueblos were trading cotton 

goods to the Apaches on the southern Plains and to the Athapaskans west of 

the Rio Grande. The primarily commodities of exchange for these cotton 

textiles were meat, buckskin, cind bison hides. 

These Pueblo-woven goods were traded directly or through systems of 

down-the-line exchange. At the time of contact, some groups including Hopi, 

Jemess, and probably Acoma were likely exchanging woven goods of their own 

manufacture directly with the nomadic tribes. In contrast, cotton-growing 

villages along the Rio Grande traded their surplus cotton textiles to non-

cotton-growing Pueblo villages on the peripheries (e.g., Pecos, Taos, and the 

Salinas Pueblos). These villages served as middlemen, exchanging textiles 

and other agricultural products with the nomadic tribes for meat and hides, 

then channeling some of these products back to the cotton-growing villages 

(Ayer 1916:55-56; Hackett 1937:108,135; see also Spielmann 1989:102-104). 

The Western Pueblos acqxiired their bison hides in much the same 

manner. Fray Escobar, writing in 1605, explained that the Zuni acqxiired 

their hides "from the provinces where the Spaniards are now," meaning from 

the east (Hammond and Rey 1953:1014). A party of men from Pecos, perhaps 

on a trading mission, was encountered by Coronado at Zuni; Riley (1975:153-
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156) has suggested that Pecx3s and Zuni were major redistribution centers for 

varioi2S nonlocal goods. The Hopi, who also used bison hides, likely acquired 

t h e i r s  f r o m  t h e  s a m e  s o u r c e ,  p e r h a p s  t h r o u g h  t r a d e  w i t h  t h e  Z u n i .  T h e  

imposition of tribute demands added an entirely new and disruptive dimension 

to the textile trade. At the time of contact. Pueblo textiles were being used 

for local consumption, given as gifts with the presumption of future 

reciprocity, or bartered for desired goods or services. The Spanish 

conouistadores. governors, encomenderos. and missioncuries represented a 

new type of consumer, appropriating Pueblo textiles for their personal use or 

gain and offering nothing beneficial in return. 

The tribute system upset the existing balance of trade in mantas and 

hides. As tribute requirements created an increased demand for cotton 

mantels, this raised the demcuid for hides to exchange for mantas, a demand 

already stretched to its limits by the increased need for hides for tribute. 

Spaniards and Pueblos alike increased their reliance on hides for clothing, 

placing added strains on the E»ueblo-Apache trade, which by mid-century was 

already beginning to crumble (Spielmann 1989,1991). It is suggested that by 

the mid-1600s, probably none of the Pueblos, not even the Hopi, were able to 

generate a surplus for exchange with nomadic groups, and that by the time 

of the Pueblo Revolt, the Pueblos' textile trade with the nomadic tribes had 

ground to a halt. 

Despite eighteenth-century efforts to restrict Pueblo interactions with 

the unconverted tribes, those communities on the frontier - the northern 

Tiwa, Jemez, Pecos, Acoma, Zuni, and the Hopi - resumed active trade 

relations with their nomadic neighbors eifter the Revolt. It was those Pueblo 

villages, lamented Tamaron in 1760, that remained in their paganism and 
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idolatry more than the rest (Adams 1954:103). Eastern E>ueblo textiles, 

however, are unlikely to have played a major role in these eighteenth-century 

Pueblo-Plains trade transations. 

By the early 1700s, Navajo weavers had probably usurped this position 

from the Rio Grande Pueblos. With the decline of the textile trade between 

Eastern F̂ eblo and Plains groups in the seventeenth century, and the rise of 

the Navajo as prolific weavers and traders by the early-eighteenth century, 

it is suggested that the Navajo foxmd a demand wciiting to be filled and stepped 

into the role. By the late-eighteenth centtiry, the Navajos were distributing 

their woolen textiles to other nomadic tribes - the Apaches, Utes, and 

Comanches - and to the Eastern Pueblos through the market offered by the 

annual Taos trade fair, among other channels. 

The Hopi and Zuni, in contrast, continued to carry on a lively trade in 

woolen textiles with non-Pueblo consumers throughout the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries. Both groups engaged in trade with the Western 

Apaches, and the Hopi also carried on a regular trade in woven goods with the 

Havasupais and Paiutes, acqtairing many of their hides in this manner. 

Through trade with these groups, Hopi and Zuni blankets found their way 

into the hands of the Gila River and Lower Colorado tribes and to points 

beyond (Beaglehole 1937:84; Brooks 1944:93; Hough 1919:278; Whipple 1856: 

43). 

Production and Exchange for Pueblo Consumption 

As shown in Figure 10.1, the major regions of cotton production in the 

Southwest during the foirrteenth and fifteenth centuries were the Verde, Salt, 

and Gila Rivers in southern Arizona, and the Hopi cind Rio Grande regions on 
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Figxire 10.1. Regions of intensive cotton ciiltivation and cotton textile 
production in the southwestern United States, A.D. 1300-1450. 
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the Colorado Plateau (Adams 1997a, 1997b; Kent 1957,1983a; Teague 1991). 

Based on archaeological evidence of cotton and textile-production activities 

in the Western Pueblo region (e.g., Adams 1996; Teague 1991; see Chapters 

6 and 7) and information from early ethnohistoric accounts, it is suggested 

that, at this time, villages in the Hopi region including Homol'ovi and later 

Moenkopi were exchamging raw cotton and some finished cotton goods to Zuni 

cuid the Little Colorado villages north of the MogoUon Rim, and also trading 

finished textiles to communities in the Rio Grande. The Zuni towns probably 

acg\3ired some of these same types of goods from Salado trading partners in 

the Tonto region. 

Based on the archaeological findings presented in Chapters 8 and 9, 

textile-exchcinge networks in the Eastern Pueblo region during this time 

appear to have involved the trade of raw cotton fiber and some stirpluses of 

finished goods from villages in the middle and upper Rio Grande valleys, 

including the Pajarito Plateau, to towns on the peripheries. More elaborate 

textiles were probcUaly acquired through systems of long-distance exchange 

from Chihuahua, perhaps through Paquime, and from the Hopi villages; as 

noted by Kent (1983a: 261-262; see cdso Teague 1991:382-383), it wcis only the 

exceptional pieces that were traded long distances, not ordinary, everyday 

ones. Probable networks of regional exchange during thLs period are shown 

in Figure 10.2. 

Ecirly Spanish chroniclers described the cultivation of cotton in the 

sixteenth century by the Piro, southern Tiwa, and Rio Grande Keres in the 

Rio Grande region (e.g. Hammond and Rey 1940:300,309; 1966:79-83; Winship 

1896:575) and by the Hopi in the west (Bolton 1963:149; Hcunmond and Rey 

1940:286; 1966:192; Winship 1896:562). Regions of intensive cotton 

j 
JIL 
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Figure 10.2. Ê rimary networks of regional exchange in raw cotton and cotton 
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produc±ion at the time of European contact are shown in Figxire 10.3. Cotton 

cultivation reportedly did not occur at Pecos or Taos (Winship 1896:575) or at 

Zuni (Bolton 1963:268; Winship 1896:558,573), nor did the Spaniards report 

the cultivation of cotton by the Tompiro or eastern Tiwa (Bolton 1963:180). 

The Pajarito Plateau had been abandoned by this time, and it has been 

suggested in Chapter 9 that cotton cultivation had also undergone a decline 

in the upper Rio Grande following the abandonment of the lower Chama cind Ojo 

Caliente vaUeys. 

Early Spanish accounts relate that the Zuni acquired most of their 

cotton from Hopi (Hammond and Rey 1966:185) and that the people of Pecos 

acquired theirs from the villages along the Rio Grande (Hammond and Rey 

1940:289; Winship 1896:575,595). Based on these accounts, it is suggested 

that the villages best able to generate surpluses of raw cotton fiber or textiles 

at the time of contact were the Hopi to the west, and the Piro, southern Tiwa, 

Rio Grande Keres, and probably the western Towa (Jemez) on the east. The 

Hopi textile trade appears to have been focused primarily toward Zuni and 

non-Pueblo groups to the south and west. From the archaeological loom-hole 

evidence, it is inferred that weaving was being performed at nearly aU of the 

Pueblo villages at the time of contact, and that most of the textile needs of the 

Pueblos were being met through their own internal production and exchange 

networks. These Eastern and Western Pueblo trade networks, including trade 

with the nomadic tribes, are shown in Figure 10.4. Because textile production 

was so widespread during this period, most of the internal trade within these 

networks was probably in raw cotton fiber rather than finished woven goods. 

Hopi textiles entering the Rio Grande villages during this time were probably 

acqxiired in limited quantities as prestige goods and were specially decorated 
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in some way. 

The earliest disruptions to these textile consumption and exchange 

systems arose from sixteenth-century appropriations of textiles by the 

Coronado and Espejo expeditions. In the winter of 1541, Coronado's men 

demanded considerable quantities of textiles from the people of Tiguex, 

reportedly resorting to seizing some off of the inhabitants' backs (Hammond 

and Rey 1940:224). Although Coronado later claimed that this clothing was 

offered willingly in exchange for other goods (Hammond and Rey 1940:330), 

members of his own party contradicted this, testifying that some Indians 

"gave clothing of their own wiU, and others against their will" (Hammond and 

Rey 1940:351). As discussed in Chapter 3, one impression gained from this 

account is that sxirpluses of finished textiles in the Eastern Pueblo region 

were modest, supporting the view that much of the trade within this network 

was occurring in fiber rather than woven goods. This incident represents the 

first major Spanish intrusion into preexisting Pueblo trade networks and the 

earliest diversion of textiles intended for Pueblo use or trade. The collection 

of significant quantities of cotton textiles from the Hopi villages by Espejo's 

party in the 1580s represents yet another major diversion of Pueblo textiles 

to the Spaniards; some of these goods were doubtless intended for trade to 

Zuni and the Rio Grande villages or for their nomadic trading partners. 

Although these incidents were short-lived in consequence and represented 

only brief intrusions in existing consumption and trade patterns, they 

portended the major impacts to follow. 

As discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, the tribute system that was 

instituted in the early 1600s transformed the F^ueblo cotton trade by diverting 

surpluses from the Pueblos' own needs to Spanish purposes. In the early 
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years of the seventeenth century, weaving communities situated beyond the 

immediate confines of the Rio Grande Valley, Hopi and perhaps Jemez and 

Acoma, may have been supplying some cotton textiles to other Eastern Pueblo 

villages, but by 1630 even these communities had fallen under mission control. 

By the 1660s, aU regions were being impacted by missionary and civil demands 

for labor and tribute. There is no indication that the Navajo had yet begun 

to weave, and few textiles moved from Spanish to Pueblo households at this 

time, so few sources of nonlocal cloth were available for Pueblo vise. By the 

1670s, the principal sources of clothing to the Pueblos were probably animal 

hides, mission-issued wool, and wool acquired in trade, and textile surpluses 

were likely nonexistent. Thus, by 1680, the pattern inferred from the 

archaeological record and reported by the Spaniards at the time of contact -

one of nucleated villages at Hopi and the middle Rio Grande communities 

supplying cotton fiber and surplus woven goods to villages on the 

peripheries, and of general self-siofficiency in both the Eastern and Western 

Pueblo regions - had been replaced by a survival strategy based on the local 

production of clothing from whatever materials coxild be found. Raw material 

distribution, the key to specialized production at the time of contact, was now 

the limiting factor for all the Pueblo villages. 

The archaeological evidence from Awatovi (Chapter 7) suggests that 

weaving was resumed at Hopi immediately following the Pueblo Revolt and that 

much of this production was done with newly-controlled supplies of wool. It 

is specijlated that only a limited amount of weaving was taking place in the Rio 

Grande villages in the aftermath of the Revolt and Reconquest due to all of the 

population movements and socied disruptions occurring during that time. This 

was the opportune time for Hopi cotton and woolen textiles to have begun 
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entering the Rio Grande in substantially-greater numbers. 

Weaving for Pueblo consumption was resumed in the Rio Grande in the 

1700s, but not to the extent that it had been practiced in precolonial times. 

As shown in Figure 10.5, the only Rio Grsuide villages that continued to 

practice the intensive cultivation of cotton and weaving of cotton textiles in 

in the eighteenth century appear to have been those located in the middle Rio 

Grande, comm\inities that had been centers of cotton cultivation and textile 

production prior to contact. There are documentary references to the 

cultivation or weaving of cotton at Jemez in the 1750s (Hackett 1937:463), 

Isleta in 1776 (Adams and Chavez 1956:205), Santo Domingo in 1782 (Thomas 

1932:110-111), Cochiti in the 1790s (Lange 1990:95), and San Felipe in 1821 

[James 1978[1846] :88-89]. It is speculated that most of the cotton weaving 

that was still being done in these villages was geared toward the production 

of ceremonial textiles for local use, though limited quantities may still have 

been traded within ERio Grande trade networks, as shown in Figure 10.6. In 

contrast to precontact times, this local trade is more likely to have entailed the 

exchange of finished cotton cloth rather than raw cotton fiber, because fewer 

individuals in fewer towns were now producing their own textiles for ritual 

needs. By this time, Hopi was probably fulfilling much of tliis demand. 

By the mid-eighteenth century, most textile production in the Rio 

Grande villages was being done in wool, both for tribute payments and for the 

Pueblos' own consumption. Few sheep were raised in the Rio Arriba region, 

and relatively little weaving seems to have been practiced in the Tewa and 

northern Tiwa villages at this time. In contrast, by mid-century, Icurge sheep 

flocks had been established in the Rio Aba jo, with vast nximbers of these 

sheep now under the direct control and ownership of the Pueblos. 
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By the late 1700s, Acxsma, Lagiina, and Zuni had emerged as the major 

producers of woolen textiles among the New Mexico Pueblos (Figure 10.7), 

with weaving in wool also practiced to a lesser extent in some other towns. 

Governor Anza, in 1779, claimed that the best blankets in the region were 

made at Acoma, and Fray Muzioz in 1795 identified Acoma, Laguna, and Zuni 

eis the villages where most of the spinning and weaving in wool was being done 

(Minge 1991:36). Ciistodian Pereyro, in his report of 1808, identified these 

three commxinities as the most prolific of the New Mexico Pueblo textile 

producers, and the only ones raising sheep in any number: 

The Indians [of New Mexico] have no other industries than farming; 
except those of Lagtma, Acoma, and Zuni, who besides this and the 
hunting of buffalo and deer that the others engage in, occupy 
themselves in weaving blankets, shirts, and cloaks fmantas. cotones, 
V tOmasI to wear and to trade with the local residents and the Indians 
of other Pueblos. They breed cattle and horses. Those of Acoma, 
Lag\ma, and Zufii raise sheep but few cattle and horses, with the 
exception of Lagiina and Santo Domingo which have plenty of horses 
(KesseU 1980:246). 

Two major factors spurred the emergence of Acoma, Lagtina, and Ztini 

as textile specialists diaring the eighteenth century, both direct outgrowtlas 

of European contact. First, these commixnities developed their own sizable 

sheep flocks as a result of good pasturage, missionary support, and 

unimpeded access to grazing land, the latter a consequence of isolated location 

and lower densities of Spanish settlement. Second, as discussed, textile 

production for the friars and the secular authorities led to the breakdown of 

the traditional division of laibor and to an expansion of the labor pool in fiber 

processing and weaving activities, one able to support a high level of 

household production for exchange. Since late-prehistoric times. Pueblo 

villages in command of their own fiber supplies have tended to specialize in the 

production of the fiber or cloth (e.g., Adams 1996; Magers 1980). It is not 
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stirprising that Acoma, Laguna, said Zuni wotild seize the opportunity to 

specialize in the production of utilitarian woolen fabrics for Pueblo and 

Spanish consximers, both to enhance their status as trading partners with 

other groups and to increase their participation in the growing Rio Grande 

market economy. 

With this switch in fiber dominance from cotton to wool, the Rio Grande 

exchange network underwent a major expansion to the west, shifting in focus 

from the Rio Grande valley to the Western Pueblo communities of Laguna, 

Acoma, Zuni, and Hopi. The expansion of this network is shown in Figure 

10.8. Not indicated on this map are the substantLcLL quantities of non-Pueblo 

fabrics - Navajo serapes and Hispanic weavings - that were entering also 

Pueblo societies by this time. By 1800, most of the E*ueblo-made articles of 

dedly dress worn by the Ecistem Pueblos - woolen cotones or shirts for men, 

woolen manta dresses and shawls for women, as weU as woolen serapes and 

blankets, were being supplied by Acoma, Lagxana, Zuni, and the Hopi 

villages, none of which had been intensive participants in Rio Grande textile-

exchange networks at the time of European contact. It has been suggested 

that Hopi traded only specialty textiles into the Rio Grande at that time, not 

garments for everyday use. Both Acoma and Zuni seem to have been 

producing much of their own cloth at contact and trading their sxirpluses to 

nomadic Athabaskan tribes in exchange for hides; Laguna, it wiU be recalled, 

did not even exist until after the Reconguest. 

Although woolen goods were being intensively produced at Acoma, 

Lagxma, and Zuni by the late-eighteenth century, there are few references 

to the production of cotton textiles there. However, some of the earliest 

mxiseum examples of embroidered cotton mantas. breechcloths, and shirts are 
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Figure 10.8. Primary networks of regional exchange in Pueblo woolen textiles, 
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attributed to Acoma (e.g. Kent 1983b; Mera 1975[1943]). Although local 

production of this cloth cannot be rtiled out, it seems possible that the Acoma, 

like many of the other New Mexico Pueblos, were acquiring much of their 

cotton cloth in trade and then embroidering it locally. This cotton fabric may 

have been acquired in exchange from the middle Rio Grande villages or 

produced at Hopi. 

By the early-nineteenth century, only the Hopi villages were entirely 

self-siafficient in their local consumption of cotton and woolen fabrics, and 

they alone were producing surpluses of both types of textiles for exchange. 

Weaving had continued relatively unabated at Hopi after the Pueblo Revolt 

because the Hopi immediately regained control over their supplies of cotton 

and woolen fiber, as well cks their organization of textile producton. Gender 

roles and scheduling activities had been largely unaffected by Spanish 

constraints; throughout the Spanish and MexiCcUi periods, male weavers at 

Hopi were still devoting considerable time and attention during the 

agricultural off-season to weaving activities euid practicing the same 

successful strategy of gendered production in extrahousehold, workshop-like 

kiva contexts (see Mills 1997; Brooks 1944). The major limitations to Hopi 

textile production during this period were climatic ones such as the drought 

that affected Hopi crop yields and sheep numbers in the late 1700s, or disease 

epidemics like the smallpox outbreak that struck Hopi in 1781 (Spicer 1962: 

195). 

It is suggested that Hopi textiles began to enter the Rio Grande Pueblo 

textile exchange network in increasing numbers in the early 1700s, shortly 

after the eviction of the Franciscans from the Hopi Mesas. With the Eastern 

Pueblos increasingly unable to meet their textile needs, and the Hopi now able 
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to generate sxirpluses, conditions were ripe for an intensification of trade 

relations between these regions. By the mid-1700s, Hopi cotton textiles were 

doubtless flowing into the Rio Grande in greater quantities thcui ever before 

{see Figure 10-6). Miera, in 1777, reported that the Moquis were producing 

"good fabrics of wool and cotton," adding that they lacked "nothing in the way 

of food and clothing" (Bolton 1950:246). Gregg (1954[1844] :286), writing of 

the 1830s, noted that the Moquis (and the Navajo) were "still distinguished by 

some exquisite styles of cotton textures," According to Morfi's report, the 

Moquis were engaged in a wide trade in textiles in the 1770s, trading "woven 

goods, livestock, and seeds with all the neighboring tribes and with those 

that occupy the banks of the Rio Colorado down to its mouth on the Gulf of 

California" (Simmons 1991:147); clearly, the Hopi were generating substantial 

surpluses. Ten Broeck (1854:86-87), who visited the Hopi in 1852, reported 

that the Hopi were the only Pueblos raising cotton, and implied that they were 

the only ones still weaving fabrics from the fiber. 

Because the Rio Grande Pueblos, in the 1700s, were meeting many of 

their needs for woolen textiles, including women's mantas, through trade with 

Acoma, Laguna, and Zuni, Hopi probcibly did not play a principal 3:ole in the 

exchange of woolen fabrics at this time. Indeed, most early descriptions of 

Hopi trading networks find many of Hopi's woolen products, primarily 

blankets, being traded north, south, and west (Beaglehole 1937:84; Brooks 

1944:93; Hough 1919:278; Whipple 1856:54; see Figure 10.8). By the mid-

nineteenth centtiry, however, Hopi seems to have emerged as the principal 

supplier of both cotton textiles and women's woolen manta dresses to the Rio 

Grande Pueblos; by the latter yecurs of the nineteenth century, Hopi was 

supplying these textiles to Zuni and Acoma as weU (Stevenson 1987 [1911]: 
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311). 

Hopi textiles were consununate trade items for long distance exchange: 

lightweight, scarce, essential for esoteric purposes, in a word, precious. 

Long before the arrival of the Spaniards, Hopi cotton textiles had doubtless 

been coveted as prestigious imports by Rio Grande consumers; in 1605, 

Escobcir described Hopi woven goods as being of superior quality and 

decoration, indicating that they differed from the Eastern F»ueblo weavings in 

some way. By the early 1700s, Hopi cotton goods were in demand not only for 

their superior quality, but to augment supplies of clothing for ceremonial use. 

By the late-nineteenth century, Hopi manta dresses had come to embody a 

similar status among the Eastern Pueblos. For the Hopi, this intensification 

of textile production and escalation of exchange relationships with the Rio 

Grande Pueblos in the eighteenth century not only ensiired them a pivotal 

position in the Rio Grande economic sphere, but guaranteed them regular 

access to desirable imports such as trade cloth and indigo, entering New 

Mexico from Mexico or over the Scuita Fe Trail. Moreover, this system kept 

important contacts open in time of crisis. 

With the decline of cotton cultivation in the middle Rio Grande, the role 

of the eastern Keres and western Towa (Jemez) shifted from one of direct 

supplier to middleman ( Ford 1972:36-37). These villages had been among the 

principal suppliers of cotton fiber and textiles to their northern and eastern 

neighbors at the time of contact, particularly to the Tewa and northern Tiwa 

villages after the decline of cotton cultivation in the upper Rio Grande. With 

the emigration of the Piro south to El Paso after the Pueblo Revolt, and the 

reduction and scattering of southern-Tiwa populations after that time, only 

the Keres and the western Towa remained as major cotton-growing villages in 
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the region; indeed, these were the last of the Eastern Pueblo villages to 

forego the intensive cultivation and weaving of cotton. In the 1700s, it was 

these villages that were the local suppliers of cotton cloth to neighboring 

Pueblo communities. Thiis, the role of these communities as textile suppliers 

and traders was one of considerable antiqmty, going back perhaps to the 

fourteenth century. 

No longer intensive producers of textiles by the mid-nineteenth 

century, these villages assximed the role of distributors, acquiring textiles 

from Acoma, Laguna, Zuni, and Hopi in trade and passing them on to the 

Tewa, noirthem Tiwa, and perhaps also Pecos in exchange for leather goods 

and hides. In this way, the eastern Keresan and Jemez villages were cible to 

preserve their traditional roles of textile suppKers to the villages on the 

northern peripheries and maintain the reciprocal trade relationships in 

textiles and animal products that had evolved over the centuries. According 

to Ford (1972:36-38; see also Robbins et al. 1916:103), Cochiti was a major 

supplier of Hopi mantas to Santa Clara and San Juan in historic times, and 

Santo Domingo was a supplier of Hopi textiles to all of the Tewa villages. 

Jemez traders also acted as middlemen between the Navajo cuid Tewa, trading 

Navajo textiles to the northern villages. The Jemez and Rio Grande Keres 

continued to fxilfill this role up into the present century, serving as the 

primary middlemen between Hopi, Zuni, and Navajo weavers on the one hand, 

and Eastern Pueblo consumers on the other (Ford 1972:36). 

Although the Hopi have historically fulfilled many of their immediate 

needs through trade with their western neighbors the Havasupai, Paiute, and 

Navajo, they acquired most of their more esoteric items such as jewelry, shell, 

and feathers,from the Keres, particularly from Santo Domingo. The 
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principal items that the Hopi exchanged for these goods were Hopi-made 

ceremonial cotton textiles and women's manta dresses. The Hop! also acqiiired 

much of their indigo from the Jemez and Keres in this manner (Beaglehole 

1937:84; Parsons 1936:1015). 

Such an arrangement worked to benefit both the Hopi and the Rio 

Grande traders. Hopi was able to maintain formalized contacts with the Rio 

Grande region and hold a key position in inter-Pueblo exchange while leaving 

most of the legwork to others. The strong demcuid presented by this Rio 

Grande market also acted as a stimiilus to keep these textiles in production 

(Beaglehole 1937:85). Moreover, this arrangement enabled the towns in the 

middle Rio Grande, especially the eastern Keres, to maintain their traditional 

roles as textile suppliers to the Tewa and northern Tiwa following the decline 

of textile production in their own villages. The shifts in exchange networks 

over this 300-year period were fed by one xiltimate goal: ensuring continuing 

supplies of textiles to Pueblo societies for ritual and secular use. 
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER 10 

1. Kent (1985:8) suggested Jemez as one possible source of this knowledge to the 
Navajo, citing the Tewas, Zia, and Zuni as other possibilities. Ann Hedlund 
(personal cooimunlcatlon) has Informed me that Joe Ben Wheat also considered 
Jemez, in addition to Zuni, as a likely source. Amsden (1982[1934]:129,Fn.9) 
suggested that Jemez refugees had been present in the Gobernador region during 
this time, implying that they might have had something to do with the transfer 
of this weaving knowledge. None of these authors expressed the view that Eastern 
Pueblo women may have been the conveyors of this technology to the Navajos. 

2. According to Brugge (1980:9; cited in Kent 1985:8), the Chaco Navajos have 
a tradition that they acquired their weaving knowledge from a Pueblo women living 
among them as a slave. This event is said to have occurred sometime between 1675 
and 1700 . Kent (1985:8) suggested that this woman might have been Zuni because 
"to the best of my knowledge - weaving was a man's art among the Pueblos except 
at Zuni, where both sexes wove." 

3. This is the manner in which the manta dress has been worn in historic times, 
and is the way it is depicted in most of the Pottery Nound murals. However, in 
at least one of these murals, it is shown being worn over the left shoulder 
instead of the right (Kent 1983b:Flg.145, from Hibben 1975:Figs.45,74,99,100). 

4. There are exceptions to this pattern. One eighteenth-century example from 
Walpi consists of woolen embroidery yarns applied to white woolen ground fabric, 
and many of the later Hopl-brocaded sashes utilize white woolen yarns. There are 
also examples of dark woolen mantas being used for ritual purposes, though not 
in katslna ceremonies. Bandelier discussed the use of one embroidered black 
woolen manta at Cochlti, which he referred to as the "manta of the mallnche" 
(tsia* matu), that was worn in the dances of two different societies but not in 
katslna rituals. According to Bandelier, these garments were formerly made of 
white cotton "but there is no cotton cloth in the Pueblo anymore" (Lange 
1990:280; Lange and Riley 1966:198-199). The woven cloth had been acquired and 
then embroidered by a Cochlti woman, and the garment had been passed down through 
the female line. It is perhaps significant that these dark woolen mantas were 
reportedly being worn in ceremonies only by women. 

5. According to information in the Brooklyn Museum archives (L.H. Wurth 
Collection, Southwest 1909-1910, Box 47, Item 10), one such Mexican blanket was 
collected by L.H. Wurth from Acoma in the early 1900s. Wurth described this as 
a "Saltlo" (sic) blanket over 100 years old that had been acquired on a trading 
trip to Mexico. He explained that groups of "New Mexico men" made periodic, 
extended trading expeditions to Old Mexico, bringing these Mexican blankets back. 
This blanket has not been examined by the author. 

6. For a fascinating glimpse into the use of Navajo textiles in New Mexico 
Pueblo homes and their avid collection by Pueblo leaders, see Bourke (1937:364, 
368,372; 1938:211-327). 
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7. Knitting (and crocheting) with cotton yarns, which was practiced by the Rio 
Grande Pueblos to make openwork leggings and shirts, is probably a more recent 
phenomenon that was probably one spurred by the availability of commercial cotton 
string in the late-nineteenth or early-twentieth century. No evidence of the 
crochet technique was found in any of the contact-period archaeological 
assemblages. Although additional research is required, I suspect it was not 
adopted until the late-nineteenth century, when it may have been introduced 
through the U.S. Government schools or by female religious orders. 

8. The whereabouts of this item is unknown. 

9. Smith (1952:278,Fn.770) also noted the resemblance between Jeddito kilt 
borders and the hooked designs used on a TabirS Polychrome olla found at Ab6 and 
illustrated by Toulouse (1945:45). This vessel probably postdates A.D. 1620. 

10. On the Colorado Plateau, sheep are typically sheared between April and June 
(Downs 1964:46; Kupper 1945:152). In warmer climates, a second shearing often 
occurs in August or September. According to Stevenson (1987[1911]:296), sheep 
were shorn at Zuni both in the spring and fall. 

11. Bourke (1937:70) relayed that a man at Pojoaque had told him in 1881 that 
macaws were still kept in cages at San Felipe and Santo Domingo. 
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CHAPTER 11 

CONCLUSIONS 

An Evaliiation of the Pueblo Case Study 

In Chapter 1, a model was presented for interpreting processes of 

textile change in colonized societies. Predictions were developed using cross-

cultural data from various colonized regions, primarily native New World 

societies in Mexico, Guatemala, Peru, and Bolivia. In subsequent chapters I 

employed archaeological, ethnohistoric, and ethnographic data to investigate 

changes in Pueblo textile production, consumption, and distribution during 

the Spanish and Mexican periods- These findings have been presented in 

Chapter 10. In this final chapter I briefly compare the findings of the Pueblo 

case study with the predictions of the cross-cultural model to see how changes 

in Pueblo societies corresponded with - or differed from - patterns in other 

colonized regions. 

Prediction: If indigenous societies are located near centers of colonial 

settlement, 1) the traditional organization of textile production will undergo 

major disruptions, 2) the local prodijction of cloth will decrease, 3) the use of 

nonlocal cloth will increase. 

All three points are supported by the E^eblo case study. The 

imposition of Spanish tribute demands and the diversion of Pueblo labor to 

colonicd tasks led to significant shifts in the organization of Pueblo textile 

production, including changes in the gender of producers and the scheduling 

and contexts of textile production. At the time of contact. Pueblo textile 

production was orgsuiized as a highly-gendered activity. Early Spanish 

accoxints from the Eastern Pueblo region identify males as the primary 
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spinners and weavers, producing in extrahoxisehold, nucleated workshop 

settings, or kivas. Textile production was scheduled as a winter activity 

performed during the agricultural off-season. 

With the advent of Spanish colonization in the Rio Grande, this textile 

labor became increasingly competitive with colonial demands on the labor of 

Pueblo males. I have argued that the diversion of male labor to colonial tasks, 

coupled with growing demands for tribute textiles, reqxiired an intensification 

of production at the level of the household. This necessitated the transfer of 

production facilities from kivas to household settings. Textile production was 

extended into the agricultural season to correspond with the twice-annual 

tribute collection and the spiring shearing of sheep. 

By the mid-seventeenth century, most textile prxjduction for the 

religious and civil authorities was organized cis "dispersed corvee" Icdxjr, with 

the Pueblos working as attached specialists to the governors euid missionaries, 

producing textiles part-time in local community settings. Much of this 

production was "on demand," with colonial authorities issxaing raw materials 

to Pueblo producers and retximing within short periods of time to collect the 

finished goods. Even the far-off Hopi villages were missionized and held in 

encomienda during this time, and may have experienced many of these same 

socioeconomic shifts. If so, the chainges at Hopi were short-lived. 

Some Pueblo laborers ("Christian Indians") worked in the textile 

workshop or obraie established by Governor Rosas in Santa Fe in the 1630s. 

This "retainer workshop" was a year-round operation geared to the 

production of cotton and woolen cloth for export. In these workshops, cloth 

was woven on treadle looms and textile labor was broken down into a number 

of separate tasks. At least one obraie reportedly operated in the mission at 
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La Isleta dxiring the seventeenth century, and others may well have existed. 

I have inferred that Pueblo male labor was involved in treadle-loom production 

within this "nucleated corv6e" facility. This is the only documented evidence 

for the use of the treadle loom in Pueblo communities dviring the Spcuiish-

colonial period. 

With the impositLon of forced labor and tribute demands in the 

seventeenth century, the local production of cloth likely declined in both the 

Eastern and Western Pueblo villages. By the early-eighteenth century, more 

thein half of the Pueblos' former cotton-growing lands in the Rio Grande valley 

had been lost to colonial settlement. In the mid-1700s, the only New Mexico 

Pueblos growing and weaving cotton to any significant extent were the eastern 

Keresan villages, Isleta, and Jemez. Thxis, the former region of intensive 

textile production, which had extended from Cochiti to the vicinity of present-

day Socorro at the time of contact, had been significantly reduced within a 

century or so of colonial settlement. By the late 1700s, most woolen items of 

Pueblo daily dress were being produced in the Western Pueblo towns of 

Acoma, Laguna, Zuni, and Hopi. 

With this decline in local production came an increased use of non-

Pueblo cloth by the New Mexico Pueblos. Imported fabrics from Mexico, as 

weU as textiles made by Navajo and Hispanic weavers, made their way into New 

Mexico Pueblo societies. As eeirly as 1706, Navajo weavers were engaged in 

trading textiles to the "Christian Indians," or Pueblos. Documentary 

evidence from the mid-1800s indicates that Navajo blankets were being worn 

as shoulder blankets by some Pueblo males, suggesting that these Navajo 

serapes had already replaced some styles formerly made in the New Mexico 

E^ueblo villages. The use of Hispanic and Mexican textiles by the Pueblos is 

J 
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documented for the 1800s, though this likely occurred much sooner. 

The documents indicate that imported cloth was used earlier and to a 

greater degree by Pueblo societies located near centers of Spanish-colonial 

population. Some Pueblo laborers, mostly from the Eastern Pueblo villages, 

received imported cloth in payment for their labor. Inventories of the estates 

of two Pueblo women, one ficom Isleta and the other firom Santo Domingo, 

included listings of shawls of imported linen and damask and imported clothing 

accessories. By at least the 1830s, Eaistem E*ueblo women were also wearing 

chemises, probcUaly of imported fabric, beneath their handwoven manta 

dresses. 

Prediction: If societies are situated far from colonial centers and offer little 

potential for colonial settlement or tribute extraction, 1) the traditional 

organizatian of textile production will undergo fewer disruptions, 2) weavers 

in these societies vriU become the specialized producers of native cloth to 

others, 3) textile exchange networks will increase in scale, 4) local design 

styles that were fonnerly unique to the oommimity of specialized producers 

will become more standardized and accepted as pan-regional "macrostyles." 

The first three points are supported by the Pueblo case study, but the 

last cannot be demonstrated for the period of study. The Hopi villages, 

located farthest from Spanish populations centers, experienced the fewest 

disruptions in the organization of textile production. These villages also 

lacked the natural cuid human resources to justify a concerted Spanish 

colonization effort. Although disruptions in precontact systems of textile 

production may have occurred at Hopi in the seventeenth century, the 

traditional organization of production was restimed following the expulsion of 
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the Spaniards in 1700. After 1680, Hopi was free of Spanish tribute demands 

and was able to achieve almost total autonomy from Spanish-colonial policies 

during the Spanish and Mexiccui periods. As a result of this isolation, textile 

production at Hopi continued to be performed in kiva settings by males during 

the agricviltural off-season, in the same manner as that described in early 

documentary accounts from the Eastern Pueblo region. 

Villages that were not as remote as Hopi but situated outside of the Rio 

Grande vaUey wezre influenced to a lesser degree than the Rio Grctnde F^eblos. 

However, Acoma, Zuni, Pecos, and the Galisteo and Salinas villages were 

heavily impacted by forced labor and tribute demands by the missionaries and 

civil authorities during the seventeenth century, eind Acoma, Zuni, and Pecos 

were subjected to similar demands during the eighteenth century. Because 

of their more remote locations, these villages were able to maintain a higher 

level of textile production, producing woolen goods for local use and 

exchange. Based on the loom-hole evidence, I have suggested that weaving 

was stUl being performed in kivas at Pecos during the eighteenth century, 

though production may also have been occurring within households. If this 

was the case, then Pecos and Hopi are the only regions where the post-Revolt 

use of kivas for weaving can be demonstrated. Specific information is lacking 

regarding the organization of production at Acoma and Zuni during this 

period. I have suggested that production was organized at the household 

scale, in the same manner as it was organized for tribute production. I have 

also speculated that the prominent role of women in textile production at Zuni, 

reported in late-nineteenth century accotints, may have its origins in late-

prehistoric times. It was in these more remote villages where textile 

production continued as an important economic activity well into the 

J 
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nineteenth centxiry. By the late 1700s, these villages had become the 

specialized producers of native woolen gcurments to the other Pueblo villages, 

producing woolen tunics or cotones for men and woolen manta dresses for 

women. 

The decline of cotton production in the Rio Grande valley, and the 

emergence of the Western Pueblos as major producers of woolen goods, led to 

an increase in the scale of regional exchange. Based on the widespread 

distribution of loom-hole features in late-prehistoric Pueblo sites and on 

information contained in the earliest documentary accovints, I have argued 

that most of the cloth being used by Pueblo peoples at the time of contact was 

being locally produced and traded within separate eastern and western trade 

networks. The cotton fiber grown in the Rio Grande valley was being woven 

into cloth in the Rio Grande villages, cuid this fiber, along with surplus cotton 

cloth, was traded to the villages on the peripheries, with some of this cloth 

passed on to Plains or Athapaskan consumers. The only Eastern Pueblo 

villages that were apparently not producing their own woven cloth were the 

northern Tiwa, who relied primarily on hides to meet their clothing needs. 

A separate network of exchange has been identified for the west. At 

the time of contact, the Hopi villages were supplying cotton fiber and surplus 

cotton fabrics to Zuni and the neighboring nomadic tribes. Using this 

imported fiber, Zuni weavers produced much of their own cotton cloth as well 

as their distinctive yucca fabrics within local village contexts. Although 

textiles from Hopi were undoubtedly acqxaired by Zuni, Acoma, and Rio Grande 

consumers in late-prehistoric times, these were Ukely considered prestige or 

ritual goods, not basic necessities, much like the textiles traded into the Rio 

Grsinde from Chihuahua. 
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By the late 1700s, these precontact networks of exchange had been 

reconfigiired and expanded. The only New Mexico Pueblo communities still 

producing cotton goods in quantity were Jemez, Isleta, and the Keres. I have 

suggested that most of the cotton fabrics produced in these villages were 

being locally consumed, with small quantities traded north into the Tewa and 

northern Tlwa towns. Most of the cotton fabrics used in the Rio Grande by 

this time were probably being manufactured at Hopi. The documentary 

accounts suggest that by the mid-nineteenth century, the Hopi were the only 

ones growing cotton or producing cotton textiles in any quantity. 

By the late-eighteenth century, weavers at Acoma, Laguna, Zuni, and 

Hopi were supplying many of the woolen items of daily dress to Pueblo peoples 

in the Rio Grande valley. With this shift to the west, the Rio Grande Keresan 

and Jemez villages in the middle FUo Grande shouldered the role of middlemen, 

acquiring textiles from the Western Pueblos and passing them on to the Tewa 

and northern Tiwa villages. The Jemez served as middlemen between Navajo 

producers and Pueblo consumers as well. 

The model predicts that with the decline of local production and the 

expansion of the trade networks, local styles of decoration will be lost, and 

styles in the producing villages will be accepted as "macrostyles." Although 

this development may be confirmed for the late-nineteenth century, it cannot 

be demonstrated for the period prior to 1850. Such changes had evidently not 

yet occurred in embroidery, the major postcontact form of decoration. From 

early depictions and ethnographic collections, it may be inferred that local 

styles of embroidery were still being produced in the villages until at least the 

1870s. Although the ground fabric for these garments may have been 

acquired in trade, the embroidery itself was still being executed locally by 
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embroidesrers using designs unique to particular villages or regions. By the 

end of the nineteenth century, Hopi styles of embroidery were more common 

in ethnographic New Mexico Pueblo assemblages, suggesting that the Hopi 

style was beginning to seirve as a pan-Pueblo macrostyle. Another change 

involved the loss of the embroidered cotton breechcloth and its replacement 

by the embroidered Idlt in the New Mexico Pueblo villages. Embroidered 

cotton breechcloths had been used in villages such as Jemez and Acoma in the 

early 1800s, but had declined in use by the late-nineteenth century. It is 

suggested that the ground fabric for these garments was no longer being 

woven in these villages and that Hopi-made kilts were used in their place. 

Prediction: If colonial policies result in decreased subsistence productivity or 

increased alienation from the traditional land base, 1) textile craft productian 

will intensify as an alternative subsistence strategy, 2) male labor will be 

engaged in textfle production on treadle looms in workshop settings, 3) male 

labor will come to dominate the market production of cloth. 

The Pueblo case study supports the first and third points, but supports 

the second one to only a limited degree. Although more research is warranted 

on this first issue, it is reasonable to interpret the intensification of textile 

production at Acoma, Zuni, and Laguna in the late 1700s as a response to 

decreased subsistence productivity resulting from the continued diversion of 

Pueblo labor for mission aoid secular purposes. A similar argximent can be 

made for the intensification of ceramic production by the Tewas and other 

commiinities dxiring this time. Much of this intensification of textile 

production in the Rio Abajo villages may be viewed as a response to the 

growing outside market for woolen goods. The development of large sheep 
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flocks in the Rio AJsajo provided these Western E^eblo villages with an entry 

into the broader New Mexico market economy. Specific information regarding 

the organization of this production and the gender of these weavers is lacking 

for the period of study. I have suggested, however, that production may 

have been organized in a manner similar to that in the Hispanic weaving 

villages, with women responsible for most of the spinning and domestic 

production and men doing most of the weaving for outside markets. Whether 

any of this weaving was being done on treadle looms in these villages deserves 

further investigation. Although Hopi males clearly dominated the market 

production of cloth in historic times, this was a precontact development at 

Hopi. 

The documentary evidence also suggests that some Pueblo individuals 

in the Rio Abajo region may have turned to outside wage labor for their 

livelihood, performing specialized textile-related tasks for the local Hispanic 

weaving industry. The 1790 census from the Rio Abajo region lists the 

occupations of a number of Genizaro (Christianized Indian) and Coyote 

(Spanish and New Mexiccui Indian) hoiiseholds as wool Ccurders, spinners, or 

weavers. This census also identified some mestizo households as weavers and 

spinners. Some of the latter may have been former Pueblos who intermarried 

into Hispanic commxinities. There is no indication from this census that 

Pueblos peoples who stayed in their villages ever engaged in this work. 

It is possible that some E^eblo peoples in the Tewa and Rio Abajo Pueblo 

villages engaged in treadle-loom production, though documentation is lacking. 

In the mid-twentieth century, two commercial workshops were established in 

the Rio Grande to meet local demeuids for Pueblo-woven cloth. One, located 

in Albuquerque, employed weavers from Isleta. The other was established at 
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San Jusui Pueblo. The textiles produced in both, of these workshops were 

made on treadle looms. 

In contrast to many other colonized regions of the New World, people in 

many Pueblo societies were not disenfranchised from their lands. The Hopi, 

Zuni, Acoma, eastern Towa, Rio Grande Keres, northern Tiwa, and some of 

the western Towa and Tewa villages continued to occupy their former village 

sites throughout most of the historic period. The major chauige for these New 

Mexico villages was a reduction in their traditional land-use areas and 

resoiirce-procurement zones. Although peoples from these villages may have 

worked in the governor's or mission obraiesin the seventeenth century, these 

colonial workshops were not reinstated in New Mexico after the Pueblo Revolt, 

and there is little indication that Pueblo males continued to practice this form 

of employment after the closure of these operations, as they did in Mexico. 

Except in those Pueblo villages situated close to major Spanish population 

centers, most Pueblo males did not turn to wage labor until later in the 

nineteenth century. 

Prediction: If new materials and technologies are introduced, 1) textile 

producers will accept materials perceived as beneficial such as wool, dyes, 

and metal needles, and incorporate them into native repertoires, 2) textile 

producers will adopt labor-saving techniques such as knitting, and substitute 

them for native techniques, 3) textile producers will execute precontact 

weaving techniques and styles of fabrics using indigenous looms and tools, 4) 

textile producers will use introduced looms and tools to execute introduced 

textile techniques, 5) if wool is adopted, color will replace texture as the 

principal form cf decoration. 
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All five points are supported by the Pueblo case study. The Pueblos 

readily accepted woolen fiber, new dyes, and metal needles firom the 

Spaniards, adding them to existing native practices. Although the Pueblos 

tended Spanish sheep in the early years of the colony and used wool 

extensively in the production of tribute textiles, I have suggested that access 

to wool supplies was largely controlled by the religioios and secular authorities 

during the seventeenth century. Some Pueblos were able to acqroire sheep of 

their own during this period, and wool was obtained by the Pueblos in 

payment or trade, but it was not tintil after the Revolt that the Pueblos were 

able to develop and contzxsl sizable flocks of sheep. 

I have suggested that the first use of wool by the Pueblos was as 

embroidery yam because this technique enabled small quantities of the fiber 

to be put to effective and conspicuous use. Archaeological evidence of woolen 

embroidery has been found at Awatovi, Hawikuh, Pecos, Unshagi, and 

Giusewa. Although examples worked in cotton are lacking at these sites, it 

is suggested that Pueblo embroiderers shifted the medium from cotton to wool 

to take advcuitage of wool's chromatic potential. Evidence from Awatovi 

indicates that by 1680, Hopi weavers were tasing wool to weave blankets and 

weurp-float belts, with this wool sptin and woven in the Scime meuiner as cotton. 

By the early 1700s, most Pueblo garments for daily wear were probably being 

produced in wool. 

The earliest reference to indigo that has been found refers to Spanish 

use in the 1660s. However, it is likely that indigo was among the initial suite 

of innovations that accompanied wool into New Mexico in the early years of the 

colony. The earliest archaeological evidence of indigo is a small fragment of 

blue woolen yam from a post-Revolt mortuary context at Awatovi. Indigo 
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figiired prominently in the later Wedpi collections and in later ethnographic 

examples, where it was used primarily as a dye for wool. By the 1700s, indigo 

was being regularly imported into New Mexico and had become a highly-

coveted article of exchange. Hopi likely acquired much of its indigo through 

trade with the Rio Grande E^eblos. Stephen's Hopi Journal describes Jemez 

traders exchanging indigo for Hopi mantas in the 1890s. 

Although the Pueblos used some red yams in their textiles, cochineal 

was too expensive for use as a local dyestuff. The documents contain one 

reference to a carpet dyed with cochineal that was woven by the Pueblos in the 

1740s for the Acoma chxirch. If this yam was dyed at Acoma, then the dye 

was doubtless acqtiired by the missionary. In the eighteenth century, the 

Pueblos, like the Navajos, were probably unravelling red trade cloth and 

using these threads in their textiles. By the mid-nineteenth century, some 

of the New Mexico E^eblos had acquired access to red commercicil yams, cis 

evidenced by the use of these materials in early embroidered fabrics. 

The Pueblos also adopted the use of metal needles. Metal needles were 

recovered at Awatovi, Hawikuh, Kechipawan, and Pecos, and a metal thimble 

was also found at Pecos. Traces of woolen yams wez^ identified on the 

Awatovi needle. It is suggested that these metal needles were used by the 

Pueblos principally in the production of woolen embroidery. 

The technique of knitting was also adopted by the Pueblos. Knitting 

was likely introduced through the missions in the early-seventeenth century, 

and by mid-century, the Pueblos were producing large quantities of knitted 

woolen leggings as tribute for the reUgiovis etnd civil authorities. 

Archaeological excimples of woolen knitting were recovered at Awatovi, Gran 

Qui vera, Frijoles Csuiyon, and Pecos. By the late 1700s, woolen knitting had 
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replaced the precontact technique of looping in leggings made for Pueblo use. 

Pueblo weavers continued to produce precontact fabric structures 

including plain weaves, twills, and warp-faced and warp-float plain weaves 

using indigenous looms and tools. There is no archaeological evidence for the 

use of anything other than the upright loom for wide fabrics cuid the 

backstrap loom for belts. The xise of upright looms is substantiated by the 

presence of twined-selvage cords along the edges of some blanket fragments. 

Introduced looms and tools were used by the E*ueblos only for the 

production of introduced techniques. Except for the addition of knitting 

needles and metal needles, the Pueblo tool kit remained relatively tinchanged. 

Although embroidery (or brocade) was practiced prior to contact, woolen 

embroidery worked with metal needles represented something new. Knitting 

needles and metal needles were probably introduced in cissociation with wool, 

and until recent times, were used only to produce woolen textiles. 

Archaeological evidence from one context at Awatovi included fragments of 

cotton looping alongside fragments of woolen knitting, indicating that these 

were maintained as separate complexes. 

The early use of treadle looms by the F^eblos was primeuily confined to 

the obraies operated by the governors and missionaries. Any textiles 

produced on these looms were intended primarily for export, not for Pueblo 

consumption. I have already speculated that treadle looms may have found 

their way into some Tewa and Rio Abajo Pueblo villages by the late 1700s or 

early 1800s. I know of at least one example of a Spanish-style woolen blanket 

collected from Isleta, dating perhaps to the late 1800s, that was evidently 

woven on a treadle loom and prob€±>ly made at Isleta. I have also noted the 

use of spinning wheels at Acoma in the early 1800s. When treadle looms and 
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spinning wheels were used in these Pueblo villages, they were probably used 

only to produce Spcinish-style woolen blankets. 

Although introduced looms cind tools were used only with introduced 

techniques, the reverse is not the case. At least one introduced style and 

technique, the production of weft-faced blankets, was executed on the native 

Pueblo upright loom. Only a few archaeological examples of weft-faced plain-

weaves have been identified in the project assemblages, including some cotton 

examples from Gran Quivera and the Jemez region, and one woolen example 

from Pecos • From later ethnographic collections, it is known that the Pueblos 

produced numerotis woolen Speinish-style weft-faced blankets or serapes in 

historic times. Although modeled on the Spanish style, most were produced 

on indigenous looms, though some Pueblo weavers in the Rio Abajo villages 

imitated the fringes and side selvage finishes found on treadle-loom-woven 

Spanish fabrics. 

With the adoption of wool as the principal fiber in E>ueblo textile 

production, color largely replaced texture as the major source of decoration. 

This is best seen in the extensive use cf embroidery as a decorative medium 

in historic times. Although diagonal and diamond twills continued to be 

produced, it was woolen embroidery that gave postcontact textiles their 

dazzling brilliance. Historic depictions and ethnographic collections indicate 

that by the mid-nineteenth century, woolen yams in shades of blue, green, 

red, and yellow were being used to embroider white cotton ceremonial 

gairments and to decorate blue or black woolen cloth for the fancier women's 

shawls. 
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E>rediction: If indigenous people are introduced to colonial clothing styles, 1) 

men will adopt these styles more rapidly and to a greater extent than women, 

2) men who engage in outside wage work will adopt these styles more readily 

than others, 3) individuals living near centers of oolonial settlement will adopt 

more elements of introduced clothing styles than others, 4) native doth 

retaining pre-Conquest forms will be retained for ritual use. 

AH points are supported by the Pueblo case study. E^ieblo male dress 

tinderwent major stylistic shifts during the Spanish period, whereas women's 

dress underwent relatively little stylistic change. Pueblo men probably 

experienced early pressures by the missionaries to adopt fitted pants and 

shirts, and may have manufactured some of these garments as part of their 

mission Instruction in tailoring. It has been suggested that men in the 

Eastern E*ueblo region were also prompted to adopt Spanish styles early in the 

seventeenth century to avoid discrimination when working outside their 

villages. 

By the mid-1700s, and doubtless much earlier. Pueblo men were 

dressing much like lower-class Spanictrds. An illustration from 1758 shows a 

Pueblo man dressed in a fringed buckskin shirt and leggings, probably the 

same style of clothing worn by most New Mexico male colonists at that time. 

The earliest documentary reference to the use of fitted pants dates to 1776, 

when Dominguez described New Mexico Pueblo men wearing breeches, 

deerskin coats, and woolen jackets or tunics, the latter known as cotones. 

That same year, Garc^ described the use of woolen tunics, trousers, leather 

jackets with sleeves, and boots by some Hopi men, indicating that these styles 

were normally worn by the Hopis when away from their villages. Accoiants 

from the mid-nineteenth century describe New Mexico Pueblo men wearing 
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buckskin breeches with garters, together with the woolen coton. Hopi men 

were reportedly using cotton pants at this time. Early Anglo-American 

depictions also document the use of sleeved shirts with collars and cuffs by 

Pueblo men by the 1850s. The principal precontact garment retained by 

Pueblo males for everyday use was the xintailored shoulder blanket. 

Fewer stylistic changes occurred in women's dress. The manta dress 

continued to be worn in the same manner as illustrated in the precontact kiva 

murals at Pottery Mound and described in sixteenth-century documentary 

accounts at Zuni. The manta remained the primary garment for women 

throughout this period and well into the late-nineteenth century. The two 

major changes in E»ueblo women's dress involved the use of the shoulder 

blanket as a head covering, worn in the same manner as the Spanish rebozo. 

and the addition of an undergarment beneath the manta dress. Both additions 

were probably introduced through the missionaries and reinforced through 

social interactions with Spanish communities. Pueblo women living near 

centers of Spanish settlement used imported goods and fabrics to a greater 

extent. The 1744 probate listing of a woman from Santo Domingo included a 

number of imported items such as ribbons, lace, imported shawls, and a red 

silk plumed cap embroidered in gold. 

Women in the more remote Hopi and Zuni villages did not adopt the 

underdress and rebozo style until the late-nineteenth century. Whereas males 

in the Hopi and Zuni villages had adopted styles of Spanish dress by the 

1770s, it was another century before women in these remote villages adopted 

elements of the Spanish style. 

Precontact styles of cotton clothing were retained by the Pueblos for 

ceremonial use. Such garments included embroidered cotton breechcloths, 
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kilts, shirts, and mantas. The braided sash was also preserved at Hopi, and 

the white cotton manta Weis retained for use in wedding rituals. Although 

many of these garment types were still being produced in wool for daily wear, 

few cotton garments were being worn as daily dress by the early 1700s. A 

1760 illustration shows the use of embroidered white mantas. breechcloths, 

and shirts for ceremonial use by that time, providing the first clear 

documentation of this practice, although the seventeenth-century literature 

contains some suggestion of this. It was primarily through the continued use 

of these ritual garments that pre-Conquest styles, designs, materials, and 

techniques survived into modem times. 

Summary 

A comparison of the F>ueblo case study with the predictions of the model 

indicates that changes in the production, consiimption, and exchange of 

F*ueblo textiles generally mirrored those documented in other colonized regions 

of the New World. The greatest disruptions occurred near the centers of 

Spanish settlement, fewer disruptions occurred in the more remote regions 

where missions were established, emd the fewest disruptions occurred in the 

communities farthest from Spanish settlement occupying the most marginal 

agricultural lands. Like the remote highlcuid villages of Guatemala, southern 

Mexico, Bolivia, and Peru, it was at Hopi that precontact weaving practices 

and styles of women's clothing were preserved for the longest period of time 

and to the greatest degree. 

Similar processes occurred in the adoption of introduced woolen fiber 

and dyes and in the predominance of color patterning in postcontact woolen 

fabrics. In Guatemala, woolen brocade became the primary form of decoration; 
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in the Pueblo Southwest, it was woolen embroidery. Guatemalan brocade and 

E^eblo exnbroiderY fUl analogous roles in that both techniques have encoded 

and preserved precontact motifs as wearable iconographies. 

As in other New World societies, the imposition of colonial tribute and 

labor demands in the Pueblo Southwest transformed the organization of textile 

production in most E>ueblo regions. It is in the particularities of this 

transformation, however, that developments in the E>ueblo region diverged 

from those in other regions of the New World. In most pre-Hispanic 

Mesocunerican and Andean societies, women were the primaz^ textile 

prxiducers. After Spanish contact, these women continued to supply their 

households and others with traditional textiles even after male labor was 

appropriated for work in the obraies. The organization of textile production 

at the level of the household and for local consumption did not appreciably 

change. 

In the pre-Hispanic American Southwest, on the other hand, males were 

the primary textile producers at the time of contact, weaving not in 

households but in extrahousehold community settings. These textile 

producers, especially those in the Eastern Pueblo villages, constituted the 

same key Icibor force that was exploited by the Spaniards for the colonial 

enterprise. Unlike other regions of the New World, where changes in the 

organization of textile production were primarily expressed through the 

recruitment of males into obraie settings, the major change in the New Mexico 

Pueblos was the reorganization of textile labor at the household scale. In 

other regions of the New World, colonization spvirred the emergence of two 

distinct, gendered systems of textile production: a traditional female system 

geared primarily toward the production of domestic cloth (although some 
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women produced tribute textiles at the household level) and a male system 

geared toward the production of textiles for external consumption. 

In most Pueblo societies, in contrast, what had been a highly-gendered 

system of male textile production at the time of contact was transformed into 

a nongendered one, with entire hotiseholds involved in the production of 

textiles for domestic use and tribute. Although certain tasks were 

undoubtedly performed primary by men and others by women, the labor of the 

household was aggregated in the final product. With the exception of Hopi, 

which was able to retckin its precontact system of gendered production, 

nongendered production seems to have been the principal trajectory used for 

the production of textiles by the New Mexico Pueblos. Thus, in direct 

opposition to what occurred in most other regions of Spanish America, the 

major change brought about by colonial contact in the EHieblo Southwest 

involved not the recruitment of males into the textile labor pool, but the 

increased involvement of Pueblo women. 

Another difference between other New World societies and the American 

Southwest involved the continued employment of native labor in colonial textile 

operations. In Mexico, for instance, persons alienated from their traditional 

land base continued to weave in workshops established on the great 

haciendas. No such institutions existed in New Mexico. In the American 

Southwest, rather than being disenfranchised, many of the Pueblos retained 

control over much of their traditional lands, and until the late-nineteenth 

centtiry, relatively few had tximed to wage labor as their primary source of 

subsistence. Although obraies were established in the Rio Grande in the 

seventeenth centxary, relatively few Pueblos were involved with these 

operations. The vast majority of the tribute textile production performed for 
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the religiotis and secular authorities was carried out within the Pueblo villages 

themselves. In New Mexico, it was primarily those F*ueblo individuals who 

married into Spanish society, leaving their communities behind, who became 

involved with the production of cloth in weaving workshops during the 

Spanish and Mexican periods. 

Suggestions far Further Research 

At the inception of this study, when I had only a vague notion of the 

cimount of material I would encounter in the arx:haeological assemblages from 

Awatovi, Hawikuh, Pecos, and other protohistoric sites, I intended to trace 

changes in Pueblo textile production up into the early years of the twentieth 

century in order to compare United States Government policies of directed 

culture change with those of the Spanish and Mexican periods. An immense 

body of data pertaining to Pueblo textile change after 1850 exists in the form 

of early ethnographies, government documents, and ethnographic textile 

collections. For obvious reasons, these await future study. 

Using the existing model as a framework, any number of questions can 

be addressed with this rich data base. Some suggestions for further 

investigation are offered below: 

1) What changes occurred in the organization of E»ueblo textile labor in 

the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries as a resiilt of the increasing 

involvement of men in the outside cash economy? How did this affect the role 

of women in E*ueblo textile production? 

2) What was the role of the United States Government in promoting 

gender shifts in E*ueblo textile production and changes in Pueblo styles of 

dress? 
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3) What effects did the increasing availcibility of conunercially-grown 

raw cotton fiber, machine-spun cotton string and woolen yams, and 

commercial cloth in the nineteenth century have on E»ueblo textile production? 

4) How has the diversion of Pueblo textiles to museums and other non-

Pueblo collectors influenced the traditional role of cloth and its avciilability in 

Pueblo societies? 

5) What impact has the commercial production of Pueblo textiles on 

treadle looms had on networks of regional textile exchange? 

Concluding Remarks 

Virtually all native New World societies were impacted by the policies 

and programs of the Spanish-American colonial enterprise. In only a 

relatively few regions did native textile traditions survive. The survival of 

the Pueblo textile tradition is attributable partly to fortuitous circumstance, 

largely to Pueblo resolve. One fortmtous aspect is that New Mexico was, 

throughout the Spanish and Mexican periods, a remote backwater on the 

Spanish-colonial frontier. Had EMeblo societies been located near present-day 

Mexico City or Cuzco, a different dissertation topic would have been required. 

Another fortuitoiis aspect is that Pueblo villages such as Hopi existed beyond 

the boundaries of Spanish settlement and were able to step into the role of 

specialized producers to the Rio Grande villages as local production declined. 

Pueblo resolve has been an equaUy-importcint factor in the preservation 

of these traditions. Despite the substantial impacts of the Spanish-colonial 

system, many Pueblo societies were able to maintain their native ritued 

practices and distinct cultural boiindaries throughout the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centiiries. It was these factors that ensured the survival of the 
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E*ueblo textile tradition. After four centuries of change in the materials, 

techniques, and organization of Pueblo textile production, these fabtics 

continue to fulfill a central role in Pueblo societies, binding past, present, 

and future together through the medium of woven cloth. 
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APPSKDIK k. TEXTILES REPOKTBD FROM HAHIKQB iHD KSCHIP&HJUl. 

Site Raie 
Feat 
lo' 

Field 
Mo 

Catalog 
Ko Description' 

Chron 
Assoc' Ref 

Havikah BI 23 n/a Skin or fabric under body StPIV-V 1 

Hawikah 82 24 a/a Body wrapped in cloth H-.PIV-V 1 

Havikah B4 26D HSAl 06/8233 Twisted strings (yucca? 
cordage) 

LM:PV 2:174 
3 

Havikah B5 27F n/a Retains of fabric kilt, waist 
to knees 

LM.-PV 2:251 

Havikah B5 27B n/a Pouch contaiQing red paint L«:PV 1 

Hawikah B5 27E NMAI 06/8242 Cord belt for kilt (strips of 
woolen? plain weave cloth, 
twisted together) 

LX:?V 2:251 
3 

flawikah B6 23D JJKAI 06/8211 (Yucca? plain weave cloth) II:PI'/-V 3 

Hawikah 28E n/a Koven quiver or bow cover llrPIV-V 2:174 

Hawikah B12 34 n/a Body wrapped in fabric or aat E?:PV? I 

Hawikah B14 38L NMAI 06/8248 Bit of string near feet (woolen 
yarn) 

H:PV 1,3 

Hawikah BI9 45 n/a Fabric next to body; on chest, 
retains of poach 

M:PIV-V 1 

Hawikah B22 48A a/a Body wrapped with cloth H:PIV-V 1 

Hawikah B23 49F mi 06/8234 Strings of hair, once cloth 
(yucca? cordage) 

a;PIV-V 1,3 

Hawikah B26 520 n/a Tassel of woolen strings 
fastened at the top 

E?:PV? I 
2:252 

Hawikah B28 54 N»AI 06/8211 Heavy layer of decayed cloth 
(yucca? plain weave cloth) 

H:PIV-V 2:206 
3 

Hawikah B28 54B n/a Fabric bag Q.-PIV-V 1 

Havikah B30 56 n/a Body wrapped with fabric H:PV 1 

Hawikah B3Q 561 XKAI 06/8211 Fabric wrapping 
(yucca? plain weave cloth) 

H;PV 1,3 

Hawikah B32 58 NHAI 06/8253 Sinute fragaents of cloth 
(yucca or wool cordage) 

a:PIV-V 1,3 

Havikah B32 53H n/a Fragaent of cloth 0:PIV-V I 
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iPPSKDIZ A. TEXTILES REPORTED FROH lAWIKOH AHD KSCHIFi¥AK - CoQtiaaed. 

Site laie 
Feat 
lo' 

Field 
«o 

Catalog 
So Description^ 

Chroa 
Assoc' Ref' 

Bavikah 835 62 n/a Bod; vrapped in fabric II PIV-V 1 

Havikah B44 72 n/a yet of checker weave H PV 1 

Havikoh B51 78G SMAI 06/8211 
SHAI 06/8223 

Fragients of cloth covering 
body (yucca? plain weave cloth 
and cordage) 

H py 1,3 

Havikah B57 85 D/a Cords froa woven fabric II:PIV-V 1 

Sa-nrikah B63 92D? mi 06/8230 Body fnlly clothed with woven 
cloth (yucca? plain weave cloth 
and cordage) 

M:PIV-V 1,3 

Savikuh B69 98D a/a Particles of cloth PMrPIV 1 

Sawikah eso 112 D/a Fabric H:PV 1 

Savikah 684 1166 mi 06/8231 Hair preserved with green paint 
(coarse hair, painted green, 
with reinants of yacca 2/2 
tvill weave cloth adhering) 

M:PIV-V 1,3 

Havikoh B84 U6C D/a Reaains of pouch with braided 
friage 

M;PIV-V j 1 

Havikah B85 1I7B mi 06/8211 Many folds of fabric 
(yucca? plain weave cloth) 

M:PIV-V 1,3 

Hawikuh B91A 123 D/a Siall Bass of yarn-like cord, 
probably hair tie; infant 
wrapped in cloth; cloth froa 
voaan's neck to knees 

M:PrM 1 
2:249 

Hawikah B93 128 a/a Saall fragaents of cloth M:PIV-V 1 

HaMikah B95 130 a/a Decayed fabric fragaents M:PIV-V J 

Hawikah 698 138H a/a Fragaents of cloth M:PIV-V 1 

Hawikah 3110 167 B/a Traces of fabric II.-PIV-V 1 

Havikah 8113 170R n/a Body wrapped in fabric E?:PV? 2:207 

Havikah 6114 175G n/a Traces of fabric M;PIV-V I 

Havikah 6114 175H n/a Misc. strings and thongs M:PIV-V 1 

Havikah 6126 193 mi 06/8211 Traces of fabric beneath head 
(yucca? plain weave cloth) 

!I:PIV-y 1.3 
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iPPEXDII A. TSITILES REPORTED FROH HAVIXIIH AXD KECHIPAVAl - Coatiaaed. 

Site lue 
Feat 
So' 

Field 
No 

Catalog 
lo Description^ 

Chron 
Assoc' Ref* 

Hauikah B128A 202 ii/a Stall fragients of cloth IJ:PIV-V 1 

Hawikah B137 211B n/a Traces of fabric and deer skin 0:PIV-V 1 

Hawikah BI41 216 a/a Dressed deer skin?: fragaents 
of cloth garient 

H;PIV-V 1 

Bawiknh B143 aok n/a Black aaterial haring 
appearance of barned cloth 

II:PIV-V I 

Savikuh BUS i ank 
1 

n/a Decayed laterial, probably 
clothing 

a:PIV-7 I 

Havikah 3152 1 ank n/a Child wrapped in fabric H:PIV-V 1 

Havikuh B156 i 225A n/a Regains of folded fabric 0;PIV-V 1 i 

Hawikah BI63 1 ank n/a Fabric exhibiting no wearing ii;prv-v 
1 

1 i 

Savikah B172 ' 239H n/a Traces of fabric H:PV 

Eawiknh B172 239 n/a About waist, fabric kilt with 
attached shell 

H:Py I 

Hawikah B179 j 247A 
i 

MB A305456 Fabric (yucca? plain weave 
cloth) 

D:PIV-V 1,3 

Hawikah B183 ! 253 n/a Blackened reaains of cloth iI:PIV-V 1 

Hawikah B184 1 254B n/a Fragaents of cloth tI:PIV-V 1 

Hawikah B184 1 254C n/a Part of woven headband QrPIV-V 2:252 

Hawikah B18S 258K SMNH A305463 Decayed woven fabric 
(yucca? plain weave cloth) 

*:PIV-V 1,3 

Hawikah BI92 261 n/a Body wrapped in fabric 0:PIV-V 1 j 

Hawikah 8193 262P n/a Reaains of woven bag H:Py 2:209 1 

Hawikah 8193 2620 SMNH A3fl5462 Saall ball of cotton or yarn 
with bone needle stuck into it 
(saall bundle of yucca? yarn) 

H:PV 2:208 
3 
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iPFEIDIZ A. rSZTILES REPORTED FROM UVIKUB MO XECIIPiVil - CoQtioaed. 

Site laie 
Feat 
lo' 

Field 
Ko 

Catalog 
Ho Description^ 

Cbron 
Assoc^ Ref' 

Sawikab B193 262 n/a Garaeat of cloth exteadiag froa 
aeck to aokle, yellowish, 
originally probably white; 
twisted rope having the 
appearance of yarn extending 
froa breast down to waist and 
around it; probably once 
extended to and aroaad neck; a 
siailar rope across right 
breast; an untwisted rope 
having the appearance of yarn 
exteading down between legs 
froa edge of what seeaed to be 
a wovea kilt; a woven kilt 
extending froa pelvis downward 
7', laterial soaewhat coarser 
weave than dress, aay have been 
an undergaraent; binding of 
yarn-like strings around upper 
legs; siailar binding around 
knees; froa ankles to knees, 
under cloth of long dress, was 
fabric siailar to that of the 
kilt. 

S:PV 2:209 

Hawikati 8195 264 a/a Fragaeats of fabric y.:?n-v 1 1 

Sauikuh 8196 2658 n/a Traces of fabric bag containing 
luaps of green and blue paint 

D:PIV-V 1 

Eawikah 8196 265 a/a A closely wovea fabric II:PIV-V 

Bawikah 8199 268 a/a Traces of fabric with rows of 
beads, poss wrist protector 

E;PV 2:251 

Savikuh 8205 280D a/a Reaaias of fabric, especially 
thick arouad pelvis 

M:Pr'/-V I 

Bawikuh 8207 282C XSNH A305457 Fragaeat of fabric 
(yucca? plaia weave cloth) 

!!:?I7-V 1,3 i 

Hawikuh 8210 286B SMNH A305470 Kaay folds of cotton cloth 
(yucca? plain weave cloth) 

!I:PIV-V 1,3 1 

Bawikah B211A 233K HXAI 06/8230 Circular aass of woven aaterial 
(yucca? plain weave cloth and 
cordage! 

a:?v 2:251 
3 • 
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iPPSXDIZ A. TEXTILES REPORTED FROH lAHIKIIH AND KECEIPAVAJT - Coatioaed. 

Site Hue 
Feat 
lo' 

Field 
Xo 

Catalog 
Ho Description^ 

Cbroa 
Assoc^ Ref* 

Havikuh B212 289 a/a Body wrapped in fabric B:PI7-V 1 

Hatfikuh B213 290 a/a ladicatioas of fabric wrappiag 8:PV 1 

Havikuh 8216 293 a/a Fabric of twisted strings E:PV 2:210 

Havikuh B221 302A SSKH A305453 Hatting over body 
(yucca? plain weave cloth) 

M:PIV-V 1,3 

Bawiknh B22B 318 n/a Traces of fabric H:PIV-V 1 

Savikah 8229 319 a/a Traces of fabric D:PIV-V 1 

Hawikab B230 320C a/a Vooan's loin cloth of bark H:PV 2:210 

Savikuh 8230 320L a/a Bunch of stringlike aaterial at 
back of head 

B:PV 2:211 

Sawikab B230 3208 .VMAI 06/8211 Body covered with fabric 
(yucca? plain weave cloth) 

B:PV 2:211 
3 

lawikab B23I 321 a/a Traces of fabric M:Piy-V 1 

Sawikab B234 324 o/a Retains of clothing »:P[V-V I 

Hawikub B234 324E n/a Snail nass of strings, probably 
hair tie 

M.:PIV-V 1 

Sawikab B550 552? Q/a Layer of decayed unwoven cotton 
strings beneath body 

»:PIV-V I 

Eawikah B5«5 585? a/a Body had been clothed; woven 
fabric around head 

E:PV I 

Eavikah B591 594? o/a Traces of woven fabric froB 
knees upward 

H:PIV-V 1 

lawikuh B595 595 n/a Infant fully clothed ia wovea 
laterial; wad of iiaay folds 
placed under head 

II-.PIV-V 2:250 

Sawikah B596 597? a/a Body had been fully clothed; 
woven cloth, tanned skin, and 
grass-like woven girdle around 
hips; around head, pillow of 
strings having appearance of 
wool 

M:PIV-V 2:211 

lawikoh 8598 601? n/a Body had been clothed X.-PIV-V 1 
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iFPEHDIX A. TEXTILES REPORTED FROM HAVIKUH AMD KECHIPiVil - Coatiaaed. 

Site Haie 
Feat 
lo' 

Field 
Ho 

Catalog 
Ho Description^ 

Cbion 
Assoc^ Ref' 

Hawilcali B630 630 a/a Probably reaains of clothiag HrPIV-V I 

9a»i)cah B637 637 a/a Probably reaaias of clothiag a-.piv-v I 

Eawikah 8638 640? a/a Traces of decayed clothiag S;PIV-V 1 

Savikah 8652A 654? a/a Reiaias of fabric, particularly 
aader head 

S;PIV-V 1 

Eawikub 8700 703? a/a Reaaants of fabric about aeck 
and chest 

o:Prv-v I 

Hawikah B709 709? a/a Under head aad pelris, reaaias 
of Batting, woven aaterial, aad 
skin clothing 

tI:PIV-V I 

Sawikah B756 756? a/a Fragaents of cloth under feet M:PIV-V 1 1 

Sawikah 8777 779? a/a Fragaents of clothing D:PIV-7 1 

Hawikah 8809 809? a/a '(fell-preserved reaaaat of 
fabric ander chest 

ii:pry-v 1 

iaHikaii 8810 810? a/a Fragaents of coarse weave 
fabric 

J:PIV-7 i  

Sawikah B826 826? a/a Fragaents of cloth D:PIV-V 1 

Hawikah B830 830? n/a Fragaents of decayed fabric UrPIV-V 1 

Hawikah B834 834? a/a Fragaents of fabric 0:PIV-V 1 ' 

Hawikah 8835 835? a/a Fragaents of fabric (IrPIV-V i 

Hawikah B835 836A NMAI 08/6677 
mi 08/6678 

Froa pelvis up, body covered 
with woven fabric (yucca? plain 
weave cloth and cordage) 

H,E:PV 1.3 

Hawikah 8837 837C XMAI 08/6702 Considerable fabric over truak 
and about head (yucca? plain 
weave cloth) 

lI:PIV-y 1 , 3  

Hawikah 8837 837G a/a Body had beea clothed; 
fragaents of fabric especially 
covering area between legs 

1I;PIV-V 1 

Hawikah 8838 838? D/a Fabric throughoat fill; coarse 
strings that had served to tie 
hair 

!1:PIV-V 1 
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iPPEHDIl A. TEXTILES REPORTED FROM HiVIKOB UD XECIIPiWU - Contiaaed. 

Site Vale 
Feat 
lo' 

Field 
Mo 

Catalog 
Mo Description^ 

Chron 
Assoc^ Ref' 

Havikah 3840 840? a/a Body had been clothed QrPIV-V 1 

Hawikuh B357 857? n/a Upper part of body clothed S:PIV-7 1 

Havikah B858 853 n/a Retains of fabric nnder head 
and traak 

!C:PIV-V 1 

Hawikah B860 860 n/a Traces of fabric U:PIV-V 1 

EaHikah B366 866 a/a Froi waist to kaees, reiains of 
woven cloth and striags, 
possibly friage 

H:PIV'V 1 
2:251 

3awiknh B870 370 a/a Body had beea clothed froo 
apper part of head to feet 

S,E:PV 2:212 

Sawikah B87I 371 a/a Fragaents of textiles over 
upper body 

S:PV 1 1 

Savikah 3335 335? a/a Thickly covered with cloth froa 
aeck to feet, as if wrapped in 
a blanket 

d-.PlV-V 2:249 

Sawikati 3336 886? a/a Body wrapped in lany folds of 
fabric aaong which were sose 
twisted strings 

2:250 

Haviikah B887 387 n/a Body had been clothed MtPIV-V 1 

Sawikah B892 392 n/a Fabric froa under skull to 
pelvis 

y.:Piv-v I 

Hawikah B895 895? a/a Body had been clothed IJ:PIV-V 1 

Hawikah B397 897? a/a Body covered with fabric B:PV 1 

Sawiknli B899 899 a/a Body had been clothed H:PIV-V 1 

Sawiknh B900 900A NHAI 03/6717 Head had been wrapped in woven 
cotton (not located at XWIl 

M:PIV-V 2:250 
3 

Hawikah B9fll 901? n/a Fully clothed froa head to 
ankles 

0:PIV-V I 

Hawikah B904 904 a/a Fully clothed with guantity of 
fringe-like aaterial at pelvis 

H:PV 2:251 

Hawikah B905 905 n/a Reaains of woven bag containing 
green paiat 

y.:PlV-V 1 
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APFEIDIX &. TEZTILSS RSFQRTBO FROH liVIKQH &KD RECHIP&HiR - Coatiaaed. 

Site Rale 
Feat "=• Field 

No 
Catalog 
No OescriptiOQ^ 

CbroD 
issoc^ Ref 

Savikah B91I 911 a/a Fally clothed with vovea 
fabric: cordage 

(IrPIV-V 2:213 

Havikah 39154 915 Q/a Eanks of cord; cloth layer 
below neck; layer of cloth 
wrapped aroaad body; cottoa 
string tied to feathers 

L*:PV 2:215-
217 

Havikah B915A 915 XMAI 08/6703 Band of haiaa hair cord, 1' if, 
18' L (yncca? plain weave cloth 
and cordage) 

LM:PV 2:216 
3 

Havikah 8924 924 a/a Body had been clothed !{;PIV-V 1 

Havikah B927A 
(F) 

927 .VHAI 0a/599G 
SXAI 08/6722 

Sass of hoian hair cord 16" 
loag; cloth; boaes of fetal 
child wrapped in cloth and 
corded aaterial; aass of 
decayed skin wrapping; layer of 
feather cloth? (handle of 
woolen yarn; yucca or hair 
cordage) 

E:PV 2:218-
219; 
3 

Hawikah B929 929 a/a Soall aass of decayed fabric on 
top of bones, froa creaation 

M:PIV-V 1 

Eawikah B930 930? a/a Traces of clothing a:PIV-V I 

Eavikah B935 935? a/a Traces of fabric on apper body 0:PIV-V I 

Eawikah B947A 947 a/a Traces of fabric on trunk 5!:PIV-V I 

Havikah B949 949B SMAI 08/5991 Strands of cord over pelvis 
(woolen eabroidery?) 

E:PV 2:251 
3 

Eawikah B951 951C mi 08/5989 Decayed wad of woolen strings 
at neck (aass of woolen yarns) 

E:PV 2:251 
3 

Hawikuh B960 960 a/a Saall quantity of unburned 
cloth on top of bones, froa 
creaatioa 

W:PIV-V I 

Havikah B966 966 n/a Decayed fabric »:PIV-V 1 

Havikah B967 967 n/a Reaaias of fabric ander head 
and chest 

X:PIV-V 1 

Havikah B976 978 a/a ifad of unburned fabric in top 
of jar, froa creaation 

PMrPIV I 
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APPEltDII A. TEXTILES REF08T8D FROM HAHIKUH AKD KECHIPAVAf - Coatiaaed. 

Site Raie 
Feat 
10' 

Field 
Vo 

Catalog 
KG Description^ 

Cbron 
Assoc^ Ref' 

Havikah B985 985 a/a Decayed fabric X:PIV-V 1 

Savikah B994 994 a/a Particles of cloth under head, 
soae appearing like voven rope 

H:PV 1 

Eawikoii 81005 1005 a/a Traces of cloth on apper ara (IrPIV-V 1 

Bavlkah B1009 1009 n/a Layer of fabric on pelvis n:?iv-v 1 

Havikah BlOll 1011? n/a Fragaent of woven bag that had 
contained green paint 

ff:PIV-V I ! 

Hauikah 81025 1025 n/a Reaains of cloth froa waist to 
knees ander body, as if kilt 

H:PIV-y I i 

3awikah B1048 1048 n/a Reanants of decayed clothing PM:PIV i 

Eavikah B1250 1250? n/a Cloth fragaents at neck, 
iapressions at pelvis 

llrPIV-V 1 ' 

Hawikuh B1253 1253? n/a Fragients of clothing B:PV 

Hawikah B1255 1255? n/a Body covered with fabric, head 
to foot 

.M:PIV-V 1 ; 

Hawikah B1257 1257? n/a Body coapletely covered with 
fabric 

M:PIV-V 1 

Eawiknh 31275 1278? n/a Traces of woven clothing PHiPIV 1 

Hawikab B1286 1286? n/a Traces of clothing IJ:PIV-V I 

Eawikah B1287 1287? a/a Probable reaains of clothing II:PIV-V 1 

Eayikah B1299 1299? n/a Traces of fabric ff:PIV-V 1 i 

Eawikab 81300 1300? n/a Traces of clothing Q-.PEV-V 1 

Sawikuh B1305 1305? n/a Body had been wrapped in fabric a:PlV-V 1 

Haviknh B1310 1310? n/a Fragaents of cloth ff:PIV-V 1 

Havikah 81313 1313? n/a Fabric over body PXrPIV 1 

Sayiknh BS2 24ID n/a Blanket of wool E:PV 2:206 

lawiknb BS2 241 n/a Opper body clad in deerskin 
shirt 

a;PV 2:206 
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&FPSHDIX k. TEXTILES REPORTED FROM HAVIKUa AND XECHIPiHAH - Contioned. 

Site Raae 
Feat 
lo' 

Field 
Vo 

Catalog 
Vo Description^ 

Chron 
Assoc^ Ref^ 

Bavikah B4A 
Charch 

ank HXAI 09/5637 Fragients of conaercial cloth 
on skall; part of hairnet or 
lacework (silk and wool clothj 

E:PV 2:252 
3 

Hawikah Friary ank •VMAI 09/5680 (Yacca cordage, coiled ap) E:PV 3 

Hawikah Friary ank JfMAI 09/5682 (Circular flat stooe object 
with spindle in center, with 
reanants of couercial? cloth) 

E:PV 3 

Hawikah CD277 277 n/a Iipressions of a woven bag; 
traces of thin cotton cloth 

E:PV 2:290 

Haw i kali CD529 529 a/a Stall wo7ea bag containing 
green paint 

D:PIV-V 2:290 

Hawikuti CD556 556 a/a Woolen? string E?;PV? 2:282 

Hawikah CD574 574 a/a Decayed wovea fabric IJ:?IV-V 2:288 

Sawiknh CD850 850 JfXAI 08/6732 
HMAI 08/6735 

Remains of fabric (yucca? plain 
weave cloth; woolen eibroidery) 

E:PV 2:284-
285; 3 

Hawikah CD955 955 a/a Fragients of cloth (I:PIV-V 2:291 

flawikuh iW5 ank -VMAI 08/6666 (Carboaized yucca yarn, braid) tI:PIV-V 3 

Hawiknh RW154 ank n/a Cordage, knots IJ:PIV-I7 2:86-7 

Havikah 1W172 ank XSAI 10/0912 (Carbonized yucca? plaia weave 
cloth) 

D:PIV-V 3 

Eavikah iW414 ank mi 12/4695 (Carbonized yacca plaia weave 
cloth) 

0:PIV-V 3 

Havikah RK421 ank XMAI 12/4696 (Carbooized yucca cordage, 4-
strand braid, and fabric of 3/3 
iaterlaciag) 

!I;PIV-V 3 

Hawikah « Cea ank SSAI 07/2638 (Carbonized yucca cordage) 0:PIV-V 3 

Hawikah ank ank SMAI 08/6668 (Siall cottoa cloth bag coated 
with green pigieat) 

II:PIV-V 3 

Haviknh aok ank XMI 09/3991 (Yucca plain weave cloth) 0:PIV-V 3 

Hawikah ank ank XMAI 10/0913 (Carbonized yucca cordage) (I:PIV-V 3 

Hawikah ank ank mi 10/9023 (Carbonized yucca 3-strand 
braid) 

tI:PIV-V 3 
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iPPEITDIX A. TEXTILES REPORTED FROM EiWIKOI AVD KECIIPAWil - Contiaoed. 

Site laie 
Feat 
lo' 

Field 
Ho 

Catalog 
ITo Description^ 

CbrOQ 
Assoc^ Ref^ 

Savikah ank ank mi 10/9025 (Carbonized 7ncca yarn, 
probably part of hank) 

(IrPIV-y 3 

Hawikuh ank aak JfXAI 10/9163 (Strip of cooaercial linen 
trii) 

E:PV 

Hauikah ank ank mi 10/9167 (Linen-covered letal batton) E:Py 3 

Hawiknti ank ank mi 12/4694 (Carbonized yucca plain weave 
cloth and cordage) 

II:PIV-7 3 

Havtlknh ank ank mi 12/4697 (Stall bundle of carbonized 
yncca yarn) 

n:PIV-V i 3 
1 

lawiknb ank ank mi 12/4698 (Carbonized yacca? cordage) !I:P[V-V 
, 

Bauikah ank ank mi 12/4967 (Silk cowercial cloth) E:PV 3 

Bavikab ank ank mi 12/5044 (Carbonized yacca? cordage) D:PIV-V 3 

Hawikuh ank 6 ms A305458 (Carbonized cotton plain weave 
cloth) 

IJ:PIV-y j 3 
) 

Sauikab aak 2491 HSXB A3G5461 (Yacca? plain weave cloth) B-.PIV-V 3 

Savikah unk 212A fflB A305464 (Yacca? plain weave cloth) D:PIV-V 3 

Hawiknh ank 13 NMNB A305465 (Yucca? plain weave cloth and 
cordage) 

D:PIV-V 3 

Sawiknh ank 17 SMSB A305469 (Yucca? plain weave cloth) !I;PIV-V J 

Bauiknh ank 19 NMNB A305471 (Yucca? plain weave cloth and 
cordage) 

BrPIV-V 

Kechipauaa B82 ank n/a Reaains of woven fabric II;PIV-V 4 

Kechipavaa B102 ank n/a Bag of woven aaterial M:PIV-V 4 

Kechipawan Blfl5 ank a/a Sat-like cedar bark dress 
reaching to ankles; cotton 
cloth or dress showing traces 
of yellow and white paint 

H:PV 4 

Kechipavan B108 ank n/a Fragients of cloth K:PIV-V 4 

Kechipawaa B113 ank n/a Fragients of thread B:PV 4 
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iPFEHDIX k. TEXTILES REPORTEO FROM HAWIKUH iND KSCHIPiWAX - CoDtinaed. 

Site laie 
Feat 
lo' 

Field 
lo 

Catalog 
lo Description^ 

Cbroa 
Assoc^ Ref 

Kecbipavan 8114 anic n/a Bark and cotton robes reaching 
to ankles (shipped to CIIX; not 
located) 

}{:PIV-V 4,3 

Kecbipawan B117A anil CUM Z.43433 Infant tied ap in handle 
(yncca? plain weave cloth, 
cordage, feather down or yarn) 

QtPIV-V 4.3 

Kechipavas B123 ank COS Z.42890 Cotton and bark textiles 
(yucca? plain weave cloth and 
cordage) 

Ii:PIV-V 4,3 

Kecbipawao B131 ank n/a Fragaent of textile M:P1V-V 4 

Kechipavan BI32 ank n/a Textile (shipped to CDM ia 
1923: not located) 

II:PIV-V 4,3 

Kecbipa*aa 3134 ank n/a Infant wrapped in cotton cloth U-.PIV-V 4 

Kechipawafl B139 ank n/a Cedar bark fabric 3:PIV-V 4 

Kechipawan B15fl ink n/a Textile, chiefly between legs S:PIV-V 4 

Kechipawan B162? ank CDS Z.42891 Fabric (yncca? plain weave 
cloth) 

PMrPIV 4,3 

Kechipawan BI65 ank n/a Cotton string, textile U-.PIV-V 4 

Kechipauan B163 ank n/a Bits of basket and textile PS.-PIV? 4 

Kechipawan Bi84 ank n/a Traces of cotton and bark 
textile; sonething lade of 
cotton and wrapped in bark 

M:PIV-V 4 

Kechipawan B187 ank COM Z.42330 Well preserved cotton strands 
found about upper and lower 
aras, did not require parafine 
(bones bound with woolen yarn) 

E;PV 4,3 

Kechipawan 8187 ank era Z.42376 Cotton yarn (yucca? plain weave 
cloth and cordage) 

E:PV 4,3 

Kechipawan 8189 ank CQM Z.2586A Cotton fabric (yucca? plain 
weave cloth) 

LX;PV 4,3 

Kechipawan B189 ank CUM Z.25868 Cotton fabric (yucca? plain 
weave cloth) 

L»:PV 4,3 

Kechipawan 8189 ank CUM Z.2586C Cotton fabric (yucca? 2/2 twill 
weave cloth) 

LM:PV 4,3 



iPPEXDI! &. TEXTILES REPORTED FRON HiVIKOH iND KECBIP&VU - Contlaaed. 

Site Hue 
Feat 
iro' 

Field 
(to 

Catalog 
Ko Desctiptioa^ 

Chroa 
issoc^ Rcf' 

Kechipavan B189 ank COH Z.2536D Cotton fabric (yucca? plain 
weave cloth) 

LM:PV 4,3 

Kecbipavaa B189 ank CDH Z.2585E Cotton fabric (yacca? plain 
weave cloth) 

LM:PV 4,3 

Kechipawan B189 ank CDS Z.2586F Cotton fabric (yacca? 5-strand 
braid) 

LM:PV 4,3 

Kechipawas B189 ank COK Z.2586G Cotton fabric (yucca? plain 
weave cloth) 

LM:PV 4.3 i 

Kechipawan BI89 ank COM Z.2586H Cotton fabric (yucca? plain 
weave cloth) 

LMrPV 4,3 ' 

Kechipawan B189 ank CDM Z.25861 Cotton fabric (yucca? plain 
weave cloth) 

LM;PV 4,3 

Kechipawan B189 ank COH Z.42892 Cotton fabric (soil with 
textile iipressions) 

LM;PV ^.3 1 

Kechipawan B189 ank COK Z.46957 Cotton fabric (yucca? plain 
weave cloth) 

LM:PV 4,3 

Kechipawan B193? ank COM Z.42891 Bark and cotton textile (yucca? 
plain weave cloth) 

0:PIV-V 4,3 

Kechipawan 8194 ank n/a Bark and cloth textile (shipped 
to COM in 1923; not located) 

0:PIV-V 4,3 

Kechipawan BI95 ank COM Z.43402 ifell-preserved bark lat, 
textiles (yucca? 2/2 twill 
weave cloth) 

0:PIV-V 4,3 

Kechipawan B198 ank n/a Fragients of bark cloth, hide 
(shipped to COM; not located) 

0:PIV-V 4,3 

Kechipawan B207 ank COM Z.42472 Bark Batting (yucca? plain 
weave cloth) 

M;PIV-V 4,3 

Kechipawan 8207 ank COM 1931:464 Bark Batting (yucca plain weave 
cloth, yucca 2/2 twill cloth) 

M:PIV-V 4.3 1 

Kechipawan 8214 ank n/a Traces of textiles, w/creaation PM:PIV 4 

Kechipawan 8224 ank COM Z.42910 Bark and cotton textiles 
(yucca? plain weave cloth) 

M:PIV-V 4,3 

Kechipawan B225 ank n/a Textile (shipped to COM in 
1923; not located) 

M:PIV-V 4,3 
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iPPEXDIZ A. TSZTILES REPORTED FROM BAVIKUH AND XECBIPAVAI - Contiaaed. 

Site laie 
Feat 
lo' 

Field 
Mo 

Catalog 
Ho Descriptioa^ 

CbioB 
Assoc^ Ref' 

Kechipavan B234 ank COX Z.43409? Cradleboard slats joined to 
soie kind of textile, preserved 
with waz (anable to analyze; 
coated with thick layer of wax) 

0:PrV-V 4,3 

Kechipavaa S238 ank CD.« Z.43395 Cotton and bark textile (yucca? 
plain weave cloth and cordage) 

LX:?V 4,3 

Kechipavan W3 ank CDS 1924.487 (Cone of carbonized yncca yarn) PX:PIV 3 

KectiipawaQ M32 ank n/a Piece of fabric OrHiV-V 4 

Kechipavan iy!36 ank COM Z.43857 (Yucca? plain weave cloth) X:PIV-V 3 

Kechipawan Trench 
7 

ank COX Z.43434 (Yucca cordage, deteriorated 
cloth) 

0:PIV-V 3 

Kechipavan 
i 

ank { ank COX Z.2535F (Yucca? plain weave clothl ff:PIV-V 3 

Kechipawan ank { ank 
! 

COX Z.43394 (Yucca? plain weave cloth and 
cordage) 

0:PIV-V 3 

j 1 
Kechipawan j ank | ank COX no t (Yucca? 2/2 twill weave cloth) 0:PIV-V 3 

|B=Burial; CD=Cereinonial deposit; RM=Room. 

Descriptions not in parentheses have been extracted from field records or 
published reports (see references): identifications in parentheses are derived 

from the present analysis. 
Latest dated artifact association and time period: PM=Pre-Matsaki vessel; 

M=Matsaki vessel; LM=Late Matsaki shouldered vessel (identification by B, Mills); 
H=Hawikuh vessel; E=European object; U=unknown. 

l=Woodbury and Woodbury burial data forms prepared from Hodge's unpublished 
Hawikuh field notes; 2=Smith et al. 1966; 3=Webster analysis; 4=Lothrup's 

unpublished Kechipawan field notes. 
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iPPEIDIX B. LOOM HOLES, VSi?II6 AXD SPIIIIIG TOOLS, AID TEXTILE RAH MATERIALS REPORTED FROM HAHIKUH 
AID KECIIPAHAI. 

Site laie 
Feat 
Jo' 

Field 
Ko 

Catalog 
lo Oesciiption^ 

CbroQ 
Assoc^ Ref^ 

Hauikab 36 28D NMAI 06/8215 Roanded stick (coaplete shed or 
heddle rod?, 35 ca L) 

llrPIV-V 2:174 
3 

Savikah 36 28D IfMAI 06/8216 
mi 06/8217 

(Fragaentary long sword batten, 
35 ca L) (fragaentary long 
narrow batten, 32 ca Lj 

IJ:PIV-V 2:174 
3 

Hayikah 36 28F NXAI 06/8209 Roanded sticks (2 fragaents of 
looa bars, each 35 ca L) 

D:PIV-V 2:174 
3 

iavikuii 36 28G SXAI 06/8210 Roanded sticks (coaplete looa 
bar with reanants of cord 
wrapping, 120 ca L, in 4 
pieces) 

0:PIV-7 2:174 
3 

i ! 
flawikah j B28 j 54A 

1 ! 
.VMAI 06/8244 Slab of wood painted green 

(batten fragaent?, 15 ca Lj 
(I:PIV-V 2:206 

3 
i 

flawikah j 332 | 53G 
1 • 
1 i 

SMAI 06/8205 Wooden batten for weaving 
(2 batten end fragaents, 13 and 
22 ca Lj 

tI:PIV-V 2:247 
3 

flawikah 379 1 lllG 
; 

i 
! 
I 
i 

i 

StlAI 06/8206 
•VXAI 06/8207 

Blanket attached to looa, the 
sticks and batten of which were 
still preserved, laid ander 
body (coaplete batten 58 ca L, 
in 3 pieces; fragaentary looa 
bar, 50 ca L, in 2 pieces) 

LXtPV 2:247, 
P1.79d 
3 

flawikah 3113 M 1701, 
17GK 

n/a Part of blanket batten; wooden 
object reseabling a batten 

E?:PV? 2:207 

flawikah 3172 2390 mi 07/2648 Portion of 2 anknown wooden 
objects (batten end fragaent, 
18 CO Lj 

H:PV 1,3 

flawikah 8179 247A .VMJI A305456 (Saall aass of cotton fiber 
stack to yacca clothJ 

[f:PIV-V 3 

flawikah 3193 F 2620 o/a Bone needle stack into ball of 
yarn 

a:PV 1 

flawikah B214 F 291B •VMAI 07/2119 Grade notched stone; identified 
in catalog records as notched 
stone probably ased as looa 
weight (not located) 

WiPIV-V 1,7 

flawikah 3840 ! 340? n/a Broken weaving bone under legs lI:Piy-V 1 
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iFFBIDIX B. LOOK BOLES, VE&TII6 iKD SPIIKIIG TOOLS, &KD TEXTILE RAW MATERIALS REPORTED FROM EAWIKOI 
AID KECHIPAWAI - Coatinaed. 

Site Xaie 
Feat 
lo' 

Field 
Ko 

Catalog 
Ko Oescriptiott^ 

Chron 
Assoc^ Ref^ 

Hay i kail B854 854? a/a Part of spindle vhorl !I:PIV-V 2:248 

Ha«ikuh B859A 
H 

859 a/a Broken veaving bone OrPIV-V 1 

Havikah B866 
F? 

866 o/a Weaving bone M;PIV-V 1 

Havikuh B920 F 920 a/a Quantities of cotton or 
sanflover seeds 

M;PIV-V 1 

Havikah B927A 
F 

927K mi 08/6696 Thin perforated disc vith 
appearance of spindle vhorl 
[coapiete vooden spindle vhorl, 
8 CO Dj 

E:PV 2:219 
3 

Sawikah B927A 
F 

927L, 
927 

n/a Long flat stick vhich aay have 
been a batten; 3 narrov 
finishing battens? 

E:PV 2:218-
219 

• 

1 

lavikah B988 988B n/a Vooden batten or similar object E:PV 1 

Sawiknh B1256 
V 

1256? n/a Iron avl point vith cord 
vrapping 

E:PV I 

HawikQh B1278 1278? n/a Several long sticks, roanded, 
as thoagh parts of looa fraoe 

n:PIV-V 2:247 

Hawikuh CD555 555 n/a Weaving batten, cotton seeds? 1I:PIV-V 2:282 

Sawikah CD556 556 n/a A coaple of battens E?:PV? 2:282 

Havikah CD564 564 n/a Portion of batten? E:PV 2:282 

Havikah RMs 
2/3 

Q/a XMAI 08/5800 Bone spindle vhorl (not 
located) 

!J:PIV-V 7 

Hawikoh RMS ank SMAI 08/6666 (Carbonized yucca fiber) J:Pr/-V 3 

Hawiknh RM154 ank n/a Fiber; vooden vhorl 0:PIV-V 2:86-7 

Havikah RM339 n/a n/a Possible looi holes in paved 
floor 

a:PIV-V 2:?1. 
16c 

Havikah RM386 n/a HMAI 12/4614 Fragaent of vooden veaving 
batten (not located) 

D:PIV-V 7 

Havikah RM4I4 ank IMAI 12/4695 (Carbonized yucca fiber) (J:PIV-V 1 ! 
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iFPEIDIX B. LOOM IDLES, HEiVIIG ilO SPIIirilG TOOLS, AID TEXTILE SAV KATSRIALS REPORTED FSOM EAVIKUI 
AID KSCIIPAHAI - Contiaaed. 

Site laie 
Feat 
lo' 

Field 
lo 

Catalog 
Mo Description^ 

Chron 
Assoc^ Ref' 

fiavikab RM430 1 s/a 
1 

n/a 2 rows of 4 IcoB holes ia pared 
floor 

H:PIV-V 2:20 

Havikah Kiva a/a SMAI 10/9360 Bone wearing tool froa plaza 
trench and kiva (not located) 

tI:PIV-V 7 

Savikah Kiva o/a n/a Paved kiva floor with 2 sets of 
holes flooa holes?) 

[I:PI7-V 4:205-
206 

Bavikafi Kiva a/a n/a Soaes of doiestic sheep ia fill E;PV 4:211 

Havikab V Cei 1 ank 
I 

.VHAI 07/2638 (Carbonized yacca fiber aod 
leaves) 

3 

Haviknh 
i 

ank j ank SXAI 07/2641 (Carbonized yucca fiber) 1J:PIV-V 3 

Sawiknh 
1 

unk ; nnk mi 10/0913 (Carbonized yacca leaves) U:PIV-V 3 

Hauikah 
I 

aak i aak SHAI 12/5046 (Carbonized yacca? fiber) !I:PIV-V 3 

Eavikuh aak 16 
; 

.VSAI 06/6490 (Midsection of fragientary bone 
batten, 20 ca L) 

(I:PIV-V 3 

Hawikah aak 1 aak 
1 

1 

NMAI 07/2644 (Two coaplete curved rounded 
sticks, possibly shed rods, 25 
and 30 ca L) 

a:pr/-v 3 

Hawikuh 
1 

ank : ank SMAI 08/5718 (Coaplete bone weaving tool, 
12.5 ca L) 

0:PIV-V 3;5:P1 
XVIIp 

Hawiknh ank { ank XKAI 08/5757 (16 bone needles,longest 12 ca) D:PIV-V 3 

Hawikah ank ank XSAI 08/6687 (4 batten fragaents, 11, 14, 
16. and 17 ca L) 

H:PIV-V 3 

Hawikah aak ank NHAI 09/3747 (Coaplete oak batten, 35 co L) 1I:PIV-V 3 

Hawikah ank ank .VHAI 09/3973 (Coaplete aetal needle with 
eye, 7.2 ca L) 

E:PV 3 

Hawikah aak j lak mi 09/4112 (Coaplete bone weaving tool, 10 
CO L) 

0;PIV-V 3;5;Pl 
XVIIs 

Hawikah ank I ank SK-AI 09/4114 (Coaplete bone needle, 7 ca L) H:PIV-V 3 

Hawikah ank 1 ank SHAI 09/4140 (Coaplete bone weaving coab, 14 
ca L) 

H:PIV-V 3;5:Pl 
XXb 

Hawikah aak i -jak .VHAI 10/1516 (Half of wooden spindle whorl, 
8 ca Di 

J:PIV-V 3 
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iPPEIDIX B. LOOM HOLES, ifSiTIIG UD SFIIMIIG TOOLS, m TEXTILE RAM KiTERIALS REPORTED FROM SAHIKOH 
UD XECHIFiWUt - CoDtinaed. 

Site Hue 
Feat 
lo' 

Field 
Mo 

Catalog 
Mo Descriptioa^ 

Cbroa 
Assoc^ Ref* 

Bawikob unk unk mi 10/8817 (3 copper needle fragaents, 1 
with eye; longest is 5.5 ca L) 

E:PV 3 

Hawikuh unk unk mi 12/4539 {Coiplete copper needle with 
eye, 7.5 ci L) 

E;PV 3 

Hawikuh ank ank SXAI 12/4616 (End fragient of a grooved 
iapleieat, possibly a batten?, 
14 ci L) 

D:PIV-V 3 

Kechipawaa e46 ank n/a Bone needle with eye II:PIV-V 6 

Kechipawan B49 unk n/a Bone weaving tool E:PV 6 

Kechipawan B57 unk n/a Iron awl E;PV 6 

Kechipawan 867 ank n/a Unidentified weaving iipleient U:PIV-V 6 

Kechipawan 377 F unk n/a Reworked lano - looi weight? 1I:PIV-V 6 

Kechipawan BII5 F unk n/a Stick of wood, 3.5' [107 ca] 
long and 1-1.5' [2.5-3.8 caj 
thick. Lalio says it is a 
shopiton used for weavina 

P.y:PIV 6 

Kechipawan Bli7A unk CUM Z.43433 (Feather down fiber) IJ:PIV-V 3 

Kechipawan BI43 F ank n/a Pottery spindle whorl D:PIV-V 6 

Kechipawan B189 unk a/a Decayed wood - perhaps a 
weaving instraient 

L.H:PV 6 

Kechipawan RMS 5 unk n/a Sheep head, assoc. with aetal E:PV 6 

Kechipawan RM93 unk n/a Copper needle E:PV 6 

j Kechipawan RM95 unk n/a Thin copper needle or punch E;PV 6 

B=Burial (sex indicated if known); CD=Ceremonial deposit; RM=Room. 
Descriptions not in parentheses have been extracted from field records, 

catalog records, or published reports (see specific references); identifications 
within parentheses were made during the present analysis. 

Latest dated artifact association and time period: PM=Pre-Matsaki vessel; 
M=Matsaki vessel; LM=Late Matsaki shouldered vessel (identification by B. Mills); 
H=Hawikuh vessel; E=European object; U=unknown. 

l=Woodbury and Woodbury burial data forms prepared from Hodge's unpublished 

Hawikuh field notes; 2=Smith et al. 1966; 3=Webster analysis; 4=Hodge 1939; 

5=Hodge 1920; 6=Lothrup*s unpublished Kechipawan field notes; 7=NMAI catalog 

records. 
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IPPENDIZ C. TEXTILES REPORTED FROH AifATOVI AND OTHER HOPI-AREA SITES. 

Site 
tfue Feat So' 

Field 
Ho 

Catalog 
No Description^ 

Cbron 
Assoc^ Ref' 

Aaatovi Mission 
BRCK18 

A-7 
6-D 

ilMMA 15506 Yncca cordage E/PV 1;2:3 

Awatovi Mission 
BRCK21 

6-D OMMA 15508 Cotton yarn E/py 1:2:3 

AwatOTi Mission 
BRCK54 
R.M470-471 

A-9 
6-D 

IIMMA 16682.2 Cotton yarn E/PV 1:2:3 

Aaatovi Mission 
BRCK56 
RM470-471 

A-10 
A-I2 
6-D 

OMMA 16684.2 
OMMA 16684.3 

Orange irool yarn, golden 
silk yarn 

E/PV 1:2:3 

Awatovi Mission 
BRCK59 
RM444 

A-5 
6-D 

BMMA 16687.1 Cotton yarn E/PV 1:2:3 

AifatOTi •Mission 
BRCK61 
RM444 

A-8 
2-D 

[IM.MA 16689.2 Cotton yarn E/PV 1:2:3 

Awatovi Mission 
BRCK67 
RX444 

A-27 
A-28 
2-D,6-D 

IIMMA 16695.1 
OMMA 16695.2 

Cotton yarn, silk yarn E/PV 1:2:3: 
4:88 

Awatovi Mission 
B23 
RM444 
Sanctuary 

A229 PM 37-111-
10/11415 

Onidentified plain-vfeave(?) 
cloth 

PR/PV 3:4:97, 
fig IS, 
frontis 
piec6;5 

Awatovi Mission 
B24 
RM444 
Sanctuary 

A227 
A587 

PM 37-111-
10/11416 
10/11417 

Onidentified plain-mve or 
knit cloth 

PR/PV 3:4:97, 
fig 19; 
5 

Awatovi Mission 
B26 
RM444 
Snctaary 

A77 
A81 
A82 
A84 
A87 
A75 
AS 3 

PM 37-111-
10/11418 
OM-MA 16826 
10/11419.1 
10/11419.2 
10/11420 
10/11421.1 
10/11421.2 
10/11422 
10/11452 
10/11453 
IIM.MA 16827 

laported broira silk plain-
weave cloth: iiported silk 
and vool knit(?) tria, soie 
with aetal-wrapped 
threads!?); iiported green 
silk thread; iiported woolen 
onidentified cloth or trii, 
with aatted golden and 
indigo fibers; iiported 
golden silk plain-weave 
cloth, part of tria: 
iiported silk(?) braided tie 

PR/PV 3:4:97, 
fig 19; 
5 
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iPPENDIZ C. TEXTILES REPORTED FROM iVATOVI AKD OTHER HOPI-im SITES - Coatinaed. 

Site 
Hue Feat Ho' 

Field 
»o 

Catalog 
Ho Description^ 

Chron 
Assoc' Ref' 

AsratQTi Kissioa 
B27 
RM444 
Sanctuary 

A74 
A80 

PM 37-111-
10/11424 
10/11425 

iioolen eibroidery on 
anidentified ground 

PR/PV 3;4;97, 
fig 19; 
5 

A-ifatovi Mission 
B35 
RM444 
Snctaary 

A591 PM 37-111-
10/11426 

Woolen irarp-faced belt with 
ifarp-float patterned weave 

PR/PV 3;4:97, 
fig 19; 
5 

AwatOTi Mission 
B40 
RM444 
•Vave 

A588 PM 37-111-
10/11427 

Unidentified cloth S or PR 
/PV 

3;4:97, ! 
fig 19; i 
5 

Awatovi Mission 
B43 
RS444 
.Vave 

A32 PM 37-111-
10/11429 

'rfoolen warp-faced belt{?| E or PR 
/PV 

3:4:97, i 
fig 19; i 
5 

Aifatovi Mission 
B44 
RM444 
Save 

A20 
A21 
A22 

PM 37-111-
10/11472 
10/11473.1 
10/11473.2 
10/11474 

Unidentified plain-weave 
cloth; unidentified braided 
cord 

E or PR 
/PV 

3;4:97, 
fig 19; • 
5 i 

Awatovi Mission 
B45 
RM435 
Save 

A28 
A29 
A30 
A31 

PM 37-111-
10/11396 
10/11397 
10/11398 
10/11399 

Voolen eabroidery on 
cotton(?) ground; 
bundle of woolen yarn 

E or PR 
/PV 

3;4:97, | 
fig 19; ! 
5 j 

Awatovi Mission 
B48 
RM435 
Save 

A24 PM 37-111-
10/11400.1 
10/11400.2 

Woolen 2/2 twill cloth; 
indigo blue wool yarn 

PR/PV 3;4:97, 
figs 
19,29c; 
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4PPKHDII C. TSirrLES REPORTED FRQH AWtQVI WD OTHER HOPI-iREA SITES - Coatiaaed. 

Site Field Catalog Cbron 
Ifaie Feat Mo' *0 So Description̂  Assoĉ  Ref' 

Awatovi Mission All PM 37-111- Woolen plain-weave cloth; E or PR 3;4:97, 
B50 A12 10/11430 woolen plain-weave cloth /PV fig 19; 
RS444 AI7 10/11431 wrapped aroand pahos 5 
•Vave A18 10/11432 

A19 10/11433 
A5 10/11434 
A6 10/11602 
A7 10/11603 
A8 10/11604 
A9 10/11605 
AIO 10/11606 

10/11607 

Awatovi Mission A221 PM 37-111- Woolen yarn - reiains of a E or PR 3;4:97, ; 
B5I 10/11401 warp-faced belt? /PV fig 19; 
iW435 5  ̂
•Vave 

Awatovi Mission A25 PM 37-111- Woolen eabroidery on E or PR 3;4:97, 
B53 A26 10/11435 cotton(?) ground; woolen /PV fio 19; 
RM444 A27 10/11436 plain-weave cloth; woolen 5 
Save A224 10/11437 yarn; silk{?) yarn 

A21 10/11438 
ffMMA 16817 

Awatovi Mission A141 PM 37-111- Unidentified plain-weave £ or PR 3;4:97, 
B59 10/11402 cloth /PV fig 19; i 
RM435 5 
Nave • 

Awatovi Mission A200 PM 37-111- Woolen plain-weave cloth, E or PR 3;4:97, 
B60 10/11650 folded to sake a bag /PV fig 19; 
RM435 5 1 
•Vave 

Avfatovi Mission A589 PM 37-111- I«ported(?l anideatified £ or PR 3;4:97; I 
B62 10/11403 cloth /PV 5 : 
RM435 
Have 

Awatovi Mission A142 PM 37-111- Woolen plain-weave cloth E or PR 3:4:97, 
B65 Ai43 10/11404 wrapped aroand paho; /PV fig 19; 
RM435 10/11405 woolen(?) plain-weave cloth 5 
Save 
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iPPEKDIX C. TEXTILES REPORTED FROM A¥ATOVI AKD OTHER HOPI-AREA SITES - Continned. 

Site Field Catalog Cbroa 
!faie Feat So' Ko So Description̂  Assoc' Ref* 

Awatovi Sissioa AU8 PM 37-III- Woolen plain-weave cloth E or PR 3:4:97, 
B67 10/11439 /PV fig 19; 
Ry.444 5 
.Va7e 

Avato7i Mission A139 PM 37-111- 'rfoolen(?) plain-weave cloth PR/PV 3:4:97, 
B63 10/11406 figs 
LV435 IIMMA 16829 19.29g; 
.Vave 5 

Awatovi Mission AI49 PM 37-111- ifoolen plain-weave cloth PR/PV 3;4:97, 
B70 AI61 10/11440 figs 
RM444 10/11480 19,29h: 1 
Save 5 

Awatovi Mission AI63 PM 37-111- Woolen plain-weave cloth E or PR 3:4:97, i 
B73 A167 10/11407 wrapped aronnd pahos; woolen /PV fig 19; 
RM435 A174 10/11408 plain-weave cloth, so»e with 5 
Jfave A176 10/11409 woolen twine-stitch 

A177 10/11410 eibroidery; bundle of woolen 
A178 OMMA 16830 yarn; woolen warp-faced belt 
AI75 IIMHA 16711 with warp-float patterned 
AI84 10/11411.1 weave 
A180 10/11411.2 

10/11412.1 
10/11412.2 
OMMA 16831 
10/11468 
10/11471 
10/11477 

AwatOTi Mission A193 PM 37-111- Unidentified cloth E or PR 3:4:97, 
B78 10/11413 /PV fig 19; 
RM435 5 
.Vave 

Awatovi Mission A198 PS 37-111- Woolen plain-weave cloth; E or PR 3:4:97, 
B83 A199 10/11393 woolen eabroidery on /PV fig 19: 
RM434 10/11394 cotton(?) ground; 5 
Charch Yd unidentified plain-weave 

cloth bearing holes froo 
eabroidery? 

Avatovi Mission A576 PM 37-111- Woolen(?) plain-weave cloth E or PR 3:4:97; 
B86 10/11395 /PV fig 19: 
RM434 5 
Charch Yd 
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APPBSDII C. TEXTILES REPORTED FROM AWTOVI AND OTHER HOPI-ASEA SITES - Continaed. 

Site 
Hue Feat Ko' 

Field 
Ho 

Catalog 
Ho Descriptioa^ 

Chron 
Assoc' Ref' 

Awatovi Sission 
B9I 
RM434 
Church Yd 

A238 PM 37-111-
10/11454 

Ball of woolen yarn PR/PV 3;4:97, 
figs 
19,29b; 
5 

Awatovi SissioD 
BlOO 
RM444 
Sanctuary 

A275 
A276 
A279 
A280 
A282 
A283 
A281 

PM 37-111-
10/11441 
10/11442 
10/11443 
10/11444.1 
OIXA 16840 
10/11444.2 
10/11445 
OMMA 16842 
10/11446 
10/11462 
nMMA 16841 

Imported silic openwork cloth 
(lace?); imported 
unidentified plain-weavel?) 
cloth; bundle of imported 
silk thread 

E/PV 3;4:99; 
5 

Awatovi Mission 
3109 
RM444 
Save 

A555 
A529 

PM 38-120-
10/18468 
10/18474 

Dnidentified woolen plain-
weave cloth; imported!?) 
unidentified openwork cloth 
(lace?) 

E or PR 
/PV 

3;4:97: 
5 • 

A»at07i Mission 
B116 
R.M444 
Save 

A535 PM 38-120-
10/18469 

Cotton plain-weave cloth, 
associated with hematite 

E or PR 
/PV 

3;4:97; 
5 

Awatovi Mission 
B125 
RM444 
iVave 

A556 PM 38-120-
10/18470 

Unidentified plain-weave 
cloth 

E or PR 
/PV 

3;4:97; 
5 

Awatovi Mission 
8128 
RM444 
Have 

A537 PM 38-120-
10/18471 

Bundle of woolen yarn E or PR 
/PV 

3;4:97; 
5 

AwatOTi Mission 
RM410 

A572 PM 37-111-
10/11392 

Cotton plain-weave cloth bag 
containing green pigment 

PR/PV 3;4:88 

Awatovi Mission 
RM435 
Pit near 
Confess
ional 

A2164 PM 39-97-
10/21464 

Imported linen plain-weave 
cloth with metal-wrapped 
silk supplemental wefts 
(vestment trim) 

S or PR 
/PV 

3;4:60 
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APPEMDIX C. TEXTILES REPORTED FROS AMTOVI ASD OTHER HOPI-AREA SITES - Coatiaued. 

Site 
Naie Feat Kg' 

Field 
*0 

Catalog 
Ho Description̂  

Chron 
Assoĉ  Ref' 

AwatOTi Sission 
Ry.444 
Have 

A79 PM 37-111-
10/11414.1 
10/11414.2 

Iiported(?) unidentified 
icait(?) cloth: iaported 
Hoolen(?) plain-veaTe band 
or strap 

E or PR 
/PV 

3;4:59 

Awatovi Hissioa 
RK444 
Have fill 

A76a PM 37-111-
10/11450 

[sported linen plain-weave 
band with copper strip 
edging 

E or PR 
/PV 

3:4:59 

Awatovi Mission ! A76 
RS444 
Save fir j  

PM 37-111-
10/11451, 
am 16825 

Iiported linen plain-weave 
band with copper strip 
edging 

E or PR 
/PV 

3:4:59 

Awatovi Mission j  A593 
RM445 1  

Office j  

PM 37-111-
10/11464 

Woolen 4-strand braid E or PR 
/PV 

3:4:89, 
fig 4 

Awatovi Mission ! A263 
RM465 1  

Baptistry ' 
(Burial?) ; 

PM 37-111-
10/11447.1 
10/11447.2 
10/11447.3 

Woolen warp-faced belt with 
warp-float patterned weave; 
woolen knitted leggings{?); 
woolen plain-weave cloth 

PR/PV 3:4:97: 
5 

Avfatovi Mission 
R.M479 
Trench 

A5I7 PM 38-120-
10/18476 

Iaported oetal-wrapped linen 
cordage 

PR?/PV 3:4:48, 
fig 4: 
6 

Awatovi Mission 
R.M740 

A503 PM 38-120-
10/18477.1 
10/18477.2 

Cotton cordage and bast 
fiber (iaported linen?) 
cordage, with green deposits 

PR/PV 3:6 

Awatovi Mission 
RJI77I 

A501 PM 38-120-
10/18472 

Woolen yarn froa belt or 
other object 

E or PR 
/PV 

3:6 

Awatovi Pueblo 
Test 31 
RMl Uvi 

A547 PM 38-120-
10/18478 

Cotton string B/PV 3:6: 
7:70 

Awatovi Paebio 
Test 44 
RM2 

A713 PM 39-97-
10/21460 

Carbonized cotton 2/l(?) 
twill and plain-weave cloth 

H/PV 3:6: 
8:216 

Awatovi Pueblo 1  A560 
Test 46 j  

RMI 1  

PM 38-120-
10/18473 

Carbonized cotton plain-
weave cloth 

H/PV 3:6: 
8:216 
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APPSKDIX C. TEXTILES REPORTED FROK WiTOVI AND OTBKR HOPI-AREA SITES - Contianed. 

Site 
laie Feat »o' 

Field 
Wo 

Catalog 
Mo Description̂  

Chroa 
Assoĉ  Ref' 

AwatOTi Paeblo 
Test 46 
RH3 

A708 
A709 

PM 39-97-
10/21461.1, 
10/21461.2, 
10/21462.1, 
10/21462.2, 
10/21462.3, 
10/21462.4 

Carbonized cotton plain-
wea7e cloth; carbonized 
cotton looped bag or 
legging!?); charred wool or 
pcca(?) knitted Ieggiag(?) 

3/PV 3;5; 
8:216 

Aifatori Pueblo 
Test 51 
1W9 

A706 PV 39-97-
10/21458 

Carbonized yacca cordage; 
bits of carbonized cotton 
yarn 

S/PIV 3;6, 
8:217 

AiiatoTi Paeblo 
Test 62 
RMl 
B2 

A711 PM 39-97-
10/21457 

Carbonized cotton 3/3 
braided sash 

S or H 
/PIV-V 

3;6; 
8:217 

Awat07i Pueblo 
R»529 
Kiva 

A734 PM 39-97-
10/21459 

Tiny fragaeats of carbonized 
cotton plaia-Heave cloth 
intermixed with charcoal 

PS or B 
/PIV-V 

3; 
8: i 
7:57 : 

Awatovi Pueblo 
V !ioand 
RK254 

638? PM 36-131-
10/3232 

Cotton plain-weave cloth, 
painted green 

mi 1 3;8:213 
PHI I 

1 ' 

Awatovi Paeblo 
if Sound 

ank SMSE 
A156041.1 
A156041.2 

Carbonized cotton braid 
(braiding aroand a core?); 
carbonized cotton looped 
fabric 

S/PIV 3;9:629 

Awatovi ank RPB-8-P DAM 1950.189 Asbestos!?) 2/2 braided sash S?/P1V? 3;10 1 

Awatovi ank AZ 15/1 
SAR-50 

.MNM 16762/11 Asbestos 2/2 braided sash S?/PIV? 3;11: ; 
back 
cover 

Hoior-
ovi 

Tarious 
barials 

543, 
544 

SMN'H 
A156893 
A156894 
T6136 

Carbonized plain-weave yucca 
cloth; unidentified 
deteriorated cloth 

S/PIV 3; ! 
12:97 

Kawaika 
-a 

various 
burials 

1166-
1176 

SM.VH 
A213073-
A213083 
T609 

Deteriorated plain-weave 
cotton!?) cloth and feather 
cloth niied in with satting 
(A-21308I). .Most speciaens 
contain aatting and/or 
basketry. 

S/PIV 3; 
13:341- : 
345 ; 

; 
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APPEiTDIX C. TEZTILES REPORTED FROH iViT07I MD OTHER HOPI-AREA SITES - Continaed. 

Site 
Kaie Feat 

Field 
Xo 

Catalog 
So Description̂  

Chroa 
Assoĉ  Ref' 

Kokop-
Qyaaa 

varions 
barials 

1108-
1121 

raSH 
A213014-
A2I3028 

Feathers and feather cloth, 
knotted yucca leaves, yucca 
fiber, cedar bark(?) fiber, 
huian hair and hair cord. 
Also basketry and latting. 

S/PIV 3; 
13:335-
339 

Sityat-
ki 

ank ank mn 
T6120 

Fiber braid (not lentioned 
in Fewkes 1898) 

s/piy 3 

"B=Buriai; BRCK=Brick; RM=Room. 
Descriptions extracted from the project analysis forms, field records, 

museum records, and/or published reports (see references). 
Latest dated association and time period: PRS=Pre-Sikyatki types; 

S=Sikyatki Polychrome; PS=PQst-Sikyatki types; PM=Pre-mission Hopi feature 
underlying mission; H=17th-century Hopi village adjacent to mission; E=European 
object or mission-era architectural feature; PR=Post-rebellion Hopi feature in 
mission. 

I=UMMA catalog records; 2=Jones 1939; 3=Webster analysis: 4=Montgomery et 
al. 1949; 5=PM burial card; 6=PM room card; 7=Smith 1972; 8=Woodbury 1954; 
9=Fewkes 1898; 10=DAM artifact card; ll=Stubbs 1959; 12=Fewkes 1904; 13=Hough 
1903. 
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iPPEHDI! D. LOOM BOLES, WEAVIIfG MD SPIintlHG TOOLS, AKD TEXTILE RAV MATERIALS REPORTED FROM AVATOVI 
AlfD OTBES BOPI-AREA SITES. 

Site Safe 
Feat 
So' 

Field 
So 

Catalog 
So Description̂  

Cbron 
Assoĉ  Ref" 

Awatovi Mission n/a SMSS A156037 Tip of copper awl with 
possible textile iaprint 

E/PV 1:608, 
631:2 

A»at07i Mission 
BRCKl 
RH470 

A-8 
6-D 

BMMA 15491 Cotton lint and fibers, fros 
brick 

E/PV 3,4, 
5:88 

Avatovi Mission 
BRCK6 
RM470 

A-7 DMMA 15495 One cotton seed and cotton 
lint, froB brick 

E/PV 3,4, 
5:88 

Aifatovi Mission 
BRCK12 
RM470 

6-D BMMA 15541 Cotton lint, froa brick E/PV 3,4, 
5:88 

Awatovi Mission 
BRCK17 

5-B IIMMA 15505 Doiestic sbeep aanure, froi 
brick 

S/PV 3,4, 
5:88 

Awatovi Mission 
BRCK30 

2-D OMMA 15517 One nnbarned cotton seed, 
froa brick 

E/PV 3,4, 
5:88 

Awatovi Mission 
BRCK41 

A-8 
A-9 
2-D 
6-D 

IIMMA 15526 Cotton fiber and yncca (?) 
fiber, froa brick 

E/PV 3,4, 
5:88 

Awatovi Mission 
3RCK44 

A-6 OMMA 15528 Reaains of cotton seed, froo 
brick 

E/PV 3,4, 
5:88 

Awatovi Mission 
BRCK45 

A-8 
2-D 

UMMA 15529 Cotton lint, froa brick E/PV 3,4, 
5:88 

Awatovi Mission 
BRCK47 

A-24 
2-D 

DMMA 15531 Cotton lint and fiber, froa 
brick 

E/PV 3,4, 
5:88 

Awatovi Mission 
BRCK48 

2-D BMMA 15532 Approz. 15 nnbarned cotton 
seeds, froa brick 

E/PV 3,4, 
5:88 

Awatovi Mission 
BRCK52 

5-E DMMA 15536 Doaestic sheep aanure, froa 
brick 

E/PV 3,4, 
5:88 

Awatovi Mission 
BRCK54 
RM470-1 

A-9 
6-D 

BMMA 16682.1 Cotton fiber, froa brick E/PV 3,4, 
5:88 
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iPFEHDIX 0. LOOM EOLES, VEA7IltG MD SPIITNIIfG TOOLS, iND TEXTILE RAV !(ATERIALS REPORTED FROM AVAT07I 
AMD OTHER BOPI-iSEA SITES - Continaed. 

Site gate 
Feat 
lo' 

Field 
Ho 

Catalog 
So Description̂  

Chron 
Assoĉ  Ref' 

Awatovi Mission 
BRCK55 
R!i47Q-l 

A-I2 
5-D 

DMMA 16683 Cotton lint, froa brick E/PV 3.4, 
5:88 

Awatovi Mission 
BRCK56 
RS470-1 

A-IQ 
A-12 
6-D 

OMMA 16684.1 
IIMMA 16684.3 

'rfhite wool fiber and cotton 
fiber, froa brick 

E/PV 3,4, 
5:88 

A«atovi Mission 
BRCK58 
R.M444 

A-5 
2-D 

UMMA 16686 Cotton fiber, froa brick E/PV 3,4, 
5:88 

Awatovi Mission 
BRCK59 
RM444 

A-5 
6-D 

OMMA 16687.2 Cotton lint, froa brick E/PV 3,4, 
5:88 

Awat07i Mission 
aRCR61 
RM444 

A-8 
2-D 

UMMA 16689.1 Cotton fiber, froa brick E/PV 3,4, 
5:88 

Awatovi Mission 
BRCK66 
E Gate 

A-36 
6-D 

OMMA 16694 Cotton lint, froa brick E/PV 3,4, 
5:88 

Awatovi Mission 
BRCK67 
RM444 

A-2? 
A-28 
2-D 
6-D 
V-120 

IMMA 16695.1 
UMMA 16695.2 

White cotton lint, peach-
colored cotton fiber; blue, 
green, yellow, pink, white 
silk fiber, froa brick 

E/PV 2,3,4, 
5:88 

Awatovi Mission 
B99 
RM444 

V-12I OMMA 16814 Approx. 50 charred cotton 
seeds, foand in bowl 

PR/PV 3 

Awatovi Mission 
8108 
RM444 

B3783 PM 38-120-
10/17800 

Copper needle 4.4 ca L, with 
eye, bearing traces of wool 
(?) cloth or yarn; seed in 
basket shaped like cotton 
seed (not located) 

E or PR 8,9 

Awatovi Mission 
RM406 

60 n/a Looablock in floor feature 
(bin) of storage rooa 

PR/PV 6,7,10: 
154-155 

Awatovi Mission 
RM412 

A259 PM 37-111-
10 .'11490 

Long wooden sword batten on 
floor of saall doaestic 
rooa; 47.0 ca L i 5.0 ca V 

PM or 
PR 
/PIV-V 

7 
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APPEHDIZ D. LOOM HOLES, VEAVIKG AXD SPIHSIHG TOOLS, AHD TEXTILE RAV MATERIALS REPORTED FROM AVATOVI 
AID OTHER HOPI-AREA SITES - Coatinaed. 

Site Hue 
Feat 
Ho' 

Field 
Ho 

Catalog 
Ho Description̂  

Chroa 
Assoĉ  Ref' 

Aifatovi Mission 
i«4I6 

51 
62 

n/a 2 looablocks in fill of 
dooestic rooa 

PR/P7 6,7 

Aifatovi Mission 
mas 

925 n/a Looablock in fill at east 
end of Charch 2 

PR/PV 6 

AwatoTi Mission 
RX444 

968 PM 37-111-
10/12416 

Copper pin 2.4 ca L, vith 
ball head 

S or PR 
/PV 

6,9 

Awatovi Mission 
RS448 

V-50 nSMA 16745 Doaestic sheep lanare on 
floor 

PR/PV 3 

Awatovi Mission 
RM452 
Friary 
School 

1119 
37807 

PM 37-111-
10/12453 

Long iron needle, 13.3 ca L, 
tapered to point at one end, 
possibly a knitting needle; 
looablock 

E or PR 
/PV 

2,6,9 

Awatovi Mission 
RM454 
Sancrsty 

765 n/a Looablock in rectangalar 
storage bin; goat head in 
fill, horns sawn off 

PR/PV 6,7, 
10:154 

Awatovi Mission 
iyi463 

n/a n/a 4 loops of willow (looa 
anchors) in floor of 
doaestic!?) rooa 

PR/PV 6,7 

Awatovi Mission 
RM487 

B2255 PS 38-120-
10/17803 

Copper straight pin, 2.7 ca 
L 

E or PR 
/PV 

9 

Awatovi Mission 
RM493 

A-2 
V-523 

QMSA 16868 Two charred cotton seeds E or PR 
/PV 

3 

Awatovi Mission 
RM734 
Sancrsty 
Church 3 

n/a n/a Looablock PR/PV 10:154-
155 

Awatovi Mission 
RM761 

B3242 n/a Copper straight pin, 1.7 ca 
L 

PR/PV 5:88;9 

Awatovi Mission 
RM 788 
Kiva 

B4639 
B464Q 

n/a 2 looablocks in kiva fill; 2 
tows of looB holes (1 row of 
3, 1 row of 5) in floor 

PM/PV 6,7,10: 
154; 
11:61 
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AFPEITDII D. LOOK HOLES, VEA7IHG iXD SPIIKISG TOOLS, UD TEXTILE RAW 1UTE8IALS REPORTED FROH AVATOVI 
AID OTHER HOPI-AREA SITES - Coatianed. 

Site ITaie 
Feat 
Ifo' 

Field 
No 

Catalog 
No Description^ 

ChroD 
Assoc^ Ref' 

Awatovi Pneblo 
KiTa A 

n/a a/a 5 paviag slabs witli looi 
holes aad 1 looBblock, oa 
kiva floor; coiplete 
skeletou of doaestic sbeep 
oa beach 

E,E/P7 6;10: 
154,fig 
33a; 
11:44-
46,fig 
27; 
12:33 

Awato7i Paebio 
Kiva II 

a/a a/a A few aetapodials of 
doiestic sheep 

i,E/P7 12:33 

Awatovi Pueblo 
Test 14 
RM2 Kiva 

a/a a/a 2 loos boles iu kiva floor S/PIV 11:17 

Awatovi Pueblo 
Test 14 
RX4 Xi7a 

a/a a/a 1 row of 7 looa holes in 
kiva floor 

S/PI7 11:25 

Awatovi Pueblo 
Test 14 
8*5 Kiva 

a/a a/a 3 rows of looa holes in kiva 
floor 

PS/PIV 11:30, 
fig 16 

Awatovi Pueblo 
Test 14 
RM6 Kiva 

a/a a/a 2 rows of 5 looa holes ia 
kiva floor 

PS/PI7 11:35, 
fig 19 

Awatov i Pueblo 
Test 22 
RX6 

7-105 IISXA 16800 Oae charred cottoa seed i/P7 3: 
10:216 

Awatovi Pueblo 
Test 22 
RXIfl 
Kiva I 

519, 
520, 
3407, 
9408 

a/a 2 pairs of looablocks on 
kiva beach; 2 rows of looa 
holes ia floor; burned 
vertebrae and ribs of 
doaestic sheep 

H,E/P7 7; 
10:154; 
11:69-
70; 
12:33 

Awatovi Pueblo 
Test 23 
RM2 

7-36 OfflA 16731 Oae charred cotton seed, 
assoc. with burial 

P8S/ 
PIII-I7 

3:7; 
10:216 

AvtatOTi Pueblo 
Test 31 
RXl Kiva 

B4211 
B4646 
B4647 
B4648 
B4649 

a/a 5 looablocks (4 on floor, I 
io fill); 2 rows of 4 looa 
holes in floor of kiva 

H,E,PS/ 
PV 

7; 
10:154, 
fig 
33d-f; 
11:73 
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&PFSHDIX D. LOOH HOLES, VSATIMG AND SPINNIHG TOOLS, AKD TEXTILE RAV MATERIALS REPORTED FROM AVATOVI 
AlID OTHER SOPI-AREA SITES - Coatinned. 

Site Saie 
Feat 
Mo' 

Field 
Mo 

Catalog 
Mo Description̂  

Chron 
Assoĉ  Ref' 

Awatovi Pueblo 
Test 33 
RSI 

B4054 u/a Iron pin 12.2 ca L H,E/PV 9 

Aviatovi Pueblo 
Test 44 
RHl 

37809 
B73I0 

n/a 2 looablocks, one on top of 
other, on floor of doaestic 
rooa 

H/PV 6;7;10: 
154,fig 
33b,c 

Awato'i Pueblo 
Test 46 
RXl 

A561 PM 38-120-
10/18490 

Approi. 2 dozen carbonized 
cotton seeds and fiber 

H,E/PV 6 

Awatovi Pueblo 
Test 46 
R.H3 

u/a u/a Cotton fiber (not located) H/PV 7 

kvitovi Pueblo 
Test 52 
Ry.6 

BI285 a/a Looablock in dosestic rooa S/PIV 5; 
10:217 

Awatovi Pueblo 
Test 60 
Ry.i 

A737 PM 39-97-
10/21431 

Short, wooden batten, nearly 
coaplete, probably for belt 
loon, fros doaestic rooa; 
21.5 ca L X 5.7 ca 'rf 

S/PIV 6;7: 
10:217 ! 

AwatoTi Pueblo 
Test 62 
R-Ml 

B7933 PS 39-97-
10/20073 

Serrated bone batten(?) vith 
irregular notches, aade froa 
Eqnns (aule?) rib, froa 
doaestic fill; 20.9 ca L x 
3.1 ca tf 

H/PV 13:57, 
fig 16a 

Awatovi Pnebio? 
RM13 

a/a n/a Burned and charred doaestic 
sheep bones in fire pit of 
Eopi dwelling 

E/PV 12:33, 
fig 20B 

A»at07i Pueblo 
RW510 

59 n/a Looablock on floor of 
doaestic rooa 

H/PV 6,7,10: 
154-155 

Awatovi Pueblo 
RMS 16 

136 n/a Looablock in fill of 
doaestic rooa 

H,E/PV 6,7 

Awatovi Pnebio 
RM529 
Kiva 

B8283 
88840 

n/a 2 looablocks in kiva fill; 1 
row of 4 looa holes, and 
scattered holes, in floor 

H,PS/ 
PIV-V 

6,10: 
154; 
11:57 

i 
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APPBIDir D. LOOK HOLES, KAVIKG MD SPIlfXriG TOOLS, MD TEITILE RAW KATBRIALS REPORTED FROM ABATOYI 
AID OTHER HOFI-AREA SITES - Contioaed. 

Site Hase 
Feat 
So' 

Field 
So 

Catalog 
So Descriptioâ  

Chron 
Assoĉ  Ref' 

Awatovi Pneblo 
RyiOl 

1200 PM 37-111-
10/11881 

LooBblock oa floor of 
doiestic rooi 

5/P7 6,7,10: i  

153,fio i  

33e 

Airatovi Paeblo 
RM611 

1322 
1350 

n/a 2 looBblocks in fill; 4 looa 
holes in floor slabs of 
large root 

3/PV u : 

Awatovi Paeblo 
RX6I5 

1373 
1388 

n/a 2 loooblocks in fill of 
doiestic rooii 

H,E/PV 5,7 
1 
; 

Awatovi Pueblo 
RM623 

a/a a/a Laab skeleton 1,E/PV 1 12:30 
! i 

Awatovi Paeblo 
RM628-
627 

1787 a/a Looablock froo wall between 
doaestic rooos 

PS/PI'/ ! 6,7,10: ; 
i 154 : 

Awatovi Paeblo 
RX810 

V-558 
V-559 

IXMA 23678 
OMMA 23679 

Burned cotton fiber, 50t 
cotton seeds, and part of 
cotton boll, foand in jar 

S/PV ; 3,7 

Awatovi ank aak n/a 2 bone needles froia PIII 
contexts 

PRS/ 
PIII 

13 i  

Awatovi QDk ank a/a 11 bone needles froo PIV 
contexts 

S/PIV 13 

Awatovi ank aak n/a 24 bone needles froo PV 
contexts 

PS/PV 13 : 

Hoiorovi 
II 

Str. 704 
Kiva 

n/a a/a Looa boles in paving slabs S/IV 18:79- i  

80 1 

HoioTovi 
II 

Str. 706 
Kiva 

n/a n/a Looa holes in paving slabs S/IV 18:79- I  

80 1  

Boaol'ovi 
II 

Str. 707 
Kiva 

a/a n/a Looa holes in paving slabs; 
pair of looablocks 

S/IV 18:79- i  

80 ; 

Site below 
Hotevilla 
NA 835 
Ma-chon-pi 

aak u r n  

Lab 
4754 

n/a Cotton seeds found with 
other aaterials in a Tnsayan 
Corrugated jar 

PRS/ 
PIII 

i  
: 

Jeddito 
IQ8 

RM2 Kiva n/a n/a 2 rows of 5 looB boles in 
adobe floor of 0-shaped kiva 

PRS/PII 
-III 

11:146 i  
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iPPEHDIZ D. LOOK HOLES, HEAVIHG iXD SPISXIIG TOOLS, AND TEXTILE RAV MATERIALS REPORTED FROM AVAT07I 
AKD OTHER EOPI-AREA SITES - Contianed. 

Site Haie 
Feat 
»o' 

Field 
Ho 

Catalog 
Ho Description̂  

Chron 
Assoĉ  Ref' 

Jeddito 4 Kiva a/a a/a 2 rows of 5 looa holes in 
clay floor of kiva; 4 
charred wooden batten-like 
objects (2 50 ca L, 2 
shorter ones) on floor 

PRS/ 
PHI 

11:129, 
131 

Kawaika-a Test 4 
K«2 Kiva 

a/a a/a 1 row of 4 holes (looa 
holes?) in paving slabs of 
kiva 

PS/PIV 11:81 

Kavaika-a Test 5 
RX2 Kiva 

B9157 a/a 2 rows of looa holes (I row 
of 3, I row of 5) in paving 
slabs; pair of looablocks in 
kiva fill 

PS/PIV 6,10: 
154; 
11:96 

Kawaika-a Test 5 1  B9162 
R.M5 Kiva { 

n/a Looahlock in kiva PS/PIV 6,11: 
100 

Kawaika-a Test 5 j  a/a 
m Kiva i 

n/a 3 rows of looB holes (2 rows 
of 3, 1 row of 5) in paving 
slabs of kiva 

PS/PIV 11:102 

Kawaika-a Bariai-
Sefase 

V-112 urn 16807 Approi. 50 charred cotton 
seeds foand ia bowl 

PS7/PIV 3 

Kiatiel KT-1 
Kiva 

a/a n/a 2 rows of 6 looa holes(?) in 
paving slabs of kiva 

PRS/ 
PIII-IV 

14:87 

Kintiel KT-2 
Kiva 

, o/a n/a 2 rows of looa holes (1 row 
of 5, 1 row of 9) in paving 
slabs of kiva 

PRS/ 
PIII-IV 

14:92 

Kokopnyasa Rooa 4 
Kiva 

n/a n/a 2 rows of 4 looa holes in 
paving slabs of kiva; 2 
looablocks 

S/PIV 14:108 

Kokopnyaaa Rooa 23 1  n/a 
Kiva j  

n/a 1 row of 4 looa holes in 
paving slabs of kiva 

S/PIV 14:114 

Kokopnyaoa 
1  

Rooa 24 j  a/a 
Kiva 1  

1  

n/a 2 rows of 4 looa holes in 
paving slabs of kiva; 2 
looablocks 

PRS/PIV 14:111-
112 j 
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iPPENDIZ D. LOOM HOLES, tfEi7Iir6 iND SPIItirilG TOOLS, iND TEITILE RiV MiTERIALS REPORTED FROM iViTOVI 
iND OTHER HOPI-iSEi SITES - Contiaaed. 

Site Kue 
Feat 
No' 

Field 
No 

Catalog 
No Description̂  

Chron 
issoĉ  Ref' 

tfalpi varioas a/a a/a Voodea a»Is, coabs, 
shuttles, teaples, belt looa 
roller, and loon anchors 
froi religious rooas; cottoa 
seeds 

I8th C 15:43-
53; 
16:130 

^B=Burial; BRCK=Brick; RM=Room. 

Descriptions extracted from field records, museum records, the present 
analysis, and/or published reports (see references column). 

Latest dated association and time period: PRS=Pre-Sikyatki types; 
S=Sikyatki Polychrome; PS=Post-Sikyatki types; PM=pre-mission Hopi architecture 
underlying mission; E=European object or mission architectural feature; H=17th-
century Hopi town NW of mission; PR=Post-rebellion Hopi occupation of mission. 

l=Fewkes 1898; 2=Webster analysis; 3=UMMA catalog records; 4=Jones 1939; 
5=Montgo[nery et al. 1949; 6=PM artifact card; 7=PM room card; 8=PM burial card; 
9=Spores 1965; 10=Woodbury 1954; ll=Smith 1972; 12=01sen 1978; 13=Wheeier 1978; 
14=Hargrave 1931; 15=Adams and Larson 1979; 16=Gasser and Scott 1981; 17=Euler 
1959; 18=Walker 1996. 
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iPPEVOIZ E. TEXTILES REPORTED FROH PECOS PITEBLO. 

Field Catalog 
Site Xaie Feature No Ho Description Pd Reference 

Pecos Burial Kiddr PECO 12070 Iiported silk? fabric PV LV analysis; 
Faeblo 23 76359 PECO 12098 (probably suspension cord 1925 Kidder 
LA 825B Male 76358 PECO 16466 for religious ledal); excavations; 
(I8th C adolesc 76360 woolen 2/2 twill-weave burial fora 
Charcfa) Pueblo field fabric; iaported silk for Burial 

or 1192- plain-weave cloth with 23; Kidder 
Spaaish 1194 letal-wrapped 1958:304; 
(.Va7e) suppleiental wefts 

(brocade). Burial record 
describes this individual 
as accoapanied by a 
'bronze ledal, scrap 
silver brocade, scrap 
green silk, beads, copper 
cross, blanket wrapped.' 

PSHP catalog 
records 

Pecos Infant Kiddr PECO 16512.1 Iiported silk plain-weave PV LW analysis; 
Faeblo burial 69667 PECO 16512.2 cloth with aetal-wrapped 1915 Kidder 
LA 625B Pueblo field PECO 16512.3 suppleiental wefts excavations 
(18th C or 3461 PECO 16512.4 (brocade); iiported silk (not 
Church) Spanish PECO 16512.5 

PECO 16512.6 
knit fabric sewn into a 
sleeve and tied with a 
piece of brocaded cloth; 
2 iaported silk tassels 
lade froi brocaded and 
knitted fabrics and 
decorated with copper 
sequins; iiported silk 
creped fabric; iaported 
silk yarn; siall bundle 
of handspun woolen yarn. 

aentioned in 
field notes, 
no burial 
record); 
P.VHP catalog 
records 

Pecos Save Kiddr PECO 12050 Woolen handspun yarn in a PV LH analysis; 
Pueblo 76361 zigzag configuration. 1925 Kidder 
LA 625B field possibly the retains of excavations: 
(18th C 1196 eabroidered tria. P.VHP catalog 
Church) Originally cataloged as 

'selvage of blanket.' 
records 

Pecos Burial? AB PECO 1636 Silk plain-weave fabric, PV LW analysis; 
Pueblo 434 («ACC) red in color, with looped NFS 
LA 625B edging of setal-wrapped excavations 
(18th C yarns; hand stitched (Hayes); 
Church) seaas. ilACC catalog | 

records ; 
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iPPENDII B. THTIIBS RBPORTED FROM PECOS POEBIO - Continned. 

Field Catalog 
Site Kaie Feature So ifo Description Pd Reference 

Pecos Burial AB PECO 1729 Woolen warp-faced belt PV LV analysis; 
Paeblo 436: («ACC! vlth coBpleaentary varp SPS 
LA 625B C86. floats (with 19th-C post- excavations 
(18th C 061 abandouBent burial, (Hayes) 
Church) possibly Hispanic). 

Pecos Burial Kiddr PECO 12064 Coiled strand of woolen PV LW analysis; 
Pneblo 69 66354 yarn (reaaias of Kidder 
LA 625F Child field eabroidery?). Described excavations; 
(S Pnebio) 1600/ 1145 on burial fora as burial fora 

150 E 'leather string for Burial 
Eastern fragaents." Ceraaics 69; P.VHP 
trash identified as 'presuaably catalog 
loand [Glaze] 4,' object records 

considered here to be 
Glaze V. 

Pecos Burial Kiddr PECO 12109 Carbonized cotton plain- PIV Lif analysis; 
Pueblo 227 69247 weave cloth. Associated 1916 Kidder 
LA 625F Adnlt field with Agna Fria sherds excavations; 
(.V Paebio) aale 360 (Glaze III). The burned burial fora 

.forth cloth and beans were for Burial 
Terrace found in the charcoal bed 228; PH.fP 

above the individual. catalog 
records 

Pecos Burial Kiddr PECO 12379 lapression of finely PIV LW analysis; 
Pnebio 562 67656 woven plain-weave cloth. 1916 Kidder 
LA 625F Adult Burial fora describes the excavations; 
(S Pnebio) .Vorth recovery of 'well- burial fora 

Terrace preserved cloth iaprints' for Burial 
froa this Glaze III 562; P!fHP 
burial. catalog 

records 
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iPPBKDIX B. TEXTILES REPORTED FROH PECOS PDEBLO - Contittued. 

Site Sale Featare 
Field 
Ho 

Catalog 
Xo Description Pd Reference 

Pecos fiarial Kiddr PECO 12072 ¥oolen eibroidery; coiled PV L¥ analysis; 
Faeblo 880 70698 strand of woolen yarn. Kidder 
LA 625F Child field Described on borial fori excavations; 
(S Faeblo) •ale? 1054 as 'fragient of yncca Kidder 1932: 

1280/ sandal...Late (Post 302; pyap 
EllO Colnibianj.' Kidder catalog 
Eastern (1932:302) describes this records 
trasii as *a bnnch of single-
ioand strand apocynni (?) cords 

of 1/16-incfa gange. The 
strings are tightly 
kinked and were evidently 
once woven over and nnder 
warps of soae substance 
which has failed to 
resist decay. I think it 
possible that they once 
foraed part of a woven 
sandal, for they lay at 
the feet of Skel.880, a 
three-year-old child of 

1 late, probably Glaze V, 
period.' 
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APPEJfDIX S. TEITILES REPORTED FROM PECOS POEBLO - Continued. 

Field Catalog 
Site Haie Feature Ho Ho Description Pd Reference 

Pecos Burial Kiddr PECO 12371 Twined apron or skirt of PIV LV analysis; 
Pueblo 1510 74812 fncca? fiber. Described 1924 Kidder 
LA 625F Adolesc field on burial fori as a excavations; 
(.V Pueblo) aale? 

Ri7a 10 
1606 cotton skirt found in 

pelvic region, probably 
Glaze 3. Kidder 
(1932:302) describes this 
as 'a reaarkabie textile. 
Its foundation appeared 
to be loosely worn, or 
possibly finely netted, 
of cotton strings. To 
the aeshes of this were 
applied closely-set 
bunches of shredded yucca 
fibres about 1 inch long. 
Each bunch was folded 
upon itself...over the 
supporting string, 
twined-woven threads 
holding the individual 
folds together and the 
bunches...side by side. 
The cotton foundation 
could just be aade out in 
the earth, but it was 
iapossible to preserve 
it; the yucca bunches 
were, and still are, in 
good condition. 
The...fabric...would seeo 
to have been thick and 
shaggy, the yucca foraing 
a sort of pile." 

burial fora 
for Burial 
1510; Kidder 
1932:302; 
1958:170; 
PSHP catalog 
records 

Pecos Burial Kiddr PECO 12091 Regains of feather PIV PNHP catalog 
Paebio 1585 

Ri A 
Sub-
floor 

74816 
field 
2192 

blanket (Glaze 111) records; 
burial fora 
for Burial 
1585 
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iPPKSDIX E. TEXTILES REPORTED FROM PECOS PDEBLO - Continoed. 

Field Catalog 
Site Kaae Feature !RO So Description Pd Reference 

Pecos Burial Kiddr PECO 12297 Cotton plain-*eave cloth PIV? LV analysis; 
Pueblo 1615? 76401 encrusted with green 1925 Kidder 
LA 625F Adult field •ineral deposits, excavations; 
(X Pueblo) gale 1157 probabljr reaains of bag. burial foras 

Trench Say have been part of for burials 
B cache containing stone 1615 and 
135O/W0 tools, copper ore, and a 1617; Kidder 
Plaza? Biscuit A hovl. 1958: 300: 

Identified in catalog PSHP catalog 
records as associated records 
with Burial 1617, but 
fits description on 
burial fori for 1615. 

Pecos RQQB 20 Kiddr PECO 16516 Cotton plain-weave cloth. PV L* analysis; 
Pueblo beneath 70693 Kidder (1932:301) 1920 Kidder 
LA 625F roof of field describes this as a saall excavations; 
(S Pueblo) 1st 265 rag of cotton cloth field notes 

story 'still in sound for Rooa 
rocs condition,' etc. Field Series II, 

notes describe the p. 126; 
recovery of cotton cloth Kidder 1932: 
and other perishables 201, Fig. 
froB beneath the roofing 3la; PSHP 
aaterial. According to catalog 
field notes, ROOB 20 was records 
probably 'never aore than 
a storerooB in late 
tiies. To the west of it 
(horizontally) was surely 
Glaze 4 fill so that it 
was subterranean anyhow.' 
(Post-contact, perhaps 
post-Revolt.) 
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APPBKDII E. TEITILES REPORTED FROM PECOS PUEBLO - Continned. 

Field Catalog 
Site Haie Feature Ho No Description Pd Reference 

Pecos ROOB 26 Kiddr PECO 12053 Bandle of woolen yarn; PV Li# analysis; 
Paeblo Cellar 70959 PECO 12084 woolen plain-weave cloth. 1920 Kidder 
LA 625F 70957 PECO 16511.1 Field notes aention 'bits excavations: 
(H Paeblo) PECO 16511.2 of rotted (woolen?) 

fabric found in the earth 
below the lower ceiling' 
(p.1521 and a stratui of 
dry rotten rubbish 
containing 'a few pieces 
of woven cloth.' Kidder 
(1932:301-02) describes 
PECO 12084 (70957) as 
'twined weaving in 
cottoa... represented by 
a tiny carbonized 
fragient of what appears 
to have been openworl?...' 
PECO 16511.1 and 16511.2 
(70957) are described as 
'saall rags' of 
carbonized cotton cloth, 
the former finer than the 
latter and exhibiting a 
shift in weave texture 
(lengthy description 
provided). Cellar roof 
supported by a square 
tiiber. (Post-contact, 
perhaps post-Revolt.) 

field notes 
for Room 
Series II, 
p.152, 154; 
Kidder 1932: 
301-02, Fig. 
32b; PSHP 
catalog 
records 

Pecos Rooa 33 Kiddr PECO 12054 Woolen yarn, perhaps a PV LM analysis; 
Paeblo 70694 weft-wrapped band or 1920 Kidder 
LA 625F field border. Described by excavations; 
(N Pueblol 1110 Kidder as 'presumably 

buffalo.' Rooa 33 also 
contained Glaze 5 
ceramics, a Spanish 
wooden peg. PECO 12054 
is not mentioned in the 
field notes. (Post-
contact.) 

Kidder 1932: 
302; field 
notes for 
Room Series 
II; PNHP 
catalog 
records 
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iPPEKDIX E. TEXTILES REPORTED FROS PECOS PUEBLO - Continued. 

Field Catalog 
Site ITaie Feature So Vo Description Pd Reference 

Pecos Burial Kiddr PECO 12086 Voolen eobroider̂  vitb PV LV analysis; 
Pueblo 1833 76357 resains of sineraiized Kidder 
LA 625E Adult field ground fabric. Burial excavations; 
(S Pueblo) fesale 1284 fori describes a 'grave field notes 

lined with bark, paiuted for S Pueblo 
Trench green, cloth garient, Root Series 
E of hide garient." Field S, p.12; 
S House notes state that barial burial fora 

is 'of apparent [Glaze] V for Burial 
date." 1833; P.VHP 

catalog 
records 

Pecos Rooa 98 FS4.1 u/a Bundle of woolen cloth PV L'rf analysis; | 
Pueblo Levels FS4.2 containing as lany as 7 SPS 
LA 625E 4-5, FS4.3 different fabrics excavations; 
(S Pueblo) fill FS4.4 including fragments of a yordby field 

FS4.5 knitted legging, 2/2 notes for 
FS4.6 diagonal twill-weave 6/22-6/23/76 
FS4.7 cloth, and eiaaples of on file at 

coarse, fine, and weft- P.VHP; 
faced plain-weave cloth. handwritten 

coaaents by 
Kate Peck 
Kent at PSHP 

Pecos unk unk PECO 12116 ifoolen eabroidery. PV LV analysis; 
Pueblo Provenience unknown. Kidder 
LA 625 excavations: 

PH.VP catalog 
records 

Pecos Burial Kiddr a/a Cloth (not located): PIV- Kidder 
Pueblo 7 66353 attributed in burial V catalog at 
LA 625 1600 E field record to Glaze IV or V PHHP; burial 

150 1250 fora for | 
Eastern Burial 7 
trash 
mound 

Pecos Onideat unk unk Fine twined textile found PIV- Kidder 1958: 
Pueblo infant with the only infant V 292 
LA 625 burial burial containing 

perishable aaterial. 
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iPPESDIX E. TEXTILES REPORTED FROM PECOS PDEBLO - Continned. 

Site Hue Featare 
Field 
So 

Catalog 
So Description Pd Reference 

Pecos 
Paeblo 
LA 625 

Daident 
burial 

anic ank Textile, undoubtedly 
cotton, evidently painted 
red; wrapping betveen 
feather blanket and body. 

PIV-
V 

Kidder 1958: 
292 

Pecos 
Paeblo 
LA 625 

various n/a n/a Burials vrapped in 
•atting, turkey feather 
cloth, buffalo robes, 
and/or hides. 

PIV-
V 

Kidder 1932: 
300-301,303; 
1958:292-293 
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APPENDIX F. LOOM HOLES, HEA7IN6 AND SPINNING TOOLS, AND TEXTILE RAW MATERIALS REPORTED FROM PECOS 
PUEBLO AND NEAJtSY SITES. 

Site Naie 
Field 
No 

Catalog 
No Description Pd Reference 

Pecos Pueblo 
LA 625F 
(N Pueblo) 

n/a n/a 3 ro«s of ash-filled looa-loop 
holders in little ronnd Kiva 1 
(original plan lost, nnnbe: and 
spacing unknown); kira 
constructed during or after Glaze 
III and occupied up to site 
abandonaent. 

PV Kidder 1958:184-
186;Figs.51,65e 

Pecos Pneblo 
LA 625F 
(.V Paebio) 

a/a n/a 4 rows of ash-filled looa-loop 
holders (3,5,6,7 holes?) in 
above-ground little round Xiva 4; 
rows not used contenporaneoasly, 
nuBber in use at any one tiae not 
deterained; iciva constructed 
during Glaze 17, in use throagh 
end of Glaze V and into Hodern 
Pottery period (post-1700). 

PV Kidder 1958:176-
179;Figs.49, 
50c-e 

Pecos Paebio 
LA 625F 
(.f Pneblo) 

, a; a 
_ 

n/a 3 rows of ash-filled looi-Ioop 
holders (2 rows with 6 holes, 3rd 
row varies up to 8) in little 
round Kiva 5; looa holes in a 
succession of late floors showing 
several reaodelings; kiva 
constructed during Black-on-white 
phase and kept in service aliost 
to site abandonaent. 

PV Kidder 1958:149-
154,-Figs.42,44d 

Pecos Pueblo 
LA 625F 
(S Pueblo) 

n/a n/a 2 rows of clay-filled looa-loop 
holders (1 row of 6, 2Dd row 
varies up to 8?) in little round 
Kiva 7, sunk through upper floor; 
kiva possibly constructed prior 
to Glaze I and kept in use until 
site abandonaent. 

PV Kidder 1958:194, 
Figs.52,54e 

Pecos Pneblo 
LA 625F 
(y Pneblo) 

a/a n/a Double row of 6 ash-filled looa-
loop holders in little round Kiva 
11, probably not used 
siaultaneously; kiva occupied and 
abandoned in Glaze IV tiaes. 

PV Kidder 1958:172, 
Fig.46 
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iPPEHDIZ F. LOOK HOLES, HEi7II(G UTD SPIIfiriHG TOOLS, AXD TEITILE RiV UTSRIiLS REPORTED FROM PECOS 
PUEBLO UO mRBY SITES - Coatiaaed. 

Site Sue 
Field 
So 

Catalog 
.To Description Pd Reference 

Pecos Pueblo 
LA 625F 
{.V Pneblo) 

n/a Q/a 2 rows of 6 ash-filled looa-loop 
holders in little round Kiva 16; 
kiva constructed in Glaze V 
tiies, possibly abandoned (roof 
reioTed) before 1680 or after the 
recongnest as a result of 
ecclesiastical pressures. 

PV Kidder 1958:202-
203,Fig.56 

Pecos Pneblo 
LA 625F 
(.V Pneblo) 

Kidder 
71703. 
field 
520 

PECO 
7382 

Bone veaving sword, 28.2 z 5.3 
CB, with series of grooTes 
covering a 12.7 CB wide area 
(batten for belt weaving). Froa 
ash bed in trench through !R4 
corner of plaza. 

PV LW analysis; 
PSHP catalog 
records 

Pecos Pueblo 
LA 625F 
(H Pueblo! 

Kidder 
65287, 
field 
710 

PECO 
8616 

1/2 of a large bone perforated 
disc (spindle whorl?), 11.5 x 0.3 
ci. Froa Glaze V stratno in 
eastern trashaound. 

PV LV analysis; 
PNHP catalog 
records; Kidder 
l932:Fig.l99a 

Pecos Pneblo 
LA 625F 
(H Pneblo) 

Kidder 
68134 

PECO 
8652 

Bone perforated disc (spindle 
whorl?), 4.3 I 0.3 ca. Froa 1450 
E 100 (eastern trashaound). 

PV L'rf analysis; 
P.VHP catalog 
records; Kidder 
1932:Fig.l99c 

Pecos Pueblo 
LA 625F 
(S Pneblo) 

Kidder 
70279, 
field 
724 

PECO 
8730 

Bone perforated disc (spindle 
whorl?), 4.5 X 0.7 ca. Froa 
floor in sonthwest corner of Rooa 
30, a second story room. 

PV LW analysis; 
PSHP catalog 
records; Kidder 
1932;Fig.l99b 

Pecos Pueblo 
LA 625F 
(S Pneblo) 

e.g., 
Kidder 
73993 
74013 
71662 

e.g., 
PECO 
8187 
8193 
DO no. 

Perforated bone discs (whorls for 
spindles or puap drills?), vost 
froB trash or fill. PECO 8193 is 
froB Kiva 8. 

PIV-
V 

PHHP catalog 
records 

Pecos Pneblo 
LA 625F 
(H Pueblo) 

e.g., 
Kidder 
68131 
68129 
65283 

e.g., 
PECO 
8650 
8648 
8615 

Eyed bone needles. Nnaerous 
exaaples, aost froa trash 
contexts. PECO 8550 was 
associated with Burial 453, a 
Glaze VI burial. 

PV PSHP catalog 
records; burial 
fora for Burial 
453 

Pecos Pneblo 
LA 625F 
(!f Pueblo! 

Kidder 
65608, 
field 
1162 

PECO 
11403 

Pottery bobbin? (Kidder 1932 
calls it probleaatical object), 
3.5 X 3.5 X 0.7 ca. FroB trench 
near 1500-150E stake (eastern 
trashaound). 

PIV-
V 

LV analysis; 
PSHP catalog 
records; Kidder 
1932:Fig.l26b 

j 
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AFFEirDII F. LOOH HOLES, i(Ei7IHG MD SFHrNIIG TOOLS, UO TEXTILE RAH MATERIALS REPORTED FROM PECOS 
POEBLO AID ITEARBY SITES - Cootinaed. 

Site Mate 
Field 
ITo 

Catalog 
Mo Descriptica Pd Reference 

Pecos Paeblo 
LA 625F 
(V Paeblo) 

Kidder 
65914, 
field 
785 

PECO 
119Q8 

Eyed letal needle, 6.1 x 0.3 ci 
(eye is 0.7 x O.l). Froa trench 
near 1400-100E stalce (eastern 
trashioasd) 

PV LH analysis; 
PHHP catalog 
records 

Pecos Pueblo 
LA 625F 
(!( Paeblol 

Kidder 
69312 
69313 

PECQ 
11927 
11928 

Iron a*ls. Froi west trench. PY PHSP catalog 
records 

Pecos Paeblo 
LA 625F 
(S Paeblo) 

Kidder 
69303, 
field 
866 

PECQ 
16453 

fetal thiible, 1.6 D i 1.9 E c«. 
Froa 1400 E 150 (eastern 
trashaound). 

PV LV analysis; 
PSHP catalog 
records; Kidder 
1932:Fig.251f 

Pecos Paeblo 
LA 625F 
(S Pueblo) 

Kidder 
70671, 
field 
376 

PECO 
12052 

'rfoolen fiber, identified in 
records as buffalo hair (not 
seen). With Burial 768, a Glaze 
II burial froa Riva 6. 

PIV PXHP catalog 
records; burial 
fora for Burial 
768 

Pecos Paeblo 
LA 625F 
(H Paeblo) 

Kidder 
69241, 
field 
1290 

PECO 
16467 

iiooden weaving coab, 13.4 x 2.5 x 
0.6 ca (length incoaplete). Froa 
upper 3' of Rooa 20, used as a 
storerooa in late tiaes (post-
contact, probably post-Revolt). 
According to Kidder (1932:292), 
'the cruabling reaains of...a 
light batten, a sword-liite wooden 
blade, 5/8 of an inch wide with 
tapering point' was found with 
the weaving coab (apparently not 
collected) 

PV LV analysis; 
PSHP catalog 
records; Kidder 
1932:291-292, 
Fig.242e 

Pecos Paeblo 
LA 625F 
(!i Paeblo) 

Kidder 
72105, 
field 
107 

PECO 
16498 

1/2 wooden perforated disc 
(spindle whorl?), not aeasared. 
Froa Rooa 39, baseaent. 

PIV-
V 

LV analysis; 
PMP catalog 
records 
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iPPEHDIX f. LOOM HOLES, HEiTIMG AND SPIXNIHG TOOLS, AHD TEXTILE RAH MATERIALS REPORTED FROM PECOS 
FDEBLO AHD NEARBY SITES - Continned. 

Site Naie 
Field 
No 

Catalog 
No Description Pd Reference 

Pecos Poeblo 
LA 625F 
(.V Pneblo) 

e.g., 
Kidder 
65681 
65703 
66429 
73320 
71409 

e.g., 
PECO 
11505 
11512 
11516 
11368 
11560 

Perforated sherd discs (whorls?). 
Nnierons exanples froa 7arions 
contexts in and around rooos, 
froB trash lounds, none knovn to 
be froB kivas. Sanj Glaze V or 
later. PECO 11560, a post-1700 
historic redware sherd fron Rooo 
56, is unusual in that hole is 
coated with red slip as if object 
vas Bolded and fired. 

PIV-
V 

LV analysis; 
PNHP staff 
coBBents; PSNP 
catalog records 

Pecos Pneblo 
LA 625F 
(S Pueblo?) 

unk unk Fragaent of Bodeled clay spindle 
whorl. Type aade in Mexico, 
possibly Jalisco. Fron 
unidentified trench, probably 
•N'orth Pueblo? 

PI7-
V 

Kidder 1932:143-
144,309,Fig.124 

Pecos Pneblo 
LA 625F 
(.V Pueblo) 

Kidder 
70883 

no PECO 
nnober 

Wooden IOOB beao?, used as 
roofing laterial in ceiling of 
cellar ROOB 26. 

PH.VP catalog 
records 

Pecos Pueblo 
LA 625E 
(S Pueblo) 

Kidder 
75506, 
field 
1348 

PECO 
8287 

Tapered bone weaving tool, 10.8 x 
2.0 X 1.0 CB, with series of 
grooves covering a 5.7 wide area 
(batten for narrow belts or 
bands?). FroB trench north of 
South Pueblo. 

PV L'rf analysis; 
PSHP catalog 
records 

Pecos Pueblo 
LA 625E 
(S Pneblo) 

unk unk 5 boue weaving tools, 4 ceraoic 
spindle whorls, 1 copper needle? 
Proveniences unknown. 

PV NPS excavations 
(Corbett): BS 
with artifact 
list on file at 
P.VHP 

Pecos Pneblo 
LA 625 

UDk PECO 
12134 

2 saall wads of Batted woolen 
fiber. Provenience unknown. 

PV? LV analysis; 
PNSP catalog 
records 
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iPPEHDII F. LOOM HOLES, yEi7IKG MD SPIHMII16 TOOLS, MD TEXTILE Riif MATERIALS REPORTED FROM PECOS 
PDEBLO m MEARBY SITES - Coatiaoed. 

Field Catalog 
Site Saie Ko Ho Descriptioa Pd Reference 

Pecos Pueblo Kidder PECO Bone weaving tool, 10.1 x 1.8 x PV LU analysis; 
LA 625 70915 3735 1.3 (incoBplete length), vith FSSF catalog 

series of grooves originailf records; Kidder 
covering a 7.5-10.0 ci wide area 1932:227,Fig. 
(batten for belt weaving?). 190b 
Provenience unknown. Kidder 
(1932:227) states that all tools 
of this type were found in late 
historic (18th C) deposits. 

Pecos Paeblo Bn Bone spatula awls, bone spatulas; PIV- .ISM catalog 
LA 625 25/263 35878/11 bone needle V records 

25/263 35883/11 
25/274 35888/11 
25/275 35889/11 
25/282 35897/11 
305/ 41587/11 
73999 41588/11 
398/ 27825/11 
75770 41586/11 
25/290 
76441 

Pecos Pueblo Ba 32/4 Length of wood with knobs carved PIV- M.VM catalog 
LA 625 41370/11 on each end, 19' long x 3/4' V records 

dianeter (48.3 x 2.0 ca). Looa 
bar for backstrap looa? 
Provenience unknown 

Pecos area Kidder no PECO Clay looB-loop holder? froa Rooa PHI PSKP catalog 
Forked 77724, nniber 122. .'Jo reference to this object records; Kidder 
Lightning field was found in Kidder (1953). 1958:252 
Ruin 44 Kidder (1958:252) indicated that 
LA 672 looa-loop holders were not found 

in any of the Forked Lightning 
kivas. 

j 
JL 
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iPPEHDII G. TEXTILES REPORTED FROM SITES IS THE EASTERN PUEBLO REGIOH. 

Site Ifaie Featare 
Field 
So 

Catalog 
So Description Pd Reference 

kbo Klssloa 
(San 
Gregorio de 
Abo) 

Roos 14 
turkey 
corral, 
dang 
layer 

IIS!A 
Lab 
2055. 
2 

a/a Strand of woolen yarn, 
brown in color 

PV Ltf analysis; 
Ethnobot Lab 
Report 133 

Aaoziaaqaa 
LA 481 

Borial 
frog 
Burial 
Moand 3 

91 
18-k 

auk Burial of adult with 
cotton fabric print on 
skull. Very fragientary. 
Hot known if saved. 

PIV-
V 

Chapnan's 
notes on 
1911 BAE 
excavations 
(copy on 
file, Santa 
Fe HF, Rpt 
1936-10-001) 

Arroyo 
Sonde 

Burial ! 12-C-
I2-C-A- ! A-2-1 
2-1 i -3 
Flaza C i  1 

Q'a Possible remains of a 
feather blanket; 
associated with ear of 
corn 

PIV 
Coup 
2 

SAR 
excavations: 
Lang 1984: 
283-234; 
Palkovich 
1980:163 

Arroyo 
Hoodo 

Burial 12-C-
12-C-A- A-6-
6-1-1 1-7 
Plaza C ! 

1 

n/a Vegetal-fiber cordage, 
possibly the renains of a 
fur or feather blanket; 
associated with latting 

PIV 
Coup 
2 

Lang 1984: 
284; 1986: 
273: 
Palkovich 
1980:148,164 

Arroyo 
Sondo 

Burial 
I2-C-A-
8-1 
Plaza C 

12-C-
A-8-1 
-4 

u./a Cloth blanket lade from 
finely-spun bast or seed 
(cotton?) fiber, woven in 
plain weave, remains of 
fur and feather blankets; 
associated with hide 

PIV 
Coup 
2 

Lang 1984: 
284, Table 
33; 1986: 
273; 
Palkovich 
1980:148,164 

Arroyo 
Soado 

Burial 
12-C-A-
12-1 
Plaza C 

12-C-
A-12-
1-9 

a; a Vegetal-fiber cordage 
used as hair tie?: 
associated with 2 hides, 
ear of corn 

PIV 
Cosp 
1 

Lang 1984: 
256, Table 
33; 
Palkovich 
1980:102 
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iPPENDIZ G. TEXTILES REPORTED FROM SITES II TIE EiSTSKM PUEBLO REGIOI - Coatiaaed. 

Field Catalog 
Site laie Feature Ho lo Description Pd Reference 

Arroyo Burial 12-G- n/a Reaains of a feather PIV Lang 1984: 
Hondo 12-G- BllO- blanket, carbonized Coap 271-272, 

31IC-2 2-5 cordage; associated with 1 Table 33; 
Plaza G thru hide, plaited aatting, 1986:256; 

9,12 ear of corn Palkovich 
1980:105,161 

Arroyo Burial 12-G- n/a Reiains of a feather PI7 Lang 1984: 
Hondo 12-G- BllO- blanket; associated with Coap 272, Table 

BllO-3 3-3 plaited Batting 1 33:1986:257; i  

Plaza G Palkovich | 
1980:105,161 

Arroyo Burial 12-G- n/a Reiains of a feather PIV Lang 1984: 
Hondo 12-G- BllO- blanket; associated with Coap 272-273, 

BllO-4 4-3 plaited aatting and hank? I Table 33; ! 
Plaza G of haaaa hair 1986:257; | 

Palkovich j  

1980:105,160 

Arroyo Burial 12-G- n/a Reaains of fur and PIV Lang 1984: 
Hondo 12-G-D2 D2-4- feather blankets; Coap 273-274, 

-4-2 2-5 associated with pelt. I Table 33; 
Plaza G sherd Palkovich 

1980:104,161 

Arroyo Burial 12-G- n/a Reaains of fur and PIV Lang 1984: 
Hondo 12-G-D6 06-4- feather blankets. Coap 274-275, 

-4-1 1, vegetal-fiber cordage; 1 Table 33; 
Plaza G 1-3, associated with hide 1986:259; 

1-4, Palkovich 
1-5 1980:108,160 

Arroyo Burial 12-G- n/a Reaains of a feather PIV Lang 1984: 
Hondo 12-G-D8 D8-4- blanket; associated with Coap 275, Table i  

-4-1 1- 2 hides, ear of corn 1 33; i  

Plaza G 6n/a Palkovich 
1980:108,161 j 

Arroyo Burial 12-G- n/a Reaains of a feather PIV Lang 1984: 
Hondo 12-G-D8 D8-4- blanket; associated with Coap 275-276, 

-4-3 3-3 hide and plaited cattail 1 Table 33; 
Plaza G aatting 1986:259; 

Palkovich 
1980:109,160 
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ifPEHDII 6. TEXTILES REPORTED FROH SITES IS THE EASTERN PQEBLO REGIOS - Coatiaaed. 

Field Catalog 
Site Saie Feature So So Description Pd Refeteuce 

Arroyo Burial I2-G- D/a Vegetal-fiber cordage; PIV Lang 1984: ! 
Hoado 12-G-ST ST-7- associated vitb hide, Coap Table 33; 

-7-3-2 3-1- plaited Batting, fir 1 1986:259; 
Plaza G 7,-10 bough, bone tubes. Palkovich 

heiatite cylinder 1980:110,161 

Arroyo Burial n/a n/a Textile bag? {not PIV Lang 1984: 
Soado 12-G-2- collected); associated Coap Table 33; 

3-21-2 vith hide, gaaing hoop I Palkovich 
Plaza G 1980:112,162 j 

Arroyo Burial 12-G- n/a Re«ains of a feather PIV Lang 1984: 
Hondo 12-G-2- 2-3- blanket; associated with Coap 276, Table 

3-159 159- 2 hides, wooden object, 1 33; 
Plaza G 13 sherds, regetal reiains 1986:262; 

PalkoTich 
1980:116,161 

Arroyo Burial 12-G- n/a Reaains of a feather PIV Lang 1984: 
Hondo 12-G-2- 2-4- blanket: associated with Coap 276, Table 

4-12 12-5? hide, pelt I 33; 
Plaza G Palkovich 

1980 

Arroyo Burial 12-G- n/a Reaains of a feather PIV Lang 1984: 
Hondo 12-G-2- 2-4- blanket; associated with Coap 277; 1986: 

4-14 14-11 aatting, painted axe I 262-263; 
Plaza G Palkovich 

1980:119,163 

Arroyo Burial 12-G- n/a Retains of a feather PIV Lang 1984: 
Hondo 12-G-2- 2-4- blanket; associated with Coap 277, Table 

4-47 47-4, hide I 33; 
Plaza G -5 Palkovich 

1980:120,161 
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iPPENDII G. TEITILES REPORTED FROH SITES IH TEE EASTERN PUEBLO REGION - CoQtiaaed. 

Field Catalog 
Site Naie Feature No No Description Pd Reference 

Arroyo Burial 12-G- n/a Tasseled textile (fringe PIV Lang 1984: 
Hondo 12-G-2- 2-4- of sash?) consisting of Coap 277-278, 

4-63 62-8, four braids ceiented 1 Table 33; 
Plaza G 9 together; each braid 1986:263-

coiposed of 5 or 6 plies 264; 
of finely-spun yarn of Palkovich 
bast or seed (cotton?) 1980:120,161 
fiber; plied cordage. 
possibly detached froo 
the textile; associated 
yith 4 hides, probable 
•atting 

Arroyo Burial 12-K- n/a Cloth blanket lade froi a PIV Lang 1984: 
Sondo 12-K-3- 3- finely spun bast or seed Coip 278, Table 

IIIA 11 III-5 fiber; associated with 2 1 33; 1986: 
Plaza K hides 264; 

Palkovich 
1980:126-127 

Arroyo Burial 12-K- n/a Remains of a feather PIV Lang 1984: 
Hondo 12-K-3- 3-III blanket; associated with Coup 278, Table 

IIIA -6 hide 1 33; 
Plaza K Palkovich 

1980:127,160 

Arroyo Burial 12-K- n/a Reiains of a feather PIV Lang 1984: 
Hondo 12-K-3- 3-IV- blanket; associated with Coop 278, Table 

IV 1 1-5 hide 1 33; 
Plaza K Palkovich 

1980:130,160 

Arroyo Burial 12-K- n/a Deteriorated cotton PIV LH analysis; 
Hondo 12-K-3- 3-IV, plain-weave cloth; Coap Lang 1984: 

IV J pit J deteriorated cotton 2/2 1 278-279, 
Plaza K (bags twill? cloth; field Table 33; 

62,53 speciien described by 1986:264-
and Lang as consisting of 4 265; 
64) cloth blankets aade from Palkovich 

finely-spun bast or seed 1980:131,160 
(cotton?) fiber yarns, 3 
described as weft-faced 
plain weave, 1 as 2/1 
twill; associated with 
hide 
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APPENDIX G. TEXTILES REPORTED FROM SITES IS TEE EASTERN PUEBLO REGIOH - Coatiaoed. 

Site Raie Featnre 
Field 
No 

Catalog 
So Description Pd Reference 

Arroyo 
Hoado 

Bariai 
I2-K-6-
II D 
Plaza K 

12-K-
6-II-
3 (or 
-D3) 

a/a PossiiJle cloth blanket 
(decayed) with a textare 
reseabling fine looi-
woven cloth, Tegetal-
fiber cordage; associated 
with hide, sherd 

PIV 
Coap 
1 

Lang 1984; 
279, Table 
33; 1986: 
265-266; 
Palkovich 
1980:128,162 1 

Arroyo 
Hoado 

Bnrial 
I2-M2 
-IV E 
Plaza K 

12-K-
12-IV 
-I 

n/a Retains of a feather 
blanket; associated with 
hide and plaited latting 

PIV 
Coap 
1 

Lang 1984: 
279, Table 
33; 1986: : 
266; , 
Palkovich ' 
1980:129,160 | 

Arroyo 
Hondo 

Burial 
12-K-I2 
IV-F 
Plaza K 

12-K-
12-IV 
-3 

n/a Cloth blanket lade froa 
finely-span bast or seed 
(cottoa?) fiber, worn in 
weft-faced plain weave, 
reaains of a feather 
blanket; associated with 
hide, plaited aatting 

PIV 
Coap 
1 

Lang 1984: 
279, Table ! 
33; 1986: i 
266; 
Palkovich : 
1980:129,161 

Arroyo 
Hondo 

Bariai 
I2-K-15 
-IV G 
Plaza K 

12-K-
15-IV 
-3 

n/a Reaains of a feather 
blanket; associated with 
hide and plaited aatting 

PIV 
Coap 
1 

Lang 1984: 
279, Table 
33; 1986: 
266; 
Palkovich i 
1980:129,169 i 

Arroyo 
Hondo 

Bariai 
12-11-
3A-2-2 
Plaza C 

12-
11-
3A-2-
4 

a/a Reaaias of far aad 
feather blankets; 
associated with plaited 
aatting, wooden bow 

PIV 
Coop 
1 

Lang 1984: 
280, Table 
33; 1986: 
268; i 
Palkovich 
1980:132-133 i 

Arroyo 
Hoado 

Bariai 
12-14-
5-8-1 
Plaza G 

12-14 
-5-8-
2 

a/a Reaains of a feather 
blanket 

PIV 
Coap 
1 

Lang 1984: 
280-281, 
Table 33; i 
Palkovich 
1980:133,160 
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iPPEHDIX G. THTILES REPORTED FROM SITES IH THE EASTERN PUEBLO REGION - Continaed. 

Field Catalog 
Site Naae Feature No No Description Pd Reference 

Arroyo Burial 12-15 a/a Reaains of a feather PIV Lang 1984: 
Hondo 12-15- -7-5- blanket; associated yitb Coap 281, Table 

7-5-1 6 plaited latting, a bast 1 33: 1986; 
ROOB fiber pad, vegetal 269; 
12-15-7 reaains Palkovich 

1980:134,160 

Arroyo Borial 12-16 n/a Renains of a feather PIV Lang 1984: 
Hondo 12-16- -29-5 blanket; associated with Coap 281; 1986: 

29-5-1 -3 hide and plaited aattiag 1 269-270: 
Plaza C Palkovich 

1980:135 

Arroyo Burial 12-16 a/a Cloth blanket gade froa PIV Lang 1984: 
Hondo 12-16- -36-4 finely-spun bast or seed Coap 281; 1986: 

36-4 -7 (cotton?) yarns, woven in 1 270; 
Ra 12- weft-faced plain weave; Palkovich 
16-36 associated with 2 hides 1980:136 

Arroyo Burial 12-18 a/a Reaains of a feather PIV Lang 1984: 
Hondo 12-18-6 -6-3S blanket; associated with Coap 282, Table 

-3S-2 -2,-4 plaited aattiag, wooden 1 33: 1986: 
Roofl spoon, ears of corn 270; 
12-18-6 Palkovich 

1980:138,161 

Arroyo Burial 12-18 a/a Reaains of a feather PIV Lang 1984: 
Hondo 12-18- -8-4.V blanket; associated with Coap 282, Table 

8-4N-9 -10 pelt, hide, shell beads 1 33; 
Rooa Palkovich 
12-18-8 1980:139,161 

Arroyo Burial 12-18 a/a Cloth blanket of tight PIV Lang 1984: 
Hondo 12-13- -8-4S weave lade froa finely- Coap 283, Table 

8-4S-8 spun bast or seed 1 33; 1986: 
Rooa (cotton?) fiber; 271; 
12-18-8 associated with hide and Palkovich 

plaited aatting 1980:140,160 

Arroyo Burial 12-18 n/a Reaains of a feather PIV Lang 1984: 
Hondo 12-18-8 -8- blanket; associated with Coap 282, Table 

-VII-1 VII- pelts, seed necklace, 1 33; 1986; 
Rooo 5,-6 shell, turguoise, jet 271; 
12-18-8 Palkovich 

1986:141,160 1 
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APPKHDII G. TEXTILES REPORTED FROM SITES IH THE EASTERH PDEBLO REGIOH - Continued. 

Site Kaie Feature 
Field 
lo 

Catalog 
So Description Pd Reference 

Arroyo 
Hondo 

Burial 
12-20-6 
-5-1 
ROOB 
12-20-6 

n/a? n/a Reaains of a cloth 
blanicet (black textile -
not collected?); 
associated vith 2 bides, 
bird and laiaal bones, 
sqnasb, red paint 

PIV 
Coap 
1 

Lang 1984: 
283; 
Palkovich 
1980:144,162 

Arroyo 
Hondo 

Burial 
12-21-3 
-12-2 
Rooo 
12-21-3 

12-21 
-3-12 
-5 

n/a Deteriorated cotton 
plain-weave cloth; 
described by Lang as a 
cloth blanket aade fros 
finely-spun bast or seed 
(cotton?) fiber, woven in 
weft-faced plain weave; 
associated with pelt, 
plaited latting, ring 
basket 

PIV 
Coap 
1 

L'rf analysis; 
Lang 1984: 
283, Table 
33; 1986: 
272-273; 
Palkovich 
1980:145 

Bandeiier's 
Pnaray 
a.k.a. 
Santiago 
LA 326 

Section 
9, 
Roos 4, 
Burial 
3 

DMMA 
Lab 
1163 

UMyi 15878 Deteriorated cotton 
plain-weave cloth, 
Batting 

PIV-
V 

LV analysis; 
DSM/SAR 
excavations; 
Ethnobot Lab 
Report 81, 
Part 2 

Bandeiier's 
Puaray 
LA 326 

Section 
9, Rooa 
35, 
Burial 
4A 

BMXA 
Lab 
1151 

IISMA 15866 Buffalo hide with hair; 
deteriorated reaaias of 
feather blanket 

PIV-
V 

D.VM/SAR 
excavations; 
Ethnobot Lab 
Report 81, 
Part 2 

Bandeiier's 
Pnaray 
LA 326 

Section 
16, 
SR 8, 
Burial 
1 

IIMXA 
Lab 
1167 

0)HA 15882 Deteriorated cotton 
plain-weave cloth 

PIV-
V 

LV analysis; 
DSM/SAR 
excavations; 
Ethnobot Lab 
Report 81, 
Part 2 

Bandeiier's 
Puaray 
LA 326 

Sec 21, 
ROOB 
67, 
Burial 
2 

IIXMA 
Lab 
1166 

DMMA 15881 Reaains of feather 
blanket and thick hide 

_ 

PIV-
V 

mm 
excavations; 
Ethnobot Lab 
Report 81, 
Part 2 
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Site laie Feature 
Field 
No 

Catalog 
No Description Pd Reference 

Bandelier's 
Paara? 
LA 326 

Section 
21, 
Ri 92, 
Barial 
2 

IIMMA 
Lab 
1150 

ilMMA 15865 Deteriorated remains of 
feather blanket; yocca 
cordage; cotton(?) cloth 

PIV-
y 

LV analysis; 
O-VH/SAR 
excavations; 
Ethnobot Lab 
Report 81, 
Part 2 

Bandelier's 
Paara? 
LA 326 

Section 
21, 
Ri 92, 
Bnrial 
3 

ffM-MA 
Lab 
1159 

UHMA 15874 Reaains of latting PIV-
V 

OXM/SAR 
excavations; 
Ethnobot Lab 
Report 81, 
Part 2 

Bandelier's 
Pnaray 
LA 325 

Section 
21/22, 
Area .VR 
22, 
B.III 

OMHA 
Lab 
1168 

tlXXA 15883 Plain-weave cloth 
described as siailar to 
1I63A and 1167A (not 
found at UMMA) 

PIV-
7 

II.SM/SAR 
excavations; 
Ethnobot Lab 
Report 81, 
Part 2 

Bandelier's 
Pnaray 
LA 326 

Section 
23, 
Daap, 
B.III 

OXXA 
Lab 
1169 

IIMMA 15884.1 
IIMXA 15884.2 

Deteriorated cotton(?) 
plain-weave cloth; yucca 
cordage; reaains of 
feather blanket 

PIV-
V 

L'rf analysis; 
BM/SAR 
excavations; 
Ethnobot Lab 
Report 81, 
Part 2 

Bandelier's 
Paaray 
LA 326 

anjcQoun IISMA 
Lab 
1153 

iIMM 15868 Deteriorated reaains of 
feather blanket; yucca(?) 
cordage 

PIV-
V 

OSS/SAR 
excavations; 
Ethnobot Lab 
Report 81, 
Part 2 

Bandelier's 
Paaray 
LA 326 

anknovn QHMA 
Lab 
1158 

DMMA 15873 Vegetal yarn PIV-
V 

O.ra/SAR 
excavations; 
not in 
Report 81 

Bandelier's 
Paaray 
LA 326 

Burial 
I, 
8/25/34 
and 
Barial 
6, 
8/4/34 

ank nnk - Burial 
1 lay be 
associated 
wtih OMMA 
15882? 

Burial 1: body wrapped in 
blanket; Barial 6: 
wrapping of aatting and 
woven aaterial. 

PIV-
V 

O.VM/SAR 
excavations; 
Tichy field 
notes in MSM 
Arch Site 
Files 
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Site Naie Feature 
Field 
No 

Catalog 
No Description Pd Reference 

Bandelier's 
Puaray 
LA 325 

rarioas a/a n/a 40i of the burials were 
wrapped in iatting. 
•Vearly all weaving 
speciiens ate froo 
graves, thongh nost did 
not contain textiles. 
Individuals were wrapped 
in finely-woven fabric 
having several folds. 
Jones' report indicates 
the use of bird and 
aniial sinew and skin to 
lake a finely woven 
fabric. Also the use of 
tanned leather, feather 
robes, bird-down fabric, 
buffalo and deer hair. 

PIV IISX/SAR 
excavations: 
Vivian 1934: 
157-158; 
Tichy 1939: 
161 

Coctiiti 
area 
Paeblo del 
Encierro 
LA 70 

Burial 
72-41; 
Treacti 
F70, 
Trench 
F72 

70-47 
72-43 
72-44 

a/a Koven cotton cloth in 
excellent condition, lay 
be historic? (not found!; 
yucca cordage 

PIV-
y 

Guiles and 
Ford 1976: 
FI, Table I; ' 
1I.MMA 
Ethnobot Lab i 

Report 436 | 

Cochiti 
area 
LA 5118 or 
LA 5096 

Rock 
shelter 
fill 

n/a MNM 47618/12 Woolen 2/2 twill cloth, 
white with brown stripes 

PV LV analysis; i 
Cochiti Da® i 

rock art j 
survey: SNX 1 

Arch Site | 
Files for LA 
5096 and LA 
5118 ! 

Frijoles 
Canyon 

Group H 
Rooa I 

ank BAM 4859 
(curated at 
WACO 

iloolen knitted fabric 
(reoains of legging?), 
orange in color. Pueblo 
refugee site. 

PV L# analysis; 
SPS 
excavations 
(Hendron); 
Turney 1948: ! 
61 i 
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Site Nau 
j Field 

Feature | No 
Catalog 
Jo Description Pd Refereace 

Frijoles 
Caayoa 

Group H 1 DMMA 
Rooa 3 1 Lab 

I 3300 
i 
I 
t 
1 

aak Ring with spider nest(?) 
pods, wrapped with cotton 
yarn 

PIV? LV analysis; 
SPS 
excavations 
(Hendron); 
Ethnobot Lab 
Report 227 

Frijoles 
Caayoa 

Groap !! 
various 
rooBS 

unk BAND 298,300, 
302,303,308, 
307,311,3299, 
3307,3315 (at 
•rfACC) 

Prepared yucca fiber; 
yucca cordage, soae 
wrapped with feathers 
(reiaias of feather 
blanket) 

PIV .VPS 
excavations 
(lendron); 
Turaey 1948: 
65,P1JX. 

Frijoles 
Caayoa 

Cere- j anic 
aoaial i 
Cave 

1 

ank One saall string of fur 
or feather cloth, found 
aaidst turkey droppings 

PIV SPS 
excavations: 
Hendron 
1940:32 

Frijoles 
Caayoa 

unkaown 1094 
unk 

SNM 41425/11 
MN'M 53507/11 

Cotton plain-weave cloth, 
dyed black; cotton plaia-
weave cloth tied to aake 
a saall bag (coutains 
green pigaent) 

PIV LW aualysis; 
Hewett 
excavations; 
MNM catalog 
records; 
Kent 1957: 
Chart 21 
(listed as 
NMSM-no 
nuaber), 
621, Figs. 
97b, 123f 

Frijoles 
Caayoa 

anlcaova ank 
aak 

m 53508/11 
MSM 53509/11 

Cotton plain-weave cloth, 
dyed black; cotton plain-
weave cloth with reanants 
of side and end selvages 

PIV LV aaalysis; 
Hewett 
ezcavatioas; 
Kent 1957: 
Chart 2a 
(listed as 
JiHS-H-no 
nuabers) 

Frijoles 
Canyon 

unknown 1093 
1096 

ank Buffalo hide; rabbit fur 
woven with yucca fiber 
(reaains of fur blanket) 

PIV Hewett 
excavations; 
JiSX catalog 
records 
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Field Catalog 
Site Vaie Feature Ho So Description Pd Reference 

Frijoles anicnovn Bi MNM 16755/11 Cordage and fiber bundle PIV Bewett 
Canyon 32/42 excavations; 

SNH catalog 
records 

Frijoles nnknovn uak BAND 4810 Cotton plain-ifea7e cloth PIV Ltf analysis; 
Canyon (cnrated at excavator 

WCC) unknown: 
ifACC catalog 
records 

Gallina aaknown AM IjyvA 15902 Yucca cordage PHI Ethnobot Lab 
River lab Report 86, 
LA 1758 and 1237 Part 2 
LA 653 
Ctmpadero 
Ranger 
Station 

Ginseva Bnriai ank ank Burial wrapped in close PV DNM/SAR 
LA 679 6, ROOD weave fabric. A few excavations; 

108 iaprints saved. (This is Toulouse 
discussed elsewhere as notes in .TO 
•atting.j Arch Site 

Files 

Giasewa Burial unk SHM 27044/11 lioolen running-stitch FV LV analysis; 
LA 679 35-1, MSH 41775.1 eubroidery; bundle of BSM/SAR 

ROOB 35 m 41775.2 woolen yarn. Embroidery excavations 
described on burial forn (Hewett and 
as portion of garnent Brand); .MSH 
•ade froii 2-ply Z-twist catalog 
yucca? cordage, weft records; 
aissing, consisting of catalog 
several deep grooves, description 
perhaps the eabroidered foras in MNM 
border of garaent. Arch Site 
Bundle described as Files 
cordage (2-ply Z-twist 
yucca?) with self-wrap 
tie. Burned vegetal 
aaterial interaized with 
the teztile and cordage. 
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Site Naie Feature 
Field 
No 

Catalog 
No Description Pd Reference 

Giusewa 
LA 679 

unknown unk SSNH A-262817 Charred cloth (not found) PIV-
V 

BAE/SAA 
excavations 
(Sodge?); 
MB catalog 
records i 

Gran 
Quivera 
LA 120 

Sound 7 
ROOB 
12, 
Crea 90 

FS 
2302 

SAPO 5513 
(curated at 
WACO 

Carbonized cotton plain-
weave cloth 

PV LW analfsis; 
SPS 
excavations; ! 
Hayes et al. 1 
1981:164; i 

WACC catalog 
records 

j Gran 
; Qaivera 

LA 120 

Sound 7 
Rooa 
12, 
Crea 73 

FS 
2071 

SAPD 5514 
[UCC] 

Carbonized cotton plain-
ueave cloth with remnant 
of end selvaoe 

" 

PV LW analysis; 
XPS 
excavations; 
Bayes et al. 
1981:164; 
WACC catalog 
records ; 

Gran 
Qaivera 
LA 120 

Sound 7 
ROOB 
133 
Crea 
323 

FS 
7485 

SAPO 5516 
(WACO 

Carbonized cotton plain-
weave cloth 

PV LW analysis; 
SPS 
excavations; 
Hayes et al. | 
1981:164; ; 
WACC catalog i 

records 

Gran 
Qaivera 
LA 120 

Sound 7 
Rooa 94 
Crea 
259 

FS 
5318 

SAPI 5518 
(WACO 

Carbonized cotton plain-
weave cloth 

PV LW analysis; 
•fPS 
excavations; 
Bayes et al. 
1981:164; 
WACC catalog 
records 

Gran 
Qaivera 
LA 120 

Mound 7 
Rooa 86 
Crea 
219 

FS 
5006 

SAPD 5519 
(WACO 

Carbonized cotton plain-
weave cloth 

PV LW analysis; 
KPS : 
excavations; 
Hayes et al. 
1981:164; | 
WACC catalog 
records 
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Site Rue Featnre 
Field 
No 

Catalog 
No Description Pd Reference 

Gran 
Qaivera 
LA 120 

Sound 7 
Rooo 
110 
Crea 
293 

FS 
6017 

SAPO 5520 
(»ACC1 

Carbonized cotton plain-
weave cloth; associated 
with Rotfiti Gl/R (Glaze 
F) bowl sherd 

PV LS analysis; 
.VPS 
excavations; 
Hayes et al. 
1981:164; 
WCC catalog 
records 

Gran 
Quivera 
LA 120 

Sound 7 
Roon 
117 
Crei 
309 

FS 
7108, 
7105 

SAPU 5521 
SAPIJ 5523 
(WACO 

Carbonized cotton plain-
ifeave cloth, one piece 
bearing reanant of side 
selvage 

PV LW analysis; 
.VPS 
excavations; j 
Hayes et al. 
1981:164; 
WACC catalog 
records 

Gran 
Quivera 
LA 120 

Sound 7 1 FS 
Kiva S, 1 2950 
Strat B 3115 

1 2957 
1 2957 
i 

SAPn 5524.1 
SAPQ 5524.2 
SAPII 5528 
SAPD 5529 
SAPQ 5530 
(»ACC) 

Carbonized cotton plain-
weave cloth, one fragient 
having paired jrarps, 
plied wefts; reiains of 
charred woolen plain-
weave cloth; woolen 
knitted fabric (iegging?) 

PV LW analysis; 
VPS 1 
excavations; j 
Bayes et al. j 
1981:164; 
WACC catalog 
records 

Gran 
Onivera 
LA 120 

Sound 7 
Rooo 
168 
Creu 
398 

FS 
11314 

SAPU 5525.1 
SAPII 5525.2 
(WACC) 

Carbonized cotton plain-
weave cloth, balanced and 
weft-faced; associated 
with San Lazaro Gl/Poly 
(Glaze Dj rii sherd 

PIV LW analysis; 
.VPS 
excavations; 
Hayes et ai. 
1981:164; 
WACC catalog 
records 

Gran 
Onivera 
LA 120 

Sound 7 
Room 
115 
sub-
floor 

FS 
7135 

SAPD 5527 
(WACC) 

Carbonized (vitrified) 
textile - possibly woolen 
yarn? 

PV LW analysis; 
.VPS 
excavations; 
Hayes et al. 
1981:164; 
WACC catalog 
records 

Gran 
Quivera 
LA 120 

Xoand 7 unk unk 3 ezaaples of latting, 2 
ezaaples of feather 
cordage, the latter froa 
burials 309 and 313 

PV Hayes et al. 
1981:164 
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1 Site Naae Featare 
Field 
No 

Catalog 
No Description Pd Reference 

Gran 
Qoivera 
LA 120 

Moand 7 
Rooa 46 
floor 

Q3947 unk Tabira Black-on-white 
canteen with depiction of 
aan irith decorated kilt, 
sash, or breechcloth 

PV Hayes et al. 
1981:88, 
Fig.llSi 

Gran 
QuiTera 
LA 
120 

Mound 7 
Ra 12 
Ra 119 
Ra 168 
Kiva .V 

a/a n/a Murals with depictions of 
14-18 costnaed dancers or 
katsinas in 3 rooas and 1 
kiva 

PV Peckhaa 
1981:33 

Jeaez area anknonn 186 ank Charred cotton cloth PIV-
V 

BAE/SAA 
excavations 
(Bodge?!: 
M.VM catalog 
records 

Jeiez Cave 
LA 6164 

anknovn J9-
149 

MSM 22404/11 Woolen warp-faced 
belting, white with 
indigo bine stripes 
(largest portion 
reportedly sent to IMMA, 
but not found there) 

?v L¥ analysis; 
IISM/SAR 
excavations; 1 
Alexander 
and Reiter i 

1935:53, PI. 
IVII; -M-VM 
catalog 
records 

Jeaez Cave 
LA 6164 

Burial 
froB 
Square 
F-5, 
level 4 
to 5 

Bi9 
33/2 

M.VM 46043/11 2 twined feather blankets 
froa burial bnndie: one a 
saall one of white eagle 
and brown turkey 
feathers, the other a 
large one of turkey 
feathers. Purchased froa 
pothunter. 

PHI ff-W/SAR 
excavations; 
Alexander 
and Reiter 
1935:50-53, 
PI. ny-xvi; 
MSy. catalog 
records 

Jeaez Cave 
LA 6164 

Pot 
iianter 
back 
dirt 

ank unk Fragaent of woolen weft-
faced blanket, tan with 
brown stripes. 
Identified in the report 
as bison hair. (!fot found 
at MSM or DMSA) 

py? iI.lV/SAR 
excavations; 
Alexander 
and Reiter 
1935:53, 
PI.mile 
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Field Catalog 
Site Naae Feature No Jo Descriptioo Pd Reference 

Jeiez Cave anknown 54984 IVK 53519/11 Cotton plain-aeave cloth PI7- L'rf analysis: 
LA 6IS4 /6I with cotton t»ine-stitch V D.VS/SAR 

eibroidery excavations? 
SSy. catalog 
records 

Jeaez Cave aakaowa aak ank Yacca looping; yucca? PIII Alexander 
LA 6164 cordage, netting, 3- -V and Reiter 

strand braid; two-strand 1935:54,56 
huaan-hair string; skin 
poach tied with cotton 
string 

Jeaez Mtns Soon I ank DSS 80.47.5 Cotton plain-weave cloth; P7 LW analysis; 
3J 74 Bnrial a,b,c (.1-.3) intact twined end selvage ra Field 
a.k.a. 39:9 or of fragiaent b (.1) is School 
LA 38962 39:10 overcast with additional excavations 

yarn. Barial 39.9 was (Reiter); 
snperiiposed over Barial Luebben et 
39.10; Barial 39.9 al. 1988:100, 
described as containing 102,109; ISM 
cotton cloth, yacca catalog 
string, and haaan hair records 
interleaved with yacca; 
Bnrial 39.10 described as 
containing cotton cloth 
and yacca lat 

Jeaez Stns Root 1 ank ank Infant wrapped in yacca- PV (IN'M Field 
BJ 74 Barial lat handle containing School 
LA 38962 39:1 tnrkey feather blanket. (Reiter); 

tied with cotton (2z-S) Luebben et 
and yucca string and al. 1988: 
leather strips 102,109 

Jeiez Xtns ROOD 3 QOk aok Adult wrapped in tnrkey PV [I.V.« Field 
BJ 74 Burial feather blanket, yacca School; 
LA 38962 39:5 aat, deerskin robe, yucca Luebben et 

string and knots al. 1988: 
102 
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Field Catalog 
Site Naie Feature No No Description Pd Reference 

Jeiez Mtns anknovD n/a nsx 65.1.5 Cotton plain-ifeave cloth. PIV- LM analysis; 
Cave near folded to lake a small V Collected by 
Battleship bag; still contains pothunter or 
Rock •ineral pigoeats m iiithto 

Clab; OSS 
catalog 
records 

Knaaa Trench OHXA OMXA 15880 Deteriorated cotton PIV- LW analysis; 
LA 187 •-4 Lah plain-weaTe cloth V eS/SAR 

Barial II45 excavations 
I (Vivian, 

Tichy); 
Ethnobot Lab 
Report 81, 
Part 1 

Kaaaa South DXSA 15862 Deteriorated cotton(?) PI7- Lil analysis; 
LA 187 Plaza, Lab plain-weave cloth; V IF.V!!/SAR 

Barial 1147A remains of feather excavations 
34-247? blanket, yacca cordage, (Vivian, 

oatting Tichy); 
Ethnobot Lab 
Report 81, 
Part 1 

Kaaaa aakaoun IIX?!A OJOA 15859 Deteriorated cotton(?) PIV- LW analysis; 
LA 187 Lab plain-xeave cloth. V II.VM/SAR 

1144 •atting excavations 
(Vivian, 
Tichy); not 
in Report 81 

Kaaaa Kiva 3 n/a a/a Snrals »ith depictions of PV Vivian 1935; 
LA 187 costnoed dancers Dutton 1963 

Kaaaa Barials ank ank Bnrials wrapped in PIV- Barial data 
LA 187 Bk 60/5 latting V in MNM Arch 

60/5 Site Files 
60/9 
60/16 
60/22 
60/24 

1 
60/33 
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Field Catalog 
Site Naie Feature No No Description Pd Reference 

Kifasteynkwa anknovn 75 MI A-272075 Carbonized plaia-weare PIV- LW analysis; 
cotton cloth, wrapped V Sewett 
around corn excavations 

for BAE/SAA: 
•fMNH catalog 
records 

La Bajada QQknovn unk ASNfi Charred 2-pIy string PI7- .Velson 1915 
29.0/4132 V excavations; | 

A.y.VH catalog 
records | 

La aakaovn unk AXSH Charred string PIV •Velson 1915 i 

CieagaiLla 29.0/5033 excavations: 
LA 16 A-MNH catalog 

records i 

Las vadres Area 29 ARC MKM 53520/11 Deteriorated cotton warp- PI'/ Lil analysis: : 
LA 25 Burial 15864 faced belting (?), one Msy. 

3 15/2 fragaent tied in knot excavations 
(60/9) (Datton); MS i 

15862 a/a by Button j 

15/4 (1965?) with : 
Potter, 
Kent, Bohrer 

Las Hadres South ARC a/a Iiprint or cast of plain- PIV L* analysis; , 
LA 25 Terrace 15860 weave fabric .IVM 

Burial 60/3 excavations 
2 (Dutton); XS i 

(60/3) by Dutton i 

(1965?) with 
Potter, 
Kent, Bohrer ; 

Las Madres Burials 15/1 n/a Retains of rabbit fur PIV .MS by Dutton 
LA 25 60/4 15/3 robes, plain-weave cotton (1965?) with : 

60/5 15/1 textiles, yucca cordage. Potter, ' 
60/10 16/4 Batting, aninal hair and Kent, Bohrer | 
60/23 16/5 hides 

30/1 
30/2 
32/1 
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Field Catalog 
Site Saie Feature So .So Description Pd Reference 

Las .Had res burials n/a n/a In several instances, prv Dutton 
LA 25 burial wrappings included 1964:453 

woven textiles and 
•atting, leather, bark, 
and perhaps other 
laterials 

Los Alaios a/a a/a !{.VM 45901/12 Couercial plain-veave PV L* analysis; 
area. Ruin cloth (bast fiber) M-V!! catalog 
00 private records 
land 

yaabe burial FS 33 n/a ifhite cotton plain-weave PIV LV analysis; 
vicinity -OAS cloth patterned with Lentz 1997 
LA I039I9 brown suppleaental wefts 

(repatriated to Pojoaque, 
reburied) 

.Yanisbagi unknovn Q/a n/a Only teitile evidence was PIV- Reiter et 
LA 541 burial an iapression of cotton V al. 1940:15, 

cloth accoipanying one 33 
burial; the weave was the 
usual over-one-under-one 
checkerwork, with warp 
and weft of siailar size, 
10 per ca. 

Pajarito unknovQ unk .*.VM 18188/11 Cotton plain-weave cloth. PIV L'rf analysis; 
Plateau? dyed black Hewett 

excavations? i 

Pajarito QQkllOVIl unk 53510/11 Cotton plain-weave cloth PHI LV analysis; 
Plateau or with reanants of end -IV Hewett 
Chaco? selvages excavations? 

Pindi Kiva B, Ijy-MA n/a Carbonized yucca 3-strand PHI 
Pueblo Burial Lab braid; yucca cordage excavations; 
(aka Pueblo 69 1231 Ethnobot Lab 
Quesado j Report 86, 
LA I Part 1; MNM 

Arch Site 
Files 

Pindi unk unk m 342/11 Cordage and knots PHI MNM 

Pueblo excavations; 
LA 1 M.V.M catalog 

records ! 
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Site Naie Feature 
Field 
No 

Catalog 
No Description Pd Reference 1 

Pindi 
Paeblo 
LA I 

barials ank ask Evidence that burials 
were wrapped in aattinq 
and feather-cloth robes; 
cordage, charred fraqient 
of yucca net 

PHI Stubhs and 
Stallings 
1953:140 

Pottery 
Moand 
LA 416 

Test 
Trencb 
1. 5' 
level 

n/a n/a Carbonized yucca? plain-
weave cloth 

PIV LV analysis; 
ttxy. Field 
School 
Excavations i 

(1961, 1 
Sibben); OlM 
Repository 
collections i 
(provenience 
data found 
with object 1 

Pottery 
Xoond 
LA 416 

17 
kivas 

n/a n/a Kiva aurals with over a 
thousand depictions of 
textiles and textile 
designs 

piy lISM 
excavations; i 
Sibben 1975: ; 
120 i 

Paeblo 
Aiaao 
LA 8 

Feature 
126 
hearth 

126-
28,57 
61,63 

n/a Charred Batting,  fibers, 
cordage 

PHI MSH 
excavations: 
SNX Arch 
Site Files 
(speciien 
sheets) 

Pays CaTe 
LA 47 

Cache B] 
15/1 

m 16699/11 Strip of cotton plain-
weave cloth used as tie 
for bundle 

PIV-
V 

LW analysis; 
UNM/SAR 
excavation 
(Balseth); 1 

MNM catalog 1 
records j 

Puye unknown ank X.V)i 53528/11 Cotton plain-weave cloth 
with reanants of end and 
side selvages 

PIV LW analysis; 
Hewett 
excavations; 
MN* catalog 
records 
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Site Naie Feature 
Field 
No 

Catalog 
No Description Pd Reference 

Paye cave 
barial 

3536 
10145 

MNM 53526/11 
HNS 27187/ 
IIB? 

Cotton plain-ifeave cloth; 
side sehage of 27187/llB 
is elaborated vitb an 
inner row of twining 

piy Lif analysis; 
Hewett 
excavations; 
SHS catalog 
records 

Paye cave 
barial 

3587 
10145 

J!SM 53527/11 Cotton plain-weave cloth, 
dyed black 

PIV LV analysis; 
Hewett 
excavations; 
JiNX catalog 
records | 

Paye or 
Frijoles 
Canyon 

cave 
burial 

3585, 
10145 

1075 
or 
1095? 

SIM 53525/11 
m 43307/11? 

Cotton plain-weave cloth 
with cord knotted into 
edge at intervals 

PI7 LV analysis; 
lewett 
excavations; 
X-f}! catalog 
records | 

Paye or 
Frijoles 
Canyon 

ankaown 3575 
3578-
3583 
3590-
3592 

MSM 16804/11 
WNM 16805/11 
m 16806/11 
M.VX 16808/11 

Yacca fiber, yucca 
cordage, reaains of 
feather blanket 

PIV Hewett i 

excavations: j 

XNX catalog 
records ] 

San 
Cristobal 

ank 389 AMNH 
29.0/1992 

Textile fragaent 
preserved by copper oiide 

Piy-
y 

Nelson 1912 
excavations; 
AXNH catalog 
records (acc 
1912-52) 

San Gabriel 
del Yanqae 

ROOB 
AA? 
12-18' 

BSJ 
15/2 

QSX 68.43.113 Iiported warp-faced band 
»ade with aetal-wrapped 
silk yarns 

PV L¥ analysis; 
UKX 
excavations 
(Ellis): ONM 
catalog 
records; 
.Votes by E. 
Boyd 
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Field Catalog 
Site Naie Featare Ho Ho Description Pd Reference 

Sao Gabriel ROOB 00 BSJ asy. Inported braided cord PV LV analysis; 
del Yanque 15/4 68.43.19 lade with aetal-vrapped 

yarns excavations 
(Ellis); OKS 
catalog 
records; 
Sotes by E. 
Boyd 

Saa Gabriel unknown BSJ UYM liported warp-float LV analysis; 
del Yanque 15/1 68.43.93&105 patterned band with IJSM 

15/3 58.43.103 aetal-wrapped silk yarns; excavations 
netting aade froa aetal- (Ellis 1; ra 
wrapped yarns catalog 

records; 
Sotes by E. 
Boyd 

Santa Fe Toab of n/a .wVM 4887/45 Reaains of indigo-blue ca. LV analysis; 
St. Francis father 9402/45 Franciscan habits, both 1759 Chavez 1965: 
Church Zarate woolen plain weave and 105; Boyd 

and probably iaported. 4887 1974:177, 
father coarser than 9402 181; M.V.*! 
de la catalog 
Liana records 

Sapave RFL A50 15/1 a/a Tiny piece of charred PIV y-MH Arch 
LA 306 Level cotton fabric Site Files 

13 for LA 306 
(1963 field 
catalog) 

Te'ewi Kiva 1 *22 m 53511/11 Carbonized cotton plain- PIV LW analysis; 
LA 252 (Ra 6) il45 m 53513/11 weave cloth; yucca H.VM 

P20 m 53514/11 cordage; cotton yarn. excavations 
*19 53515/11 soae froa pendant hole; (Stubbs1; 
»23 53516/11 cotton yarn wound on Eaery 1953: 
»12 m 53517/11 spindle shaft 101-102 

Te'evfi Kiva II unk unk Yucca sandal or aat; PIV 
yucca «at or bag-like excavations 
container; reaains of (Stubbs); 
fur-string blanket .'(orris 

1953:103 
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Site Sale 
Field 

Feature So 
Catalog 
So Description Pd Reference 

Tsankawi 
1 

aakQovn ! aak 

i 
i 
i 

.VSSH A-244714 

.raH A-244717 
SHKH A-2447ia 

Vegetai(?) plain-ireaTe 
cloth; cottonf?) plain-
weave cloth: woolen yarn 
nixed in with retains of 
turkey feather blanket 
aad latting 

PIV-
y 

L'rf analysis: 
Hewett 
excavations 
for the BAE: 
•VyJiH catalog 
records 

Unshagi 
LA 123 

Burial ' aak 
28.21, ' 
South 
Refuse 

uak Retains of cotton cloth PIV-
7 

aSM/SAR 
excavations; 
burial ^ 
record in 
M-W Arch 
Site Files 

Qnshagi 
LA 123 

Burial aak 
28.26, • 
ROOD 1 

uak Decayed fragaents of 
cotton cloth covering 
upper part of body. 
Fragaents of cotton cord 
binding arts and legs. 
Cord a 6-strand braid 
divided into two 3-strand 
braids (Reiter 1938:79 
cites this as burial 
28.16 in error.| Cloth 
with checkerwork pattern 
with egually sized 
strands (17 per inch) 
(not located) 

PI7-
V 

II."i)!/SAR 
excavations: 
Reiter 1938: 
79,167; 
burial 
record in 
SHi! Arch 
Site Files 

Hasbagi 
LA 123 

Burial i a/a 
28.32, I 
South i 
Refuse i 

a/a Reaains of cotton cloth 
around entire body (none 
saved) 

PIV-
V 

II.V«/SAR 
excavations; 
burial 
record in 
m Arch 
Site tiles 

ilashagi 
LA 123 

Burial ' ank 
28.35, ; 
South 
Refuse > 

uak Reanaats of cotton cloth PIV-
V 

ffS-M/SAR 
excavations: 
burial 
record in 
.VM.V Arch 
Site Files 
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Field Catalog 
Site Naie Feature No No Description Pd Reference 

llashaqi Barial aaic unk Fragment of cotton cloth PIV- UXM/SAR 
LA 123 29.18, around upper body V excavations; 

Soath burial 
Trench record in 

SSK Arch 
Site Files 

Uasbagi Barial 50 unk Fragaent of textile over PIV- UNM/SAR 
LA 123 29.20, left scapula: textile V excavations; 

Soath described as fragment of burial 
Trench very fine fringe, record and 

possibly apocynui, woven 1929 field 
at edge catalog in 

MSM Arch 
Site Files 

dnshagi Burial Hl.l/ S.VX 53529/11 Several fragments of PV Ltf analysis; 
LA 123 33.11, 150 .1,.2 woolen running-stitch lISM/SAfi 

Refuse embroidery with remains excavations; 
Heap, of deteriorated cotton Reiter 1938: 
Trench plain-weave ground 167; XSH 1 
1 fabric; mass of woolen catalog 

yarn, reddish-brown to records; 
black in color. barial 
Described in burial record in 
record as pieces of .WSX Arch 
fabric woven of cord; Site Files 
found with bone needle 

Jnshagi Burial uak unk Fabric under body, a PIV- 1IN.M/SAR 
LA 123 34.5 coarse stringy material V excavations; 

in very bad condition barial info 
in SKX Arch 
Site Files 

ffnshagi Burial 13692 MNS 53512/11 Deteriorated cotton(?) PV Ltf analysis; 
LA 123 34.7, .1,.2 plain-weave cloth; coiled Q.VM/SAR 

Refuse woolen yarn. Described excavations 
Heap 7 in barial record and (Reiterl; 

notes as a finely-woven .wfM catalog 
fabric in fair condition; records: 
one piece 3 1/2' i 2' burial info 
plus various small pieces in MSX Arch 

Site Files 
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Field Catalog 
Site Naie Feature No No Description Pd Reference 

[Fnshagi South unk unk Siall piece of cotton PIV- U-f-y/SAR 
LA 123 Refuse yoven laterial, about the V excavations; 

size and shape of a 1930 field 
dollar catalog in 

Arch 
Site Files 

Unshagi Kiva B unk unk 3 charred pieces of two- PIV BKS/SAR 
LA 123 strand cotton string excavations: 

found in fill; fiber Reiter 1938: ; 
string and charred yucca 62; 1930 i 
fiber found in pit field : 

catalog in 
.VHN Arch 
Site Files i 

Unshagi unknovn 11713 UN-y. 87.1.316 Carboniied yucca? plain- PIV Hi analysis; i 
LA 123 weave cloth UNM/SAR 

UMMA excavations 
Lah (Reiter); 
1501 Reiter 1938: ' 

167; UNM 
catalog 
records; 
notes to 
Ethnobot 
Lab Report ; 
110 i 

Unshagi anknown UM.MA n/a Saall ball of woolen PV L'rf analysis; i 
LA 123 Lab yarn, reddish-brown in UNM/SAR 

1503 color excavations i 

(Reiter); 
notes to i 

Ethnobot Lab i 
Report 110 ! 

Unshagi unknown OXMA Woolen yarn Carbonized cotton plain- PV LW analysis; i 
LA 123 Lab nay be fron weave cloth; strands of U.VM/SAR 

1505 S.VM 53529/11? woolen yarn, black and excavations j 
b-c reddish-brown in color. (Reiter); 

notes to 
Ethnobot Lab 
Report 110 
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i 
L 

Field Catalog 
Site Saie Feature So So Description Pd Reference 

Jnshagi aakaovn iisyj. n/a Deteriorated fragient of PV LV analysis; 
LA 123 ! Lab anbarned cotton plain- OSH/SAR 

i 1506 weave cloth; reoains of excavations 
1 b-c tnrkey feather blanket. (Reiter); 

yucca cordage notes to 
Ethnobot Lab 
Report 110 

Unshagi unicaowa ank aSM 80.47.1 Resains of turkey feather PIV- ra/SAR 
LA 123 blanket V excavations 

I (Reiter); 
ra catalog 

' records 

Inshagi aot ank ank Reiter describes barials ?IV- IIS.y/SAR 
LA 123 listed associated yith matting, V excavations; 

1 cotton cloth, and cotton Reiter 1938: 
and yacca cord; cotton 79,166 

i 1 cloth iispressions; dast-
j like cotton cloth pressed 

up against a boulder 
(dried and saved); 5 
minute fragments of 
cotton cloth; parts of 2 
mats; 14 items of 

1 cordage; several pieces 
of a blanket and parts of 
a belt [.Vote: these 

j latter 2 items have been 

I 
reidentified; see HKH 

1 53529/11] 
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iPPEXDIZ i. LOOM BOLES, HEiVIIG AKD SPINNIXG TOOLS, AND TEXTILE RAH MATERIALS REPORTED FROH SITES 
IN T5E EASTERN PQEBLO REGION. 

Site Naie 
Field 
No 

Catalog 
No Descriptioa Pd Ref 

Abo .Hissioo urn 

Lab 
2055.1, 
2060 

tt/a Laip of reddish-brown wool; bits 
of wool ranging in color froa 
dark brown to reddish brown to 
yellowish brown; both probably 
dyed sheep wool; froa dung layer 
in turkey pen Rooi M/14; reaains 
of doaestic sheep and goat in the 
refuse, coaprising 551 of total 
bone 

PV LV analysis; 
Ethnobot Lab 
Reports 133,137; 
Toulouse 1949; 
25; Jones 1949: 
31 

Abe Bb 25/1 MNX 
43976 

Bone spatula awl PV w.VM catalog 
records i 

Arroyo Hondo n/a n/a 1 row of 6 looB holes in little 
D-shaped Kiva 12-14-6, 2 rows of 
possible looi holes (3 and 4 
holes) in big round Kiva 12-J. 2 
looffl holes in cereaonial ROOD 12-
9-7, looa holes (not described) 
in cereaonial Rooa 12-16-33, all 
Coapoaent I; 1 row of 6 loon 
holes in little round Kiva 12-C-2 
(Coaponent II) 

PIV Creaaer 1993:92, ! 
98,106,117,173, ; 
182; ?ias.5.21, 
5.3,5.? 

Bandelier's 
Paaray 
aka Santiago 
LA 326 

n/a n/'a 1 row of 7 looa holes with casts 
of loops, and a possible second 
row of 5 looa holes in round big 
Kiva I, Section 10. 

?IV-

V 

Tichy 1939:150; 
Vivian 1934:156; 
Vierra 1986:19, 
Fig.5; Arch 
Site Files; 
Peckhaa 
1979:Fig.7 

Bandelier's 
Puaray 

Bp 22/4 m 
31297/11 

Gypsua whorl PIV-

V 

M..HH catalog 
records 

Bandelier's 
Puaray 

iI.M.MA 
Lab 
1159B 

DMMA 
15874 

About 50 cotton seeds, partially 
charred, found with Burial 3 in 
Section 21, Rooa 92 

PIV-
V 

Ethnobot Lab 
Report 81, Part 
L 

Bandelier's 
Puaray 

various various Bone weaving tools, bone spatulas PIV-
V 

ONX and m 
collections 
records; Luhrs 
as. in Arch 
Site Files 

f 
1 

J 
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Site Kaie 
Field Catalog 

Ifo Description Pd Ref 

Bandelier's 
Paaray 

n/a a/a Bones of doaestic sheep in refase 
deposits froa Kira I and 2 rooos 
in the sooth ving; sheep shear 
blade and blade fragient froa 
south wing of the pueblo {17th-
century Spanish reoccupationi: 
bones and dung of doaestic sheep 
and goat froa Spanish-colonial 
contexts 

PV Tichy 1939:160; 
Vierra 1986:20, 
24,26 

LA 54147 
Spanish 
caapsite 
400a vest of 
flandeiier's 
Paaray 

ARC 
106915 

M.VM 
51476/11 

16th-centur7 Spanish? occupation: 
aetal artifacts including a 
needle (IVX 51476/11 ); cotton 
seed; bones of doaestic sheep 

PV X.Toll 1989; 
Vierra 1986:29-
30; 1992:171; 
KSy. catalog 
records 

Cochiti area 
LA 6462 

n/a a/a Possible rows of loon holes in 
Unit III, Pit House (2 holes); 
Unit IV, Pit Souse (2 and 3 
holes); Unit V, Pit Souse 2 (3 
holes); Quit VI, Pit Souse (3 
holes); all Middle Kwahe'e Period 

?II Bussey 1968:26, 
28,37,50-54 

Cochiti area 
LA 6455 
Alfred 
Herrera Site 

n/a n/a 2 rows of 6 looa holes and 1 row 
of 4 holes in round little Kiva 
25; 2 rows of looa holes (5 and 5 
holes) in round little Kiva 54; 3 
rows of looa holes (4, 6, and 7 
holes) in round little Kiva 55; 
Soles could also have been used 
to support a screen; soie bone 
needles, aatting tools 

?IV Lange 1968:77, 
102-103,182, 
Fig.58; Peckhaa 
l979:Fig.4 
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Site Haie 
Field 
No 

Catalog 
No Description Pd Ref 

Cochiti area 
Pueblo del 
Encierro 
LA 70 

n/a 
a/a 

5 sets of looi holes (6-22 holes) 
in round little Kiva 128: 2 sets 
of 6 looi holes in round little 
Kiva 152; 4 sets of looi holes 
(4-7 holes) on each of 5 floor 
levels in round little Kiva 186; 
4 sets of looi holes (5-9 holes) 
in round little Kiva 200; 1 set 
of 6 holes in rectangular Kiva/ 
PitrooB 229: 2 rows of 7 holes in 
round big Kiva 231; 2 or 3 sets 
of loos holes (3-6 holes) on each 
of 2 or 3 floors in round little 
Kiva 279; 2 sets of 7 looa holes 
in round little Kiva 285; 5 sets 
of looB holes (3-7 holes) in 
round little Kiva 292 (1 set on 
lower floor); 3 loot holes in 
Room 161; 7 loon holes in Rooa 
131; bone weaving tool froffl fill 
of Kiva 128 

PIV Snow 1976:63,73, 
100,103,105,107, 
112,113,115; 
Peckhaa 1979: 
Figs.4,7 

Cochiti area 
Paeblo del 
Encierro 
LA 70 

ankaovn aak I8th-centarf Spanish-Colonial 
reoccnpation: one perforated 
historic sherd (spindle whorl?); 
puflice spindle whorl or flfwheel; 
bones of doiestic sheep (I8th 
century) 

PV Snow 1976:022, 
D33,E15,E33 

Cochiti area 
Las Majadas 
Site 
LA 591 

1-2, 
0-5 
0-16 
7-13, 
7-16 
7-39 
7-56 
7-64 
7-79 
7-90 
7-102 
7-106 

aak I7th-centur7 Spanish-Colonial 
habitation: perforated sherd 
discs used as whorls for bow 
drills or spinning (coiion at 
Spanish colonial sites but scarce 
at prehistoric sites); 991 froa 
the trash slope, 3 froa Rooo 1, 3 
froi outside work area 

PV Snow and barren 
l973a:23-24,43 

Cochiti area 
lorreon Site 
LA 6178 

55-8 
55-21 
55-34 
55-35 

aak Spanish-colonial site; perforated 
sherd discs used as whorls; 18! 
of whorls are I8th-centary 
ceraaic types 

PV Snow and 'rfacren 
1973b:34 
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Site Naie 
Field 
No 

Catalog 
Ho Descriptioa Pd Ref 

CayaiQQgQe 
LA 38 

m 
47049/11 
47090/11 

2 rows of looB holes (7-8 holes) 
in Kiva 1; 1/3 of perforated bone 
disc (spindle whorl?); bone 
spatula awl; perforated sherds; 
faunal reiains of siall type of 
sheep 

PHI 
-PV 

Arch Site 
Files for LA 38; 
."N* catalog 
records; 
McKasick 1981:65 

Frijoles 
Canyon 

8i 
32/41 

MNM 
22279/11 

Wooden weaving stick, 75.0 i 6.4 
CI, thin and worn froa long use 

PIV Hewett 
excavations; .*.VM i 
catalog records | 

Frijoles 
Canyon 

|n;a 
i 

i 1 1 t 

1 

1 

1 or 2 rows of looa loops (6-7 
holes) in nearly every kiva 
floor; 1 row of 6 loon holes in 
Snake Xiva; 2 rows of 7 looa 
holes in Large Cave Xiva; 2 rows 
of looa holes (6-7 holes) in the 
Great Cereaonial Cave kiva. 

PIV Bewett 1909a: i 
660-666; Figs. 
113,115,116 

Frijoles 
Canyon 
(Group M) 

unk 1 SAND 
! 327,372 
(WCC) 

i 
t 1 1 

2 possible battens froa aasonry 
roois in Group .M, one 32.0 z 2.5 
x.2.0 CO, the other 31.0 x 3.5 x 
1.9 CI. Both probably 
incoaplete, worn saooth through 
use. 

PIV LV analysis; 
Turney 1948:51, 
PI.mid.e 

Frijoles 
Canyon 
(Group M) 

ank BAND 356 
(WCC) 

Pointed wooden stick, 19.0 co 
long and 0.7 ca at the base, 
whittled down to a fine point, 
perhaps with a steel blade, 
polished froi use. Dse unknown. 
[L'rf: possibly a knitting needle?] 

PV LV analysis; NPS 
excavations 
(Sendron); 
Turney 1948:56, 
Pl.XVIc 

Frijoles 
Canyon 
(Group M) 

unlc ank 
(report 
says not 
found) 

Disc fashioned froa aniaal 
aaterial (Lif:horn?), possibly a 
spindle whorl 

PIV Turney 1948:59, 
Pl.IXa 
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IN THE EASTERN PDEBLO REGION - Coatiaaed. 

Site Naie 
Field 
No 

• 

Catalog 
KG DescriptioD Pd Ref ] 

Friioles 
Canyon 
carates 

n/a Rows of looB loops in cavate 
features: 1 occarrence in Gronp 
I, 12 in Groap K (aost coiplete 
set in M-59). Soie cavates also 
contain apper looi supports (1 
occnrreace in Groap A, 3 in Group 
I, 3 in Group S). Looi sapport-
and-anchor coipleies especially 
coouioa in Gronp X. 

H.Toll 1989:45, | 
144-146,167-169, | 
Figs.4.8. 4.9 j 

Frijoles 
Canyon 
(Rainbov 
fiOQse) 

a/a One possible row of 4 looa holes 
in center of Rooi 8, a doiestic? 
room vithin the rooiblock 
(conflicting inforaation) 

PIV Cayvood 1966:13, 
Fig.5 

Gallina 
Region 

Possible looa holes in one floor PHI Hibben 1939:69 

Gallina-
Largo area 
LA 12063 
LA 12012 

154 
155 

X.VS 
47435/11 
47436/11 

Looa anchors PHI LIE Berkeley 
excavations; 
catalog records 

Giaseva 
LA 679 

679-6-
25 

679-5-6 

679-6-
12 

SNX 
1567/11 
1568/11 
1569/11 

3 sets of looa holes (3-5 holes) 
in Kira Beta, conteaporaneoos 
with the Bission (also contained 
iteas shoving Spanish iaflaence); 
spatalate avis, perforated sherds 
(spindle vhorls?), bone needles; 
cap-like ceraaic object (f57) 
froB ROOB 7:S. 

PV ONM/SAR 
excavations; 
Reiter 1938:91, 
PI.XIII; .MXX 
Arch Site Files 

Gran Qaivera 
LA 120 

n/a n/a Looa holes in Mound 7 kivas: 3 
rovs of 7 looa holes and 1 rov of 
8 looa holes in little round Kiva 
C (probably only 2 sets used 
concarrently); 2 rovs of 7 looa 
holes with iBpressions of looped 
tvigs in reaodeled little round 
Kiva K; 2 rovs of 5 looa holes in 
little round Riva M (a looa set 
up 4 tiaes in the earlier floor) 

PV HPS excavations: 
Hayes et al. 
1981:51-58, 
Figs. 73,77,79, 
81 
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Site Raie 
Field 
Xo 

Catalog 
Ho Description Pd 

Gran Qaijera 
LA 120 

FS 2953 SAPO 
5522 
CrfACC) 

Charred woolen fiber froi Kiva S, 
Stratni B in Mound 7; soie cotton 
fiber lized in vith saaple 

PV LV analysis; .VPS 
excavations; 
WCC catalog 
records 

Gran Qnivera 
LA 120 

ank anknovn 2 carbonized cotton seeds and 
corn froi an unidentified 
creiation, Moand 7 

PV Hayes et al. 
1981:10,174 

Gran Qaivera 
LA 120 

ank anknovn 5 e^ed bone needles: 10 bone side 
scrapers and a spatuiate a»l 
scraper notched along one edge; 4 
ronnd perforated bone discs 
(spindle whorls?); 8 round 
perforated sherds (whorls?); a 
possible wooden batten or weaving 
sword (41.1 X 6.0 I 1.4 ca) froa 
ROOD 201; a possible wooden 
batten for use with a belt looo 
froi the floor of Xiva C; a pair 
of shears (sheep shears?) with 
the blades rusted together froi 
the fill of Roofl 156 

Hayes et al: 
1981:145,146, 
154,160,165,167 

Gran Quivera 
LA 120 

ank anknown Qnworked bone of doiestic sheep 
and goat, each type constituting 
less than U of faunal collection 

PV .IcKusick 1981: 
57,64,65 1 

Jeiez Cave 
LA 6164 

various various Bone weaving tools; cotton; thick 
layer of goat and sheep lanure; 
aniial fibers of doiestic sheep, 
bison, lountain goat, horse, 
huian hair (Jeaez Cave aniaal 
fiber saiples are housed at USMA) 

PHI 
-PV 

Alexander and 
Reiter 1935:37, 
64,67; DHXA 
Ethnobot Lab 
Report 72; DHXA 
catalog records 

Jeiez Xtns 
BJ 74 
LA 38962 

Q/a unk aooden spindle stick (36.0 ca); 
wooden batten (34.3 x 4.8. i 1.6 
ca), radiocarbon dated ca. A.D. 
1310; bone awls; sandstone slab 
used as lapstone for weaving 
sandals?; possible looi uprights? 

PIV-
V 

Luebben et al. 
1988:106-109, 
111,Figs. 6f, 
8a-b 

Jeiez Region 
J-10-1 

J-10-1/ 
7674 

SNM 
28796/11 

Bone awl spatnla PIII 
-IV? 

HNM catalog 
records j 
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Site Naie 
Field 
No 

Catalog 
No Desciiptioa Pd Ref 

Kaaaa 
LA 187 

D/a n/a 2 rovs of 7 looB boles in round 
little Kiva 2; ground plan of 
round big Ki7a 4 described as 
identical to Kiva 2 

PIV Tichy 1938:72-
73; Vierra 1986: 
7 

Kaaaa 
LA 187 

n/a n/a 3 rovs of looB holes in square 
Ki7a 3 (associated yith lurals); 
floor features in square Kiva 5 
described as like those in the 
loral kiva; 1 row of 7 loom holes 
in upperiost floor of square Kiva 
6 

PV Tichy 1938:75; 
Dutton 1963:27 
30; Vierra 1986: 
10; .M.V.M Arch 
Site Files; 
Peckhaa 1979: 
Fig.6 

Kaaaa 
LA 187 

a/a n/a 3 large reiodeled rectangular 
rooBS vithin rooiblocks 
containing looa holes and other 
cereioaial features; in the south 
rooiblock, 2 sets of looa holes 
(7 holes) in Kiva 1, Rooo 18; 2 
large sets (7-8 holes) and 2 
snail sets (4 holes) in Kiva 2, 
Rooo 26; in the north rooablock, 
1 rooa containing 2 sets of IOOID 
holes. (Probably 17th century.) 

PV Tichy 1938:76; 
Vierra 1986:9; 
Kelley notes in 
SSK Arch Site 
Files for LA 
187; Peckhai 
1979:Fig.6 

Kaaaa 
LA 187 

Bk 28/7 
28/31 
28/41 
28/56 

ank Bone spatulate awls, weaving tool PIV-
V 

KXX Arch Site 
Files for LA 187 

La 
Cieneguilla 
(LA 16) 

5917/11 
thru 
5926/11 

Sherd spindle whorls? PIV SNM catalog 
records 

yanisbagi 
LA 541 

n/a n/a 2 rows of 4 loom holes in Kiva A PIV-
V 

Reiter et al. 
1940:12 

Oio Calieate Bo] 
25/9 
25/7 
25/3 
DC 968 
OC 1162 

MSM 
27277/11 
28687/11 
28701/11 
35867/11 
35869/11 

Bone awl-needle, bone needles PIV .«N« catalog 
records (Hewett 
excavation, 
other work) 
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AFPSMDIX H. LOOK HOLES, VEATIKG AMD SPINNIHG TOOLS, AND TEXTILE RAH MATERIALS REPORTED FROM SITES 
IN THE EASTERN PUEBLO REGION - Continned. 

Site Naie 
Field 
Xo 

Catalog 
No Description Pd Ref 

Otowi Bo 
25/131 
25/129 
20/198 

m 
28382/11 
28442/11 
37987/11 

Bone spatula awls; tufa disc ?IV m catalog 
records 

Paako various 
e.g., 
Ba 
30/340 
10/87 
25/261 
25/130 
30/174 
30/66 
30/414 
30/192 
10/320 

various 
e.g., 
MNM 
46037/11 
22886/11 
28156/11 
27829/11 
27928/11 
27868/11 
28090/11 
27962/11 
22797/11 

Clay shuttle?; bone spatulas; 
bone spatula avis; bone avis; 
bone needles; bone weaving tools; 
bone punch or weaving tool; bone 
weaving iipleient; sherd spindle 
whorl? 

PIV-
V 

catalog 
records 

Palace of 
the 
Governors 
LA 445! 
(Santa Fe) 

4451-7-
11-43; 
4451-7/ 
I-175; 
4451-7-
II-57; 
4451-1-
37 

.y.vx 
50099/11 
50104/11 
50105/11 
50111/11 

Brass straight pins (1 from the 
fill of a Pueblo burial dating to 
the Pueblo Revolt occupation), 
•etal and bone needles; 
perforated sherds used as spindle 
whorls or weights for drills; 
sheep bones 

PV Siefert et al. 
1979:84,109,133, 
160, PI. 69; MSM 
catalog records 

Ponsipa-
Akiri 
(LA 297) 
(Rio Ojo 
Caliente) 

ARC 
105708 

Wooden weaving tool and 3 other 
wooden tools hoi Roo« 79-2 
(storage roo>):, bone weaving 
tools, bone needle; no data on 
kivas or loon holes 

PIV m Arch. Site 
Files for LA 297 

Posha-oainqe 
(LA 274) 
(Rio Chaaa) 

1 row of looB holes (11 holes) in 
ROOB 2, a non-kiva rooB 

identified as a 'weaving rooi;' 
pair of bones possibly used for 
weaving belts (one possibly a 
shed or heddle stick 14.8 ca 
long, the other a possible batten 
20.9 CB long); another possible 
bone batten 9.1 ca long for belt 
weaving; bone needles with 
notches at end; potsherd whorls? 

PIV JeaQ(;on 1923: 10, 
30-31, P1S.4D: 
27d,e;31d 
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iPFENDII B. LOOM BOLES, HEAVING AND SPINNING TOOLS, AND TEXTILE RAH MATERIALS REPORTED FROM SITES 
IN TEE EASTERN FOEBLO REGION • Coatiaaed. 

Site Naie 
Field 
No 

Catalog 
No Description Pd Ref 

Pottery 
Moand 

Q/a a/a 2 rous of 4 loon holes ia sqaare 
kiva 7; 3 rows of 4 aod 5 holes 
in square kiva 8; 2 rows of 5 and 
6 holes ia sqaare kira 9; 2 rows 
of 4 and 6 holes in roasd kiva 
10: 1 row of 3 holes ia sqaare 
ki7a 15; I row of 3 holes in 
sqaare kiva 16; accordiag to 
Hibben, floor slabs ia kivas were 
pierced with rows of 8 to 10 
snail holes for aachoring looos 
or as sockets for wooden slats or 
other paraphernalia 

PIV Crotty 1995:390-
393, Figs.llf, 
g,h,i,n,o; 
Hibben 1975:20, 
22 

Paeblo Alaio 
LA 8 

8-15-16 
B-37-1 
8-84-24 
8-92-38 
8-103-
26 

a/a Loon plags in the fill or on 
floors of adobe rooss (Features 
15,37,84,92,103); looaweight on 
floor of rooD Feature 72; 
.to loon holes present in kiva 
floor (Feature 9) 

PHI M.SS excavations; 
m Arch Site 
Files for LA 8 
(field speciaen 
sheets) 

Paeblo 
Kotyiti 
LA 34,295 

1411 
1446 

ank Charred fragnent of a weaving 
stick showing warp aarks, fron 
Building I, Ra 16; spatalate bone 
iaplenent froa Building III, Ra 
50; sheep bone froa Building I-
Ra 14 and Building V-Ras 87,88. 
Pueblo refugee site with 
construction dates of 1680-1694 

PV •Velson 1912 
excavations; 
notes in MSS 
Arch Site Files 

Paeblo Pardo 
LA 83 

n/a D/a 2 rows of looa holes (5 aod 8j in 
Kiva A; other 2 uot excavated 

PV Toulouse and 
Stephenson 1960: 
19, Fig.20 

Paeblo Pardo 
LA 83 

aak aak Fauaal renains of doaestic? sheep 
and goat found in kiva 

PV Toulouse and 
Stephenson 1960: 
38 

j 
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iPPEHDIZ S. LOOM HOLES, VEiVIIG AMD SPINNIMG TOOLS, AMD TE2TILE RAH MATERIALS REPORTED FROM SITES 
IK THE EASTERN PQEBLO REGION - Continned. 

Field Catalog 
Site Hue No Ho DescriptiOD Pd Ref 

Paye e.g., e.g., Rovs of looi holes vith loops in PIV Hewett 1909a: 
Bi HNH kl7a floor; bone needles; bone 661; MH8 catalog 
25/201 27293/11 spatalas; bone spatala avis; bcae records 
25/202 27294/11 wearing tool 
25/240 28971/11 
25/187 29002/11 
25/184 29095/11 
25/88 29122/11 
25/183 43986/11 
25/174 28939/11 
25/104 28945/11 
25/173 28960/11 
25/102 29052/11 
25/198 29060/11 
25/197 29065/11 
25/18 29378/11 
25/103 37980/11 
25/196 29055/11 

Qaarai b/c:143 .«NV 4 iron awls; bone pio or spatala PV !(.VM catalog 
LA 95 T.l 18592/11 avl; boae spatala avl records 

Bq a-d 
25/173 43171/11 

41088/11 

Qaarai Bq Q/a Eyed bone needle; possible bone PIV- aPA excavations 
LA 95 25/22sa batten; 12 perforated sherd V (Hart); .«N« Arch 

25/102 discs, 1 gypsaa disc, 1 stone Site Files for 
12/100- disc (whorl?) LA 95 (field 
12/123 catalog sheets) 
20/143 
22/2SIH 

Qaarai aok aok A bi-pointed piece of wood, 7.5 PIV- Hart 1990:83, 
LA 95 ca long, possibly ased for y 108,111,112,115 

weaving; perforated sherds 
possibly ased as spindle whorls; 
bone needles; letal awl, pin 

Rio Chaia PS 3 Cotton pollen identified in 3 PIV Dean 1991:Table 
LA 75288 PS 4 sanples taken froa agricaltaral 3; Hoore 
Terraced PS 5 grids: 1 grain froa Test Pit 2, 1992:39-42, 
fields oear Feature 2; 1 grain froa Test Pit Table 15 
AMqnia 4 and 1 possible grain froa Test 

Pit 3, both froa Featare 25 
. 
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iPPEXDIX H. LOOM flOLBS, HEAVIMG AND SPINNING TOOLS, AND TEXTILE RAH MATERIALS REPORTED FROM SITES 
IN TIE EASTERN PDEBLO REGION - Continned. 

Site Naie 
Field 
No 

Catalog 
No Descriptioa Pd Ref 

Rio Chaaa 
LA 48679, 
LA 48680 
Terraced 
fields aear 
Medaoaies 

PS 28 
PS 38 
PS 42 
PS 48 
PS 66 

Cottoa pollen identified in 5 
saiples taken fron field featares 

PIV Dean 1991:Table 
4 

Rio del Oso 
LA 71506 
Terraced 
field 

PS 13 
PS 15 

Cotton pollen (1 grain each) 
identified in 2 saiples taken 
froB Feature 8. a gravel-aulclied 
agricaltaral field 

PIV Dean 1994b: 
Table 5 

Rio Oio 
Calieate 
LA 380 
Terraced 
field 

PS 7 Cotton pollen (1 grain) 
identified in 1 saaple taken free 
a cobble-bordered agricultural 
feature located near a large 
circular shrine 

PIV Dean 1994c: 
Table 6 

San Gabriel 
del Yonqae 

aoic ack Bones of doaestic sheep and goats PV Ellis 1989:80-81 
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AFPEIDIl H. LOOM HOLES, m?ING AND SPIINIMG TOOLS, AHD TEXTILE RAH MATERIALS REPORTED FROM SITES 
IN THE EASTERN PQEBLO REGION - Coatiaaed. 

Field Catalog 
Site Nue No No Description Pd Ref 

Sapaue e.g., Bone weaving tools, 1 antler PIV SiSM Arch Site 
LA 306 30/24 

30/57 
30/58 
30/65 
20/284 
20/332 
20/2159 
20/2173 
20/2174 
20/2175 
30/197 
30/207 
30/227 
30/262 
30/308 
30/354 
30/390 
30/409 
30/425 
30/436 
30/451 
30/459 
30/460 
30/479 
30/488 
30/542 
30/558 
30/593 
30/625 
30/657 
30/669 
30/672 

veaving tool, 1 gypsni veaving 
tool: 1 lignite weaving tool; 1 
bone bobbin!?): 1 clay bobbin (or 
shuttle?); 1 spindle cup and 3 
looi weights froa Ri DV 7; 1 bone 
spindle shaft: 1/2 bone spindle 
whorl; perforated sherds; yacca 
fiber (no cotton fiber found; no 
cotton pollen identified in 
pollen saiple); no data on kivas 
or looB holes 

Files for LA 306 
(1963-69 field 
catalogs) 

Santa Ana n/a n/a Historic seasonal sheepherding PV Rodgers 1979:42-
vicinity sites coBposed of sheep corrals, 60 
(Jenez laibing pens, and shepherd 
Canyon Dan shelters. Built and used by Rio 
Survey Area) Grande Puebloans, possibly Santa 
SM 1:10:2:9, Anas, between ca. 1700-1850 
13,20,21 

J 
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APPEXDIl H. LOOM HOLES, HSiVIIG UD SPIMHIIG TOOLS, AND TEXTILE RAN MATERIALS REPORTED FROH SITES 
IN THE EASTERN POEBLO REGION - Coatinaed. 

Site Naie 
Field 
No 

Catalog 
Mo Description Pd Ref 

Te'ewi 
LA 252 
Rio Oso 51 

an 
LP216 
LP217 
B43 i 
B43A 

MNH 
53517/11 
a-e; 
390/11 
a,b; 
539/11 

4 rows of loo« holes (4-7 holes) 
in roQod little Riva I, soae 
still bearing fiber loops; 3 rows 
of looa holes (4-6 holes) in 
round little Kiva II (only 1/2 
excavated); 3 rovs of looa holes 
(4-9 holes) in round big Kiva III 
(1/2 excavated); 1 tow of looa 
holes (6 holes) in round little 
Riva IV (1/4 excavated); 
carbonized cotton thread on 
wooden spindle shaft (vhorl 
aissing); 2 cup stones; 2 bone 
belt-looa beaas; 3 perforated 
sherds; slate shuttle stone (?); 
looa weight(?). 

PIII 
-PIV 

Sendorf 1953:45-
51,65,81,90; 
Pis. Xnc,d; 
XLIIIs.t; XVc. 
Eaery 1953:101-
102; M.VH Arch 
Site Files for 
LA 252; HHS 
catalog records; 
Peckhaa 1979: 
Figs. 4,7 

Tsankawi 
cavates 
LA 50976 

Rows of looa loops in cavate 
features (16 occurrences; aost 
coaplete set in TS-65). Soae 
cavates also contain upper loon 
supports (21 occurrences). Looa 
support-and-anchor coaplexes 
especially coaaon. 

?IV S.ToIl 1989:45, 
144-146,167-169 

Tsirege aak ank Possible belt looa beaa, 
identified in report as 
'cereaonial pipe' 

PIV-
V 

Hewett 1906:Pi. 
XVI h 

Dnshagi Bju 
25/36 
15/n 
25/26 

XNM 
28886/11 
29163/11 
29170/11 

Bone needle; bone spatula avis PIV-
V 

m catalog 
records 

Oashagi IIMMA 
Lab 
1506A 

a/a Reddish-brown aniaal hair (sheep 
wool?), found with feather 
blanket, probably froa burial 

PV? Lif analysis; 
DXXA Ethnobot 
Lab Report 110 

Onsbagi n/a n/a 4 rows of looa holes (2-6 holes, 
for 2 large looas and 2 saall 
looos) in Riva A; bone batten, 
saooth and polished, 2 1/2 i 3/4 
inches (?), found in Riva C; bone 
needles and weaving tools 

PIV-
V 

Reiter 1938:61, 
Fig.8, PI. 
XXIIIc; bone 
tool info froa 
.MSS Arch Site 
Files 
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iPPEXDI! H. LOOK BOLES, VEAVIXG AND SPIKNIMG TOOLS, MD TEXTILE RAV HATERIALS REPORTED FROM SITES 
IX THE EASTERX PDEBLO REGIOH - Coatiaoed. 

Field Catalog { 1 
1 

1 Site Xaie Xo Xo 1 Descriptioa 
' ,1 

Fd ! Ref 
1 

Shite Rock 
- -

Q/a XSM 1 Sell-preserved bolls of cotton ?IV j Ltf asalysis: 
Canyon cave 43218/11 1 inclading seeds and lint, found j Sarloif 1365:29; 

1 ia Saakawi 31ack-oa-creaB jar. i SINH catalog 
1 1 ! records 

1 J 

J 
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APPKHDII I. TECHIICAL ATTRIBUTHS OF MALTZED THTILES. 

Haodspan/ Cooot Diai 
Catalog Ro. Fanction Fiber Color Source Color Couercial Hake-ap /CI (M) 

CUM-1924.487 yarn yucca blackened black hs 3 1.0 

CUH-1931.464.1 warp yucca? natural? aed brown bs S 9.4 1.0 
CIIM-1931.464.1 *eft yucca? natural? •ed brown hs S 5.2 1.1 
CnM-1931.464.1 side cord yucca? unde blackened hs 2z-S? 
CDK-1931.464.2 *arp yucca? natural? golden br hs S 7.2 1.0 
CDH-1931.464.2 *eft yucca? natural? golden br hs s 7.2 1.1 

CIIH-Z.2586A warp yucca? blackened brn-blk hs s 9.6 0.9 
CIJM-Z.2586A weft yucca? blackened brn-blk hs s 5.6 1.0 
CnM-Z.2586B warp yucca? blackened brn-blk hs s 9.6 0.7 I 
C13H-2.2586B weft yucca? blackened brn-blk hs s 5.2 0.8 
CnH-Z.2586C warp yucca? natural? It brown bs s 8.0 0.3 
C1JX-Z.2586C weft yucca? aatural? It brown hs s 8.0 0.3 
CnM-Z.2586D warp yucca? blackened brn-blk hs s 10.0 0.9 
CDM-Z.2586D weft yucca? blackened brn-blk hs s 7.6 0.9 
CnM-Z.2586E warp yucca? blackened brn-blk bs s 10.4 0.8 
CIIH-Z.2586E weft yucca? blackened brn-blk hs s 8.0 0.3 
CnM-Z.2586F yarn vegetal natural •ed brown hs or leaf unde 3.0 
CDM-Z.2586G warp yucca? natural? •ed brown hs S 9.6 0.9 
CIIM-Z.2586G weft yucca? natural? •ed brown hs S 6.0 0.8 
CnM-Z.2586H warp yucca? blackened brn-blk hs S 8.0 0.8 
CBM-Z.2588H weft yucca? blackened brn-blk bs S 6.0 0.8 
CDM-Z.25861 warp yucca? blackened brn-blk hs S 9.6 0.7 
CBM-Z.25861 weft yucca? blackened brn-blk bs S 6.4 0.3 

CUM-Z.42330 yarn wool natural? •ed-dk br hs 22-S 1.6 

CUM-Z.42376.1 warp yucca? blackened brn-blk hs S 8.0 0.3 
CnX-Z.42376.1 weft yucca? blackened brn-blk hs S 6.4 1.0 
CUM-Z.42376.2 yarn yucca? blackened brn-blk hs 2z-S 1.1 

CDM-Z.42472 warp yucca? natural? •ed brown hs S 9.2 1.0 
CDM-Z.42472 weft yucca? natural? •ed brown hs S 5.2 1.0 

CDM-Z.42890.1 warp yucca? blackened brn-blk hs S 9.6 0.9 
CDM-Z.42890.1 weft yucca? blackened brn-blk hs s 5.6 l.I 
CDM-Z.42890.2 yarn yucca? blackened brn-blk hs 2z-S 1.2 

CDM-Z.42891 warp yucca? blackened brn-blk hs s 8.0 0.3 
CDM-Z.42891 weft yucca? blackened brn-blk hs s 7.2 0.8 

CDM-Z.42910 warp yucca? blackened dk brown hs s 8.0 0.9 
CDM-Z.42910 weft yucca? blackened dk brown hs s 6.4 0.8 

CDM-Z.43394.I warp yucca? natural? It brown bs s 7.6 0.8 
CDM-Z.43394.1 weft yucca? natural? It brown hs s 6.0 1.0 
CDM-Z.43394.2 yarn yucca? nnde dk brown hs 2z-S 1.2 
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APPBNDII I. TECHNICAL ATTRIBDTES OF ANALYZED TEXTILES - Coatiaaed. 

Handspan/ Count Dial 
Catalog No. Foactioa Fiber Color Source Color Couercial Hake-up /ci (ca) 

CDM-Z.43395.1 varo yucca? natural aed brown bs S unde 0.3 
CDM-Z.43395.1 weft yucca? natural Bed brown bs S unde 1.0 
CnM-Z.43395.2 yarn yucca? uode dk brown hs 2z-S 1.2 

CDM-Z.43402 warp yucca? natural? It brown hs S 9.6 0.9 
COS-Z.43402 weft yucca? natural? It brown hs s 8.0 0.9 

CDM-Z.43433.1 waro yucca? unde aed brown bs s 9.6 0.8 
CD.M-Z.43433 .I weft yucca? unde aed brown hs s 6.4 1.0 
CDM-Z.43433.2 yarn yucca? unde aed brown hs 2z-S 1.3 
CDM-Z.43433.3 fiber feathers natural gld brown n/a n/a n/a 0.3 

CDM-Z.43434 yarn yucca? blackened brn-blk hs 2s-Z 2.7 

CD.M-Z.43857 warp yucca? blackened brn-blk hs S 9.6 0.9 
CDM-Z.43857 weft yucca? blackened brn-blk hs S 7.2 1.0 

CDM-Z.46957 warp yucca? blackened brn-blk hs S 8.0 1.0 
CO.M-Z. 46957 weft yucca? blackened brn-blk hs S 8.0 1.2 

CDM-DO nuaber warn yucca? blackened brn-blk hs S 9.6 0.9 
CDM-no auaber weft yucca? blackened brn-blk hs 3 9.6 0.9 

DA.'(-1950.139 yarn asbestos? natural It brown hs 22-S 6 yrns2.5 

MSM-4887/45 waro wool vegetal indigo COBO? I 9.6 0.9 
.MHM-4887/45 weft wool vegetal indigo COBB? S 10.4 0.5 

.MSM-16699/1I waro cotton natural white hs Z 10.8 0.8 

.MSM-16699 '11 weft cotton natural white hs I 5.6 1.6 

MNM-16762/II yarn asbestos heaatite? red i bin hs 2Z-S 6 yrns2.0 

MNM-18188/11 weft cotton unk dye brown-blk hs Z 6.8 1.5 
M.SM-18188/11 warp cotton unk dye brown-blk hs Z 7.8 0.5 

S.'(M-22404/ll warp 1 wool natural white hs? 2Z-S 15.2 0.9 
MNM-22404/11 warp 2 wool indigo blue hs? 2z-S 11.2 1.5 
.>!.VM-22404/ll weft wool natural white hs? 2Z-S 5.2 1.0 

eabr yarn wool natural? dk brown hs 2z-S 4.8rws2.0 

m-nW'UB warp cotton natural white hs Z 6.8 0.5 
M.HM-27187/11B weft cotton natural white hs Z 6.2 2.0 
.M.V.M-27187/llB eabr yarn cotton aataral white hs 3z-S 1.5 
M.VM-27187/11B side cord cotton natural white hs 2z-S 2.0 

.MSM-41425/ 11 warp cotton ank dye brown-blk hs I 8.0 0.7 

.*.V.M-41425.'1I weft cotton unk dye brown-blk hs I 8.0 1.1 

.*!JM-41775/I1 I eabr yarn wool natural? dk brown hs 2z-S 5.0rwsl.8 
M.VM-41775 1 1 2 yarn wool natural? dk brown hs 2z-S 2.0 ! 
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APPENDIX I. TECHNICAL ATTRIBOTES OF ANALYZED TEXTILES - Contiooed. 

Eaodspoa/ Coont Dial 
Catalog No. Faaction Fiber Color Somce Color Couercial Make-up /CI (ci) 

MSM-43307/11 warp cotton natural grayed hs Z 8.2 0.6 
.HXM-43307/11 weft cotton natural grayed hs Z 6.8 1.4 
MNS-43307/1I side cord cotton natural grayed hs 2z-S 1.9 

MSK-4590I/12 warp ank bast natural whi te coin I 22.6 0.4 
M!l»-45901/12 weft ank bast natural white coiB I 19.6 0.5 
MNM-4590I,/12 thread cotton? natural white coiii s(2z-Z)S 0.3 

HHK-47618/I2 warp HOG I natural off-white hs I 4.8 1.3 
M!(M-47618/12 weft 1 wool natural off-white hs I 4.4 1.8 1 
M.VM-47618/I2 weft 2 wool natural brown hs I 4.0 1.8 : 

!!N!!-53507/Il warp cotton natural It brown hs I 11.0 0.7 
HXH-53507/II weft cotton natural U brown hs I 8.0 1.1 
M!(w-53507/Il tie yucca natural tan hs 3z-S unde I 

MSM-53508/11 warp cotton unk dye brown-blk hs Z 7.6 0.8 ' 
MNM-53508/I1 weft cotton unk dye brown-blk hs Z 7.4 l.O i 

)!XM-535fl8/ll tie cotton natural It brown hs 7z-S unde 

M.VM-53509/11 warp cotton natural? led brown hs Z 8.4 0.5 : 
MSM-53509/I1 weft cotton natural? led brown hs Z 7.0 1.4 ; 

MNM-53510/1I warp cotton natural? Bed brown hs I 7.8 Q.5 
}!!(!!-53510/Il weft cotton natural? sed brown hs I 6.8 1.2 

HNM-53511/11 warp cotton charted black hs I 9.0 0.5 
MNM-5351I/11 weft cotton charred black hs I 9.8 1.0 ; 

HN)!-535I2/11.1 warp cotton? unknown dk brown hs I 12.0 0.2 i 
JlNM-53512/11 .1 weft cotton? unknown dk brown hs I 9.6 1.0 i 
HNS-53512/11.2 eabr yarn wool? natural Bed brown hs 2z-S 6.0 cisi.5 ; 

X.VM-53513/11 yarn yucca charred black hs 2s-Z 3.0 

HNM-535I4/11 yarn cotton charred black hs 2z-S 2.0 

J!.VM-53515/II yarn cotton charred black hs Z, 2z-S 1.2 

KNH-53516/11 yarn yucca charred black hs 2s-Z 2.0 

M.VX-53517/I1 yarn cotton charred black hs Z 0.5 1 

.TO-53519/II warp cotton natural white hs Z 8.8 0.6 
M!fX-53519/II weft cotton natural white hs Z 8.6 0.9 
XNX-535I9/II eabr yarn cotton natural white hs 2z-S 

MNy.-53520/ll warp cotton unk dk brown hs 2z-S 11.6 1.4 ^ 
X.VX-53520/ 1 I weft cotton unk dk brown hs Z 7.6 0.5 : 

i 
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&FPEXDII I. TECHMICAL ATTRIBUTES OF ANALYZED TEXTILES - Contiaaed. 

Haadspao/ Count Dial 
Catalog Ko. FonctioD Fiber Color Source Color Couercial Make-up /CI (CI) 

SHX-53525/11 warp cotton natural? •ed brown hs Z 8.0 0.8 
MSM-53525/I1 weft cotton natural? •ed brown hs Z 6.8 1.4 
!i!(S-53525/U side cord cotton natural? led brown hs 2z-S 2.0 

XNM-53526/I1 warp cotton natural? aed brown hs Z 6.8 0.6 
S.VM-53526/I1 weft cotton natural? •ed brown hs Z 5.6 2.0 

KHS-53527/11 warp cotton unk dye brown-blk hs Z 7.2 0.6 
MSM-53527/11 weft cotton unk dye bro»n-blk hs Z 7.2 1.0 

SNM-53528/I1 warp cotton natural? •ed brown hs Z 8.8 0.7 
M?(M-53528/ll weft cotton natural? •ed brown hs Z 6.4 1.2 
VNM-53528/I1 end cord cotton natural? •ed brown hs 22-S unde 
MNM-53528/11 side cord cotton natural? led brown hs 2z-S unde 

MN.M-53529/ 11.1 ware cotton unk wht to far hs Z 4.8 0.7 
MNH-53529/11.1 weft cotton unk wilt to br hs I 6.4 1.2 1 
MXM-53529/11.I eabr yarn wool nat/dyed? br to blk hs 2z-S 5.0 rwsl.8 
HNM-53529/11.2 yarn wool nat/dyed? br to blk hs 2z-S 1.8 

MN}!-9402;45 warp wool vegetal indigo COBS? I 9.6 0.9 
)!NM-9402/45 weft wool vegetal indigo cooa? S 10.4 0.5 i 

M!JM-ARC1586fl yarns cotton? hs unde ande unde 

HNM-ARCI5862 warp cotton unk dk brown hs 2z-S 11.6 1.0 
M.VW-ARC15862 weft cotton unk dk brown hs Z 6.4 0.5 

mi-Q6/82n.i warp yucca? blackened brn-blk hs S 10.0 0.9 
SMAI-06/821I.1 weft yucca? blackened brn-blk hs S 6.8 1.2 
SMAI-06/82I1.2 yarn hair/yacc? blackened brn-blk hs 2z-S 1.1 

SMAI-06/8223.1 wars yucca? blackened black hs S 3.0? I.O 
!(MAI-06/8223.l weft yucca? blackened black hs S 3.0? 1.0 
MMAI-06/8223.2 yarn 1 yucca? blackened black hs 2s-Z 1.5 
SMAI-05/8223.2 yarn 2 yucca? blackened black hs 2z-S 1.8 

SMAI-06/8230.I warp yucca? blackened black hs S 8.0 1.0 
.VMAI-06/8230.1 weft yucca? blackened black hs s 8.0 1.0 1 
NXAI-06/8230.2 yarn yucca? blackened black hs 2z-S? 1.3 

yMAI-06/8231 warp yucca? natural? tan hs S 9.6 0.9 
!i»AI-06/8231 weft yucca? natural? tan hs s 3.6 0.9 

X}!AI-fl6/8233 yarn yucca? natural bra-blk hs 2s-Z unde unde 

NXAI-fl6/8234 yarn yucca? natural? brn-blk hs 2s-Z 3.0 

NMAI-06/8242 warp wool? blackened black hs Z 12.0 0.3 
.VMAI-Q6 /-8242 wet I wool? blackened black as I 6.4 0.9 i 
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AFPEHDIX I. TECHNICAL ATTRIBUTES OF AHALTZED TEXTILES - Continoed. 

Catalog Ko. Function Fiber 
Handspan/ 

Color Source Color Couercial Make-up 
Count Diax 
/CI (c») 

HKAI-06/8248 yara wool blackened black hs 22-5 2.0 

SSAI-06/8253 yarn yucc/wool ? blackened black hs 2(2z-S)Z 2.1 

HHAI-07/2638.1 
mi-fl7/2638.2 

yarn 
fiber 

yucca 
yucca 

blackened 
blackened 

black 
black 

hs 2s-Z 4.0 

SMAI-07/2641 fiber yucca? blackened black 

mi-08/5939 yarn wool natural? tan-brown lis 2z-S 2.0 

!(XAI-fl8/5990 yarn wool nat or 7eg golden br fis 2z-S 2.0 

HMAI-fl8/5991 esbr yarn wool nat or veg golden br hs 2z-S 6rws 2.0 

SMAI-08/6666.1 
NMAI-fl8/6666.1 
.VMAI-08/6666.2 
SMAI-Q8/6666.3 

yarn 1 
yarn 2 
fiber 
fiber 

yucca 
yucca 
yucca 
yucca 

blackened 
blackened 
blackened 
blackened 

black 
black 
black 
black 

hs 
hs 

2s-Z 
2(2z-S)Z 

unde 
unde 

SKAI-08/6663 
NXAI-08/6663 

warp 
weft 

cotton 
cotton 

natural 
natural 

white 
white 

hs 
hs 

Z 
Z 

8.0 
11.2 

0.6 : 
0.8 1 

KMAI-08/6677 
.VXAI-08/6677 

warp 
weft 

yucca? 
yucca? 

unknown 
unknown 

dk brown 
dk brown 

hs 
hs 

S 
S 

7.2 
5.0 

1.0 
1.1 

mi-08/6678 yarn yucca? blackened black hs 3z-S? 1.1 

!(MAI-08/6702 
HSAI-08/6702 

warp 
weft 

yucca? 
yucca? 

blackened 
blackened 

dk brown 
dk brown 

hs 
hs 

S 
S 

8.8 
5.2 

0.7 
0.7 

NMAI-08/6703.1 
.VMAI-08/6703 .1 
HMAI-08/6703.2 

warp 
weft 
yarn 

yucca? 
yucca? 
yucca? 

blackened 
blackened 
natural? 

brn-blk 
brn-blk 
brn-blk 

hs 
hs 
hs 

S 
S 
2s-Z 

8.0 
6.4 

0.8 
0.9 
1.8 

NMAI-08/6722 yarn yucc/hair? natural dk brown hs 2s-Z 2.3 

NMAI-08/6732 
HMAI-08/6732 

warp 
weft 

yucca? 
yucca? 

blackened 
blackened 

black 
black 

hs 
hs 

S 
S 

6.8 
6.2 

0.8 
1.0 

NMAI-08/6735 
.VMAI-08/6735 

eibr yarn 1 
eibr yarn 2 

wool 
wool 

natural? 
natural? 

dk brown 
tan 

hs 
hs 

2z-S 
2z-S 

5.6 
4.8 

rwsl.9 
rwsl.9 

.VXAI-09/3991 
NSAI-09/3991 

warp 
weft 

yucca 
yucca 

blackened 
blackened 

black 
black 

hs 
hs 

S 
S 

10.0 
6.4 

0.9 
I.l 

SSAI-09/5637 
NMAI-09/5637 

warp 
weft 

silk 
wool 

natural? 
natural 

golden 
brown 

cooia 
coon 

unde 
unde 

20.0 
20.0 

0.3 
0.3 

.vy-AI-09/568fl yarn yucca? blackened brn-blk hs 2(22-S)Z 5.0 : 

HMAI-09/5682 yarn vegetal? blackened black conis? 2(2s-Z)S 0.9 
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&PPEXD1! I. TECHMICAL ATTRIBUTES OF UALTJEQ TEXTILES - CoDtiDned. 

Handspan/ CoDQt Dial 
Catalog No. Fooctioa Fiber Color Source Color Couercial Hake-up /C1 (CB) 

mMO/0912 varp yucca? blackened black bs S 10.0 0.7 
SSAI-lO/0912 weft yucca? blackened black hs S 6.4 1.2 

XXAI-10/0913 yarn yucca blackened black hs 2s-Z 4.0 

mi-I0/9Q23 fiber yucca blackened black 

.<!!AI-10/9025 yarn yucca blackened black hs S 1.3 

mi-10/9l63 varp linen/cot? natural white coio? 22 12.8 0.9 
NMAI-IO/9163 weft linen? natural white COBO? Z 6.4 0.9 

mi-10/9167 yarn linen natural white coao 2s-Z 0.6 

N!!AI-12/4694.i warp yucca? blackened black hs S 4.8 1.5 
!(MAI-I2/4694.1 weft yucca? blackened black hs S 5.2 1.5 
.VMAM2/4694.2 warp yucca blackened black hs S 17.4 0.6 j 
.VHAI-12/4694.2 weft yucca blackened black hs 3 7.2 0.7 
.VMAI-I2/4694.3 yarn yucca? blackened black hs S 1.0 

.VMAI-I2/4695.I warp yucca blackened black hs S 8.8 0.9 
NHAM2/4695.1 weft yucca blackened black hs 5 4.8 1.2 
.VMAI-I2/4695 .2 fiber yucca blackened black 

SHAI-12/4696.! yarn yucca blackened black hs 2s-Z 7.2 1.1 
.VKAI-12/4696.2 yarn yucca blackened black hs S 4 Z node 
HMAI-12/4696.3 yarn 1 yucca blackened black hs S 0.9 
SHAI-12/4696.3 yarn 2 yucca blackened black hs 2s-Z unde 
N.WAI-12/4696.3 yarn 3 yucca blackened black hs 2(2s-Z)2 unde 

.VMAM2/4697 yarn yucca? blackened black hs 2s-Z 3.0 

.HXAI-12/4698 yarn yucca? blackened black hs 2s-Z 3.5 

.VMAI-12/4967 warp silk indigo? blue COIfl S 32.0 0.2 
NSAI-12/4967 weft silk indigo? blue COBB 3S 19.2 0.6 
.VXAI-12/4967 suppl weft silk vegetal? gold COBB 2S 9.6 0.3 
SMAI-12/4967 eibr yarn silk unde brown conn 2z-3 unde 

.VSAI-12/5044 yarn yucc/hair ? blackened black hs 2s-2 4.0 

.'iMAI-12/5046 fiber yucca? blackened black 

.HX.VH-A-15604I.I yarn cotton blackened black hs Z 0.9 
NMNH-A-15604L2 yarn cotton blackened black hs 22-S 3sts,3r 1.6 

SW.NH-A-244714 warp vegetal? darkened brown hs S? 9.6 unde 
SMNH-A-244714 weft vegetal? darkened brown hs Z 8.0 unde 

.SXVH-A-2447I7 warp cotton? darkened brown hs tT 8.0? 0.4 
!iMN'H-A-244717 weft cotton? darkened brown hs •n u • 9.6? 1.0 1 
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APPE8DIX I. TECHHICAL ATTRIBOTES OF AXALYZED TKITILES - Continoed. 

Handspao/ Coant Diai 
Catalog Xo. Faaction Fiber Color Source Color Couerciai Make-ap /CI (c>) 

HMNH-A-244718 yara wool natural? golden br hs 2:-S 2.0 

.WNH-A-272075 warp cotton charred black hs Z 10.4 0.4 
SM.VH-A-272075 weft cotton charred black hs Z 7.2 1.7 

.VM.VH-A-305453 warp yucca? darkened brown hs S 8.0 0.8 
KM.VH-A-305453 weft yucca? darkened brown hs S 8.0 0.3 

NM.VH-A-305456.I warp yucca? darkened brown hs S unde unde 
HMNH-A-305456.1 weft yucca? darkened brown hs S unde ande 
SHNS-A-305456.2 fiber cotton darkened brown 

SMNH-A-305457 warp yucca? darkened brown hs S 9.6 0.3 
NSNH-A-305457 weft yucca? darkened brown hs 3 8.0 1.0 

.V!(HH-A-305458 warp cotton blackened black hs Z 8.8 0.4 

.raH-A-305458 weft cotton blackened black hs Z 8.8 i.a 

.VM.Va-A-305461 warp yucca? darkened brown hs 3 9.6 0.8 

.raH-A-305461 weft yucca? darkened brown hs 3 8.0 l.O 

.VSSH-A-305462 yarn yucca? darkened dk brown hs 3 0.9 

N}!)iH-A-305463 warp yucca? darkened brown hs 3 9.6 0.6 
SMSH-A-305463 weft yucca? darkened brown hs 3 8.0 1.1 

!(»NH-A-305464 warp yucca? darkened brown hs 3 10.4 0.8 
SMNH-A-305464 weft yucca? darkened brown hs 3 8.0 1.0 

SSNH-A-305465.1 warp yucca? darkened dk brown hs 3 8.0 unde 
NMNH-A-305465.1 weft yucca? darkened dk brown hs 3 8.0 unde 
.'(MNH-A-305465.2 yarn 1 yucca? darkened dk brown hs 3 0.6 
!fMSH-A-305465.2 yarn 2 yucca? darkened dk brown hs 2z-S 1.1 

!(«NH-A-305469 warp yucca? darkened brown hs 3 9.6 unde 
K»NH-A-305469 weft yucca? darkened brown hs 3 7.2 unde 

KMNH-A-30547fl warp yucca? natural It brown hs 3 9.2 0.6 
SS.Va-A-305470 weft yucca? natural It brown hs 3 7.6 0.9 

NM!fH-A-30547I.l warp yucca? natural? tan hs 3 9.0 0.3 
.VMHH-A-305471.1 weft yucca? natural? tan hs 3 5.4 I.l 
fflH-A-305471.2 yarn yucca? natural? tan-brown hs 2z-S unde 

PECO-12050 eibr yarn wool natural? dk brown hs Z 7.2 1.0 

PECO-12053 yarn wool natural? aed brown hs 2z-S 2.0 

PECO-12054 yarn-weft? wool natural? dk brown hs Z 3.2 1.2 

PECO-12064 yarn wool natural? aed brown hs 2z-S 6.4 1.3 
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AFPENDII I. TECEHICiL ATTRIBUTES OF AHALYZED TEXTILES - Contioaed. 

Saadspon/ Coont Dial 
Catalog Ho. Faoctioa Fiber Color Scarce Color Couercial Make-ap /CI (CB) 

PECO-12070 varp silk? natural? •ed brown hs S 32.0 0.1 
PECO-I2070 weft silk? natural? Bed brown hs S 32.0 O.I 

PECO-12072 e«br yarn wool natural? dk brown hs 2z-S 5rw,5cl 2.0 

PECO-12084 jiarp wool charred black hs Z 7.8 0.9 
PECO-12084 weft wool charred black hs 2 4.3 1.4 i 

PECO-12086 eibr yarn wool natural golden br hs 2z-S 2.0 

PEC0-I2098 ware wool charred dk brown hs Z 7.6 1.2 
PECO-12098 weft wool charred dk brown hs Z 6.8 1.2 i 

PECO-12109 warn cotton carbonized black hs Z 10.4 0.4 ' 
PECO-12109 weft cotton carbonized black hs 2z-S 7.2 1.2 ; 

PECO-12116 eibt yarn wool natural? dk brown hs 2z-S 5.6rws 2.0 

PECO-12134 fiber wool natural dk brown unspun 

PECO-12297 warp cotton natural white hs Z 6.0 0.6 i 
PECO-12297 weft cotton natural white hs Z 7.4 1-2 ; 

PECO-12371 fiber yacca? natural golden br unspun 

PECO-I2379 warp cotton? iiorint n/a hs? 7 
<1 

PECO-I2379 weft cotton? iiprint n/a hs? Z 

PECO-16466 warp silk? natural? orange-br COBB S 32.0 0.2 
PECO-16466 weft silk? natural? orange-br comn s 20.0 0.5 
PECO-16466 sappl weft •etal/silk corroded black COBB S-wise unde unde 

PECO-I651I.1 weft wool darkened brown-blk hs I 8 .0  1.0 
PECO-16511.1 warp wool darkened brown-blk hs I 9.6 0.7 i  
PECO-16511.1 side cord wool darkened brown-blk hs 2z-S unde 
PECO-16511.2 warp wool charred wool hs Z 6.4 0.8 
PECO-16511.2 weft wool charred wool hs I 4.6 1.9 

PECO-16512.1 warp,weft silk? darkened golden COBFL S? unde 
PECO-16512.2 yarns silk? darkened golden coaa S? unde 
PECO-16512.3 yarns silk darkened golden COBB S? unde ! 
PECO-16512.4 warp,weft silk golden COBB S? unde ; 
PECO-16512.5 yarn silk darkened golden COBB 2z-S,2s-2 unde 
PECO-16512.6 yarn wool natural brown? hs 2z-3 unde 

PECO-16516 warp cotton natural white hs Z 14.4 0.6 
PECO-16516 weft cotton natural white hs Z 7.0 0.9 
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Handspaa/ Count Diai 
Catalog Ho. FanctiOQ Fiber Color Source Color Couercial Make-ap /CI (CI) 

PEC0-F.S.4.I yarn wool charred black hs 2z-S 5st,7rw 0.9 
PECO-F.S.4.2 Hrp wool charred black hs 2 8.8 0.9 
PECO-F.S.4.2 »eft wool charred black hs Z 7.6 0.9 
PECO-F.S.4.3 warn wool charred black hs Z 9.2 0.8 ; 
PECO-F.3.4.3 weft wool charred black hs Z 4.6 1.2 1 

PECO-F.S.4.4 yarp wool charred black hs I 6.8 1.0 
PECO-F.S.4.4 weft wool charred black hs I 4.6 1.4 
PECO-F.S.4.5 warp wool bk/indigo? blue? hs I 12.8 0.6 
PECO-F.S.4.5 weft wool bk/indigo? blue? hs I 8.0 0.9 
PECO-F.S.4.6 warp wool charred black hs I 2.8 1.5 
PECO-F.S.4.5 weft wool charred black hs I 2.6 4.5 
PSCO-F.S.4.7 warp wool charred black hs I 2.4 1.5 
PECO-F.S.4.7 weft wool charred black hs I 6.4 4.5 

P.W-36-I31-10/3232 warp cotton natural white hs I 3.4 0.8 
PM-36-13I-I0/8232 weft cotton natural white hs I 8.0 1.2 

P!i-37-lli-10/11392 warp cotton natural white hs I 9.6 1.0 
PM-37-IlI-iO/lI392 weft cotton natural white hs I 6.0 l.I 

PS-37-111-10/11393 ware 1 wool natural dk brown hs I 7.2 0.8 
PM-37-111-10/11393 weft 1 wool natural dk brown hs I 5.6 1.0 
PM-37-111-10/11393 warp 2 cotton? unde dk brown hs I 10.4? 0.5 
PM-37-111-10/11393 weft 2 cotton? ande dk brown hs I 7.2? 0.3 
P.w-37-m-10/11393 eibr yarn wool natural led brown hs 2z-S 2.0 

PM-37-1I1-I0/11394 warp ande ande dk brown hs Z 11.2? ande 
Py.-37-lll-10/11394 weft aade ande dk brown hs 2 11.2? unde 

PM-37-111-10/11395 warp wool natural dk brown hs Z 8.8 unde 
PM-37-111-10/11395 weft wool natural dk brown hs Z unde unde 

P!(-37-lIl-I0/U396 eabt yarn wool natural dk brown hs 22-S 4.8 2.0 

P.H-37-111-10/11397 yarn wool natural dk brown hs 2(2z-S)S? 1.3 

PM-37-111-10/11398 eibr yarn wool natural dk brown hs 2z-S 4.8 1.9 

PH-37-111-10/11399 eabr yarn wool natural dk brown hs 2z-S 4.8 2.0 

PX-37-111-10/11400.1 warp wool natural? golden hs I 9.6 1.0 
PS-37-1I1-10/11400.I weft wool natural? golden hs I 3.8 1.0 
PX-37-lll-lfl/11400.2 yarn wool indigo? aed blue hs I 0.8 

PS-37-111-10/11401 yarn wool natural dk brown hs I 1.0 

P.*-37-ill-10/11402 waro unde unde brown hs? I 3.4 0.6 
PJ!-37-lll-I0;ll402 weft ande unde brown hs? I 8.0 0.7 I 
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APPENDIX I. TECBXICAL ATTKIBDTES OF AKALYZEO TEXTILES - Contioaed. 

laodspaa/ Coant Oiai 
Catalog No. Faactioa Fiber Color Soarce Color Couerclal Hake-ap /« (Cl) 

P.M-3 -Ill-IO/l 404 warp wool natural dk brown bs 2 7.2 0.8 
PM-3 -lll-IO/I 404 weft wool nataral dk brown bs Z 7.2 1.1 

PM-3 -lll-IO/l 405 ifarp wool? natural brown unde Z 9.6? 0.8 
PM-3 -lll-lO/l 405 weft wool? natural brown ande I 9.5? 0.8 

PM-3 -111-10/1 406 varp wool? nataral •ed brown bs I 7.2 0.7 
PM-3 -III-IO/I 406 *eft wool? natural •ed brown bs I 4.4 1.0 

PM-3 -111-10/1 407 warp wool natural dk brown hs I 7.6 0.9 
PM-3 -lll-IO/l 407 weft wool natural dk brown hs I 5.6 1.1 

PM-3 -lll-IO/l 408 warp wool nataral dk brown hs I 12.0 0.5 
PM-3 -111-10/1 408 weft wool nataral dk brown hs I 6.4 1.0 

PM-3 -III-IO/I 409 warp wool nataral dk brown hs I 6.8 1.0 
PM-3 -111-10/1 409 weft wool natural dk brown hs 7 u 5.2 1.5 

PM-3 -111-10/1 410 warp wool natural dk brown hs 2 6.4 I.fl 
PM-3 -111-10/1 410 weft wool natural dk brown hs 2 4.2 1.8 1 
PM-3 -lll-lO/l 410 eabr yarn wool natural dk brown hs 2z-5 2.0 

PM-3 -111-10/1 411.1 warp wool natural dk brown hs 2 6.4 0.9 
PM-3 -111-10/1 411.1 weft wool natural dk brown hs 2 4.2 1.7 
PM-3 -lll-lO/l 411.2 yarn wool nataral dk brown hs 2 1.3 

PM-3 -111-10/1 412.1 warp wool natural dk brown hs 2 6.3 1.0 
PM-3 -111-10/1 412.1 weft wool natural dk brown hs 2 4.0 I.l 
PM-3 -111-10/1 412.1 eabr yarn wool nataral dk brown hs 2 2.0 
PM-3 -111-10/1 412.2 warp wool natural led&dk br hs 2 2.8-19 2 0.8 
PM-3 -lll-IO/l 412.2 weft wool natural led brown hs 2,paired 3.2 prs 0.8 

PM-3 -111-10/1 413 yarn ande blackened brn-blk unde z-S? 3.2 t 0.8 

PX-3 -111-10/1 414.1 yarn onde blackened brn-blk ande 2z-S? unde unde 
PX-3 -lll-io/l 414.2 yarn ande unde dk brown ande unde ande unde 

PM-3 -lll-IO/l 415 warp ande unde dk brown ande unde ande 0.8 
PM-3 -111-10/1 415 weft ande unde dk brown ande unde ande 0.8 i 

PM-3 -111-10/1 416 warp ande blackened dk brown hs 2 11.2 0.8 
PM-3 -lll-io/l 416 weft ande blackened dk brown hs 2 5.6 I.O 

PM-3 -lll-io/l 417 warp ande blackened black coag? 2? unde 0.5 

PM-3 -lll-io/l 418 warp silk unde led brown com anspun 28.3 0.2 
PM-3 -111-10/1 418 weft silk unde •ed brown coan unspun 28.2 0.2 

PM-3 -111-10/1 419.1 yarn silk, wool nat,indigo blk,gld,b coin 2:-S? lOst," r 0.3 
PM-3 -lll-io/l 419.2 thread silk vegetal? olive gra coaa 2z-5 '3.3 i 
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Handspan/ Conot Dial 
Catalog Ho. Fanctioa Fiber Color Soarce Color Coueccial 8ake-ap /ca (Cl) 

PS-3 -111-10/11420 warp wool natural dk brown coaa unde ande unde 
PS-3 -111-10/11420 weft wool natural dk brown cosa ande unde unde 
PM-3 -111-10/11420 fibers wool nat,indigo gold,blue COBB? ande ande ande 

PM-3 -111-10/11421.1 waro silk natural? golden coao 11 64.0 0.1 
PM-3 -111-10/11421.1 weft silk natural? golden coaa Z? 16.0 0.3 
PM-3 -111-10/11421.2 warp uade aade ande coaa ande 25.5 0.2 
PM-3 -111-10/11421.2 weft ande unde ande coaa unde 22.4 0.2 

PM-3 -111-10/11422 warp silk natural? golden coaa S-wise 48.0 0.2 
PS-3 -111-10/11422 weft silk natural? golden coaa S-wise 16.0 0.7 

PS-3 -111-10/11424 eabr yarn wool natural dk brown hs 2z-S 2.0 

PM-3 -111-10/11425 warp aade blackened brn-blk unde Z 10.4 0.4 
PM-3 -111-10/11425 weft iinde blackened brn-blk unde Z 8.4 0.7 
PS-3 -111-10/11425 eabr yarn wool natural brown hs 2z-S 1.9 

PS-3 -111-10/11426 warp wool natural dk & It b hs Z 11.6 0.9 
PS-3 -111-10/11426 weft ande ande unde unde ande unde ande i 

PS-3 -111-10/11429 ware wool natural aed brown hs Z unde 1.0 
PS-3 -111-10/11429 weft wool natural aed brown hs Z ande unde 

PS-3 -111-10/11430 warp wool natural aed brown hs Z 7.2 1.0 
PM-3 -111-10/11430 weft wool natural aed brown hs Z 4.3 1.1 

PM-3 -111-10/11431 warp wool natural dk brown hs Z 6.4 1.0 
PS-3 -111-10/11431 weft wool natural dk brown hs Z 6.4 1.0 

PS-3 -111-10/11432 warp wool natural it brown hs Z 8.5 1.0 
PM-3 -111-10/11432 weft wool natural dk brown hs Z 4.3 1.5 

PS-3 -111-10/11433 warp wool natural It brown hs Z 8.0 1.0 
PM-3 -111-10/11433 weft wool natural dk brown hs Z 4.4 2.0 

PS-3 -111-10/11434 warp wool natural dk brown hs Z 8.0 0.9 
PS-3 -111-10/11434 weft wool natural dk brown hs Z 6.4 1.5 

PS-3 -11I-I0/I1435 warp cotton? blackened black hs? Z unde 0.5? 
PM-3 -111-10/11435 weft cotton? blackened black hs? Z unde 0.5? 
PM-3 -111-10/11435 eabr yarn wool natural dk brown hs 2z-S 5.2 2.0 

PM-3 -111-10/11436 varo ande blackened black hs? Z 12.3 0.3 
PM-3 -111-10/11436 weft ande blackened black hs? Z 9.6 0.5 
PM-3 -111-10/11436 eabr yarn wool natural aed brown hs 22-S unde unde 

PM-3 -111-10/11437 eabr yarn wool natural aed brown hs 2z-S 4.8 2.0 i 

PM-3 -111-10/11433 wars wool natural dk brown hs Z 8.0 0.8 
PM-3 -I11-10'II438 weft wool natural dr brown hs Z a.: 1.5 ; 
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APPSMII I. TSCHMIUI, AITRIBOTES OF AKALYZED TEITILES - Continaed. 

Baadspao/ Coaat Dial 
Catalog No. Faoction Fiber Color Source Color Couercial Hake-ap /CB (CL) 

PX-37-111-10/11439 varo wool blackened brn black hs Z 5.6 I.O 
PX-37-111-10/11439 weft wool blackened brn black hs I 4.8 1.2 

PM-37-111-10/11440 waro wool natural dk brown hs I 9.6 Q.9 
py.-37-111-10/11440 weft wool natural dk brown bs I 5.6 1.5 

PX-37-111-10/11441 yarn 1 ande node brown COBB? 2z-S? ande 0.8? 
P!<.-37-111-10/11441 yarn 2 sillc? natural? golden br COIB? 2 unde 1.5 

PM-37-111-10/11442 yarn silk natural golden br com? 2z-S unde 0.8 

PM-37-111-10/11443 yarn 1 silk unde golden br com? 22-S? 0.7 
PM-37-111-10/11443 yarn 2 silk natural golden br conn? 5 or os-Z 1.3 ; 

PM-37-111-10/11444.2 yarn silk ande dk brown conn 2z-S 1.0 1 

py.-37-111-10/11445 yarn unde ande brown cooss? 2z-S? ande 0.8 I 

?!'.-37- m-lO/11446 yarn ande natural gldn brow hs? 32-S unde unde ! 

py.-37-111-10/11447.1 warn wool natural aed&dk br hs I 12.0-19.0 0.3 1 

PM-37-11I-10.'11447.I weft wool natural Bed brown bs Z,paired 3.2 prs 0.3 : 
PX-37-111-10/11447.2 yarn wool natural dk brown hs 2z-S 5.2st,6 0.7 i 

py.-37-111-10/11447.3 warp wool natural golden br hs I 9.6 0.7 i 
PM-37-111-10/11447.3 weft wool natural golden br hs I 6.4 1.0 

PM-37-111-10/11450 warp 1 linen natural off-white COM 2z-S 14.4 1.0 
PX-37-111-10/11450 weft linen natural off-white coaa 2z-S? 7.2 0.6 
PM-37-111-10/11450 warp 2 copper str corrosion green 

PH-37-111-10/11451 warp I linen natural off-white coan 2z-S 14.4 0.9 
P»-37-111-10/11451 warp 2 copper str corrosion green 
PM-37-111-10/11451 weft linen natural off-white COBO 2z-S 6.4 0.8 1 

PM-37-111-10/11452 yarn silk natural? golden COBB 2z-S 0.6 

PM-37-111-10/11453 yarn silk natural? golden br COBB 2z-S 0.7 

PM-37-111-10/11454 yarn wool natural? gld&dk br hs Z 1.0 

PM-37-111-10/11462 yarn silk natural? golden coaa 2z-S 0.9 

PM-37-111-10/11464 yarn wool natural? It brown bs 2s-Z 3.0 

PM-37-111-10/11468 ware wool? natural? dk brown hs Z 9.6 0.8 
PM-37-111-10/11468 weft wool? natural? dk brown hs 2 4.8 1.0 1 

PM-37-111-10/11471 ware wool natural dk brown hs Z 6.8 0.8 
PM-37-11I-10/II47I weft wool natural dk brown hs Z 5.2 0.9 1 
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APPEHDII I. TECHMiaL ATTRIBDTES OF AMALYZED TEITILES - Contioned. 

HandspoD/ Coant Diai 
Catalog Ho. Fonction Fiber Color Source Color Couercial Make-ap /CI (CI) 

PM-37-111-10/11473 warp ande ande led brown conn ande 19.2 0.3 
PH-37-111-10/11473 weft ande ande led brovn con ande 6.4 1.0 
PM-37-111-10/11473 braid ande ande ted brown CODB 2z-S 1.0 

PM-37-111-10/11474 warp ande ande led brown COM 2z-S? unde unde 
PM-37-111-10/11474 weft ande ande led brown com 2z-S? unde unde 

PM-37-111-10/11477 ware wool nataral dk brown hs Z 6.4 1.0 
PM-37-111-10/11477 weft wool natural dk brown hs Z 6.0 1.0 

PX-37-111-10/11480 warp wool nataral dk brown hs Z 6.4? 1.0 
py.-37-111-10/11480 weft wool natural dk brown hs Z 4.3? 1.0 

P«-37-111-10/11602 warp wool nataral dk brovn hs Z 6.4 l.O 
PH-37-111-10/11602 weft wool natural dk brows hs Z 5.6 1.3 

PM-37-111-10/11603 warn wool natural dk brown hs Z 6.4 1.0 
PX-37-111-10/11603 weft wool nataral dk brown hs Z 5.6 1.3 

PM-37-111-10/11604 ware wool natural dk brown hs Z 6.4 1.0 
PM-37-lll-10;'li604 weft wool natural dk brown hs Z 5.6 1.3 

PM-37-111-10/11605 warp wool natural dk brown hs Z 5.4 1.0 
PM-37-111-10/11605 weft wool natural dk brown hs Z 5.6 1.3 

PM-37-111-10/11606 warp wool nataral dk brown hs 7 u 6.4 1.0 
PM-37-111-10/11606 weft wool natural dk brown hs I 5.6 1.3 

PH-37-111-10/11607 warp wool natural dk brown hs I 6.4 1.0 
PM-37-111-10/11607 weft wool natural dk brovn hs I 5.6 1.3 

PH-38-120-10/18468 warp wool nataral dk brown hs I ande 0.6 
PX-38-120-10/18468 weft wool natural dk brown hs I ande 0.8 

PX-38-120-10/18469 warp cotton unde ande hs 11 9.6 0.8 
PM-38-120-10/18469 weft cotton unde unde hs 11 8.8 0.8 

PM-38-120-10/18471 yarn wool natural •ed brown hs 22-S 2.0 

py.-38-120-10/18472 yarn wool natural led brovn hs Z 1.1 

PM-38-120-10/18473 warp cotton blackened black hs Z 9.6 0.8 
PH-38-120-10/18473 weft cotton blackened black hs Z 6.8 1.0 

PM-38-120-10/18476 yarn linen nataral white ande 3s-2 1.3 

PM-38-120-10/18477.1 yarn cotton natural off-white hs 2(2z-SlZ 2.0 
PM-38-120-10/18477.2 yarn linen/bast natural tan hs 2(2z-S)S 1.0 

py.-38-120-10/18478 yarn cotton natural white hs 4z-S 2.8 
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APPBMDII I. THCHMICAL ATTRIBOTES OF AHALYZED TEITILES - Continned. 

Haodspsn/ Coont Oiai 
Catalog No. FOQCtiOD Fiber Color Source Color Couercial Hake-Dp /CI (CI) 

PM-38-120-10/18490 seed cotton charred black 
PM-38-12O-I0/I349O fiber cotton charred black 

PM-39-97-10/2I457 yarn cotton blackened black hs 2z-S 5.6 1.3 ! 

P!(-39-97-10/21460 warp cotton blackened black hs Z 11.6 0.5 i 

PH-39-97-10/21460 weft cotton blackened black hs I 9.6 1.0 

P>!-39-97-10/21461 .1 warp cotton blackened dk brown hs I 9.6 0.9 
PM-39-97-10/21461.1 weft cotton blackened dk brown hs I 7.6 1.0 
PW-39-97-1Q/2I46I.2 waro cotton blackened dk brown hs I 13.4 0.8 
PM-39-97-10/2I461.2 weft cotton blackened dk brown hs I 7.2 1.2 

PS-39-97-10/21462.1 yarn wool? blackened black hs 2z-S 5sts,5r 1.0 
PS-39-97-10/21462.2 yarn cotton blackened black hs 2z-S 3sts,3r 1.0 
PM-39-97-10/21462.3 waro cotton blackened black hs 2 9.2 0.8 
PM-39-97-I0/21462.3 weft cotton blackened black hs Z 7.6 1.0 
PM-39-97-I0/21462.3 end cord cotton blackened black hs 2z-S 
P!i-39-97-10/21462.4 warn cotton blackened black hs Z 14.3 0.7 
PM-39-97-10/21462.4 weft cotton blackened black hs z 6.4 I.I 
?!{-39-9;-I0/2I462 .4 side cord cotton blackened black hs 2z-3 

PK-39-97-10/21464 ware linen natural? aolden conn 2z-S? 26.0 0.3 
py.-39-97-10/21464 weft linen natural? golden COBB 2z-S? 26.0 0.3 
PM-39-97-I0/21464 sappl weft silk •etallic silver COHIFFL wrapped S 26.0 0.5 

SAR-12-21-3-12-5 warp cotton darkened dk brown hs Z 11.2 0.7 
SAR-12-21-3-I2-5 weft cotton darkened dk brown hs I 11.2 I.O 

SAR-I2-K-3-IV-Pit J.l waro cotton? darkened dk brown hs I 9.6 0.4 : 
SAR-12-K-3-IV-Pit J.l weft cotton? darkened dk brown hs I 7.2 1.2 
SAR-12-K-3-IV-Pit J.2 waro cotton? darkened dk brown hs I 12.0 0.5 i 
SAR-l2-K-3-IV-Pit J.2 weft cotton? darkened dk brown hs I 12.0 0.5 

Om-15491 fiber cotton natural white 

D)LVA-I5495 seed cotton natural brown 

IIX.MA-15495 fiber cotton natural white 

II!{MA-I5506 yarn yucca natural tan hs 2s-Z unde 

IIM.MA-I5508 yarn cotton natural white hs 2z'S unde ! 

nHMA-15517 seed cotton natural brown 

OSMA-15526 fiber 1 cotton natural white 
OHMA-15526 fiber 2 yucca? natural tan 

JXMA-15528 seed cotton natural brown 
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IPPBSDIX I. TECHICiL HTRIBDTES OF WALTZED TEXTILES - Continned. 

Handspna/ Coant Dial 
Catalog No. Fnactioa Fiber Color Scarce Color Couercial Hake-ap /ci (CI) 

iniHA-15529 fiber cotton natural white 

nMIlA-15531 fiber cotton natural white 

DHMA-15532 seed cotton natural brown 

nMMA-15541 fiber cotton nataral white 

nMA-15859 yarp cotton? darkened brown hs Z? 8.8 0.2 
DMXA-15859 weft cotton? darkened brown hs Z 8.0 1.0 

IIMHA-15860 «rp cotton darkened brown hs Z 8.0 0.8 
Dm-15860 weft cotton darkened brown hs Z 8.0 1.0 

DlKA-15862 varp cotton? darkened brown hs Z 8.8 0.3 
am-15862 weft cotton? darkened brown hs Z 8.0 I.O 

nm-15865 yarn yucca natural? brown hs S & 2s -Z unde 

0!aA-I5866 fiber buffalo br natural dk brown anspun 

lIMHA-15868 yarn vegetal natural? brown HS S & 2s-Z 0.9 

DMMA-15878 varp cotton darkened It. brown hs Z 9.6 0.2 
0HVA-I5878 weft cotton darkened It. brown hs Z 9.6 0.8 

IU!MA-15882 warp cotton darkened brown hs Z 9.6 0.3 
IIMHA-15882 weft cotton darkened brown hs Z 8.0 1.0 

OMHA-15884.1 warp cotton? darkened brown hs 11 8.8 0.3 
Om-15884.1 weft cotton? darkened brown hs Z? 7.2 1.0 
IIM3{A-15884.2 cordage yucca? blackened black hs h-l. 2s-Z 2.5 

II5D!A-16682.1 fiber cotton natural white 
iIMMA-16682.2 yarn cotton nataral white hs I 

IIMMA-16683 fiber cotton natural white i 
OSKA-16684.1 fiber wool nataral white 
DMMA-16684.2 yarn 1 silk natural? gold cou I ande 
inaA-16684.2 yarn 2 silk nataral? gold cou 

C
O

 1 unde 
• 

IIKHA-16684.2 yarn 3 wool brazilwd? orange hs Z unde 
IJHMA-16684.3 fiber cotton natural white 

DMMA-16686 fiber cotton natural white 

iIMMA-I6687.1 yarn cotton natural white hs Z unde 
IIMMA-16687.2 fiber cotton natural white 

nm-16689.1 fiber cotton nataral white 
DMMA-16689.2 yarn cotton natural white hs Z unde 
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AFFEHDIX I. TECENiai iTTRIBOTES OF UIALY2ED TEXTILES - Coatiaaed. 

Handspun/ Count DiaJi 
Catalog No. Fonctioa fiber Color Scarce Color Couercial Make-up /Ci (Ci) 

DXMA-16694 fiber cotton natural white 

05«A-16695.1 fiber I cotton natural white 
DMMA-16695.I fiber 2 cotton vegetal? oeach 
05LHA-16695.2 fiber/yarn 1 silk natural white COIB 
Om-16695.2 fiber/yarn 2 silk indigo? blue com 
OXJlA-16695.2 fiber/yarn 3 silk vegetal green coao 
D)e{A-16695.2 fiber/yarfl 4 silk vegetal yellow coii 
IIMMA-16695.2 fiber/yarn 5 silk lac/coch? pink coia 

lIJaA-16731 seed cotton charred black 

um-iesoo seed cotton charred black 

nMMA-16807 seed cotton charred black 

aiMA-16814 seed cotton charred black 

OMWA-168I7 yarn 1 wool unde unde unde unde unde 
OS!A-16817 yarn 2 silk? unde unde COM unde ande 

Dm-16868 seed cotton charred black 

OXXA-23678 boll cotton charred black 
aM.MA-23678 fiber cotton charred black 
lim-23678 seed cotton charred black 

lIMXA-23679 seed cotton charred black 

QMMA-Lab JlSOl varp yucca charred black hs S 7.2 l.I 
BM-MA-Lal) }1501 weft yucca charred black hs s 4.4 1.8 

DMXA-Lab J1505 vara cotton charred black bs z 11.5 0.2 
USMA-Lab 11505 weft cotton charred black hs I 8.3 1.1 
OifflA-Lab ^1505 side cord cotton charred black bs 2(?)z •S unde 

DMMA-Lab I1506E varp cotton darkened brown hs I 9.6 0.4 
HMMA-Lab I1506B weft cotton darkened brown hs I 6.0 1.2 

DMXA-Lab 13300 yarns cotton natural white bs I and 22-S ande 

IINM-65.1.5 warp cotton vegetal? yellow-tn hs I 3.4 0.5 
ONH-65.1.5 weft cotton vegetal? yeI low-tn hs I 8.4 1.1 

II!(«-68.43.1Q3 yarn liaei? nat/ietal goldn/gry coia? h-l fl/a unde 

0SM-68.43.113 warp silk unk brown COIB? 2i-S 32.0 0.8 
DSM-68.43.113 weft silk unk brown coaa? 22-S 5.6 1.0 

O.VM-68. 43. 19 yarn silk/iin? nat/aetal goldn gry coaa? S Q/a 0.5 i 
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APPBHDIX I. TBCMICAL MTDIBIITBS OF MILTZED TBITILES - Continued. 

laadspan/ Conat Dial 
Catalog Mo. Function Fiber Color Source Color Couercial Make-up /CI (Cl) 

Uin«-68.43.93S105 varp silk natural golden br cou? 2z-S 25.6 0.4 
DNH-68.43.93&105 weft silk letallic gray COIB? 2z-S? 16.0 0.6 
IINM-68.43.93&105 suppl warp silk •etallic gray cou? 2z-S? unde 0.6 

ONM-80.47.5.1 varp cotton natural? led brown hs 2 7.0 0.7 
nNM-80.47.5.1 weft cotton natural? •ed brown hs Z 9.2 1.4 

DNK-80.47.5.2 warp cotton natural? •ed brown hs Z 6.6 0.6 
DSM-BO.47.5.2 weft 1 cotton natural? •ed brown hs Z 11.6 1.1 
DHM-80.47.5.2 weft 2 cotton natural? •ed brown hs 2z-S 8.8 1.1 

nNM-87.1.316 warp yucca? charred black hs S 7.6 1.3 
ONX-87.1.316 weft yucca? charred black hs s 4.0 1.9 

nN«-No Haaber warp yucca? blackened black hs s 8.4 unde 
UHM-So Muaber weft yucca? blackened black hs s 3.4 ande 

ifACC-BAHD-4810 warp cotton darkened brown hs I 8.4 0.6 
¥ACC-BA.VD-4810 weft cotton darkened brown hs I 7.0 1.3 

¥ACC-BASD-4859 yarn wool brazilwd? orange hs 2z-S 3st,5rw 1.5 

WCC-PECO-1636 warp silk unde red COU unde 32.0 unde 
WACC-PECO-1636 weft silk ande red cou ande 24.0 unde 

«ACC-PECO-1729 warp 1 wool natural dk brown hs I 8.8 2.0 
WACC-PECO-1729 warn 2 wool natural? •ed brown hs I 8.8 2.0 
WACC-PECO-1729 warp 3 wool indigo? blue hs I 8.8 2.0 
liACC-PECO-1729 weft wool natural? It brown hs Z 2.4 1.6 

WACC-SAPD-5513 warp cotton carbonized black hs Z 8.8 ande 
WACC-SAPD-5513 weft cotton carbonized black hs Z 4.8 unde 

yACC-SAPD-5514 warp cotton carbonized black hs Z 8.0 unde 
WACC-SAPO-5514 weft cotton carbonized black hs Z 7.2 ande 
WACC-SAPD-5514 end cord cotton carbonized black hs 3z-S? unde 

WACC-SAPn-5516 warp cotton carbonized black hs I 8.8 ande 
¥ACC-SAPU-5516 weft cotton carbonized black hs I 6.4 ande 

¥ACC-SAP1J-5518 warp cotton carbonized black hs I 9.6 ande 
WACC-SAPn-5518 weft cotton carbonized black hs I 8.8 ande 

¥ACC-SAPn-5519 warp cotton carbonized black hs I ande ande 
lfACC-SAPn-5519 weft cotton carbonized black hs I unde ande 

llACC-SAPn-5520 warp cotton carbonized black hs I 11.2 ande 
ifACC-SAPn-5520 weft cotton carbonized black hs I 8.0 unde 
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APPBHDIX I. TBCHSICAL ATTRIBOTES OF ASALYZED TEXTILES - Continued. 

i fiandspan/ CoDOt Dial 
i Catalog Ho. Function Fiber Color Soarce Color Couercial Make-ap /c« (c«) i 

ifACC-SAPlJ-5521 »arp cotton carbonized black hs Z 8.4 unde ! 
»ACC-SAPO-5521 ireft cotton carbonized black hs z 6.4 unde : 
»ACC-SA?U-5521 side cord cotton carbonized black hs 22-S ande ' 

'rfACC-SAPa-5522.1 fiber wool charred black anspun 
'rfACC-SAPa-5522.2 fiber cotton carbonized black unspun 

WCC-SAPlI-5523 yarn cotton carbonized black hs Z 3.6 unde i 
WACC-SAPIJ-5523 weft cotton carbonized black hs Z 6.3 unde 1 

ifACC-SAPn-5524.I varo cotton carbonized black hs Z 8.4 unde ' 
ilACC-SA?D-5524.1 vreft cotton carbonized black hs Z 6.8 ande i 
»ACC-SAPIJ-5524.2 aarp cotton carbonized black hs Z (paired) 3.2prs ande • 
i(ACC-SAPII-5524.2 weft cotton carbonized black hs 2z-S 4.4 unde : 

SACC-SAPO-5525.1 warn cotton carbonized black hs Z 8.4 0.3 ^ 
'rfACC-SAP!J-5525.1 weft cotton carbonized black hs Z 8.4 1.3 ! 
»ACC-SAPD-5:25.2 warp cotton carbonized black hs I 9.6 0.3 : 
«ACC-SAPU-5525.2 weft cotton carbonized black hs I 8.0 1.0 • 

WCC-SAPII-5528 warp wool charred black hs I 8.0 I.fl ! 
WACC-SAPn-5528 weft wool charred black hs I 8.0 1.0 ; 

WCC-SAPa-5529 yarn wool charred black hs 2z-S 3st,4rw 1.4 ; 

ifACC-SAPII-5530 warp cotton carbonized black hs I 10.4 unde ' 
VACC-SAPIJ-5530 weft cotton carbonized black hs I 8.0 unde 

Key: bik = black 
br or brn = brow 
braziiwd = brazilwood 
els : coils 
coch : cochineal 
dk : dark 
e«br : eabroidery 
gld or glden - golden 
gry = gray 
hr : hair 
nat : nataral 
n/a = not applicable 
pr : pair 
St : stitch 
rws : rows 
str : strip 
tn : tan 
ande = andetemined 
wht : vhite 
yrns - yarns 
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